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11/16 X 1/2" 

HERMETICALLY SEALED 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
Because of the wide variety of blocking oscillator, interstage, and modulator pulse applica- 
tions, the bulk of UTC pulse transformers are designed to customer's specifications. Through 
versatile design, however, the stock hermetic MIL -T-27 pulse transformers listed below take 
care of most low level applications. Wide ranges of pulse duration, loading, and level are 
obtainable by variations in the manner of connecting the balanced coil structure windings as 
shown in the engineering sheet accompanying each unit. 

The H-40 and H-41 units employ identical windings suitable for different applications 
H-40 because of the manner in which the windings are brought out to the terminals. Pulse widths 

from .1 to 5 microseconds are realized with excellent fidelity. H-42 and H-43 are highly minia- 
turized units. They incorporate three equal windings capable of being inter -connected for wide 
versatility in blocking oscillator, interstage, and impedence matching service. 

H-4/ Type 
No. Description* 

Pulse Width Ins. Test 
Microsec. Volts RMS Case 

H-40 Two 250 ohm windings ... two 1000 ohm windings .1 to 5 1000 RCOF 

H-41 Two 250 ohm windings ... two 1000 ohm windings .1 to 5 1000 RCOF 

H-42 Three 250 ohm windings .15 to .75 500 SM** 
H-43 Three 500 ohm windings .5 to 2 500 SM** 

* Impedances shown are nominal, subject to wide variation with application. 
**Mtg. screw is centered on large side of case. 

SERVO MOTOR MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS 
The MAT 1-4 Magnetic Amplifiers are exceptionally stable units de- 

signed for the control of 2 phase 400 cycle servo motors. They are 
compact ... hermetically sealed ... magnetically shielded ... meet 
MIL -T-27 ... high input impedance ... high damping ... high gain. The 
output is sinusoidal, amp!itude variable, and phase reversible. Control 
is provided by a dual triode such as a 12AU7 operating with a plate 
voltage of 115 volts, 400 cycles, or higher. The signal to the triode 
grids can be polarity reversible DC or phase reversible 400 cycles. 
Power gain of the MAGNETIC STRUCTURE is approximately 40 ... re- 

sponse time approximately 7.5 milliseconds ... maximum null voltage 
3V. RMS. 

For AC signal control, the circuit of Figure 1 is employed. For 
DC signal control, Figure 2 applies. Figure 3 shows the use of a 

power transformer (MAT -5) which provides higher plate voltages and 
eliminates the input transformer (MAT -6). The typical response curve 
of Figure 4 applies to all units, the larger units feeding heavier loads. 
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GRID CIRCUIT 

MODIFICATION FOR 
DC INPUT 

TYPE NO. MAT -1 MAT -2 MAT -3 MAT -4 

230 Volt Supply 
Power output 4 W. 8 W. 11 W. 18 W. 
RL, ohms 3300 1600 1200 720 
CL, mfd. 2 .3 .5 .7 
115 Volt Supply 
Power output 2 W. 4 W. 6 W. 9 W. 
RI_ ohms 6500 3300 2200 1450 
CL. mfd. .13 .2 .3 .45 
Reson. Freq. 40 cyc. 35 cyc. 35 cyc. 20 cyc.. 

Log -Deer. .18 .23 .03 .65 
Cont. Wdg. Res. 6200 ohms 8450 ohms 4750 ohms 5650 ohms 
Case 

Length. In. 11/4 11/2 13/4 21/e 

Width, In. 115/16 21/s 21/2 31/2 

Height, In. 25/16 23/4 215/16 33/2 
Unit Weight, lbs. .67 1.1 1.7 2.75 
MAT -5 115V.-400 cyc. to 460 VCT; provides 230V. 48 MA DC or 460V. 

24 MA DC. RC -37 Case . 13/e x 13/8 x 15/e . . . 1/8 mtg. holes 
11/8 x 11/8 . . . 6 oz. 

MAT -6 Input ... 10,000 ohms pri ... 1.15 C.T. ratio ... phase shift 
under 1° ... RCOF case. 

eued 
FIG.*3 

PARALLEL GRIDS -PUSH-PULL PLATES 

FIG*4 1 5 0 VARIER STREET // NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 
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ETCHING TECHNIQUE FOR SILICON TRANSISTOR-Enlargement of jet -etched silicon wafer, showing orange glow 
of white light transmitted through silicon window as it approaches final thickness of a few ten thousandths of an inch 
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electronic 

frequency 

changers 

250VA and 1000VA capacity 

60- to 60 or 60 to 400 
accuracy to ±0.01% 

SPECIFICATIONS 

accurate control of frequency 
accurate control of voltage 
good wave shape 
portable 
no special wiring or installation 

Model FCD250 FCD1000 FC1000 
Input voltage 95-130VAC, 10, 50-60- 208 or 230VAC, 

10, 50-60- 
208 or 230VAC 

10, 50 -60 -- 
Output voltage 115VAC, 10, adjustable between 110-120 volts 
Output Frequency 400-, adjustable 

±10% 
400^-, adjustable 

±10% 
60^-, adjustable 

between 45 and 65 
Output voltage 

regulation 
±1.0% ±1.0% ±1.0% 

Output frequency 
regulation 

±1.0% in standard models; +0.01% with auxiliary frequency 
standard (output frequency is fixed when using frequency standard) 

Capacity 250VA 1 1000VA 11000VA 
Load range 0.1 to full load 
Distortion 5% maximum 
P. F. range Down to 0.7 F 

Time constant 0.25 seconds 
Envelope modulation 2% maximum 

These industrial and laboratory frequency changers resulted from contracts for precision invert- 
ers. They should prove useful for testing components or complete instruments that must operate 
over variable frequency conditions. They can also be used as sources for precision 60 or 
400 for timing applications, or used with servo and/or gyro motors in design work. 

Sorensen electronic frequency changers are also being used with field equipment such as geo- 
physical vans, where motor generator set frequency control is often inadequate. Another use 
will be for checking equipment designed for 50 ^- (foreign) usage; conversely, the same 
instrument can be used to convert 50 line to 60 ^- source. 

Electronic frequency changers of other ratings are now in design. We shall be happy to send 
further information, or to correspond with you concerning your individual requirements. 
Address Sorensen & Co., Inc., 375 Fairfield Avenue, Stamford, Conn. In Europe, write directly 
to Sorensen A.G., Gartenstrasse 26, Zurich 2, Switzerland. 

SORENSEN 
375 FAIRFIELD AVENUE, STAMFORD, CONN. 

2 Want more information? Use post card on last page. May, 1954 - ELECTRONS ICS 
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The scientific approach to 
vibration measurement 

THE D-489 

MUIRHEAD - PAMETRA 

WAVE ANALYSER 

WITH the Muirhead-Pametrada Wave Analyser the localization of obscure vibrations can be 

carried out systematically. Designed specifically for such measurements, this instrument 

covers a range of 19 - 21,000 c!s with an accuracy of ± 0.5%. Its high selectivity enables component 

frequencies close to one another to be measured ; the flat top of the tuning characteristic can be 

varied to simplify measurements of fluctuating frequencies. 

In almost every branch of engineering there is a use for this novel instrument. 

FEATURES 
Wide frequency band - 19c/s to 21 kc/s in 6 over- 

lapping ranges 

Frequency accuracy + 0.5% over entire range 

Response flat within + 2db over entire range 

Flat-topped response curve - narrow or wide band- 
width selected at will 

Off-peak response proportional to percentage mis - 
tuning 

Output frequency is that of the selected ccmponent, 
and is available for oscilloscope viewing 

Octave discrimination better than 70db 

Mains operated from a separate stabilized supply unit 

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR 
DESCRIPTIVE BROCHURE 

WHICH WILL BE SENT FREE ON REQUEST 

NAME 

POSITION 

COMPANY 

MAILING ADDRESS 

125 

MUIRHEAD & CO. LIMITED BECKENHAM KENT ENGLAND 
MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE PRECISION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS 

ELECTRONICS-May, 1954 Want moire information? Use post card on last page. 3 
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FIGURES OF THE MONTH 

RECEIVER 
PRODUCTION 
(Source: RETMA) 

Television sets 
Home sets 
Clock Radios 
Portable sets 
Auto sets 

RECEIVER SALES 
(Source: RETMA) 

Television sets, units... 
Radio sets (except auto) 

wr 'rev:ous Latest 
Ago Month Month 

Feb. '53 Jan. '54 Feb. '54 
730,597 420,571 426,933 
402,742 271,036 233,063 
210,924 159,932 105,933 

87,711 46,571 98,275 
491,062 394,442 331,961 

Feb. '53 
537,122 
507,527 

RECEIVING TUBE SALES 
(Source: RETMA) Feb. '53 

Receiv. tubes, total units 40,061,483 
Receiv. tubes, value... $27,371,779 
Pic. tubes, total units.. 836,451-r 
Picture tubes, value... $20,030,681 

SEMICONDUCTOR SALES 
(Source: RETMA) Jan. '53 

Germanium Diodes .... 1,470,472 

INDUSTRIAL 
TUBE SALES 
(Source: NEMA) 

Vacuum (non -receiving) 
Gas or vapor 
Phototubes 
Magnetrons and velocity 

modulation tubes 
Gaps and T/R boxes 

Jan. '54 Feb. '54 
731,917 536,017 
310,623-r 262,679 

Jan. '54 Feb. '54 
22,133,347 25,189,147 

$16,412,505 $18,319,819 
557,681 645,715 

$12,173,923 $13,916,478 

Dec. '53 Jan. '54 
689,409 658,966 

,---Quarterly Figures-, 
Year 
Ago 

4th '52 
$12,790,000 

$3,480,000 
$760,000 

$10,510,000 
$2,090,000 

Previous 
Quarter 

Latest 
Quarter 

TV AUDIENCE 

Year 
Ago 

Previous 
Month 

Latest 
Month 

(Source: NBC Research Dept.) Feb. '53 Jan. '54 Feb. '54 
Sets in Use -total 21,907,100 27,666,000 28,289,000 

BROADCAST STATIONS 
Source: (FCC) Mar. '53 Feb. '54 Mar. '54 

TV Stations on Air 164 379 385 
TV Stns CPs-not on air 255 198 190 
TV Stns -Applications 639 99 72 
AM Stations on Air 2,424 2,529 2,539 
AM Stns CPs-not on air 133 128 129 
AM Stns -Applications 250 154 163 
FM Stations on Air 607 554 555 
FM Stns CPs-not on air 21 19 15 
FM Stns -Applications 7 3 3 

COMMUNICATION AUTHORIZATIONS 
Source: (FCC) Feb. '53 Jan. '54 Feb. '54 

Aeronautical 37,825 42,314 43,682 
Marine 39,001 43,918 44,140 
Police, fire, etc. 12,482 14,865 15,003 
Industrial 16,002 20,053 20,280 
Land Transportation 5,636 6,556 6,600 
Amateur 116,697 116,369 117,427 
Citizens Radio 1,924 5,492 5,550 
Disaster 101 256 257 
Experimental 529 525 532 
Common carrier 1,070 1,479 1,490 

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS 
(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics) Jan. '53 Dec. '53 Jan. '54 

Prod. workers, comm. equip. 330.5 368.4 355.5 
Av. wkly. earnings, comm... $69.22 $67.26 $67.49 
Av. wkly. earnings, radio... $64.46 $67.03 $65.74 
Av. wkly. hours, comm..... 41.8 39.7 38.8 
Av. wkly. hours, radio 40.9 39.9 38.9 

3rd '53 
$9,434,082 
$4,145,018 

$510,686 

4th '53 
$9,467,331 
$4,854,222 

$405,000 

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES 
(Source: Standard and Poor's) Mar. '53 Feb. '54 Mar. '54 

Radio-TV & Electronics 310.7 281.7 301.9 
$9,822,600 $13,073,095 Radio Broadcasters ... 294.3 284.8 302.1 
$1,554,000 $1,707,730 p -provisional; r -revised 

FIGURES OF THE YEAR 1953 Total 
TOTALS FOR 

1953 
THE FIRST TWO MONTHS 

1954 Percent Change 
Television set production 7,214,787 1,449,832 847,504 -41.5 
Radio set production 13,368,556 2,285,581 1,641,213 -28.2 
Television set sales 6,375,279 1,177,195 1,267,934 + 7.7 
Radio set sales (except auto) 7,064,485 922,248 573,302 -37.8 
Receiving tube sales 437,091,555 77,367,556 47,322,494 -38.8 
Cathode-ray tube sales 7,582,835 1,824,767 1,203,396 -34.1 
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INDUSTRY REPORT 

electronics-MAY 1954 

Industry Hails Armed Forces' New Look 

Outlay for electronic gear re- 
mains high despite cutbacks in 

defense spending 

EMPHASIS on airborne and atomic 
weapons rather than balanced 
military forces, makes fighting men 
more dependent than ever upon 
electronic equipment. 

Air Force-Spearheading devel- 
opment of airborne electronic 
weapons is the USAF Air Research 
and Development Command. At 10 
major research and development 
activities, in 160 colleges, universi- 
ties and other nonprofit institu- 
tions and in 1,520 industrial plants 
and laboratories, work is underway 
on Air Force projects to implement 

the massive retaliation principle- 
should it become necessary. 

Automatic Flight-Several re- 
cently unveiled devices indicate that 
Air Force scientists are well on the 
way to relieving the pilot of his 
more arduous duties and in some 
cases replacing him entirely. 

The N-1 gyro compass, now 
standard equipment aboard medium 
and heavy bombers, permits naviga- 
tion over polar regions where mag- 
netic compasses are unreliable. The 
A-1 dead -reckoning computer is a 
companion piece to the gyro com- 
pass. With heading, air speed, wind 
direction and velocity fed in, the 
pilot can read his latitude and 
longitude continuously. 

Pilotless flight may be the even - 

tuai goal toward which the digital 
airborne computer and automatic 
sequence selector point. The former 
reportedly can guide an aircraft to 
specific targets, discharge appro- 
priate weapons and get the intruder 
home without human direction. 

Production-Other developments 
include instruments to speed ma- 
terials testing and research on air 
frames, power plants and propel- 
lants. 

Electronic manufacturers are 
keenly interested in work on re- 
liable components such as sub- 
miniature amplifiers that consume 
only watt heater power compared 
to 2 watts for present units; small 
electron tubes capable of operating 
at high temperatures in sealed, ex - 

Three Steps in Evolution of 3D Printed Circuits 

Underside views of 21 inch tv chassis above illustrate space saving over conventional wiring, left, accomplished by Tinkertoy 
module technique in center (ELECTRONICS, p6, Feb., 1954) and at right, new printed -circuit method using Reliaplates developed 
by Sanders Associates. The plates contain interstage and bypass components and are mounted at right angles to main etched 
plate containing oll tubes and wiring except high -voltage rectifier and front-end tubes. Main plate is 12 inches long, six wide 

ELECTRONICS - May, 1954 5 
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INDUSTRY REPORT-Continued 

pendable subassemblies and a 
miniaturized 100 -watt water-cooled 
ceramic tetrode. 

Radar-Preliminary work is well 
under way on the $400,000,000 
radar fence across the far north. 
The joint U. S. -Canadian under- 
taking is designed to provide six 
hours advanced warning in case of 
attempted attack by hostile aircraft 
on U. S. industrial centers. 

The fence comprises both ground 
and airborne stations. 

Missiles-Development of elec- 
tronic control systems for guided 
missiles is number one task for 
many electronic engineers and pro- 
duction of telemetering equipment 
by which designers learn how their 
birds perform during their first- 
and last-flight is becoming a big 
business. 

Suppliers report expanding sales 
of ground -station equipment and 
sales of airborne telemeters in lots 
of 50 to 100. 

Congress Objects 
to FCC License Fees 

RELUCTANT itself to impose fees 
upon operators and radio station 
licensees, FCC initiated proposals 
(ELECTRONICS, p 5, Mar.) following 
a directive of the Budget Bureau. 
Fees ranging from $3 (for oper- 
ators) to $1,500 (for equipment 
type approvals) were proposed, ef- 
fective May 1. 

Backtracking-Objections filed 
with the Commission by its April 1 
deadline included that of National 
Association of Radio and Tele- 
vision Broadcasters. Discrimination 
against broadcasting as compared 
with other mass advertising media 
was claimed by NARTB, which 
recommended Congressional hear- 
ings on the subject. 

Congress, through the Senate In- 
terstate and Foreign Commerce 
Committee, has now asked FCC to 
withhold action on fees until July 1, 
1955. The Budget Bureau still feels 
that FCC should comply with its 
directive resulting from an Act of 
the Congress. At press time, FCC 
had not indicated what action it 
would next take. 

ONE MACHINE produces 200 7 -inch or 70 12 -inch records per hour when . . 

Disk Maker Adopts Injection Molding 

New production method gives 

pair of stampers almost 
indefinite life 

LARGE-SCALE record manufacturing 
by injection molding was recently 
inaugurated by Columbia Records 
at its Bridgeport plant. 

Principle of the injection mold- 
ing process is automatic molding of 
a plastic material that has been 
heated to fluid condition. Compres- 
sion molding, used by the record in- 
dustry for more than 50 years, 
molds a plastic mass that is heated 
to a semi -solid, gummy state. 

Operation-Polystyrene is poured 
in pellet form into a hopper resting 
on top of the machine. A metering 
device below the hopper regulates 
the release of pellets into a heating 
cylinder. 

Under temperatures of 400 to 600 
F the styrene is reduced to a liquid, 
similar to heavy oil in consistency. 
An injection plunger forces the 
fluid into a pair of mold cavities 
containing the stampers or grooved 
disks that mold each record surface. 
Double -mold cavities permit two 
records to be made at the same time. 

Under hydraulic pressure the 
fluid styrene is molded into grooved 
disks which harden through a cool- 
ing medium while still in the ma- 
chine. 

When completely cooled, the fin- 
ished records are automatically 
ejected onto a rack from which they 
tip automatically onto wire spindles. 
Records are of exact weight and 
thickness with perfect edges. Each 
groove- is reproduced exactly as it 
appears on the stamper and each 
succeeding record produced is exact 
in every detail. 

Stamper Life-Since material is 
introduced into the closed disk as 
a fluid, friction and general wear 
on the record stampers is virtually 
nonexistent. A single pair of 
stampers has almost indefinite life, 
in contrast with compression mold- 
ing stampers that yield little more 
than 1,000 disks before degrada- 
tion in the quality of their surfaces 
sets in. 

The complete molding cycle, from 
fluid state to finished record, takes 
20 seconds for a 7 -inch, 40 seconds 
for a 10 -inch long-playing and 45 
seconds for a 12 -inch long-playing 
record. 

Each double -cavity injection 
molding machine produces either 
200 7 -inch records or 90 10 -inch 
33A or 70 12 -inch 3n rpm disks per 
hour. Long-playing records require 
a longer molding cycle than 7 -inch 
disks because more material is in- 
jected to cover a larger record sur- 
face. 

(Continued on page 8) 
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New DECADE 

COUNTER TUBE 

the 6'476 ¡s Another 
New Sylvania 
Development 

Now Sylvania offers a new, visual electronic counting 
device. It's specially designed for control and totalizing 
applications in high-speed production equipment. 

Operating by electrical impulses, this tube visually 
indicates consecutive numbers by light flashes within 
the tube-counting from one to ten. 

All cathode leads are brought out individually and 
can be plugged into a socket, permitting independent 
control of pulses. Additional tubes may be added to the 
circuit thereby increasing counting capacity to hun- 
dreds or thousands. 

You will find this new Sylvania tube is low in cost, 
compact in size, and extremely reliable. For detailed 
specifications address Dept. 4E-1605, Sylvania. 

Electrical Data 

Anode Current 6 ma. max. 

Supply Voltage 350 volts 

Max. counting rate 4,000 pulses per second 

One more reason why it pays to specify Sylvania. 

Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y. 
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd., University Tower Bldg. 

St. Catherine Street, Montreal, P. Q. 

LIGHTING RADIO ELECTRONICS TELEVISION 

ELECTRONICS - May, 1954 Want more information? Use post card on last page. 7 
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WIDENING gap between demand and supply sparks hunt for substitutes, as . . . 

Planners Fear Selenium Shortage 

Titanium dioxide and silicon 
are scanned as rectifiers; 
selenium scrap drive gains 

INCREASING use of selenium recti- 
fiers in radio, television and elec- 
tronic equipment has brought about 
a potential shortage of the metal. 
Presently, domestic production and 
imports nicely balance consumption 
but manufacture of electronic 
equipment on a wartime basis 
could exhaust available selenium 
stocks in a matter of months. 

Uses-The electronics industry 
now uses 45 percent of all selenium 
consumed. Other users are the steel, 
glass, rubber and chemical in- 
dustries. Selenium rectifier stacks 
provide reduced size and weight 
over copper oxide or copper sulph- 
ide stacks and have been replacing 
both hard and soft diode rectifiers 
in power supplies generally. 

An important use of selenium 
outside electronics is as a catalyst 
in the organic chemical and drug 
business. Total selenium consump- 
tion in 1953 was 1,100,000 pounds. 

Supply-Selenium is produced as 

a by product of copper refining, be- 
ing found principally in anode 
slimes. Domestic production totaled 
890,000 pounds in 1953. Imports 
amounted to approximately 100,000 
pounds. Canada supplies nearly 90 
percent of imports; other sources 
are Japan, Sweden, West Germany 
and Belgium -Luxembourg. 

Latest stockpile figures indicate 
that supplies of elemental selenium 
held by primary producers amount 
to only a two -month supply. 

Conservation-Throughout 1952 
selenium was in short supply and 
the subject of study by the Na- 
tional Production Authority, Muni- 
tions Board, Defense Materials 
Procurement Agency and Bureau 
of Mines. During the year, 66,781 
pounds were turned in as scrap by 
rectifier manufacturers and re- 
covered from spent catalysts by the 
chemical industry. 

Key to the problem is replacing 
selenium in dry -plate rectifiers. A 
titanium -dioxide rectifier is under 
development by the Bureau of 
Standards. Recent work with silicon 
junction diodes also gives promise 
in this direction. 

The silicon junction diodes avoid 

the current limitations of the sili- 
con point -contact units and the 
thermal instability of germanium. 
However, silicon junction diodes 
thus far produced have been for 
switching and demodulation and 
power rectifiers of this type repre- 
sent largely a pious hope of de- 
fense planners and a gleam in the 
eye of semiconductor researchers. 

Microwave Makers 
See Expanding Market 
Push sales to pipelines, rail- 
roads and utilities; two new 
firms enter field 

COMMUNICATIONS equipment manu- 
facturers have resumed promotion 
of microwave systems for railroads, 
pipelines, power utilities and inde- 
pendent telephone companies. Some 
curtailment of sales effort resulted 
while manufacturers concentrated 
on fulfilling contracts undertaken 
in the 1951-52 boom. 

Early post-war activity by com- 
mon carriers started the microwave 
activity. The Bell System still leads 
with about 6,000 route miles of 
TD -2 radio relay in operation; a 
1,000 -mile system forms the back- 
bone of Western Union's opera- 
tions. 

Pipeline companies have installed 
most of the privately owned equip- 
ment-well over 10,000 miles. In 
all, right-of-way companies spent 
nearly $40 million during 1951-52. 

The armed services installed an 
additional $40 million worth of mi- 
crowave-largely in Europe and 
North Africa. 

Sales Potential-Less than 10 
percent of existing pipeline mile- 
age is equipped with microwave 
communications and pipelines are 
growing at a rapid rate. Many new 
systems have been laid over moun- 
tains and in the far north where 
rock slides and ice conditions are 
bad for pole lines. 

Railroads, by and large, have 
not turned to microwave but both 
RCA and Philco are making a play 
for the market. The problem of 
whether telephone companies will 

(Continued on page 10) 
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Sprague PULSE TRANSFORMERS for digital computers 

Type 10Z pulse transformer at left is color -coded to 
customer specifications. Unit at right is standard. 

As a new line of reliable components for 
digital computers, Sprague has introluced 
and is in production on pulse transformers 
of a new type. This transformer line it prin- 
cipally directed to high speed, low power 
computer circuits, with some design; also 
finding application in blocking oscillator 
circuits, memory ring driving circuits, etc. 

Two major types are offered: a miniature 
transformer, Type 10Z, for 0.05 to 0.5 
microsecond pulse circuits, and a larger 
transformer, Type 20Z, for handling pulses 
up to 20 microseconds in length. Inter- 
mediate sizes and plug-in units are also avail- 
able for special cus:omer requirements. 

Basic data on the high reliability min- 
iature transformer is tabulated a: right. 
Complete details are in Engineering Bul- 
letin M 502. A copy will be sent pu on 
letterhead request to the Sprague Electric 
Company, , 35 Marshall Street, North 
Adams, Massachusetts. 

Sprague, on request, will provide you 
with complete application engineering 
service for optimum results in the use of 
pulse transformers for computers. 

WORLD'S LARGEST 
CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER 

1 

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 

TYPE WZ PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

Pulse 
Duration 

.05 to 0.5 microseconds. 

Applications 

flipflop circuits buffer circuits 
pulse amplifier circuits gating cir- 
cuits other circuits with pulse 
lengths up to about 0.5 microseconds. 

Physical 
Description 

Hermetically sealed. Housed in cor- 
rosion -resistant can with glass -to - 
metal solder -seal terminals at each 
end. Can length is 3/4" and diameter 
is 1/2". Transformers can be mounted 
and supported by lead wires in most 
applications. 

Ratios 
Offered 

Maximum 
Repetition 
Rate 

Pulse 
Amplitude 

Ratio 1:1 - Cat. No. 10Z3 
Ratio 2:1 - Cat. No. 10Z5 
Ratio 3:1 - Cat. No. 10Z4 
Ratio 4:1 - Cat. No. 10Z2 
Ratio 5:1 - Cat. No. 10Z1 

Special Ratios Available 

For a pulse length of 0.1 microsec- 
ond, pulse repetition rates up to 2 

megacycles per second can be em- 
ployed. 

Normally used in circuits whose pulse 
amplitude varies up to 60 volts. 

D -C 

Rating 

Maximum working voltage, 300VDC. 
Flash tested between windings at 
600VDC. May be life tested at 450 
VDC between windings, 85°C, for 250 
hours. 

Temperature 
May be operated between -55°C and 
+85°C. Higher temperature units 
available on request. 

Insulation 
Resistance 

20,000 ohms minimum between wind- 
ings, measured at 25°C and 180 
Volts DC. 

PRAGUE 
Export For The Americas: Sprague Electric International Ltd., North Adams, Mass. CABLE: SPREXINT 
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INDUSTRY REPORT-Continued 

permit interconnection with new 
microwave systems with the same 
off-line calling privileges allowed 
for existing pole lines will prob- 
ably influence this market. 

New Firms-Stromberg-Carlson 
and Collins have entered the 
microwave field. Collins will sup- 
ply complete systems in the 5,925- 
5,700 -mc range. Frequency -divi- 
sion multiplexing will provide 24 
voice channels. 

Stromberg -Carlson is teamed 
with RCA to supply the inde- 
pendent t e l e p h o n e company 
market. Stromberg will furnish 
the 30 -channel multiplexing and 
channeling equipment while RCA 
will supply the r -f portions. 

Airborne Color-Meanwhile, 
the Bell System's network contin- 
ues to expand under the impetus 
of color television (microwave will 
pass the complete color signal). 

Most recent addition is a 164 - 
mile leg from Atlanta to Mont- 
gomery, Ala.-part of a projected 
400 -mile route ultimately to reach 
Jackson, Miss. 

Glass Makers Ready 
Color Envelopes 
ANY foreseeable demands for color 
picture tube envelopes can now be 
met by the glass industry. Produc- 
tion and sealing problems have been 
solved by attaching metal flanges to 
the glass face plate and cone with 
which tube manufacturers can join 
the two glass pieces together with 
a cold sealing process, after insert- 
ing the color pack. This sealing 
method permits the bulb to be 
opened and resealed at least two 
times. 

Sealing problems peculiar to rec- 
tangular tubes have been solved by 
development of an automatic seal- 
ing machine for this type of enve- 
lope. 

Metal color -tube envelopes have 
also come on the scene. United Spe- 
cialties, in cooperation with West- 
inghouse, has developed a stainless 
steel envelope for 21 and 24 -inch 
tubes. Samples of a Westinghouse 
single -gun color tube using these 
envelopes will be available later this 
year. 

MOVABLE tripod-mounicdi GCA antenna covers approaches for all runways as 

Airport Talkdown Facilities Improve 

New accessories and GCA units 
for smaller airfields make bad - 
weather landings safer 

DESPITE propwash among fliers 
relative to the merits of the instru- 
ment landing system (ILS) and 
ground controlled approach (GCA), 
both systems are mandatory for 
any big airport. For the small plane 
equipped only with two-way radio, 
GCA has often been a life-saver. 

Technicians split up the func- 
tions of GCA into ASR (airport 
surveillance radar operating on 10 
centimeters) for control of traffic 
20 to 50 miles away and PAR (pre- 
cision approach radar using two, 
higher resolution, 3 -cm beams) for 
final landing approach. In either 
case, the pilot maneuvers according 
to suggestions from ground con- 
trollers who communicate the in- 
formation by radio. 

Costs-Although GCA was de- 
signed at MIT's Radiation Labora- 
tory during the war and its several 
refinements have been available on 
laboratory breadboards for some 
years, the installed cost of the de- 
luxe equipment has slowed its gen- 

eral adoption. On the average, CAA 
will pay $261,300 for latest ASR 
and $184,000 for PAR. 

The very -high frequency direc- 
tion -finding equipment required in 
addition costs $24,635. Airports to 
receive the new Bendix GCA (some 
as replacements for older equip- 
ment) include Chicago, New York 
(Idlewild and LaGuardia), Wash- 
ington, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Cleve- 
land, Boston, Knoxville, Louisville, 
Nashville, Fort Worth, Miami, Bur- 
bank, Denver. and Buffalo. 

Gadgets-Not just Rube Gold- 
bergs, but real essentials for safe 
landings in bad weather are special 
items known as moving -target indi- 
cator, video mapping and automatic 
direction finder. The first, called 
MTI, enables the operator to cancel 
out fixed objects that would other- 
wise clutter his scope picture. Video 
mapping gives the ground radar - 
man an electronically generated 
map that is mixed with his radar 
signals so as to display air traffic 
routes, navigation beacons and dan- 
ger spots. 

The direction finder, also known 

(Continued on page 12) 
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SILECTROiC-CORES... BI G or LITTLE 
2 ...unygiearuity unfl any size 

For users operating on government schedules, Arnold is now produc- 
ing C -Cores wound from 14, 1/2, 1, 2, 4 and 12 -mil Silectron strip. 
The ultra -thin oriented silicon steel strip is rolled to exacting toler- 
ances in our own plant on precision cold -reducing equipment of the 
most modern type. Winding of cores, processing of butt joints, etc. 
are carefully controlled, assuring the lowest possible core losses, and 
freedom from short-circuiting of the laminations. 

We can offer prompt delivery in production quantities-and size is 
no object, from a fraction of an ounce to C -Cores of 200 pounds or more. 
Rigid standard tests-and special electrical tests where required-give 
you assurance of the highest quality in all gauges. Your inquiries 
are invited. 

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY 
SUBSIDIARY OF A[.LECHENY LUDLUM STEEL. CORPORATION 

General Office & Plant: Marergo, Illinois lï 
DISTRICT SALES OFFICES ... New York: E50 Fifth Ave. 

Los Angeles: 3453 Vcilshire Blvd. Boston: 200 Berkeley St. 
woo 4303 
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INDUSTRY REPORT-Continued 

Scope presentation of airfield ap- 
proaches gives ground operator plane 
position information from which he 

can direct pilot by radio 

as vhf/d-f, points to the plane while 
its transmitter is in communication 
with the ground, eliminating the 
possibility of the ground con- 
troller's confusing blips on his 
radar screen. 

The Economy Size-To equip 
smaller airports having smaller 
budgets for initial equipment and 
fewer salaries, a Massachusetts 
firm has just brought out a small 
economy -size GCA. 

The 75 -tube PAR unit shown by 
Laboratory for Electronics is ex- 
pected to sell for $30,000 to $35,000. 
Using a rotatable tripod -mounted 

antenna system, the unit can be 
placed to cover any runway of an 
airport. 

Changeover of runways requires 
about thirty minutes. Initial 
setup requires about six hours. 

Military Use-At advanced air- 
strips in military operations, the 
equipment can be broken down into 
subassemblies that can be reassem- 
bled in about two hours. 

Although it was designed and 
developed as a commercial unit, the 
new equipment is now being given 
a series of tests under field condi- 
tions by the armed services. 

Silicon Invades Junction Diode Market 

Four firms manufacture units, 

others announce pilot runs; 
military users corner output 

LARGE-SCALE use of silicon alloy 
junction diodes seems closer with 
four manufacturers indicating that 
they are producing such new semi- 
conductor devices. Texas Instru- 
ments, National Semiconductor 
Products of Evanston, Ill. and 
Transistor Products of Melrose, 
Mass. have announced commercial 
availability of their silicon diodes 
while Western Electric indicated 
that silicon diodes were being made 
at their Allentown plant. 

Single Crystal-Although diodes 
of polycrystalline silicon have been 
widely used since the early days of 
microwave radar, the high -purity 
single -crystal silicon diode is of re- 
cent vintage. 

Tiny particles of silicon dioxide 
are transformed to monocrystalline 
silicon in an operation requiring 
temperatures as high as 1,500 C. 
Contacts are fused to thin wafers 
of silicon and the assembly is then 
hermetically sealed in light -tight 
aluminum cans about the size of a 
pencil eraser. 

Performance-Silicon diodes do 
everything that germanium diodes 
do and do it better. Back resistance 
is extremely high-in the order of 
thousands of megohms. The flow of 

current in the reverse direction is 
so small that a new unit has been 
set up to measure it. This is the 
nanoampere, one -billionth ampere. 

These properties mean that 
silicon diodes can be used for tele- 
phone switching with a minimum of 
crosstalk. Impetus to development 
of the silicon diode has come from a 
Navy request for bids on a 100 -line 
transistorized telephone exchange 
to use more than 2,000 silicon 
diodes. 

Temperature-Germanium di- 
odes tend to break down under am- 
bient temperatures between 65 and 
75 C. The silicon units, however, 
can withstand 150 C. This high - 
temperature stability has led to 
their use in guided missiles and air- 
borne systems. 

One manufacturer reports that 
80 -percent of its silicon diodes are 
being used in rockets. 

Pilot Runs-Other manufactur- 
ers indicate that they are producing 
experimental units. These include 
Hughes Aircraft, Raytheon and 
Radio Receptor. Sylvania, in pro- 
duction on point -contact silicon 
diodes, says that it has junction 
units in an advanced stage of de- 
velopment. 

Manufacturers relate that break- 
down voltage on run -of -the -mine 
silicon junction diodes runs between 
15 and 50 volts but that experi- 

mental units have withstood inverse 
peak voltages of 2,500 volts. 

Development is underway on sili- 
con power rectifiers to replace 
selenium stacks in radio and tele- 
vision receivers. 

TV Tuners May Use 
Quartz Crystals 

Industry considers this solution 
to color tuner drift; cost of 
crystals is chief drawback 

OVERTONE crystals, for use in r -f 
oscillator stages of color television 
receivers, are getting attention in 
virtually every receiver engineering 
lab. The chief problem appears to 
be economic-the high cost of 
grinding crystals for the precise 
6 -mc -apart frequencies. 

Cost Factors-Even with mass 
etching techniques, crystal grinders 
are quoting around $2.50 apiece to 
tuner manufacturers for quartz 
plates ground to tv specifications. 
Tuner manufacturers say this cost 
must be cut in half before crystals 
can go in. Hand grinding costs still 
more. For the crystal industry the 
stakes are high, considering that 
each vhf color tune: would use an 
even dozen crystals. If predictions 

(Continued on page 14) 
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sealing glass 
or sealing 
glass -to -metal? 

SUB -MINIATURE TUBES 24 HEAD MERCURY LAMPS HERMETIC SEAL 8 HEAD 

then KAHLE machinery 
is best for you .. . 

NTI 

largest manufacturer 
of sealing machines 
for the electronics 
and allied industries 
Experience with the widest 
range of products to be sealed - 
whether all glass seals or 
glass -to -metal seals- makes Kahle 
your logical source for 
sealing machines-stationary, 
automatic or combination. 
Kahle automatic combination machines 
seal and exhaust in one operation - 
produce up to 2000 units 
each hour! Regardless of your product 
or production requirement, 
write KAHLE. 

SPECIAL EXPERIMENTAL 
AND RESEARCH SERVICES 
OFFERED BY KAHLE INCLUDE: 

Special glass parts and accessories 

Special tools for research 

Special models 

Small -lot manufacture of special 
items for research or development 
Regular industrial engineering at 
regular fee or contract rates 

Special tubes, lamps, etc. for research 
purposes including elements and parts 

Anyspecial equipment for manufacture 
or research for tubes or lamps 

RADIO RECEIVING TUBES 
SEAL EXHAUST MACHINE FLUORESCENT LAMPS 8 HEAD CR TUBES 16 HEAD 

CR TUBES SINGLE HEAD 
LIGHTHOUSE TUBES 

HIGH FREQUENCY SEALING SUB -MINIATURE 12 HEAD 

BI -POST LAMPS SINGLE HEAD FLUORESCENT LAMPS 24 HEAD MOULDED NECK LAMPS 

kahle CR TUBE FACE PLATE SEALING 
SINGLE HEAD FOR COLOR TV TUBES POWER TUBES 8 HEAD MINIATURE TUBES 12 HEAD 

ENGINEERING 
COMPANY 

1310 SEVENTH STREET 
NORTH BERGEN. N. J. 

Y 

II 

Ir if 
4 .0 : 

HERMETIC SEAL 12 HEAD POWER TUBES SINGLE HEAD VACUUM BOTTLES 
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INDUSTRY REPORT-Continued 

of 10 million color sets in the next 
five years come true, this would be 
something like a $160 million wind- 
fall for the crystal business. 

Technical Factors -Crystal s 
would eliminate the oscillator drift 
problem that now calls for costly 
temperature -stabilized tuning ar- 
rangements, to eliminate the neces- 
sity for frequent retuning while 
watching a color program. The ac- 
tual amount of drift is no more 
than with black -and -white tuners, 
since the same channel frequencies 
are involved, but with color the 
tuning becomes more critical. 

Thinking of production men is 
along the lines of wiring in twelve 
crystals permanently one for each 
vhf channel, so that factory output 
of sets can be shipped anywhere 

without need for unpacking by a 
dealer to plug in the appropriate 
channel crystals for a locality. 

With uhf color tuners, plug-in 
arrangements will be probably be 
necessary, but a single crystal could 
serve for three to five adjacent 
channels because a screwdriver - 
adj usted control can be used to shift 
the frequency of an overtone crys- 
tal. 

A typical uhf channel might use 
5th overtone operation of a crystal 
ground somewhere around 10 mc, to 
give a 50 -mc signal for multiplying 
to 250 me and then doubling to 500 
me or thereabouts for a uhf oscil- 
lator channel. 

One quartz crystal per color tv 
set is already pretty much assured, 
for the 3.58 -mc crystal filter for 
color sync. 

Railroad Electronics Market Expands 
Manufacturers expand activi- 
ties in the field as more roads 
install equipment 

RECENT action by two major elec- 
tronics manufacturers in the rail- 
road electronics market has caused 
the industry to reappraise the field. 

RCA has set up a railroad com- 
munications sales activity to sell a 
complete line of microwave radio 
relay equipment, including 960 -mc 
and 2,000 -mc system to railroads. 
Federal Telephone and Radio is ex- 
tending its activities in communica- 
tions equipment to include the rail- 
road industry. It plans to offer 
main -line control as well as dis- 
patching, signalling, train depar- 
ture and other complete systems for 
railroad operation. 

Activity-One reason for in- 
creased activity by electronic manu- 
facturers in the market is the 
steady growth of railroad radio. As 
of January 1, 1953, there were 
10,827 mobile and fixed railroad 
radio transmitters authorized to 
operate. The present number of 
transmitter authorizations is ap- 
proaching 13,000. Nearly 90 rail- 
roads in the U. S. have installed 
railroad radio equipment. 

Future-During the last session 

RAILROAD RADIO TRANSMITTERS 
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of Congress, a bill giving the Inter- 
state Commerce Commission the au- 
thority to order railroads to install 
electronic safety equipment was 
passed by the Senate and sent to 
the House. Although it is still in 
committee and no action is planned 
on it during the present session, 
manufacturers hope that its even- 
tual passage will swell sales in the 
field. 

In addition to ordering installa- 
tion, the bill would make it possible 
for the ICC to require railroads to 
establish rules and regulations for 
proper maintenance and use of elec- 

tronic equipment in safety service. 
At the present time, ICC 

can order installation of block sig- 
nal systems, automatic train stops 
and similar devices. However, the 
ICC has no power to require instal- 
lation or use of electronic devices 
and radio communications systems 
and would have to be given such 
authority by Congress. 

Stripe Aids Color 
Set Installers 

Signal received as vertical bar 

at right-hand side of picture, 
generator located at station 

A COLOR test generator for televi- 
sion stations will add a narrow 
green -orange stripe to the station's 
monochrome transmission. 

The color stripe is practically 
unnoticeable on monochrome re- 
ceivers. Even though the receiver is 
correctly adjusted for color, it may 
not receive a satisfactory color pic- 
ture at a particular location accord- 
ing to RCA engineers who developed 
the unit. 

Need-Under certain conditions 
of multi -path reception or improper 
orientation of the receiving antenna 
it is quite possible to pick up a sat- 
isfactory monochrome picture but 
to have the color subcarrier almost 
completely cancelled. Thus it is not 
possible to determine for sure that 
a particular color receiver installa- 
tion will reproduce color programs 
from a specific tv station until an 
actual transmitted color signal is 
available. 

The new color test generator can 
be added (by stations equipped for 
carrying network color programs) 
for approximately $500. The stripe 
can be transmitted more or less 
automatically during station breaks, 
thus not interfering with normal 
monochrome operation. 

How It Works-The color stripe 
generator is designed to be con- 
nected to the video line feeding the 
transmitter in such a way that the 
normal system operation is not 

(Continued on page 16) 
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SHOCK, VIBRATION and NOISE 

..se,e, 

'ad> t 
DO YOU WANT 

C 

DATA? 
CATALOG 523-A. Air - 
damped Barrymounts 
for shock and vibration 
protection of military 
airborne equipment. 

BULLETIN 532. Vibra- 
tion isolator Type 915, 
for isolating vibration 
and noise caused by 
high-speed motors or 
motor -driven equip- 
ment. 

BULLETIN 533. Me- 
dium -impact shock ma- 
chine Type 150-400 
VD, for qualification 
and acceptance shock 
tests up to 77g. 

BULLETIN 534. Series 
M44 ALL-METL vibra- 
tion isolators and Series 
TOMA mounting bases, 
for military airborne 
equipment under ex- 
treme operating condi- 
tions. 

BULLETIN 535. Com- 
ponent shock machine 
Type 20 VI, for quali- 
fication and acceptance 
shock tests up to 210g. 

"LOOK - NO LAGGING!" 
Increasing profits through the 
use of the new Leveling Barry - 
mount for industrial machinery. 
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BULLETIN 536. Series 
M64 ALL-METL vibra- 
tion isolators and Series 
AOMA and NOMA 
mounting bases, for mil- 
itary airborne equip- 
ment under extreme 
operating conditions. 
BULLETIN 537. Series 
262/633 vibration iso- 
lators, for isolating vi- 
bration and noise caused 
by medium -speed mo- 
tors or motor -driven 
machinery. 

BULLETIN 538. Series 
670/297 shock and vi- 
bration isolators, for iso- 
lating shock caused by 
impact -type machines, 
and vibration and noise 
caused by heavy rotating 
or reciprocating 
machines. 

Here are complete engineering data, application information, and pointers 
to profits in every field of shock and vibration isolation. Write TODAY 
for your free copies of the ones you need. 

THE BARRY CORP. 

707 PLEASANT ST., WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES IN 

Atlanta Baltimore Chicago Cleveland Doliot Dayton Detroit Los Angeles Minneapolis New York 

Philadelphia Phoenix Rochester St. Laois Son Francisco Seaetie Toronto Washington 
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INDUSTRY REPORT-Continued 

changed. The generator does not 
change the basic signal but simply 
adds a small amount of color in- 
formation : a color sync burst sig- 
nal and a short test burst of color 
signal which is superimposed on the 
monochrome video signal at the 
right-hand side of the raster. 

Monochrome receivers are rela- 

tively blind to these added signal 
components because most receivers 
have relatively low response at 3.6 
mc. During a color transmission the 
color bar will be deleted. 

The generator has been demon- 
strated to the FCC which indicated 
that it did not feel the test bar was 
objectionable on black -and -white re- 

ceivers. It was put into continuous 
use at WNBT on all monochrome 
programming. 

Some of the other networks have 
indicated that they were proceeding 
along these general lines but had 
not decided whether this particular 
piece of equipment or some other 
was the answer to aiding color tv. 

Television Set Sales Boom In Canada 
Dominion's production and 
sales head for new records as 
more stations go on the air 

CONTRARY to recent tv set pro- 
duction trends in the U. S., out- 
put of receivers in Canada is 
moving sharply upward. U. S. pro- 
duction for the first two months of 
1954 fell almost 42 percent com- 
pared to the similar period in 1953, 
from 1.4 million sets to 847,504. 

In Canada, however, the value 
of tv sets sold jumped 38 percent 
in the first two months of 1954 
compared with the same period 
in 1953. There were 73,675 sets 
sold valued at $27.2 million in 
January and February compared 
with 47,500 sets valued at $19.6 
million in the same period last 
year. 

As shown in the chart, 1953 was 
the biggest year on record for 
Canadian tv production. Output 
totaled 429,600 sets compared to 
126,000 units in 1952, an increase 
of 240 percent. Monthly production 
averaged 35,800 last year while in 
1952 it averaged 10,500 per month. 

Reason-Main reason for the in- 
creasing production and sales of 
sets in the Dominion is the rising 
number of tv stations that have 
taken to the air. There are now 
9 stations on the air and 6 more 
are expected by the end of the 
year. A total of 15 grants are out- 
standing. At the end of 1953 over 
60 percent of total Canadian 
population was within range of 
tv service. 

Plants-A number of U. S. tv 
manufacturers have set up pro- 
duction facilities in Canada to 
garner a share of the growing 
sales volume. Latest to announce 
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plans for establishing a plant 
there is Emerson. The firm expects 
to quadruple its sales volume in 
Canada this year and estimates 
that more than $1 million in orders 
for its products have already been 
booked for 1954. Crosley is also 
expanding in the Dominion and 

is doubling its present plant 
capacity there to 90,000 sq ft. 

British manufacturers are also 
moving into the Canadian market. 
Canadian Marconi and A. H. Hunt 
of London, England have formed 
a new company in Ontario to 
manufacture capacitors. 

Electronic Cookers Head for Homes 
UHF COOKING, used in the past on 
a small scale for commercial food 
preparation, may soon enter the 
home kitchen to cut down the time 
and work involved in preparing the 
family meals. 

In twelve experimental models 
now being home tested by the Tap- 
pan Stove Co., a Raytheon magne- 
tron is used to generate the uhf 
power. The stove, developed jointly 
by the two companies, would cost 
about $2,000 at present, but is ex- 
pected to sell for about $1,000 in 
mass production. Although still in 
the developmental stages, the Tap- 

pan Company hopes to be market- 
ing the stoves late in 1955. 

Advantages-In addition to high 
cooking speed (a cake bakes in 
three minutes), use of pots and 
pans is eliminated. Meals are cooked 
directly in the serving dishes since 
ceramic and china are not affected 
by the uhf radiation. Use of top 
burners is eliminated since the oven 
arrangement of the uhf stove will 
be able to handle all types of cook- 
ing jobs. 

Cost of the stoves will be high 
(Continued on page 18) 
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1602-B U -H -F Admittance Meter $295 

874 -LB Slotted Line $220 

SINCE 1915, 11> Bridges have been used in laboratories 

and by production test -groups for the measurement of ... 
RESISTANCE -r CAPACITANCE * INDUCTANCE 

IMPEDANCE * DISSIPATION FACTOR 

VACUUM TUBE and now TRANSISTOR COEFFICIENTS 
These instruments are indispensable en- 

gineering tools found in research and develop- 
ment organizations engaged in every phase 
of scientific investigation. They are a result 
of decades of experience acquired in the de- 
sign and manufacture of electronic test and 
measuring apparatus. Highest measurement 
accuracy, rugged construction, and depend- 
able operation ... year after year, have gained 

them the respect of engineers and scientists 
both here and abroad. 

Write today for more complete informa- 
tion on any of these bridges. G -R Sales 
Engineers at our head office in Cambridge or 
at our Branch Engineering Offices in either 
New York, Chicago or Los Angeles will be 
glad to recommend instruments suitable for 
your measurements problems. 

Instrument 

1652-A Resistance Limit Bridge 
$425 

544 -BA Megohm Bridge (with a -c 

power supply) $340 

740-B Capacitance Test Bridge 

$250 

1611-A Capacitance Test Bridge 
$475 

650-A Impedance Bridge 
$260 

716 -CM Capacitance Bridge 
$570 

667-A Inductance Bridge $450 

1604-B Comparison Bridge $390 

916 -AL Radio Frequency Bridge 
$535 

916-A Radio Frequency Bridge 
$495 

821-A Twin -T Bridge 
$570 

1612-A R -F Capacitance Meter $220 

1612 -Al R -F Capacitance Meter $220 

1601-A V -H -F Bridge $440 

561-D Vacuum Tube Bridge (al- 
so measures transistor low - 
frequency parameters) $750 

Measurement Range of 
Frequency Measurements 

dc 

dc 

60 c 

60 c 

dc 
1. kc 

1 kc 

1 kc 

1 kc 

1 kc 

0.1, 10, 100 kc 

0.1, 1, 10, 100 kc 

0.1, 1, 10, 100 kc 

60 c to 10 kc 

400 c, 1 kc, 5 kc 

50 kc to 5 Mc 

400 kc to 60 Mc 

460 kc to 40 Mc 

1 Mc 

1 Mc 

10to165Mc 

1 kc 

R: l t0 1,111,1112 

R: 0.1 to 1,000,000 MO 

C: 5 op to 1100 110 
D: 0 to 50% 

C: o to 11,000 µf 
D: O to 60% 

R: 0.001P to 1 MO 

L: 1,th to 100 h 

C: I t,trf to 100 µf 
D:o002to1 
9:0 02 to 1000 

C: 100 µµf to 1 µf 
C: 100 µµf to 1000 µµf 
C: 0.1 µtá to 1000 µµf 
D: 0.00002 to 0.56 

L: 0.1 µh to 1 h 

Z: 22 to 20M52 

X: *11,0- 002 at 100 kc 

R: 0 to 10001-2 

X: *5,0000 at 1 Mc 

R: 0 to 10000 

Accuracy 

0.5% as limit bridge 
0.25% by null method 

±3%to1000Mß 
±4% to 100,000 MO 

±1% 
±1.5% of full scale 

±1% 
±2% 

±1% 
±2% 
±1% 
+20% 
± 20% 

±0.2% of full scale 
±0.2% of full scale 
±0.2% 'substitution) 
+2% 

±0.2% 

± 0.1% 

± 2% IX -range varies 
+1% inversely as 

frequency) 

±2% 
± 1% 

C: 0 to 1000 µµf 
G: 0 to 100 µmhos at 1 Mc 

B: ±6000 µmhos at 1 Mc 

±0.2% IG &B range 
±2% vary directly 

as frequency) 

C: 0 to 1200 µµf ± 4% 

C: 0 to 100 µµf 

X: ±2000. at 100 Mc 

R: 0 to 2000 

± 4% 

±5% IX -range varies 
+2% Inversely as 

frequency) 

µ 0.001 to 10,000 
rp: 500 to 20M0 

gm: 0.02 to 50,000 µmho 

+2% 
±2% 
+2% 

Typical 
Uses 

Useful in production testing 
or laboratory 

Measures high resistance - 
insulation, volume resistivity, 
etc. 

Production -test tool - mea- 
sures ungrounded capacitors 

Testing insulators, bushings, 
cables, grounded capacitors. 

Completely self-contained, 
general-purpose laboratory 
and production bridge 

For capacitance standardiza- 
tion, precision measurements, 
dielectrics tests and studies 

Variety inductance 
measurements 

Rapid components testing, 
and sorting 

Measures impedances of 
antennas, transmission lines, 
etc. at r -f 

Similar to Type 916 -AL but de- 
signed for higher frequencies 

Measures high impedances; 
parallel components, chokes, 
resonant impedance, solution 
conductivity, etc. 

Rapid, accurate capacitance 
testing 

Similar to 1612-A-adap'ors 
available for measuring tube - 
socket capacitance 

For measurements on either 
lumped or coaxial circuits 

Adaptors furnished with in- 
strument for measuring char- 
acteristics of receiving tubes 
and transistors 

Slotted Line and Admittance Meter for Measurements to 5000 Mc 

B: +0.2 to +1000 mmho. 
G: 0.2 to 1000 mmho 

20 to 1500 Mc 

300 to 5000 Mc 

±3% 
±3% 

VSWR, impedance, power ± 21/2% or better 

For measurement of coaxial 
lines, antennas, networks, and 
components 

Determines characteristics of 
standing waves in all 50 -ohm 
systems 

GENERAL RADIO Company 
295 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts, U. S. A. 
90 West Street NEW rossa 920 5 Wiles Ave. CHICAGO f 1000 N. Seward Si. LOS ANGELES 1A 

Admittance Meters O Amplifiers * Coaxial E ements 
O Distortion Meters er Frequency Measuring Apparatus * 
Frequency Standards O Impedance Endges O Light Meters 
Megohmmeters O Modulation Meters * Polariscopes 
Prerision Capacitors O Oscillators O U -H -F Measuring 
Equipment * Parts & Accessories O Signal Generators 
Ware Analyzers O Veriacs O TV & Broadcast Monitors 

Pulse Generators O R -L -C Decades O R -L -C Standards* Unit Instruments O Sound & Vibration 
Meier, O Stroboscopes O Null Detectors O Motor Controls O Ware Filters O V -T Voltmeters 
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INDUSTRY REPORT-Continued 

compared to a $350 price of some 
electric stoves, but some savings on 
the electric bill will be obtained. 
The electric stove requires about 
3,000 watts, as compared to 750 for 
the uhf cooker. 

Electronic Paging 
Bids For More Business 

New systems are expected to 

swell the market in commercial 
and industrial fields 

ELECTRONIC paging systems used 
for transmitting sound to personnel 
within buildings and plants repre- 
sent substantial business for a num- 
ber of manufacturers. Sales volume 
of such equipment may grow this 
year because of new systems. 

Methods-Dictograph Products 
has introduced a system that uti- 
lizes a coil that picks up audio fre- 
quencies from a closed loop in the 
building. The signal is amplified 
and fed to a midget loudspeaker at- 
tached to the coat lapel. Weight of 
the transistorized receiver and loud- 
speaker is under four ounces. 

IBM has a system that superim- 
poses pulses on regular a -c wiring. 
Personnel customarily paged are 
assigned paging codes which indi- 
cate the cadence in which the 
signals will operate. Paging is ac- 
complished by inserting a selector 
plug in the central code selector. 
This carrier -current system oper- 
ates relays and other electrome- 
chanical units without extra wiring. 

Market-According to Dicto - 
graph, an annual sales volume of 
$2 to $3 million can be expected 
from its personal paging system. 
Wide application of the equipment 
is seen in hospitals so that patients 
will not be disturbed, in department 
stores to curb thievery, civilian de- 
fense work and in outdoor movies. 
A major broadcasting network is 
interested in the system for its tv 
studios to cue floor operators. 

IBM also expects increasing 
sales for coded systems and esti- 
mates that more than 7,000 of its 
electronic time and program sys- 
tems have been installed. 

RADIO-TV AND ELECTRONIC PLANT BUILDING CONTRACT AWARDS 

'53 

'54 FIRST TWO MONTHS 

BROADCASTING STATIONS 
5i 

'52. 
53 

í, $10 20 30 40 50 $60 
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

Plant Building Lets Down Some 

Construction contracts let by 
the industry rose 75 percent 
in 1953 but are low this year 

BUILDING boom in the electronics 
industry showed signs of taking a 
breather this year after three years 
of high activity. Contracts for 
manufacturing plants let during 
January and February were far 
below those of the same period last 
year. The figure for broadcast sta- 
tion construction is not yet avail- 
able but there are signs that it too 
is less substantial that it was a year 
ago. 

Industrial-Last year was one 
of the industry's big expansion 
years. In 1953, 28 plant construc- 
tion contracts totaling $24.8 million 
were let compared to 16 contracts 
amounting to $14.3 million in 
1952, according to Engineering 
News Record. In 1951, a high point 
for industrial expansion, 27 con- 
tracts totaling $62.5 million were 
awarded. There was a greater 
number of smaller expansions in 
1953 while 1951 was a year of 
relatively few contracts for much 
larger expansions. 

Stations-The trend in broad- 
cast station construction has been 
different. In 1953, construction con- 
tracts awarded by broadcasters 
were 30 percent higher than all of 

the contracts let in both 1951 and 
1952 combined. Over 200 tv sta- 
tions and 100 radio stations went 
on the air during last year, account- 
ing for the increase. 

Defense-Much of the plant ex- 
pansion in the electronics industry 
in the past three years has been due 
to government encouragement 
through allowance of accelerated 
tax amortization. 

Under the fast tax program, an 
electronics firm with a new $1 mil- 
lion plan, for example, could charge 
off the investment on its books 
within five years, at a rate of 
$200,000 a year, thus substantially 
decreasing the amount of tax that 
would be assessed during those 
years. The fast tax plan has been 
successful to the extent that many 
manufacturers hope it will be con- 
tinued and expanded. 

Future-Despite the lower level 
of plant expansion activity that is 
expected this year, 1954 will still 
be important. More new tv stations 
will take to the air in 1954 and 
stations getting ready for color tv 
may build new studios. NBC re- 
cently announced plans for a $3.4 
million studio to be built in Bur- 
bank, California. 

Industrial plant expansion is con- 
tinuing and companies such as 

(Continued on page 20) 
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TRANSISTOR 

'Fees/nest ikt -We iikict, 
RAYTHEON TRANSISTORS are FOREMOST IN THE FIELD with PROVEN RELIABILITY 
Over 1,000,000,000 OPERATING HOURS of actual field performance in commercial 
equipment with only a FRACTION OF 1 ó FIELD RETURNS proves their reliability to be 
superior to the reliability of vacuum tubes. 
RAYTHEON TRANSISTORS are foremost in number of units in use in commercial 
equipment. Raytheon successfully made transistors in "experimental," "pilot" 
and now MASS PRODUCTION phases. The latest continuous, mass production, and 
inspection techniques are employed in the making of Raytheon Transistors. HUNDREDS 
OF THOUSANDS are IN ACTUAL COMMERCIAL USE - MANY TIMES MORE THAN 
ALL OTHER MAKES COMBINED No other manufacturers can make these statements. 

RAYTHEON GERMANIUM DIFFUSED JUNCTION PNP TRANSISTORS 
RATINGS: - ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM VALUES: 3K722 CK723 CK721 CK725 CK727 2N63* 2N64' 2N65' 

Collector Voltage (volts) -22 -22 -22 -22 -6 -22 -22 -22 
Collector Current (ma) 10 10 10 10 -10 10 10 10 
Collector Dissipation (30°C) (mw) 33 33 33 33 30 33 33 33 
Emitter Current (ma) 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Ambient Temperature (°C) 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 

AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS (27° C) 

Collector Voltage (volts) -6 -6 -6 -6 -1.5 -6 -6 -6 
Emitter Current (ma) 1 1 1 0.5 1 1 1 

Collector Resistance (meg) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Emitter Resistance (ohms) 25 25 25 25 50 25 25 25 
Base Resistance (ohms) 250 350 700 1500 500 350 700 1500 
Base Current Amplification Factor 12 22 45 90 35 22 45 90 
Cutoff Current (approx.) (ua) 
Noise Factor (max) (db)** 
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201- 
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Measured at Vc = -2.5 volts in common emitter cirai 

RAYTH E o N) 
*"In a one cycle band width at 1000 cycles ti -Measured at Vc = -1.5 volts; lc = 0.5 ma in common emitter circuit 
"Hermetically sealed in metal package 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

RAYTHEON MAKES ALL THESE: 
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Admiral, Motorola, and Raytheon 
have made plans for sizable plant 
additions. Electrical machinery 
firms plan capital spending of $553 
million in 1954. 

Financial Roundup 
FINAL, financial reports for most of 
the firms in the electronics field are 
now in for 1953 and for the most 
part showed that last year was very 
successful profitwise. 

Survey by the National City Bank 
of New York covering 82 companies 
in the radio -tv, electrical equipment 
field showed net income up 10 per- 
cent from $418.3 million in 1952 
to $461.5 million in 1953. Book net 
assets for the 82 firms rose from 
$2.8 billion to $3.0 billion during 
the year and percent return on net 
assets rose from 14.8 percent to 
15.1 percent. 

For individual companies report- 
ing on 1953 net profits in the past 
month, the picture was as follows : 

Net Profit 
Company 1953 1952 
Admiral S 8,213,165 E 8,711,133 
Arvin 2,255.000 2,209.733 
Am. Cable & Radio 1,656,659 699,444 
AMF 4,610,000 4,167,000 
Cievite 3,478,611 3,444,240 
CBS 8,894,642 6,445,506 
Du Mont Labs 1,544,362 1,424,603 
Eitel -McCullough 596,871 613,094 
Electronic Assoc. 130,700 96,800 
Federal Mfg. 9m 182,424 151,641 
Gray Mfg. 184,333 408,965 
Hoffman Radio 1,199,655 1,623,768 
Lear 1,263,373 957,543 
Minn. Honeywell 10,329,825 9,081,003 
National Union 166,458 39,920 
Radioactive Products 9,544* 1,586 
Raytheon yin 2,703,000 
Sprague Electric 2,888,281 3,136,853 
Texas Instruments 1,270,125 908,000 
Ultrasonic 268,818 105,441 
Victoreen Instruments 40,681 
Westinghouse Air 10,009,199 10,515,186 
Wilcox Gay 201,515 330,110 

*Loss 

Securities-Electro Data regis- 
tered with SEC covering 450,000 
shares of capital stock (par $1). 
Proposal is to offer 435,000 shares 
to common stockholders of Consoli- 
dated Engineering at ratio of one 
share for two of Consolidated. 
Offering price is to be $3.50 per 
share. Proceeds will be used to 
repay all working capital ad- 
vances made by Consolidated. They 
amounted to $256,573 in March. 
Balance will be added to working 
capital and used for further de- 
velopment of the business. 

Arcturus Electronics filed with 
SEC covering 100,000 shares of 
class A common (par one cent) to 
be offered at the market price. Pro- 
ceeds are to go to D. E. Replogle, 
president of the company. 

Setmakers Push Portable Sales 

More personal radios are being 
made as radio size decreases; 
sales increase 

RADIO for every person seems to 
be the aim of some manufacturers 
this year as the portable radio sea- 
son gets underway. Newer, smaller 
models have been introduced and 
sales of the sets are expected to 
represent a larger part of total 
radio output this year. 

Trend-As shown in the chart, 
1953 was the biggest year produc- 
tion -wise of the past five years for 
portables. Approximately 1.7 mil- 
lion sets were produced represent- 
ing 13 percent of total radio pro- 
duction, compared to 12 percent in 
1952. 

In 1953, the percentages taken 
by each type of radio receiver were : 

auto, 39; home, 33; clock, 15 and 
portable, 13. Gains made in the 
portable field seem to have been 
made at the expense of home radio 
production which showed a sharp 
decrease compared to 1952 output. 

.Seasons-April through June 
were the big production months for 
portables last year when nearly 38 
percent of total output was pro- 
duced. In the last 3 months 22 per - 
sent were made. In 1952, second 
quarter production accounted for 
32 percent of total portable output 
while output in the last 3 months of 
the year represented 38 per cent of 
the total production. Thus, depend- 
ing on the size of the Christmas 
rush, the second and sometimes the 
fourth quarter of the year are the 
big production seasons for the pro- 
duct. 

Future-Total portable radio 
production for the first quarter of 
this year is off compared to last 
year but manufacturers aren't too 
concerned. Many have scheduled 
heavy portable promotions and are 
counting on substantial sales to the 
graduation -wedding -vacation mar- 
kets. 

Of the new portable models, the 
smallest announced so far is Emer- 
son's laboratory model that meas - 

PORTABLE RECEIVER PRODUCTION 
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ures 4 of an inch deep, 3 inches 
high and 3 inches wide. It uses 
4 subminiature tubes and both 
printed and etched -metal circuitry. 
Special core materials are used to 
reduce the size of the intermediate 
frequency coils, oscillator coils and 
output transformer. 

The next step that may take place 
this year is the commercial intro- 
duction of a transistorized portable. 
Many of the components necessary 
for such a set are available now. 
GE has demonstrated an experi- 
mental vest pocket portable radio, 
weighing about 5 oz., that uses 
transistors and diodes and is pow- 
ered by two penlight cells. Raytheon 
has also shown an all -transistor ex- 
perimental receiver that may be 
marketed in 1955. 

More TV Sets 
Work on Arrival 
Only 15 percent fail to work 

when plugged in; small tubes 
are still biggest headache 

CHANCES are about 85 in 100 today 
that a television set taken out of 
its sealed carton and installed in a 
home will work satisfactorily. In 
contrast, the odds five years ago 
were around 50-50, and on some 
makes and models practically every 
set required the attention of a 

(Continued on page 22) 
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TOROIDS and FILTERS 

SHRUNKIo'FIT" 

CouriesY 

Aëttttil 
Sise 

`1isOrt, 

Keeping ahead of the game is our specialty and with 
our newest sub- miniature line of toroidal filters and toroids 
in actual production, we are living up to our reputation for 
progressiveness. 

The tiny "cheerio" toroids are already being employed 
in filters small enough to hke with your thumb. Although 
the applications for these are myriad, the "cheerios" lend 
themselves perfectly to printed circuit applications as illus- 
trated and are being sold at a cost comparable to`standard' 
miniature toroids. 

Write for new and enlarged 16 page catalog 102A 

Exclusive Manufocturen of Communications Network Components CABLE ADDRESS "BUiNtli" 
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serviceman for installation. 

Today's Troubles-M i n i a t u r e 
tubes that go bad mechanically or 
electrically are responsible for 
about half of in -the -carton 
troubles. Here the situation is 
stalemated by the economics of 
low-priced sets and the resultant 
squeeze on components and tube 
prices. 

The other 7A percent of in -the - 
carton troubles are many and var- 
ied, with no single one standing 
out and with the pattern changing 
daily. Some problems are sockets 
that allow miniature tubes to pop 
out during shipment, shifting of 
single -spring ion traps, compo- 
nents that fail en route, rosin 
joints, parts placement resulting 
in shorts, and cabinet damage. 

Yesterday's troubles-Most im- 
portant factor in making sets with- 
stand transit is development of 
improved deflection system mount- 
ings, capable of holding the de- 
flection yoke and focus coil or mag- 
net in precisely the positions at 
which they were set at the factory. 
Equally significant is the in- 
creased stature of quality control 
departments throughout the in- 
dustry, associated with absolute 
authority to shut down a line 
that's turning out too many 
lemons. 

Radio -tv Is Bici Business 
For Magnet Makers 
Electronic products represent 
largest market; new magnets 
to appear 

MANUFACTURERS of electronic gear 
have long been the chief customers 
for permanent magnet makers. 
Each year the industry takes 50 to 
70 percent of p -m output. Sales are 
estimated at $10 million for last 
year. 

Loudspeakers have used the most 
magnets, followed by c -r tubes, 
magnetrons, meters and instru- 
ments. Next important use is in 
toys and novelties. 

Ceramics-Nearly every major 
magnet maker is experimenting 
with ceramic -type magnets but at 

present only two companies have 
them available commercially. Ac- 
cording to one ceramic magnet 
maker, the new material would 
make the product 35 to 40 percent 
lower in cost than alnico 5. There 
are still production problems with 
the new material however and most 
magnet firms do not expect volume 
output in the near future. 

Coming applications of the new 
ceramic magnets are seen centering 
around its unusual properties. Its 
high coercive force makes it suit- 
able for use as a focusing medium 
on crt's and travelingwave tubes. 

The material is practically a non- 
conductor so that it could be used 
for the purpose of rotation of the 
plane of polarization and for beam 
focusing or deflection. 

F u t u r e-Magnet makers are 
keeping pace with the develop- 
ments of the electronics industry. 
Carboloy, for example, says it has 
magnet materials under develop- 
ment that are 10 times more power- 
ful than any now in existence. 
Other companies doing military 
work also see new developments 
coming. 

TV Prices Skid To New Low 
January and February whole- 
sale price index shows declining 
price trend 

LOWER level of tv set prices is evi- 
dent in the Labor Department's 
wholesale tv price index. In the first 
two months of this year the index 
stood at 73.5 and 73.6 respectively, 
the lowest levels of the past 14 
months. The term "wholesale" as 
used with the index refers to sales 
in large lots and prices paid for 
the products in the first important 
commercial transaction. 

As indicated by the index, fac- 
tory prices for tv sets are more 
than 25 percent lower than they 
were in the 1947-1949 period of the 
business, a substantial drop in five 
years that is not duplicated by any 
other product in household dur- 
ables except radios which dropped 
about 5 percent in price since the 
1947-49 period. All other household 
durables are higher priced than 
they were five years ago, according 
to the index. 

Why-Several factors have been 
responsible for the recent decline in 
tv prices as indicated by the whole- 
sale price index. Chief among these 
are the new lower priced models 
that have been brought out re- 
cently along with price reductions 
on current sets. 

Emerson reports that its tv sales 
for January and February were up 
31 percent over last year and at - 

80 

75 
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tributes the increase to the com- 
pany's heavy concentration on low- 
cost table models. The introduction 
of high-priced color sets is credited 
with aiding sales of low-cost mono- 
chrome receivers. Crosley, which 
recently introduced a $139.95 17 - 
inch table model that uses a vertical 
chassis design, reports highly suc- 
cessful sales and predicts that com- 
pact light -weight and moderate - 
priced tv sets will account for the 
bulk of black and white sales in less 
than a year. 

Color-Price drops have even ex- 
tended to the color field. Westing- 
house has cut the suggested retail 
price of its 15 -inch color set from 
$1.295 to $1,110. Admiral dropped 
its color set price to $1,000 bring- 
ing it in line with GE and RCA 

(Continued on page 24) 
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QUALITY CAPACITORS 

BUILT BY HAMMARLUND 
Performance requirements for electronic products - commer- 
cial, industrial and military - are becoming more difficult to 
meet. Specifications call for the finest quality components avail- 
able to fulfill exacting equipment tolerances. 

Hammarlund variable capacitors have been designed and 
built for more than 25 years to meet the most demanding of 
requirements. Check the general characteristics of these out- 
standing variables: 

Rotor and stator plates of brass 
stock soldered, not staked, to 
their supports to permanently 
insure perfect contact and pre- 
vent loosening of plates. 
Stator supports soldered into 
eyelets assembled to steatite 
insulators. 
Terminals hot -tinned for ease 
in soldering. 
Insulators of low -loss steatite, 
impregnated with DC 200 sili- 

cone fluid to prevent absorp- 
tion of moisture. 

Rotor and stator assemblies 
nickel or silver-plated. 
Rotor contact springs of beryl- 
lium copper or phosphor 
bronze, and nickel or silver- 
plated. 
Precision soldering fixtures and 
assembly jigs used in fabricat- 
ing to assure absolute uniform- 
ity of plate spacing. 

These are basic reasons why Hammarlund capacitors should 
be used where highest dependability is required. Convince 
yourself in your engineering models and you will specify them 
for production. 

For detailed information on Hammarlund 
variable capacitors write for this 
latest catalog. It includes complete 
drawings and specifications on 
all standard units. Ask for bulletin C21. 

4tr IIMGAGUi2L-unt) 
THE HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING 

Miniature "MAC" 
Variable Capacitor 

"VU" Capacitor 
For Up to 500 Mc 

Special 3 -Gang 
Precision Capacitor 

Precision Frequency 
Meter Capacitor 

1 

Main Plant and Offices: 460 W. 34th ST., N. Y. 1, M. Y. 
Midwest Sales Office: 605 N. Michigan, Chicago 11, III. Export Sales Office: 13 E. 40th St., N. Y. 
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INDUSTRY REPORT-Continued 

color receivers. 
Reduction in the cost of color 

tube components has also been 
made. Effective April 15, the grid 
component for 21 -inch rectangular 
Lawrence tubes will be reduced by 
$25 to a price of $125. 

Insulation Sales 

Maintain Volume 

INSULATING MATERIALS SALES 
200 
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DESPITE lower sales in the last 
quarter of 1953, the average 
monthly dollar sales billed by 
electrical insulating materials 
makers in 1953 were 17 percent 
higher than in 1952. 

Sales last year were almost 
identical with those billed in 
1951, the peak year for the in- 
dustry. Components that make up 
the NEMA index include: lamin- 
ated products, manufactured elec- 
trical mica, special dry process 
electrical porcelain, varnished 
fabric and paper, vulcanized fiber, 
varnished tubing and sleeving. 

Industry Shorts 
Royalty -free use of transistors 

has been granted by Western Elec- 
tric to the hearing aid industry. 

Final attendance figures for the 
1954 IRE Convention totalled 40,- 
108 registrations, compared to 35,- 
642 last year. 

Britain's newest tv station is to 
be built underground beneath the 
site of the old Crystal Palace. 

Sales of tv sets in Britain in 
January were the lowest recorded 

MEETINGS 
MAY 3-6: Spring Technical 

Meeting sponsored by URSI 
and IRE, National Bureau of 
Standards Bldg., Washington, 
D. C. 

MAY 3-7: 75th Semi-annual 
SMPTE Convention, Hotel 
Statler, Wash. D. C. 

MAY 3-14: The British Indus- 
tries Fair, London and Bir- 
mingham, England. 

MAY 4-6: The 1954 Electronics 
Components Symposium, De- 
partment of Interior audito- 
rium, Washington, D. C. 

MAY 5-7: AIEE North Eastern 
District Meeting, Van Curler 
Hotel, Schenectady, N. Y. 

MAY 5-7: 1954: Third Inter- 
national Aviation Trade 
Show, 71st Regiment Ar- 
mory, New York, N. Y. 

MAY 5-7: IRE Seventh Region 
Conference & Electronic Ex- 
hibit, Multnomah Hotel, Port- 
land, Oregon. 

MAY 6-8: Eighth Annual Armed 
Forces Communications Asso- 
ciation Convention, Shore- 
ham Hotel, Washington, D. C. 

MAY 7-8: New England Radio 
Engineering Meeting, IRE, 
Sheraton Plaza Hotel, Boston, 
Mass. 

MAY 10-12: The National Con- 
ference On Airborne Elec- 
tronics, Dayton Biltmore 
Hotel, Dayton, Ohio. 

MAY 17-20: 1954 Electronic 
Parts show, Conrad Hilton 
Hotel, Chicago, Ill. 

MAY 24-26, 1954: IRE, IAS, 
ISA, AIEE Conference On 
Telemetering, Morrison Hotel, 
Chicago, Ill. 

MAY 25-27: Eighth NARTB 
Broadcast Engineering Con- 
ference, Palmer House, Chi- 
cago, Ill. 

JUNE 21-25: Summer and 
Pacific General Meeting, 
AIEE, Hotel Biltmore, Los 
Angeles. 

JUNE 23-25: First Symposium 
on Global Communications, 
IRE, Washington, D. C. 

JULY 16-18: High Vacuum Sym- 
posium, Committee On Vac- 

uum Techniques, Berkeley 
Carteret Hotel, Asbury Park, 
N. J. 

JULY 6-9, 1954: International 
Conference on Electron Mi- 
croscopy, Joint Commission 
on Electron Microscopy of In- 
ternational Council of Scien- 
tific Unions, London, England. 

JULY 8-12: British IRE 1954 
Convention, Christ Church, 
Oxford, England. 

AUG. 24-SEPT. 4: National Ra- 
dio Show of Great Britain, 
Earls Court, London, Eng- 
land. 

AUG. 25-27: 1954 Western Elec- 
tronic Show & Convention, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

SEPT. 1-16: Golden Jubilee 
Meeting of the International 
Electrotechnical Commission, 
University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

SEPT. 2-8: Scottish Industries 
Exhibition, Kelvin Hall, Glas- 
gow, Scotland. 

SEPT. 13-24: 1954: First Inter- 
national Instrument Congress 
And Exposition, Commercial 
Museum and Convention Hall, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

SEPT. 16-18: Joint Electron 
Tube Engineering Council, 
General Conference, Chal - 
fonte -Haddon Hall, Atlantic 
City, N. J. 

SEPT. 1954: International Scien- 
tific Radio Union, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. 

SEPT. 30-OCT. 2, 1954: Second 
Annual International Sight 
and Sound Exposition, Pal- 
mer House Hotel, Chicago, Ill. 

OCT. 4-6: National Electronics 
Conference, Hotel Sherman, 
Chicago. 

OCT. 18-20: Radio Fall Meeting, 
Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse 
N. Y. 

Nov. 10-11: Conference on 
Electronic Instrumentation 
and Nucleonics in Medicine, 
Morrison Hotel, Chicago, Ill. 

Nov. 18-19: Sixth Annual Elec- 
tronics Conference, Kansa 
City IRE, Hotel President, 
Kansas City, Mo. 

for that month since 1949, accord- 
ing to the British Radio and Tele- 
vision Retailer's Association. 

Over 1,000 AMF bowling -pin 
spotters were produced in 1953 and 
output of 3,000 is scheduled for this 
year. (See ELECTRONICS, p 148, 
June, 1953) 

Questionnaire to be sent by FCC 
to 25,000 licensees holding 50,000 
grants authorizing installation of 
more than 350,000 mobile trans- 
mitters will determine actual usage 
of the land -mobile services. 

Guided Missile test range sta- 
tions near Cocoa, Florida and on 
Grand Bahama Island, British West 
Indies, employ about 4,000 Air 
Force personnel and 1,700 civilians. 

West German production of tv 
sets for 1953 totaled 54,475 units 
of which 28,400 were built in the 
last quarter of the year. 

Alpha Poppy is the name of a 
new GE radiation detector designed 
to check work areas and clothing 
for sources of alpha radiation. 
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10,000 WELDS PER CAR. 

Dotted lines show some major 
areas joined by resistance welding. 

In Production -Minded Detroit, 
Westinghouse Ignitrons Deliver Up to... 

400 Perfect Welds A Minute 
In industrial Detroit, high-speed uniform resistance 
welding is a key tool of the automotive industry. Serv- 
ing this production -efficient market is the Robotron 
Corporation, one of the outstanding manufacturers of 
all -electronic resistance welding controls built around 
Ignitrons and thyratrons. 

"The automobile you drive today would cost con- 
siderably more if it weren't for this completely elec- 
tronic control system made possible by the Ignitron 
tube," states Charles Buhler, an officer of Robotron. 

The average car has about 10,000 welds. Production 
line demands calling for 100,000 welds an hour are 
a reality only because of the Ignitron. 

YOU CAN 8E SURE ... IF IT'S 

Westinghouse 
WESTINGHOUSE 

"We have been using Westinghouse Ignitrons and 
thyratrons in various types of electronic equipment 
ever since our business started," says Mr,. Buhler. 
"Considering the tough operating schedules in many 
factories, it is amazing to find that life expectancy of 
Westinghouse Ignitrons is outstandingly high, fre- 
quently three years of continuous high production 
operation. Westinghouse's national program of prompt 
tube replacement by local distributors has paid big 
dividends in confidence, too." 

If your equipment calls for Ignitrons or thyratrons, 
call Westinghouse. For full information about the new 
Westinghouse THERMOSTATIC Ignitrons, write to 
Dept. A-1054 at the address below.. 

ET -95056 

RELIATROIT TUBES 
ELECTRIC CORPORATION, ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISON,; ELMIRA, N. Y. 
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alternators 
give you 

less than 2% distortion! 

Whether your needs are for an extremely pure 
sine wave voltage or for appreciable power out- 
put, EAD will make an alternator tailored to 
your requirements. Models are available from 30 
to 1000 cps at voltages from 6 to 115 volts and in 
a wide range of frame sizes. 

DUAL OUTPUT UNITS AVAILABLE WITH 

PHASE ANGLE OF ANY SPECIFIED 
VALUE HELD TO 1° OR BETTER 

In addition to standard single frequency types, 
forms can be made with two separate outputs of 
either the same or integrally related frequencies. 
Phase angles between these two output waves 
can be held to extremely close tolerances. 

Eastern Air Devices is a pioneer in the field of 
small permanent magnet alternators. No matter 
what your requirements may be, check with 
EAD first! 

FEATURES 
1. Low Distortion: Less than 2 

distortion of open circuit volt- 
age wave even in smallest 
sizes. 

2. Dual Frequency: Models 
available with two separate, 
yet integrally related, output 
frequencies. Phase angle be- 

tween two outputs can be any 

specified value. 

3. Wide Size Range: Compact 
design. Models available in 

sizes as small as 1 inch in 

diameter. 

4. High Power Output: Several 

hundred watts available in 

larger models where distor- 
tion is not critical. 

5. Military Specifications: EAD 

alternators can be manufac- 
tured to meet the most exact- 
ing military specifications. D 

ASTERN IR EVICES, INC. 

INDUCTION MOTORS 

SOLVING SPECIAL PROBLEMS IS ROUTINE AT EAD 

CENTRIFUGAL BLOWERS TACHOMETER GENERATORS FANS ALTERNATORS 

387 CENTRAL AVENUE-DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

GEAR MOTORS 
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For gasketed parts 
like these . 

This FREE BOOK 

CAN HELP YOU 

CUT COSTS! 

There's something new in electronics this year... 
IT'S THE DAREX Flowed -in GASKET PROCESS! 

And this fact -filled brochure gives you the whole 
Flowed -in Gasket Story. Here are a few samples of 
the things you'll read in this informative new book: 

ABOUT COSTS 
Using the DAREX Flowed -in Gasket Process, a major 
electronics manufacturer is saving $50,000 per year 
in labor and materials on a single gasketing opera- 
tion. As a result of this striking cost reduction, the 
firm has recommended the DAREX Process for several 
more gasketing operations. 

ABOUT THE PROCESS 

The Flowed -in Gasket Process is a new application 
of a method of sealing developed by Dewey and Almy 
researchers over 30 years ago, and successfully used 
in food container manufacture ever since. 
The DAREX Flowed -in Gasket Process is more than 
a sealing compound ... more than a machine .. . 

more than an engineering service ... it's a complete 
Process! So when you switch to Flowed -in Gaskets, 
you get all three. 

Compounds-Over 800 formulations available to meet 
most needs. Or Dewey and Almy chemists will 
develop a "job -tailored" compound for you. 

Machines-To apply the compound, Dewey and Almy 
designs and builds machines based on more than 
30 years' field experience. 

Service-Every machine is precisely adjusted to your 
specifications before it leaves the shop. When it 
arrives, a Dewey and Almy Engineer is on hand to 
install and adjust the machine. Then he trains your 
operators to full proficiency. And whenever you need 
him, the Dewey and Almy Man is at your service. 

Increase Produnivity 

DEWEY and ALMY 
Chemical Company 

Cambridge 40, Mass.. 

Offices or subsidiaries in Buenos Aires, Chicago, Copen- 
hagen, Londoh, Melbourne, Milan, Montevideo, Montreal, 
Naples, Paris, San Leandro (Calif.), Sao Paulo, Tokyo. 

Discover what DAREX "Flowed -in" GASKETS can do for YOU 

r 

I 

- - - MAIL THE COUPON TODAY! - - - - 
DEWEY and ALMY Chemical Company 
Dept. E 

Cambridge 40, Mass. 

Please send me the new DAREX Flowed -in GASKET Book. 

Name 

Firm 

Street._ ...- 
City State._..._...___ 
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Announcing... 

AUK 
400 

Finest 
P 

VACUUM TUBE 

cpsto 
voltmeter built-successor to 

10 cpsto4mc 
Accurate within 2% to 1 me 

0.1 millivolt to 300 volts 

Input impedance 10 megohms 

Reads directly in dbm 

High sensitivity, stability 

Light, small, portable 

We believe the -hp- 400D is the finest vacuum tube voltmeter 
offered today. It is the best we have ever built, and we feel sure 
you will find it the most accurate, dependable and broadly use- 

ful voltmeter you have ever used. 

The 400D is a completely new instrument, combining 
features never before available in one voltmeter with time - 
tested conveniences of the 400C. 

Frequency coverage is twice that of the 400C, and accuracy 
is materially improved. The 400D has a new amplifier pro- 
viding approximately 56 db of feedback in mid -range. This 
assures highest stability and freedom from calibration change 
due to external conditions. 

Input impedance is 10 megohms, assuring that circuits un- 
der test are very lightly loaded. New output circuitry makes 
possible the use of the instrument as a broad band, high gain 
amplifier over the full frequency range. 

Model 400D is protected against overloads as great as 600 
volts on all ranges. Its indicating meter is a special 1%, 1 mil- 
liampere instrument with a 4" scale and knife-edge pointer. 
All coupling and bypass condensers are sealed, and electrolytic 
condensers are long -life type designed for more than ten years 
of trouble -free service. Circuitry and mechanical layout are 
particularly clean and provide ready access to all parts. A new, 
compact, streamlined metal case insures handling ease and 
occupies minimum bench space. Fold -out front legs tilt the 
instrument for more convenient reading when desired. 

SIMPLE OPERATION 

-hp- instruments are noted for their simple operation; -hp- 
400D is particularly easy to use. Ranges are quickly selected 
on a front panel switch which changes sensitivity in precise 
10 db steps. This, plus calibration of the meter in db, means 
direct readings are available without calculation or conver- 
sion, between -72 dbm and +52 dbm. (0 dbm = 1 mw in 
600 ohms.) Meter voltage scales are arranged in multiples of 
1, 3, 10, 30, etc., so that readings are always in the upper two- 
thirds of the scale - where maximum accuracy is obtained. Fur- 
ther, a new circuit virtually eliminates switching transients. 

COMPLETE 
COVERAGE HEWLETT-PACKARD 
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c 
NEW BROAD USEFULNESS 

Its speed, accuracy and versatility permit the 4O0D to be used 
for measuring amplifier gain, network response, output level, 
and almost all audio and rf voltages as well as video and TV 
voltages. In many instances, the voltmeter will also measure 
hum and noise directly besides determining power circuit and 
broadcast high frequency voltages. It further serves as an 
audio level meter, a high gain broad band amplifier; it detects 
nulls, monitors waveforms (in conjunction with an oscillo- 
scope) and measures coil "Q," capacity and resistance. 

For Complete Details, See Your -hp- Representative or Write Direct 

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 
3033A Page Mill Road Palo Alto, California, U.S.A. 

Field representatives in all principal areas 

s +10 

55 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE WITH LINE VOLTAGE CHANGE 

a 
IOI,s 
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE WITH AMPLIFIER TUBE AGING 
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Fig. 1. Typical variation in accuracy with line voltage changes and mutual 
conductance changes (geometric mean value of the four amplifier tubes). 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Voltage Range: 0.1 millivolt to 300 volts. 12 ranges, front 
panel switch. Full scale readings from 0.001 to 300 volts. 
0.001 0.03 1 30 
0.003 0.1 3 100 
0.01 0.3 10 300 volts. 

Frequency Range: 10 cps to 4 megacycles. 

Accuracy: With line voltages of ±10% (103 volts to 127 
volts) , overall accuracy is ±2% of full scale, 20 cps to 1 

mc; ±3% of full scale, 20 cps to 2 mc; ±5% of full 
scale, 10 cps to 4 mc. 

Long Term Stability: Reduction in Gm of amplifier tubes to 
75% of nominal value results in error of less than 0.5'; , 

20 cps to 1 mc. 

Calibration: Reads r.m.s. value of sine wave. Voltage indica- 
tion proportional to average value of applied wave. Linear 
voltage scales, 0 to 3 and 0 to 10; db scale, -12 db to 
+ 2 db, based on 0 dbm - 1 mw in 600 ohms, 10 db 
intervals between ranges. 

Input Impedance: 10 megohms shunted by 15 µµfl on ranges 
1 to 300 volts; 25 µµtd on ranges 0.001 to 0.3 volts. 

Amplifier: Output terminals are provided so voltmeter can be 
used to amplify small signals or to monitor waveforms un- 
der test with an oscilloscope. Output approximately 0.15 
volts r.m.s. corresponding to full-scale meter deflection. In- 
ternal impedance, 50 ohms. Gain approximately 150 for 
0.001 volt range. 

Power Supply: 115/230 volts ±10%, 50/1,000 cps, 70 watts. 

Size: Cabinet, 103/4" high, 7" wide, 101/2" deep. Rack mount- 
ing on 19" x 7" panel available at $10.00 additional. 

Weight: 19 lbs.; shipping weight. approximately 24 lbs. 
Price: $ 225.00 f.o.b. Palo Alto, California. 

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory. 

INSTRUMENTS I COMPLETE 
COVERAGE 
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Au-imatíc testing and recording 
permits accurate e3Latüon of 
greater numbers c -f rer ,stors. 

ONLY 1 R C MAKES SO MANY JAN AND 

56 different IRC resistors is today's figure- 
all equivalent to JAN or MIL specifications. 

And all are standard units, available on 
excellent delivery cycle! If you manufacture 

end -equipment for the armed forces and must 
meet these specifications, or if you apply them 

as standards to your own requirements, depend 
on IRC for everything you need. For, 

manufacturing the widest line of resistors in the 
industry -127 different types in all-IRC is 

logically your best source of JAN and 
MIL type units. 

JAN and MIL Specifications are 
basic guideposts for electronic 
advancement, whether used as 
engineering reference points or 
as procurement standards. IRC's 
dual emphasis on mass produc- 
tion and frequent, accurate per- 
formance testing assures you of 
the highest performance stand- 
ards at the lowest possible cost. 
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JAN -R-29 specification 
For all requirements of JAN -R-29 
Specification, Amendment 4, IRC 
sealed precision Voltmeter Multipliers 
function efficiently even when exposed 
to the most severe humidity. Used 
with 1 -milliampere DC instruments, 
they enable voltage measurements to 
be made up to 6000 volts. Send for 
Bulletin. 

JAN -R-184 specification 
Unusually stable and inexpensive, IRC 
BW Wire Wounds meet JAN -R-184 
Specification, Amendment 5, at 1% and 
1 watt. Resistance element is uniformly 
and tightly wound on insulated core. 
Molded housing provides full insula- 
tion. Widely used in meters, analyzers, 
high stability attenuators, low -power 
ignition circuits, etc. Send for Bulletin. 

MIL -R -26B specification 
For high power dissipation, IRC Power 
Wire Wounds meet every commercial 
requirement of MIL -R -26B Specifica- 
tion, Characteristic G. Tubular, 
flat, fixed, adjustable, inductive, non - 
inductive, lead, lug and ferrule types 
provide resistors for virtually any 
circuit. From 5 to 225 watts. Send for 
Bulletin. 

MIL TYPE RESISTORS 

Boron& Deposited Carbon Precis. 
tors Power Resistors Voltmeter 
Multipliers Low Wattage Wire 
Wounds Insulated Composition 
Resistors Volume Controls 

Precision Wire Wounds Ultra HF 
and Hi -Voltage Resistors Selen- 
ium Rectifers Insulated Chokes 

Hermetic Sealing Terminals 

MIL -R -11A specification 
IRC Advanced BT Resistors meet and 
beat MIL -R -11A Specification, Amend- 
ment 2. Filament -type resistance 
element and other exclusive features 
afford extremely low operating temper- 
ature and superior power dissipation 
in a compact, light, fully insulated unit. 
Available at Xi and 1 watt to MIL 
specification and 2 watts to commercial 
specification. Send for Bulletin. 

1 

sealing terminal 

Overcomes limitations of other types of 

hermetic sealing terminals. 

Molded KEL-F* body-- chemically inert to 

organic solvents, acids. oils, fumes. 

Rugged construction - tough and resilient; 
withstands constant vibration. 

assured hermetic sealing for electrical 
and electronic components. Exclusive 
IRC molding Technique bonds KelF to 
metal in a superior seal. Designed to the 
sealing requirements of MIL -T-27. Send 
coupon for full data 

Trademark-M. W. KELLOGG CO. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
403 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. 
In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd., 
Toronto, Licensee 
Send me data on D MF Voltmeter Multipliers, 
D BW Resistors, D Power Wire Wounds, D Ad- 
vanced BT Resistors, D HS -1 Terminals. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City lone State 
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TWO NEW INSTRUMENTS FOR PRODUCING 

NTSC STANDARD COLORS 

1 with 
The MODEL MULTI -CHROME 

CHROMABAR 
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Multiple Color Bar Generator 

No critical circuits to adjust. 

NTSC Standard Colors: Green, Yellow, Red, Magenta, Blue, Cyan, White and Black. 

No other equipment needed to produce colors on Color TV receivers. 

Includes crystal controlled color sub -carrier and built-in horizontal sync generator. 

Can be used to modulate the single or multi -channel Mega-Pix for overall checking of color 

receivers. 

Self-contained power supply. Designed for engineering, production and service. 

2 with the MODEL UNI -CHROME 

SHROMABAR 
Has All Above Features Except 

Colors Are Presented Singly.$395.00 

(2) The Model Uni -Chrome Chromabar 
Write for details, including information 

on convergence checking 

1, The Model Multi -Chrome Chromabar 
Specifications... 
OUTPUT: 
Signal: All 6 NTSC standard col- 
ors plus black and white simultan- 
eously at video frequency. 

Polarity: Positive and Negative. 
Amplitude: Continuously vari- 
able to maximum of 1.4 volts, 
peak -to -peak into 75 ohm load. 
Higher levels across higher im- 
pedances. 

Power Supply: 117 v. +10%, 
50 to 60 cps. Power for all circuits 
electronically regulated. 
Price: 5795 00, f.o.b. Pine Brook, 
N. J. 

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
14 Maple Avenue Phone CAldwell 6-4000 Pine Brook, New Jersey 
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íì, 

ki,) !)s..LjM 
Proudly announces the 

RITEOHM® 
completely encapsulated 
precision resistor 
type 85 and 86 

Write for New 
Descriptive Bulletin 

Ohmite-compounded, 
special resin encloses 
all parts. Its coeffi- 
cient of expansion 
closely matches that 
of bobbin, wire, and 
terminals. 

Rigid steatite 
bobbin keeps 
pie windings 
in place. 

Bobbin is com- 
pletely encap- 
sulated - ends 
and even cen- 
ter hole. 

Resistance wire 
welded to ter- 
minals insures 
perfect con- 
nections. 

Exceeds 

MIL R93A 
Amendment 2 

at 125°C ambient 

Now ... a new Ohmite encapsulated, wire. 
wound, precision resistor, designed to 
provide absolute stability. Winding is 
protected against moisture or mechanical 
damage by a rigid steatite bobbin encapsulated 
in Ohmite-compounded, special resin. Resist- 
ance wire is welded to terminals. Axial -lead 
and lug types, in sizes from X to 1 watt 
(125° C ambient) in a wide range of resistance 
values. Tolerances to ± 0.1%. 

,d/F47L afe,d 
ÏRHEOSTATS 

aJ RESISTORS 
i sir TAP SWITCHES 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois (SuburbofChicago) 
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The ONLY Complete line of 

RHEOSTATS 
meeting the requirements o 

MIL -R -22A 

Ohmite can furnish rheostats in every one of the 26 type 
designations to meet the requirements of MIL -R -22A. 
By standardizing on Ohmite rheostats, you can cover all of 
your needs for both civilian and government jobs and, at the 
same time, give your customers the utmost in rheostat 
performance. Ohmite rheostats have proved their dependabilitc 
in meeting the severe requirements of 11IL-R-22A ... the 
5 -hour vibration test, 50 -hour salt -spray corrosion test, 150 -hour 
95% humidity electrolysis test ... and others. Their all - 
ceramic construction ... uniform windings locked in place by 
vitreous enamel ... smoothly gliding, metal -graphite brush .. 
insure close control and years of trouble -free service. It will 
pay you to standardize on Ohmite rheostats for your products. 

. 
OHM".TE 

MODEL 
TYPE 

WATT 
ENCLOSED "OFF" 

RATING POSITION 

H RP101 NO NO 

RP102 NO YES 

RP103 NO YES 

25 
RP111 YES NO 

RP112 YES YES 

RP113 YES YES 

RP151 NO NO 

J RP152 NO YES 

RP153 NO YES 
50 

RP161 YES NO 

RP162 YES YES 

RP163 YES YES 

RP201 NO NO 

G RP202 15 NO YES 

RP203 NO YES 

RP251 NO NO 

K RP252 100 NO YES 

RP253 NO YES 

RP301 NO NO 

L RP302 150 NO YES 

RP303 NO YES 

P RP351 225 NO NO 

N RP401 300 NO NO 

R RP451 500 NO NO 

T RP501 750 NO NO 

U RP551 1000 NO NO 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO., 3610 Howard Siff., Skokie, Illinois (Suburb of Chicago) 

RHEOSTATS RESISTORS 
rim 

TAP SWITCHES 
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Today's most modern design 
for complete pulse analysis... 

Wi HIGH VOLTAGE 
The new Du Mont Type 329, in addition to the most advanced 
circuitry for full signal analysis, provides the high accelerating 
potential - provides the high pattern brilliance required for 
viewing rapidly rising wave fronts of low repetition rate and 
high speed single transients. Moreover with such features as 
the d -c amplification, and sweeps extending down to 4 seconds 
duration the Type 329 is ideally suited for the entire range 
of general laboratory applications, including even low - 
frequency, mechanical) investigations. 

All operating voltages are electronically regulated to provide 
unchanging sensitivity necessary for accurate pulse 
measurements. 

High-level, linear sweeps, driving the most distortion -free 
cathode-ray tube yet made (see box below) assure precision 
of signal measurements. 

Precision attenuators. plus the low -drift, stable, regulated d -c 

amplifier provide accurate amplitude measuring capabilities. 

Wide -range undistorted deflection of the Y -amplifier allows 
greatly expanded portions of signals to be positioned on screen 
for measurement. 

Calibrated sweep expansion and delay are provided in the new 
Du Mont Notch Sweep. This feature permits any 5% of the 
pattern, such as pulse rise time, to be expanded precisely ten 
times while the remainder of the signal is displayed unexpanded 
and thus may be easily related to the expanded portion. 

The latest circuit techniques and most advanced cathode -ray - 
tube design have been combined to make the Type 329 a truly 
modern, versatile high -frequency cathode-ray oscillograph. We 
invite your detailed examination of this fine instrument. 

For full specifications or demonstration write to: 

Technical Sales Department 
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. 

760 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, N. J. 

TYPE SATP- 
MONO-ACCELERATOR CATHODE-RAY TUBE 

The extremely high precision inherent in the design of the 
Type 329 would have been achieved in vain were it not for the 
new Du Mont Type 5ATP- Mono -accelerator Cathode-ray tube. 
For Du Mont's mono -accelerator tubes alone provide the superb 
resolution, the unprecedented freedom from distortion required 
to exploit fully the precision of the electronic circuits. 
This unretouched photo of the pulse chain illustrates the 
excellent edge -to -edge focus of the Type 5ATP-, as well as the 
fine linearity and resolution. 

roe`tekehreitekteeiker heee 

the NEW 

DUMONT TYPE 329 
Cathode -Ray Oscillograph 

D -c, wide -band oscillograph usable to 20 MC and beyond (3db down at 
10 MC). 

D -c sensitivity, 0.2 volts full scale (0.14 volt per inch). 

Pulse response, 0.035 usec.. 

New, high -voltage, high resolution Du Mont 'type 5ATP- mono -accelerator 
Cathode ray Tube for optimum pattern fidelity. 
Accelerating Potential, 6000 volts; equivalent brightness of conventional 
tube operated at 10,000 volts. 
Precision, directly calibrated sweeps. Simple one -point re -calibration 
against built-in standard. 
No tube selection necessary. 

New and unique Du Mont Notch Sweep for calibrated sweep expansion 
and delay. 

Precision amplitude calibration from built-in voltage standard. 
Any 1.4 inch portion of 2.8 inches of undistorted vertical deflection may 
be positioned on -screen. 

Electroric regulation of all power sources including critical filaments for 
maximinm stability. 

C 
DOMESTIC PRICE $1,485 

nUMONt 
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC. 

760 BLOOMFIELD AVE., CLIFTON, H. J. 
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F.M. DEVIATION DIRECTLY MEASURED 

THE BESSEL ZERO or " Disappearing Carrier " method of measuring deviation 

requires complex monitoring equipment, an accurately known modulation 

frequency, and, finally, mathematical interpretation of results. 

With the compact and easy -to -use Marconi Deviation Meter, the modulation 

frequency need not be known and deviation is directly read on a meter scale. 

F. M. DEVIATION METER TYPE TF 934 
Carrier Frequency Range: 2.5 to 200 megacycles. 

R.F. Input Level : 55 millivolts to to volts. 
Deviation Measurement Ranges: o to +5 kc, o to -L25 kc and o to +75 kc. 

Accuracy of Deviation Measurement : +3°o from full-scale to half -scale up to 12 kc and 
4 6'0 up to 15 kc. 

Full data and prices of any of the items listed below will be mailed immediately on request: 

F.M. DEVIATION METER TF 934 UNIVERSAL BRIDGE TF 868 

FM/AM SIGNAL GENERATOR TF 995A STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR TF 867 

Also 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS FREQUENCY STANDARDS OUTPUT METERS 

WAVEMETERS WAVE ANALYSERS Q METERS BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS 

Unmodulated Carrier 

Modulation Index 1.3 

Modulation Index 2.4 
The Carrier "Disappear?' 

BESSEL ZERO METHOD 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS 
23-25 BEAVER STREET NEW YORK 4 

CANADA : CANADIAN MARCONI CO., MARCONI BUILDING, 2442 TRENTON AVENUE, MONTREAL 

ENGLAND: Head Office: MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED, ST. ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE 

Managing 'Agents in Export: MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED, MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.' 

34 Want more information? Use post card on last page. 
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INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER 

C O R 

"RED DOT" 

For complete info -motion 
on "RED DOT" hign 
temperature germanium 
diodes to meet your 
particular specifications, 
write Dept. C 

for Bulletin ER -191. 

El SEGUNDO 
CALIEOY .11A 

1 O N 

Applications 
from 

-60°C to+100°C 
AVAILABLE NOW! 
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER 
CORPORATION's newly 
developed "RED DOT" series 
of germanium diodes with 
superior forward and 
reverse characteristics at 
temperatures to 100°C. 

NIE RNATI.ON.AL RECTIFIER 
Executive Offices: 1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo,Calif. Phone: ORegon 8-6281 
Chicago Branch Office: 205 West Wacker Drive Phone: Franklin 2-3889 
New York Branch Office: 501 Madison Avenue Phone: Plaza 5-8665 
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r 

O 

The Tektronix Type .51-,-D Oscillo- 
scope features a built -i, sync sep- 
arator, variable delayer sweeps 
at the traie rate. d. c. ta iJ me 
hequency response, wide -, veep 
range, 4 kv accelerating potential. 

\ 
TEKTRONIX TYPE 524-D 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

uses 243 Bradleyunits and 21 Bradlleyometers 
This portable, precision cathode- 
ray oscilloscope, made by Tek- 
tronix, Inc., of Portland, Oregon, 
is specifically designed for main- 
tenance of televis',on transmitter 
and studio equipment. 

Its network of circuits employs 
hundreds of AlGen-Bradley fixed 
and adjustable resistors ... 264 
units in all. Since these units are 

rated at 70C ... instead of 40C 
... stability of the oscilloscope 
circuit characteristics is assured. 

Bradleyunits and Bradleyome- 
ters withstand extremes of tem- 
perature and humidity. So, if 
your electronic equipment must 
give quality performance, avoid 
trouble by specifying Allen- 
Bradley radio resistors. 

Allen-Bradley Co,,, 110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis. 

(e; 
ALLEN -BRADLEY 
FIXED & A )JUIST:ARLE RADIO RESISTORS 

Sold exclusively to manufacturers of radio and electronic equipment 

The Type J Bradleyometer has a 
solid molded resistor ring which 
can be made to satisfy any re- 
sistance -rotation requirement. All 
ferrous parts are made of corro- 
sion -resistant metal. There ore 
no riveted, welded, or soldered 
connections in the Brodleyometer. 
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Years of experience 

droves to users ... 

the dependability of 

KOVAR 
Glass -sealing Alloy 

' WestinghoLse Trade Mark No. 337,962 

The ideal alloy for glass sealing, Kovar matches the expansivity 
of certain hard glasses over the entire working temperature 
range. It resists mercury attack, has ample mechanical strength 
and seals readily. A permanent and impervious bond is obtained 
by a closely controlled thickness of oxide on Kovar alloy 
interfused with hard glass. 

Kovar is a cobalt, nickel, iron alloy, manufactured under 
very carefully controlled conditions, and supplied by Stupakoff 
in the form of: SHEET, ROD, WIRE, FOIL, TUBING, EYE- 
LETS, LEADS and FABRICATED SHAPES. The prominent 7 YEARS 
users of KOVAR and the length of time they have employed 

sf[ny 
this metal are convincing proof of satisfaction. 

Full information on the use of Kovar is given in Stupakoff 
Bulletin 145, which we will send upon request. 

Stupakoff CERAMIC & MFG. CO. 
Latrobe, Pennsylvania : '',_ 13 YEARS 

Wstern /18 YEARS 

/Ekctric / 

12 YEARS 

11 YEARS 

16 YEARS 

(ele 
18 YEARS 

Apure. 
Fi/tE'S 

13 YEARS 

MACHIEr* 

15 YEARS 

Uí'YLaC 
6 YEARS 

VARIAN 
18 YEARS associates 

5 YEARS 

18 YEARS 
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The "skin" we love to watch 

The "skin," or plated coating, on 
CTC terminals gets extremely close 
scrutiny from our quality control engi- 
neers. And we take pleasure in this care- 
ful watching because - 

We know, as a result, that you can 
depend on CTC terminals for electro- 
plated coatings of guaranteed minimum 
thickness - whether to government 
specifications or your own. 

Our "watching" of these coatings in- 
cludes periodic bend tests for adhesion, 
and periodic microscopic inspection of 
cross sections for coating thickness. 
These are but two of many examples of 
quality control that enable us to offer 
customers guaranteed electronic com- 
ponents ... custom or standard. 

Besides terminals, we pay close atten- 
tion to the production of CTC terminal 
boards, capacitors, swagers, hardware, 
insulated terminals, coil forms and coils. 
For all specifications and prices, write 
to Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 
437 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38, 

Mass. West Coast Manufacturers con- 
tact: E. V. Roberts, 5068 West Wash- 
ington Blvd., Los Angeles 16 and 988 
Market St., San Francisco, California. 

Terminal Data: Our standard terminal line in - 
chides 30 types, each in varied shank lengths. 
Made of silver plated brass, coated with water dip 
lacquer to keep them chemically clean for solder- 
ing. Also available: combination screw and solder 
terminals in 3 sizes, and a complete line of phenolic 
and ceramic insulated terminals. All materials, 
processes and finishes meet applicable government 
specifications. Special order finishes include hot 
tin, electrotin, cadmium plate or gold plate. 

Standard CTC Terminal Boards as well as those 
made to your own specifications by CTC are avail- 
able. Standard in cotton fabric phenolic, nylon 
phenolic or grade L-5 silicone impregnated ceramic. 
Custom made in cloth, paper phenolic, melamine, 
or silicone fibreglas laminates, imprinted as re- 
quired and lacquered or varnished to specifica- 
tions MIL -V-173 and JAN -T-152. 

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION 
makers of guaranteed electronic components, 

custom or standard 
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for your convenience! 

General Ceramics ALUMINA CERAMIC* 

SOLDERSEAL HERMETIC TERMINALS 
THE ITEMS SHOWN ARE STANDARD STOCK 
TERMINALS. DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCE, 
+11/2% BUT NOT LESS THAN ±.010" 

THIS TYPE TERMIIAI 

ON 0614267 429 

E F- 

PART 
NUMBER 

DAL4261 

DAL4262 
DAL4263 
D ÁL42 64 

1ÁL4265 
DÁ14266 

DA14265 

VOtTS 
RMSt 

3C00 

4100 

7300 

1E000 

11000 

22000 

A 

672 

750 

.968 

1.343 

2.218 

2.655 

267 
DA_4268 

PART 
NUMBER 

DAL4267 
DAL4268 
DAL4269 

VOLTS 
RMSt 

4000 

5000 

8000 
DAL4270* 10000 
DAL4277 

B 

.391 

.468 

.250 

1.750 

2.187 

15000 

DAL4264 

C 

.282 

312 

500 

907 

1.407 

1.4' 

.547 

.687 

.875 

DAL4270 ï' 

DAL4269 

.375 

422 

.687 

DÁ14263 

125 

250 

156 

METALLIZED SURFACE 

--- GLAZED SURFACE 

09 

.156 

187 

These terminals are made of glazed Alumina Cer- 

amic. Lugs and eyelets are hot tinned brass and 
metallized areas are silver fired on ceramic, copper 
electroplated and tir. fused for soft soldering. Im - 

F 

.312 

.437 

500 

.625 

.937 

1.187 

High Mechanical 

Strength 

Resistance to 

Thermal Shock 

Fast, Easy 

Installation 

Permanent 

Hermetic Sealing 

446 

(49 

.G46 

.084 

.171 

.093 

.250 

.281 

.531 

- THIS TYPE TERMINAL ON 

DA1.4264; 4265, 4266 

G 

061 

.067 

095 

.128 

118 

.128 

.156 

250 

.312 

234 

359 

.250 

.171 

.160 

.375 

812 

1.250 

1.640 

mersion in 60/40 solder at 450°F for 1' minutes 
for dip soldering will not injure the metallic coat- 

ing. For complete information and quotations call, 

write or wire today. 

CERAMICS CORPORATION 
VALLEY 6-5100 

GENERAL OFFICES and PLANT: KEASBEY, NEW JERSEY 

MAKERS OF STEATITE,ALUMINA, ZIRCON, PORCELAIN, SOIDERSEAL TERMINALS, LIGHT DUTY REFRACTORIES, CHEMICAL STONEWARE, IMPERVIOUS GRAPHITE, FERRAMIC MAGNETIC CORES' 
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FOR DEPENDABLE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

...come to NEW LONDON! 

The Model 130 features continuous frequency coverage in 
one band; at least one volt output into 75 ohms; wide sweep; 
blanked signal on return sweep provides a reference 
baseline. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Freq. Range: 450-900 mc Sweep Width: 0-40 mc min. 
Sweep: 60 cycle, sine wave 
Output: (1.) 0.1-1.0 volts (2.) 0.01-0.1 volts approx. 

Designed to give precision performance over a single tuning range. 
Has negligible leakage and very low spurious outputs. No auxiliary 
frequency changer unit required. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Tuning Range: 27-230 mc Output: 0.02-100,000 microvolts 
Freq. Deviation: (1.) 0-30 kc; Int. Mod.: 400 and 1000 cycles 

(2.) 0450 kc 

Ideal for measuring receiver noise in television tuners, receivers 
and other applications between 10 and 900 mc. Designed for operation 
with 300 ohm receivers with less than 0.5 db error. Noise figure 0-19 db 

MODEL 155 
Designed to operate between 2700-3400 mc. Can be pulse modulated 

and is suitable for testing receivers and transmitters. 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Power Output: Atten. calib. to RF Power Input: Measure aver - read peak power output in db age power up to 200 mw. 
below i mw in 50 ohm load. Leakage: Less than -95 dbm. 

Other products manufactured by New London Instrument Company include: High Gain Wide Band Amplifier-UHF Grid Dip Oscillator-Square Wave Generator -Balun. Write for detailed 
specifications and catalog on our complete line of measuring equipment. 

NEW LONDON INSTRUMENT 
P.O. BOX 189E. NEW LONDON, CONN. 
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ACTUAL SIZE 

Now ... long-awaited silicon junction diodes 

are available; developed by Texas Instruments, 

a leading transistor manufacturer. 

Operating temperatures up to 150°C are safe, 

offering a new degree of design freedom! 

New ... extremely low back current characteristics, 

as low as 0.001 microamps at rated voltage. Glass - 

to -metal hermetic seals, of course. For more detailed 

information on these new silicon junction diodes - and on 

other new TI semiconductor products - write today. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
I NCO R PO R ATE D 

6000 LEMMCN AVENUE DALLAS 9. TEXAS 
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6492/e/e/Ret9 'hake 
that solve your Electronic Problems 

TRUFLEX THERMOSTAT METALS 

TRUFLEX thermostat metals are manu- 
factured in a wide variety of types, each 
with a different reaction to temperature. 
Uniformity of metal insures accurate and 
consistent performance. Precision parts 
fabricated to exact specifications. 

COMPOSITE CONTACT MATERIAL 
Precious metals and alloys bonded to 
base metals available in following types - overlay, single and double edgelay, 
single and double inlay, Top -Lay, ready 
for you to fabricate into contacts. 

COMPOSITE METALS 

Available in practically any combination 
of precious to precious, precious to base 
or base to base metals. Combinations for 
electronics include aluminum -clad iron, 
nickel -clad iron for anode materials. 

COMPOSITE CONTACTS 

General Plate can supply all types of 
fabricated composite contacts buttons, 
rivets, contact assemblies made to cus- 
tomer's specifications. These contacts 
give electrical conductivity and long life 
at reduced costs. 

GENERAL PLATE PRODUCTS 

Alter, Alnifer, Nifer - Alumi- 

num and Nickel -clad steel for 

anode plates. 

Alcuplatee - Copper -clad 

aluminum for componentcases, 

chassis, cooling fins, 

condenser blades, etc. 

minum 
©r lightweight con- 

densers, etc. 

Composite Contacts and Contact 

Materials-Increased strength 

and longer life at reduced 

cost. 

Coiledor Rings - Fabricated 
from solid precious metals 

s or 
precious -clad base me 

an inch goo few feet 
fraction 

tdiam- 

eter. 

Troflex® Thermostat Metal 

Sheet, strip, formed eleents 
and assemblies produced 
specification. 

Thin Gauge Metals-- Beryllium 

copper, nickel, pure beryl- 

lium, Haynes Stellite alloys, 

etc. 

Platinum -Group Metals- Sheet, 

wire, tubing, parts of all 

types. Complete assay and re- 

fining facilities for platinum - 

group metals. 

Silver and Gold Brazing Alloys 

Available as sheet, wire 

powder and fabricated parts. 

sandwich- Solder -clad braz- 

ing shim for carbide -upped 

tools. 

Bronco - Phosphor Bronze - 

clad copper for high conduc- 

tive springs. 

Conflex - Copper -clad spring 
ther- 

ma ll 
for 
conductive 

electrical spr ns at 

low cost. 

f720 Manganese Age -Hardening 

Alloy - Corrosion rresisttant 
spring material finger dia- 

phragms, springs, 
stock, etc. 

. -Rectangular drange of sizeseto gov- 

ernment specifications. 

Write for catalog PR700 

ALCUPLATE 

Copper -clad aluminum for component 
cases or cans, chassis, cooling fins, etc., 
light weight, excellent conductivity. Cop- 
per surface is ideal for soft soldering and 
electroplating. 

WAVE GUIDE and COLLECTOR RINGS 

RECTANGULAR WAVE GUIDES. Solid 
silver, silver lined brass or aluminum. 
Sizes to government specifications. 
COLLECTOR RINGS. Solid silver or 
precious metal on base metal. All sizes. 

General Plate Composite Metals, made by metallur- 
gically bonding one metal to another, are available in 
sheet, strip, tubing or wire in various widths, thick- 
nesses and diameters. 

Silver, gold and platinum -group metals bonded on 
base metals give solid precious metal performance at a 
fraction of the cost of solid precious metal. The pre- 
cious metal provides specific performance requirements 
such as electrical conductivity and corrosion resistance 
while the base metal provides workability, strength, 
and solderability. 

Composite base metals provide a new group of engi- 
neering metals with properties not available in solid 
metals. Their use frequently results in lower material 
costs as compared to solid metals. 

In many electronic applications further economy re- 
sults when General Plate supplies fabricated parts 
ready for assembly into your product. General Plate 
makes an infinite variety of fabricated parts, such as 
electrical contacts, collector rings and TRUFLEX ther- 
mostat metal parts to customer's exact specifications. 

General Plate Engineers will gladly help you with 
your problems. 

You can probt by using 

General Plate Composite Metals! 

METALS & CONTROLS CORPORATION 
GENERAL PLATE DIVISION 

35 FOREST STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS 
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 AIRPAX has built 

nearly '/a million choppers 

AIRPAX maintains an 

engineering staff constantly 

striving to improve choppers 

AIRPAX has ample capacity 

for large volume production 

of choppers 

And AIRPAX choppers have 

proven performance 

life and reliability 

aIRPAic 

RIVER . BALTIMORE 20, ML-._ 

r 
, rJ ,'/r, .' J , JI J (JJ j_i 

J 

PROVEN PERFORMANCE 

in large volume production 

is your best guarantee 

of quality! 

.763 MAX 

FITS 7 PIN 
MINIATURE 
SOCKET 

Weighs less than I oz. 
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-hp- 490A and 491A Traveling -Wave 
Tube Amplifiers are precision broad 
band linear instruments making readily 
available a group of measurements hith- 
erto almost unobtainable. 

These distinctly different new ampli- 
fiers provide a convenient, straightfor- 
ward method of amplification, modula- 
tion or power increase to 1 watt. They 
are ideal rf amplifiers for receiver and 
detector applications, and greatly sim- 
plify measurement of antenna patterns 
and wide range attenuators. They are 
also exceptionally useful as general pur- 
pose, low level, low noise laboratory am- 
plifiers. Connected to a signal generator 
of 1 milliwatt output, -hp- 490A ampli- 
fier will provide a full watt of output for 
high level measurements. 

COMPLETELY NEW DESIGN 

Since 1946, when traveling -wave tube 
amplifiers were first described. the radio 
industry has been unable to benefit from 

them because of the difficulty in cou- 
pling signals in and out of the tube. -hp- 
has developed a simple new broad band 
coupling method employing helices. 
( See Figure 3.) There is no mechanical 
connection to the inner helix, yet full 
energy transfer is effected. The difficul- 
ties found in previous experimental am- 
plifiers using multi -element networks, 
tapers and direct vacuum leads have 
been overcome. Thus, for the first time, 
a practical broad band high gain travel- 
ing -wave tube amplifier has been pro- 
duced. 

TWO AMPLIFIERS OFFERED 

-hp- 490A is designed for high gain, 
low level applications. It provides at 
least 35 db gain, noise level is less than 
25 db, and pulse modulation character- 
istics are remarkably good. (See Fig. 1. ) 
-hp- 491A has 1 watt output full range. 
Minimum gain is 30 db. Thus, the 
equipment, together with a 1 mw "S" 

Figure 1. Unique modulating fidelity of -hp - 
490A is shown in double -exposed oscillogram of 
0.1 µsec pulses. First pulse (applied by -hp- 212A 
Pulse Generator) is modulating pulse having rise 
time of 0.02 µsec; delay through tube approxi- 
mately 50 millimicroseconds. Second pulse is rf 
output; note absence pf deterioration. 

band signal generator such as -hp - 
616A, provides a versatile 1 watt source 
for high power testing throughout the 
2 to 4 kmc range. 

Both instruments include simple con- 
trols for varying traveling -wave tube 
anode and helix voltages for best per- 
formance. Further, a panel meter and 
selector permit ready measurement of 
cathode, anode, helix, and collector cur- 
rents for performance evaluation or con- 
tinuous monitoring. No adjustments are 
necessary during operation. 

Figure 2. -hp- capsulated Traveling -Wave Tube. 
Note input and ouput coaxial lines with Type N 
plugs for connection to front panel of amplifier. 

COMPLETE 
COVERAGE HEWLETT-PACKARD 
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New hl 490/491A 

Traveling -Wave Tube Amplifiers 
Radically new coupled -helix design 

Full "S" band coverage -2 to 4 kmc 

1 watt output; 30 and 35 db gain 

Millimicrosecond pulse modulation 

Compact, portable, easy to use 

REPLACEMENT TUBES 

To eliminate critical adjustments and 
assure that tubes and coupled helix corn- 

ponents are properly matched, -hp- re- 
placement tubes are capsulated in a unit 
wherein the tube and coupling helices 

-hp- 490A 
Frequency Range: 2 kmc to 4 kmc. 
Gain: 35 db minimum. 
Output Power: 25 milliwatts minimum. 
Noise Figure: Less than 25 db. 
Pulse Rise & Decay Time: Order of a few 

millimicroseconds. 
Pulse Delay: Approximately 50 millimi- 

croseconds. 
Modulating Voltage: Requires approx. 

50 volts peak negative to reduce output 
to 0.1% of initial value. Input imped- 
ance: 50 ohms. 

Hum, Spurious Modulation: At least 30 
db below signal level. 

Meter Monitors: Cathode Current, Anode 
Current, Helix Current, Collector Cur- 
rent. 

Connectors, RF: Input and Output, Type 
N; Modular on Input, BNC. 

Size: Approximately 7" wide x 103/4" 
high x 18" deep. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Weight: Approximately 70 pounds net, 

90 pounds packed. 
Power Supply: 115 volts ±10%, 50-60 

cps, approximately 125 watts. 
Replacement Tube Price: Including Cap- 

sulation, $650.00 less $125.00 credit 
for return of defective tube and capsule. 
Specify -hp- 490A -73A. 

Price: Traveling -Wave Tube Amplifier, 
complete including capsulated tube. 
$1,100.00 F.O B. factory. 

-hp- 491A 
Frequency Range: 2 kmc to 4 kmc. 
Gain: 30 db minimum. 
Output Power: 1 watt minimum. 
Noise Figure: Less than 30 db. 
Pulse Rise & Decay Time: Modulation 

not provided. 
Pulse Delay: Modulation not provided. 
Modulating Voltage: Modulation not 

provided. 
Hum, Spurious Modulation: At least 30 

db below signal level. 

Fig. 3. Construction of -hp- 

Traveling-Wove Amplifier. Tube develop 
and manufactured by Huggins Loborator 

are integral. When delivered, the 
replacement tube is thoroughly tested, 
ready to plug in and use. 

Meter Monitors: Cathode Current, Anode 
Current, Helix Current, Collector Cur- 
rent. 

Connectors, RF: Input and Output, Type 
N; Modulation Input, not provided. 

Size: Approximately 7" wide x 103/4" 
high x 18" deep. 

Weight: Approximately 75 pounds net, 
95 pounds packed. 

Power Supply: 115 volts ±10%, 50-60 
cps, approximately 250 watts. 

Replacement Tube Price: Including Cap- 
sulation, $650.00, less $125.00 credit 
for return of defective tube and capsule. 

Price: Traveling -Wave Tube Amplifier, 
complete including capsulated tube. 
$1,100.00 F.O.B. factory. 

Above Data subject to change without notice 

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO. 
2997A Page Mill Road Palo Alto, Calif., U.S.A. 

FIELD ENGINEERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS 

INSTRUMENTS I 
COMPLETE 
COVERAGE 
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'Patent Pending 

A New Development from the 
RMC Technical Ceramic Laboratories 

DISCAP 
CERAMIC 

CAPACITORS 

gh Vol ISCAPS 

Vacuum Cast DISCAPS answer the demand for a de- 
pendable ceramic capacitor for I-igh voltage applications. 

The RMC Vacuum Cast process removes all air and 
gases to form a hermetically sealed casing in perfect 
contact with dielectric and terminals. The possibility of 
cracks or fissures in the casing is eliminated. 

The exclusive casting material meets all the require- 
ments of an outstanding capacitor casing; it is highly 
impervious to moisture, has great mechanical strength 
and exceptionally good electrical characteristics. 

For extra dependability specify RMC Vacuum Cast 
DISCAPS ... they are priced competitively with ordi- 
nary molded types. Your inquiry is invited.' 

1" x 78" across flats. 
20 KV -500 mmfd with standard and special terminals. 

Size -1" x 7/8" across flats. e 20 KV -500 mmfd with No. 16 wire leads. Lead lengths 
optional. 

3/4" x " across flats. 
lb 15 KV -1200 K-50 to 200 mmfd 

15 KV -4500 K-200 to 1000 mmfd 

S/8" x /8" across flats. 
10 KV -1200 K-50 to 250 mnfd 
10 KV -4500 K-250 to 1000 mmfd 

%y" x /8" across flats. 
8 KV-N-1500-10 to 50 mmfd 
8 KV -1200 K-50 to 250 mmfd 
8 KV -4500 K-250 to 1000 nimfd 

C-D-E have No. 16 or No. 18 wire leads-length optional. 

POWER FACTOR AT 1000 CPS: 1% MAX. 
LEAKAGE RESISTANCE: Guaranteed greater than 50,000 Megohms 
LEAKAGE RESISTANCE AFTER HUMIDITY: 5000 Megohms 

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION 
GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, III. 

FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA, IND. 
DISTRIBUTORS: Contact Jobbers Sales Co., 146 Broadway, Paterson 1, N. J. 
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IDEAS that start in a BELLOWS 

WHY ADJUST A COLOR 
TV TUBE FROM WITHIN? 

If you can physically move the deflec- 
tion plates within a TV tube without 
breaking the hermetic seal, you will get 
much finer tuning, clearer images. But 
how can this be done? 

Have you 
ever worked 

with Bellows? 
Although bellows aren't always fea- 

tured in engineering courses, they have 
proved a welcome solution to many engi- 
neering problems. 

The color TV tube application outlined 
above is but one of many ways in which 
these leakproof, flexible assemblies can 
prove useful. For instance, in the elec- 
tronic field, Clifford Hydron Bellows 
change the frequency inside magnetron 
tubes, make adjustments inside hermeti- 
cally -sealed instruments, move variable 
plates inside vacuum capacitors. They 
also act as expansion chambers in 
mercury -filled wave guides, oil -filled 
transformers and other electronic and 
electrical equipment. 

Clifford Hydron Bellows permit ex- 
tension, retraction and 360° rotations 
with 100% metallic seal. 

BELLOWS GIVES PROPER SEAL 

To make any physical adjustment with- 
in a vacuum, you need a seal that is both 
leakproof and flexible. This is what you 
get when you use a Clifford Bellows. For 
instance - 

CLIFFORD MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY, Grove Street, Waltham 54, 
Massachusetts. Div. of Standard -Thomson 
Corporation. Sales offices in New York; 
Detroit.; Chicago; Los Angeles; Waltham, 
Massachusetts. 

HERE'S HOW IT CAN BE DONE 

In the diagram, you can see how a 
Clifford Bellows (A) can be inserted in 
the deflection plate circuit. Plates can 
be adjusted within the TV tube without 
affecting the vacuum. 

CLIFFORD 
MANUFACTURING CO. 

s WALTHAM, MASS. o r H a, 
'TANDARD -1$°>'5a 

CLIFFORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

119 Grove Street, Waltham 54, Massachusetts 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me information on bellows application for vacuum tube adjustments. Also for: 

Transmitting motion between mediums Controlling and indicating temperature Sealing 
rotary shafts or packless valves Transmitting motion hydraulically to remote points 

Providing for thermal expansion Providing shock mounting or vibration dampening 
D Differential pressure maintenance 

Name 

Company 

No. and Street 

City Zone State 
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ARMSTRONG CORK CO. 

;;ccec: 

ii 

NAVAL RESEARCH LAB. 

LOS ALAMOS 
PROVING GROUNDS 

1 
o ; flQç 
;.'; 

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 

41 

a i r 
I 

@ 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. 

BELL AIRCRAFT CORP. 

Y s. 

n^, 
't 

NASH KELVINATOR 

WHO'S WHO IN INDUSTRY, 

RESEARCH, GOVERNMENT, 
EDUCATION' 

for Flexlab Catalog No. 187 

Just send Laboratory 
covering our Flexlab 

Equipment. It contains much valuable va 
listluabl le of 

information plus an impressive 
ourself 

Flexlab users ...`tOu will find o have 

in the best of company when you 

and build your next 

Standard designConsultation 
panel installation 
without obligation. 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO. LACLEDE GAS CO. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 

ABERDEEN PROVING GROUNDS 

RADIO CORPORATION 
OF AMERICA 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

NAVAL AIR 
DEVELOPMENT STATION 

DISTRIBUTION SWITCHBOARDS CONTROL BOARDS TEST PANELS AND UNITS 
PRECISION TIMERS CHRONO -TACHOMETERS PIPELINE NETWORK ANALYZERS 

The STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY 
97 Logan Street Springfield 2, Massachusetts 
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ELECTRICAL ENGI 
PROPERTY AND APPLICATION DATA ON THESE 

VERSATILE PLASTIC MATERIALS: DU PONT NYLON, 

"ALATHON," "TEFLON," "LUCITE." NEWS 
NO. 2 1954 

Anchored Sleeves of Du Pont Nylon Resist 
Corrosives, Heat, High Electrical Currents 

TV tube carrying 
20,000 volts insulated 

with Du Pont "Alathon" 
A ring and sleeve extruded of 
Du Pont "Alathon" polyethylene 
resin is now being used by many 
television -set manufacturers to insu- 
late the outer portion of their metal 
picture tubes that carry up to 20,000 
volts. 

"Alathon" has excellent dielectric 
strength, low dielectric constant 
(2.3) and low power factor (0.0005). 

Because of its very low moisture - 
absorption rate (0.01 by A. S.T. M. 

test D-570-42), "Alathon" easily 
passed exacting humidity tests nec- 
essary to maintain prolonged insula- 
ting value. 

Du Pont "Alathon" offers another 
important advantage. Its flexibility 
simplified installation. Shipping costs 
are reduced because "Alathon" 
absorbs shock, making it possible to 
pack sets as units and thus eliminate 
shipping the delicate tubes sepa- 
rately. And reassembly time and 
labor costs at outlets are eliminated. 

Du Pont "Alathon" is also widely 
used for such insulating applications 
as TV lead-in wire, and police and 
fire alarm cables. 

One-piece nylon part permits installation 
of cable terminals in five fewer steps 

A molded, one-piece insulating sleeve of Du Pont nylon has been developed 
by The Thomas & Betts Co., Inc. This sleeve is permanently staked on the 
terminal barrels of their Sta-Kon terminals, for conductor sizes from #22 

Properties of Du Pont 
"Lucite" acrylic resin 

Du Pont "Lucite" provides a combina- 
tion of properties of potential use to 
electrical design engineers. These proper- 
ties include: 

MECHANICAL: Tensile strength at 73°F: 9,000 psi; 
at 170°F, 4,300 psi. Modulus of elasticity at 77°F: 
400,000 psi. Shear strength: 9,000 psi. 

THERMAL: Coefficient of linear thermal expansion 
per°F: 5x10-6. Thermal conductivity: 1.4 BTU/hr/sq 
ft. /°F/in. 

ELECTRICAL: Dielectric strength, short time, 400 
v/mil. Dielectric constant, 60 cycles: 3.9; 106 cycles: 
2.9. Power factor, 60 cycles: 0.042; 106 cycles: 0.025. 
Properties unaffected by moisture, aging, weather, 
or fungus. 

OPTICAL: "Lucite' transmits up to 92% of incident 
light. Refractive index: 1.49. Clarity unimpaired by 
aging or weather. 

CHEMICAL: Dilute solutions of strong acids (like 
battery acids) or alkalies do not attack "Lucite. 
Nor will dilute alcohols, aliphatic hydrocarbons, and 
petroleum oils. 

WEATHERING: "Lucite" does not craze or lose 

transparency after long outdoor exposure. Colorless 
"Lucite" is unaffected by sunlight. 

AWG to 250 MCM. 
Du Pont nylon is a good insulat- 

ing material . . . 6,000 volts can 
be applied to the staked area with- 
out puncturing the nylon insulation. 
Molded nylon resists temperatures 
as high as 250°F., as well as air- 
craft hydraulic fluids, fuels, aromatic 
oils and corrosive attack. Nylon is 
also extremely resilient. It absorbs 
shock without chipping or cracking, 
and does not break down under 
flexing strains or crimping pressures. 

Because of the efficient design of 
this molded Du Pont nylon sleeve, 
Thomas & Betts Co. has been able 
to eliminate five of the eight steps 
formerly required to insulate wire 
and cable terminals, thus saving time 
and reducing installation costs. 

Parts made of Du Pont nylon are 
mass-produced rapidly, and eco- 
nomically, by injection -molding. Its 
wide range of valuable prop- 
erties offer many advantages 
for you in the electrical field. 
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Better Things for Better living 
. through Chemistry 

ELECTRICAL 
PROPERTY AND APPLICATION DATA ON THESE 

VERSATILE PLASTIC MATERIALS: DU PONT NYLON, 

"ALATHON," "TEFLON," "LUCITE." 

NO. 2 

POINTERS ON PROCESSING 

OF 

DU PONT POLYMERS 

How to make 
experimental parts 
of Du Pont nylon 

Parts for experimental purposes can 
often be machined of Du Pont nylon 
from standard shapes such as rod, 
strip or cylinders. Nylon is readily 
machinable to close tolerances. 
In cutting, high-speed steel tools, 
ground for minimum drag, should be 

Investigate Du Pont plastic 
engineering materials in your 

product development programs 
One of the family of these versatile 
engineering materials is often a key 
factor in product improvement or 
new product design. 

The wide range of properties avail- 
able with "Alathon"* polyethylene 
resin, "Lucite"* acrylic resin, 
"Teflon"* tetrafluoroethylene resin, 
and Du Pont nylon are helping solve 
industrial design problems. 

NEED MORE INFORMATION? 
Clip the coupon for additional data 
on the properties and applications of 
Du Pont plastic engineering materials. 

used. Cutting tools should be kept 
sharp and vibration of machinery 
avoided. Coolants such as water and 
soluble oils allow higher cutting 
speeds. When working to close tol- 
erances, make all measurements at 
room temperature. 

Nylon can be sawed with regular 
band saws, jig saws and table 
saws without modifications. Hollow - 
ground metal cutting blades placed 
in a conventional table saw will 
yield a smooth cut at high speeds. 
Again coolants are useful. 

Small parts ma- 

chined from nylon 

rod.These parts are 

readily machinable 

to close tolerances. 

Nylon is drilled satisfactorily with 
ordinary twist drills. To obtain a 
smooth hole of uniform diameter, 
use a slow, uniform feed with the 
highest speed that will not cause 
"gumming" or burning. Keep holes 
chip -free by removing the drill from 
the hole frequently. 

Expansion -type reamers are pre- 
ferred for nylon, but it can also be 
reamed with the usual types. Cuts 
taken with a fixed reamer will tend 
to be undersized because of the resil- 
iency of nylon. Remove at least 
0.010 inch with the final ream to 
get a hole of the correct size. 

Threading and tapping of nylon 
can be done with conventional 
equipment. A lubricant or coolant 
is useful for tapping and threading 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.) 
Polychemicals Department 
Room 225, Du Pont Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware 

Please send me more information on the Du Pont plastic engineering materials 
checked: Du Pont nylon; "Alathon"; D "Teflon"; D "Lucite". I am interested 
in evaluating these materials for 

NAME POSITION 

COMPANY 

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

TYPE OF BUSINESS 
*"Alathon", "Lucite", "Teflon ' are registered trade -marks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) 

1954 
but isn't always required. Conven- 
tional thread cutting techniques can 
be used and successive cuts should 
be made, as in metal. Finish cut 
should be no less than 0.005 inch. 

For turning nylon, use bits with 
minimum drag. Nylon has excep- 
tional abrasion resistance and resil- 
iency, so finishing should be done 
with power -driven rotary steel burrs, 
abrasive disks, or high speed grinders. 

Nylon can be cemented with a 
number of commercial adhesives. 

The machined test parts should be 
stress relieved to insure dimensional 
stability. This is best accomplished 
by heating to 350°F in "Glycowax" 
or "Hitec" salt. In experimental 
work, where equipment is not avail- 
able for high temperature stress 
relieving, boiling water will be ade- 
quate in many cases. Close toler- 
ances can be maintained with nylon, 
as with other engineering materials, 
by following prescribed procedures. 

Electrical properties 
of Du Pont "Teflon" 

"Teflon" tetrafluoroethylene resin 
retains its electrical, chemical, and 
mechanical properties over a wide 
temperature range. Its exceptional 
thermal stability makes it suitable 
for use to 250°C. Yet "Teflon" is 
still tough and strong at -268°C. 

Enamels made from "Teflon" 
are used as wire insulation in fhp 
motors, electronic transformers, 
thermocouples, and control equip- 
ment. The high service temperature 
and low power loss of "Teflon" make 
it ideal for these applications. Wires 
carrying high voltages and operating 
at high temperatures utilize thick- 
walled insulation of "Teflon". Power 
factor of "Teflon" is less than 0.0005 
over the spectrum measured so far, 
60 cycles to 30,000 megacycles. 
Volume resistivity is greater than 
10-16 ohm -cm. "Teflon" absorbs no 
water, by ASTM D-570-42. Surface 
resistivity stays as high as 1013 ohms 
at 100% relative humidity. 
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BUSS FUSES 
can help you build 

CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 

Manufacturers and service organizations know from 
experience that BUSS fuses won't let them down. 
For over 39 years, under all service conditions, BUSS 
fuses have given dependable electrical protection. 

Rigid quality control is the reason for "trouble -free" 
BUSS fuses. Every BUSS fuse normally used by the 
electronic industries is tested in a sensitive electronic 
device that rejects any fuse not properly constructed, 
correctly calibrated and right in all physical dimen- 
sions. 

So for the finest possible electrical protection, turn 
with confidence to BUSS fuses. The fuse that can be 
relied on to protect when there is trouble in the cir- 
cuit. The fuse that eliminates those needless blows, 
which otherwise could be so annoying to your cus- 
tomer. 

And there is another reason it pays to standardize on 
BUSS fuses. You can simplify your buying, stock han- 
dling and records by using BUSS as the one source 
for fuses. The line is complete: - standard type, dual - 
element (slow blowing), renewable and one-time 
types ... in sizes from 1/500 ampere up. 

If you have a special problem in electrical protection, 
Buss places at your service the world's largest fuse 
research laboratory and its staff of engineers. Let our 
engineers, who are fuse specialists, save the time of 
your engineers by helping you select the right fuse and 
fuse mounting for your job-if possible a fuse that is 
already available in local wholesalers' stocks. 

r 

for more information 
mai/ this Coupon 

BUSSMANN Mfg. Co. (Division of McGraw Electric Co.) 
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo. 

Please send me bulletin SFB containing facts on 
BUSS small dimension fuses and fuse holders. 

IMP a aar 1 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 
ELRC 

City & Zone Stale 554 i 

Makers of a 

complete line 
of fuses for 
home, farm, 
commercial, 
electronic & 

industrial use. 
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RCAVICTORTelevision 
CHOOSES 

INSUROK® 
T-725 INSULATING LAMINATE 

The RCA Victor name is a symbol for the highest quality in 
electronic equipment. To meet their exacting standards, RCA Victor 
engineers selected INSUROK Grade T-725 phenolic laminate for 
their television receivers. 

INSUROK T-725 provides RCA Victor with a unique combina- 
tion of electrical properties,. It is used in the R.F. tuners, to maintain 
insulation resistance under high temperatures and humidities .. . 

in the I.F. tube sockets, to minimize capacity changes with changes 
in humidity ... and in the high -voltage compartment, to provide 
high dielectric strength and surface resistivity. 

For the "tough spots" in your product. write or phone about T-725 
and the many other grades of INSUROK laminated insulation. 

Write Today for Booklet 

"LAMINATED 

INSUROK" 

94íe RICHARDSON COMPANY 
FOUNDED 1858-LOCKLAND, OHIO 

2797-C Lake St., Melrose Park, Illinois (cheogo Ditrictl 
SALES OFFICES: Cleveland Detroit ktdianapo'is Lockland, Ohio 
Los Angeles Milwaukee New Brunswick, (N. 1.) New York Philadelphia 

Rochester San Francisco St. Louis 
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"INTERFERENCE FREE" means 

FILTERED by 

FA 782-12 CIRCUITS 
From .1 AMP to 15 AMP 
28 VDC to 115 VAC, 400 CPS 
Range 150 KC to 150 MC 
Hermetically sealed 

FA 905-10 CIRCUITS 
From 4 MA to 5 AMPS 
28 VDC to 600 VDC 
Range 150 KC to 400 MC 
Hermetically sealed 

I I 
I I 

I 

I I I 

I I THE newest types of Interference -Free Radar, Inter- and production of RF interference filters to make 

I ference-Free Radio Transmitters, Interference -Free YOUR products noise -free. 

I Receivers, Interference -Free Motor -Generator Sets, The Filtron Company is a complete engineering and / Interference -Free Inverters, Interference -Free Aircraft, manufacturing organization that pioneered the 
Interference -Free Electronic Systems and numerous development of special filter types: subminiatures, I other "restricted" equipments incorporate FILTERS high attenuation, completely hermetically sealed, 

I I BY FILTRON. high altitude, high temperature and wide -band 

I Our complete engineering and manufacturing organiza- multi -section units. Today we are producing more 

I tion is devoted exclusively to the research, design filters than ever before. 
I I 

ENGINEERING: FILTRON'S highly specialized filter en MANUFACTURING: FILTRON'S modern production facilities 
i giniters will discuss, test, end design RF filters to maki your comprise the following departments: Capacitor Manufacturing 

I products "noise -free". They will meet with you at your Division Coil Winding Division Tool and Die Depart - 

1 plant, or in our own shielded laboratories. mints Environmental Test Department Metal Drawing, I Fabricating and Stamping Departments. I TEST d DEVELOPMENT: FILTRON'S test and development 
WHEN YOU HAVE A RF FILTER PROBLEM, CONSULT facilities are equipped with ALL interference -measuring and 

test equipment, in strict accordance with all Military FILTRON-THE MOST DEPENDABLE NAME IN RF INTER. 

I Sp.cifications. FERENCE FILTERS. I / SALES REPRESENTATIVES 

IL TROt 

FA 512-7 CIRCUITS 

From 100 MA to 5 AMP 
100 VDC to 115 VAC 
Hermetically sealed 

FA 959-15 CIRCUITS 
From 800 MA to 5 AMP 
115 VAC, 400 CPS 
Range 150 KC to 400 MC 
Hermetically sealed 

FA 1034A-18 CIRCUITS 
From .5 AMP to 3 AMP 
28 VDC to 115 VAC, 0-1000 CPS 
Range 150 KC to 400 MC 
Hermetically sealed 

INTERFERENCE FREE 

means 
FILTERED 

by 

Representative multi -section, high attenuation, hermetically sealed R.F. Interference Filters 

for space saving, simple installation and light weight applications. 

G. S. Marshall Co., Pasadena, Cal. Roy 1. Magnuson, Chicago, III. Massey Associates, Inc., Narbeth, Pa., Washington, 
D. C. Holliday -Hathaway, Cambridge, Mass., Canaan, Conn., New York, N. Y., Great Neck, N. Y., Rochester, N. Y., 
Binghamton, N. Y., Wood -Ridge, N. J. 

An inquiry on your company letterhead will receive prompt attention. 

ILTRON co., INC. FLUSHING, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK 

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF RF INTERFERENCE FILTERS 
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/TAN IAtIf 

DESIGNED AS A 

The Type 2001-2 series provides frequencies from 
30 to 30,000 cycles with an accuracy of .001% (at 
room temperatures) in units suitable for integration 
with instruments of your own design - or for panel 
rack mounting with your own power sources - or for 
line operation. 

R COMg\1 

1,O 

AGOR 

PNO 
Pß 1-2 

FttEQVEG 

OEVR\DER REO?E G\ES 

t 

oNeQ 
p0`NÚN\Z 

WHICH WILL MEET YOUR 

CUSTOM NEEDS 
FROM A COMBINATION OF 

STOCK UNITS i 
TYPICAL COMBINATIONS 

2001-2 

2001-2 + L 

2001-2 + L -F P 

2001-2 + H 
2001-2 + H + P 

ACCESSORY UNITS 

"L" UNIT. 
DIVIDER, (MULTI -VIBRATOR TYPE) 
Provides frequencies from 30 to 200, 
controlled by the 2001-2 unit. 
Output, approx. 5V. Approx. sine wave. 

"D" UNIT. 
DIVIDER, (COUNTER TYPE) 
Provides 40 to 200 cycles controlled 
by the 2001-2 unit. (fail safe) 

"H" UNIT 
MULTIPLIER 
Provides frequencies from 3,000 to 
30,000 cycles, controlled by the 2001-2 
unit. Output, approximately 5 volts. 

For details, please request our 

2001-2 + M 

2001-2 + M -F P 

2001-2 -F L -F P + R 

2001-2 -F H -F P -}- R 

2001-2 -F M -F P -I- R 

TYPE "2001-2" 
FREQUENCY STANDARD 
Frequencies, 200 to 3,000 cycles. Out- 
put, approximate sine wave at 5 volts. 

"M" UNIT 
AMPLIFIER 
Provides 2 watts at 6 and 110 volts. 

"P" UNIT 
POWER SUPPLY 
Provides power for combinations of 
units illustrated, if other sources are in, 
convenient or not available. 

"R" UNIT 
PANEL MOUNTING 
Accommodates up to three 
units. Standard size is 83/4 inches 
high, 19 inches long. 

"Type 2001-2" Booklet. 

American Time Products, inc. 
580 Fifth Avenue New York 36, N. Y, 

OPERATING UNDER PATENTS OF WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY 
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BL -58 CHARACTERISTICS 

TR tube operation 

Shutter operation 

Insertion loss 

same as 1 B63A 

40 db min. 

Vibration 16 g. 

Coil ratings to open 6.0 Vdc± 0.3v for 8 to 12 

milliseconds approx. 5 amps dc 

Coil ratings to hold open 0.65 Vdc (min.) to 

0.75 (max.) 500.600 ma. 

Shutter life 50,000 a 1/sec. 
Accessories are available to operate the shutter 
feature in TR at any voltage up to and including 

28 Vdc. 

the#E/t'TH shutter tube 
Bomac offers to microwave equipment 

designers the first " conplete package pro- 
tection" - 
wave guide shorting plus TR tube action 

The Bomac BL -58 shown above is the first 
TR tube to offer continuous crystal protection. 

When equipment is not in use, or is in 

standby condition with TR keep -alive voltage 
off, the fail-safe shutter provides a minimum of 

We inviMe your in- 
quiries regarding 

II ENGINEERING 

DEVELOPMENT 

PRODUCTION 

40 db insertion loss ahead of the crystal. When 
equipment is in operation with voltages ap- 
plied, the shutter action is automatically re- 
moved, and the TR functions normally. 

This latest Bomac engineering achievement 
affords the user substantial savings in size and 
weight. 

Bomac shutter tubes are available for 
other bands. 

meemeezergee,, - 

JjOt11(IC JaboraIorki, _9nc. 
BEVE 2LY, MASSACHUSETTS 

GAS SWITCHING TUBES DIODES HYDROGENTHYRATR.ONS DUPLE(ERS MAGNETRONS 

MODULATORS 

Catalog on request. 

Write (on your com- 
pany letterhead) 
Dept. E-5 BOMAC 
Laboratories, Inc. 
Beverly, Mass. 
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Vibration 
testing 
made 

easier Electronic component 
under test at Eclipse - 
Pioneer division of 
Bendix Aviation Corpo- 
ration. 

with the help of MB equipment like this 

DO You have to vibration -test your product to 
meet military specifications? Want to apply 

shake -testing to improve product design or to con- 
trol quality? If so, do what many leading companies 
have done - enlist the help of MB. 

First, you get the right equipment. MB offers a 
complete line of vibration exciters from 10 pounds 
force all the way to the largest developed today - 
10,000 pounds! All are quality built to stand up and 
do the job right to specifications. Electromagnetic 
in operation, they're easily and quickly adjusted 
for force and frequency. And, second, you get the 
benefit of MB's wide experience in applying this 
relatively new and valuable technique for product 
improvement. 

Among the well known companies working with 
MB products, Bendix Aviation Corporation's 
Eclipse -Pioneer division is outstandingly equipped 
with several MB Vibration Exciters. The photograph 
shows one - MB Model C-25, rated at 2500 pounds 

Bulletins you'll welcome 
How to calibrate vibration pickups to 
2000 cps-Bulletin C -11.B reviews the 
subject comprehensively. Bulletin 1 -VE -5 
tells all about MB Vibration Exciters. 
Write for them. 

of force - vibr sting an electronic component to in- 
sure dependability under severest conditions. Such 
testing can uncover, in minutes, trouble that might 
take months to develop. 

VIBRATION PICKUP ANOTHER USEFUL TESTING TOOL 

When you want to detect vibration and determine its 
nature, you'll want an MB Vibration Pickup. While the 
pickup detects even slightest vibratory motion, it was 
built for grueling service as well. Model 122 withstands 
temperatures up to 500°F. 

Control panels for all 
MB shakers, as in the 
photo above, can be fur- 
nished with MB Vibra- 
tion Meter for use with 
pickup. This meter gives 
direct velocity, acceler- 
ation and amplitudes of 
the picked -up vibration. 

THENIMANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 

1060 State Street, New Haven 11, Conn. 

HEADQUARTERS FOR PRODUCTS TO INDUCE VIBRATION...TO MEASURE IT...TO ISOLATE IT 
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VARIABLE COMPOSITION 
RESISTORS 

0.5 and 0.6 watt bushing 
ani tab mounting styles 

Write for 
your copy .. . 

Today! °a 

FIXED COMPO N RESISTORS 

RETMA an special types 

LINE SWITCHES 
10 types for every need 

SLIDE SWITCHE 
Over 22 low-cost 
miniature styles 

FIXED COMPOSITION 
CAPACITORS 

6 stable values 
0.10 to 1D.0 mmf 

POWDERED IRON CO 

Standard, cup, slee 
side -molded, an 
screw core types. 

Samples and produc- 
tion runs to your 

xact specificatio 

MOLDED C IL FORMS 

Molded phenolic and 
powdered iron types 

Ntf`vt.'M. 

y M ... Here's all the 
latest design and 

engineering data on 

E COMPONENTS! 

Electronic Components Division 

STACKPO, A ON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pa. 
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HOW TO MAKE A HARNESS0 
for an Atom 

Taming the monster power of a nuclear reactor requires precision con- 
trol of all the elements. Ford Instrument is designing controls that seek 
and hold the optimum power level of the pile ... and keep the rods so 
exactly set that the reactor's energy is harnessed ... safely, securely. 

This is typical of the problems that Ford has been given by the Armed 
Forces since 1915. For from the vast engineering and production facilities 
of the Ford Instrument Company, come the mechanical, hydraulic, 
electric, magnetic and electronic instruments that bring us our "to- 
morrows" today. Control problems of both Industry and the Military 
are Ford specialties. 

Visit our Booth No. 533 at the Dayton I. R. E. Show 

You can see why a job with Ford Instrument offers young 
engineers a challenge. If you can qualify, there may be 
a spot for you in automatic control development of Ford. 
Write for brochure about products or job opportunities. 
State your preference. 

?9 

FORD INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION 
31-10 Thomson Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y. 
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MORE evidence of the extra VALUE in TELECHRON timing motors ... 

_ 

Lubrication is only part of the Telechron motor story. Lightweight 
rotors assure quick starting. Gears are hobbed for quiet operation. 
Power -line accuracy means true synchronous performance. Separation 
of the field from the rotor results in cooler operation and longer life. 

The accurate, dependable, inexpensive Telechron Synchronous Motor 
is the heart of timinç you see everywhere ... in clock -radios, washers 
and dryers; in heating controls, refrigerator defrosters and air condi- 
tioners ... in industrial time switches, recorders and instrumentation. 

CAPILLARY ACTION 

FEEDS OIL TO 

MOVING PARTS 
One secret of the lasting accuracy of a Telechron timing motor is 

its exclusive sealed -in system of lubrication. 

Each Telechron motor carries just the right amount of oil, locked -in 
against dirt and dust. The oil is drawn up the spaces between bearings 
and capillary plates by the same free -flowing process that pulls water 
up the hollow stem of a plant-or a glass tube. Bearings are constantly 
covered with a thin coating of oil. 

This way the oil lasts the life of the motor-which, with a Telechron 
timing motor, can be for years and years. 

Write for complete catalog and full information on our Application 
Engineering Service. Telechron Department, General Electric Company, 
45 Homer Avenue, Ashland, Mass. 
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ONLY ONE tttfVJ'W4UIS FIRST 

The ait.e ¡Deft o 0 0 

GUONLY ONE WON! 

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES 

AND CATALOG ON YOUR 

FIRM'S LETTERHEAD 

MOLDED MICA 

A <panking breeze across the bay ... the echoing boom of the 
race steward's deck cannon . . . ropes and sails straining for 
advantage of position. Each boat, sleek and ship-shape, is out to 
win - but only one will come in first. 

... most capacitors start even, too 

... but EL MENCO Capacitors always win first place in specifi- 
cation requirements because their superiority and dependability 
have been proven. They're factory -tested at more than double 
their working voltage ... they're guaranteed stable under the 
most adverse conditions of application. 

No matter what your requirements- from the mighty high - 
capacity CM -35 (5-10,000 mmf) to the midget low -capacity 
CM -15 (2-525 mmf) - EL MENCO gives you superior job - 
rated, job -tested performance. They're built to win! 

Electro Motive is now supplying special silvered mica films for 
the electronic and communication industries in any quantity- 
just send us your specifications. 

Jobbers and Distributors are requested to write for 
information to Arco Electronics, Inc., 103 Lafayette 
St., New York, N. Y. - large stocks on hand - spot 
shipments For immediate delivery. Sole Agent for 
Jobbers and Distributors in U. S. and Canada. 

CFfflenco MICA TRIMMER CAPACITORS 
Foreign Electronic Manufacturers Get Information Direct from our Export Dept. at Willimantic, Conn. 

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC. WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT 
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Eimac Klystron Report 

Beam modulation 

Easy pulsing 

Increased efficiency 

Anew concept in klystron design is introduced by Eimac 

with the X557 modulating anode klystron. An insulated 

modulating anode placed between the cathode and drift 

tube section permits: 

Controlled variation of beam current independent of beam 

voltage through regulation of the modulating anode voltage 

Easy pulse modulation with low pulsing power 

Amplitude modulation with low modulatiig power 

30% efficiency at carrier level with 10096 amplitude 

modulation on top of the carrier 

Additional research and operational functions 

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC. 

X551 
modulating anode 

klystron 

CATHODE 

RF CAVITIES 

--\1/ I I I II 
(\ i II 1 

__J 

MODULATING ' 

ANODE 
RF RF 
IN OUT 

COLLECTOR 

The modulating anode klystrons are another of Eimac's 
klystron developments which already include high 
power amplifiers for UHF, including TV, and reflex 
klystrons for use in conditions of severe shock, 
vibration and sustained acceleration at frequencies to 
9600mc. 

For a tho,ough question and answer disu,ssion 
of klystrons, write our Technical Services 
department for a free copy of the 20 -page book 
let, "Klystron Facts." 

MARK OF EXCELLENCE IN 
ELECTRON -POWER TUBES SAN BRUNO CALIFORNIA 
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Micro -miniature Tantalytic capacitors give new design flexibility 

Smallest electrolytic capacitors 
commercially available 

Micro -miniature Tantalytic capacitors can now be supplied 
in ratings up to 20 volts, or, up to 8 microfarads in the ; fi" 
long case-higher capacitance in a case size . . . with - 0% to +100% capacitance tolerance. They give you new 
design flexibility in low -voltage, d -c circuits-particularly 
transistorized subminiature assemblies where space is at a 
premium. 

Designed especially for nonresonant, noncritical applica- 
tions such as coupling, by-pass and filtering, G -E micro- 
miniature Tantalytic capacitors outperform aluminum elec- 
trolytics in electrical stability, operating and shelf life because 
of the inert characteristics of tantalum metal. They operate 
over a - 20C to +50C range and may be stored at - 65C. 
With some capacitance derating, Tantalytic capacitors per- 
form well below - 20C-with some life limitations they will 
also perform satisfactorily above ß50C. 

You may obtain samples 2 to 3 weeks after your order is 
received at the factory. Production lots are supplied 6 to 8 
weeks after the order is received. For more information see 
your G -E Apparatus Sales representative, or write for Bulletin 
GEA -6065. 

G.E. builds dependability into 

electronic transformers -3 ways 
From laboratory samples to the last production model, de- 
pendability is built into G -E electronic transformers. Here's 
how: 

1. INTEGRATED FACILITIES: G -E labs, testing facili- 
ties, and materials sources are co-ordinated to help get you the 
transformers you want-when you want them. 
2. MECHANIZATION: The G -E plant is mechanized and 
staffed to handle large -quantity production, while maintaining 
laboratory sample quality. 
3. EXPERIENCE: G -E personnel have worked hand -in - 
hand with electronics manufacturers for years and conse- 

h 
quently keep your problems in mind as they produce trans - pp! 

y 

or, l 
i 

TT. t i iti formers for your particular, specialized applications. See your 
G -E Apparatus Sales representative for more information. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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New electronic relays 

have high sensitivity 
This new electron.c resistance -sensitive relay is 
able to amplify minute currents carried by very 
delicate contacts. Even a wet thread will provide 
enough signal for it to operate. 

Sensitivity level is set by adjusting dial, which 
can be locked in place. The relay may be re- 
motely controlled from as far away as 500 feet. 
Each can be set for either "normal" (relay 
"drops -out") or "reverse" (relay "picks -up") 
operation of the magnetic relay included in the 
device. 

Built for long life, its enclosure is weather - 

resistant and dust -tight. Terminals are easily 
accessible; all components of this G -E relay are 
open for ease in servicing. For further informa- 
tion send for Bulletin GEA -5893. 

TIMELY HIGHLIGHTS 

ON G -E COMPONENTS 

Fast, accurate circuit analysis 
This self-contained, highly stable G -E 
self -balancing potentiometer rapidly 
converts small d -c voltages to measure - 
able currents-without loading the 
measured circuit-for analysis of elec- 
tronic circuits. It is consistently ac- 
curate because simple controls, and 
automatic, rapid circuit balance min- 
imize operator errors. Easily changed 
resistor permits selection of input 
ranges from 100 microvolts to one volt 
d -c full scale with 5 -milliampere d -c 
output. See Bulletin GEC -367. 

Tiny signals amplified 
Combining amplifying and rectifying 
elements in a unit, G -E amplistats (self - 
saturating magnetic amplifiers) "sense" 
small signal changes, amplify them 
greatly, and impart the amplified signal 
to a system to obtain the desired control. 
They give you the practical advantages 
of virtually instanstaneous response, low 
power consumption, long life, and elec- 
trical signal isolation. Obtain assistance 
in applying G -E amplistats at your G -E 
Apparatus Sales Office. See Bulletin 
GEA -5950. 

Small rectifier has high output 
G -E germanium rectifiers offer the 
highest output in the smallest of recti- 
fiers. For example, the dime -sized, 
sealed, air-cooled type is available in 
ratings up to 50 volts, 0.4 amperes d -c. 
Germanium rectifiers have these ad- 
vantages: high efficiency-operate 98% 
to 99% efficient; compactness-small 
size and weight per watt output means 
you can build more compact assemblies; 
and long life-two-year life tests show 
no detectable aging. Write for Bulletin 
GEA -5773. 

EQUIPMENT FOR 
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS 

Components 

Meters, instruments 

Dynamotors 

Capacitors 

Transformers 

Pulse -forming networks 

Delay lines 

Reactors 

Motor -generator sets 

Inductrols 

Resistors 

Voltage stabilizers 

Fractional -hp motors 

Rectifiers 
Timers 
Indicating lights 
Control switches 
Generators 
Selsyns 
Relays 
Amplidynes 
Amplistats 
Terminal boards 
Push buttons 
Photovoltaic cells 
Glass bushings 

Development 

and Production 

Equipment 
Soldering irons 

Resistance -welding 
control 

Current -limited high - 

potential tester 

Insulation testers 

Vacuum -tube voltmeter 

Photoelectric recorders 

Demagnetizers 

General Electric Company, Apparatus Sale; Division 
Section A667-28, Schenectady 5, New York 

Please send me the following bulletins: 
for reference only X for planning an immediate project 

GEA -5773 Germanium Rectifiers 
GEA -5893 Electronic Resistance Sensitive Relay 
GEA -5950 Amplistats 

D GEA -6065 Micro -miniature Tantalytic Capacitors 
GEC -367 Self -balancing Potentiometer 

Name 

Company 

City State I 
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Where Can YOU Best Use 
These Properties? 

Near -perfect 
Radar Transmission 

Ease of Fabrication 
It's "poured -in -place" 

Great Strength 
with Light Weight 

Excellent Electrical Properties 
6 lb/cu ft Lockfoam tested 

at 9.375 KMC 
Dielectric Constant 1.05 

Loss Tangent .0005 

Good Thermal Insulation 
"K" Factors 

.018 at 8 lb/cu ft 
to .025 at 11 lb/cu ft 

Wide Range of Densities 
From 2 to 35 lb/cu ft 

Great Versatility 
50 different formulations 

available 

...the foamed -in -place plastic 
that places no limits on 
your ingenuity! 

The magnificent range of physical and electrical 
properties of Nopco Lockfoam-plus its unique pour -in -place 
versatility and convenience-is rapidly finding many 
applications in electrical and electronic manufacturing, 
as well as in aviation. 

For Nopco Lockfoam literally "goes where you want it" 
-fills exactly the configurations of any cavity into which it 
is poured. It is ideal for fabricating lenses for 
electronic devices. It is ideal as a space -saving, 
vibration -free potting material for holding 
electrical components of circuits in a fixed 
position. It is sure to find many other 
practical uses. 

You'll surely want the full story. Write 
today for the Nopco Lockfoam booklet. 

AIRPLANE RADOMES, 
for both military and 
civilian planes, are but 
one of the first con- 
spicuous uses which 
have taken advantage 
of Nopco Lockfoam's 
excellent electrical 
properties, its strength/ 
weight ratios, and the 
simplicity and economy 
resulting from its pour - 
in -place technique. 

L_ 

Plastics Division 

NOPCO 
CHEMICAL COMPANY 
Harrison, New Jersey 

Cedartown, Ga. Richmond, Calif. 

NEW LOS ANGELES BRANCH. To aid West Coast. 
manufacturers with complete field service on Nopco 
Lockfoam, our new office at 4858 Valley Blvd., Los 
Angeles 32, is now ready to serve you. Drop in and 
get acquainted, or write. 
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BASIC 10 CONNECTOR TAPER-BLOK 
WITH DUAL CONTACTS 
Photo shows TAPER-BLOK with A -MP 
TAPER PINS in place. Strip measures 
only .610" x 2". Blocks, made of NYLON 
10001, can also be stacked to accommo- 
date hundreds of circuits. 

TAPER PINS FOR MULTIPLE CONNEC- 
TORS, AN AND OTHER TYPES 
Amphenol, Cannon, Continental and 
Winchester Connectors now are avail- 
able with tapered receptacles for A -MP 
self-locking TAPER PINS. Saves over 
80% of your wire assembly time and 
provides uniform;'y higher quality con- 
nections at lower cost. 

TAPER TAB RECEPTACLE APPLICA- 
TIONS 
More and more flat tabs on relays, 
switches and other components are be- 
ing tapered to receive A -MP TAPER TAB 
RECEPTACLES. Fast easy assembly re- 
duces costs and provides higher quality 
connections. 

MINIATURE 
TAPER- BLOK 
For AMP Taper Pins 

(Wire Ranges: ,26 to 16) 

NEW TAPER-BLOK FOR A-MP'S TAPER PINS HELPS YOU 
SAVE SPACE AND WEIGHT, SPEEDS UP WIRING ASSEMBLY, 
SIMPLIFIES DESIGN, AND REDUCES COST! 

The TAPER-BLOK shown has receptacles for 1000 connections, yet 

measures only 4" x 5" x 'Ai"! Receptacles are designed to receive A -MP 

self-locking Taper Pins which can be easily pushed in place with A -MP's 

CERTI -LOK measured energy insertion tool. 

Extremely high contact pressure assures dependable, uniform, low 

resistance connections for electric and electronic circuits. 
Assembled TAPER-BLOKS are available in 10 and 20 connector sizes 

with single or dual receptacles. TAPER-BLOK strips can be assembled 
by stacking to provide the number of connections required for your 

design. Write for specific information and latest prints. 

AMP Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. © AMP 

AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS, INC. 
2100 PAXTON STREET, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

In Canada-AIRCRAFT-MARINE PRODUCTS, INC. 
1764 Avenue Road, loranto 12, Ontario, Canada 
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LAMBDA'S NEW "600 MA" SERIES 
OF HEAVY DUTY, PRECISION REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES 

FOUR VOLTAGE RANGES... WITH AND WITHOUT METERS 

Rack Model 62 (without meters) $239.50 
(Also illustrates Models 63, 64 and 65) 

Rack Model 62M (with meters) $269.50 
(Also illustrates Models 63M, 64M and 65M) 

cetULATEe POWS* SUPPLY 
WW1 See 

LAWS. tLE.111O30C8 CWI 
co.o.+. in..OAa 

These new, compactly engineered LAMBDA models supply 
load currents up to 600 MA in the following voltage ranges: 
Model 62 and 62M 
Model 63 and 63M 
Model 64 and 64M 
Model 65 and 65M 

245-305 VDC @ 0-600 MA, regulated 
195-255 VDC @ 0-600 MA, regulated 
100-200 VDC Qa 0-600 MA, regulated 

0-100 VDC l 50-600 MA, regulated 
Equipment in the "600 MA" series is designed for stand- 
ard 19" rack mounting. Efficient design has made possible 
a panel height of only 121/4" with a depth behind panel of 
only 9". Intended primarily for fixed voltage use, these 
models are adjustable over the voltage ranges indicated. 
Models 62, 63, 64 and 65 are excellent sources of power 
for racks of equipment. Representative applications are for 
television studio and transmitter equipment, tube ageing 

apparatus, computer installations, and multi -channel 
equipment. These models are well suited to all installa- 
tions where comparatively large amounts of power are 
required. They are rated for industrial applications, based 
on continuous -duty operation at maximum ratings. 

SCHEDULE OF PRICES 

Model 62 $239.50 Model 64 $244.50 
Model 62M `269.50 Model 64M 274.50 
Model 63 239.50 Model 65 249.50 
Model 63M 269.50 Model 65M 279.50 
Available for immediate delivery. Prices F.O.B.factory,Corona,N.Y. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR "600 MA" SERIES 
Input: 
105-125VAC, 50-60C, 775W (Model 62); 
715W (Model 63); 675W (Model 64); 585W (Model 65) 
DC Output (regulated) 
Voltage and currents: 

Models Voltage range* Current range** 
62 & 62M 245-305VDC 0-600MA 
63 & 63M 195-255VDC 0-600MA 
64 & 64M 100-200VDC 0-600MA 
65 & 65M 0-100VDC 50-600MA 

*Voltage range for any given model is completely 
covered in four continuously variable bands. 

**Current rating applies over entire voltage range. 
Regulation (line) Better than 0.15% or 0.3V 
Regulation (load) Better than 0.25% or 0.3V 
Impedance Less than 2 ohms 
Ripple and Noise Less than 5 millivolts rms 
Polarity Either positive or negative may be grounded 
AC Output (unregulated): 
6.5VAC at 20A (at 115VAC input). Allows for voltage 
drop in connecting leads. Isolated and ungrounded. 
Ambient Temperature and Duty Cycle: 
Continuous duty at full load up to 50°C (122°F) ambient. 

LAMBDA 
103-02 NORTHERN BOULEVARD 

Meters: 
31/2" rectangular voltmeter and milliameter (Models 62M, 
63M, 64M and 65M only). 
Voltage Reference Tube: 
A stable 5651 voltage reference tube is used to obtain 
superior long-time voltage stability. 
Time -Delay Relay Circuit: 
A 30 -second time -delay relay circuit is provided to allow 
tube heaters to come to proper operating temperatures 
before high -voltage can be applied. 
Size, Weight, Panel Finish: 
Size: Standard 19" relay -rack mounting 

121/4" H x 19" W x 9" D 
Weight: 70 lb. net; 140 lb., shipping 
Panel Finish: Black ripple enamel (standard) 

Controls, Terminals and Overload Protection: 
DC output controls: Band -switches and screw- 

driver adjusting vernier - 
control, rear of chassis 

AC and DC switches: Front panel 
External overload protection: AC and DC fuses, front 

panel 
Internal failure protection: Fuses, rear of chassis 
Input and output terminals: Barrier terminal block, rear 

of chassis 

ELECTRONICS CORP. 
CORONA 68, NEW YORK 
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They'll be 

safely across 
before the traffic star 

, thanks to Ward Leonard relays in Trafflex 

Controllers that time Buffalo's lights 
Unfailing performance twenty-four hours a day is vital in the 

Crouse -Hinds Trafflex control system that directs traffic in Buffalo, 
N.Y., and many other major cities. 

The safe continuous movement of traffic is automatically regulated 
by predetermined timing cycles in Trafflex Master Controllers. They 
speed up or slow down the secondary controllers that operate the 
traffic lights. 

Four Ward Leonard relays in each master control are used for the 
automatic selection of five timing cycles that control the Trafflex 
Secondaries and the lights themselves. Two more of these dependable 
relays provide for remote control of off -duty flashing amber signals 
and signal shut -down. Two others indicate which of three timing dials 
in the Trafflex Secondary Controls is operating. 

If long life and thorough dependability under the most adverse 
operating conditions are important in your product, it will pay you 
to select electrical controls from Ward Leonard's complete line. 

WARD LEONARD 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 

RHEOSTATS 

WARD LEONARD BULLS -IN 110 If LAYS n Trafflex Plaster Con- 
troller are used for: A. Automatic selection of one of five 
timing cycles. B. Operation of pilot lights indicating which 
of three timing dials in Trafflex Secondaries is in use. 
C. Remote control of off -duty flashing amber and remote 
control of signal shut -down for entire system. 

RESISTORS RESA"S T MOTOR 
CONTROLS DIIMMERS 

R eeutC- E 'if c;zet snce /S92 

CHROMASTER 
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ARMATURE -FRAME - has semi "knife-edge" 
construction with good flux path; resists wear 
and guarantees fast, trouble -free operation. 

COIL - vacuum impregnation 
and end sealing of relay coils 
plus a special corrosion -resist- 
ant finish guards coils against 
salt spray, high humidity, fun- 
gus and corrosive fumes. 

CONTACT FINGERS - alloy leaf -spring type 
especially manufactured to Ward Leonard's 
own rigid specifications gives millions of 
trouble -free operations. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Type: Bulletin 110 Multipole Midget 
No. of Poles: 3 max., Double Throw 
Contact Ratings: 10 amps., 115 volts, A.C. max. 
Standard Coils: up to 115 volts, A.C. or D.C. 
Dimensions: 2 -Pole, 1 %" x 3" x 1X" high 

3 -Pole, 23(6' x 33(6' x 1%8" high 
Mounting: Adaptable to plug-in mounting 

Here's why you get long life from Ward Leonard relays 

When applied properly and given normal care, 
Bulletin 110 relays, shown above, have a life expectancy 
of several million operations. Such exceptionally long life, 
typical of Ward Leonard's relay line, is made possible by: 
1. Good mechanical design. 2. Quality -controlled manu- 
facturing methods and materials. 3. Ample "safety -fac- 
tor" electrically and mechanically. 

Whether your product is a complex electronic instru- 
ment or a simple household gadget, our engineers will be 
glad to help you select the dependable electrical controls 
you need. Write Ward Leonard Electric Co., 200 South 
St., Mount Vernon, New York. 

SHOWN AT RIGHT are typical Ward Leonard relays designed 
to meet your specific requirements in dimensions, methods 
of mounting, circuit connections, contact materials, coils 

and other features. 

diNgLir 
a 

WARD LEONARD 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK 

RHEOSTATS RESISTORS RELAYS MOTOR 
CONTROLS DIMMERS 

R E cet.m>6 s,nce /192 
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Check these: 

Stabilizing and Regulating Ability 

Correction Speed 

Waveform Distortion 

Input Range 

Output Range 

and you will specify 

STABILINE TYPE IE 
Instantaneous Electronic 

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

Here's how the Stabiline type IE measures up: 
Stabilizing and regulating ability For all 
conditions maximum variation less than 
±.25 of 1%. For input voltage changes, 
variation less than ±0.1 of 1%. Load cur- 
rent change or power factor change from 
lagging .5 to leading .9 will vary output 
voltage less than ±.15 of 1%. 
Correction speed - Comparatively instan- 
taneous 3 to 10 cycles. 
Waveform distortion - Never exceeds 3%. 
Is generally under 2%. 
Input Range-For nominal 115 volts output, 
input range is 95 to 135 volts. For nominal 230 
volts output, input range is 195 to 255 volts. 

THE 

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 

Manufacturers of 
POWERSTAT VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS 
STABILINE AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
VOLTBOX A -C POWER SUPPLIES 
POWERSTAT LIGHT DIMMING EQUIPMENT 
VARICELL D -C POWER SUPPLIES 
SUPERIOR 5 -WAY BINDING POSTS 

Output Range - Output voltage on 115 volt 
units can be adjusted from 110 to 120 volts; 
on 230 volt units from 220 to 240 volts. 
Furthermore, the Stabiline type IE has a 
circuit simplicity and mechanical ruggedness 
that minimizes maintenance. 
Check all these characteristics against all 
other automatic voltage regulators and you 
will find Stabiline type IE is superior in 
design, construction and performance. 
Stabiline automatic voltage regulators type 
IE are available in -ratings from 
.25 to 5.0 K VA. Special types 
will be application engineered 
to meet specific requirements. 

Send Coupon Today for Bulletin S351 

Send 

Coupon 

Today 

L 

THE SUPERIOR ELECTRIC CO. 
205 Clarke Avenue, Bristol, Conn. 

Please send my copy of Bulletin S351 

Name 

Position 

Co. Name 

Co. Address.. 

City Zone Stale 

- 

J 
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1 

2. 
Prevent 

cold flow 

3. 
Electro- 

mechanical 
protection 

Our tape engineers made these recommendations .. 
"Scotch" Electrical Tape No. 8 to insulate bobbin 
cores on solenoid gas valves. Acetate fibre backing 

prevents wire cutting thru to metal bobbin at 90°C. 
Provides a dielectric barrier. 

"Scotch" Electrical Tape No. 38 to hold end discs 
in place. Thermosetting adhesive is heat -cured for 

powerful bond. Gives positive placement at 90°C. 

3 
"Scotch" Electrical Tape No. 29 to anchor valve 
coil Leads for gas furnaces. Cloth backing and 

thermosetting adhesive resist 90°C. operating tem- 
perature. No. 29 has maximum conformance and 
holding power. Good abrasion resistance. 

Our engineers got this assignment from one of the 
world's largest manufacturers of electronic controls. 
Our engineers checked the properties of over 25 pres- 
sure -sensitive tapes in the "Scotch" Brand Electrical 
Tape family before they chose the three best tapes 
for the jobs. 

Our engineers can be your engineers whenever you 
have a job for tape. Just write Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacturing Company, Dept. ES -54, St. Paul 6, 
Minnesota, outlining your needs. That's the easiest 
way to make certain of top-quality results with no 
money wasted. There's no charge or obligation. 

S COTC H Electrical Tapes 

The term "Scotch" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for the more than 300 pressure -sensitive adhesive tapes made in U.S.A. by 
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, St. Paul 6, Minn.-also makers of "Scotch" Sound Recording Tape, "Underseal" 
Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety -Walk" Non -slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: 
122 E. 42nd St., Ncw York 17, N. Y. In Canada: London, Ont., Can. 
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HERMETICALLY SEALED 
Germanium Diodes 

A B C D E F G 

IN General Electric, research aimed at product improvement 
never stops. And, here are the results of that effort...a special, 

non -porous ceramic case diode plus perfection of a metal to 
ceramic seal! This ceramic has already been successfully applied 
to seal high quality tubes. Used in G -E diodes, it voids gas con- 
tamination ...adds many years of efficient performance! 

Order the types you need in quantity now! Phone or write: 
General Electric Co., Sec. X4854, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. 

COMPLETE METAL TO CERAMIC SEAL. Gas -tight ceramic cases with 
metalized ends permit solder seal to nickel pins. 

MOISTURE PROOF. These new diodes exceed the requirements 
of JAN humidity specifications. 

REQUIRED ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES. More than two years of de- 
velopment were necessary to perfect this combination of hermetic 
seal and superior performance. 

MECHANICAL STABILITY. Platinum-rhuthenium whisker is welded 
to the germanium pellet. 

LONG -LIFE. The elimination of moisture effects adds years to 
the life of your equipment! 

9joa Cll/12,u./ ?/6l/%G cV"/!s/GGZ /Jz _ 
a Q 

GENERAL 

111) 
&111.« 

; 
1 1F1I 

&111; 

A. Ceramic Case .4t aces , 
B. Solder 

C. Germanium Pellet 

D. Weld 
E. Platinum-Rhuthenium Whisker 
F. Weld 
G. Solder 

H. Nickel Pin 

I. Weld 

J. leaded Copper Clad Wire 

MAXIMUM RATINGS (At 25`CI 

Hermetically 
Sealed DIODES 1N69 1N70 1N81* 

Peak Inverse Voltage 75 125 50 

Continuous Opera'ing 
Inverse Voltage 60 100 40 

Min. Forward Current 
(MA) at + 1V 5.0 3.0 3.0 

Max. Inv. Current I u a) 
At -50V 850 300 
At - 10V 50 25 10 

AV Rectified 
Current (MA) 40 30 30 

Peak Rectified 
Current (MA) 125 90 90 

Surge Current (MA) 400 350 350 

'JAN approval applied for 

ELECTRIC 
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WHY PHELPS 

THE 
FI LM 

PHELPS DODGE round, square and rectangular Formvar magnet 

wires are the result of the finest engineering and research. They 

offer better space factors, outstanding forming and winding 

properties, excellent abrasion and solvent resistance. When used in 

the proper design, Phelps Dodge Formvars permit quality improvements 

in the insulation system that result in reduction of over-all costs. 

Any lime magnet wire is your problem, consult Phelps Dodge for the quickest, easiest answer! 

Fotit Ladâ Lae azahe Am/Age 
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DODGE FORM VA R HAS BECOME 

YAR STICK FOR 
WA R E q UALITY! 

Leader in Application Engineering 

Pioneered Development of Square and 
3 

Rectangular Formvar 

Quality Controlled for Maximum Performance 

Experience Over Complete Range 

PI/El?! PIIIIIEIIIJPPER PRIIflIICIS 
CORPORATION 

INCA MANUFACTURING DIVISION 
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA 
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OW the modern successor 

to the galvanometer 

(mew 
figrtitzutiK 
Null Indicator 

electrical 
characteristics 

INPUT IMPEDANCE 

1500 ohms 

CURRENT SENSITIVITY 

0.6 x 10-9 amperes 
per millimeter 

VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY 

1 microvolt 
per millimeter 

OPERATING VOLTAGE 

115 volts, 60 cycles 

If you use galvanometers, you'll be interested in the new ElectroniK Null 
Indicator. For here, at last, is the lab man's ideal d -c null balance detector .. . 

completely free from all the limitations of galvanometers. 
It's easy to use-no "loss of spot" from excess signal; bridge balancing oper- 

ation is simplified. 
It's self-protecting-will take heavy over -loads without damage. 
It's vibration-proof-undisturbed by nearby traffic or machinery. 
It goes anywhere-needs no leveling or special mounting; plugs into 115 -volt 

60 -cycle line; small case fits readily into experimental set-ups. 
It's stable-holds steady zero after warm-up. 
It's fast-indicates in less than one second; ideal for production testing. 
It's sensitive-suitable for use with high precision measuring circuits. 
The ElectroniK Null Indicator is priced within reach of any budget. It will 
be a valuable asset to your lab. Write today for complete information. 
MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO., Industrial Division, Wayne and 
Windrim Avenues, Philadelphia 44, Pa. 

REFERENCE DATA: Write for Instrumentation Data Sheet No. 10.0-12. 

HoneywellAP 
BROWN INSTRUMENTS 
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New Sub -Miniature Relay 

ACTUAL 
SIZE 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

CONTACTS: Maximum of double pole rated at .25 

amperes at 26.5 volts DC or 115 volts AC resistive 

COIL: Sensitivity-nominal 1.0 watts, maximum 0.3 

watts 
Resistance-up to 1500 ohms 

Voltage-up to 40 volts DC 

TEMPERATURE: Minus 60° C to plus 125° C 

VIBRATION: 10G up to 500 cycles 

SHOCK: 50G plus (operating) 

SPEED OF OPERATION: 1.5 millisecond at 

nominal voltage direct from battery supply 

and 1 millisecond with series resistance 

ALTITUDE: 70,000 feet or 1.3 inches of mercury 

TERMINAL TYPES: Printed circuit, solder terminals 

and plug-in 

CAPACITY: N. O. contact to case 0.85 mmf 

APPLICABLE TO 

PRINTED CIRCUITS 

_411101111b.. 

ALLIED TYPE KH RELAY 

weighs .32 oz. - 
has low capacity for 

RF switching 

Write for catalog sheet giving complete information 

ALLIED CONTROL 
ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC., 2 RAST END AVENUE, NEW YORK 21,N,Y. Male 
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ist Mpvrs orShe(frmer? 

How Can the Vary -Tally 
count for you? Write for 
news sheet and prices. 

Aftee elted 

C'oaes' 

41111:1111 ILL.Ii:ir 

[di gigwúú'uú 

MUM 
111uuuuu 

ei1h 

,-LIU 

coma N 

Count 

BOTH 
(and 1,001 Other Items) 

WITH 

Multiple -Unit Reset Counter 

Vary -Tallies help you separate the sheep from the goats, the 
big ones from the little ones, the red ones from the green ones - in 
manufacturing, sales, accounting, researching and what not! 

Vary -Taffies will do any counting job you want in any combination 
up to 6 banks high, 12 units wide (with a minimum of 2 units wide). 
Yes, you can count on 'em or with 'em to your profit - note these 
features of construction: 

Easily Readable from Any Angle Separate Counting Units Can be 
... Bold figures Always Centered Rotated like Tires on a Car, to Dis - 
in Window ... No Glare ... Fig- tribute Wear Evenly 
ures not Covered by Fingers in 
Operation Not Affected by Extreme Heat or 

Cold 
Easily Portable, yet Ruggedly 
Built for Long Wear 

All Parts Corrosion -Resistant; 
Working parts of Hardened Steel 

Individual Tag Above Each 
Counter -Window - Not Strip Tabs 

Veeder-Root Quality in Every Part 

VEEDER-ROOT INC. 
HARTFORD 2, CONNECTICUT 

Chicago 6, III. New York 19, N. Y. Greenville, S. C. Montreal 2, Canada Dundee, Scotland Offices and Agents in Principal Cities 
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New Ni# Sensitive Relay 
APPLICABLE TO PRINTED CIRCUITS 

ACTUAL 
SIZE 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

CONTACTS: Up to D.P.D.T. rated at 2 amperes 
at 26.5 volts DC or 115 volts AC resistive load 

COIL: Sensi-ivity-40 milliwatts D.P.D.T. 
22 milliwatts S.P.D.T. 

Resistance-up to 14,000 ohms 

TEMPERATURE: Minus 60° C to plus 125° C 

VIBRATION: 10G up to 500 cycles 

SHOCK: 50G plus (operating) 

ALTITUDE: 80,000 feet or 1.3 inches of mercury 

TERMINAL TYPE: Solder and plug-in printed 
circuit. 

WEIGHT: 2 ounces 

ALLIED TYPE RSH 

has sensitivity of 
40 milliwatts in D.P.D.T. 

and 22 milliwatts in 

S.P.D.T. 

Write for catalog sheet giving complete information 

ALLIED CONTROL 
ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY, INC., 2 EAST END AVENUE, NEW YORK 21, N.Y. 

AL leg 
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For Weighing Important Decisions .. . 

Ucinite's Judicial Gravity scale is worth its 
weight in paper work. It balances opinions, 
senses trends and shows which way the wind 
blows. A built-in tilting mechanism enables it 
to lean over backwards to be fair. Extra equip- 
ment includes a special attachment that auto- 
matically delivers weighty judgments. Though 
this revolutionary device has not yet been 
released for civilian or government use, its 

component parts are all available in quantity 
from Ucinite. 

With an experienced staff of design engi- 
neers, plus complete facilities for volume 
production, Ucinite is capable of supplying 
practically any need for metal or metal -and - 

plastics assemblies. Call your nearest Ucinite 
or United -Carr representative for full informa- 
tion or write directly to us. 

Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp. 

Speeialists in 

ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES, 

RADIO AND AUTOMOTIVE 
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Z/P 
... AND 

WEIGHS 

ONLY 

ONE POUND 

`Trademark 

Keller "Wire -Wrap" Tools produce electrical 
connections that need no soldering 

... and this amazing new power tool wraps wire 
around a terminal to make a permanent electrical 
connection. Costly hand wrapping and soldering are 

eliminated ... production goes up while costs go down. 

Hour after hour, this new lightweight "Wire -Wrap" Tool 
makes uniform connections without fatigue to the operator. 
Wire -Wrap connections retain their characteristics under 
severe conditions of corrosion, vibration, or aging. 

For lower costs, fewer rejects, faster production, product 
compactness, and strong, low -resistance connections, investi- 
gate this revolutionary new tool. 

F4S'liNED 

Available in air 
or electric models (r 

SOLDERLESS WIRE -WRAP CONNECTIONS 

are made by wrapping wire tightly around rectangular 
terminals. Each quarter turn is locked under tension, 
providing a permanent mechanical and electrical bond. 
These clean, high-pressure connections have a contact 
area greater than the cross section of the wire ... yet 
can be easily removed when desired. Send for Bulletin 
No. 11 for detailed information. 

atiüteeee keel are now available from Keller-the original manufacturer 

Viviothiz 
KELLER TOOL COMPANY 

1335 Fulton Street Grand Haven, Michigan 
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HONEYWELL Mercury Switches 
A PRINCIPLE OF GOOD DESIGN 

YES, 
you can have 

24 
-.688 DIA. 

HIGH CAPACITY 
2 s 

21 
32 L.650 DIA 

These Heavy Duty HONEYWELL Mercury 
Switches combine long life and reliability 
with the capacity to make and break steady 
state currents up to 45 amperes. They 
will handle inrush currents as high as 
144 amperes. 

Whenever your design or application 
shows a mercury switch to be indicated, 
there is a HONEYWELL Mercury Switch 
to meet your requirement. Among these are : 

in a 

Mercury 
Switch 

Protected mercury switches 
General purpose mercury switches 
Small mercury switches 
Sensitive mercury switches 

MICRO SWITCH engineers, experienced in 
every type of switching problem, are lo- 
cated at 16 branch offices to help you 
select the switch for your application. Call 
the nearest MICRO SWITCH branch office. 
Ask for Mercury Switch Catalog 90. 

MICRO SWITCH 
A DIVISION OF MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR COMPANY 

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 
HONEYWELL 
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DIE PRESSED 
FAST DELIVERY ... Our own die shop and four LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES ...We have the 

modern plants speed deliveries. 14 most complete press facilities it the industry. 

ECONOMICAL PRODUCTION . . . The right 

press for every job permits utmost economy. 

ON SPECIFICATION ... Backed by a reputation 

for accurate compliance with specifications for 
more than half a century. 

WIDEST CHOICE OF MATERIALS , . . AlSiMag 
property cf -art gives more compositions and 

more physical data than any other source. 

ENGINEERING COOPERATION , , . Send sketch 

and details of requirements for practical, cost - 

saving, delivery -expediting suggestions. 

IMO 
53RD YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP 

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION 
A SUBSIDIARY OF MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE 
OFFICES- METROPOLITAN AXA. 671 Broad St.. Newark. N. J . M,tchell 2-8159 SYRACUSE, N Y. 204 Hard,ng 
Plate, Phone 9.0656 CLEVELAND. 5012 Euclid Ave., Room 2007, Express 1.6685 NEW ENGLAND 1374 Mass. 
Ave., Cambridge Mass., Kirkland 7.4498 PHILADELPHIA: 1649 N. Broad St., Stevenson 4.2825 ST. LOUIS; 
1123 Washington Ave., Gar('eld 4959 CHICAGO: 228 N. LaSalle SI., Central 61721 SOUTHWEST: John A. 
Green Co.. 6815 Oriole Dr., Oalle5 9, Dixor 9918 LOS ANGELES: 5603 No. Hgntington Dr., Capital 1-9114, 

SEE OUR DISPLAY 

BOOTH NO. 340 
BASIC MATERIALS 

EXPOSITION 
The Product 

Development Show 

CHICAGO MAY 17.20. 1954 
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DEFINITELY DEPENDABLE! 
Aerocom's Dual Automatic Radio Beacon 

Reliability is built into every part of this 
dual 1000 -watt aerophare unit. Ruggedly 
constructed and conservatively rated, it 
provides trouble -free unattended service, 
and at truly low operating and mainte- 
nance cost. It operates in the frequency 
range 200-415 kcs, using plug-in crystal 
for desired frequency. 

Uses single phase power supply, nomi- 
nal 220 volts, 50 or 60 cycles. Consists of 
two 1 kw transmitters with keyer (2 
keyers if desired), automatic transfer unit 
and weatherproof antenna tuner. Each 
transmitter housed in separate standard 
rack cabinet, with controls in rack cabinet 
between the transmitters. 

A-101 

Nominal carrier power is 1000 watts. 
High level plate modulation of final 
amplifier is used, giving 30 %-35 % tone 
modulation. P -T switch interrupts tone, 
permitting voice operation. Operates in 
ambient temperatures from -35°C to 50°C, 
humidity up to 95%. 

Standby transmitter is placed in opera- 
tion when main transmitter suffers loss 
(or low level) of carrier power or modula- 
tion, or continuous (30 sec.) tone. Audible 
indication in monitoring receiver tells 
when standby transmitter is in operation. 

Antenna may be either vertical tower 
or symmetrical T type. 

3090 S.W. 37th AVENUE MIAMI, FLORIDA 
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Shall iss 
014 

ORS 

6080 
.CARß 

STABLE-Typical tverage change 

after 1000 hours load life test 0.2 °/o. 

ACCURATE-Within 1, 2, 5% on 

all standard types. 

LOW T.C.-200 p.p.m. per °C 
above 20K. 

100 p.p.m. per °C kelow 20K. 

RUGGED_ Epoxy resin coating re- 

mains elastic, cannct crack or chip. 

TYPE BC -30 
(2 -watt) 

TYPE BC -25 
(1 -watt) 

TYPE BC -20 
(1/z -watt) 

Shallcross Borohm resistors are unusui lly stable, accu- 

rate, and long-lived as a result of Shallcross' basic re- 

search on carbon films and manufacturing processes. 

Complete control of the quality and distribution of the 

boro -carbon film on specially formulated ceramic rods 

assures minimum film variation withi-s each unit, as 

well as from unit to unit. 
Automatic machine handling of resistors throughout 

the carbon deposition process prevents contamination. 
Rigid automatic control of rod and gas temperatures 
during deposition eliminates soot formation in the car- 

bon film. Resistance for a given size -od is therefore 
both predictable and reproducible. 

Borohm resistors have negligible vo.tage coefficient, 

consistent temperature coefficient, and stability proven 

by temperature cycling, moisture resistance, and load life 

tests. 
For detailed information as to sizes. styles, ratings, 

and performance test data results wri:e for the new 

Shallcross Engineering Bulletin L-33. 

1929-Dur 25th year -1954 

SHALLCROSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Representatives n principal U. S. cities, Toronto, Canada, and Vancouver, B. C. 
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Eyes in the night . certain 
as a pendulum . . . to pierce 
the veil of time and distance. 
Thus we have the moving eye- 
symbol of knowledge - on the 
ever predictable pendulum. eyes in the night 

The victory over time and darkness is certain with Kollsman instruments. 
Certain because of our quarter century dedication to accuracy in controls 
and instrumentation. 

Today our activities encompass four fields: 

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS 
OPTICAL PARTS AND DEVICES 

MINIATURE AC MOTORS 
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT 

Our manufacturing and research facilities . . . our skills and talents, are 
available to those seeking solutions to instrumentation and control problems. 

kollsman INSTRUMEfT CORP. 

ELMHURST, NEW YORK GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA SUBSIDIARY OF Skadaild COIL PRODUCTS CO. INC. 
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FACTS 
ON MAGNETIC RECORDING 
the flexible "MEMORY" for science and industry 

In industry today magnetic recorders can 
"remember" and re-create the motions of 
skilled machinists, the forces encountered by 
a truck driving down a test road, the reflec- 
tions from underground shock waves, the 
complex contro?' of chemical processes. 

Magnetic recorders have long been at work 
recording complex data and reproducing it 

in its original electrical form - ready for 
automatic reduction and analysis. 

AMPLX 

With greater accuracy and less cost than 

any other method, magnetic tape can "re- 
member" situations encountered in your 
business - laboratory data, motions, pro- 
cesses and hundreds of kinds of information. 

Get the facts in this important new bulletin 
from the company that has been building 
magnetic recorders for scientific purposes 
longer than any other firm. Written in clear, 
non -technical language, it tells what mag- 
netic recording can do for you. 

Send for your copy today; write Dept. E-1711 

CORPORATION 
BRANCH OFFICES: New York, Chicago, 
Atlanta, San Francisco and College Park, 

Maryland (Washington D. C. area) 

934 CHARTER STREET REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA 

DISTRIBUTORS: Radio Shack, Boston; Bing Crosby Enterprises, Los Angeles; 

Southwestern Engineering & Equipment, Dallas and Houston; Canadian 

General Electric Company, Canada 
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Keeps Productíon to 4oacity 
. .. d//DtiyLotii/ 

Boosts output, cuts 
spoilage, because 
anti -fatigue features 
assure full -work -day 
efficiency! 

SET AT ANY DESIRED 
ANGLE FOR GREATEST 
COMFORT - FITS ANY 
WORK AREA 

Only the B&L Transistor Microscope 
provides this individualized comfort. 

Full 180° rotatability of inclined eyepiece assembly 
permits setting at exact angle for natural position 
of head and neck. Operator is free from strain, 
able to work better, faster. 

LARGE, UNOBSTRUCTED 
WORK SPACE PERMITS 

FASTER, EASIER ASSEMBLY 

Ample clearance between 
objective lens and stage for hands, 
tweezers, tools. Focusing knobs are 

set back, within effortless reach, 
yet out of the way of jigs and 
tools. 

4/ 
¢ ( NATURAL ENLARGED VIEWS 

OF TINY PARTS . . . NO EYESTRAIN 

Simplifies ultra -precision work by providing clear, 
sharp magnified images ... shows work right side 
up, in natural 3 -dimensional relief. Permits hour - 
after -hour use without eye fatigue ... in assembly, 
measurement and inspection. 

WRITE NOW for descriptive literature 
(D-1036) and for on-the-job demonstration 
on your own production lines. Bausch & 
Lomb Optical Co., '61429 St. Paul St., Roch- 
ester 2, N. Y. 

SHOCKPROOF, DUSTPROOF FOR LIFE 

. SAVES MAINTENANCE COSTS, 
KEEPS PRODUCTION ROLLING 

Clamps and gibs lock prisms into life- 
time alignment, safe from shock dam- 

age. Permits safe, trouble -free mounting in 
machine or fixture. Patented Neoprene 
ring seals out dust. Saves money on repairs, 
down -time. 

BAUSCH & LOMB 
SINCE 1853 
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PRECISION MICROWAVE 

TEST EQLIPMENT 

SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
for S -Band and X -Band 

with interchangeable R -F Heads 

owe* eel:beige lee," at born` ea+t/ 

(FX 

Large scale production usually implies units built to 

a price. At FXR quality materials and performance 

are the prime factors. But with its expanded 

facilities and specialized engineering staff, FXR more 

than doubles its volume of precision manufacture. 

This reflects in lower costs to you, and speedy 

delivery (only 3 weeks for Spectrum Analyzers). Why 

pay a premium? Why wait? 

newly improved design 
fully engineered and field-tested units 

designed for use in the 5 -Band and X -Band 
Microwave Regions 
interchangeable R -F Heads - compactly 
built, stable operation, long life 

FXR Type No. 
2400 to 3400 Mc 5700A 
3000 to 3700 Mc 57008 
8500 to 9600 Mc X700A 

only FXR precision microwave components 

are used in the R -F Head 

Get full details 
on the COMPLETE LINE of 

FXR Precision Microwave Test Equipment 

eie? r:. i°rey 

ÇFXR) 
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Perhaps. But the only time we won't consider a 
special purpose development request is when Ohm's Law 
says "No." Tough assignments are an Islip specialty, and 
our engineering staff is at YOUR service. 

_ TRANSFORMERS CO rus 

ISLIP SUPERIOR COMPONENTS FOR EVERY NEED 

EXCEEDING COMMERCIAL AND MIL T-27 REQUIREMENTS 

C ISLIP TRANSFORMER AND METAL COMPANY, INC. 
BEECH STREET, ISLIP, L. I.. N. Y. PHONE: ISLIP 3-5150 

ISLIP 
How may we help you? Write .. . 

RELAYS 

REACTORS 
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Waldes Truarc Rings Cut Costs $3.26 per Unit, 
Reduce Size and Weight of Air Cylinder! 

s 

OLD STYLE air cylinder, with thread -secured head, required 
costly tapping, chasing and assembly operations. Also, satisfactory 
maintenance of packing unit necessitated use of pipe wrenches on 
painted surfaces. 

WALDES TRUARC RINGS PERMITTED 

THESE SAVINGS 

Production Time Cut.. 17 minutes 

Weight Saved 134 lb. 

Length Shortened 11/2 z inches 

Cost Saved $3.26 unit 

NEW cylinder head is secured with precision -ground Waldes Truarc 
Rings. This produces perfect alignment of head within the housing, 
difficult to obtain with screw -thread seating. Maintenance is quick 
and easy. 

The A. K. Allen Company of 
Brooklyn, New York, maker of 
AllenAir cylinders, now uses two 
Waldes Truarc Inverted Rings 
(series 5008) to secure heads 
rigidly within tubes. 

TRUARC Rings, in this applica- 
tion, are ground parallel by A. K. 
Allen to .001 tolerance. In a static 
hydraulic bursting test, the 3" unit 
(recommended for 350 p.s.i.) with- 
stands a pressure of 2000 p.s.i. 
And at bursting -point, the brass 

groove gives way; the Truarc Ring 
remains intact. 

Waldes Truarc Retaining Rings 
are precision -engineered .. - quick 
and easy to assemble and to dis- 
assemble. They can be used over 
and over again. There's a Waldes 
Truarc Ring to answer every fas- 
tening problem. 

Find out what Waldes Truarc 
Retaining Rings can do for you. 
Send your blueprints to Waldes 
Truarc engineers. 

For precision internal grooving and undercutting ...Waldes Truarc Grooving Tool 

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG ih 

WALDES ,R 
REG. U. 5. PAT OPE 

RETAINING RINGS 

C 

~- 

WALDES KOHINOOR, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, NEW YORK 
WALDES TRUARC RETAINING RINGS AND PLIERS ARE PROTECTED BY ONE OR MORE OF THE 
FOLLOWING U. S. PATENTS. 2,382,947: 2.382.948: 2.416.852: 2.420.921: 2.428.341: 2,439.785: 
2.441.646: 2.455.165: 2.483,3801 2.483.383: 2.487.002: 2.4137.803; 2.491.306: 2.509.081: 

AND OTHER PATENTS PENDING. L 

EOS, 

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., 47-16 Austel PI., L. I. C. 1, N. Y. 

Please send me the new Waldes 
Ring catalog. 

(Please print) 

Truarc Retaining 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Business Address 

City Zone.......... State 
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Nerv Du Pont MYLAR film offers 

a balance of properties never before 

available for electrical uses! 

Du Pont "Mylar" polyester film has a balance of properties that make it suitable 
for a wide variety of electrical applications. 

"Mylar" film used to insulate this motor 
stator is about half as thick as the material it 
replaces. 

Flexibility and strength of new "Mylar" 
polyester film make it ideal for wire and cable 
insulation. 

Miniaturization of capacitors, transformers 
and other electrical equipment is made possible 
by the use of "Mylar." 

High dielectric strength, combined with 
toughness, makes "Mylar" adaptable to a 
variety of coil -insulation uses. 

Out of Du Pont research comes a new 
product-"Mylar" polyester film- 
with a balance of electrical, mechan- 
ical and chemical properties so unu- 
sual that it opens new possibilities in 
the design of electrical equipment. 

"Mylar" exhibits high dielectric 
strength, high volume resistivity and 
high surface resistivity. In addition 
to its good insulating properties, 
"Mylar" has outstanding mechanical 
properties. Its tensile strength is 
17,000-25,000 p.s.i. It is tough and 
durable. And it retains its remark- 
able properties over a wide tempera- 
ture range, remaining flexible and 
stable from -60° to 150°C. 

"Mylar" is moisture insensitive... 
impermeable to many organic and 
inorganic gases. Its resistance to fun- 
gus is excellent, making it suitable for 
applications under a variety of cli- 
matic conditions. 

These properties of "Mylar" are 
already being used to advantage in 
motors, cables, capacitors, coils and 
transformers. If you would like to in- 
vestigate the possibilities of improv- 
ing your own products with Du Pont 
"Mylar," write for further informa- 
tion to: E. I. du Pont de Nemours 
& Co. (Inc.), Film Dept., Room E, 
Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

DU PONT 

MYLAR® 
Polyester Film 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
. THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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NORWOOO 
CONTROLS 

ARSE. BALANCE 

ZERO PRESSURE 

ow CALIBRATION 

PRESSURE MONITOR 
MODEL 54C. 

PRESSURE 

CALIBRATION 
NUMBER 

PRESSURE SCALE 0 

CONTROL EtGINEERING CARPnRAT;ON 
PiQRW]cM't. MASSACNiESErT°i 

NOR WOOD 

OUTPUT 

accurate, calibrated 
readings at any 
pressure level 

pressure monitor 

For use with two or four arm strain gage 
pressure pickups cnd standard oscillo- 

scopes . . . self-contained DC bridge 
power supply ... Lnique calibration cir- 

cuit provides calibrated reference pip 

over entire range, compensates for non- 

linearities in all subsequent circuitry. 

Plug-in, two -stage amplifier ... 100X 

gain with high degenerative feedback - flat from 1 to 25,000 cps ± 2%, 
usable from 0.3 to 50,000 cps...sensitive 
to pressure change; as low as 0.1% of 
full scale pressure. 

CONTROL ENGINEERING CORPORATION 
564 Providence hig-sway, Norwood, Massachusetts 

Norwood Controls representatives are located in principal cities. Complete technic.I information will be supplied upon request. 
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PROGRESS OF A PROBLEM 

THE PROBLEM: 
To design and manufacture advanced radar and fire control 

't systems for military all-weather fighters and interceptors- 
t equipment that must be light in weight, versatile, and capable 

it 
of accurate operation day or night under extreme conditions. 

L 

At Hughes the answers to these requirements for complexly interacting systems 
involving advanced radar and fire control have been under continuing development 
from 1948 and in production since 1949. Even more advanced systems are cur- 
rently in process of development for supersonic aircraft. 

Beginning with systems engineering and analysis, the military studies are initially 
concerned with evaluation of the strategic and tactical needs of the services in order 
to establish design objectives. This is followed by the analysis of problems involving 
noise, smoothing and prediction, multi -loop nonlinear servos, aircraft dynamics 
and controls, and the properties peculiar to conversion of analog information 
to digital quantities. From the analytic stage evolve the requirements for systems 
design and circuitry, designs of computing sub -systems, microwave transmitting 
and receiving equipment, the presentation of information to an airplane pilot, and 
advanced testing needed to optimize over-all system performance. 

Aircraft shown in the accompany- 
ing photographs are among those 
equipped with Hughes radar and 
fire control systems. 

b0 
F: 

e? 
,5P 

0 OP2 

e v 
00 

°e /° ok 

SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERS 

CIRCUIT 
ENGINEERS 

Further advancements in 
the fields of radar and fire 
control are creating new 
positions on our Staff for 
engineers experienced in 
the fields of systems engi- 
neering and circuit design, 
or for those interested in 
entering these areas. 

Assurance is required that reloca- 
tion of the applicant will not 
cause disruption of an urgent 
military project. 

SCIENTIFIC 

AND 

ENGINEERING 

STAFF 

HUGHES 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

LABORATORIES 

Culver City, Los Angeles County 

California 
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Hughes Diodes 
for 

Computer 
Applications Types 1N191 and 1N192 

Recovery Time Characteristics 
at 25° Centigrade 

Type 1N191 
50Ku40.5µsec and 400KtÌ®3.5vsecmaximum 

Type 1N192 
50Kn(0}0.5µsec and 200KRp3.5vsecmaximum 

Maximum Back Current 
at 55° Centigrade 

Type 1N191 . 

400 Ku min. between -10 and -50V 
Type 1 N192 

200 KO min. between -10 and -50V 

To measure pulse recovery for both types, diodes 
are pulsed at 3o mA in the forward direction and 
then a back voltage of -35 volts is applied. 

Now, as part of the continuing program to 
meet the expanding requirements for com- 
puter components, Hughes announces the 
registration of Diode Types 1N191 and 
1N192. Both are selected for their out- 
standing performance in computer service. 

These computer type diodes, like all 
Hughes diodes, are designed to ensure ex- 
tremely high moisture resistance... thermal 
stability... electrical stability... subminia- 
ture size... thorough dependability. These 
features mean long life with minimum 
maintenance. 

Actual dimensions 
of diode body: 
0.265" X 0.130" 

J 

30 MA 

MINIMUM REVERSE RECOVERY CHARACTERISTICS TYPE 1N191 

0.5p. SEC 
0.Iµ SEC 

3.5µ SEC 

400Ktl 

50 KU 

If you need special computer type diodes, chances 
are that we can furnish them on a production 
basis-because we are constantly producing and 
providing many types to meet literally hundreds 
of electronics and communications applications. 
Among these are high forward conductance, 
low -voltage diodes, used for certain computer 
applications. 

Just Off the Press 
A new, eight -page descriptive brochure. Lists and 
describes all the snore widely -used RETMA, JAN 
and special types in the Hughes line. Just write 
for your copy of Bulletin SE -a. 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
SALES 
DEPART 

:1 irrrnf? n,n, pat 
f'uLe'r Cif 

4 

NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO 
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Mo44 2400 
MULTIPLE POWER SUPPLY 

OUTPUT VOLTS CURRENT REGULATION RIPPLE 

1 0-150 Bias 0-5 Ma. * 5 Mv. 

2 0-400 0-150 Ma. 0.5% 5 Mv. 

3 0-400 0-150 Ma. 0.5% 5 Mv. 

2& 3 Parallel 0-400 0-300 Ma. 0.5% 5 Mv. 

2& 3 Series 0-800 0-150 Ma. 0.5% 5 Mv. 

4 6.3 AC 10 Amp. * 
5 6.3 AC 10 Amp. * 

REGULATION: As shown in table for both line fluctuations from 105-125 

volts and load variation from minimum to maximum current. 

*Regulation Bias Supplies: 10 millivolts for line 105.125 volts. 1/1% for load at 150 volts. 

*All AC Voltages are unregulated. 

KEPCO LABORATORIES 

131-38 SANFORD AVENUE FLUSHING 55, N. Y. 

INDEPENDENCE 1-7000 

NEW POWER SUPPLY CATALOG AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. WRITE DEPARTMENT 789 
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-demands 
.. exacting quality in capacitors and resistors 

STYLE 818 STYLE 828 

ERIE High Voltage Capacitors 
Erie offers a wide selection of disc and molded type 
ceramicons for high voltage service up to 30 KV. 

imanzenfflesOMMERA 

STYLE 155 

ERIE "Hi -Stab" Deposited Carbon Resistors 
The Style 155 Pyrolytic resistor fulfills a long standing 
need for an extremely stabile, moderately priced, 
molded insulated Y2 watt resistor. Available from 100 
ohms to I/2 megohm in tolerances as close as ± 1%. 

MARK 

dependable electronic components 

ERIE "K -LOK" Hig--stability Disc Ceramicons 
Values up to .0047 mfd at 500 volts are available in 

tolerances as close as + 5%. Capacity variations 
with temperature, age, and voltage are exceptionally 
small. A truly premium capacitor. 

ERIE Trimmer Capacitors 
The largest and most versatile family of plastic and 
temperature compensating ceramic trimmer capacitors 
ore available from Erie, to meet difficult tuner and 
converter requirements. 

ERIE 
\STOR CORP. 

. 

ERIE By -Pass and Compensating Ceramicons 
To meet the exacting temperature compensation and 
by-pass requirements of color circuitry. Compensating 
units available from .75 to 1380 mmf. "Hi -K" by-pass 
units available from 100 mm -f. to .01 mfd. 

ERIE Stand-off and Feed-thru Ceramicons 
Manufactured in values up ta 1500 mmf. to overcome 
radiation and critical by-pass7ng problems. 

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION ... ELECTRONICS DIVIS OM 

Main Offices and Factories: ERIE, PA. 
Soles Offices: Cliffside, N, J. Philadelphia, Po. Chicago, III. Detroit, Mrth. 

Ashlond, Ohio Fort Wayne, Ind. los Angeles, Calif. Toronto, Ontario 
Manufacturing Subsidiorlcr. 

HOLLY SPRINGS, MISS. LONDON, ENGLAND TRENTON, ONTARIO S 
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measures 
to 0.1% !.,. 

Its resistor network uses 

When it's millivolts or microamperes you are 
measuring, you talk -in terms of accuracy in 
the order of 0.1%. Here is the most accurate 
measuring instrument yet developed - the 
Weston Inductronic D -C Amplifier. This amaz- 
ing instrument makes potential measurements 
down to microvolts, current measurements to 
fractions of a microampere. 
By using this 200 kc frequency shift amplifier 
in connection with thermocouples, radiation 
receivers, bolometers, strain gages, pressure 
transducers, resistance thermometers, photo- 
cells, ionization gages, etc., related physical 
quantities can be measured with speed and 
accuracy far superior to any other method 
previously known. 
The amplifying system is essentially an auto- 

ÌT.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

The new Weston Inductronic D -C 
Amplifier measures both millivolts 
and microamperes to an accuracy 
previously unheard of. A product 

of Weston Electrical Instrument 
Corp., Newark, N. J. 

The Weston Resistance 
Network (Actual size) 
is wound with D -H 
Manganin wire to 

achieve a high 
degree of stability 
with extreme 
accuracy. 

matic potentiometer, wherein an output cur- 
rent is maintained in balance against the input 
through a method of accurately adjusted re- 
sistors determining the balanced ratio of out- 
put to input. With a high gain in the amplifica- 
tion of error unbalance, the accuracy of ampli- 
fication ratio is of course dependent almost 
entirely upon the stability and precision of the 
resistor network. 
For this most exacting function Weston uses 
Driver -Harris MANGANIN, an alloy of such 
fixed stability that maximum change in resist- 
ance between 15°C. and 35°C. is less than 15 
parts per million per degree Centigrade. 
If fixed stability and constant resistance under 
normally variable operating conditions are 
"musts" in your resistor designs, let us have 
your specifications. We'll gladly put at your 
disposal 50 years of alloy manufacturing 
experience to help solve your problem. 

Sole producers of world-famous Nichrome* 

Driver -Harris Company 
HARRISON, NEW JERSEY 

O BRANCHES: Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Louisville 

In Canada: The B. GREENING WIRE COMPANY, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario 

MAKERS OF THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRIC HEATING, RESISTANCE, AND ELECTRONIC ALLOYS IN THE WORLD 
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PRODUCT/ON MANAGERS 
SAY ... 

ee 

Specify 

BUSHINGS 
hermetic -seal, compression type 

CANS & COVERS 
built to meet MIL -T-27 & Commercial Specifications 

ASSEMBLY SERVICE because eegives 
FAST DELIVERY from assembly of bushings in covers to 

actual hermetic sealing of your component. 

yyOUR electronic and nuclear equipment or com- 
ponents deserve HELDOR treatment. Be wise .. . 

time -wise, dollar -wise, quality -wise and delivery -wise - send your specifications or prints to HELDOR for 
"quotes". Do it now! 

2-3 weeks on Cans, Covers & 
Assemblies. Prototype and 
special size cans and covers 
in 3-4 weeks. Bushings imme- 
diately from stock. 

CONSISTENT QUALITY 
Advanced quality -control pro- 
cedures result in new lows for 
rejects, etc. 

LOWER COSTS 
No tool or die costs on Stand- 
ard Cans, Covers. "Know- 
how" provides real econ- 
omies on Bushings and 
assembly service. 71 

WRITE FOR NEW, LOW PRICE LIST 

AND CATALOG 

HELDOR MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
' HELDOR BUSHING & TERMINAL CO., INC. 

238 Lewis Street Paterson, N. J. 
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GE SUBMINIATURE METAL -CLAD CAPACITORS 

With silicone end -seals and solid dielectric 
operate from -55C to +125C without Berating 
These G -E subminiature metal -clad capacitors are 
specifically designed to provide the utmost reliability 
under severe operating conditions. For over three 
years, Permafil (solid) dielectric has proved its reli- 
ability in aircraft engine control, airborne radio and 
radar communication equipment, ground radio com- 
munication and airborne fire control systems.. 

G -E subminiature metal -clad capacitors offer two 
important, unique features: 

Solid dielectric-G.E.'s Permafil provides excel- 
Ient electrical characteristics and eliminates the 
possibility of leakage.. 

Silicone end seals-for high thermal and physical 
shock resistance exceeding MIL -C -25A requirements. 

Microfarad ratings range from .001 to 1.0 of in 
voltage ratings of 100, 200, 300, 400 and 600 volts d -c 
working. They can be operated at full voltage up to 
altitudes of 50,000 feet. 

Case sizes range from .235 inches in diameter and 
11/16 inches in length to 1 inch in diameter and 2 

inches in length. 
Liquid -filled metal -clad Fine also available with G -E 

Pyranol* dielectric for operation from -55C to + 85C 
without derating. Lower -cost, they incorporate all the 
operating advantages of the solid dielectric line and 
are supplied in the same ratings. 

For more information see your G -E Apparatus 
Sales Office, or write for bulletin GEC -987 to General 
Electric Co., Sect. 442-18, Schenectady 5, N. Y. 
Reg. trademark of General Electric Co. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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SMELL SIZE of sxw G -E subminiature metal -clad capa_itars is grs{ 
shown sere. The cut -away view at the far left, approcinately 1.. 
actual s.zc, illust-Ëtes the construction features of this sew line. 

ically 
times 

2. Withstands vibration and rough 
handling. This view shows a glass - 
bead -sealed capacitor and a silicone- 
sealed capacitor being dropped. 

5. At -55 degrees centigrade, the 
subminiature G -E metal -clad capacitor 
with Permafil dielectric shows less than 
7 percent loss in capacitance. 

G -E SILICONE END SEAL 

1. Solder right up to the case with new 
G -E silicone end seal-no need to waste 

inch of valuable space because of 
danger of cracking glass. 

4. At +125 degrees cen- 
tigrade, the capacitor con- 
sistently maintains 100 per- 
cent capacitance. 

GE PERMAFIL DIELECT+IC 

3. Undamaged by dropping, the two 
capacitors are shown here-note that 
there are no cracks in the G -E silicone - 
sealed unit. 

6. Capacitance vs. temperature is shown by this 
typical curve. G -E capacitors with Permafil di- 
electric have very little capacitance change through- 
out the entire range from -55 C to +125 C. 

a 
a 

PERMAFII, 

> 

/ i .-...-... 

I 

a 
-55 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 

TEMPERATURE IN DEGRIEES CENTIGRADE 

125 

6 
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o 

actual 
size 

iron 
eè ter 

cores 
........... 

PYROFERRIC IRON CORES are scientifically manufactured, under strictest 
quality controls to close electrical and mechanical tolerances. 

PYROFERRIC services are available for the engineering of your core 
production requirements ... your letterhead request will bring you 

M.P.A. Data Sheets and tables which give complete information incl mg 
recommended sizes and tolerances, as well as a cross-referenced index 

of manufacturers' material designation. 

PYROFERRIC BLDG. BRONX BOULEVARD 
at 216th St., N.Y.C. 67 
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The ultimate in electrical measuring 
instruments would he made in a test 
tube. Th ngs in ordinary atmosphere like 

microscopie specks of dust or moisture 
condensed from the breath can play havoc 
with ae uracy. That is why Triplett s 

modern manufacturing plants are as 

near as } oasihle to test tube conditions. 
All departments are spotless. The air is 

washed clean dehumidified and tem- 

perature controlled. In short every step 
in the mass Iroduction of Triplett in- 

struments is thoroughly protected. 
The result is that you can lout to 

Triplett instruments for more accu -ate 

performance, longer life and greater 
service value. Extra care puts e_tra 
value in your Triplett instruments. 

STANDARDS ARE SET BY TRIPLET'r FUR 

ELECTRICAL. INSTRUMENT CO. 

BLUFFTON, 01=10 
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Stainless Steel screw; .022" 
long; 200 threads per inch; 
slotted head .036" in diameter. 

this is precision 

Typical Parts 
(actual size) 

%'%7jticIiCOMPANY 

Allied Products Division 
928 WHEATLAND AVE., LANCASTER, PA. 
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abrication 

and complete 
production help 
for you 
... The precision production facilities 

that make America's finest watch 

are now available. 

When you need fast production of small precision 

parts, jewel bearings, or complex devices -machined 
to microscopic tolerances-assembled in any quantity 

-checked by extra -expert inspectors-guaranteed 
to do the job designed every time ... 
Here is where to turn: 

We will do the job-from your metals or ours. 

Make the parts, blank them~ turn them, profile them, 

mill them, recess them, thread them, head them. 

Then we'll heat treat them, :est them, burnish them, 

plate them, assemble them and deliver on time ... 
and you can bet the job will be right. 

This is a new service, backed by the time -established 

reputation of Hamilton. It's ready for you 

TODAY and TOMORROW. SEnd us your prints: 
we'll be glad to quote-no 
obligation, of course. 

heat treating 

metallurgy 

physical & chemical testing 

gauging and 
inspection 

assembly 

engineering 
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write on company letterhead 

mAG/1 ET/CS inc. 

DEPT.E-9, BUTLER, PENNSYLVANIA 

ARE YOU READY FOR 

aawielea 
Shield Performance? 

MAGNETIC SHIELDS 
Are yo.r ready for a major electronic and electrical first- 
Magnetics, Inc. "Performace-Guaranteed" Shields for shielding 
of standard cathode ray and cther tubes against moderate and 
high flux external fields ... and custom -designed "Performance - 
Guaranteed" Shields for specific shielding problems? 

Here are shields which elim_nate waste ... are guaranteed to 
your pe-formancespecification ... 00(1 are sold at standard prices 

THE WIDEST CHOICE IS YOURS 

MATERIALS... Premium quality Performance -Guaranteed Shields 
are ustEtlly made from Mumetal or A.E.M. 1750, dry -hydrogen 
annealed for optimum isolating properties. Shields can be made 
from any other commercially available magnetic and non-mag- 
netic: rr:uerials when required by performance specifications. 

METHOD OF MANUFACTURE . . . Performance -Guaranteed Shields 
can be 7abric ted or drawn by Magnetics, Inc., depending upon 
which is most economical for -dour requirements. 

FINISH . . . Performance -Guaranteed Shields can be furnished 
painted, lacquered or unfinished, as your requirements dictate. 
Paint color can be matched to any equipment shade you select. 
Pre -painting by Magnetics, Inc. eliminates danger of damage to 
shields in painting operations in your plant ... provides you 
with shields immediately ready for your assembly operations. 

FREE ENGINEERING DESIGN ... Our Engineering Department will 
carry out all phases of your shield design ... including magnetic 
analysis ... mechanical design ... and production engineering 
to your cost requirements. 
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THREE YEARS FIELD EXPERIENCE WINS TITLE... 

"H -H LONG -LIFE RESISTORS" 

The greatly increased protection 

made possible by the development 

of our high -temperature gray enamel 

is the most important improvement of 

these resistors, but it is not all. True, 

this enamel is thermo-shock-proof 

and crazeless; but in addition 

THESE RESISTORS OFFER .. . 

Stronger core with higher resistance to vibration 
and shock. 

Finer resistance wire-made to H -H specifica- 
tions, especially adapted to these resistors. More 
uniformly wound, so that failures under stress are 
eliminated. 

HARDWICK, HINDLE, INC. 
Rheostats and Resistors 

Subsidiary of 

THE NATIONAL LOCK WASHER COMPANY 
Establis:rsed 1886 

Newark 5, N. J. 

the mark 

U. S. A. 

of quality 

for more than a quarter of a century 

Special alloy terminals more securely fastened 
to the ceramic body by spot-welding-highly resist- 
ant to corrosion. 

All wire connections are protected by a positive 
non -corrosive bonding. 
The fixed, the ferrule and the flat types are espe- 
cially designed for and manufacturd in accordance 
with JAN -R -26A specifications. 

Hardwick, Hindle, Inc. , 
40 Hermon St., Newark 5, N. J. 

Il 

Il 
Please send additional information about your new resistors 
and rheostats. ' 
Name Il 

i , 
Title 

Company 
I i 

Address I 
1 1 i I mmize i-tizamim ifiti--fi-A---MMMmin 
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Hipersil Cores 

now rustproof 

A new process now coats a microscopic film of rust- 
proof iron phosphate on all Westinghouse Hipersil 
Cores. This coating will not chip, scratch or flake, 
nor will it affect core performance. 

Rustproofing eliminates all possibility of deteriora- 
tion. This means you can safely carry samples or a 

stock of cores in advance of immediate production 
needs ... keep your assembly lines flowing smoothly. 

This thin coat prevents any loss of the inherently 
high flux carrying capacity ... another reason why 
Hipersil Cores make it unnecessary to design excess 

Butt joint section of 5 -mil Hipersil Core, magnified 
10 times. Distinct separation between the laminations 
channels the flux, increases core efficiency. 

core material, and, therefore excess size and weight, 
into your transformer assemblies. 

Advancements like this continue to make the 
Westinghouse Hipersil Core the best on the market 
today. Because they are 100% active in carrying 
flux, they solve size, weight and loss problems 
for you. The simple, two-piece assembly helps 
cut your transformer fabricating costs. Get a more 
complete story by writing today for Booklet B-5402. 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. 0. Box 868, 
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. J-70694 

YOU CAN 6E SURE...IF IT 

Westinghouse 
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111/, 
\ 3 

FUEL 4r' 
`NTITY 

tea 1000 5 

BALANCE 
UNIT 

r I t r , 

3 ' 

FUEL 4 /' 
'4NTITY 

,e..1000 5 

6 . 

How does AV I E N maintain this 
"BALANCE OF POWER"? 

A current tanker aircraft specification calls for large 
fuel tanks fore and aft. Obviously the pilot must know 
the fuel quantities in both systems. What is more, this 
stored power must be distributed "in balance" equally 
between the two. 

Control of the plane's center of gravity and constant, 
accurate indication of fuel quantities are both handled 
automatically by an Avien voltage -fed balancing sys- 
tem and the well-known Avien Fuel Gages. 

Fuel weight distribution data are supplied by one 
additional potentiometer in each fuel gage indicator. 

A typical Avien safety feature is incorporated in 
the balancing amplifier. It detects and warns of a pump 
or valve failure in either system. 

The entire installation has been achieved by Avien 
with a minimum of weight, complexity and cost. This 

is another example of the essential adaptability of the 
Avien fuel -gaging system which can be "tailored" to 
the exact specifications of many different aircraft. 

Every month, Avien produces over ten thousl 
major instrument components for the aviation ins 
try. They have been specified for more than fifty diffL 

ent aircraft models. 

If you have a fuel gage or fuel management problem, 
call on us. 

.,: ̀ 'Avieiv 
Se IS NORTHERN .1, 13.. WOODSIDE 77. N.V.. 
AIRCRAFT .Ho ,HoUS,.,.1- iHer.u.cHtArtcw 
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MIMI MI ffll BUR Men= MI 

Parts are molded by Central Molded Products Co. 
(Chicago); Mayfair Molded Products Corp. (Chi- 

cago); Wilcox Plastics, Inc. (Montebello, Calif.) 
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Electronic precision with 

mass production economy... 

thanks to PLA S K 

ON ALKYD 
OM IMB ffl MI INS ffl IM BM MI 
World's largest producer of TV tuners is Standard 

Coil Products Co., Inc. Reasons for Standard Coil's 

leadership in this field, according to company execu- 

tives, are: 1) product superiority, 2) mass production 

methods. 

Thirty-seven vital parts of the Standard Coil tuner are 

made of mineral and glass fiber reinforced PLASKON 

Alkyds. The fast molding characteristics of PLASKON 

mineral -filled Alkyd facilitates mass production. And 

the Alkyds' excellent dielectric properties and 

For further information 
on PLASKON plastics 

and resins address 
Barrett Division, Allied 

Chemical & Dye Corporation, 
40 Rector Street, 

New York 6, N.Y., 
Whitehall 4-0800 

niea 
hemicol 

dimensional stability assure the excellent tuner 
performance that keeps Standard Coil's customers 

happy. 

Standard Coil is one of hundreds of manufacturers 

who have used PLASKON materials and technical 

assistance to increase productivity and strengthen 

product superiority. Perhaps one of these materials 

can help you, too. The experience and extensive 

modern research facilities of the PLASKON man are at 

your disposal. 
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Descriptive literature on Model 686 
gladly sent on request. WESTON Elec- 
trical Instrument Corporation, 614 
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J. 

WESON 
Yza 

WESTON 
(686 Type 10A) 

true mutual conductance 

ELECTRONIC 
TUBE ANALYZER 

(over-all Gm accuracy 3% or better) 

Tests tubes under actual circuit operating potentials. 
Tube characteristic operating curves can be plotted for com- 
parison with manufacturer's specifications. 
Transconductance can be measured directly without need 
for null adjustments or correction factors. 

Voltage Ratio method of measuring transconductance meets 
the IRE Standard 50 IRE 7.S2 paragraph 7.2.2.4. 
Completely self-contained with all necessary power sup- 
plies, meters and switching for performing short tests, static 
characteristic measurements and grid to plate transconduct- 
ance measurements. 
A well filtered d -c power source is supplied, making it pos- 
sible to test tubes with d -c potentials which can be accu- 
rately adjusted to correspond to actual circuit voltage oper- 
ating conditions. 
Precision meter shunts and multipliers are wire wound to 
0.5 per cent accuracy. 
Special circuitry makes meter loading effects negligible. 

Regulated grid bias supply keeps this most critical voltage 
constant. Plate and screen supplies do not affect grid bias 
setting. 
Wide range of measurement of transconductance provides 
good readings on all tubes from small subminiature types to 
large power control types. The true transconductance is 
obtained on all triodes and pentodes, including low mu 
control tubes having plate resistance as low as 250 ohms. 

Transconductance ranges are available in the following 
combinations of range and grid signal voltages: 
Grid Signal 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.1 Volts 
Gm x 1 300 600 1500 3000 Micromhos 
Gm x 10 3000 6000 15000 30000 Micromhos 

The Gm x 1 range is especially -useful in the measurement of 
subminiature tubes having low transconductance. 

Reliability, Dependability and Accuracy assured by sound 
engineering, skilled manufacture and high quality compo- 
nents. 

7oh 
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NOW AVAILABLE COMPLETE 
ASSEMBLIES 

or SUB -ASSEMBLIES 
for your 

POWER 
SUPPLIES 

UNITIZED RECTIFIERS 

PLATE -FILAMENT -REACTOR 

ASSEMBLIES 

PLATE TRANSFORMERS 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 

FILTER REACTORS 

Moloney now offers complete power 
supplies custom built to your needs. 
Complete power supplies or any sub- 

assembly can be had, manufactured to 

your most rigid specifications. 

High Power or High Voltage offers no 

problem to Moloney, long experienced 
in the manufacture of quality transfor- 
mers. Moloney, supplying transformers 
to the electrical industry for over 58 

years, stands ready to apply this exper- 
ience to the manufacture of your most 
exacting requirement for power supplies. 

Per i RETMA 
MIL -T-27 

Standards 

OIL ASKAREL 

DRY(Class A, 8 & H.) 

Write today for Bulletin ST -3505 
describing Specialty Transformers 

MOLONEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Power Transformers Distribution Transformers Step Voltage Regulators Regulating Transformers Load Ratio Control Trans. 
formers Unit Substations Network Transformers Constant Current Transformers Capacitors Transformers For Electronics 

SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES FACTORIES AT ST. LOUAS 20, MO. AND TORONTO, ONT., CANADA 

ME54-13 
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BRASS 4t'í 
CO. CO. 

OFFICES AND 
WAREHOUSES IN 
PRINCIPAL CITIES 

BRIDGEPORT WAREHOUSE SERVICE 
The Bridgeport warehouses are designed to supply 
from stock limited quantities of sheet, rod, wire or 
tubing. It is the policy of the company to maintain 
adequate warehouse stocks at all times so that 
small orders can 'be filled without delay. 

The fabricator is in a position to obtain promptly 
metal to fill orders for experimental work or to start 
production runs, while waiting for mill shipments. 

Bridgeport warehouses make every effort to 
carry the variety of alloys, sizes and gages which 
fulfill the requirements off the locality they serve. 

To take care of the maximum range of widths of 

strip metal, slitting service is available-not only 
to serve warehouse stocks, but also to make cus- 
tomers' stocks of non-ferrous strip metal more 
flexible. 

Bridgeport's Warehouse Stoddist carries weight 
tables and a technical digest giving the properties 
of the most popular copper -base alloys. If you do 
not have a copy, ask your nearest Bridgeport office. 

Mills in Bridgeport, Conn. and Indianapolis, Ind. 

In Canada: Noiranda Copper and Brass Limited, Montreal 

BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY 
30 GRAND STREET, BRIDGEPORT 2, CONNECTICUT 
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liAAtr 10 TURN 

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS 

> 

4 ty,]svwy i A"t.... 

.025% Linearity at Low Cost 

High Resolution 

Extreme Mechanical Precision 

> High Electrical Accuracy 

Type MIOT SERVO POTS 
. . . wound coil, multiturn potentiometer design is integrated with 
system aspects of precision computors, servomechanisms and electro- 
mechanical instrumentation. Extremely precise mechanical tolerances 
shaft diameter, concentricity, and perpendicularity assure complete 
transfer of potentiometer accuracy to external systems. 

Universal mounting surface offers a choice of servo -mount or precision 
pilot and tapped holes. SERVO POT resistance elements" are wound 
under control of an electronic servo -mechanism* by a unique method 
based on the output accuracy of the potentiometer 
as the controlling factor. Gold -flashed connector -type 
terminals permit ease of connection where accessibility 
is limited. 

*Based upon a method originated by IBM Corporation under U.S. Government Contract. 

Electrical 
Specifications 

Resistance Range: 1,000 ohms to 10,000 ohms ±57. 

Independent Linearity: .057 std..0257 or better, special. 

Effective Electrical Angle: 3600° +1° -0°. 

Ambient Temperature Range: -55°C., to +80°C. 

?! 

t'dx.e`R+ 
ifa>:i;fd. 

+ 

$ 
1r 

ARENten 
eügo.c 

.;' mom 

o - 

a, 

Mechanical Specifications 

Base and Bearings: One piece machined aluminum base houses spring - 

loaded fall bearing; in a single through bore for 

greater accuracy and !rigidity. 

Finish: Red Alumilite, corrosión resistant per AN-QQ-A-696A. 

Mounting: The stainless steel register et pilot formed by the outer race 

of the bearings is as accurate as the bearing with respect 

to conicentricite and diameter. For synchro type mounting, a 

high precision outer registe: used for assembly with gears 

prepinned to the shaft. 

Shaft: Centerless ground stain ess steel .25:00" -}-.0000 -.0003 diameter. 
Mechanical Rotation: Angle between stops 3660° +2.5°. 
Stops: Mechanical stops of lead screw type tested to withstand torques 

exceeding 100 inch pounds, assure reliability and ruggedness. 

Dimensions: Diameter 1.820"', Length 2-' / 16". 

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP. 
533 Main St., Acton, Mass. ACton 3-7711 
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A X1I'ETYF 
32.4l.BE,. Envi @ZAN» 

AXIETTE 101 8" Single Cone Loudspeaker 

The need for a reasonably -priced and medium sized high-fidelity loudspeaker ha 
been met by the Research Laboratories of Goodntans Industries who ate 

constantly in touch and, indeed, in sympathy with the requirements of th. 
high-fidelity enthusiast. To a certain extent this demand can be relates 

to the present-day restrictions on living space and the fact tint! 

enthusiasts are seeking a loudspeaker which, when suitably housed_ 

will occupy the minimum of space, and yet still faithfully reproduce 
their particular choice of music. 
From the start it was derided that the new loudspeaker would be 
housed on an 8 in. chassis and to set a really new trend, a special 
hyperbolic cone was designed. 

SPECIFICATION 

Frequency Range 
Fundamental Resonance 

Voire Coil Diameter 

40-15,000 c/s 

65 c/s (nominal) 

1 in. (2.5 ems.) 

Voire Coil Impedance 15 ohms. 

Flux Density 13,500 gauss 

Total Flux 51,200 Maxwells 

Maximum Power Handling 5 watts peak A.C. 

Overall Diameter 81 in. (20.63 rms.) 

Overall Depth 3}I in. (10 ems.) 

Baffle Hole Diameter 7 in. (17.8 ems.) 

Mounting Holes .1 slots I in. (9.5 mm,.) x j4 in. (5.5 mms.) 
equispaced on a 71 in. (19.36 ems.) P.C.D. 

Nett Weight 31 lbs. (1.47 kg..) 

Finish Grey Rivelling Enamel 

AUDIOPHILE NETT PRICE $21.30 

Exclusively Distributed by:- 

EAST: 
Goody Audio Center Inc. 
235 West 49th St., New York 19, N. 

SOUTH & SOUTH-WEST 
Hign Fidelity SSS, 

606 Peachtree, N.E. Atlanta, Ga. 

coo 

Y. 

WEST: 
Hollywood Electronics, 
7460 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46, Calif. 

CANADIAN SALES OFFICE: 
A. C. Simmonds & Sons Ltd., 
100 Merton Street, Toronto 12. 

S 
GCODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD., AXIOM WORKS, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND 
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MASS PRODUCERS OF 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

Specify the K -CAP 

wherever you 

use capacitors. 

Temperature 

Compensated, 

General Purpose, 

and Guaranteed 

Minimum Value. 

Samples available. 

I/TO/1/14TM' 
MANUFACTURING 

GOUVERNEUR ST., NEWARK 4, N1, J. 
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AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 

Yes, in a way, a second helping-for we are trying 
to express the factors which have helped raise the 
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION by its boot 
straps in a little over twenty years. In the early 
thirties AMPHENOL was just another struggling 
industrial infant in one small factory and our main 
concern then was radio sockets. Today there are 
five modern plants producing over 11,000 

cataloged products ranging all the way from 
AN connectors to television antennas. 

"A little more of everything"-we think a little 
more courage, a little more imagination, a little 
more faith have been responsible for the growth 
of AMPHENOL during the last two decades. And we 

look forward to the same "little more' qualities, 
a second helping of the same, to keep AMPHENOL a 

vital member of the electronics industry for 

many, many years to come. 
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and how to magnify 
a precision system 

One typical DV Development 

COST-CUTTING FIXTURES 

Maintaining precision tolerances on 
relatively short production runs is 
often a difficult problem involving 
costl tooling. 

In a recent DV development, these 
costs have been chopped drastically 
by a series of new -type master reaming 
fixtures which eliminate jig -boring op- 
erations combined with time-consum- 
ing pre -assembly and alignment with 
special tools. In a single setup, the 
reaming fixtures (one of which is shown 
in the hands of a skilled DV tool- 
maker) perform all the finish boring 
operations on a cast -magnesium radar - 

antenna housing. 

With this straightforward, routine 
technique, interchangeable parts are 
fabncated to near -zero dimensional 
limits. 

If an airborne radar antenna makes you think of a small, intricate 
mechanism, take another look at the 29 by 20 by 7 foot radome 
hanging under this Air Force RC -121C radar picket plane-one of 

the giant early -warning Lockheed Super Constellations patrolling 
U.S. shorelines against attack. Inside, the Dalmo-Victor-developed 
antenna illustrated-the largest airborne antenna ever built-plays 
its part in extending the range of detection beyond 200 miles, 

horizon to horizon, 
A primary engineering requirement, of course, was integration of this 
antenna system into the six tons of electronic equipment aboard the 
high -altitude reconnaissance ship: including weather radar, relay links 

for transmitting radar pictures to ground -control stations, and equip- 
ment for vectoring fighters or missiles onto targets. 

Dalmo Victor's contribution of this antenna to the most powerful 
search radar equipment yet designed for aircraft, called for an appli- 
cation of all the skills and techniques developed during years of 
engineering light -weight precision electromechanical systems. 

Whether your requirements call for the largest, the smallest, or some- 
thing in-between; the design, development, and production facilities 

of Dalmo Victor's versatile organization can be put at your disposal. 

DOWN-TO-EARTH ELECTROMECHANICAL Et GINEERINO 
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Designed to meet the critical D.C, 
power requirements of the aircraft 
industry, the K 101 F incorporates 
many custom engineered features, 
such as: 

An automatic ammeter cutout 
circuit for dynamotor and 

MODEL 

K1O1F 

0-28 Volts D.C. 

20 Amperes 
1% Ripple 

$195 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
inverter starting. 
Delay type overload protection. OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 

Permanently etched control OUTPUT CURRENT: 

designations. OVERLOAD: 

Over -current warning indicator. RIPPLE VOLTAGE: 

Stepless output control. REGULATION: 

Compact, portable design. 
Zero maintenance. METERS: 

CONTROLS: 

TERMINALS: 

INPUT: 

DIMENSIONS: 

MOUNTING: 

0.28 V.D.C., continuously variable. 

20 Amperes, continuous duty at 35'C ambient 

400% for 1/2 minute, 200% for 2 minutes. 

One Percent at full load. 

D.C.V. at Full Load: 28.5. 
D.C.V. at 1/10 Load: 33. 

0.50 V.D.C., 2% accuracy, 4" rectangular. 
0-25 A.D.C., 2% accuracy, 4" rectangular. 

Power switch, voltage control, pilot light, 
overload warning light. 

Panel binding posts plus rear terminal board. 

115 V.A.C., 60 cycles, single phase. 

19" W, x 121/4" H, x 141/4" D. 

Standard Rack. 

Write for Bulletin No. 150 

71-2 WARREN STREET NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 
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The outstanding capacitor 
for high fidelity and 
high frequency applications 

To the long list of Cornell-Dubilier "firsts" 
add another important development : the C -D 
Budroc* steatite -cased tubular capacitor. It is 
unquestionably the finest paper tubular ever 
made for the initial equipment manufacturer. 
Budroc capacitors are non -inductively wound 
and housed in a tube of the finest ceramic 
(steatite) completely fabricated in our own 
plant, under close and constant supervision and 
quality control from start to finish. The 
specially developed C -D end fill will not soften, 
melt or flow at any rated operating temperature. 
Send for engineering samples of this superb 
humidity proof, new C -D capacitor! Use our 
Technical Advisory Service for your special 
application problems. Bulletin NB -154 
on request. 

Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., Dept. K-54 
South Plainfield, New Jersey. 

THERE ARE MORE C-0 CAPACITORS IN USE TODAY THAN ANY OTHER MAKE 

CORNELL 
DUBILIEF aaYou 

IN SOUTH PLAINFIELD. N. J.: NEW REDFORD. WORCESTER AND CAMBRIDGE. HASS.; PROVIDENCE AND HOPE VALLEY. R. I. 

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.: FUOUAY SPRINGS AND SANFORD. N. C.: AND SUBSIDIARY. THE RADIART COR/ORATION. CLEVELAND. OHIO 

ANTENNAS ROTORS 

e 

CAPACITORS VIBRATORS CONVERTERS 
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NOW AVAILABLE 

No. 9 Speaker Magnets 
with 

6 MILLION BdHd max 
GUARANTEED! 

Now... tpvitkeJutT 
the RETMA Standard No. 9 Loudspeaker 

Magnet is available with a minimum energy product 
of over 6 million BH max. Made of Hyflux 

Alnico V HE*, it provides the highest 
energy product of any commercial Alnico. 

The immediate advantages it offers 
to users of the RETMA No. 9 Magnet are: 

The highest sound level possible. 
A better transient response-resulting from 
the higher gap density which increases 
the damping factor-assures a full range of 
tones and overtones. 
The truest possible reproduction of sound. 

High Energy-grain-oriented Alnico V. 

The Indiana Steel Products Company is 
proud to introduce this improved 
No. 9 speaker magnet to the audio industry. 
Investigate its distinct advantages 
for your speaker. Price and delivery 
information upon request. 

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Valparaiso, Indiana 

INDIANA PERMANENT MAGNETS 
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presents 

.. meticulously tailored 

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER SERVO SYSTEMS 
Typical characteristics of some magnetic amplifier and two-phase servo motor combinations available from Ketay. 

SPECIFY 

MAGNETIC 

AMPLIFIER 

(type) 

LINE 

FREQUENCY VOLTAGE LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT 

Ices) (volts) (inches) (inches) (inches) 
SPECIFY SERVO MOTOR 

(type) 

MOMENT RATED 

TORQUE OF INERTIA NO LOAD VOLTAGE INPUT POWER 

AT (oz. in. x ACCELERATION SPEED EXCITATION PER PHASE 

STALL sec' AT STALL (min. FIXED PHASE AT STALL DIAMETER LENGTH 

(oz. in.) x 106) Irad./sec'1 r.p.tn.) (volts). (watts) (inches) (inches) 

SMA6-102 60 116 ' 4'/2 33/4 3 Y K402530 2.5 49.5 50,500 3300 115 9.2 13/4 2 

SMA6-102 60 115 4'/ 33/4 3'/n K402380 1.45 42.8 35,000 3200 115 5.0 17/tt 1 % 

SMA4-102 400 115 4'/ 35/16 43/16 1(402550-1 2.35 49.5 47,500 4800 115 9.2 13/4 2 

SMA4-102 400 115 4'/e 35/16 43/t6 1(402550-2 2.35 49.5 47,500 4800 115 9.2 13/4 2 

SMA4-102 400 115 4'/e 35/16 43/16 K101600-6 1.45 42.8 35,000 4800 115 6.1 17/16 1 % 

SMA4-102 400 115 4 Y 35/16 43/16 K101660 1.45 42.8 35,000 4800 115 6.1 17/16 1s/s 

BUORD DESIGNATIONS FOR SERVO MOTORS 
K101600-6= MK 7 MOD 0 K101660 =MK 7 MOD 1 n The control phase of all Servo Motors should 
K402550-2=MK 8 MOD 1 K402550-1= MK 8 MOD 0 be connected for 57.5 volt operation. 

On the other side of this page are listed some of the 

synchros for which the combinations were specially 
designed. 

Ketay supplies complete systems including gear trains 
and stabilization for güven kinematic requirements. 

SVNCHROS SERVO MOTORS 
RESOLVERS MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS 

AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS 
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Servo motor -tachometer generator combinations are 

also available. 

Ketay welcomes the opportunity to design and fabri- 
cate amplifiers of both the conventional and minia- 
turized types to customer's specifications. 

See Ketay's Exhibit at Airborne Electronics Conference 
Dayton Biltmore Hotel, May 10-12 

tay MANUFACTURING CORP. 
Executive Offices 

555 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 
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KETAY OFFERS A COMPLETE 
RANGE OF SIZES AND TYPES 
IN SYNCHROS SERVO MOTORS 
RESOLVERS 

1-SERVO MOTOR, Size 10 Frame, 0.D. .937" 
2-SYNCHRO, Size 10 Frame, 0.D. .937" (Transmitter, 

Receiver, Resolver, Differential Transmitter, 
Control Transformer) 

3-SERVO MOTOR, Size 10 Frame, 0.D. .937" 
4-SYNCHRO, Size 11 Frame, O.D. 1.062" (Transmitter, 

Resolver, Control Transformer) 
5-SERVO MOTOR, Mk 14, Size 11 Frame, O.D. 1.062" 
6-SYNCHRO, Size 15 Frame, O.D. 1.437" (Transmitter, 

Receiver, Resolver, Differential Transmitter. 
Control Transformer) 

7-SERVO MOTOR Mk 7, Size 15 Frame, O.D. 1.437" 
8-SYNCHRO, Size 15 Frame, O.D. 1.437" (Transmitter, 

Receiver, Resolver, Differential Transmitter, 
Control Transformer) 

9-LINEAR TYPE CONTROL TRANSFORMER, O.D. 1.625" 
10-SERVO MOTOR, Mk 8, Size 18 Frame, O.D. 1.75" 
11-INDUCTION MOTOR, Size 20 Frame, O.D. 1.95" 
12-SYNCH RO, Size 16 Frame, O.D. 1.537" (Transmitter, 

Receiver, Control Transformer) 
13-SYNCHRO, Size 18 Frame, O.D. 1.750" (Transmitter, 

Receiver, Differential Transmitter, Control Transformer) 
14-INDUCTION MOTOR, Size 18 Frame, O.D. 1.750", 

3 Phase, 2 Pole 
15-SYNCHRO, Size 19 Frame, O.D. 1.90" (Transmitter, 

Receiver, Control Transformer) 
16-SYNCHRO, Type 1F, 1HCT, or IHG Size 1 Frame, 

O.D. 2.250" (Receiver, Transmitter, Control Transformer) 
17-INDUCTION MOTOR, Size 1 Frame, O.D. 2.250" 
18-SYNCHRO, Size 23 Frame, O.D. 2.250" (Transmitter, 

Receiver, Resolver, Differential Transmitter, 
Control Transformer) 

19-SERVO MOTOR, Size 23 Frame, O.D. 2.250" 
20-SYNCHRO, Size 31 Frame, O.D. 3.10" (Transmitter, 

Receiver, Differential Receiver, Differential Transmitter) 

Typical characteristics of 116 units are available. 

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES TO 

SERVE THE INDUSTRY 

This plant, recently acquired at Commack, 
Long Island, adds air-conditioned work space 
that brings Ketay's total area to over 
200,000 square feet, accommodating over 
2,000 employees in the five divisions. 
Modern in every detail, the new plant has 

the latest equipment for precision 
volume production. 

EXPERIENCE + RESEARCH 

+ PERFORMANCE = LEADERSHIP 

New developments and applications ...increased facilities for 

volume production of components and complete systems ... all the 

things reported on these pages are characteristic of Ketay- 
a firm with broad experience and specialized knowledge that 

adds up to leadership in the field of electrical devices and 

controls. This experience and knowledge is yours to command. 

In addition to synchros, servo motors and resolvers, it includes, 

but is not limited to: gyro components; aircraft engine 

instruments; computers; magnetic, resolver and synchro 

amplifiers; remote indicators and automatic control systems. 

Ketay's completely staffed and equipped Research and 

Development Division can be of greatest service during the design 

stage of applications involving Ketay products. You are 

invited to avail yourself of this service. 

fetay 
MANUFACTURING CORP. 

Executive Offices 555 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 
Pacific Division, 12833 Simms Avenue, Hawthorne, California 

New York Division Kinetix Instrument Division Pacific Division 
Electronic Instrument Division Research & Development Division 
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All these from one experienced source 

TITEFLEX DESIGNS AND MANUFACTURES- to customer specifications- 
rigid waveguides and combinations of rigid and flexible waveguides. 

Where there is, or should be, no movement, or where complicated accessor- 

ies must be connected, Titeflex rigid waveguides are specially recommended. 

TITEFLEX CONNECTOR-lightweight, corrosion and moisture resistant with 

temperature ranges of -65°F. to +400°F. This connector's insulation 

properties will permit 3500 volts at sea level, 1200 volts at 50,000 feet 

altitude. Connector is available with 2 or 3 pins. 7 amperes. Weight 

' of ounce. Size 2" in length. 

WAVEFLEX® FLEXIBLE WAVEGUIDES are fabricated to retain critical 

dimensions - regardless of twisting or bending. Waveflex waveguides 

make assembly easy, improve design, compensate for expansion or move. 

ment. Rubber iacketing protects against weather, corrosion, physical abuse. 

TITEFLEX CUSTOM WIRING SYSTEMS are corrosion resistant, moisture 

proof, pressure -tight and efficient at temperatures of - 65°F. to +400°F. 
Can be furnished with Titeflex or standard AN connectors for a wide 

range of service requirements. Can be sheathed with metal braids, fiber 
glass or nylon-and jacketed with silicone or other compounds. 

MORE THAN 37 YEARS of developmental experience make Titeflex a logical source of the 

components pictured on this page. We are currently in a position to supply connectors 

and wiring systems to makers of aviation and electronic equipment. If you have -a 

problem requiring our unusual combination of products and engineering, let us quote 

on your requirements. The coupon will bring you information on our products. 

Check products you ore interested in. 

ìrs:" 
'*sue 

SEAMED AND 

SEAMLESS METAL HOSE 
13 PRECISION BELLOWS Ei IGNITION HARNESS D, IGNITION SHIELDING 

ELECTRICAL 

CONNECTORS 

RIGID AND FLEXIBLE ni WIRING -J 
WAVE GUIDES SYSTEMS 

3 FUSES 

TITEFLEX, INC. 
524 Frelinghuysen Ave. 
Newark 5, N.J. 

Please send me without cost 

information about the products 
checked at the left. 

NAME 

TITLE 

FIRMA 

ADDRESS 

CITY 70N E-STATE 
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WE! 
ACCURp1E, 

CARBON 

RESt 

DEPOSITED 

STaRS 

0 

Gl 

FOR 

STABILITY... 
The ultimate in stability under 

any environmental conditions 

is obtained by hermetically 
sealing the element in a 

vacuum or an inert gas. De- 

terioration of the resistance ele- 

ment, with consequent change in 

resistance value, is reduced 

to zero. Drift during shelf life, or 

operating under load, is less than 

1 % in several thousand hours. 

ACCURACY... 
Accuracy is assured and maintained 

thruout life operation by Victoreen's rigid 

standards during the process of manufacture. 

SEND your inquiry to .. . 

COMPONENTS DIVISION 

The Vicioteen Insixtutterra Co. 
3800 PERKINS AVE. CLEVELAND 14, OHIO 
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Special 136 conductor cable 
carefully engineered by Rome for use with 

IBM electric accounting mcchines, Types 402 and 403; IBM 
Reprocucing Punch, Type 514; IBM Summary Punch, Type 523; 
and IHs5 Accumulating Reproducer, Type 528. 

Carefully engineered wires 
and cables help keep I B M 

equipment "on the beam" 
Equipment manufactured by International Business 
Machines Corporation has established a record for ac- 
curacy and service that's hard to beat. 

Much of the reason for this record is the fact that IBM 
uses only the finest components in their equipment. 

This is one of the reasons IBM often comes to Rome 
Cable for top quality, specially engineered wires and 
cables. One of these is the 136 conductor cable (pictured 
top center) which is used in several IBM machines. 

Others are various types of hook-up wire, a few of 
which are shown on the multiple spool rack (top left). 
Millions of feet of this Rome hook-up wire, manufactured 
to exacting specifications, are used by IBM every year. 

In addition to the constructions shown, Rome manu- 
factures a wide range of military and commercial type 
hook-up wires, intercommunication cables, coaxial ca- 
bles, R. F. transmission line, television camera cables 
and other special constructions, engineered to the ap- 
plication involved. 

ROME N E W YORK 
ctsrd 

TORRANCE CALIFORNIA 

Commercial type 
HOOK-UP WIRES 

ffleiffliesomt---.11111000. 

Rome offers commercial hook-up wires 
with three standard insulations. 

Rome Hi-Temp-a rubber insulation 
with exceptionally high resistance to 

heat. Underwriters' approved for 75° C. 

Rome Synthinol-a polyvinyl chlo- 

ride thermoplastic compound, highly re- 

sistant to acids, oils, alkalies, moisture 
and flame. Underwriters' approved for 

80° C. 

Rome Synthinol 901-offers all the 
advantages of Synthinol plus higher re- 
sistance to heat deformation, shrinkage 
and cracking, also improved solderabil- 
ity. Underwriters' approved up to 105° C. 

MILITARY HOOK-UP WIRES 

Rome manufactures military type SRIR, 

SRHV and WL, complying with Army - 
Navy Joint Specification JAN -C-76, as 
well as shipboard types SRI and SRIB 

conforming to Specification MIL -C-915. In- 

sulated with Rome Synthinol, these wires 
are made in a complete range of speci- 
fication sizes. 

ROME CABLE CORPORATION, Dept. EL -5, Rome, N. Y. 

Please send me the Rome Cable Hook-up Wire Bulletin 
TR -5. 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City Zone State 
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News About 
Created -Metals 

Thermistors Stabilize 
Circuit Resistance 

Small size, light weight and permanent 
power are essential in military headsets. 
Carboloy Alnico 2 permanent magnets 
permit a thinner, lighter receiver with 
high output and level response. 

A Carboloy Thermistor improves the 
accuracy and sensitivity of the Tek- 
tolog Electronic Recorder. 

Matching the negative temperature 
coefficient of a Thermistor and a low - 
resistance manganin shunt to the 
positive temperature coefficient of 
the copper coil results in a circuit 
of constant resistance within ± 5%` -° 

for ambient temperature from 32° F. 
to 150° F. 

The high degree of compensation 
is achieved with a relatively low 
resistance and makes possible accu- 
rate recording of voltages as low as 
20 millivolts full-scale. 

For more information on Therm- 
istors for temperature compensation 
and detection, warning devices and 
controls, write: Carboloy Depart- 
ment of General Electric Company, 
11139 E. 8 Mile Blvd., Detroit 32, 
Michigan. 

Many Uses Found for 
Cemented Carbides 

The electronics and electrical indus- 
tries are cutting costs and improving 
products with wear - resistant ce- 
mented carbides. 

For example, tough grades of 
Carboloy cemented carbide are ex- 
tending the life expectancy of tele- 
graph relay contacts. Carbide -tipped 
tools are saving time and money in 
woodworking and cabinetry. 

Carbide wire dies for making elec- 
tric -light filaments and draw dies for 
making component parts far outlast 
steel dies. Bearings of chrome car- 
bide are light, strong, nonmagnetic. 

Industry is daily finding new uses 
for cemented carbides. The Carboloy 
Engineering Appraisal Service will 
help you put carbides to work in 
your plant. For more information, 
write: Carboloy Department of Gen- 
eral Electric Company, 11139 E. $ 
Mile Blvd., Detroit 32, Michigan. 

Public - address loudspeakers utilize 
the acoustic action of powerful 
Carboloy permanent magnets. The uni- 
formity and strength of these magnets 
help produce truer tone. 

Permanent Magnets 

Two Carboloy cast Alnico 
6 permanent magnets cut 
manufacturing costs in this 
new telephone built by 
Connecticut Telephone & 
Electric, Meriden, Conn. 
One magnet provides 
acoustic action for receiver; 
other magnet supplies gen- 
erator action to operate 
bell ringer. The magnets' 
consistent field holds post - 
assembly adjustment to a 
minimum. 

Basic functions of permanent magnets 

O Convert electrical energy 
to mechanical motion 

© Convert mechanical motion 
to electrical energy 

© Convert mechanical energy 
to thermal energy 

o Mechanical holding 

0 

Eddy current braking 
Motor action 
Instrument action 
Acoustic action 
Electron beam control 

Generator action 
Magneto action 
Sound pick-up 

Control of torque 

Snap action 
Separation 
Holding and lifting 
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The heart of this Gibson electric guitar is the magnetic 
pick-up. Steel strings vibrate in the field set up by 
two small Carboloy permanent magnets, generating 
minute electrical impulses. 

New all -magnetic, all -transistor hearing aid u:es 
permanent magnets in both microphone and re- 
ceiver. These tiny magnets eliminate hearing -aid 
failure caused by operational heat, and by humidity. 

improve sound pick-up 
and acoustic action 

They make possible simplified design, lower costs, and improved per- 
formance in communication devices and in many other important fields 

Carboloy® Alnico permanent magnets are 
replacing electro -magnets in both the in- 
put and output elements of communication 
devices. 

Because permanent magnets convert me- 
chanical motion to electrical energy, they 
improve sound pick-up action for micro- 
phones and other transducers. And because 
they convert electrical energy back into 
mechanical motion, they provide the acous- 
tic action necessary in telephone receivers 
and loudspeakers. 

Carboloy permanent magnets supply a uni- 
form source of stable, low-cost energy. By 
using power -packed permanent magnets, 

you'll eliminate coils, wires and other oper- 
ating parts. Design is simplified; product 
size and manufacturing costs reduced. 

Carboloy permanent magnets are available 
sintered, as well as cast. Sintered magnets 
hold closer tolerances, permit more complex 
shapes. 

Perhaps Carboloy permanent magnets can 
improve your products or equipment. Spe- 
cially trained engineers of the Carboloy 
Engineering Appraisal Service will work 
with you on permanent magnet design and 
application. Send coupon, today, for catalog 
or design manual. 

"Carboloy" is the trademark for products of the Carboloy Department of General Electric Company 

CARBOLOY 
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

11139 E. 8 Mile Blvd., Detroit 32, Michigan 

Name Position - 

Company 

Address 

L- Zone State 

Send me the following without cost or obligation: 

D Permanent Magnet Design Manual, PM -101 

D Permanent Magnet Standard Stock Catalog, PM -100 
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Ultrasonic Machine Tool-Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Waltham, Mass., uses Inco 
Nickel to keep its magnetostrictive transducer working; tough, fatigue -resisting Monel for 
the toolholder; chromium -nickel stainless steel for the transducer housing. A pattern 
Raytheon's UMT can cut in tungsten carbide is shown at right. 

With 27,000 vibrations a second at her fingertips 

She cuts tungsten carbide easily! 

This tool easily ruts a pattern as fine as lace in 
tungsten carbide. Yet its full potentialities in 
intricate machining are only beginning to be 
realized. 

Ultrasonic waves, generated by magnetostric- 
tion, do the work in this new tool made by Ray- 
theon Manufacturing Company, Waltham, Mass. 

Back in 1935, Raytheon wanted to build a bet- 
ter oscillator for echo depth sounding. A core of 
laminated Nickel did the trick, and made possi- 
ble the development of the Fathometer, which 
has proved so successful in depth sounding and 
in mapping the ocean floor. 

Nickel did the trick because of its unequalled 
practical magnetostrictive efficiency. This makes 
Nickel the ideal core material in transducers for 
creating ultrasonic vibrations. 

Raytheon engineers have been applying this 
magnetostrictive efficiency of Nickel to other uses 
ever since. Perhaps they have already developed 
the ultrasonic device you are looking for. They 
make the Ultrasonic Machine Tool pictured 
above ... and an oscillator used by pharmaceuti- 
cal houses in making a more effective whooping 
cough serum ... a vibrator that cracks glass and 
salvages tungsten from vacuum tubes ... and os- 
cillators to accelerate the growth of bacteria, the 
germination of seeds, and treatment of emulsions. 

All these stern from just one characteristic of 
Nickel. If your new idea can be helped along by 
any of the versatile Inco Nickel Alloys, let's get 
together on it now. You can write to Into today, 
to get us started on your problem. 
THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. 
67 Wall Street New York 5, N. Y. 

MONEL® "R"® MONEL "K"® MONEL "KR'® MONEL 

loco NickeI Alloys À!' R l IN( 
MONEL 

W"®NCONEL® INCOLOYOO 
I NCONEL 

NIMONIC®RAlloys 
o. NICKEL LOW CARBON NICKEL DURANICKEL® 
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NO. 1 

SERIES 

STILL LEADING THE BIG 

NO. 3 

SERIES 

EQccbcsüc Ícv4ude 

`ie 

TRANSISTOR 
CLOSURES 

(SHOWN 
ACTUAL SIZE) 

WRITE FOR THESE CATALOGS 

BULLETIN 949-A On hermetically sealed ter- 
minals. Discusses cushioned glass construction, 
thermal shock resistance, preferred types and spe- 
cial terminals. 

BULLETIN 950-A On hermetically sealed mul 
tiple headers. Explains vacuum tight feature, cush- 
ioned glass construction, strain -free qualities. 

BULLETIN 951 With complete information on 
octal type plug-in and multiple headers. Solid 
metal blanks insure maximum mechanical strength 
and rigidity. 

BULLETIN 952 Complete information on E-1 end 
seals for hermetic sealing condensers, resistors and 
other tubular electronic and electrical components. 

BULLETIN 953 Individual, color -coded her- 
metically sealed terminals. Available with glass 
inserts colored in standard, easily identified RMA 
color codes. 

BULLETIN 960 Compression 
type multiple headers. Super 
rugged, absolutely rigid and prac 
tically indestructible. Guaranteed 
vacuum -tight. 

HERMETICALLY - 
SEALED 

-FOR TRANSISTORS 
AND OTHER COMPONENTS 

New EI Miniature Closures can be supplied in. 

various standard types or economically produced 

to your exact specifications for all electrical 

and electronic applications. The EI closure 

types illustrated are typical examples 

of the many miniature designs now in 

production. Cases can be supplied in 

round, rectangular or square shapes 

with hermetically sealed termina- 

tions to your order. 

twice 
actual 

size 

'PATENT PENDING 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

DIVISION OF AMPEREX 

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES 
44 SUMMER AVENUE, NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY 

FOR COMPLETE 
DATA AND PRICES 

ON SPECIFIC TYPES 

OF MINIATURE 
CLOSURES, CALL 

OR WRITE, 

EXPORT AGENTS: PHILIPS EXPORT CORP., 100 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 
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\\\I ï 

s wykimeirgoi 

THIS FELLOW IS TRAINED IN YOUR BUSINESS. His 

main duty is to travel the country - and world 

- penetrating the plants, laboratories and man- 

agement councils ... reporting back to you every 

significant innovation in technology, selling tac- 

tics, management strategy. He functions as your 
all -seeing, all -hearing, all -reporting business com- 
munications system. 

THE MAN WE MEAN IS A COMPOSITE of the edi- 
torial staff of this magazine. For, obviously, no 

one individual could ever accomplish such a vast: 

business news job. It's the result of many quali- 
fied men of diversified and specialized talents_ 

AND, THERE'S ANOTHER SIDE TO THIS "COMPOSITE 

MAN," another complete news service which com- 

plements the editorial section of this magazine - 
the advertising pages. It's been said that in a 

business publication the editorial pages tell "how 
they do it"-"they" being all the industry's front 
line of innovators and improvers - and the ad- 

vertising pages tell "with what." Each issue un- 
folds an industrial exposition before you-giving 
a ready panorama of up-to-date tools, materials, 

equipment. 

SUCH A "MAN" IS ON YOUR PAYROLL. Be sure to 

"listen" regularly and carefully to the practical 
business information he gathers. 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS 
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22,000 mc 
20.000 

10 000 

9 000 

8 000 

000 

6.000 

5 000 

000 

3 000 

NEW: PORTABLE 
DIRECT READING 
SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER 

10 TO 22,000 MCS 

ONLY 3 R. F. 

HEADS 

SINGLE DIAL 
TUNING 

300 

100 

80 

... saves 

engineering 

manhours 

Now a new Polarad spectrum analyzer only 21 inches high that covers the 

enti e frequency range 10 to 22,000 mcs with but 3 interchangeable R-F 

tuning heads. The model TSA operates simply-single dial frequency control- 
with utmost frequency stability. It provides highest accuracy, and relia- 

biliti for observation ani true evaluation of performance over the entire 

R-F spectrum-saving engineering manhours. 

This instrument is designed for maximum utility and versatility in the lab- 

orabry and on the procuction line providing an easy -to -read 5 inch CRT 

display of the R-F spectrum. 

The model TSA Spectrum Analyzer has these exclusive Polarad design and 

ope ating features: 

Single frequency control with direct reading dial. No klystron modes 

to set. Tuning dial accuracy 1%. 

Only three interchangeable R-F tuning units for the entire frequency 

range 10 to 22,000 mcs. 

Temperature conpensation of Klystron Oscillator. 

Swept IF providés 250 kc to 25 mc display independent of R-F 

frequency setting. 

Internal R-F attenuator. 

Frequency marker for measuring frequency differences from 100 kc 

to 25 mc. 

Wri'e today to your nearest Polarad representative, or directly to the factory 

for complete information. 

o/arad 

Model No. Equipment 

Model TSA Spectrum Display 
and Power Supply 

Model STU-1 R-F Tuning Unit 
10.1,000 mc. 

Model STU-2 R -F Tuning Unit 
910-4,560 mc. 

Model STU-3 R -F Tuning Unit 
4,370-27.000 mc, 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Frequency Range: 
70mcto22.000mc 

r re [{uencv Ar^uracy, 

1°, 

Resolution: 
20 kc 

Frequency Dispersion:: 

Electronically controlled, 
continuously adjustable 
from 50 kc/in, to 7 me/In. 

Input Impedance: 
50 ohms 

Over-all Gain: 
120 db 

Attenuation: 
RF....Internal: 120 db con- 
tinuously variable 
IF 60 db continuously 
variable 

Input Power: 
400 watts 

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
100 METROPOLITAN AVENUE, BROOKLYN 11, NEW YORK 

-1 10 me 

REPRESENTATIVES Albuquerque Atlanta Boston Chicago Cleveland Fort Worth Kansas City Los Angeles New York 

Philadelphia San Francisco Seattle St. Paul Syracuse Washington, D.C. Canada, Arnprior - Export: Rocke International Corporation 
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BORG...NEW 
STANDARD 

for precision multi -turn 
potentiometers 

MODELS 901-903 
TEN -TURN POTENTIOMETERS 
Designed for the utmost versatility and adaptability, 
Borg Micropots eliminate the need for special design. 
New Standard Borg Micropots are available in single 
or double shaft models with exceptionally rigid servo - 
mount or bushing -mount at either or both ends. 

MODELS 931-935 
THREE -TURN POTENTIOMETERS 
All potentiometers are available with double end support 
to assure efficient operation where subjected to excessive 
vibration. Precision ball bearings and precision rolled 
lead -screw provide higher accuracies and longer life. 
Ganged units are accurately phased before coupling. 

One-piece centerless-ground stainless steel shaft 
One-piece lead -screw and servo -mount permits rigid mounting and 
maintains true shaft alignment 
Servo or bushing mountings of exceptionally rigid design available 
at either or both ends of any 900 series Micropot 
Drive assembly gives higher accuracy in the four basic types of 
linearity without additional modification 
Contact carrier assembly design permits no backlash between shaft 
rotation and electrical rotation 
Coupling band provides accurate alignment between mounting 
surface and housing 
49" Kohlrausch wound resistance helix permits finer resolution 
Dual Spring contacts assure accurate transmission of voltages from 
carrier assembly to terminal 

a 

9018 

902SS 

)3 - 

41- 
931SK 

933SS 

THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION 
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN 
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iThe TRUTH about 'dag' g 
CRT Exterior Wall Coating 

Many speak about dagging CRT's when they refer to the application 
cf opaque wall coatings. The word dag is loosely and incorrectly used in this 

seise; actually 'dag' is a registered trademark of the Acheson Colloids Company, 
the world's largest producer of colloidal graphite dispersions for :he electronic and 

metalworking industries. 

'dag' Exterior Wall Coating is a unique material. It is a dispersion of extremely 
fine graphite in lacquer, easily applied by spraying. It dries for handling in 2 to 3 

mirutes. After 24 hours at room temperature, or 1/2 hour of 10C° C. infra -red heat, 

it results in a smooth, pitch-black coating which adheres tenaciously. Scratching 
is almost an impossibility. Water won't loosen the coating either. 

Acheson Colloids can also supply appropriate 'dag' dispers ons for coa 

nteriors of tubes. 

More detailed information available in our Bulletin No. 433-E2. 

Dispersions of molybdenum disulfide We are also equipped to do custom dispers- 
are available in various carriers. ing of solids in a wide variety of vehicles. 

Acheson Colloids Company, Port Huron, NLch. 

... also ACHESON COLLOIOS LIMITED, LONDON, ENGLAND 
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r Double Barrel Advertising 

Advertising men agree - to do a complete 
advertising job you need the double effect 
of both Display Advertising and Direct 
Mail. 

Display Advertising keeps your name 
before the public and builds prestige. 

Direct Mail supplements your display 
advertising. It pin -points your message 
right to the executive you want to reach - 
the person who buys or influences the 
purchases. 

More and more companies are constantly 
increasing their use of Direct Mail because 

Mc CRAW -HILL 
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE 

it does a job that no other form of adver- 
tising will do. 

McGraw-Hill has a special Direct Mail 
Service that permits the use of McGraw- 
Hill lists for mailings. Our names give com- 
plete coverage in all the industries served 
by McGraw-Hill publications - gives your 
message the undivided personal attention of 
the topnotch executives in the industrial 
firms. They put you in direct touch with the 
men who make policy decisions. 

Some people have a wrong conception of 
Direct Mail. There's no hocus-pocus to it- 
there's no secret formula-nor is there need 
for an extensive department to plan and 
execute your mailing program. You don't 
even need your own mailing lists. 

Probably no other organization is as well 
equipped as McGraw-Hill to solve the com- 
plicated problem of list maintenance in in- 
dustrial personnel. Our lists are compiled 
from exclusive sources, based on hundreds 
of thousands of mail questionnaires and the 
reports of a nationwide field staff, and are 
maintained on a twenty-four hour basis. 

In view of present day difficulties in 
maintaining your own mailing lists, this ef- 
ficient personalized service is particularly 
important in securing the comprehensive 
market coverage you need and want. 

Ask for more detailed information today. 
You'll be surprised at the low over-all cost 
and the tested effectiveness of these hand- 
picked selections. 

McGRAW-HILL 
PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. 

330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 18, N. Y. 
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DECIMAL KEYBOARD: Consists of a three -decimal bank for 
each axis with associated p us -minus keys. Depres;ing 
plot bar initiates plot and clears keyboard automatically. 
Also manual clear button. lize: 8t/2 x 11 in., Weight: 
12 Lbs. 

XY plotter 
and recorder 

simplified recording 
of two independent 

variables with greater 
selection of input devices 

A compact, desk -size unit that accepts 
either analog or digital inputs. Standard 

digital converters: Decimal keyboard, 
Decimal punched card, and Binary for 

Computer Outputs. Handles remote 
mechanical shaft rotrtions directly with- 
out modification. Modifications available 

to customer specifications. Full chart 
visibility allows observer to view curve 

generation at al _ times. Unique pen 
travel for fast, dependable performance. 

Write for full catalog information. 

Engineers, physicists and mathematicians 

in search of interesting assignments, rapid 

advancement, and job security are requested 

to write Dick Hastings, Personnel Director. 

%V 
PLOTTER 8 RECORDER 

LIBRASCOPE 

PUNCHED 

CARD 

CONVERTER 

PUNCHED CARD CONVERTER: Converts punched card data 
to an analog form suitable for input to X -Y Plotter from 
Gang Summary or Reproducing punches. Display Monitor. 
Total tube complement 26 tubes. 

D.C. INPUTS: 5 millivolt full scale sensitivity on both 
axes. Infinite input impedance for signals to .5 volts. 
2 megohms input impedance above .5 volts. 

Computers & Controls 

IBKASCOPE 
Of 

`Lry 

NT 

LIIRASCOPE, INCORPORATED 1607 FLOWER STREET, GLEcNV [ ovp DALE <CALIFORNIA 

DESCRIPTION: 
Desk or Rack Mounted 
(RCA or RMA) 
Accuracy: .1% 
Weight: 70 lbs. 
Uses Standard Graph Papers: 
11"x161", or 8L/2"x11" 
Power Consumption: 
150 watts, 115 volts, 60 cycles 
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If it's our 'ob to AVOID PRODUCTION DELAYS... 

Call American Airlines AIRFREIGHT 

The Right Space At The Right Place 
Means Prompt Delivery of Component Parts 

When manufacturers can receive electronic parts in hours, they 
have greater protection from production deays. Inventories can 
be slashed, makng possible quick engineering modifications with- 
out obsoleting huge stocks of component parts. 

This is a job airfreight can do for any manufacturer-but, one 
American can do best of all. For, in addition to having the greatest 
cargo capacity, only American Airlines provides fast and frequent 
service to all twenty-three leading industrial states! American Air- 
lines, Cargo Sales Division, 100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

AMERICAN AIRFREIGHT ALSO LEADS IN 

SPEED-American was first with the DC -6A, 
largest, fastest carrier in the commercial 
cargo field 

COVERAGE-American serves more leading 
retail markets as well as the most indus- 
trial states. 

EXPERPENCE-pioneer in airfreight service, 
American assures you of prompt, expert 
handling. 

.I~i1°R^~~ AMER/CAN A IRL INES INC. 
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e- 

you are looking at 560 electronics engineers 
This concentration of mindpower-the equivalent of 

nearly 4,000 years of experience in the new science of 
electronics - is part of a team of 2200 specialists in the 
Engineering Division of Martin. It is also part of a major 
development in the aircraft industry. 

For the electronics requirements of today's weapons 
systems are an increasingly critical factor in the cost of 
airpower, involving navigation, guidance, search, fire con- 
trol, communications and a rapidly growing number of 
operational functions. 

Martin's top -rated electronics resources are a vital part 

of the balanced and integrated system of engineering 
skills essential today to the production of optimum weap- 
ons systems at maximum efficiency and economy. 

Take the case of the U.S.A.E B-61 Matador, America's 
first successful pilotless bomber: 

This major weapon is being produced for a fraction 
of the cost -per -pound of equivalent piloted aircraft ... 
another long-range payoff on Martin Systems Engineer- 
ing, which is delivering more airpower at less cost to our 
Government and the American taxpayer. 

You will hear more about Martin! 

irod 

AIRCRAFT 
THE GLENN L. MARTIN COMPANY 
BALTIMORE MARYLAND 
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P.R. MALLORY a CO. Inc. 

SPECIFY M ALLOR 
precious -metal contacts 

for 
assured 

performance 
in 

your product 

IF YOU use precious metal contacts in your 
equipment, it will pay you to get acquainted 

with what Mallory can do for you. Mallory con- 
tacts have earned a reputation, among leading 
manufacturers of electrical and electronic prod- 
ucts, for being expertly designed ... precision 
manufactured ... and economically priced for the 
intended use. Here are some of the reasons behind 
this reputation: 

VARIETY OF MATERIALS: includes the 
Elkonium® family of platinum and palladium 
alloys; Mallory fine silver, coin silver; and Silver 
Elkonium alloys of copper, gold, platinum and 
palladium ... all products of Mallory's extensive 
metallurgical research. 

FABRICATION TECHNIQUES: specialized meth- 
ods developed by Mallory for brazing, welding 
and direct bonding permit maximum economy of 
costly metals, and assure good contact life. 

ECONOMICAL ASSEMBLY: many manufacturers 
have found that by utilizing Mallory's facilities 
for producing complete contact assemblies, they 
can reduce overall costs and eliminate the uncer- 
tainties and re -shipment problems that come with 
divided responsibility. 

Mallory also offers parallel facilities and a full 
selection of contacts for heavy-duty and other 
applications beyond the scope of precious metals. 

New Catalog Available 
A 60 -page catalog, "Mallory Contacts and Con- 
tact Assemblies," describes the many types of 
Mallory contact materials and assemblies ... 
includes valuable selection data and design in- 
formation. Write for your copy today. 

Expect More... Get More from MA ®Y 
Serving Industry with These Products: 

Electromechanical-Resistors Switches Television Tuners Vibrators 

Electrochemical- Capacitors Rectifiers Mercury Batteries 
Metallurgical-Contacts Special Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials 

P. R. MALLORY $ CO. Inc. 

MALLORYY 
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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electronics 

TRENDS . . . A month of in- 
tensive field work leads to the 
conclusion that the electronics in- 
dustry is well aware of current 
conditions in our economy and is 
adapting itself to the market. 

Curtailment of television re- 
ceiver production last fall hit com- 
ponent parts manufacturers hard. 
But they are now building back 
volume by effecting production 
economies and selling at lower 
prices. They realize that more, 
rather than less, business will be 
required in 1954 if they are to take 
in as many dollars. 

Shifting of the military program 
from mass production of relatively 
simple and inexpensive items re- 
quired by a large army to more 
carefully controlled production of 
sophisticated and expensive items 
needed by a highly specialized but 
smaller striking force has led 
manufacturers to shift in either 
one of two directions: (1) greater 
concentration upon military de- 
sign and development as well as 
production contracts or (2) return 
to the civilian market. There is 
less tendency in the industry to 
carry water on both shoulders. 

Growing realization that elec- 
tronic instruments useful to all 
industry represent perhaps the 
most stable element in our entire 
field is leading more manufactur- 

CROSS 

TALK 

ers in this direction. Adaptation 
of instruments originally designed 
for the military to the commercial 
market is proceeding at a stepped - 
up pace. Refinement of existing 
instruments will probably make 
this year a standout from the 
standpoint of new products. 

'RESEARCH... A strong plug 
for scientific research in general 
and basic research in particular 
was included in President Eisen- 
hower's recent executive order 
outlining the part that various 
government agencies are expected 
to play in future programs. Said 
the President: "Only a small frac- 
tion of the Federal funds is being 
used to stimulate and support the 
vital basic research which makes 
possible practical scientific prog- 
ress." 

Significantly, the President sug- 
gested in his budget for 1955 that 
the National Science Foundation 
receive $14 million. It received $8 
in the '54 budget and less than $5 
million in '53. NSF is given 
primary responsibility for stimu- 
lating and coordinating govern- 
ment -supported basic research. 
Other agencies are urged in the 
direction of applied research. 

SHOWS ... This is the heavy 
season for conventions and ex - 

W. W. MacDONALD, Editor 

MAY 1954 

hibits and a good time to point out 
a pitfall. Let's take the recent IRE 
meeting in New York as an ex- 
ample and discuss one distressing 
aspect of this otherwise excellent 
affair: 

Some 240 -odd technical papers 
were presented in four days at 54 
sessions, as many as seven running 
concurrently. The sessions were 
well planned but there were so 
many that it was difficult even for 
specialists to completely cover 
their own specialty. 

There were 604 interesting ex- 
hibits. With the aid of our office 
abacus we have figured out that 
if a man listened to none of the 
papers, gave up his lunch and 
dinner and moved with the speed 
of light from booth to booth he 
could spend just 4 minutes 16 sec- 
onds in each before exhibitors 
pulled up stakes. 

Maybe growth of our industry 
requires that shows be kingsize. 
If so, the amount of time de- 
voted to them must expand too. 

UTOPIA . . . In our recent 
travels we met a well-heeled 
physicist who had just imported 
a swank new Mercedes automobile 
from Germany. Apple of his eye 
was the built-in shortwave re- 
ceiver . . . which enables him to 
set the dashboard clock by WWV. 
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One of several car antennas giving essentially omnidirectional reception 

Mobile F -M Broadcast 

Simple circuits developed for f -m programs in moving vehicles or for sky -wave multipath 
reception use limiter and discriminator with bandwidth nearly twelve times that of normal 
receiver pass band. Experimental sets enhance fidelity by reducing distortion 

CONVENTIONAL broadcast f -m re- 
ceivers, being subject to 

multipath interference, cannot be 
used well in vehicles on the move. 
Even with some stationary receiv- 
ers, distortion will result if the f -m 
signals arriving by different paths 
are nearly equal in amplitude. Such 
interference may occur at short 
distances owing to reflection and ab- 
sorption from buildings, hills and 
other objects such as airplanes. 

As early as 1930, Eckersley' re- 
portèd on multipath distortion ex- 
perienced during long-range a -m 
reception, which was found to result 
from incidental frequency modula- 
tion at the transmitter. Later 
Crosby2e made a series of long- 
range propagation tests using f -m 
signals and found that severe inter- 
ference was caused by multipath 
transmission. Thus, although f -m 

offers many advantages such as 
relative freedom from cochannel in- 
terference and noise, it suffers more 
from long-distance multipath dis- 
tortion than a -m. 

The theory of multipath distor- 
tion for f -m signals is well covered 
in the literature, particularly by 
Crosby, Corrington', Plusc', Argu- 
imbau and Granlund. For the pur- 
pose of this paper, the following 
brief and simplified explanation 
may be helpful. 

Multipath Effects 

When an f -m signal arrives at 
the receiver by two transmission 
paths, there will be two signals that 
vary in phase and amplitude de- 
pending on the delay and absorption 
suffered during transmission. These 
two waves add in the linear circuits 
of an f -m receiver and their re- 

sultant can be found by combining 
them vectorially according to the 
parallelogram law. 

In addition to the amplitude ratio 
and phase difference of the two 
waves, the resultant also depends on 
the modulation frequency and 
deviation. The two waves will rein- 
force or cancel each other depend- 
ing on their instantaneous phase, 
thus producing undesired amplitude 
modulation of the resultant carrier. 
Furthermore, during the instant 
the two waves go out of phase, un- 
desired frequency modulation is 
produced because of the rapid 
phase shift of the resultant voltage. 

This effect results in spikes in the 
output of the discriminator. These 
two effects are responsible for pro- 
ducing distortion in f -m receivers 
and become worse when the ampli- 
tudes of the two signals are nearly 
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Complete experimental receiver occupies small chassis 

Receiver Design 

By KERIM ORDER 
Circuit Research Laboratory 

New York, N. Y. 

equal. Distortion increases with 
both the modulation frequency and 
deviation. 

From this oversimplified expla- 
nation it would appear that to re- 
duce distortion, it is first necessary 
to check the amplitude variation of 
the resultant wave by passing it 
through an effective amplitude 
limiter. When this is done, the 
character of the original resultant 
wave is radically altered. 

The limited resultant wave with 
constant amplitude now contains 
higher order terms that are several 
times the modulation bandwidth of 
the original f -m signal. In other 
words the frequency deviation is 
effectively widened many times. 
Plusc showed the extent of this 
widened deviation to be from Fr/ 
(p + 1) to F,,/ (9 - 1) kc where F, 
is the beat frequency in kc between 

the two signals (or the frequency 
deviation) and p is their amplitude 
ratio > 1. In conclusion, he sug- 
gested that the bandwidth of the 
discriminator be widened to reduce 
distortion. 

In a later paper, Arguimbau and 
Granlunde analyzed the whole 
problem of multipath interference 
and showed both theoretically and 
by experiment the advantages of 
the wide -band principle in reducing 
multipath distortion. They built an 
experimental receiver along conven- 
tional lines but using a wide band 
limiter and discriminator'. 

De -emphasis of Spikes 

As regards the spikes produced 
in the output of the discriminator 
owing to undesired frequency modu- 
lation, fortunately these are pre- 
dominantly ultrasonic and the de - 

emphasis circuits in an f -m receiver 
remove the higher audio frequen- 
cies. However, any interference 
within the lower audio range will 
pass through. 

There are two other types of re- 
ceivers claimed to reduce multipath 
interference, the locked -in oscil- 
lator and the feedback type1e.0 

The problem of cochannel inter- 
ference is essentially the same as 
multipath interference and an f -m 
receiver capable of separating two 
signals very close in amplitude will 
be relatively free from both kinds 
of distortion. However if the fre- 
quency difference between the two 
stations falls within the audio 
range, there seems to be at present 
nothing that can be done to improve 
reception. 

Practical Receiver 

The receiver described below is 
based on the wideband principle. 
The amount of extra bandwidth re- 
quired depends on amplitude ratio 
of the two signals to be separated 
and may be determined from Fig. 
1. For an f -m broadcast station 
using a bandwidth of 150 kc, the 
discriminator bandwidth should be 
increased by a factor of 11.5 to 
pick out the stronger of two sig- 
nals differing by 1.5 db in ampli- 
tude. 

It is necessary to widen only the 
bandwidth of the nonlinear circuits 
of the receiver, the limiter and fre- 
quency detector. The bandwidth of 
the r -f and the i -f stages remain 
150-kc wide, since the two signals 
can coexist in the linear portions of 
the receiver. It is only required that 
their response be flat within the 
normal pass band of 150 kc. The 
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limiter and f -m detector circuits 
must be fast -acting to follow rapid 
changes of the resultant signal 
within an audio cycle. 

Figure 2 shows the block dia- 
gram of a simple f -m receiver using 
the wide -band principle. It con- 
sists essentially of a tuned r -f 
amplifier, an oscillating detector, an 
untuned amplifier and limiter, a 
counter -type f -m detector and com- 
bined filter and de -emphasis circuit. 

The receiver circuit is shown in 
Fig. 3, with the exception of the 
audio amplifier. The detector oscil- 
lates at a frequency slightly off the 
carrier, the difference being equal 
to one half the widened bandwidth 
as indicated above. Only the differ- 
ence frequency appears in the plate 
circuit of the oscillating detector, 
since the carrier and the sum fre- 
quencies are bypassed to ground 
through C. 

This difference signal, which car- 
ries the frequency modulation, is 
progressively amplified and limited 
until it becomes a square wave of 
constant amplitude but varying in 
frequency according to the audio 
signal. These square waves are 
differentiated and rectified to 
emerge as small unidirectional 
bursts of constant amplitude and 
area in the output of the counter 
detector. The difference frequency 
is filtered out by the network R4'2 
that also provides the standard de - 
emphasis of 75 microseconds. 

Detector Response 

The response of the limiter -de- 
tector of this receiver is shown in 
Fig. 4. It has a slope of 0.5 v per 
100 kc, thus producing 0.7 v peak - 
to -peak of audio signal for 100 -per- 
cent modulation. The center fre- 
quency is adjusted to approximately 
500 kc. An input voltage of 2.5 my 
at the amplifier is sufficient for full 
limiting and the output remains 
constant above that value. 

Performance 

Such a simple receiver suffers 
from poor adjacent selectivity and 
image rejection. Of two or more 
signals reaching the limiter, the 
stronger takes over when its am- 
plitude is about 2 db above the 
others. Each station appears at two 
points on the dial separated by 
twice the difference frequency and 
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FIG. 2-Block diagram of simple receiver in which 1, is signal frequency and f, the 

center frequency or half the widened bandwidth 

severe distortion is produced in the 
middle region during the tuning 
process. This distortion occurs as 
the difference frequency becomes 
less than the deviation frequency. 

A tuning device such as a meter, 
eye tube or a squelch circuit, should 
be provided to turn on the audio 
when the difference frequency is 
correctly centered. Such control is 
easily effected since several d -c 
volts are available at the center 
frequency. Pushbutton tuning is 
another possibility. With care, a 
station can be tuned in without 
these facilities or a vernier. Be- 
cause the receiver has poor sensi- 
tivity, in the order of 300 p.v, 

another r -f stage should be added 
for better results. 

On the other hand, the perform- 
ance of this simple receiver is 
satisfactory from several view- 
points since at least five f -m sta- 
tions can be received with excellent 
quality in New York City. In addi- 
tion to its relative freedom from 
multipath and cochannel interfer- 
ence, it is virtually free from ampli- 
tude distortion; since the non - 
linearity of the diodes in the 
counter -type detector does not show 
up as distortion as in conventional 
discriminators. 

The output of this receiver re- 
mains constant regardless of input 
level and it does not respond to 
amplitude modulation or to noise. 
No afc is required since the limiter - 
counter response is wide; hence, 
frequency drift in the oscillating 
detector will not affect the quality 
of reproduction. The set is free 
from hum and microphonics when 
tuned. 

One feature of this receiver is its 
simplicity of design using a mini- 

mum of part types, rendering it 
suitable for miniaturization and 
printed circuitry. No alignment is 
required during production and 
servicing other than that of the r -f 
circuit. It is also adaptable for a -c/ 
d -c operation with no hum or shock 
troubles since the audio output is 
isolated from the rest of the re- 
ceiver by the differentiator capaci- 
tor and the antenna is inductively 
coupled. 

Improved Receiver 

The performance of this re- 
ceiver can be greatly improved by 
using the front end of a conven- 
tional f -m receiver and one or more 
10.7 -mc i -f stages as shown in Fig. 
5. An oscillating detector, similar 
to the circuit shown in Fig. 3, is 
used after the last i -f stage and the 
difference frequency is fed directly 
to the limiter. An experimental re- 
ceiver based on this scheme was 
built and tested with good results. 
However, only one i -f stage was 
used and the first converter was 
likewise of the self -oscillating type 
but the difference frequency was 
tunable to 10.7 mc. The second oscil- 
lating detector was fixed at 10.2 mc. 

This receiver has adequate selec- 
tivity and sensitivity and no center- 
ing device is necessary for proper 
tuning. In addition, it is relatively 
free from multipath and cochannel 
interference depending on how 
large a difference frequency is used 
after the second detector. 

It is also possible to increase the 
adjacent selectivity and the sensi- 
tivity of the receiver by using a 
tuned amplifier between the oscil- 
lating detector and the limiter. This 
amplifier should have a flat band- 
width of 150 kc centered on the dif- 
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ference frequency that is chosen. 
A simplified version of this re- 

ceiver is particularly suitable for tv 
receivers using intercarrier sound. 
As show in Fig. 6 it consists of a 
fixed oscillating detector at about 
4.3 mc, an untuned limited ampli- 
fier, a counter -type f -m detector and 
a combined filter and de -emphasis 
circuit. A high center frequency is 
not necessary in this case, since the 
deviation frequency is only ±25 kc. 
Therefore, the differentiator time 
constant (RSCS) shown in Fig. 3 can 
be made longer giving higher audio 
output. Furthermore, the limiter 
will also completely remove any 
amplitude modulation resulting 
from picture signals. 

This scheme can be adapted to 
other kinds of tv receivers by using 
an oscillating detector slightly off 
the sound carrier frequency. 

Car Radio 

A complete f -m broadcast re- 
ceiver with audio amplifier and 
vibrator power supply was built to 
test the wide -band principle in 
automobiles. 

With the car stationary, an f -m 
station was tuned in and the dif- 
ference frequency adjusted to about 
80 kc. When the car was driven 
around blocks of apartment build- 
ings, severe distortion was caused 
in the form of several loud swishes 
of short duration, These also occur- 
red every time a car or a bus 
passed by with the result that con- 
tinuous reception was almost im- 
possible. 

The difference frequency was 
gradually increased, producing a 
wider bandwidth, while counting 
the number of swishes heard in 
going around the same block sev- 
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eral times. With a center frequency 
of about 600 kc it was possible to 
reduce the number of these swishes 
to about two or three. Unfortu- 
nately, the poor adjacent selectivity 
of this experimental receiver did 
not permit increasing the difference 
frequency any further to get rid of 

the remaining swishes. It is also 
likely that two of these disturbances 
resulted from the directivity pat- 
terns of the antennas used. 

These experiments also showed 
that no ignition interference or 
other car noises were heard, even 
with the suppressors removed. 
However, it was found necessary to 
shield the early stages of the audio 
amplifier against direct pickup and 
the battery leads had to be filtered. 

As a result of these experiments 
it can be safely concluded that satis- 
factory f -m reception is possible in 
automobiles if a wide -band f -m re- 
ceiver is used. Thus, the benefits 
of clear f -m reception can be en- 
joyed in cars, particularly during 
summer months when ordinary a -m 
reception is marred with static. 

It should be noted that with mo- 
bile f -m services such as taxi radio, 
the problem of multipath interfer- 
ence is not so apparent since both 
the audio and deviation frequencies 
used are low. 
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Removing Tramp Iron 
Pickup coil in steady magnetic field acts with electronic system to detect and reject the 
equivalent of a half -inch length of bailing wire in moist chopped hay traveling at up to 
10,000 feet per minute through an 8 -inch blower pipe 

By J. B. DOBIE and F. C. JACOB 
Department of Agricultural Engineering 

University of California 
Davis, Calif. 

HE PREVALENCE of tramp iron 
in hay and feed annually 

creates significant losses for dairy- 
men. Hardware sickness (traumatic 
gastritis) of cattle is caused by 
penetration of the stomach wall by 
a nail or piece of wire. 

Various forms of magnets or air 
flotation devices successfully re- 
move tramp iron from liquid, 
ground or granular feeds, but when 
stemmy materials such as hay or 
silage are handled by pneumatic 
conveyor, another method is needed. 

The iron remover described here 
uses an iron detector to control a 
bypass or reject gate. On detec- 
tion, an iron piece is rejected, along 
with a small wad of hay, by mo- 
mentary deflection at the gate. 

Several metal detectors have been 
described, both experimental and 
commercial models, that use an 
alternating magnetic inspection 
field" and operate with conveyor 
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FIG. 1-Iron detector system 

speeds up to several hundred feet 
per minute. This method is unsuit- 
able for pneumatically conveyed 
chopped hay, which moves at speeds 
of 6,000 to 10,000 feet per minute 
and may have a moisture content 
above 30 percent. If the frequency 
of an alternating field is high 
enough to detect at this conveyor 
speed, the detector becomes re- 
sponsive to moisture also. 

Since the metal to be removed is 
ferromagnetic, the high conveyor 
speed becomes an advantage in com- 
bination with the use of a steady 
magnetic inspection field.'' The 
momentary change in magnetic 
path reluctance created by passage 
of a piece of iron generates several 
millivolts in the associated inspec- 
tion coil. This voltage is amplified 
by a high -s. double triode, and the 
positive portion operates a biased 
thyratron having in its plate circuit 
a solenoid that operates the rejec- 

tion gate. The general arrange- 
ment is shown in Fig. 1. 

Inspection Coil 
The inspection coil has an 8i -inch 

aperture, for placement around an 
8 -inch blower pipe. The magnetiz- 
ing winding of 15,000 turns carries 
a current of 100 ma, giving a field 
strength on its axis of about 100 
gauss. This arrangement produces 
sufficient response from a length of 
baling wire as short as inch, trav- 
eling through the least sensitive 
part of the aperture. 

To minimize internal vibration, 
absorbing material that reduces 
transmission of vibration is used 
for mounting the coil assembly on 
a 3 -foot section of aluminum pipe. 

The pickup coils for the experi- 
mental model are split and wired in 
series opposing. This arrangement 
helps cancel undesired external in- 
fluences, particularly ripple in the 
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from Chopped Hay 

First field trial of tramp -iron remover. Total of 34 pieces of dangerous wire and nails was removed from this haystack in first pass 
through setup, and none on second pass 

current that supplies the magnetiz- 
ing winding. The desired signal is 
not cancelled, for the two halves of 
the split pickup winding are on 
opposite ends of the magnetizing 
winding. Their centers are about 
6 inches apart and there is a time 
difference in the signal produced in 
the two halves. A permanent mag- 
net for the field and a single pickup 
winding could be used for simplifi- 
cation. 

The nature of the electrical sig- 
nal varies with length, orientation 
and speed of baling wire or other 
iron object. In one half of the pick- 
up winding an impulse of one polar- 
ity is induced as the wire enters the 
magnetic field and another impulse 
of opposite polarity appears as the 
wire leaves the field. The other 
half of the winding reacts the same, 
with the time difference mentioned 
above. 

Each induced impulse may be lik- 

ened to one half -cycle of a sine 
wave, but (depending on geometry 
and speed of the wire) the two half - 
cycles are not necessarily adjacent. 
Taking the length of the pickup coil 
assembly as foot and the wire 
speed as 100 feet per second, the 
wire traverses the coil in 1/200 
second and the coil output therefore 
has a fundamental frequency of 200 
cycles per second. 

Amplifier and Control 

The complete circuit of the ampli- 
fier and control is given in Fig. 2. 
The amplifier gain is 54 db, with 
pass band centered at 200 to 300 
cps. Response below 100 cps or 
above 1,000 cps not only contributes 
little to the desired information but 
offers more opportunity for inter- 
ference from irrelevant signals, 
such as those produced by vibration 
of the inspection coil. 

The extra cost of an industrial 

type of tube is well justified by its 
longer life and freedom from influ- 
ence by vibration. Since the heater 
currents of this tube and the thy- 
ratron are the same, the coil of 
an a -e relay and the heaters can be 
connected in series so that inter- 
ruption of current by a tube burn- 
out will operate a warning buzzer. 
Another relay, in the line carrying 
the inspection coil magnetizing cur- 
rent, and a test button in the input 
stage cathode circuit offer further 
service reliability; otherwise the 
iron detector would not give warn- 
ing in the event of equipment 
failure. The test button produces 
a signal by momentarily removing 
the bias on the first stage. 

In the quiescent state the thyra- 
tron is nonconducting, the oil -filled 
hold -time capacitor in its plate cir- 
cuit is charged to about 275 volts, 
and the thyratron relay is ener- 
gized, thus keeping the circuit in 
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readiness. A signal large enough 
to overcome the bias on the thyra- 
tron grid causes that tube to con- 
duct, discharging the hold -time ca- 
pacitor. When the capacitor volt- 
age has fallen, the thyratron relay 
releases, opening the plate circuit 
and extinguishing the thyratron. 
The current flowing to recharge the 
hold -time capacitor passes through 
the coil of the solenoid -circuit 
power relay, operating the reject 
gate. 

The reject gate is held in the 
operated position until the voltage 
on the hold -time capacitor rises, 
thereby reducing the charging cur- 
rent below the drop -out current for 
the power relay. Earlier in the 
cycle the voltage on the capacitor 
is sufficiently high to reclose the 
thyratron relay. This makes the 
device ready for a second operation 
even before the cycle for the first 
operation is complete. 

The thyratron plate circuit com- 
ponents do more, then, than just 
provide a hold -open time for the 
reject gate. If additional signals 
occur during the hold time, the 
hold -time capacitor is repeatedly 
discharged, keeping the reject gate 
open until the last iron piece has 
cleared. This is essential for a de- 
tector operating with farm blower 
equipment. It is not unusual for 
a length of wire picked up with hay 
in the field to be cut into many 
small pieces when the hay is 
chopped, and these pieces may 
arrive at the detector in rapid 
sequence. 

Much of the speed and accuracy 
of operation of the tramp iron re- 
mover depends on the reject gate, 
and special attention has been given 
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FIG. 3-Two types of reject gates used 
to divert contaminated hay 

to its construction.' Several fac- 
tors establish 100 milliseconds as a 
desirable maximum operating time 
for the gate. These factors include 
the position of the iron -removing 
equipment in the pneumatic con- 
veyor, the influences that give vari- 
ability to the time of travel of a 
particle between the detector coil 
and reject gate and the need to keep 
rejected hay at a minimum. 

Reject Gate 
A gate of relatively simple un- 

balanced construction as in Fig. 3A 
has performed well on 6 -inch pipe, 
but its use is precluded on 8 -inch 
pipe by the effect of static air pres- 
sure on the larger vane. It is there- 
fore desirable, although the inertia 
is doubled, to use the balanced con- 
struction of Fig. 3B where half the 
vane serves no function except 
counteraction of air pressure, 
thereby making the operation inde- 
pendent of static pressure in the 
pneumatic system. 

From the first, the possibility has 
been recognized that the blower sys- 
tem may become plugged at the re- 
ject gate. Every effort has been 
made to maintain a smooth and un- 
interrupted flow -path for the hay 
in both the normal and reject posi- 
tions of the gate. Results with dry 
hay have been satisfactory; with 
hay of 30 -percent moisture content 
or above, the system is encouraging 
but not yet foolproof. Further de- 
velopment is needed to eliminate 
occasional plugging by such stickier 
material. 

A Cutler -Hammer d -c solenoid, 
size D-3, rated for 230 volts and 
time duty, has been used effectively 
to operate the gate. The rated pull 

Iron eaten with hay, found in cow by 
veterinarian 

at a 1i -inch stroke is 27i pounds for 
85 percent voltage. A voltage -trip- 
ling selenium rectifier operating 
from 115 volts 60 cycles charges a 
160-µf capacitor to 450 volts at no 
load; this power supply and the 
solenoid coil in series comprise the 
solenoid circuit, as indicated in Fig. 
2. Soon after the solenoid coil is 
energized this voltage falls to 230 
volts because of regulation, but the 
momentary impulse provides addi- 
tional acceleration to the gate vane. 
The spark -suppressing components 
are required to protect the relay 
contacts from the inductive surge 
when the contacts are broken. 

Field Tests 

Thirty-four pieces of wire and 
nails were removed from about 3 
tons of a farmer's hay, restoring it 
from a condemned condition to us- 
able hay. In another field test, the 
equipment was exposed to rain and 
fog and operated intermittently 
over a five -month period. About 
200 tons of hay were inspected, 
from which 472 pieces of iron- 
mostly nails and wire, ranging from 

inch to 12 inches in length-were 
removed. No electronic mainte- 
nance problems developed during 
these tests. 
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Amplifier and control unit, with coil and 
gate sockets at front 
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Transistor Gun for TV 

By RAYMOND E. LAFFERTY 
Engineering Development Group 

National Broadcasting Co. 
New York, N. Y. 

Single -transistor oscillator in dummy gun shoots medium -frequency radio wave to brass - 

ribbon pickup loop on floor of studio. Impulse picked up on broadcast -type receiver 

actuates relay in detector circuit to operate electronic sound -effects generator at exact 

instant that actor presses trigger 

EVEN BEFORE the development 
and construction of the NBC 

electronic shot generator,'i. it was 
apparent that a gun capable of 
activating a gunshot sound -effects 
device, without connecting wires, 
would be useful for television. 

Once several shot effects genera- 
tors were built and made available 
in television studios, the need for 
such a gun became increasingly evi- 
dent. Perfect synchronization be- 
tween trigger action and the sound 
of the report is difficult, if not im- 
possible, for sound -effects technic- 
ians. To the discriminating viewer, 
the delayed, or anticipatory report, 
is ludicrous. 

Accordingly, a simple but effec- 
tive application of transistors was 
employed to build an electronic gun. 
Located in the interior of the gun, 
which was built by the NBC Special 

Effects Department, is an oscillator 
with its associated coil and capaci- 
tor. The magnetic field established 
in this coil couples energy to a 
nearby receiving loop. The voltage 
induced in the loop, after amplifica- 
tion and detection, closes a relay 
that fires the gunshot generator. 
The actor with the gun is free to 
turn in any direction and may fire 
the gun any place within the re- 
ceiving loop (taped to the studio 
floor and camouflaged, if necessary, 
with paint) . The gun can be fired 
outside the loop if special circum- 
stances dictate, but best results are 
achieved inside the confines of the 
loop. 

Choice of Weapons 

The circuit of the system is 

shown, as is a typical gun with its 
battery, transistor, coil and capaci- 

tor. The flexibility of the elec- 

tronic shot effects generator per- 
mits the use of pistols, rifles or ma- 

chine guns. The latter weapon will 

fire for as long as the trigger is 

held. Ricochets can be incorporated 
with either pistols or rifles by prop- 
erly presetting the generator. 

Legal Requirement 

The frequency of operation has 

been tentatively set at 525 kc. At 

this frequency, FCC Rule 15.2 (c) 

allows 300 feet between the gun 
(oscillator) and the 15 microvolt - 

per -meter contour. Measured dist- 
ances to this contour show it to be 

only about 50 feet. 
REFERENCES 
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Balloon -Borne Radiation 
By G. M. BURGWALD and L. REIFFEL 

Armour Research Foundation Illinois Institute of Technology 
Technology Center, Chicago, Ill. 

ELEMETERING SYSTEMS for high - 
altitude research with rocket - 

borne equipment have received 
considerable attention. Correspond- 
ing systems for balloon -borne ap- 
paratus have not undergone com- 
parable development. While many 
of the problems are similar, there 
are sufficient basic differences to 
make a direct carry-over from well - 
engineered rocket systems to bal- 
loon -borne devices impractical. 

A balloon -borne radiation de- 
tection and telemetering system 
based on a scintillation counter is 

described which is capable of 
measuring the low -energy gamma - 
ray component of cosmic rays to 
altitudes as high as 115,000 feet. 

Use of a scintillation counter as 
the radiation detector offers ad- 
vantages not attainable with Geiger 
counters, although the circuitry re- 
quired is somewhat more complex 
and necessarily heavier. Scintilla- 
tion counter pulses are channeled 
to a differential pulse -height dis- 
criminator and then to a pulse -scal- 
ing circuit. The output pulse of 
the scaling circuit is used to in- 

terrupt the carrier of a crystal - 
controlled r -f transmitter. 

Altitude information is obtained 
by varying the carrier frequency of 
a transmitter as a function of alti- 
tude and measuring the frequency 
shift at the ground station. Low - 
frequency transmitters for count- 
ing rate and altitude information 
permit use of crystal -controlled 
oscillators and nondirectional re- 
ceiving antenna at the ground sta- 
tion. 

A circuit diagram of the balloon - 
borne unit is shown in Fig. 1. The 
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Plastic balloon used to carry telemetering equipment being inflated. Diagram at right shows balloon rigging 
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Telemetering System 
Phototube scintillation counter measures low -energy gamma radiation at altitudes up to 22 

miles. Pulse -modulated f -m transmitter used to convey data to ground station. At maxi- 

mum altitude signal level is down only 15 to 20 db from ground reference 

radiation detector consists of a 
5819 multiplier phototube, V view- 
ing the light given off by a thallium - 
activated sodium -iodide crystal. 
The crystal responds to radiation 
by emitting a flash of light whose 
intensity is related to the energy 
of the radiation. Lucite as a light 
pipe is placed between the crystal 
and the window of the phototube to 
improve the optical light coupling. 
Mineral oil is used to fill small air 
spaces between the mating sur- 
faces. 

Detection of gamma rays in the 
energy range of 0.1 to 2.0 mev is 
principally by photoelectric and 
Compton absorption in the crystal. 
The output of the multiplier photo - 
tube is a series of random pulses 
whose amplitude is proportional to 
the energy given up by the elec- 
trons ejected by the gamma rays. 

High voltage for the dynode net- 
work is supplied by a regulated 
supply consisting of a CK 1038, 900 - 
volt corona regulator tube supplied 
from four 300 -volt batteries in 
series. The regulated voltage varies 
by only a few volts as the current 
through the CK 1038 varies from 
0 to 50 microamperes. This is im- 
portant since the gain of the multi- 
plier phototube changes as about 
the 9th power of applied voltage. 
The voltage across the dynode net- 
work may be set at from 650 to 
900 volts so that the output pulse 
height of different tubes can be 
standardized. The detector and the 
high -voltage regulator circuit are 
enclosed in a light and pressure 
sealed container, the regulator cir- 
cuit being maintained at atmos- 
pheric pressure to eliminate the 
problem of corona at high altitudes. 

Pulse -Height Discriminator 
Pulses from the multiplier photo - 

tube are amplified by V, and V, and 

Complete gondola with radiation detec- 
tor. High -voltage supply is located be- 
hind detector unit 

Ground station for receiving count data 

are then coupled to the upper and 
lower gate circuit by the dual diode, 
V,. The lower gate consists of an 
amplifier V6, and a monostable 
multivibrator, V, and V,. When the 
pulse height of V, exceeds the bias 
on the diode, V,, the pulse is ampli- 
fied, and triggers the multivibrator. 
Resistor R, adjusts the bias on the 
diode to determine the triggering 
level. The upper gate circuit con- 
sists of V. and V, and its operation 
is similar to that of the lower gate. 

The output pulses from the upper 
gate are coupled to the suppressor 
grid of the output tube in the lower 
gate circuit, V,. When the input 
pulse height is at an intermediate 
value between the two gate set- 
tings, only the lower gate will 
trigger and the output pulse is 
counted by the counting circuit. If 
the pulse exceeds the bias setting 
of the upper gate, both multivibra- 
tors start to trigger, but the pulse 
from the upper gate paralyzes the 
output stage of the lower gate, so 
that no pulse appears in its output. 

The width of the upper -gate 
pulse is somewhat wider than that 
of the lower gate to insure proper 
anticoincidence action, at least for 
counting rates for which the re- 
covery time of the circuits are 
negligible. The triggering levels are 
set to correspond to 0.1 and 2.0 
million electron volts to insure a 

20 -to -1 ratio in levels. 

Pulse Counter and Modulator 
Circuit 

Output pulses from the lower 
gate circuit are coupled to a step - 
charge counting circuit having an 
adjustable scaling factor variable 
from eight to thirteen. The energy - 
storage capacitor is located in the 
cathode circuit of a monostable 
multivibrator circuit, V,_. Each 
pulse reduces the voltage on the 
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FIG. 1-Balloon-borne unit employs sodium -iodide crystal as radiation detector. High -voltage regula tor circuit is maintained at 

storage capacitor until the grid - 
cathode voltage of the normally 
cut-off section reaches the con- 
duction value and then the multi - 
vibrator triggers, supplying an out- 
put pulse to the modulator circuit 
and recharging the storage capaci- 
tor to its original value. Triode V 
allows the storage capacitor to be 
charged in linear steps permitting 
the use of somewhat higher scaling 
factors. The modulator circuit con- 
sists of a thyratron, V,B, which is 
normally cut off. The output pulse 
from the scaling circuit triggers 
the thyratron and its output pulse 
is used to modulate the carrier of 
the transmitter. Capacitor C, is 
normally charged to the B+ volt- 

age and quenches the thyratron. 
The transmitter consists of an 

oscillator and a power -amplifier 
stage. Tube V,* is a crystal -con- 
trolled Pierce oscillator which re- 
quires no tuned circuits in its 
operation. The output of the power - 
amplifier stage, V,6, drives a center - 
fed half -wave antenna. The power 
output of the unit is approximately 
1 l watts. 

The negative pulses from the 
modulator circuit are coupled to the 
grid of the oscillator stage, and cut 
off the carrier for approximately 
600 microseconds. It is necessary to 
transmit pulses of at least this 
width because of the high selectiv- 
ity of the receiver amplifier. Carrier 

frequency is in the 6 -me region. 
The signal containing pulse data 

is received at the ground station by 
a communications receiver. The 
pulses appearing in the detected 
output of the receiver are amplified 
so that they will drive a scaler and 
count -rate meter. A recorder may 
be used to give a permanent record 
of counting -rate as a function of 
time. 

Best reception has been obtained 
using a vertical center -fed half - 
wave antenna approximately 75 feet 
in length. An end -fed vertical an- 
tenna connected to a small captive 
balloon is also effective, but can be 
used only during periods of rela- 
tively low wind velocity. 

FIG. 2-Schematic and picture of altitude transmitter. Pressure sen- 
sitive capacitors at input are alternately switched to created fre- 
quency difference indicating altitude 
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atmospheric pressure in sealed container to eliminate corona problems at high altitude 

With the receiver r -f gain set 
at maximum the indicated signal 
strength on the S -meter at the time 
of balloon launching is approxi- 
mately 40 db above S-9. When the 
balloon reaches maximum altitude, 
the signal level is usually between 
20 and 25 db above S-9. During the 
parachute descent, the signal level 
varies between S-9 and 10 db above 
S-9; reception is not as good during 
the descent because of swinging of 
the transmitting antenna. In gen- 
eral, when the signal strength is 
less than S-9, the signal to noise 
ratio makes it difficult to obtain 
good data. 

Altitude Transmitter 
A separate transmitter and re- 

ceiver are used to obtain altitude 
data. A circuit diagram of the alti- 
tude transmitter is shown in Fig. 
2 with a photograph of the unit. 
A variable capacitor, connected to 
an aneroid element, is shunted 
across the crystal in the oscillator 
circuit. The capacitance changes 
with altitude and shifts the carrier 
frequency by a small amount. For 
a carrier frequency of 1.75 mc, the 
frequency shifts approximately 500 
cps as the altitude changes from 
zero to 100,000 feet. 

The variable capacitor consists 
of a movable plate positioned be- 
tween two fixed plates. A motor - 
driven set of contacts alternately 
switches from one fixed plate to the 

other so that the capacitance be- 
tween the movable plate and one 
of the fixed plates appears across 
the crystal. Switching occurs at ap- 
proximately 30 -second intervals and 
the frequency difference obtained 
due to capacitance switching is 
used as a measure of altitude. The 
transmitter employs a crystal os- 
cillator and a power amplifier stage 
delivering a power output of ap- 
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FIG. 3-Altitude-transmitter frequency 
shift as a function of altitude 
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FIG. 4-Representative radiation curve 
obtained in flights at a latitude of 28 - 

deg north 

proximately 1 watts. 
At the ground receiving station 

the input signal is mixed with a 
local oscillator operating at the 
transmitter frequency and the fre- 
quency difference at the receiver 
output is measured with a fre- 
quency meter and plotted on a re- 
corder. A typical frequency -alti- 
tude curve is shown in Fig. 3. 

Balloon Data 
The balloons used on all flights 

were of a plastic, nonexpansible 
type about 85 feet in diameter. A 
release timer located at the bottom 
of the balloon cuts it loose from 
the equipment after a predeter- 
mined interval. Upon release, the 
equipment is lowered to the ground 
by a 28 -foot parachute. The aver- 
age rate of rise of the balloon is 
about 600 feet per minute. During 
the first part of the descent the 
velocity approaches the free -fall 
rate until 60,000 feet is reached. 

To insure a successful launching, 
surface wind must be less than 15 
mph and it is desirable to have a 
wind screen, such as a hangar, to 
shield the balloon during inflation. 

The aid rendered by General 
Mills personnel, in particular C. P. 
Merrill is hereby acknowledged. 
The authors are indebted to J. C. 
Beynon, C. A. Stone and F. G. Rest 
of Armour Research Foundation for 
important and valuable contribu- 
tions. 
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An R -F Generator for 

Oscillator tube with cooling system consisting of water coils and air blowers housed 
in movable compartment to facilitate servicing 

LARGE SYNCHROCYCLOTRONS re- 

quire radio -frequency supplies 
that can deliver large amounts of 
power and can be modulated over a 
wide frequency range.' In some 
machines it is also desirable to 
pulse the r -f system on during the 
desired part of the frequency -mod- 
ulation cycle and to control the puls- 
ing intervals. This article describes 
the equipment used for these pur- 
poses in the 170 -inch synchrocyclo- 
tron at the University of Chicago. 

The basic design of the r -f sys- 
tem is identical with that developed 
by MacKenzie for the same use 
at the University of California.' 
The system is inherently capable of 
covering both proton and deuteron 
ranges with minor adjustments. 
The rotary tuning capacitor is lo- 
cated at a point of low magnetic 
field and d -c bias for the dee is 
easily provided to avoid ion loading. 

Protons start at a magnetic field 
of 18,600 gauss and reach a final 
energy of 450 million electron volts 
at a radius of 76 inches and a 

field of 17,600 gauss. The frequency 
range required is 28.4 to 18.2 mc. 

The accelerating voltage is ap- 
plied between a single dee and a 
grounded dummy dee. The dee, 
which is approximately semicircu- 
lar, is 164 in. in diameter and has 
the characteristics of a transmis- 
sion line of about 6 ohms. The dee 
voltage is of the order of 10 to 15 
kv, sufficient for a repetition rate 
of about 60 pulses per second. 

General Design 

In this system the dee is con- 
nected to a rotating capacitor 
through a section of transmission 
line. The other side of the capaci- 
tor is connected to ground through 
a transmission -line stub. It is pos- 
sible to proportion the dimensions 
of the system so that it behaves like 
a uniform transmission line shorted 
at one end and open at the other 
with the rotating capacitor at a 
point about one-third of the way 
from the shorted end. 

The minimum frequency is ap- 

By LESTER KORNBLITH, JR. 
Institute for Nuclear Studies 

University of Chicago 
Chicago, Ill. 

proached as the capacitance is made 
very large and the system behaves 
as a resonant quarter -wave line. 
As the capacitance approaches zero 
the system behaves as a three-quar- 
ter wave line with a 180 -degree 
phase shift at the capacitor. The 
theoretical ratio of maximum to 
minimum frequency is three. 

In practice, the attainable ratio 
is appreciably less than three be- 
cause of the finite capacitance lim- 
its of the rotating capacitor and the 
difficulty of arranging an efficient 
coupling to the oscillator tube over 
a wide frequency range. The cou- 
pling for the tube is designed to 
avoid undesired modes of oscilla- 
tion. A particularly troublesome 
parasitic mode is a three-quarter 
wave mode that places no voltage 
across the capacitor. In this mode 
the capacitor has no control over 
the frequency at which the system 
resonates. Since the capacitor 
losses do not appear, this mode has 
a higher Q than the proper operat- 
ing mode. 

If the capacitor losses are exces- 
sive, the capacitor can behave as a 
mode selector tending to favor the 
incorrect mode. For this reason 
the capacitor must be designed to 
have as small a loss as possible. 

Oscillator Tube 

The oscillator tube is coupled 
across the capacitor through long 
high -impedance lines, as shown in 
Fig. 1, designed so that the excita- 
tion phase is incorrect for the 
i -wave untunable mode. The tube 
is operated grounded -grid, to take 
advantage of the inherent freedom 
from oscillator parasitics that this 
type of operation can afford. The 
oscillator excitation is supplied to 
the cathode, which must be driven 
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Nuclear Energy Studies 
Accelerating voltage for 450-mev synchrocyclotron is supplied by 40 -kw sweep -frequency 

generator. Motor driven capacitor tunes oscillator from 18.2 to 28.4 mc. Output is keyed 

by phototube circuit actuated from mirrors on capacitor shaft 

in phase with the plate. 
The cathode is indirectly cou- 

pled by a loop suspended inside the 
dee to induce a voltage which, 
transformed through a long line, 
drives the cathode with enough am- 
plitude in the proper phase. Be- 
cause of the resistive component of 
the drive impedance, the actual 
phase must be corrected by capaci- 
tive loading of the cathode. The 
plate is coupled directly by a long 
line connected in parallel with the 
stub line. 

The resonant system, consisting 
of the dee and its line and capacitor 
stator, the rotor, and the grounded 
stub line and its stator, is sus- 
pended and operated in a vacuum. 
To dissipate the heat produced in 
the system, all parts in the vacuum 
as well as the support rods are wa- 
ter cooled. The rotor of the ca- 
pacitor, which is 18i inches in 
diameter and about 4 feet long, has 
6 rows of blades with 85 blades in 
each row. It was machined from a 
solid steel forging and copper 
plated. The rotor blades mesh with 
stator blades to leave a minimum 
gap of 0.110 inch. This gives a 
total capacitance of 3,600 p.µf. 

The oscillator tube is mounted in 
a compartment shown in photo- 
graph. Since. the tube is operated 
with the grid grounded, the box is 
divided into an upper cathode sec- 
tion and a lower anode section to 
minimize coupling between these 
electrodes. The box is mounted on 
wheels and tracks to facilitate serv- 
icing other parts of the machine. 

The tube is a 5770 thoriated- 
tungsten filament, water and air- 
cooled triode especially designed for 
grounded -grid operation. It has a 
plate dissipation rating of 40 -kw at 
30 mc. It is mounted in a i -inch 

mild -steel jacket to provide shield- 
ing against the stray field of the 
cyclotron magnet, which is about 
300 gauss at this point. Cooling is 
provided by a water coil made from 
two 20 -foot lengths of 1 -inch nylon - 
jacketed Tygon tubing wound on an 
insulating support. Blowers cool 
plate, filament and grid seals. 

Vacuum capacitors were origi- 

nally used for plate blocking, grid 
grounding and cathode phasing. 
When trouble was experienced with 
voltage breakdown of the plate 
blocking capacitor, the vacuum 
units were replaced with ceramic 
capacitors. Eight 500-µp.f, 15,000 - 
volt units are used in parallel. The 
vacuum capacitors used for grid 
grounding were replaced by a paral- 
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FIG. 1-Sweep-frequency oscillator generates 40 -kw r -f signal 
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lel-plate capacitor using Teflon in- 
sulation to eliminate resonances. 
The photograph was taken before 
these changes were made. 

The oscillator power supply is 
rated at 200 kw and can deliver 
11.5 amperes at 17.4 kv. The volt- 
age is continuously variable from 
about 1 kv to maximum at rated 
current. The rectifier output is fil- 
tered through a choke -input filter 
with a 58-s.f output capacitance to 
reduce supply droop during pulsed 
operation. A 70 -ohm resistor in 
series with the output protects the 
oscillator from flash -arc damage by 
limiting the arc current until the 
supply breaker trips. 

Oscillator Pulser 

Since acceleration takes place 
only during the descending part of 
the frequency -modulation cycle, a 
pulser has been constructed to turn 
the oscillator on and off at appro- 
priate times. A block diagram of 
the system is shown in Fig. 2. 

Timing signals for operating the 
pulser are obtained from two multi- 
plier phototubes receiving light 
from a mirror mounted on the 
rotary capacitor shaft. The mirror 
has six sides, corresponding to the 
six sets of blades on the rotor, and 
is fixed with respect to the blades. 
The phototube housings are 

mounted on carriages that move on 
a semicircular track concentric with 
the rotor shaft. The carriages are 
driven by selsyns operated from the 
control room. 

The output of the multiplier pho- 
totubes is sent through two cathode 
followers to the control room. 
There the two pulses are used after 
amplification and shaping to start 
and end a control-multivibrator 
pulse. The automatic turn-off mul- 
tivibrator puts out a pulse at an 
adjustable time after the on photo - 
tube pulse. This pulse will turn off 
the control multivibrator in the ab- 
sence of a pulse from the off photo - 
tube. The output of the control 
multivibrator is fed through a cath- 
ode follower to the pulsing unit. 
The pulser uses a 6V6 as a 5.4 -me 
oscillator feeding an 807 power am- 
plifier through a 6L6 keyed buffer. 
The control-multivibrator pulse is 
fed through a 6V6 amplifier to the 
cathode of the keyed buffer. A 
switch is provided to ground the 
buffer cathode permitting it to op- 
erate continuously. 

The grid of the main oscillator 
tube is normally held at about 
-1,200 volts by a separate bias 
supply. During the pulse, this bias 
is overcome by the voltage devel- 
oped across the cathode resistor of 
the pulsing tube. Three parallel 
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304TL pulsing tubes are used, 
driven by the rectified voltage from 
a tuned circuit inductively coupled 
to the 807 power amplifier. 

This arrangement is used so that 
the low-level stages are not required 
to operate at oscillator bias poten- 
tial. Suitably insulated power sup- 
plies are required and interlocks 
provided to insure that plate volt- 
age cannot be supplied to the cyclo- 
tron oscillator unless all required 
voltages are present in the pulser. 

Pulser Control 
It is sometimes desirable to op- 

erate under conditions other than 
the normal 50 or 60 pulses per sec- 
ond. Plug-in units are inserted be- 
tween the on multiplier phototube 
and the pulser to provide several 
modes of operation. The arrange- 
ment is shown in Fig. 3. The modes 
selected include normal continuous 
operation, n pulses per control pulse 
and 1 pulse for each n control pulses, 
where n is any power of two from 
zero to five. 

In addition, a time clock is pro- 
vided to determine the length of 
operating time under the first and 
third modes. Control pulses may be 
supplied from an external source 
such as a piece of experimental ap- 
paratus or a one -second pulser 
available in the cyclotron. The cy- 
clotron cannot be operated directly 
from the control pulses because the 
pulses must come at the proper 
point in the capacitor -rotation cy- 
cle. It is however pulsed at the 
proper time in the first cycle follow- 
ing the control pulse. Two output 
channels are provided, one for trig- 
gering the cyclotron and one for 
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triggering experimental apparatus. 
The on phototube pulse is ampli- 

fied and inverted in a cathode fol- 
lower -inverter and used to trigger 
blocking oscillator 1. The blocking - 
oscillator pulse is fed through a 
cathode follower to the main gate. 
Pulses passed by the main gate 
trigger another blocking oscillator 
that drives the output cathode fol- 
lowers. Control pulses are formed 
in a one-shot multivibrator and 
applied to two gates. For continu- 
ous operation gate 1 is opened, 
turning on the control flip-flop. For 
the second type of operation, n 
pulses per control pulse, gate 1 is 
again opened. Gates 3 and 4 are 
also opened. Pulses from oscillator 
2 are now fed through a cathode 
follower and gate 3 into the scaler 
unit. The scaler counts to n and 
sends a pulse through a cathode 
follower -inverter and gate 4 to turn 
off the control flip-flop. This cycle 
is repeated for each control pulse. 
For the third mode of operation, 
one pulse for each n control pulses, 
gates 2, 5 and 6 are opened. Con- 
trol pulses go through gate 2 to 
the scaler which counts n. of them 
and then sends a pulse through 
gate 5 to turn on the control flip- 
flop. The output pulse from block- 
ing oscillator 2 is then fed through 
the cathode follower and gate 6 

back to the control flip-flop to turn 
it off. 

Position Indicator 

A device is required in the con- 
trol room to indicate the position 
of the pulser phototubes and other 
remotely controlled units. The in- 
dicator consists of two separate 
channels each of which has a ten - 
position switch for selecting the 
unit whose position is to be indi- 
cated. 

A block diagram of one channel 
is shown in Fig. 4. The system is 
a null -type servo system employing 
two helical potentiometers, one 
mechanically driven by the com- 
ponent to be indicated and one 
driven by a servomotor. Both po- 
tentiometers are energized through 
a transformer from the 110-v 60 - 

cycle line. The movable arm of the 
remote potentiometer is grounded 
and an amplifier connected between 
that of the local potentiometer and 

Water-cooled stator of 3,600-4 capacitor is mounted in a vacuum with other parts 

of cyclotron r -f system 

ground. The amplifier output is 
fed to a phase -sensitive power am- 
plifier and then to the control field 
of the servomotor. The local poten- 
tiometer has double shaft exten- 
sions coupling on one end to the 
motor and on the other end to an 
indicator dial. The position is read- 
able to one part in 1,000 or 2,500, 
depending upon the channel and 
may be estimated to twice this ac- 
curacy. The sensitivity of the 
system is great enough so that the 
reproducibility is limited primarily 
by the number of turns of wire on 
the potentiometer. Accuracy is 
limited by the linearity of the po- 
tentiometers, which is one percent 
for the two units. 

Operating Characteristics 

Radio -frequency systems of this 
sort have operating difficulties at 
practical vacuum levels due to ion 
loading. These troubles are caused 
by ions between the high -voltage 
components and grounded surfaces 
oscillating under the influence of 
the electric field. In oscillating they 
ionize additional gas molecules un- 
til the loading on the oscillator is 
so severe that it stops oscillating. 
This condition can be prevented by 
biasing the components of the sys- 
tem to eliminate the ions. 

This is done in the case of the 
dee and the capacitor rotor. The 
grounded stub line cannot be bi- 
ased, however, so an arrangement 
of clearing wires and skins is pro- 
vided in the region between the 
stub line and the ground skin. The 
clearing wires are isolated from 
both stub and ground and are bi- 

ased. Care must be exercised to 
avoid resonances in the clearing 
wires at frequencies covered by the 
oscillator as such a resonance could 
destroy a set of mounting insula- 
tors. The biases for the rotor, dee 
and clearing wires are supplied 
from 300 -ma rectifiers adjustable 
from 0-3 kv negative and are ap- 
plied through 7,000 -ohm resistors. 
In addition, each clearing wire is 
decoupled from the set of clearing 
wires by an individual 5,000 -ohm 
resistor. This leaves voltage on the 
rest of the wires if one is shorted 
or grounded. Bias voltages are sup- 
plied to the rotor and dee through 
choke coils, which are grounded at 
r -f by large capacitors. 

The oscillator normally operates 
with a plate voltage of about 10 kv. 
At this voltage there is an average 
plate current of about 1.5 amperes 
and about a half ampere of grid 
current. The input to the oscilla- 
tor during the pulse is approxi- 
mately 40 kw. About five percent 
of the power appears in the ions 
that strike the target. 

Most of the equipment described 
in this paper is the result of the 
cooperation of a group working un- 
der the direction and guidance of 
H. L. Anderson. The project has 
been supported in large part by the 
Office of Naval Research, the 
Atomic Energy Commission and 
the University of Chicago. 
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Equipment for generating pulses indicating shaft position uses flip-flop circuit which is immune to false triggering 

Marker Pulse Shows 
Shaft Position 

Synchro-triggered circuit produces pulse indication when shaft reaches reference position. 
Angular position of reference can be varied by use of differential synchro. System is use- 
ful in operation and testing of control systems anti automatic equipment 

CONTROL SYSTEMS and automatic 
equipment operation or test- 

ing frequently make it necessary to 
produce a marker or signal indi- 
cating when a shaft has reached a 
given reference position. The shaft 
in question may be inaccessible, or 
the equipment may have originally 
been built without provision for 
attaching a reference position indi- 
cator. 

As originally built, the circuit 
operated from a small synchro in 
the remote equipment, however, in- 
duction resolvers, potentiometer re- 
solvers, and center -tapped potenti - 

By F. B. WOESTEMEYER 
Aeronautic and Ordnance Systems Division 

General Electric Company 
Schenectady, N. Y. 

ometers can also be used. 
The c i r c u i t for generating 

marker pulses consists basically of 
a flip-flop triggered by two polar- 
ized gates, with clipping, biasing, 
and phase shifting circuits. 

Operation 
The amplifier input stages are 

biased so that the synchro signal 
reaches the gates whenever it ex- 

ceeds a predetermined magnitude. 
The gates are polarized so that gate 
A passes the synchro signal when it 
is in phase with the carrier and 
gate B passes it when it is 180 deg 
out of phase, Fig. 1. 

A signal through gate A trig- 
gers the flip-flop circuit to the flip 
position and a signal through gate 
B triggers it to flop. The flip-flop 
gives out a negative pulse on each 
flip. The flop is a reset operation. 

The synchro is connected as a 
generator and the line to line out- 
put of one phase is used. 

The signal envelope starting 
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from null proceeds sinusoidally to 
null again at 180 deg during a half 
revolution in which the signal is in 
phase with the carrier. During the 
other half revolution, the ampli- 
tude also follows a sinusoidal en- 
velope but the signal is shifted in 
phase 180 deg from the carrier. 

The gates are operated by the 
carrier, gate A opening during the 
positive half cycle and B during the 
negative half cycle. When the syn- 
chro signal exceeds the bias level, 
it is fed to the gate tube grids. 

Three cycles of the synchro out- 
put exceed the bias during each 
half revolution, and are applied to 
both gates. During the first half 

revolution, they occur when gate A 
is open. In the second half revolu- 
tion they coincide with gate B. 

The first pulse through gate A 
flips the flip-flop which in turn pro- 
duces a pulse indicating that the 
variable reference position has been 
reached. Succeeding pulses through 
gate A produce no response. 

The first pulse through gate B 
resets the flip-flop. Succeeding 
pulses again are ignored. On the 
next half revolution, the first cycle 
that exceeds the bias level will 
again flip the flip-flop. Hence, the 
marker pulse is generated within 
one cycle of the carrier after the 
synchro reaches the reference posi- 

tion, the position where its output 
exceeds the bias level. For accur- 
acy the bias is set above the noise 
level, but low enough to be on the 
steep portion of the sine -wave en- 

velope. Increasing the frequency 
of the synchro excitation also in- 
creases the accuracy, especially at 
high shaft speeds. 

Circuit Description 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 2, 

the carrier signal is fed to the grid 
of V,B, a phase splitter which, with 
C, and R, produces a phase shift 
adjusted to compensate for phase 
shift in the synchro. 

Tube V,,, a cathode follower, 
drives a one-shot multivibrator, 
V., and V, ,. Capacitor C, is so 

chosen that the multivibrator does 

not reset itself but is controlled by 

V. This multivibrator converts the 
carrier to a square wave. 

Phase splitter, V. has a gain 
such that equal control signals of 

opposite phase are applied to the 
gates V gate A and V., gate B. 

The output of the synchro is fed 
to amplifier stages Vi, and V,B. 

Tube V. is connected as a diode 

and produces the bias and negative 
clipping. Positive clipping to avoid 
overdriving cathode follower V. 
and the gates is furnished by V2B 

also connected as a diode. 
The plates of gates V. and V, 

are coupled to the flip-flop Vs, and 
V,B. A cycle of signal through V. 

flips the flip-flop, dropping the plate 
potential of V.B, and producing an 

output pulse. The plate voltage of 

V. is now lower than the voltage 
at point X, the junction of R1, and 
R1,. Because of the diodes D, and 
D2, V. now has the voltage at X as 

its plate supply. Tube V5 has the 
same action. Any further cycles 

of signal passing through either 
gate after the flip-flop has been 
operated are thus diverted from the 
flip-flop avoiding the possibility of 

false triggering. 
Two levels of B+ and B- are not 

strictly necessary. The positive and 
negative 150 volt buses are obtained 
from a tie into associated circuits 
in this installation. 

As shown, the reference position 
of the synchro is fixed. If it is de- 

sired to make this variable, a differ- 
ential synchro can be used to shift 
the reference angle. 
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Beam -Deflection Tube 

By ROBERT ADLER and CHARLES HEUER 
Zenith Radio Corporation 

Chicago, Illinois 

COLOR INFORMATION appears in 
NTSC color receivers in the 

form of amplitude and phase modu- 
lation of a suppressed subcarrier. 
Two synchronous detectors to 
which reconstituted subcarrier sig- 
nals are supplied in phase quadra- 
ture extract the color difference 
signals. 

The synchronous detection 
process requires multiplying the in- 
coming chrominance signal with a 
locally generated reference signal. 
This process is akin to frequency 
conversion and in principle any 
tube or device which is suitable as a 
frequency converter may be used, 
including diodes, triodes, crystals 
and other nonlinear circuit ele- 
ments. Multigrid tubes are most 
commonly used because they permit 
separation of the two signal inputs. 

A beam tube, in which a control 
grid is used for one input signal 
and a pair of deflectors for the 
other, appears to have advantages 
over the multigrid-converter. 
Figure 1 shows how such a tube is 
used. The chrominance signal S 
is applied between a conventional 
control grid and the cathode. Refer- 
ence signal R, the locally recon- 
stituted subcarrier, is applied in 
push-pull between a pair of balanced 

FIG. 1-Schematic representation of 
beam -deflection tube 

Cut -away view of General Electric 6AR8 
beam -deflection tube 

deflectors. The intensity -modu- 
lated beam is thus swept back and 
forth at reference frequency be- 
tween the two anodes. The desired 
output appears across the two load 
resistors as two equal and opposite 
signals. 

Tube Construction 
The tube uses elements of con - 

ANODE, 

DE FLECTOR \ 

FOCUSING 
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,CONTROL 
GRID 

,-ACCEL- 
ERATOR 

CATHODE 

--- VANE 

FIG. 2-Cross section showing location 
of beam -tube elements 

ventional length and is mounted in 
a 9 -pin miniature envelope. 

The cross section of a practical 
tube is shown in Fig. 2. A solid 
accelerator box, having one narrow 
slot on each side of the cathode, is 
substituted for the wire screen grid 
shown in Fig. 1. Between control 
grid and accelerator there is a 
grounded focusing electrode which 
has wider slots. 

Electrons attracted by the accel- 
erator pass through the control grid 
at right angles to the grid wires. 
Later, in the lens field of the focus- 
ing electrode, they are forced to con- 
verge so that they pass through the 
accelerator slot.; less than one per- 
cent get caught on the edges of the 
slot. 

The regions between the acceler- 
ator and the leading edges of the 
deflectors form final projection 
lenses for the two sheet beams 
emerging from the accelerator slots. 
The greater the spacing between 
the deflectors, the lower is the d -c 
potential which must be applied to 
them to focus the beams. 

Initial circuit work was carried 
out with tubes which focused at 
plus 50 volts, with 250 volts on the 
accelerator. Recently, tubes have 
been built which focus at zero volts, 

FIG. 3-Deflector characteristics for -1, 
-3 and -5 volts control -grid bias 
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Simplifies Color Decoders 

Sheet -beam synchronous detector eliminates color -difference phase -splitting stages in color 

receivers. Low injection -power requirement permits both I and Q demodulators to be 

driven directly by subcarrier reference oscillator 
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FIG. 4-Color decoder using 6AS6 demodulator tubes and low-level matrixing 

regardless of accelerator potential. 
Focusing potentials are not crit- 
ical; deflection sensitivity merely 
reaches a broad maximum in the 
vicinity of correct focus. 

Deflector Characteristics 
The deflectors, operating near 

ground potential, do double duty 
as suppressors. An additional 
grounded vane prevents the inter- 
change of secondary electrons be- 
tween anodes. The relative posi- 
tions of anodes, deflectors and vane 
determine the quality of suppres- 
sion. An effort has been made to 
keep this quality high to permit use 
of high anode -load impedances. 

Figure 3 shows plots of the two 
anode currents against the voltage 
applied between deflectors for three 

different grid bias potentials. At 
minimum bias, the current exceeds 
25 ma. A potential of about 25 
volts between deflectors is sufficient 
to direct all current to one set of 
anodes, yet more than 100 volts may 
be applied before overload effects 
are encountered. Thus the refer- 
ence signal amplitude may vary 
over a wide range. 

Total deflector current is only a 

small fraction of one ma and load- 
ing of the reference oscillator is 
negligible. There is no noticeable 
stray coupling between signal grid 
and deflectors. 

Conventional Decoder 

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a 
typical decoder using conventional 
6AS6 synchronous detectors or de- 

modulators.' This diagram shows 
I -Q demodulation and low-level 
matrixing to R, B and G, the sig- 
nals required for a three -gun color 
tube. Several points should be 
mentioned : 

(1) Both polarities of I and Q are 
needed in the matrix; additional 
tubes provide the phase inversion 
and amplification, at the same time 
adding stability problems and in- 
creasing current drain. 

(2) Space charge coupling and 
suppressor to signal grid capaci- 
tance can cause excessive local oscil- 
lator voltage to appear at the signal 
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grid unless the grid is driven from 
a low -impedance source. The 500 - 
ohm source used represents a com- 
promise. 

(3) To make most effective use 
of the 6AS6 the suppressor grids 
must be driven positive and con- 
sume power. Space -charge coupling 
and grid current cause modulation 
of the injection by video and the 
6AS6 is somewhat sensitive to in- 
jection amplitude variations. In 
some designs this has led to addi- 
tional injection circuitry to provide 
decoupling and power. 

In tubes like the 6AS6 and 6BE6 
the primary role played by the local 
oscillator injection is to switch a 
part of the total cathode current 
periodically between plate and 
screen grid. Thus the a -c plate and 
screen currents in a 6AS6 are es- 
sentially equal and 180 degrees out 
of phase. In a demodulator whose 
plate output is the color difference 
signal I, the screen current is a 
potential source of a -I signal, but 
unfortunately is inconvenient to 
use. 

Beam -Tube Decoder Design 

Injection to the beam tube of 
Fig. 5 still switches current from 
one tube element to another. Here 
it is from plate to plate and each 
plate can drive a video load. The 
beam deflection tube features which 
are of interest in decoder design are 
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as follows: 
(1) No color -difference phase - 

splitting tubes are necessary since 
each demodulator supplies plus and 
minus outputs of equal peak -to -peak 
current swing. 

(2) Deflection voltages of the 
order of 50 volts peak -to -peak be- 
tween deflectors are required to ap- 
proach maximum demodulation 
efficiency. When 60 to 80 volts 
nominal injection is used the de- 
modulator is very insensitive to 
changes in injection amplitude. 

(3) The deflectors draw negli- 
gible current, hence very little in- 
jection power is required. Both de- 
modulators can be driven by one 
tube, with a suitable 90 -degree 
phase -shifting network. It is likely 

that the driving tube can be the 
oscillator itself. No modulation of 
injection by video has been 
observed. 

(4) There is no space -charge 
coupling between the deflectors and 
signal grid. Moreover, interelec- 
trode capacitances, small to begin 
with, tend to be balanced. A high 
3.58 -mc impedance can be used in 
the signal -grid circuit without de- 
veloping appreciable local oscillator 
voltage on this grid. 

(5) Screen or accelerator current 
is less than 5 percent of cathode 
current at operating bias, compared 
to 30 percent in the 6AS6. 

Comparative Characteristics 

Typical operating characteristics 
of beam deflection and 6AS6 de- 
modulators are given in Fig. 6. The 
ordinate shows plate current swing 
per plate from the no -signal value. 
Peak -to -peak 3.58 -mc c -w input to 
the signal grid is given by the 
abscissa; plus values indicate sig- 
nal -grid inputs in phase with injec- 
tion, minus values are inputs 180 
degrees out of phase with injection. 

Curve A is a replot of data given 
by Pritchard and Rhodes' as opti- 
mum operation of a 6AS6. Curve 
B was taken on a developmental 
beam tube with cathode bias and 
accelerator voltage adjusted for 
zero -signal cathode current of 10 
ma. Curve C is for the same beam 
tube with voltages set for 16 ma 
zero -signal cathode current. 

All three curves are with no de- 
generation. As in conventional 
tubes, cathode degeneration is help- 
ful in improving beam -tube linear- 
ity at a given cathode current. Re- 
quired increased drive is more 
readily obtained in the beam -tube 
circuit because the signal -grid driv- 
ing impedance can be several times 
that used with the 6AS6. 

Typical Beam -Tube Decoders 

Figure 7 is the block diagram 
which results when the 6AS6's of 
Fig. 4 are replaced by beam -deflec- 
tion demodulators. A 5,000 -ohm 
band-pass circuit supplies the chro- 
minance drive required by degen- 
erative I and Q demodulators. A 
variable cathode resistor in one de- 
modulator serves to adjust relative 
gains. The demodulator outputs 
(balanced ±1 and ±Q currents) 
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and the Y -amplifier output (Y cur- 
rent) feed a passive matrix con- 
taining no tubes and no adjust- 
ments. The matrix need not be a 
lossy one to minimize crosstalk be- 
tween output channels; a proper 
matrix can be calculated where the 
impedance at the grids of the out- 
put tubes is of the same order of 
magnitude as the impedance pre- 
sented to the driving plates. 

A decoder using (R - Y) and 
(B - Y) demodulators and matrix- 
ing in the picture tube is shown in 
Fig. 8. The (- Y), (R - Y), and 
(B - Y) outputs are applied di- 
rectly to the reproducer while 
-(R - Y) and -(B - Y) cur- 
rents are passively matrixed so that 
(G - Y) voltage appears across the 
output resistor and at the green 
grid. 

Of the conventional converter and 
mixer tube types, only the 7AK7 
(30 ma cathode current at operat- 
ing bias) has adequate output to 
drive the picture tube directly; all 
such tubes require phase inversion 
in the (G - Y) channel. A deflection 
tube having about 11 ma operating 
cathode current supplied direct 
drive in an equal -bandwidth re- 
ceiver used on NTSC field tests 
from April to June 1953. Although 
this receiver did not lack drive, to 
handle all picture tubes with a rea- 
sonable safety factor, a tube having 
15 to 16 ma cathode current at oper- 
ating bias seems desirable. 

Direct drive with I -Q demodula- 
tors and matrixing would require 
considerably more current than 

Fig. 9-Waveforms of +Q and -Q out- 
puts on bar pattern signal with chrom- 
inance signal applied to deflectors. 
Peak -to -peak voltages are 180 volts 
across 15,000 -ohm plate loads 

this. The equivalent of I -Q opera- 
tion can be achieved by Q band- 
width limitation and matrixing to 
(R - Y) and (B - Y) before de- 
modulation. 

When high output currents are 
desired, it appears advantageous to 
interchange the signal inputs to the 
demodulator, using the chromi- 
nance signal for push-pull deflec- 
tion and putting the reference car- 
rier on the control grid. This type 
of operation requires additional 
video drive and makes the demodu- 
lator somewhat more sensitive to 
injection amplitude variations. 

On the other hand, using the sub- 
stantially linear deflection charac- 
teristic for chrominance results in 
a worthwhile improvement in out- 
put linearity. High-level operation 
is illustrated in Fig. 9: outputs of 
180 volts peak -to -peak on each of 
the two anodes of the Q demodula- 
tor show excellent symmetry. 

The NTSC field-test receiver also 
used a beam -deflection tube to per - 

TO 
CHROMINANCE 

CHANNEL 

+30V D -C 

FROM 
VIDEO 
CHANNEL 

NEUTRALIZATION 
B+ 

i 
TO BURST 
CHANNEL 

+100V PULSE 
FROM H -OUTPUT 

B+ 
TRANSFORMER 

FIG. 10-Beam-deflection burst gate cir- 
cuit. Only shaded portion of input pulse 
is effective in deflecting beam from 
plate to plate 

form the burst -gating function. In 
a color receiver, it is necessary to 
have a gate which accepts the color - 
synchronizing burst and rejects the 
rest of the chrominance signal. It 
is also desirable to turn off the 
chrominance channel at a horizon- 
tal rate during burst time, espe- 
cially if d -c restorers are used at the 
display. These two operations have 
been performed separately, by turn- 
ing on and off separate amplifiers or 
diode gates. 

Functionally the beam -deflection 
tube is a spdt switch and can per- 
form both operations at once. In 
Fig. 10 the full chrominance signal 
is put on the signal grid and the 
beam is statically deflected to the 
left plate by putting plus 30 volts 

FIG. 11-Burst-gate input chrominance 
signal (A), gated output to chrominance 
channel (B) and gated output to burst 
channel (C) 

d -c on the left deflector. This plate 
is connected to the chrominance 
channel. 

A positive gating pulse derived 
from horizontal flyback pulls the en- 
tire beam to the burst -output plate 
during retrace time, so that the 
burst is reproduced only in this 
channel. The tube performs the 
additional function of double clip. 
ping of the gating pulse, since only 
a thin slice of the pulse (shown 
shaded in the figure) is actually 
effective in moving the beam from 
plate to plate. 

The burst plate load is normally 
a high impedance and neutraliza- 
tion of plate -to -plate capacitance is 
necessary if the burst channel is to 
be completely free of chrominance 
information. Burst gate input and 
both output waveforms are shown 
in Fig. 11. 

Experience with beam -deflection 
tubes in color -television receivers 
has shown them to be well suited to 
the applications described here. A 

fundamental asset of such a tube 
as a demodulator is the actual elim- 
ination of decoder functions, pri- 
marily matrix inversion. The re- 
sulting decoders are stable and are 
as straightforward as their block 
diagrams. 
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BISTABLE UNITS for use in high- 
speed computers employ the 

magnetic -saturation characteristics 
of iron -cored solenoids to produce 
two stable output conditions. 

The basic circuit of a ferro - 
resonant flip-flop is shown in Fig. 
1A. Two solenoid inductors are 
alternately caused to saturate form- 
ing a resonant circuit with their 
series capacitors. Saturation of the 
core material allows the effective 
inductance of the solenoid to re- 
main at its low resonant value. The 
resonant operating condition is not 
at true resonance but at a point on 
the capacitive side of resonance. 

Flipping is produced by a d -c 
signal applied to the trigger wind- 
ing. When current flows through 
the trigger winding associated with 
the side that is not in resonance, it 
will cause the impedance of that 
inductor to be lowered and allow it 
to go into resonance. This will lower 
the voltage across the other leg of 
the circuit so that the other side 
no longer can remain in resonance. 
The current through the trigger 
winding can be in either direction. 
Detailed operation has been previ- 
ously described' and this article will 
deal with physical and practical 
application of the units. 

Triggering Methods 

Several schemes have been em- 
ployed for alternately triggering 
one side and then the other, one of 
these is shown in Fig. 1B. An r -f 
choke has been added as a d -c re- 
turn path for the rectified output 
current. 

The rectified output voltage will 
cause a small bias current to flow 
through the trigger winding in the 
side to be triggered next. Resistor 
R,, is chosen large enough so that 
the bias current is insufficient to 
trigger the flip-flop. A negative 

Table I-Design Variations of 
Ferroresonant Flip -Flop 

Output voltage 5 to 100 v 
Output power up to 2 watts 
Resonant to nonresonant 
voltage ratio 4:1 to 16:1 
Generator frequency 200 kc to 2 me 
Generator output 3 to 30 v rms 
Flirt -flop input 0.05 to 5.0 v -a 
Voltage variation * 20 percent 
Frequency variation t 10 percent 
Flipping rate up to 100 kc 

Complete ferroresonant flip-flop unit with coupling capacitor and diodes 

Ferroresonant 

By RUDOLPH W. RUTISHAUSER 
computer Research 

Hawthorne. Cali). 

pulse on the order of 1 to 4 micro- 
seconds through the trigger capac- 
itor C, will cause enough additional 
current to flow in the trigger wind- 
ing to change the state of the flip- 
flop. No current flows in the other 
trigger winding because there is a 
back voltage across the diode con- 
nected to the other trigger coil. 

By having many turns on the 
trigger winding, the current re- 
quirement for triggering can be 
made extremely small, but the time 
constant of the circuit will be in- 
creased. Units have been built that 
can be triggered with as little as 2 
ampere -turns. With 10,000 turns 
of small wire in the trigger coil, 
only about 200 microamperes are 
required. 

A flip-flop is a ring of two stages. 
These ferroresonant units can be 
connected into larger rings as 
shown in Fig. 1C. A ring of 32 
stages has operated satisfactorily. 
Indications are that about 50 stages 
would be the upper limit. 

Practical flip-flop design is ac- 

complished by graphical means 
based on an experimentally ob- 
tained plot of effective inductance 
versus a -c current through the 
inductor. 

The resonant voltage across C, is 
considered as the output voltage: 
The ratio of resonant to nonreso- 
nant voltage may vary from 4 -to -1 
to 16 -to -1 with a ratio of about 
8 -to -1 generally being used. 

The output voltage is designed 
to be compatible with the output 
requirement. 

Output power is related to input, 
therefore, the manner in which the 
input is expressed will first be 
explained. 

Assume that in the design of a 
particular unit, the series capacitor 
C, is 500 µp.f, the operating fre- 
quency is 1.3 me and rectified out- 
put is about 25 volts peak. A capac- 
itance of 500 u.p.f at 1.3 me is about 
250 ohms. Peak current is about 
100 ma or about 70 ma rms. Gen- 
erator voltage for this unit would 
probably be about 7 volts. The in - 
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FIG. 1-Basic flip-flop unit (A) can be triggered as shown in (B). Five stage ring counter (C) shows simplicity of circuit 

Flip -Flop Design 

Application of ferroresonant switching units made to replace tubes in high-speed com- 

puter systems. Triggering and counting circuits are given with input and output require- 

ments, switching rates and tolerances 

put power, therefore, is about 0.5 
volt-ampere. 

Since the units draw reactive 
power, the magnitude in volt-am- 
peres that the generator must be 
able to supply can be calculated. 
Units have been built having input 
requirements from 0.05 v -a to 5.0 
v -a. 

The maximum output power in 
watts that can be obtained without 
impairing the bistability of the unit 
is approximately 1/3 the v -a rating 
of the unit. In the example men- 
tioned, the maximum d -c output 
current probably would be about 7 

ma since 0.007 ma X 25 v = 0.175 
watts which is about § X 0.5 v -a. 

Operating Characteristics 
The a -c frequency requirement 

have been based on several factors. 
Since it requires about 3 to 4 cycles 
of the generator frequency for a 
flip-flop to change its state, it would 
be desirable to use as high a flip- 
ping frequency as possible. To 
keep a constant output impedance 

the physical size of both the capaci- 
tor and the inductor decrease as the 
frequency increases. Core losses 
increase with frequency. The core 
material will determine the upper 
range of frequency. Using 1/8 mil 
4-79 MO-Permalloy, a frequency of 
1 to 2 mc can be used. 

The input voltage is determined 
by the design of the flip-flop, how- 
ever, it is generally of the order of 
5 to 10 volts rms. If low v -a flip- 
flops are used, it is easy to drive 10 

units from a single 6C4 Colpitts 
oscillator or 25 to 50 units from a 
single 6AQ5 oscillator. 

One of the desirable features of 
ferroresonant flip-flops is their 
operational tolerances. They main- 
tain their bistability and generally 
can be operated within at least a 
±20 percent in a -c supply voltage. 
Frequency can vary about ±10 per- 
cent without changing basic oper- 
ating characteristics. 

The rate at which the flip-flops 
can be triggered depends on the 
type of triggering. However, units 

using a nominal a -c generator fre- 
quency of about 1.3 mc, have been 
made to flip with triggering pulses 
at somewhat greater than a 100 kc 
rate. In general the lower the 
power, the slower will be the flip- 
ping rate since less power is avail- 
able for opening and closing of 
gates. An R -C or R/L time con- 
stant will generally appear and 
determine minimum gating time. 

The author acknowledges the co- 

operation of Carl Isborn and the 
Computer Research Corporation. 
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Antenna tuning unit includes low-pass filter, variometer and tap tuning as well as 
relay controls to change frequency 

TRANSMITTERS operating in the 
region of 200 to 500 kc are 

usually equipped with one or more 
class -C stages employing tuned 
plate circuits. The bulk and cost of 
both coil and capacitor in such cir- 
cuits grow quickly with increasing 
transmitter power. In an effort to 
provide more compact and econom- 
ical designs, Westinghouse Corp.' 
and lately Canadian Westinghouse 

The work described herein was done 
while the author was employed by Cana- 
dian Westinghouse Co., Ltd. 
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Final stage uses eight type 807 tubes in push-pull parallel 

Transmitter 
By PREBEN GOMARD* 

T. S. Farley, Ltd. 
Hamilton, Ontario 

Canada 

have built transmitters without 
tank circuits in the usual sense. 

The transmitter is built as a 
straight broadband amplifier with 
interstage coupling transformers 
wound on ferrite cores. Figure 1 

is a block diagram of the trans- 
mitter panel. This particular trans- 
mitter covers two bands, 280 to 330 
kc and 400 to 510 kc. The oscillator 
is conventional, with a number of 
fixed frequencies in each band. The 
output is R -C coupled to the limiter, 

which uses a 6AQ5 with a resistive 
2,000 -ohm plate load. 

The following low-pass filter is 
an m -derived constant -k type and 
is shown in Fig. 2A. It will be seen 
that the filter consists of 2 L's and 
one a. Each L section gives the 
response shown on Fig. 2B. When 
combined with the response of the 

section on Fig. 2C, an overall re- 
sponse like that of Fig. 2D is ob- 
tained. The filter is terminated in a 
2,000 -ohm potentiometer and the 

harmonic content at this point is 2 

percent or less at any frequency in 
both bands. 

Since the second harmonic of the 
lowest frequency (2 X 280 kc = 
560 kc) is close to the highest 
transmitter frequency (510 kc) it 
is desirable to have a separate filter 
for each band. 

From the potentiometer marked 
DRIVE LEVEL in Fig. 1, the signal 
goes to a transformer with center - 
tapped secondary, which in turn ap- 
plies voltage to a class -A push-pull 
stage using sharp -cutoff pentodes. 
These are R -C coupled to two 6AQ5 
cathode followers. The cathode load 
is a stepdown transformer so that 
a low drive impedance for the out- 
put stage is ensured. 

The output stage comprises eight 
807's in push-pull parallel and 
works with 600 volts into a push- 
pull transformer with a secondary 
impedance of 50 ohms. The plate 
efficiency of this stage is approxi- 
mately 60 percent with full modula- 
tion. 

A modulating 1,000 -cycle note is 
generated by an LC audio oscillator 
and is applied through an amplifier 
to the grids of the push-pull class - 
A stage. A certain amount of dis- 
tortion is desirable to avoid the 
monotonous sound of a sine wave. 
This is obtained in the stage fol- 
lowing the audio oscillator. It is 
feasible to grid -modulate a class -A 
stage up to 90 or 95 percent. If the 
tubes have nearly parabolic E1, - I, 
characteristics, the intelligibility of 
speech remains excellent up to the 
modulation level specified. 

The ideal way to key a trans- 
mitter is to stop the oscillator in 
the key -up position. In this way no 

Push-pull output transformer couples 
type 807 amplifier into unbalanced 50 - 

ohm impedance 
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FIG. 1-Layout of low -frequency transmitter employing tone modulation 

signal is generated and nothing is 
transmitted. It has been found by 
long experience that on -off keying 
of low -frequency oscillators often 
results in greatly decreased crystal 
life. To ensure dependability in this 
respect, keying is obtained by block- 
ing the class -A push-pull stage. 
With this arrangement the radiated 
signal with the key up is 50 db or 
more below the transmitting level. 

The modulated r -f is thus applied 
to the grids of the output tubes and 
the characteristics of this stage 
must be such as to handle the signal 
without excessive grid current or 
cutoff. A conventional class -C 
transmitter would have only four 
tubes in the output stage, but an 
additional four together with a 
transformer are required to give 
high-level modulation. The ex- 
pensive modulation transformer is 
avoided in this design. 

Antenna Matching Panel 

The harmonic content at the 50 - 
ohm output terminals of the trans- 
mitter is approximately 5 percent 
or -26 db. To decrease the level 
further a low-pass filter of the type 
shown in Fig. 2A is introduced. An 
extra attenuation of 40 db or more 
brings the total harmonic content 
to -66 db or better. This filter is 
terminated in a transformer that 
brings the impedance of the tuned 
antenna up to the 50 -ohm level. 

The Q of the shortest specified 
antenna at the lowest frequency 
was 292 and the resistive compon- 
ent 3 ohms. By using 96 -strand Litz 
wire and a welded aluminum cab- 
inet a variometer was built with a 
Q of slightly over 300 at this fre- 
quency. If the loss in the matching 
transformer is neglected, the total 
Q of the antenna circuit becomes 

T 
(A) 

ó 

z [- 
F 

F (e) (C) (D) 

FIG. 2-Low pass filter (A) gives L 

section response as in (B), ir -section re 
sponse as in (C) and combined charac- 
teristic (D) 

150. The response is thus 3 db down 
at 0.93 kc off resonance and an orig- 
inal modulation depth of 95 per- 
cent is consequently reduced to ap- 
proximately 67 percent. At higher 
frequencies and with longer an- 
tennas this effect decreases. 

A variometer is used for each 
band. The antenna is switched by a 
vacuum relay. 

Transformer Design 

As an example of ferrite trans- 
former design the power output 
transformer will be considered in 
detail. Two type 807 tubes in class 
AB2 with 600 -volts on the plates 
need a plate -to -plate load impedance 
of 6,400 ohms. The c -w power that 
can be expected is 80 watts. For 
eight tubes the figures become 1,600 
ohms and 320 watts. The rms volt- 
age is 715 volts, giving BAN = 5.75 
X 10' at 280 kc when B is induction 
in gauss, A is core area in sq cm 
and N is number of turns. 

A core with A = 2 sq cm and a 
volume of 45 cu cm was chosen. Ac- 
cording to information published by 
Rogers Majestic in Toronto, the 
temperature rise in a ferrite core 

approximates AT = 400 w/v N A 
deg C, where w/v is the loss per 
cu cm. If 40 C is specified, w/v = 
0.07 watts per cu cm. A value of 
B = 350 gauss at 280 kc will, ac- 
cording to this information, result 
in approximately such a loss. 

The actual primary consists of 
75 turns, giving B = 384 gauss. 

In the actual transmitter a total 
of 170 watts is measured at the 
secondary terminals owing to the 
modulation being less than 100 per- 
cent. The temperature rise over 
the ambient was found to be 37 to 
39 C for eight transformers. The 
agreement with the data is thus 
fair. 

The inductance of the primary in 
henrys is L = 4 x 10' n2 u (A/1) 
or approximately 6 mh. 

The leakage between the two 
halves of the primary together with 
the distributed capacitance gives 
a resonance that can be measured. 
It proves to be approximately 1.5 mc. 
No radiation on this frequency is 
detectable when the transmitter 
operates. The primary -to -secondary 
leakage is approximately 5 percent, 
giving a 3 -db cutoff frequency of 
approximately 900 kc for the trans- 
former alone. 

Since ferrite is a good insulator 
it is possible to wind directly on the 
core after the sharp corners have 
been taped. This results in an ex- 
tremely inexpensive component. The - 
cost of materials does not exceed 
two dollars. 

It has been found that these 
transformers stand up well in serv- 
ice. If the antenna load is removed 
while full drive is applied to the 
output stage, no damage is done 
to the equipment. This is in con- 
trast to the voltage breakdown a 
class -C transmitter would suffer if 
sufficient overvoltage protection is 
lacking. 

The writer is indebted to H. Rice 
of Canadian Westinghouse for per- 
mission to publish this article, to 
B. P. Jacobsen for his variometer 
design and to J. O. Nielsen at the 
Royal Technical High School of 
Denmark for his lectures on trans- 
formers. 
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Magnetic -matrix switch before potting illustrates details. Top of chassis view of binary 
counter shows how switch clamps in place 

Magnetic -Matrix Switch 
Reads Binary Output 

Saturable -core magnetic matrix functions as fast -operating eight -position stepping switch 

to read numbers stored in electronic binary counter. Switch and counter form part of 

flight -test instrumentation for airborne fire -control equipment 

BINARY NUMBERS stored in an 
electronic counter can be read 

rapidly by an eight -position step- 
ping switch that uses a saturable - 
core magnetic matrix. The switch 
and its counter are components of 
a system for flight -testing airborne 
fire -control equipment. 

The equipment simultaneously 
records data by means of two syn- 
chronized movie cameras and a 
multichannel recording oscillo - 

By JOHN W. BREAN 
Servomechanisms Laboratory 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Mass. 

graph. Time synchronization is 
provided from a time code gener- 
ated by the binary counter and 
magnetic -matrix switch. 

The matrix is composed of eight 
magnetic -switch elements arranged 
to sense the last eight stages of 

an eleven -stage -counter singly and 
in a predetermined, repeated se- 
quence. The idealized matrix out- 
put is a modulated 400 -cps carrier 
(Fig. 1A) and represents consecu- 
tive eight -digit binary numbers 
produced one digit at a time. One 
digit is produced for each rotation 
of the master camera shutter and 
the code is transferred to the films 
with small neon lamps. 

Physically, the switch is a bank 
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FIG. 1-Idealized switch output (A) with schematic of important core windings (B) and operating characteristics of magnetic circuit (C) 
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FIG. 2-Basic circuit of magnetic -matrix stepping switch illustrates how the principle 
of core saturation can be utilized in a switching operation 

of ten matrix -connected toroidal 
transformers stacked horizontally 
on an aluminum plate. Eight of 
the transformers have five windings 
each and two have three windings 
each. The finished assembly is 
plastic encapsulated with the con- 
necting leads brought out through 
a 32 -pin connector. Overall dimen- 
sions are 5i X 1i X 2i# in. 

The magnetic -matrix switch's 
step -delay time is 0.1 millisecond. 
The stepping rate is limited by the 
reaction of the matrix transform- 
ers on the associated electronic 
flip-flops in the binary counter. The 
switch operates satisfactorily up to 
30 steps per second; the actual 
upper limit on the stepping rate has 
not been determined. 

Switch Principle 

The principle of operation of the 
matrix switch is illustrated in Fig. 
1B. This saturable -core trans- 
former has windings for excitation, 
sensing and output. The idealized 
hysteresis curve of a typical core 
is shown in Fig. 1C. Switching is 
accomplished by passing through 
the sensing winding a direct cur- 
rent of sufficient magnitude to 
saturate the core. When a sinu- 
soidal voltage is impressed on the 
excitation winding and the sensing 
winding current is zero, normal 
transformer action takes place and 
a voltage appears at the output 
winding. 

The operating point about which 
the sinusoidal magnetomotive force 
varies is shown in Fig. 1C as point 

1. If a direct current is now 
caused to flow through the sens- 
ing winding, a constant magnetiz- 
ing force is superposed on the 
sinusoidal one and the operating 
point is forced into the region of 
saturation, point 2. During opera- 
tion about point 2 the core perme- 
ability is reduced to unity, neglig- 
ible coupling exists between the 
excitation and output windings and 
essentially zero voltage appears at 
the output. 

Matrix Configuration 

The principle of core saturation 
for switching is used in the matrix 
shown in Fig. 2. Each toroidal 
transformer core and its windings 
is called an element. The circuits 
into which the windings are con- 
nected are divided into control, 
sensing and output groups. The 
control group determines which of 
the eight sensing windings is al- 
lowed to control the transmission 
of the 400 -cps carrier at a given 
time. Each sensing winding when 
chosen by the control group is 
capable of blocking or allowing the 
transmission of the carrier de- 
pending upon the sensing -winding 
current. A single output is ob- 
tained by connecting the eight 
windings of the output group in 
series. 

Each element has six windings. 
Three correspond to the sensing, 
excitation and output windings. 
The additional windings are inter- 
connected in the control group. The 
six circuits of the control group are 

divided into three control pairs 
called the 2°, 21 and 2' pairs. When 
d -c flows through one circuit in each 
control pair, control winding mmf 
appears in all but one of the ele- 
ment cores and forces them into 
saturation. The one element not 
subjected to saturation is the 
selected element. Some cores in the 
matrix will have current in two or 
three control windings at the same 
time increasing the saturation. 

The matrix control -group wind- 
ings select the elements in order by 
causing d -c to flow alternately 
through the circuits of each control 
pair according to a prescribed 
binary pattern. The binary pattern 
is developed by the number of 
switching operations of the 2° pair 
as the counting reference and 
switching the second and third 
pairs after every 21 and 2' counts. 

Number Generation 

To obtain the desired series of 
consecutive eight -digit binary num- 
bers, it is necessary to read the last 
eight stages of the eleven -stage 
counter in order and in a repeated 
sequence. The binary number rep- 
resented by the eight counting 
stages increases by one for every 
eight camera pulses entering the 
counter; it is therefore necessary to 
read one counting stage for each 
camera pulse. 

A convenient method of reading 
a counting stage is to insert the 
sensing winding of a matrix ele- 
ment in series with one flip-flop 
cathode of that stage as illustrated 
in Fig. 3. The cathode current and 
the saturated condition of the ele- 
ment indicate the binary digit. 

The matrix selects the elements 
corresponding to the eight counting 
stages in the desired order by con- 
necting the 2°, 2' and 2' circuits of 
the control group to the 2°, 2' and 2' 
stages of the counter. For every 
eight pulses entering the counter 
the matrix selects and reads in 
sequence the eight digits of the 
binary number stored in the last 
eight stages. 

Winding Modification 
The number of windings required 

on each element can be reduced 
from six to five by replacing the di- 
rect current in the 2° control pair 
by sinusoidal excitation eliminating 
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the separate excitation winding. 
The element -selecting ability of the 
matrix control circuits is not 
affected by this simplification. The 
circuit of Fig. 3 employs this 
simplified matrix. 

Introduction of a -c excitation 
throughout the 2° control pair re- 
quires d -c control of the excitation. 
This is provided by adding two 
three -winding elements to the 2° 

control circuits. The two control 
elements receive their excitation 
from a common a -c source. 

The sensing windings of the 
matrix elements are connected in 
series with one cathode of each 
counting stage. When the state of 
the flip-flop is such that no current 
flows in the sensing winding of a 
selected element a voltage appears 
at the output winding of that ele- 
ment and a 1 is indicated. If cur- 
rent does flow the element is satu- 
rated so no voltage appears at the 
output and a 0 is indicated. 

Control Circuits 

The control pairs are operated 
by the flip-flop action of the first 
three stages of the counter. The 2° 
control pair is connected by the d -c 
control elements to the first stage of 
the counter that provides the refer- 

ence count and alternates the ex- 
citation between the circuits of the 
pair at every count. The 21 control 
pair operates directly from the 
cathode currents of the second stage 
This stage alternates the control 
currents between the circuits of 
this pair after every two control 
reference counts. The 22 control 
pair operates from the cathode 
currents of the third stage of the 
counter. This stage alternates the 
control currents between the cir- 
cuits of this pair after every fourth 
control reference count. 

Stages 1, 2 and 3 of the counter 
and their associated control circuits 
change the binary number in the 
counting stages at every eighth con- 
trol -reference count, select the ele- 
ments in sequence and sense and 
represent as output voltages the 
conditions of the counting stages. 

Output Circuits 
The output circuits rectify and 

clip the matrix a -c output signals to 
form pulses of uniform amplitudes 
that are sent to two neon camera 
indicating lamps and the recording 
oscillograph. Some leakage exists 
under the saturated conditions. The 
leakage voltages are not always the 
same magnitude and together with 

nonuniform 1 or on -signals cause 
nonuniform switching ratios. To 
obtain uniformly effective 1 volt- 
ages and improve the switching 
ratio a high -gain triode amplifier 
and a clipper are used. 

The first stage is a 12AX7 ampli- 
fier. The second stage, a 12AX7 
cathode follower, is a low -imped- 
ance source that drives the two 
12AT7 clippers. These clippers are 
biased below cutoff by an amount 
equal to the largest leakage -voltage 
peaks and operate only on positive 
grid -signal peaks corresponding to 
true 1 signals. The neon indicating 
lamps operate directly from the 
voltages developed across the plate - 
load resistors of the 12AT7 tubes. 

Before reaching the oscillograph, 
carried is removed by a low-pass 
R -C network R, and C1 of Fig. 3. 

This research was made possible 
through the support extended the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology Servo -mechanisms Labora- 
tory by the USAF Armament Lab- 
oratory, Wright Air Development 
Center under Contract No. W33- 
038ac-13969. The initial design of 
the binary register with a solenoid - 
operated stepping switch was done 
by J. B. Harper at M.I.T. Instru- 
mentation Laboratory. 
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Bottom and rear views of complete pulser. Power supply with diode bridge is mounted on back of panel 

Transistors Convert 
Circuit uses eight point -contact transistors to amplify, square and differentiate sine - 

wave input to give fast -rise positive and negative pulses. Power supply uses junction 
diodes in bridge circuit to make completely tubeless unit 

By R. E, McMAHON, I. L. LEBOW and R. H. BAKER 
Project Lincoln 

as,richusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Positive, top, and negative, bottom, out- 
puts of transistor pulse converter 

ATRANSISTORIZED pulser for con- 
verting a sine wave or pulse 

input to a large pulse output of low 
impedance has been built and dis- 
plays useful characteristics. 

The block diagram, Fig. 1, shows 
the four sections of the pulser. The 
sine -wave clipper shapes the input 
into a flat-topped positive pulse 
which is differentiated and fed to 
the one-shot multivibrator. The 
multivibrator output is inverted and 
coupled to the power stages through 
a pulse transformer. Shaping and 
differentiating the input insures 
that the multivibrator will trigger 
only once for each positive cycle of 
the sine wave. 

The diagram of Fig. 2 shows the 
complete circuit. All the transistors 
are point -contact types. There are 
two power stages, one for posi- 

tive and one for negative output. 
Each have three transistors effec- 
tively in parallel. This parallel con- 
nection not only increases the power 
capabilities and reduces the output 
impedance of the stage but in- 
creases regeneration, so that ex- 
tremely fast rise times are obtained. 
Measured rise times of the pulses 
are of the order of 0.05 u.sec. 

Power Supply 

The power supply uses 4JA1A1 
junction diodes in a bridge network. 
The diodes are capable of handling 
currents of the order of 200 ma 
and above, depending on the duty 
cycle. They were used experimen- 
tally to reduce the size of the power 
supply, which is the largest part of 
the unit. 

To determine the power dissipa - 
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FIG. 2-Sine-wave-to-pulse converter uses diode bridge power supply. Pulse transformer in negative output inverts pulse 
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FIG. 1-Positive and negative output 
stages are separate in pulsing unit 

Table I-Characteristics of 
Sine Wave -to -Pulse Converter 

Frequency range, 10 cps to 200 kr 
Minimum sine -wave input, 5 

Pulse output, 35 y max 
Pulse rise time, <.05 psec 
Pulse width (adjustable from 0.3 to 

1 µsec), 0.3 to 1 µsec 
Output impedance, 

X300 to 400 ohms 

Re 300 

O 

11111111111111 

Vee 
IOOy1H 

ate -15V 1--1 

-4GVJ L ` CT 

RL'-IK 

r 
o Vcc 45v 

F'IG. 3-Equivalent circuit used in cal- 
culating power requirements 

tion required of the transistors 
Adler's equivalent circuit is used 
to represent the three parallel 
stages. Resistance R. is the ex- 
ternal emitter resistance, r, and r, 
are internal emitter and collector 
resistances respectively. 

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that 
the collector current of each tran- 
sistor will be one third of the load 
current i,,. Experimentally it is 
found that v the collector to base 
voltage, is -5 volts when the stages 
are on, and i,, is the voltage 
across the load (30 NO divided by 
the load resistance, (1K) giving 30 
ma. This means each stage has a 
peak current of 10 ma and a peak 
power of 50 mw. If the unit is oper- 
ated at 200 kc with a pulse width of 
0.5 p.sec, then the average peak 
power (peak power x duty cycle) is 

5 mw per transistor. For lower 
repetition rates peak power will 
be less. 

The value of v, when the power 
stage is off is -40 volts, giving as 
a d -c power 67 mw for each transis- 
tor. Total average power, then, is 
the average peak power and the 
average d -c standby power which, 
in this case, totals 72 mw. 

The transistors used were origi- 
nally rated at 120 mw, but recently 
some transistor manufacturers have 
lowered the maximum collector dis- 
sipation to about 50 mw. However, 
most failures of transistors in cir- 
cuits of this type seem to be a func- 
tion of the average peak power 
and peak currents. The value of 10 
ma peak current for the power 
stages is large but average peak 
power is low and justification for 

operating the stages at these rat- 
ings is found in the fact that after 
several hundred hours of operation 
no failures have occurred. 

The oscillograms show positive 
and negative outputs of the tran- 
sistorized converter. Sweep speed 
in both cases is 0.1 p.sec per cm. Use 
of pulse transformer reduces rise 
time of negative pulse. 

The research in this document 
was supported jointly by the Army, 
Navy, and Air Force under contract 
with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 
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Television raster (left) displays unique appearance of horizontal deflection coil unbalance. Enlarged section of same raster (right) has 
scan lines emphasized and shows magnetic field lines 

How to Handle Ringing 

By LEO BEISER 
CBS -Columbia Division or Columbia Broadcasting System 

Long lsloid City, New York 

RINGING IN HORIZONTAL WIDTH AND LINEARITY COILS 

o 
DRIVER 

le 
le 

H V RECTIFIER 

HOR 

HOR DAMPER 
411, 

41.11. 

4111. DEFLECTION 
COIL 

R le L1 

WIDTH c Y I..IOR 

LINEARITY 

Distinctive Appearance 

Velocity and intensity modulation at rela- 
tively low frequency-up to 100 kc 

C2 

Corrective Measures 

1. Resistive damping R across width coil 

2. Resistive damping across linearity coil 
and proper choice of components L1, 

C1 and C2 

MODERN television receiver de- 
sign provides an extra meas- 

ure of performance with improved 
picture fidelity under adverse con- 
ditions and at reduced cost. Yet, 
there exists a lack of information 
regarding a picture fault capable of 
detracting from that extra measure 
of performance. Observers call it 
shading, vertical bars or horizontal 
ringing. 

Deflection system ringing is a 
series of transient oscillations in 
the output circuits. It is displayed 
as vertical bars, starting at the left 
edge of the raster and decaying 
gradually to the right, sometimes 
extending completely across the 
screen. Many television receivers 
suffer from this defect. In color re- 
ceivers the effect is not only one of 
varying picture brightness, but 
since the magnetic field within the 
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RINGING DUE TO HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION COIL UNBALANCE 
HOP. OUTPUT 

HOR HOR 
OUTPUT DEFLECTION 

COIL 

(A) 

Dstinctive Appearance 

Velocity modulation with synchronous vertical 
ripples; most severe at top and bottom of raster; 
modulation apparently cancelled near center of 

rester; frequency range 100-150 kc 

HOR 
DEFLECTION 

COIL 

(B) 

HOW 

DEFLECTION 
COIL 

(C) 

Corrective Measures 

1. Balancing capacitor C placed across top half of 
deflection coil-Circuit (A) 

2. Deflection coil center top returned to electrical 
center of horizontal output transformer-Cir- 
cuit (B) 

3. Both halves of horizontal deflection coil con- 
nected in parallel-Circuit (C) 

in Television Design 
Proper design of horizontal and vertical coils, output transformers and other receiver 
deflection system components avoids undesired vertical bar pattern on raster eau -ed by 
transient oscillations in the output circuits 

deflection yoke is distorted, color 
misconvergence may result in 
shadow -mask picture tubes. Most 
of the treatments described here 
are applicable to both monochrome 
and color television. 

The steep wave fronts associated 
with horizontal deflection circuits 
excite the horizontal output trans- 
former, yoke, width coil and hori- 
zontal linearity coil into transient 
oscillations. Ringing can therefore 
be considered as a train of tran- 
sient oscillations, decaying expo- 
nentially after excitation by the 
sharp flyback waveform. The decre- 
ment or rapidity of decay is deter- 
mined by the Q of the ringing cir- 
cuit. 

Effects of Ringing 

Ringing can affect the picture in 
two ways. The first is by velocity 

RINGING IN VERTICAL DEFLECTION COIL AND OUTPUT 

VERT DEFLECT. DIFFERENTIATOR 
VOLTAGE 

HOR 
OUTPUT 

Distinctive Appearance 

Intensity modulation only (result of verti- 
cal blanking) at relatively low frequency 
-up to 100 kc 

VERT 
DEFLECTION 

COIL 

>, 
COUPLING DUE TO 
YOKE CROSSTALK 

HOF 
DEFLECTION 

COIL 

VERT BLANK. 
WITH RINGING 

Corrective Measures 

1. Obtaining vertical -blanking voltage 
from source other than vertical - 
deflection coil 

2. Reducing yoke crosstalk by quadrature 
orientation of yoke coils; by-passing 
vertical output circuit, C, and choice 
of low -impedance vertical -deflection 
coil 
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modulation of the electron beam 
causing successive localized bunches 
of beam current at the screen. The 
resulting brightness variation is 
more discernible than the resulting 
geometric distortion. 

The second effect is intensity 
modulation of the picture tube, 
either by undesired pickup in video 
circuits or as a result of blanking. 
Both vertical and horizontal blank- 
ing waveforms often have the un- 
desired ringing superimposed upon 
them. Velocity and intensity modu- 
lation can occur simultaneously 
since they are both often a direct 
result of the same cause. 

Horizontal Width and Linearity 
Coils 

In many modern television re- 
ceivers, the horizontal width and 
linearity coils are connected in 
series with the horizontal deflection 
coil and damper tube respectively. 
In these circuits, they form isolated 
appendages to the horizontal output 
circuit and can easily resonate with 
their physical and stray capaci- 
tances upon shock excitation by the 
steep flyback pulses. This is par- 
ticularly true of the width coil for 
unlike the correctly adjusted lin- 
earity coil, the width can be reson- 
ant at almost any frequency. Since 
this ringing will be transmitted 
throughout the horizontal circuit, 
it can best manifest itself in both 
velocity modulation and intensity 
modulation. Adequate resistive 
damping across the width coil and 

correct linearity adjustment will 
minimize these sources of trouble. 

Yoke Crosstalk 

Leakage inductance in the ver- 
tical components would be of little 
consequence to the horizontal de- 
flection circuit were it not for yoke 
crosstalk and vertical blanking. 

A deflection yoke with high cross- 
talk will show appreciable hori- 
zontal energy transfer to the verti- 
cal deflection coil. This energy will 
set into oscillation the resonant cir- 
cuit formed by the vertical output 
circuit leakage inductance and phy- 
sical plus stray capacitance. By the 
vertical blanking, this transient 
oscillation is impressed on the pic- 
ture tube resulting in intensity 
modulation. 

If vertical blanking from the 
yoke circuit must be used, there are 
three approaches to the reduction 
of crosstalk. First, the yoke coils 
may be oriented to approach mag- 
netic quadrature between horizontal 
and vertical coils and means pro- 
vided to maintain this relationship. 
A crosstalk voltage ratio of at least 
250 to 1 is a practical and necessary 
deflection yoke requirement. A sec- 
ond solution is to by-pass the ver- 
tical circuit leakage inductance 
thus reducing the ringing voltage 
and frequency. This is best accom- 
plished by shunting an 0.02-0.1 4 
capacitor directly across the ver- 
tical output transformer secondary. 
The vertical blanking waveform 
and vertical circuit performance 

will remain relatively unaffected. 
Finally, lower impedance vertical - 

deflection coils will reduce crosstalk. 

Yoke Unbalance 

Ringing due to horizontal deflec- 
tion coil unbalance can be identified 
by the symptoms shown in the 
photographs. Methods for minimiz- 
ing this disturbance include use of 
a balancing network across the top 
half of deflection coil; center tap 
return to the horizontal output 
transformer and parallel connection 
of the halves of the horizontal de- 
flection coil. 

Figure 1A shows a horizontal 
deflection coil and its associated 
circuits. Since each half of the de- 
flection coil, LT, and LB, is a phys- 
ical mass above ground potential, 
there exists from each half dis- 
tributed and stray capacitances, 
CB and Co. Across LT, the top half 
of the deflection coil, there exists 
a distributed capacitance CT. Ca- 
pacitances Cr and CB are unequal 
since CB includes both distributed 
and stray capacitance. Figure 1B 
is a more complete representation 
of the horizontal deflection coil cir- 
cuit. 

Transfer of energy from one half 
of the deflection coil to the other 
is such that an increase of leakage 
current in one half causes a de- 
crease in the other. This 180 -deg 
phase relationship is illustrated in 
Fig. 1C where the output trans- 
former is omitted for convenience. 

Voltages eT and eB are indicated 

HOR 
DEFLECTION 
COIL 

? - 
HOR 
OUTPUT 

í L.OT 
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FIG. l-Simple circuit of horizontal -deflection coil (A) is redrawn (B) to show leakage tuned circuits. Equivalent circuit (C) illustrates how 

,coil balancing cancels ringing currents 
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to denote the polarities at the start 
of the rings, since these voltages 
exist only during the time driving 
energy is transferred to the leakage 
tuned circuits. The polarities of er 
and eB must be as shown since the 
driving pulse initiating the ring is 
unipotential with respect to ground 
and hence passes through all coils 
in the same direction. 

With er as indicated a current 
iTT will flow through the top loop 
and up through L,'. 

Current iri will produce a current 
4,, in the secondary loop, both cur- 
rents being opposite in polarity 
with respect to ground. By trans- 
former action, current iTB is oppo- 
site in phase to current 'fin,. 

Balancing Capacitor 

By adjusting capacitance CT so 
that the top ringing frequency is 
identical to that at the bottom, any 
tendency towards yoke ringing is 
suppressed. As i3B tends to increase 
due to initial bottom shock excita- 
tion eB, an opposing current 43 
tends to decrease due to initial top 
shock excitation eT. The result is 
complete cancellation in both top 
and bottom loops. 

With dissimilar resonant fre- 
quencies of the leakage circuits, 
when iBB tends to increase it is 
opposed by a current ir,, which de- 
creases either too rapidly or too 
slowly. Thus the ringing current 
never cancels during that first im- 
pulse and energy transfer continues 
with the top modifying the bottom 
and vice versa; the two halves al- 
ways maintain their characteristic 
out -of -phase condition. 

This interacting condition is seen 
as opposite shading of the top and 
bottom of the raster when capaci- 
tive balance is not attained. Cur- 
rent balance is most favorable when 
the Q's as well as the frequencies 
of the ringing circuits are iden- 
tical. A small resistance is often 
added in series with the balancing 
capacitor, since the Q of stray and 
distributed capacitances is lower 
than that of a physical component. 

Deflection Coil Center Tap 

The deflection coil center tap con- 
nection to the electrical center of 
the horizontal output transformer, 
shown in Fig. 2A, achieves almost 
perfect capacitive balance. This is 

HOR OUTPUT 

(A) 

HOR 
DEFLECTION 

COIL 

HUR OUTPUT 

LEAKAGE 
RINGING CIRCUITS 

el, 

IDEAL 
DEFLECTION 

YOKE 

INDUCED CURRENT 'IMPRESSED 
CURRENT 

(B) 

FIG. 2- Other means to combat deflection yoke ringing: connecting deflection coil 

center tap to center of output transformer (A) and connecting deflection coil wind- 

ings in parallel (B) 

accomplished not only by the 
swamping action of the added 
transformer capacitances, but by 
the equalizing action of improved 
top -to -bottom coupling that reflects 
more nearly equal capacitances 
across each half of the circuit. 

Parallel Windings 

Connecting the halves of the 
horizontal deflection coil in parallel 
as in Fig. 2B eliminates capacitance 
inequality across each half of the 
coil and lumps coil capacitance with 
transformer capacitance. Although 
coil leakage inductances still exist, 
ringing cancellation will be main- 
tained so long as the coil halves are 
sufficiently similar in construction. 
Deflection coil inductances, leakage 
inductances and distributed capac- 
itances will be the same, thus gen- 
erating the same ringing frequen- 
cies to effect cancellation. 

To understand the vertical dis- 
placement of the horizontal line 
structure coincident with bright- 
ness variation, visualize the hori- 
zontal deflection coil suspended in 
space; the top half above, and the 
bottom half below the neck of the 
picture tube. To generate bright- 
ness variations similar to those in 
the right-hand photograph, the 
magnetic field developed by the coil 
arrangement must be such that 
there exist compressions and rare- 
factions of the magnetic lines of 
force. This field distortion must 
vary with time as shown in the 
left-hand photo to accomplish the 
varying beam velocity. Any tilting 
of the field indicates an undesirable 
horizontal direction field compo- 
nent. It is this horizontal field 

component that deflects the beam 
vertically in synchronism with the 
raster shading. 

A complication in yoke ringing 
is the effect of the vertical deflec- 
tion coil upon the vertical ripple 
of the scan lines. Omission of the 
560 -ohm resistors across each half 
of the vertical -deflection coil will 
accentuate this ripple. The vertical 
deflection coil affects the vertical 
ripple through transformer action. 
The vertical deflection coil is ener- 
gized by the undesirable horizontal 
direction component. The loading 
on the horizontal -deflection coil 
through reflected impedances thus 
influences the magnitude and damp- 
ing of the horizontal component. 

No degree of quadrature yoke 
adjustment can reduce this inter- 
action. 

Horizontal Transformer 

Ringing originating in the hori- 
zontal output transformer is gen- 
erally the most difficult to cope 
with. Horizontal output trans- 
former ringing manifests itself in 
the two basic forms: intensity 
modulation of the picture tube 
through the blanking waveform 
and brightness variation due to 
velocity modulation of the raster. 
These effects can be controlled in- 
dividually or mutually to accom- 
plish ringing reduction. 

The most important ringing 
sources are plate leakage and h -v 
tertiary leakage. Plate or primary 
ringing is generally at a higher 
frequency than tertiary ringing, 
the former ranging from 300 to 
500 kc; the latter from 100 to 200 

kc. Identification of the ringing 
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portion is relatively simple. Since 
stray capacitance determines the 
ringing frequency, addition of 
small physical capacitance across 
the portion in question will be most 
effectively applied across the re- 
lated leakage inductance and the 
ringing frequency reduced. An- 
other technique in substantiating 
tertiary ringing is to remove the 
tertiary winding completely and to 
supply high voltage from another 
source. Ringing resulting from 
tertiary leakage inductance will be 
eliminated. 

Four methods of flyback ringing 
reduction are: (1) increasing the 
transformer coefficient of coupling -a basic requirement with many 

tertiary-the primary, as it would 
be in an autotransformer. Within 
the primary winding is the damper 
tap, yoke tap and driver plate tap. 
Increasing coupling between the 
damper and deflection coil provides 
the most pronounced improvement 
for the damper effectively shunts 
any ringing appearing across the 
deflection coil. Reduction of leak- 
age inductance in series with the 
driver plate will reduce the ringing 
contribution from that source. 

Another technique is to reduce 
coil -form diameter. Coupling is in- 
creased by proximity between core 
and coil. Increase of coil widths 
also accomplishes decrease of coil 
diameter. However, excessive in - 
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FIG. 3-Cancellation of ringing results when deflection coil is raised electrically 
from its normal position (A) to new balanced position (B) 

complications; (2) carefully choos- 
ing the yoke -damper relationship- 
utilizing damper action to suppress 
ringing; (3) connecting deflection 
coil with low side above a -c ground 
-balancing arrangement for can- 
cellation; and (4) choosing blank- 
ing amplitude and phase to accom- 
plish cancellation through intensity 
modulation. 

Coefficient of Coupling 

One of the most complex require- 
ments of a horizontal output trans- 
former is its coefficient of coupling. 
At present leakage inductance re- 
duction is a compromise with sev- 
eral other factors such as voltage 
breakdown, temperature rise and 
retrace time. 

Leakage may be reduced by re- 
ducing the physical size of the coil. 
Most important is the reduction of 
the mean turn diameter of that 
portion containing all but the h -v 

crease of coil width may reduce 
tertiary ringing at the expense of 
increasing primary ringing. There 
is a narrow range of optimum coil 
width for a given yoke and damper 
connection. 

Tertiary diameter and width, im- 
portant in tertiary ringing, are 
found to be the most unpredictable 
factors. Each transformer design 
must be handled individually. 

The wire sizes and density of 
windings are important mainly in 
contributing to the above dimen- 
sions. 

Yoke -Damper Circuit 
After the geometric considera- 

tions described above have reached 
their compromise point, other ap- 
proaches are available. The most 
important of these depends upon 
more effective use of the damper 
tube. If a deflection coil impedance 
is chosen which when connected 

across the damper presents the 
correct tube loading, advantage is 
taken of the vastly reduced ringing 
appearing at the damper. The cor- 
rect deflection -coil impedance varies 
between 18 and 30 mh as opposed 
to the 8.3 mh impedance long main- 
tained as standard. This effect is 
a desirable by-product of the trend 
to higher yoke impedances for im- 
proved efficiency. With higher yoke 
impedances come higher voltage 
pulses and the yoke must be built 
with this extra stress in mind. 

Yoke Connections 

Another transformer -yoke damp- 
er relationship results in success- 
ful cancellation of the ringing 
component. This is accomplished, 
even with the standard low -im- 
pedance yokes, by moving the hori- 
zontal deflection winding of the 
yoke from its customary connec- 
tion, Fig. 3A, to a new connection, 
Fig. 3B, while maintaining the 
number of turns across the winding 
constant. This new balanced posi- 
tion is found to be one where the 
top of the coil is much closer to 
the damper than the bottom of the 
coil is to ground. 

In Fig. 4A the low side of the 
coil is at a -c ground and the high 
side is at some potential below that 
of the damper. The most important 
leakage inductance is that appear- 
ing between the damper tube and 
the transformer. This inductance 
L isolates the desired damping 
action from the rest of the trans- 
former. The voltage appearing be- 
tween 1 and ground is the desired 
driving pulse plus the undesired 
ringing component. The voltage 
appearing at 2 is the driving volt- 
age minus the ringing component, 
the ringing component remaining 
across the hypothetical leakage in- 
ductance L. Inductance L is not 
necessarily generating the ringing. 
The voltage at 3 is identical to 1 
but smaller in amplitude. Across 
the deflection coil, then, is the volt- 
age E,,, identical to 3 and contain- 
ing the ringing component. 

In Fig. 4B one end of the deflec- 
tion coil is connected to the damper 
and the other end to 4, some point 
above ground potential. The volt- 
age at 2 is again the clean pulse, 
while the voltages at 1 and 4 are 
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FIG. 4-How deflection coil connections cancel ringing: normal position (A) fails to make use of damper: raising bottom of coil above 

ground is intermediate step (B): clean waveform results when balance is achieved (C) 

the same in form and different in 
amplitude. The voltage across the 
deflection coil E5 shows the ringing 
superimposed upon the driving 
pulse and inverted due to the sub- 
traction of voltage 4 from volt- 
age 2. 

The next step, Fig. 4C, requires 
a nonconventional representation 
where a new hypothetical induct- 
ance has been added. Voltage 5 is 
now a cross between 2 and 3 where 
the ringing voltage has been vastly 
reduced. Voltage 6 also represents 
a vastly reduced ringing voltage. 
If the ringing voltage at 5 is made 
equal to that at 6, then all ringing 
across the deflection coil is cancelled 
since the voltage across the coil 
E, is now E- - E,. 

Horizontal Blanking 

If the use of horizontal blanking, 
care must be exercised not to in- 
sert excessive blanking when em- 
ploying the last two methods of 
ringing reduction. Although the 
ringing voltage has been eliminated 
from the deflection coil, it will still 
exist superimposed upon the blank- 
ing waveform. 

Another approach to transformer 
ringing reduction is to circumvent 
the transformer entirely. Bright- 
ness variation due to horizontal 
blanking is opposite in phase to 
brightness variation due to velocity 
modulation. The two basic symp- 
toms of ringing can therefore be 
used to cancel each other. Un- 
fortunately, this cancellation occurs 
at one setting of background 
brightness. The designer must 
choose the amount of blanking volt- 
age that satisfies blanking require- 
ments and provides ringing can- 
cellation over the most important 
brightness range. He must also 
deliver this blanking waveform to 

a 

/NG, 0 NG 
D 

NG 

eC4NkeOE' VELOCITYRING!D MODULATION 

CANCELLATION 
POINT 

BRIGHTNESS 

FIG. 5-Two basic ringing systems can- 
cel one another 

the picture tube without destroying 
the desirable 180 deg phase rela- 
tionship. 

The reason for this single can- 
cellation point is one of subjective 
contrast ratios. The ringing super- 
imposed upon the blanking voltage 
is assumed fixed in amplitude and 
hence will appear as low contrast 
at high brightness and high con- 

trast at low brightness, shown in 
Fig. 5. The ringing resulting from 
velocity modulation, however, var- 
ies in intensity with the back- 
ground brightness, thus maintain- 
ing a uniform subjective contrast 
ratio with brightness. The cancella- 
tion point occurs at the intersection 
of the curves; this point subject to 
adjustment by setting the blanking 
amplitude. 
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Low -Frequency Switch 
COMMON METHOD of recording 
transients is to feed the out- 

put voltage of the circuit under 
study to a graphic recorder while 
applying a step -function input with 
a manual or motor -driven switch. 
However, most pen or stylus record- 
ers have poor frequency response 
above 80 or 100 cps and transients 
containing higher frequency com- 
ponents are distorted by such re- 
cordings. 

An oscilloscope with a low -fre- 
quency sweep circuit and d -c ampli- 
fiers is an ideal tool for the observa- 
tion and recording of such tran- 
sients. The major problem is then 
one of synchronizing the transient - 
initiating switch with the oscillo- 
scope sweep to obtain identical re- 
curring patterns on the screen. 

Operation 
The circuit described here was 

originally designed to study the 
delay times in magnetic -amplifier 
circuits operating on supply volt- 
ages of 60 and 400 cps. Heart of 
the circuit is a relay that operates 
in synchronism with the oscillo- 
scope sweep over a wide range of 
frequencies and with two different 
modes of operation. 

The electronic switch is con- 
nected to an oscilloscope and the 
circuit under study as shown in 
Fig. 1. The sawtooth sweep voltage 
from the oscilloscope sweep oscilla- 
tor is fed into the switch circuit 
and triggers the relay. The relay in 
turn introduces a step function in 
the observed circuit and its output 
voltage is applied to the vertical 
amplifier of the oscilloscope. 

In one mode of operation, the re- 
lay coil is energized at the begin- 
ning of one sweep and remains 
energized throughout that sweep. 
At the beginning of the next sweep, 
the relay coil is de -energized and 
remains so until the next consecu- 
tive sweep. As a result, the relay 
contacts alternate with each sweep. 
Therefore two sweeps are neces- 
sary to complete one operational 
cycle and hence two traces are re- 

corded. This mode of operation was 
used to obtain the trace in Fig. 2A, 
the position response of a servo 
output member to a step -function 
input. 

When two overlapping sweeps 
tend to obliterate each other, a 
second mode of operation can be 
used. In this mode, the relay coil is 
energized for the first part of a 
sweep and de -energized for the re- 
mainder of the sweep. This action 
produces two step functions, one at 
the start of the sweep and another 
near the center of the sweep. The 
cycle is accurately repeated for all 
subsequent sweeps. 

This mode was used in photo- 
graphing the traces of Fig. 2B and 
2C. The trace in Fig. 2B is the out- 
put voltage of a magnetic amplifier 
as the input control current is 
switched between two different 
values by the relay. Figure 2C is 
a plot of the instantaneous speed 
of a motor as the power to the 
motor is switched between zero and 
maximum. The vertical voltage in 
this case was taken from a d -c 
tachometer generator geared to the 
motor shaft. 

Circuit Details 
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram 

of the circuit. The sawtooth volt- 
age from the oscilloscope sweep 
generator is fed into coupling cir- 
cuit R,C,. The time constant of this 
coupling is small with respect to the 
shortest sweep time used. Con- 
sequently the sawtooth is differen- 
tiated and a narrow negative pulse 
impressed on the grid of V,,, im- 
mediately preceding each sweep. 
Tube V,d produces an amplified 
positive pulse that triggers single - 
shot multivibrator V, and is also 
applied to V,,, for further amplifica- 
tion. The negative pulse taken from 
V,, triggers the flip-flop circuit con- 
sisting of V, and V,. 

Modes 

Switch S, selects the mode of 
operation of the relay by connect- 
ing the grid of the relay control 
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Groton, Conn. 
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F'IG. 1-Switch setup for operation as 
synchronous step -function producer. 
Sawtooth sweep input triggers relay 

tube V, either to the flip-flop (mode 
1) or to the multivibrator (mode 
2). 

Mode 1 

Thus, during mode 1 operation, 
the initiation of a new sweep 
triggers the flip-flop into one of its 
stable states and the relay con- 
tacts assume a corresponding posi- 
tion. At the start of the next sweep, 
the flip-flop is triggered to its other 
stable state and the relay contacts 
move to the alternate position and 
remain there. 

Mode 2 

If switch S, connects the grid of 
the relay driving tube to the multi - 
vibrator, the following sequence of 
events takes place. The trigger 
pulse causes the multivibrator to 
assume its short -time stable state 
and the relay coil is energized. 
After a period of time during the 
same sweep, the multivibrator re- 
verts to its normal state and the 
relay coil is de -energized. The next 
sweep again triggers the multi - 
vibrator and the cycle is repeated. 

Potentiometer R, and selector 
switch Si, with the three capacitors, 
allow the dwell time of the contacts 
in either position to be varied over 
a fairly wide range. With the values 
for R,, C C$ and C, shown, the 
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for Recording Transients 
Relay initiates step -function test voltage for analysis of transient response of low - 

frequency circuits and various electromechanical devices. Oscilloscope sweep synchro- 

nizes relay to produce identical recurring transient waveforms for recording 

(B) 

FIG. 2-Step-function response of servo system in mode 1 operation (A). Output of reversible -phase magnetic amplifier with input 

switched between two different values in mode 2 operation (B). Instantaneous speed of low -inertia servo motor under load with input 

switched between zero and maximum in mode 2 operation (C) 

dwell times can be varied from 5 

seconds to 16 milliseconds. Thus, 
the second transient can be placed 
in the center of the sweep over a 
sweep -frequency range of 0.1 to 30 

sweeps per second. By varying R2, 

the second transient can be moved 
along the sweep to provide the best 
observable pattern. 

Switch S2 is provided with two 
additional positions, one grounding 
the grid of V6 and the other con- 
necting grid and cathode. These 
are provided so the relay contacts 
may be switched to either position, 
facilitating adjustment of the cir- 
cuit under study without discon- 
necting and reconnecting leads. 

The relay used in this unit is a 

Sigma type 4F -8000-S. With proper 
adjustment of contact spacing and 
spring tension, this relay will re- 
spond up to frequencies of 30 cps. 

Beyond this frequency, contact 
bounce and pull -in times become ap- 
preciable and affect the transient 
trace. 

Initial Adjustments 

In mode 1 operation, pulse gain 
control R, is advanced until positive 
triggering occurs. This is easily 
perceived by listening to the relay 
contacts click at the initiation of 

the sweep. The sweep of the oscillo- 
scope can then be adjusted to any 
desired frequency. 

Mode 2 operation requires a few 
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FIG. 3-Swith S, provides mode 1 operation in position 1 and mode 2 in position 2. 

Potentiometer FL and S, with C2. C:,, C, (2 0.2. 0.05 µF respectively) permit the dwell 
time of the contacts to be varied from 5 sec to 16 millisec 

additional adjustments. The sweep 
frequency of the oscilloscope is first 
adjusted to the desired value. The 
corresponding gate capacitor is 

selected by S, and R2 is adjusted to 
give zero resistance. Pulse gain 
control R, is then advanced until 
positive triggering occurs. The de- 

sired gating is adjusted by R2. 

The multivibrator tends to be- 

come unstable if greatly overdriven. 
For this reason it is desirable to 
set the pulse gain control just above 

the point where triggering occurs. 
Both modes will trigger on sweep 
voltages as low as two volts peak to 
peak. If very large sweep voltages 
are used, it would be desirable to 

use additional attenuation at the in- 
put of the pulse amplifier. 

Oscilloscope 

This circuit may be used with 
any oscilloscope with good low -fre- 
quency response, but in some cases 
minor modifications are necessary. 
When the oscilloscope is not pro- 
vided with external sawtooth out- 
put connections, the voltage may be 

taken directly from the horizontal 
plates. Proper polarity must be ob- 

served since a negative sawtooth 
will not trigger the circuits. Addi- 
tional capacitors can usually be 
added to the sweep circuits to pro- 
vide longer sweep times. 
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FIG. 1-Location of output window in magnetron output waveguide 

OUTPUT SEAL of several types of 
magnetrons consists of a res- 

onant iris and a rectangular plate 
of thin ceramic which fills the iris 
opening. The entire structure is 
brazed across the transverse section 
of the waveguide and serves as an 
air -tight seal for the magnetron 
output while allowing power to be 
supplied to the load. Figure 1 shows 
the location of a window in the out- 
put waveguide of a magnetron. 

Equivalent Circuit 

The resonant iris shown in Fig. 
2A is a combination of inductive 
and capacitive diaphragms. Both in- 
ductive and capacitive susceptances, 
therefore, act across the waveguide 
at the plane of the iris. 

In the equivalent circuit Fig. 2B, 
the inductance and capacitance are 
placed in parallel across the trans- 
mission line. At resonance, the 
circuit has zero admittance. Con- 
sequently, the principal wave passes 
over the resonant obstacle without 
reflection. Provided the dimensions 
are chosen correctly, the local 
magnetic and electric fields of the 
inductive and capacitive portions 
of the iris can be made to store 
equal amounts of energy. During 
oscillation, the stored energy is ex- 
changed between these fields and no 
energy is drawn from, and returned 
to, the incident TE,, (H10) wave. 

Resonant Dimensions 

A method for determining the 
resonant dimensions of such an iris 
has been given by J. C. Slater.' 

Figure 3 shows a rectangular 

(A) 

(8) 

FIG. 2-Cross section (A) and equiva 
lent circuit (B) of typical resonant iris 

waveguide having a as the longer 
and b as the shorter internal dimen- 
sion of the cross section. If the 
TE, mode is transmitted along the 
waveguide, the characteristic im- 
pedance of the guide may be de- 
fined as the ratio of the voltage be- 
tween the top and bottom plates to 
the longitudinal current in one 
plate. This impedance Z may be ex- 
pressed as 
Z= 

ko b 

2 Eo a 1/1 X 

2a 

where A.o and E. are respectively the 
permeability and permittivity of 
free space and X is the free -space 
wavelength.' In this expression, the 
same unit of measurement is used 
for a, b and X. 

The iris diaphragm may be con- 
sidered as a short section of wave - 
guide having dimensions different 
from those of the main waveguide. 
If a' and b' are the longer and 

1 

(1) 

By T. S. CHEN 
Tube Department 

Radio Corporation of America 
Harrison, N. J. 

shorter sides respectively of the 
iris opening, the characteristic im- 
pedance Z' of this short section 
of waveguide is 

2 Eo 

b' 
a 

1 

1 

Á l2 
C2a/ 

(2) 

At resonance, the characteristic 
impedance of the iris opening 
should match that of the main 
waveguide to eliminate reflection. 
Equations 1 and 2 may therefore 
be equated to obtain 

a 
b 

a' 
b' 

\1 ( 2a 
\2 

111-(2a')' 
(3) 

Equation 3 gives the resonant 
free -space wavelength of an iris 
having an opening a' X b' in a 
waveguide of cross section a x b 
when the dominant mode is propa- 
gating. In this simplified deriva- 
tion, the local waves (or evanescent 
modes) set up at the diaphragm 
have been neglected. 

Equation 3 reveals that a' should 
be greater than a/2. The corners of 
the possible composite irises, shown 
as the dotted rectangle in Fig. 3, 
fall on a hyperbola having vertices 
),/2 apart. The equation of the 
hyperbola may be written 

(x2/m2) - (y2/n2) = 1 (4) 
where x and y are the coordinates 
of the upper right-hand corner of. 

the iris as shown in Fig. 3 and m 
and n are parameters to be deter- 
mined. 

When x=±À/4, y-O and m- 
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Tunable Magnetrons 
Ceramic plate set in resonant iris provides air -tight seal in X -band waveguide; replaces 

probe for coupling magnetron power output to transmission line. Nomographs aid deter- 

mination of window and resonant iris parameters 

±A/4. If this value of m is substi- 
tuted in Eq. 4, and the values x = 
a/2 and y = b/2 used 

72 = (b2)Ct4Y/EW n- ('1/41)21 
(5) 

Substitution of the values of m2 

and n' in Eq. 4 gives 

b 
x2 

2 )-YR(12 )-()1j] 
( f(>4) (6) 

When x and y are replaced by a'/2 

li b o 

F o 

FIG. 3-Sectional view of rectangular 
waveguicie 

and b'/2 respectively, Eq. 6 reduces 
to the form of Eq. 3. 

Substitution of the empirical 
factor X/0.985 for ), in Eq. 3 results 
in the corrected formula for reson- 
ant wavelength. 

a 1 ( 1.97ña ) - 
2 

7 " 
b' 1 1 1.97a' 

(7) 

b 

2 

When the iris dimensions shown 
in Table I are substituted in Eq. 7, 

the resonant frequencies listed in 
the last column of the table are ob- 
tained. These values are sufficiently 

close to the measured frequencies. 
Because the iris is a highly fre- 
quency -sensitive element, minor ir- 
regularities in material, or the use 
of large tolerances, can cause great 
disparity between the calculated 
and measured values of resonant 
frequency. 

Iris Q 

There are an infinite number of 
resonant structures corresponding 
to different combinations of a' and 
b' for any given waveguide and 
wavelength. The dimensions of the 
opening, however, are also chosen 
to produce the desired sharpness of 
the resonant curve of the iris and 
the required power -handling capa- 
bility. Although the design of these 
irises may be such that the section 
of the waveguide is almost corn- 

pletely occupied by metal, in one 
case the only opening being a 0.014 - 
inch slit, power is transmitted 
through the slot without substan- 
tial reflection at the resonant fre- 
quency of the iris. 

Iris Nomograph 

A nomograph, Fig. 4, has been 
constructed to determine iris dimen- 
sions for a waveguide 0.900 X 0.400 
inch. When a' and b' are known, the 
wavelength ),, can easily be found. 
Conversely, if the wavelength ), is 
given, a reasonable value may be 
assumed for either a' or b' and the 
other dimension found from the 
chart. 
Example 1-A symmetrical res- 
onant iris having an opening for 
which a' = 0.706 inch (1.793 cm) 
and b' = 0.140 inch (0.356 cm) is 

Table I-Resonant Frequencies of Rectangular Irises (TEIn Mode) for 
X -Band Waveguide With Internal Dimensions 0.900 X 0.400 in. 

Iris Dimensions Resonant Frequency 
Calculated from 

Eq. 3 
(Inc) 

Measured 
Resonant 
Frequency 

(Inc) 

Frequency 
Calculated from 
Corrected Eq. 7 

(mc) 
a' 

(inches) 

b' 

(inches) 

0.706 0.140 8,760 8,900 8,900 

8,760 8,900 8,900 
8,760 8,980 8,900 

8,760 8,900 8,900 

0.698 0.140 8,900 9,100 9,040 

8,900 9,050 9,040 

0.721 0.140 8,510 8,700 8,700 

8,510 8,700 8,700 

0.680 0.125 9,060 9,120 9,180 

9,060 9,130 9,180 

9,060 9,220 9,180 
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stamped out of oxygen -free high 
conductivity copper sheet 20 mils 
thick. The internal dimensions of 
the waveguide in which the iris is 
to be placed are a = 0.900 inch 
(2.286 cm) and b = 0.400 inch 
(1.016 cm) . The resonant wave- 
length of this iris diaphragm can 
be found either by Eq. 7 or the 
nomograph, Fig. 4. 

To use the nomograph, a straight 
line is drawn from 0.356 on the 
right-hand b' scale through the 
point 1.793 on the a' scale to inter- 
sect the center scale. The point of 
intersection on the center scale is 
then joined with the point 0.356 
on the left-hand b' scale by a second 
straight line which intersects the 
A scale at the point 3.36 cm. 

Single -Frame 

The first type of ceramic window 
consists of a single metallic frame 
into the opening of which a rec- 
tangular ceramic plate 0.040 -inch 
thick is fitted.' Figure 5A illustrates 
the construction details of this type 
of window. This ceramic window 
has sharper resonant characteris- 
tics than an open iris. The approxi- 
mate relationship between the 
wavelength and the resonant dimen- 
sions is 

C 2a )$ 

b'/ 1 - 
(2a i-)z X 

(8) 

Table II-Resonant Frequencies of Sandwich -Type Ceramic Windows. Waveguide: 0.900 X 0.400 in.; Ceramic: AlSiMag 243, t. - 6 

Window Dimensions Measured Resonant 
Frequency 

(mc) 

Resonant Frequency 
Calculated from Eq. 9 

(mc) a' 
(inches) 

b' 
(inches) 

0.474 
0.474 
0.474 
0.490 
0.498 

0.250 
0.250 
0.250 
0.250 
0.250 

7,800 
7,800 
7,670 
8,600 
8,900 

7,750 
7,750 
7,750 
8,500 
8,990 

where E, is the dielectric constant of 
the ceramic. No adequate theoreti- 
cal basis can be given for this rela- 
tionship. The dielectric constant of 
the ceramic enters into Eq. 7 to 
affect the phase velocity, but it does 
not appear in the intrinsic -im- 
pedance factor VÉ.a/Eo, in Eq. 2. 

Sandwich Type Windows 

The second type of output 
window for magnetrons consists of 
a 0.040 -inch ceramic plate which 
fills the entire section of the wave - 
guide and two resonant iris frames, 
one on each side of the plate. The 
details of this structure are shown 
in Fig. 5B. 

During the construction of the 
sandwich -type window, the four 
edges of the ceramic plate and the 
area which makes contact with the 
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FIG. 4-Nomograph for determining iris dimensions for a waveguide 0.900 X 
0.400 inch (2.286 X 1.016 cm) 

iris frames are metalized. This 
metalizing process insures a more 
intimate bond between the ceramic 
and metal parts, thus improving 
vacuum seal at the window. The 
construction of the iris frames 
shown in Fig. 5B is mechanically 
superior to that of the iris frame 
shown in Fig. 5A because several 
bends have been omitted. The 
omission of the bends also reduces 
the variation of the internal dimen- 
sions a' and b' in the finished 
window. 

Although the sandwich -type 
structure contains more frequency - 
sensitive elements than the single - 
frame window, it acts essentially 
as a resonant iris but has a much 
higher reflection off resonance. The 
resonant wavelength of this type 
of window can be predicted from 

a X 

11 ( 238a 
y 

b 

a' : 
b'11 2.38 VE,a' 

X ) 

Table II shows both the measured 
and the calculated resonant fre- 
quencies for ceramic windows hav- 
ing various dimensions. 

The amount of inaccuracy ob- 
served in frequency prediction 
based on Eq. 9 is not serious be- 
cause this difference can be com- 
pensated by broadbanding tech- 
niques which provide a bandwidth 
of 1,500 mc having low vswr. 

(9) 

Nomograph 

Figure 6 is a nomograph to de- 
termine the unknown parameters 
in Eq. 9. The dielectric constant E, 
of the ceramic has a fixed value of 
6 in this nomograph. The chart 
shows that the value of b' equal to 
0.414 cm (0.163 inch) cannot be 
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used for the combination in which 
the waveguide is 0.900 X 0.400 inch 
in cross section and the ceramic 
material has a dielectric constant of 
6. This value of b' renders Eq. 9 

independent of wavelength. 
Caution should be exercised in 

applying Eq. 9 to the calculation of 
resonant wavelengths for windows 
made of ceramic material different 
from that used for these experi- 
ments. The resonant wavelength is 
affected by a change in dielectric 
constant of the ceramic and to a 
lesser extent, by a change in thick- 
ness of the plate. 
Example 2-A sandwich -type ce- 
ramic window is to be designed for 
use in a magnetron -output wave - 
guide having dimensions 0.900 X 

0.400 inch (2.286 x 1.016 cm). The 
ceramic plate is 40 mils thick and 
has a dielectric constant of 6. The 
window frames are made of 5 -mil, 
No. 52 alloy (52 percent nickel and 
48 percent iron). The required size 
of the frame opening for a resonant 
frequency of 8,900 me (3.369 cm) 
can be determined by substitution 
in Eq. 9 or by the nomograph given 
in Fig. 6. 

If maximum power -handling 
capability is to be obtained, the 
height of the frame opening should 
be as large as the manufacturing 
process permits. A suitable value 
for b' is 0.250 inch (0.635 cm). 

In using Fig. 6, a straight line is 
drawn from the point 0.635 on the 
left-hand b' scale through the point 
3.369 on the X scale to intersect the 
center scale. The point of inter- 
section on the center scale is then 
joined with the point 0.635 on the 
right-hand b' scale by a second 
straight line which intersects the 
a' scale at the correct value of 1.26 

cm. 
The author wishes to express ap- 

preciation to B. B. Brown for 
valuable guidance during this de- 
velopment, to H. K. Jenny who 
initiated the program and con- 
tributed much at its inception and 
to K. Kovach for constant help and 
advice during the course of the 
work. 
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Arc -Lamp Tachistoscope 
Improves Reading Speed 
Printed cards in light -tight box are illuminated for predetermined fraction of second by 
concentrated -arc tube controlled by pulse from univibrator circuit, for improving percep- 
tion of vision by training eye to read more characters in less time 

By WILLIAM J. SPAVEN 
Fada Radio & Electric Co., Inc. 

Belleville, N. J. 

MOST PEOPLE read at only 20 
percent of their capacity, 

but it is possible to improve read- 
ing skill by suitable training. Fol- 
lowing the completion of a speed- 
reading course, a group of fifty 
executives had improved their read- 
ing speed from an average of 275 to 
an average of 420 words per minute 
and, equally important, comprehen- 
sion increased 85 percent. 

The key to speedier reading lies 
in increasing perception-how 
much can be seen at one glance. 
Everyone reads across a line in 
steps, a good reader taking fewer 
steps than a poor reader. The eyes 
are not focused when they are in 
motion; if fewer steps are needed 
to read a line, reading speed will 
increase. 

Tachistoscope Training Aid 
The tachistoscope is a training 

aid used to improve the reading 
speed and comprehension. of a 
reader. Figure lA is a diagram of 
the basic tachistoscope. Essentially 
this device consists of a card hav- 
ing several digits or letters printed 
upon it, a means of illuminating the 
card for a predetermined short 
period of time, a means of control- 
ling the duration of the illumina- 
tion period from 0.01 to 0.10 second 
and a light -tight box to reduce the 
effect of ambient room light. 

The observer is able to see the 

card only during the illumination 
period. Starting with an illumina- 
tion period of 0.1 second and a card 
having four digits, the observer 
views the card and records the 
digits viewed. A second card, with 
a different combination of four 
digits, is inserted in the machine, 
and the digits are again recorded. 
Several cards are viewed and then 
the recorded digits are compared 
with the actual digits on the cards 
for accuracy. When a desirable ac- 
curacy is attained, the illumination 
period is reduced and cards contain- 
ing more digits are employed. It is 
possible for an observer with 15 
hours of training to see and remem- 
ber as many as 8 digits or 23 letters 
viewed during a 0.01 second inter- 
val. 

In a mechanical type of tachisto- 
scope, an incandescent lamp serves 
as the light source and a spring - 
loaded shutter as the timing device. 
The shutter is necessary because of 
the inherently high thermal mass 
in this type of lamp. 

A lamp that has a short response 
time and can be turned on and off 
electrically makes possible the elim- 
ination of the shutter mechanism. 
The enclosed high -intensity concen- 
trated -arc lamp meets this require- 
ment. It consists of two electrodes, 
an anode and a specially prepared 
cathode, sealed into a glass envelope 
filled with argon gas. The light - 
emitting surface may be as small as 
0.003 inch in diameter and have a 
brightness of up to 65,000 candles 
per square inch. Of the sixteen dif- 

ferent types of lamps available, the 
type K-2 2 -watt lamp was selected 
for its short response time, low 
power supply requirements, small 
physical size and low price. 

Arc Lamp Power Supply 

The concentrated -arc lamp used 
operates from a direct current 
supply of 200 volts or more and re- 
quires a pulse of 1,000 volts to start 
the arc. Figure 1B is a simple 
schematic diagram of the circuit 
required to start and operate the 
lamp. 

Initially, the arc lamp in non- 
conducting, and a current is flowing 
through the coil, resistor and nor- 
mally closed switch. The magnitude 
of the current is limited by the 
resistor. To operate the lamp,. 
the momentary -contact switch is. 
opened, causing a voltage pulse to 
be developed across the inductance. 
By selecting the proper value of in- 
ductance, it is possible to develop 
a voltage pulse in excess of the 
1,000 volts as required to start the 
arc. Once the arc is started, a 
normal current flows through the 
lamp. 

The lamp is extinguished by per- 
mitting the momentary -contact 
switch to close, shorting the lamp. 
Thus the illumination period dura- 
tion can be controlled by the length 
of time the switch is held open. 

Electronic Switch 

Unfortunately, it is not possible 
to control the switch manually so 
it will remain open for the short 
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FIG. 1-Example of tachistoscope construction, simplified diagram of arc -lamp control system and complete control circuit 

periods of time required ; however, 
it is possible to utilize an electron 
tube as the switch. By placing a 
heavily conducting tube in parallel 
with the arc lamp, it is possible to 
maintain a relatively low voltage 
across the arc lamp, preventing the 
lamp from conducting. The applica- 
tion of a negative -going pulse to the 
grid of the switch tube causes the 
tube to be nonconducting, analogous 
to the open position of the man- 
ually -operated switch. The duration 
of the negative -going pulse can be 
accurately controlled by developing 
the pulse electronically. 

Circuit Design 

The complete circuit consists of 
a means of developing a trigger 
pulse, a univibrator circuit, a 
switching tube and an arc lamp, as 
shown in Fig. 1C. 

A trigger pulse of indeterminate 
duration is developed by closing 
and releasing momentary -contact 
switch SW,. This causes a positive - 
going square -wave pulse to be de- 
veloped across resistor R,. The pulse 
is differentiated in the R -C circuit 
made up of R. and C,. To insure the 
generation of only one pulse for 
each operation of the momentary - 
contact switch, a type 1N48 ger- 
manium diode is employed, causing 
only the positive -going spike of the 
waveform to appear as the trigger 
pulse for the univibrator. 

The univibrator circuit consists 
of two triode sections (V,), two 
plate load resistors (R5 and R.), a 
common cathode resistor R. to pro- 

vide bias voltage, a direct -coupled 
positive feedback circuit (R, and 
R,) that causes V,. to be noncon- 
ducting and a capacitor -coupled 
positive feedback path that estab- 
lishes the duration of the pulse (R, 
R, and C3) . 

Initially V,A is conducting heavily 
since the grid leak resistors return 
to a high positive potential. The 
d -c voltage measured at the plate of 
V,A is relatively low. Because of the 
voltage divider action of resistors 
R; and R,, the grid voltage of V,5 

is such that it is nonconducting. 
The circuit is stable. 

When a positive -going trigger 
pulse is applied at the plate of V,,, 
V,$ is made to conduct by virtue 
of the positive feedback loops. The 
circuit then becomes regenerative 
and is quickly transferred to a 
second state, which is temporarily 
stable. In this state the voltage at 
the plate of V,A drops. The grid of 
V,, is driven beyond cutoff. The 
sloping waveform at the grid of V,A 

is part of an exponential curve hav- 
ing a time constant T = (R_, + R.) 
C3. When the voltage reaches a point 
where the grid -to -cathode voltage 
is equal to the cutoff voltage, VIA 

starts conducting and the univibra- 
tor rapidly returns to the first 
stable state. 

The circuit remains in this state 
until the trigger pulse is applied 
again. The duration of the output 
pulse is controlled by varying poten- 
tiometer R,. It is possible to vary 
the pulse duration from 0.01 to 
0.10 second. 

The negative -going waveform is 
coupled to the grid of V.,, which is 
normally conducting heavily. When 
the negative -going pulse is applied, 
V_ is cut off, causing a high voltage 
to be developed across L, which 
ignites arc lamp V,. 

The arc lamp conducts for the 
duration of the pulse. When the 
pulse is removed, V. conducts again 
and the plate voltage is reduced so 
that the arc cannot be maintained 
by the circuit. 

The circuit consisting of V, and 
capacitors C. and C3 comprises a 
full -wave voltage -doubler d -c power 
supply. 

Neon lamp V7 is included to aid 
the operator in focusing his eyes to 
the point where the letters appear 
on the test card. 

A second lamp, Vhf is operated by 
switch SW, and permits comparing 
the correct digits from the test 
card with the digits recorded dur- 
ing the short -duration illumination 
period. 

Conclusions 

It is conceivable that the elec- 
tronic circuit could be included as 
a modification to the existing ta- 
chistoscope training device (made 
by Stereo -Optical Co., Chicago) by 
replacing the mechanical shutter. It 
is believed that the all -electronic 
tachistoscope presents a reliable 
equipment that offers the advantage 
of ease of operation. 

Acknowledgement is made to Dr. 
Harold Wiener for his kind assist- 
ance and advice. 
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Bioelectric Integrator 

Compact transistor integrator (left) replaces bulky electron -tube unit mounted fn 
rack at right 
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By ADELBERT FORD 
Department of Psychology 

Lehigh University 
Bethlehem, Pa. 

LECTRONIC integration of bio - 
electric potentials' has lead to 

the discovery of new facts concern- 
ing human work, strain and effort. 
Recent work has disclosed evidence 
relating severe mental effort to the 
bioelectric output of the heart and 
the frontal lobes of the brain2" 
Current investigations are expected 
to show extensive ramifications of 
muscular potentials with pure 
mental work. 

Meanwhile, use of transistors for 
voltage amplification' has provided 
considerable simplification of the 
electronic equipment employed. 
Electronic integration involves sum- 
ming the area under an irregular 
curve representing the energy out- 
put from a particular spot of live 
human tissue. This is done by 
measuring the charge stored on a 
capacitor. 

The equipment used comprises 
a balanced voltage amplifier, f ull- 
wave rectifier and storage capaci- 
tors with their associated switching 
circuits. Figure 1 shows the final 
design of the transistor bioelectric 
integrator. 

The equipment employs a bal- 
anced three -wire input so that it 
will work with bioelectric instru- 
ments such as the electroencepha- 
lograph (eeg), electromyograph 
(emg) and electrocardiograph 
(ecg). The integrator works di- 
rectly from a Grass P-4 battery - 
powered preamplifier with a gain 
setting of 20,000 and an output im- 
pedance of 6,000 ohms. Coupling 
values are chosen to favor low fre- 
quencies. 

Circuit Design 

Use of transistors in a three -wire 
system was successful only because 
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Uses Two Transistors 
Effects of human strain and effort are measured by bioelectric integrator that employs two 
pnp junction transistors in a push-pull voltage amplifier. Performance is comparable to 
electron -tube unit but size is much reduced and circuit simplified 

of luck in matching. Four CK-722 
pnp junction transistors were tested 
to find two that would match. Out 
of six possible combinations only 
one pair exhibited amplification 
characteristics different by only 
seven percent. 

Critical test points in Fig. 1 are 
labeled E -E', A -A', B -B' and C -C'. 
Matching is done by measuring 
peak -to -peak voltage from points B 
and B' to ground with all resistors 
at matched values. The match is 
considered usable if there is less 
than a ten -percent mismatch. 

Balance is achieved by potenti- 
ometer R, that alters the ratios of 
resistance values for each transis- 
tor bringing the better one down to 
the level of the poorer one. A d -c 
vtvm is placed across A -A' and a 
20 -cps signal admitted at E -E'. 
The input should be such as to pro- 
duce about 0.5 -volt peak to peak 
from A and A' to ground. If the 
system is out of balance there will 
be a d -c bias across A -A'. Adjusting 
R, should remove this bias and re- 
sult in zero d -c voltage. A similar 
test can be made by connecting the 
vtvm across B -B'. Again adjust- 
ment of R. will remove the d -c po- 
tential. 

When a good balance is achieved, 
the reading of the voltmeter across 
B -B' at its most sensitive setting 
shows a tendency to wobble back 
and forth across zero. This is the 
result of inherent instability of the 
transistor system and will be inte- 
grated as a small error of unbal- 
ance. This undesired output has 
been reduced to 0.03 volt with a 
total signal of 3.0 volts. It was 
fairly constant on successive sam- 
ples and is simply subtracted from 
each of the research integrations. 

Balance and instability are meas- 
ured before and after each research 
session. 

Frequency Characteristics 

Figure 2A shows the integration 
capacitor charge after constant 
time periods of 7.5 seconds when 
the input is direct coupled to the 
bases of the pair of transistors and 

Integrator permits quick change of re- 
sistors to match transistor characteristics 

when the R -C coupling shown in 
Fig. 1 is used. 

The direct -coupled input is con- 
stant for all usable frequencies and 
would be highly desirable if the in- 
put were not really the output of a 
cascade of preamplifiers and almost 
certain to have a d -c bias superim- 
posed on the a -c waveform. Theo- 
retically, push-pull amplifiers are 
balanced, but actually this is not 
always true. The R -C coupling is a 
protection against heavy integra- 
tions of d -c bias errors. 

Possibly use of a Barber -Cole- 
man micropositioner on the output 
of the preamplifiers can correct the 
balance against gradual shifts that 
throw unexpected d -c bias on the 
a -c waveforms but this will require 
more research in automatic con- 
trols. 

Figure 2B shows the integrator 

capacitor charges plotted against 
input voltages for a constant fre- 
quency after a constant time inter- 
val of 7.5 seconds. The integrator 
capacitor charge is never quite zero 
for zero input. This is due to a 
small instability of the transistors 
and slight failures to achieve a per- 
fect balance. The region is small, 
however,, and electron -tube integra- 
tors usually have shown a similar 
defect. 

There is, however, an upper limit 
to the allowable voltage in the inte- 
grator capacitors -3.5 volts. For 
this reason R_ is inserted between 
the rectifying network and the ca- 
pacitor integration storage. When- 
ever the voltmeter approaches cur- 
rent 3.5 volts, resistance is added to 
reduce the charging. 

Comparisons 

The electron -tube system used 
previously was generally operated 
with 285 volts on the amplifier 
plate and used 504 storage capaci- 
tors. It was permissible to allow 
voltages in the storage capacitors to 
rise as high as 35 volts before en- 
countering serious nonlinearity. 

With the transistor model using 
battery power at 22.5 volts, it is 
possible to allow a maximum voltage 
in the 2-4 storage capacitors of 
only 3.5 volts before nonlinearity 
becomes a serious error. 
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Multipulse Generator 

Multipulse general Dr using eight plug-in units. Controls for all units are brought 
out to main chassis 

Plug-in unit with ease removed. Octal socket makes connections to main chassis 
and socket at top accepts miniature tube 

By A. J. STRASSMAN 
Research and Development Laboratories 

Hughes Aircraft Co. 
Culver City. Calif. 

USING ONLY two different cir- 
cuits, a pulse -generating 

system has been designed that will 
provide three independently vari- 
able pulses. These pulses can be 
used for range -tracking tests, 
gating, counting and as crt mark- 
ers. 

The pulses are generated by 
low -impedance sources-making it 
possible to cascade generating units 
to obtain a wider variety of output 
pulses. Another advantage of this 
circuit is that it is adaptable to re- 
mote operation. 

The usual method utilizes three 
complete synchronized pulse gen- 
erators. In the method described 
here, a free -running, symmetrical 
multivibrator is used as a source of 
variable frequency. Each pulse - 
generator circuit and each delay 
circuit is identical. The circuits are 
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3 
PULSE 2 

TO OSCILLOSCOPE TRIGGER 

FIG. 2-Block diagram of typical delay -generator system made 
up of plug-in units described in text 

FIG. 3-Alternate plug-in pulse -generator circuit can be used 
when low power consumption is important 

Has Variable Delay 
Interchangeable plug-in units of multipulse generator provide three independently 

variable pulses. Pulse width can be varied with delay times up to 100 microseconds 
between pulses. Applications include radar tracking tests, gating and counting systems 

and crt marker generation 

shown in Fig. 1. Plug-in type con- 
struction permits rapid inter- 
changeability of complete circuits. 
This approach makes it possible to 
obtain a number of time -delay 
pulse -width combinations. Figure 2 
is a block diagram of one possible 
combination. 

Pulses at the output of each pulse 
generator are of fixed amplitude 
and width and are established by 
selecting proper values for C, R, 
and RK in the pulse generator 
circuit. 

If a pulse of variable width be 
needed, it can be obtained from the 
output of any one of the delay cir- 
cuits. 

Unit Construction 

Each unit is housed in a 1 X 
19 x 23n inch metal case. An octal 
plug on the base is used to connect 

the unit to the main chassis. Parts 
are mounted circumferentially 
about a rod extending the full 
height of the case. A noval tube 
socket on the upper end of the rod 
accepts the tube. 

Circuit Operation 

Operating requirements for each 
pulse generator are identical. The 
input must be a minimum of 20 
volts negative. The circuit is de- 
signed to accept the output of any 
one of the delay -generator units. 
The output of each unit is a posi- 
tive pulse of approximately 70 volts 
amplitude and 0.5 p.sec wide. 

Each delay generator requires a 
minimum of 30 -volts positive in- 
put, and will accept the output of 
any pulse -generator unit. The out- 
put of the delay generator is a vari- 
able -width pulse with an amplitude 

of approximately 100 volts. 
Repetition rate is determined by 

the frequency of the free -running 
multivibrator shown in Fig. 1. Fre- 
quency is controlled by a potenti- 
ometer in the grid circuit. The range 
can be further extended by selec- 
tion of different coupling capaci- 
tors. 

Zero Time Pulse 

The output of the multivibra- 
tor is differentiated and fed to the 
grid of a trigger tube in the pulse 
generator. The positive peak of the 
differentiated pulse is clipped by a 
germanium diode and the negative 
pulse is amplified by V2., and in- 
verted to provide a positive pulse 
for triggering a blocking oscillator, 
V.,R. 

The output of the blocking os- 
cillator is taken from the 91 -ohm 
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cathode resistor and is used to trig- 
ger the oscilloscope and two sepa- 
rate variable delays. This is the 
zero -time reference pulse. 

The delay circuit is a cathode - 
coupled multivibrator. The input is 
a positive pulse from the previous 
pulse generator to the grid of V8.,, 

which is normally cut off. The out- 
put pulse is derived from the plate 
of Vss,, which is normally on. 

When a triggering pulse is re- 
ceived from the previous unit the 
output tube produces a positive - 
going voltage and remains off until 
the circuit returns to its original 
condition. This period is deter- 
mined by the time constant of the 
coupling capacitor and grid resistor. 

Delay Pulse 

The delay is achieved by utilizing 
the trailing edge of the pulse to 
trigger the next pulse generator. 
When the output pulse is differen- 
tiated, this trailing edge produces 
a negative -going pulse that is ap- 
plied to the grid of the next pulse - 
generator trigger tube at a time 
determined by the setting of the po- 

tentiometer in the grid circuit. De- 
lay times up to 100 Asee can be ob- 
tained with the values shown. The 
output of the second pulse gener- 
ator is applied to another identical 
delay unit and this is used to pro- 
duce a third pulse delayed from 
zero time by the sum of the two 
delays. 

The second pulse can be varied 
independently about either pulse, 
the lower limit being the time of 
the original pulse. By varying the 
parameters of the blocking -os- 
cillator circuit, frequency division 
can be obtained to provide for more 
than one repetition -rate frequency. 

The natural recurrence period 
of a biased blocking oscillator is 

= t -f- RC In E00 -I- T , , where T 

is the period, t the length of con- 
ducting period, E, the bias voltage, 
E,, the cutoff voltage and E the sup- 
ply voltage. 

Alternate Pulse Generator 
To decrease power consumption, 

an alternate triggering circuit, 
shown in Fig. 3, can be employed 

Wiring of main chassis is simplified by plug-in construction. Potentiometers control 
delay time 

with the blocking oscillator. 
In this circuit the trigger 

tube is normally cut off by fixed 
cathode bias. The negative pulse 
developed by the trailing edge of 
the delay-multivibrator pulse ap- 
plied to the cathode of the first 
section causes this tube to conduct. 

The tube acts as a grounded -grid 
amplifier and the output pulse is of 
the same polarity as the input. 
Parallel triggering is used with the 
pulse transformer to produce a 
positive triggering pulse on the 
grid of the blocking -oscillator sec- 
tion. 

This isolates the oscillator from 
its trigger . source. Because of 
the low impedence of the cathode 
circuit of the trigger tube when it 
conducts, it is helpful to keep the 
source of the delay pulse as low as 
possible. 

Power Requirements 

A well -regulated supply for both 
positive and negative voltages is 
recommended. Both supplies can 
be 300 volts. Current require- 
ments are 14 ma for the delay gen- 
erator and 12 ma for the pulse gen- 
erator. Filament current for the 
5687, the only tube type used, is 0.9 
ampere. 

The oscilloscope waveforms 
shown in the picture are obtained 
from the unit described. The photo- 
graph of the main chassis shows the 
simplicity of wiring obtained by 
use of packaged units. 

Acknowledgement is made to 
Jerome Steinberg who performed 
the construction work and aided in 
testing the completed unit. 

R>;rS,itENCES 
(1i S'irnnel ceeiv. "Electronic, Tithe Cir- 

cuits", n 396. McGraw-Hill Book Co.. 1950. 
(2) MIT Radar School Staff. "Princi- 

ples of Radar", 2nd edition. p 2, McGraw- 
Hill Book Co., 1946. 

(3) William Edson, "Vacuum Tube Os- 
cillators'', p 307, John Wiley and Sons. 
1953. 

Output waveform of multipulse generator, left, with maximum delay time. Oscilloscope sweep speed was 20 microseconds per cm. Trace 
of pulse -generator output, center, was made with 0.1 microsecond -per -cm sweep. Output of delay generator, right, shows maximum 
and minimum pulse widths obtainable. Sweep speed in this oscillogram was 20 microseconds per cm 
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FIG. 1-Distortion of pulse shape after passing through various sections of cascaded delay line 

FIG. 2-Pulse distortion Is reduced by inserting parallel resistance between delay line sections 

TransistorAmplifiersReduce 
Delay Line Attenuation 

Attenuation of nine -section 70 -µsec delay line is reduced from 110 db to 0 db by 

transistor amplifiers. Pulse distortion through cascaded distributed -constant delay 

sections is minimized by parallel resistors between sections 

DELAY and storage devices are 
employed in pulsed radar, 

electronic computers and other 
equipment requiring control and 
measurement of the time interval 
between series of pulses. 

Video delay lines are useful for 
delays up to a few microseconds. 
For greater delays it is difficult to 
design lines that have small disper- 
sion and low loss. If a line is made 
too long attenuation ultimately re- 
duces the signal below the noise 
level. Repeater amplifiers can be 
used at intervals along the line to 

By ALLEN H. SCHOOLEY 
Research Laboratory 

Washington, D. C. 

keep the signal appreciably above 
the noise level. 

Distributed -parameter delay lines 
are usually practicable for im- 
pedances ranging from about 200 
ohms to 3,000 ohms'. This range is 
suitable for application of transistor 
amplifiers. This article reports the 
results of an experimental study of 
the characteristics of a 70-I,.sec 

delay line composed of a series of 
nine commercially available delay 
sections. 

Lin_ Characteristics 
The individual delay -line sections 

are distributed -constant lines her- 
metically sealed in metal containers. 
These sections have a characteristic 
impedance of 1,000 ohms, time delay 
of 7.8 N.sec and band-pass of 0 to 
2 mc. A comparison is made of the 
performance of the line with no 
amplifiers and the performance of 
the same line with uniformly spaced 
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simple point -contact transistor 
amplifiers. 

Figure 1 shows the output re- 
sponse to a rectangular 10 -µsec 
pulse with the pulse generator con- 
nected directly to the matched 
termination and through 1, 3 and 6 
delay sections. The slight displace- 
ment of the top of the pulse at far 
right in Fig. 1 indicates some ver - 
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FIG. 3-Frequency response curves for 
three sections of delay line (A), with 
parallel resistors inserted (B), and with 
transistor amplifiers added (C) 

tical signal feeding into the hori- 
zontal sweep. 

The buildup time plus decay time 
was measured to be less than 0.1 
sec by decreasing the input pulse 

width to the point where the pulse 
amplitude on the oscillograph was 
down 6 db and then reading the 
pulse width setting on the pulse 
generator. Thus, the buildup time 
and decay time are approximately 
one-half of this figure, or 0.05 µsec 
each. The pulse shape after passing 
through nine sections of the delay 
line was so distorted that it was 
impossible to show it adequately 
without changing the scale of the 
pictures. 

Distortion 

After passing through three or 
more sections of line the waveform 
shows a buildup in amplitude dur- 
ing the time represented by the 
top of the pulse. This type of in- 
tegration distortion is characteris- 
tic of a filter that has a relatively 
large low -frequency response with 
a lesser response at medium and 
high frequencies. This distortion 
limits the usefulness of the cascaded 
delay line for many applications. 

It is possible to minimize this 

difficulty by inserting a parallel re- 
sistor of proper value between each 
section of the line. A suitable re- 
sistor value was determined ex- 
perimentally by connecting the 
pulse generator through four sec- 
tions of the delay line and observ- 
ing the pulse shape across the in- 
put to the oscilloscope as the 
resistances of four ganged rheo- 
stats were varied. The resistance 
value that gave the best delayed 
reproduction of the input pulse was 
approximately 1,000 ohms. 

Figure 2 shows the pulse shape 
with parallel 1,000 ohm resistors 
after passing through 0, 1, 3 and 6 
filter sections. Comparison of the 
shape of the pulses in Fig. 2 with 
those in Fig. 1 indicates that fre- 
quency response has been improved 
by the addition of resistance across 
the line at each section. 

This agrees with the experimen- 
tal frequency -response curves 
shown in Fig. 3. The frequency -re- 
sponse curves were measured using 
three sections of the delay line. Ex- 
perimental phase -versus -frequency 
characteristics were found to be 
straight and identical for the con- 
ditions being considered. 

Insertion of parallel resistances 
across the line improves frequency 
response, however it also increases 
attenuation. The nine -section line 
at 20,000 cps has a total attenuation 
of about 60 db without parallel re- 
sistors and an attenuation of over 
110 db if 1,000 ohm resistors are 
used. The latter attenuation figure 
was obtained by extrapolation be- 
cause of gain and noise limitations 

of the experimental equipment. 
The circuit of the nine -section 

delay line with transistor amplifiers 
inserted between each section is 
shown in Fig. 4. Type 1698 trans- 
istors were used because they have 
sufficient high -frequency response 
and were readily available. 

No selection process or pre- 
ferred placement of the transistors 
was used. The emitter and collector 
circuit resistances were optimized 
experimentally for class A opera- 
tion by observing the shape of both 
positive and negative input pulses 
after passing through four sections 
of the transistorized line. Two four - 
gang rheostats were initially used 
for varying these resistances in- 
dependently. Optimum values of 
emitter and collector supply volt- 
ages were found in a similar 
manner. 

Figure 5 shows the output pulse 
shape when a 10 sec positive input 
pulse had traveled through 1, 3, 6 

and 9 delay sections connected as 
shown in Fig. 4. Similar oscillo - 
grams of negative input pulses 
showed output pulses having sub- 
stantially similar shapes. Compar- 
ing these waveforms with Fig. 2, it 
can be seen that use of transistor 
amplifiers has caused deterioration 
of the high -frequency response. 

When six sections of the filter 
were used the buildup -plus -decay 
time was found to be 0.8 sec for 
the transistorized delay line as com- 
pared with 0.4 µsec for the non - 
transistorized line. The buildup - 
plus -decay time was found to be 
about 1.8 ['sec for the transistor - 
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FIG. 4-Nine-section transistorized delay line using cascaded distributed -constant 
sections of 7.8 -µsec delay each 
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Test setup of 70 -µsec delay line with transis- 
tors and coupling capacitors mounted on 
top of delay -line sections 

ized unit, or approximately 0.9 IXsec 

for the individual sections. 
The frequency -response charac- 

teristic of three sections of the 
transistorized line is shown in Fig. 
3C. The phase response is linear 
over the frequency range of 100 cps 
to 1 mc. 

The top of the pulse in Fig. 5 
shows irregularity that is not evi- 
dent in Fig. 2. This may be caused 
by spurious pickup in the oscillo- 
scope amplifiers from the pulse 
generator since Fig. 5 was photo- 
graphed at a lower signal level than 
was Fig. 2. 

There is also evidence of a small 
response delayed by about twice the 
delay time of a single section in- 
dicating that the transistor ampli- 
fiers do not match the delay line. A 
confirmation of this was obtained 
by measuring the input and output 
impedances of each of the nine 
transistor amplifiers. Average input 
impedance was 120 ohms with a 
maximum of 245 and a minimum of 
60 ohms. Average output impedance 
was 1,400 ohms with a maximum of 
1,770 and a minimum of 635 ohms. 
The wide spread of impedance 
value is due to the nonuniformity of 

the operating characteristics of the 
transistors under the operating con- 
ditions employed. 

These measurements indicate 
that the output of each delay -line 
section is terminated with approxi- 
mately 120 ohms and the input of 
the next section represents about 
1,400 ohms. The pulse is less dis- 
torted, except for buildup and decay 
time, after going through 6 sections 
of the transistorized line than after 
traversing 6 sections of the line 
without transistor amplifiers. 

Overall attenuation of the nine - 
section line has been reduced to 
zero by the transistor amplifiers. 
The actual voltage gain of each 
amplifier averaged about 21 db in- 
dicating that the nine -section line 
had about 190 db loss with the 
transistor amplifiers in place. A 
considerable part of this attenua- 
tion is due to the low input im- 
pedance of the amplifiers, 

Power Consumption 
An emitter supply of 0.8 volt and 

a collector supply of 6 volts was 
used. Total current drawn from the 
emitter supply was 3.6 ma and the 
current drawn from the collector 

3 SECTIONS 

supply was 12.4 ma. Thus the total 
power taken from both supplies was 
about 0.08 watt. 

The gain versus number -of -sec- 
tions curve can be made to slope up 
or down by changing the supply 
voltages. The gain at the ninth sec- 
tion will increase about 17 db per 
one -tenth volt decrease in emitter 
supply voltage, and increase about 
0.9 db per one -tenth volt increase in 
collector supply voltage. 

In cases where it is desirable to 
keep amplitude distortion to a 
minimum it is desirable to keep the 
attenuation along the line substan- 
tially zero. If the gain is greatly 
different from this, there will be 
overloading of the first or last 
transistor amplifier stages, depend- 
ing on whether the gain increases 
or decreases along the line. Where 
the overall attenuation is zero, a 20- 
kc sinusoidal signal will start to 
show some amplitude distortion 
when the input amplitude is over 
one volt peak -to -peak. 

REFERENCE 

(1) J. F. Blackburn, "Components 
Handbook", Vol. 17, MIT Rad. Lab. 
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New York, N. Y., 1949. 

6 SECTIONS 

FIG. 5-Transistorized delay line output pulse shape after passing through 1, 3, 6 and 9 sections 
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Signal -Operated 
TONE -COMPENSATION controls 
which vary bass response and 

volume usually do not adequately 
compensate for the reduced re- 
sponse of the ear to high frequen- 
cies. A separate tone control is 
usually required. 

The circuit to be described boosts 
high and low frequencies simulta- 
neously without affecting apparent 
volume; the amount of boost varies 
automatically with the input level. 

Circuit Description 

The basic bass and treble boost 
circuits of Fig. lA and 1B respec- 
tively can be combined to obtain 
the combination boost circuit Fig. 
1C. In this circuit, R R, and R3 

form a T -pad, with R, as the vari- 
able. Replacing R, in Fig. 1C with 
the plate resistance of a triode, as 
in Fig. 1D, will allow automatic 
tone compression-increasing high 
and low -frequency response as 
volume diminishes. The circuit 
will however introduce sufficient 
loss to require another triode stage 
of amplification. 

In Fig. 1C, when the resistance 
of R, is a maximum, the high and 
low boosts will also be maximum. 
It is not necessary to reduce R, to 

By ED C. MILLER 
Chief Engineer and Technical Director 

Radio Marion 1I'KEI 
Weiser, Idaho 

zero to obtain a nearly flat response. 
The range of R, can vary from 
slightly less than 1,000 ohms to ap- 
proximately 50,000 ohms to give a 
6 db boost at 100 and 10,000 cycles 
with a 1,000 -cycle reference. 

Figure 2 shows an arrangement 
which will cause the 1,000 -cycle out- 
put to be slightly greater than the 
input. The amount of bass and 
treble boost is inversely propor- 
tional to the input signal level. 

Design Considerations 

In designing the boost networks, 
it is necessary to think of them 
removed from the final circuit and 
plan them around Fig. 1C. 

The effective input impedance of 
the low -frequency portion is con- 
trolled primarily by R, and should 
be relatively constant. This re- 
quires that R, be at least ten times 
the total series impedance of R R6 

and C,. Capacitor C, should have a 

very high impedance at frequencies 
below 1,000 cycles. The total im- 
pedance of the circuit at 1,000 
cycles is used to determine the 
source impedance. 

Component values can be deter- 
mined accurately by disregarding 
the combined impedance and phase 
and working only from the react- 
ance of the capacitors at specific 
frequencies. The bass and treble 
boost sections can be designed 
separately as long as a terminal is 
provided where the degree of boost 
can be controlled with a single vari- 
able resistance. However, they can 
be designed more simply by using 
the formulas R,, =2.5 Z,, R, + Re = 
R. = 0.03 Z,, Re = R;/2, R, = 2R,,, 

C, = 1/4,140 R, and C, = 1/75 R, 
where Z, is input impedance, re- 
sistance is in ohms and capacitance 
in microfarads. 

Considerable deviation from de- 
sign values will not adversely affect 

- (A) _ (B) (C) (D) 

FIG. 1-Low-frequency (A) and high -frequency (B) boost circuits are combined to obtain combination boost circuit (C). Basic tone -com- 

pensation control (D) uses triode plate resistance as arm of T -pad 
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Tone Compensation 

Triode operates as variable element of T -pad which automatically varies frequency re- 

sponse of audio amplifier to compensate for frequency characteristics of human ear. 

Circuit boosts high and low frequencies up to 6 db 

operation, making it possible to use 
the nearest standard value for each 
component. The formulas above 
will provide an attenuation charac- 
teristic closely following that shown 
in Fig. 3. When greater boost at 
the frequency extremes is desired, 
two or more circuits may be con- 
nected in cascade, with intervening 
amplifiers, or the bass and treble 
may be controlled separately and 
phased to approach cancellation at 
1,000 cycles at maximum boost. The 
latter method is preferable when 
more than 12 or 15 db boost at 
either or both ends of the frequency 
passband is desired. 

Adjustment 
The output potentiometer in Fig. 

2 is adjusted for full room volume 
with the input potentiometer set at 
maximum. Thereafter, only the in- 
put potentiometer should be used to 
adjust program level. With this 
setting, only when volume drops, or 
is adjusted to the point where the 
average human ear does not ade- 
quately reproduce high and low fre- 
quencies, will tone compensation 
take effect. The amount of com- 
pensation is dependent upon the 
plate resistance of the control tube, 
which varies inversely with the in- 
put signal strength. There is no 
sudden change in response, but 
rather a gradual change reaching a 
maximum at the lowest audible 
level of sound. The input voltage 
present at the arm of the input 
potentiometer determines the re- 
sponse curve, therefore compensa- 
tion will be introduced in equal 
amounts, whether to compensate 
for a low-level passage of recorded 

K=X;,000 6SL7GT 

FIG. 2--Audio-frequency voltage amplifier incorporating tone -compensation control 
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FIG. 3-Response of amplifier to different input signal levels 

sound, or for turning down input 
control. 

Construction 

Any triode may be used for the 
control and rectifier portions of this 
circuit. The circuit of Fig. 2 uses 
two 6SL7GT tubes. Use of these 
tubes permits operation from the 
power supply of the associated 
amplifier, since their plate current 
drain is small. Only usual precau- 

tions need be observed in wiring. 
When the output impedance of the 
first stage is between 50,000 and 
250,000 ohms, wiring capacitance 
will have insignificant effect on 
circuit operation. 
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Cavity -Resonator 
Physical dimensions and tuning range free from spurious mode interference can be 

determined for cavity resonators by use of mode charts. Design data for cavities of 

both square and circular cross section can be obtained graphically 

SEVERAL graphical presenta- 
tions have been developed 

to display the resonant condi- 
tions of a cavity. These displays 
and mode charts relate the physi- 
cal dimensions of the cavity to 
its resonant wavelength and 
modes of resonance. The mode 
charts described by I. G. Wilson, 
display resonance in each mode 
as a straight line on a rectangu- 
lar graph.' Another presentation 
can be done on nomograms as 
described by R. N. Bracewell.' 
To extend the utility of straight- 
line charts the coordinates have 
been normalized to provide 
dimensionless quantities. 

The types of cavities to be 
treated are simple right cylin- 
ders having a cross-sectional 
shape of either a square or a 
circle. Straight-line mode charts 
of the square cylinder have not 
been previously published. How- 
ever, square cylinders are pref- 
erable to circular cylinders for 
some purposes. Both types of 
cylinders provide matched 

By NED A. SPENCER 
Wheeler Laboratories, Inc. 

Great Neck, N. Y. 

crossed modes, two identical un- 
coupled modes in the same 
volume with the same tuning 
characteristics. 

Mode Charts 
The typical resonant cavity is 

a section of hollow cylindrical 
waveguide short circuited at 
both ends and having a length 
equal to an integral number of 
half -wavelengths in the guide. 
The wavelength in the guide is 
related to the free -space wave- 
length by 

( )2 (xi. )2 + )2 
where A = free -space wave- 
length, )4 = cutoff wavelength 
and a° = guide wavelength. 

The free -space wavelength is 
the desired resonant wavelength 
of the cavity. Cutoff wavelength 

Table I-Relation of Field Pattern to Mode Index Numbers 

General Mode 
Description 

Index 
Designation 

Circular cylinder 

Noncircular E or H 

Circular E 

Circular H 

Square cylinder 

Mode 
Designation 

(1) 

l = number of axial planes where E TE1,,,, TM:,,, 
is normal 

m = number of coaxial cylinders, 
including boundary, where E is 
normal 

1 = 0 TE,, 
m = number of cylinders, including 

boundary, where E vanishes 

1=0 TM,,,, 
m = number of cylinders, including 

boundary, where E is normal 

l = number of half period varia- TE,,, TM1,,, 
tions of field along one axis of 
square 

m = number of half period varia- 
tions of field along other axis 
of square 

is that free -space wavelength 
above which the waveguide will 
not propagate energy. This wave- 
length is different for each mode 
of propagation and is determined 
by the size and shape of the 
waveguide cross section. 

The cavity length must be an 
integral number of half -wave- 
lengths in the guide for reson- 
ance to occur. This can be in- 
corporated into Eq. 1 to obtain 

( a >2-( )2+(2L) 
2 

(2) 

where n is the number of half - 
wavelengths in the guide and L 
is the length of guide forming 
the cavity. 

This expression can be multi- 
plied by the perimeter of the 
cross section to obtain the gen- 
eral formula 

( )2 = ( 
P 

n2 
(2L) 

P 
2 (3) 

where P is the perimeter. 
This is a general dimension- 

less form of the resonance equa- 
tion for a cavity resonator. The 
middle ratio squared assumes 
a significant numerical value 
which, in the square cylinder, is 
an integer and, in the circular 
cylinder, is the value of some 
root of a Bessel function. The 
desired family of straight lines 
is obtained by plotting the first 
squared ratio as ordinate against 
the last squared ratio as ab- 
scissa so the slope of each line is 
na. 

Figures lA and 1B are plots 
of the normalized equations. 
They are the straight-line mode 
charts for square and circular 
cavities. The region for which 
these charts are drawn is chosen 
arbitrarily. However, a chart for 
any particular region may easily 
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Design Charts 
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FIG. 1-Mode charts for square (A) and circular (B) cross sections. Shaded areas are incomplete. In B, every mode has a pair 
of crossed orientations unless the first index is zero 

be constructed from the equa- 
tions. 

Modes of resonance in the 
cylinders are classified as TE,, 
or TM1,. The first two indices 
(l, m) describe the mode of prop- 
agation in the cylinder. These 
are defined in the same manner 
as given in the IRE Standards.' 
The third index (n) states the 
number of half guide -wave- 
lengths along the axis of the 
cylinder. Table I correlates the 
mode indices with the field con- 
figuration. 

Solving for A° and substituting 
in Eq. 3, the following equa- 
tions are obtained: for square 
cylinders 

(-4A-x)2 = 4(l2 -I- m2) - 
n2 (2L / 2 

(4A) 

and for circular cylinders 

rD lz= 
(t,,,)2 +2 (D)O 

(4B) 

where x,,,, = mt root of J,' (x) = 
O for TE modes and x,, = mth 

root of J, (x) = 0 for TM modes. 
Values of x,,,, are given in 

Table II for the first 10 modes. 
The intersection of the mode 

lines with the vertical axis, in 
Fig. 1 and 2, is cutoff for that 
particular family of modes. For 
example, in the square cylinder, 
the cutoff for the TE2o family of 
modes is at (4A/a)2 = 16. 

The dashed lines in Fig. lA 
and 1B are of special interest 
when the cavity is to be tuned by 
a movable noncontact short-cir- 
cuit plunger. With this type of 
tuning plunger, a thin clearance 
gap separates the plunger from 
the walls of the cavity. A ring 
resonance occurs in this gap 
whenever the frequency is such 

that the perimeter of the gap is 
approximately an integral num- 
ber of wavelengths in free 
space.' The dashed lines in Fig. 
lA and 1B are drawn at each 
place that this condition occurs 
(each integer -squared on the 
scale of ordinates) . If the tuning 
curve avoids these lines, the op- 
eration will be free of interfer- 
ence with such resonances. 

Any particular ring resonance 
may be either coupled or un- 
coupled to the mode in the cavity. 
If coupled, the ring resonance 
must be avoided, as the tuning 
plunger would be ineffective over 
an appreciable frequency band. 
If the ring resonance is un- 
coupled, it may be permissible to 
let the region of operation in- 
clude this resonance. In this case, 
some damping of the resonance 
may be desirable and effective in 

(continued on page 188) 
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Cavity -Resonator Design Charts 
(Continued from p. 187) 

removing any effects excited by 
accidental asymmetries. 

Two -Mode Tuner 
The mode chart for square 

cylinders was prepared especially 
to aid in the development of a 
tunable band-pass selector util- 
izing two crossed modes.` 

The tunable filter is patterned 
after a Radiation Laboratory 
design for a fixed -tuned filter 
That design proved the feasi- 
bility of using two crossed modes 
to provide a doubly resonant cir- 
cuit. The filter consists of a cir- 
cular cylinder resonating in the 
two crossed TEll modes. More 
recent work has been done on 
this principle.' 

The main advantage of a two - 
mode resonator over two one - 
mode resonators is the simul- 
taneous tuning of both reson- 
ances by one plunger so their 
tracking is automatic. A further 
practical advantage is the saving 
in space obtained by requiring 
only one cavity and one drive 
mechanism. 

The square cylinder was 
chosen for the cavity of the 
tuner, because interference -free 
tuning ranges are greater than 
those of the circular cylinder. 
Comparison of Fig. 1A and 1B 
shows this to be a general rule. 
This is a consequence of the 
square cylinder having more co- 
incidences of various modes, so 
the undesired modes contam- 
inate less of the area on the 
chart. 

It is in this stage of the de- 
sign that the mode chart proves 
most useful. It is quite possible 
that a number of regions on the 
mode chart would appear to be 
acceptable. With the aid of the 
mode chart, the relative advan- 
tages of each potential design 
may be quickly evaluated. The 
various objectives in the design 
can then be weighed and the best 
compromise selected. 

Design Procedure 

In Fig. 2, a portion of the 
mode chart is drawn to show 
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FIG. 2-Region of mode chart (above) 
chosen for crossed -mode tuner of square 
cross section (below) 

the procedure followed in the 
design of this tuner. An area on 
the mode chart is chosen which 
includes the desired crossed 
modes but no other modes, over 
the required tuning range of 
frequencies. The shaded rec- 
tangle shows the excursions 
of the final cavity over the tun- 
ing range. Only the desired 
modes are in this rectangle and 
the rectangle is approximately 

Table II-Roots of J1(x) and J,'(x) 

Mode TE TM 
Order modes modes xj, 

1 
2 
3 
t, 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

11 

21 
01 
31 

41 
12 

1.841 
01 2.405 

3.054 
11 3.832 

4.201 
21 5.136 

5.318 
5.331 

02 5.520 

centered between two plunger 
resonances (dashed lines). 

Another factor in the choice 
of modes is the desire for a 
cavity one wavelength long. A 
shorter (half -wave) cavity will 
have a smaller resonance ratio 
(Q), and will provide insuffi- 
cient space for coupling holes 
and a cup -shaped plunger. A 
longer cavity will reduce the 
clear spaces available on the 
chart. The dotted rectangles of 
Fig. 2 show other acceptable 
cavity designs but because of the 
shorter cavity (one-half wave- 
length) these designs are not 
chosen. 

An elementary sketch of the 
tuner is shown in Fig. 2. The 
magnetic fields of the two de- 
sired modes are also depicted. 
Coupling with the respective 
modes is accomplished by holes 
in the walls of the cylinder. 
Tuning is accomplished by mov- 
ing the quarter -wave cup axially 
in the cylinder. 

The author acknowledges the 
effort of H. A. Wheeler, under 
whose direction this work was 
performed and who suggested 
the normalized presentation for 
the mode charts. 
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-meeting requirements as needed with sound engineer- 
ing design, volume production, efficient and prompt han- 
dling, these form the basis of CINCH service. 

CONSULT CINCH 
Countless problems have beer, solved by the large variety of adequate CINCH com- 

ponents. Flexibility of CINCH design and production meets emergencies and changes 

in application; supplies custom made components to fit when occasion demands. 

CINCH SOCKETS: 

Tube (Receiver, Transmitter and 
Special): Battery, all types 

C -R Tube 
Crystal 
Electrolytic 
Glass Type: 4 to 7 prong 

laminated 
Infra -red Ray Tube 
High Altitude Airborne Types 
Kinescope; Magnat, Duodecal, 

Diheptal 
Loktal-Miniature-Multiplug- 

Noval-Octal (Molded bakelite, 
steatite, teflon, Kel-F and 
laminated) 

Plexico 
Printed Circuit 
Special S.ocxets to Specs 

Sub -Miniature; Hearing Aid 
Types 

TV; 11CV Circuit Breakaway 
Vibrator 
Pencil Tube Transistor 
Diode 

Precision -built metal plastic assemblies, such as the 
Plexicon socket equipped with ceramic condensers, are in 

constant and continuous production. CINCH demonstrates 
ability to hold tolerances on mica, to mold high dielectric 
powders, to meet the most exacting requirements in metal 
plastic assemblies. 

CINCH electronic compo- 
nents are available at 
leading jobbers-every- 
where. 

CINCH -ERIE 

0 0 

i 

Tube Socket, a joint development 
of ERIE RESISTOR CORP., and 
CINCH MANUFACTURING CORP., 
now in universal use, commercial and 
military types: available also in Octal, 

Loktal and Noval types. 

. provides shortest electri- 
cal path to ground ... simplifies wiring 

. . reduces space required by circuit 
components. 

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois 

Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass. 
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Shielding Nomograph 
Attenuation chart simplifies design calculations for shielded rooms, filter enclosures, 
coaxial cables and chassis construction materials. Effectiveness of shielding can be 
determined for both magnetic and nonmagnetic materials 

ATTENUATION of a metal sur- 
face depends upon resistiv- 

ity, permeability and thickness of 
the material. A pure copper par- 
tition presents an attenuation in 
db per 0.001 -inch thickness of 

A = 3.338 -V f (1) 

where f is frequency in mc. 
For other materials attenua- 

tion in db per mil is 

L=A _I1.72µ 
(2) y R 

fA 
10,000 MC - 

1.000 MC --,_100 

100 MC - 

10MCzlo 

Oy JOSEPH F. SODARO 
Registered Engineer 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

where R is resistivity in mi- 
crohms per cubic centimeter, is 
magnetic permeability and A is 
attenuation from Eq. 1. 

Magnetic permeability is es- 
sentially unity for all nonmag- 
netic materials. The permeability 
of magnetic materials depends 

R 

- 172 

-2 
i 
- 300.000 

- 100,000 

10,000 - 
-4 

1.000 - -6 - 10,000 

-B 

100 - 
- 1,000 

10- 

-20 

I 

- 100 

-40 

01 - 
- 60 

'MATERIAL R 

NICKEL 7 110-600 
CAST IRON 80 -620, 

001 - -80 LOW -SI STEEL 

NED-SI STEEL 

16 

25 

170 -8,400 
260-7,700 

-10 

HIGH -SI STEEL 34 450-1,800 

-100 PERNALLOY '21 6,000-100,000 
NUNETAL 25 7.000-100,000 
ALUMINUM 2.83 

BRASS 7.5 
0 001 - COPPER 1.12 

PROS BRONZE 11.5 

172 
TIN 

ZINC 

11.5 

5.9 -I 

I MC -______ 

100 AC z 1 

10 AC -- 

100 - 

1 - 

on magnetic -flux density and 
previous magnetic history of the 
material. Typical values for com- 
monly used metals are given in 
the table. Initial and maximum 
permeabilities are given. 

For a material such as high - 
conductivity copper, select the 
frequency on the f scale and read 
attenuation on scale A in db per 
mil. Multiply by thickness in 
mils to obtain total attenuation. 

For other metals locate resis- 
tivity on the R scale and perme- 
ability on the p. scale and join 
these points by a line. At the 
intersection of this line with the 
T scale, locate a turning point. 
Construct a line from the turn- 
ing point to the frequency value 
on the f scale. Read attenuation 
per mil on the L scale. 

As an example, determine at- 
tenuation at 1 me for a chassis 
partition 10 mils thick if the 
material is steel having a resis- 
tivity of 10 microhms per cu cm 
and a permeability of 500. 

Locate 10 on the R scale and 
500 on the p. scale and join these 
points with a straight line. From 
the intersection point of this 
line with the T scale draw a line 
to 1 mc on the f scale. Where this 
line intersects the L scale esti- 
mate 30 db per mil. Multiply by 
10 to obtain total attenuation of 
300 db. 
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There's always 
chassis space... 

For Silverlytic Subminiature Capacitors 

Compare these characteristics 
of Type ALA Sih'erlytic Capacitors 

Ratings available: 
4 tnfd. 
2 mfd. 
1 mfd. 

.5 mfd. 

.3 mfd. 

.2 mfd. 

.1 mfd. 

4 volts 1)C max. 
5 volts DC max. 

10 volts DC max. 
10 volts DC max. 
10 volts DC max. 
10 volts DC max. 
10 volts DC max. 

Temperature range: -30° -to +65° C. 
(other types for -55° to +85° C. 

available) 

Capacity tolerance: -10% to + infinity 
Max. leakage current: 2 micrnamps. after 5 

min. at rated voltage 

When you're designing transistor circuits and other miniature 
electronic equipment, Mallory Silverlytic Capacitors are a space - 
saving solution to your low -voltage capacitor problems. They 
provide high capacitance in a case so small that it fits into the 
tightest chassis layouts. They're only 7/ inch in diameter and 

inch long. 

Silverlyties can be mounted by their leads with complete assurance 
of reliable operation. An improved method of attaching the axial 
lead wires eliminates the danger of intermittent open circuits under 
normal production line handling and service vibration. 

An outstanding product of Mallory's continuing program of 
research in the field of transistor circuit components, Silverlytics 
offer electrical characteristics comparable with those of larger 
electrolytics. Our new Technical Bulletin gives complete data on 

these newest members of the Mallory line of electrolytic capacitors 
that have set the standard of the electronic industry. Write for 
your copy today. 

Expect more ... Get more from MALLORY 
Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory standard components for your convenience. 

P. k.. ÌfLIORY & CO., be., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

Serving Industry with These Products: 

Electromechanical-Resistors Switches Television Tuners Vibrators 

Electrochemical-Capacitors Rectifiers Mercury Batteries 

Metallurgical-Contacts Special Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials 
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Transistors Simplify Telephone Plant...192 Starlings Scare Starlings 212 
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Threshing Machine for Missile Data 
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Portable Transceiver 204 Pertinent Patents 242 

Transistors Simplify Telephone Plant 

Model of a carrier -frequency telephone 
terminal suitable for rural lines. More 
than 300 transistors of the type held by 
man at the left are used in experi- 
mental equipment 

TWO MEANS are generally available 
for the extension of wire communi- 
cations. More pairs of wires can 
be added for connecting additional 
simple terminal equipment to a cen- 
tral switching point. Alternatively, 
it is possible to make more effective 
use of existing outside plant facili- 
ties by employing carrier tech- 
niques. 

Superimposing several modulated 
radio -frequency carriers on the 
same pair of conductors is not a 
new idea. It is often economically 
unfeasible because of the required 
complexity of terminal equipment. 
This shortcoming is particularly 
notable with short -haul circuits. 

The significance of recently pub- 

licized experiments by Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, working with 
Southern Bell Telephone Co. near 
Americus, Ga., is very great. Here, 
experimental carrier circuits in the 
order of 10 to 15 miles long are 
being tested that could enhance sub- 
scriber service in rural areas. 

Terminal equipment and repeat- 
ers, while more complex than con- 
ventional subscriber's -line equip- 
ment, become economical by use of 
printed wiring techniques and tran- 
sistors. 

Full technical details of the ex- 
periment are not yet available, but 
Bell Labs indicates that many con- 
versations will share the same pair 
of telephone wires and that the sys- 

Two transistors are used in each oscil- 
lator subassembly for rural carrier tele- 
phone system 

Phenolic plates with circuits etched in 
advance eliminate elaborate wiring and 
permit cheaper soldering methods for 
new rural -line carrier equipment that 
also includes transistors of the type 
shown 

tern can operate economically over 
distances as short as five miles. 

The new system is being tried 
over one line 111 miles long and 
over another 15 miles in length, 
both extending from the central 
office in Americus, which is about 
135 miles south of Atlanta. Out- 
ward terminals of the carrier sys- 
tems are mounted on telephone 
poles. Beyond the terminals, con- 
ventional wire circuits are em- 
ployed, one for each carrier circuit. 

Between central office and out- 
ward terminals are repeaters or 
amplifiers to compensate losses in 
the wires. Because the transistor 
requires little power, small batter- 
ies can be used, mounted directly 
on the poles that carry the elec- 
tronic equipment. Each terminal 
requires only a twentieth of an 
ampere at 20 volts as compared 
with some 20 to 30 times as much 
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MEASURES 

A Completely Self -Contained 

IDLE 
500kc to 250 

RX METER 
TYIf. SIMA tC:..AL t 

.111.,11110. 

eoonion ai.6.o ooPPOMniN 

RX METER TYPE 250-A 
SAVES valuable engineering labor: makes RF bridge measurements 
a "means to an end" rather thai an end in themselves. 

INCLUDES self-contained test oscillator, local oscillator, Schering 
bridge, detector, and null indicator. 

INDICATES directly equivalent parallel resistance and capacitance 
(or inductance) of any two -terminal network. 

MEASURES dynamic and static systems under actual operating 
conditions. 
CONNECTS to unknown from convenient binding posts or Type N 

coaxial (with use of accessory adapter). 

SPECIFICATIONS 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 500 KC to 250 MC in eight ranges. 

FREQUENCY ACCURACY: 1%. 

RESISTANCE RANGE (Rp): 15 to 100,000 ohms. 

RESISTANCE ACCURACY (Rp): r 
2+Fmc+ Rp .%r 

200 5000 20 
+-Q 0.2 ohms. 

CAPACITANCE RANGE (Cp): -100 mmt to +20 mmf. 

CAPACITANCE ACCURACY (Cp): *30.5 +0.0002 F 2 me a%í0.15 mme. 

TEST VOLTAGE: 0 volts D. C. (Up to 50 ma. may be passed throughunknown terminal.). 
0.1-0.5 volts R. F. (may be conveniently reduced to 20 mv.). 

POWER REQUIREMENTS: 105-125 volts, 50/60 cps. h0 watts (internally regulated). 

BOONTO ADIO 
BOONTON NJ US A- Cl ILI C C1%fL 

MEASUREMENT 
APPLICATIONS 

Resistors 
Transistors 
Tubes 
Tuned Circuits 
Diodes 
Transmission Lines 
Antennas 
Coils 
Capacitors 
Chokes 
Receivers 
Filters 
Transmitters 
Attenuators 
Pads 

Price: $1250.00 F.O.B. Boonton, N. J. 

RESISTORS 

DIODES 

COILS 

TUBES 

H H 
CAPACITORS 

TRANSISTORS 
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power for comparable vacuum -tube 
equipments. 

Mass -production of similar car- 
rier equipment, after more field ex- 
perience has been obtained, will re- 
flect more compact packaging than 
equipment now undergoing field 
trials. All the illustrations shown 
here are merely preproduction pro- 
totypes. 

Water Flow 

Safety Interlock 
By ROBERT W. WOODS 

Biophysicist 
College of Medical Evangelists 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

UNCERTAINTIES IN THE supply of 
cooling water for the diffusion 
pump in an electron microscope re- 
quired a safety interlock that would 
operate on 3 -cc -per -sec flow. Inter- 
locks are supplied commercially for 
large flow applications but nothing 
is available for such small flow. The 
circuit shown solved the problem. 

A 3 -amp, 110-v d -c relay operates 
positively on the plate and screen 
current of a 117N7 tube. Resistance 

0.25 

FLOW 

CAP 

r TO WAIN 

POWER 

SUPPLY 

c, 

- 1,000 3.000 20 

u5v 
A -C 

Safety interlock disconnects main power 
supply when water flow falls below 
3 cc per sec 

of the stream of tap water flowing 
from the diffusion pump was 
measured and found to be constant 
at 0.1 megohm. By using this re- 
sistance and a 1-megohm grid re- 
sistor as a voltage divider across 
the bias section of the power -supply 
bleeder, the grid remains below 
cutoff in the absence of flow and 
operates at small bias with the flow 
present. 

This circuit is capable of pro- 
viding flow -interlock service with 
extremely small flow. It is only 
necessary to make the orifice small 
enough and the gap short enough 

that a continuous stream of water 
will span the gap, thus providing 
positive contact. The gap must be 
constructed to prevent the reten- 
tion of a drop of water in the gap 
by surface tension in the absence 
of flow. This condition was accom- 
plished by causing the stream to 
fall vertically and strike the ter- 
minal side of the gap at an angle. 
Leakage paths owing to moisture 
must also be avoided, since the re- 
sistance of the stream is in the 
order of 100,000 ohms. 

When constructed and placed in 
operation, this circuit gave perfect 
control. It was necessary to intro- 
duce C, across the flow gap to pro- 
vide a longer time constant. With- 
out C1 the relay chatters at every 
bubble of air that passes with the 
flowing water. The time constant of 
0.25 second was sufficient to make 
it insensitive to such transient in- 
terruptions of service, without af- 
fecting its operation as a safety 
device against flow failure. 

While this unit was designed for 
an electron microscope, it can be 
used with practically any vacuum or 
cooling system. 

Threshing Machine for Missile Data 
As many as 30,000 readings per minute received from guided -missile test instru- 
ments are recorded on tape at upper right. The electronic data -separator winnows 
out individual instrument reports and presents flight conditions in usable form for 
Lockheed electronics engineers 

Silicon Surface -Barrier 

Transistors 

TRANSISTOR RESEARCHERS are unan- 
imous in their desire to escape from 
the high -temperature limitations of 
germanium. Much industry effort 
is being concentrated on the use of 
silicon as the semiconductor. This 
month's cover shows a jet -etched 
silicon wafer, enlarged 60 times 
(diameter of pit is 0.013 in.) which 
has been through the first phase of 
the surface -barrier transistor 
process (ELECTRONICS, p 6, Feb. 
1954.) 

A wafer of high -lifetime silicon 
is positioned between the pair of 
axially aligned glass nozzles as 
shown in the illustration. For the 
etching phase, the silicon is the 
anode of an electrolytic system in 
which the jets of an appropriate 
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Advertisement 

When you choose a turns -count- 
ing dial, remember that it's a 
mighty important adjunct to "the 
works"... for it tells you what is 
going on inside...where it counts. 

The DUODIAL* counts the turns 
of a multi -turn component accu- 
rately...to a hundreth of a turn. 
And it does this so well that it is 
being used in all sorts of electri- 
cal, mechanical, hydraulic and 
pneumatic applications. 

How It Works...The DUODIAL con- 
sists of two coaxial dials ... the 
inner dial is calibrated to count 
hundreths of each turn ...and 
drives the outer dial which counts 
the number of completed turns. 
Thus, if the outer dial reads 4 

and the inner dial 37, the reading 
is 4 complete turns plus 37 hun- 
dreths of the fifth turn (4.37 
turns). The inner dial and inte- 
gral knob are fastened directly to 
the shaft of the rotating device... 
the critical readings of the inner 
dial are, therefore, fret from 
backlash. 

Also ... since the DUODIAL can 
be rotated by either the knob or 
the shaft...it will set a device to 
a desired number of turns ... or 
will count precisely the full and 
partial revolutions of a power - 
driven device. 

RB W 10 SR 101 

DUODIALS are designed to add a 
note of distinction to even the 
finest instrument panels. Several 
models are available...offering a 
choice of sizes ... a choice of fin- 
ishes and colors ... a choice of 
outer -dial capacities (10 -turn, 15 - 
turn, 25 -turn and 40 -turn mod- 
els). Several models are available 
with locking mechanisms ... and 
they are available to fit shafts 
of various diameters. It is possi- 
ble to order some models with 
special calibrations ... or even 
without calibrations of any kind. 

Data File ... For information and 
specifications on all DUODIALS, 
write for Data File 502 

What goes on inside? 

of first in precision potentiometers 

Helipot Corporation/South Pasadena, California 
Engineering representatives in principal cities 

a division of BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
*T. M. REG. 280 
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THE FRONT COVER 

Glass nozzles direct jets of salt solu- 
tion onto silicon wafer. jets are nega- 
tive for etching cycle, positive for 
plating phase 

metal salt serve as the cathodes. 
The silicon atoms under the jets go 
into solution as atomic sawdust. 

Crystalline silicon several mils 
thick is opaque in the visible spec- 
trum, but efficiently transmits in- 

frared of wavelengths longer than 
about 1.2 millimicrons. As the etch- 
ing jets drill into opposite sides of 
the silicon wafer, the thickness of 
the silicon window is reduced 
ultimately to a few ten -thousandths 
of an inch. As the window becomes 
thinner, the silicon begins to trans- 
mit visible light. The etch pit 
shows a dull red glow, which 
changes to bright red, then orange 
and yellow and finally white as the 
jets break through. 

In the language of an electronics 
engineer, the visible spectrum falls 
on the high -frequency sharp -cutoff 
portion of the silicon passband char- 
acteristic. The eye, as the detec- 
tor, monitors only the visible light 
transmission. In the visible spec- 
trum the silicon acts as a frequency - 
selective attenuator. 

Decreasing the thickness de- 
creases the attenuation. The at- 
tenuator first passes a detectable 
amount of the long wavelength red 
and then extends the transmission 
through the orange and yellow to 
all colors-white. 

When the window has reached 
the proper thickness, metal elec- 
trodes are deposited in the etch pits 
to form the emitter and collector 
surface barriers. 

Tones Provide Private Line 
Recently approved by Civil Aeronautics Administration is selective -calling equip- 
ment for use in ground -to -air transmissions. Each aircraft is equipped with a 
selective -calling (Selcal) decoder for each radio channel to be monitored. Upon 
reception of a code created from 12 basic tones, the decoder rings a bell or lights 
a lamp to show the call. In the photograph, a Pan American dispatcher in 
Auckland, N. Z. signals aircraft with a Motorola tone selector 

BAR 

HARBOR 

MT 

CADILLAC 

`0 0 
gyp' 

NL. DESERT ISLAND 

a 
0 

A 

FIG. 1-Unobstructed path A compared 
with path B over knife-edge used for 
diffraction observations 

Diffraction -Gain 

Transmission 

RECENTLY REPORTED experiments 
with long-range vhf transmission in 
mountainous regions confirm theory 
and earlier observations as to the 
possible efficacy of diffraction in 
extending communications. Mate- 
rial from' various sources, such as 
National Bureau of Standards, 
Signal Corps and Radio Corporation 
of America indicates that in the 
region from 30 to 100 me so-called 
obstacle -gain techniques can be 
effective. 

Based upon the optical phenom- 
enon of light waves passing across 
a knife-edge in a homogenous 
medium, the radio application was 
published by Schelleng, Burrows 
and Ferrell in 1933. In brief, they 
postulated that if a transmitter and 
receiver were separated by a moun- 
tain, radio waves would be re- 
ceived by these mechanisms : 

(1) Diffraction at the top of the 
obstacle, 

(2) Reflection from the ground 
between the transmitter and the 
obstacle and then diffraction over 
the obstacle, 

(3) Diffraction over the obstacle 
and reflection from the ground be- 
tween the obstacle and the receiver, 

(4) Combination of the two 
ground reflections with diffraction 
over the obstacle. 

A requirement for increased sig- 
nal strength is that the height of 
the obstruction must be greater 
than the elevation of the common 
horizon. For example, losses will be 
considerably reduced at 100 me if 
a knife-edge obstacle for a 150 -mile 
circuit is at the midpoint of the 
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L' 

MOLDED HOUSING IS 

MOISTURE 

RESISTANT 

l I 

MOLDED HOUSING IS 

INERT 

TO FILM! 

J 

MOLDED HOUSING IS 

VAPOR 

RESISTANT 

PHOTOGRAPHS ACTUAL SIZE 

Fi LMITÈ 

RESISTORS 

...DEPENDABLE...LOW COST 
BORO -CARBON FILM RESISTORS 

IN 1/2, 1, AND 2 WATT RATINGS 

Now for the first time you can obtain a superior yet 
relatively low cost film -type resistor for military elec- 
tronic gear-resistors that not only meet the severe 
performance requirements of Military Specification 
MIL -R -10509A, but are capable of full wattage dissi- 
pation at 70°C ambient! 

Sprague Type 4E, 5E, and 6E Filmite B resistors 
are housed in a dense molded jacket which not only 
provides unexcelled physical protection for the film 
resistance element but serves as a barrier to moisture 
and vapor, the twin enemies of all film -type resistors. 

Boro -carbon films are unusually sensitive to mois- 
ture. Protection against moisture in any form is a pri- 
mary requirement for successful long term stability 
of resistance. The low -loss phenolic housings on 
molded Filmite resistors not only shed water but are 
vapor resistant and inert to the film material. There 

SPRAGUE 

is minimum possibility of field failure through elec- 
trolytic action and penetration of moisture or vapor 
through the dense molded jacket. 

Other features of molded Filmite B resistors are 
special low -contact -resistance, low noise end termi- 
nations held rigidly in place on special ceramic cores, 
extremely low temperature and voltage coefficients 
of resistance, and excellent load -life 
and high frequency characteristics. 

For complete engineering data, write 
for Engineering Bulletin No. 130 to: 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, 
35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 

SPRAGUE WATTAGE 
TYPE NO. RATING 

DIMENSIONS 
(INCHES) 
L D 

RESISTANCE 
(OHMS) 

Min. Mac. 
VOLTAGE 

(Mac.) 

4E % ./ % 100 1 Meg. 350 

5E 1 13. % 100 2 Meg. 500 

6E 2 2KÇ6 % 200 10 Meg. 750 

Standard Resistance Tolerances: 1, 2 , and 5°° 

PIONEERS IN ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT 
NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS 

EXPORT FOR THE AMERICAS: SPRAGUE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL LTD., NORTH ADAMS, MASS. CABLE: SPREXINT 
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NEW Zed 
ANGLE MOUNTED 

LATCHING RELAYS 

For Unlimited Control 
Applications... 

Designed to take it ... 
Resistant to vibration and 
shock, these new LEACH 
commercial and industrial 
relays incorporate unique 
principal of angle mounting 
for coil mechanism. These 
compact and rugged relays 
are designed to give efficient, 
dependable performance 
mounted in any position -vertical, diagonal, etc. 

NEW WEDGE ACTION ... Utilizing latch faces with a slight 
radius plus end to end operation of latch mechanism, 
positive latching is assured regardless of wear or play in 
armature hinge joints. Standard coils are varnish 
impregnated and surfaces of frame, base, bracket, etc., 
are electro -plated. 

SCHEMATIC 

4PDT 
No. 9179 

rf / 

DPDT 

No. 9177 

CHARACTERISTICS 
CONTACTS: DPDT or 4PDT. 

CONTACT RATING: 
8 amps. @ 115 VAC non -inductive 
or 8 amps. @ 29 VDC resistive load. 

COIL: Continuous or intermittent 
duty with resistance to 10,000 
ohms. Maximum voltage 120 VAC 
60 cycle or 120 VDC. Special 
series coils available. 

WEIGHT: .38 lb. 

Unusual opportunities in research, design and development for engineers ! 

Submit resume of qualifications and experience. 
FOR BETTER CONTROLS THROUGH BETTER RELAYS-Specify LEACH 

Specialists in Electronics and Electro -Mechanics 

5915 AVALON BOULEVARD LOS ANGELES 3, CALIFORNIA 
Representatives in Principal Cities of U.S. and Canada 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

path and about 1,300 feet above 
surrounding terrain. Theoretically, 
these conditions should result in 
30 -db decrease in loss over that cal- 
culated without the obstacle. Net 
effect is a power gain of 1,000 in 
increased received signal strength. 

Other practical experiments car- 
ried out in the mid -1930's by J. A. 
Pierce and H. Selvidge, both of 
Cruft Laboratory, Harvard Univer- 
sity, showed, among other phenom- 
ena, that horizontally polarized 
waves were diffracted more than 
those vertically polarized when 
propagated over a horizontal knife- 
edge. 

Making ingenious use of natural 
topography, the Harvard experi- 
menters set up transmitting equip- 
ment atop Mt. Cadillac, Maine. By 
carrying receiving equipment in a 
boat, they were able to observe 
along paths A and B shown in Fig. 
1. Mount Cadillac is 1,532 above sea 
level and the knife-edge formed by 
Schoodic Peninsula is 437 feet high 
for a length of a quarter mile. 

l t 

PA A 

I-- 
I 

% 

I% 
I . 
". 

c 

V 

t .. 
, . 

. 

FIG. 2-Path A propagation at 55 me 
over sea water. Dashed lines show com- 
puted values: free -space (F), horizontal 
(H) and vertical (V) polarization 

Tests were made using 55 and 
110 mc. Propagation for 55 me over 
path A is shown in Fig. 2 and that 
for path B in Fig. 3. Unexplained 
are the sharp peaks in the deep 
shadow region although continued 
observations showed them to be re- 
producible. 

In the more -recently reported ob- 
servations is a 38 -mc, 160 -milt cir- 
cuit in Alaska, passing over Mt. 
Fairweather. Calculations show 
that the obstacle -gain transmission 
loss should be 80 db above the 
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Get ready for color TV with 

high vacuum equipment 

to evacuate tubes 

to aluminize screens 
*or color plates 

The "high vacuum" equipment you will need for color 

TV tube production is already under design at C VC- 
we'll be ready to go when you are. 

For several years our sales and engineering staffs 

have maintained regular contacts with the labora- 

tories working on "color." We've helped solve knotty 

aluminizing and vacuum pumping problems in the lab 

and are translating what we've learned into designs of 

formerly 

°1Y 
Vacuum Equipment Dept. 

efficient production equipment. This is why we now 

stand in a unique position to recommend the right high 

vacuum equipment. 
Please call on us to help you with any vacuum proc- 

essing problems on color TV tubes. Consolidated 

Vacuum Corporation, Rochester 3, N. Y. (a subsidiary 

of Consolidated Engineering Corporation, Pasadena, 

California. 

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation 
Rochester 3, N. Y. 

designers and manufacturers of high vacuum equipment 
SALES OFFICES: PALO ALTO, CALIF. CHICAGO, ILL. CAMDEN, N. J. NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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77/67eE /39N Re' M CONTROL 
To Fif roar Weeds 

A.C. 

MAGNETIC 
STARTERS 
with Plasti-Clad 

Magnet Coil 

Write for 
Bulletin 605 

Full accessibility in a 
small package. 
Contacts, coil and thermal ele- 

: ment replacement with use of 
screwdriver only. Magnet coil - in molded phenolic case 
with riveted terminals-is 
completely embedded in a 
rock -hard resinous material, 
thus protecting against oil, 
dirt, moisture and normal me- 
chanical damage. 

HERMETICALLY 

SEALED 

RELAYS 

Write for 
Bulletin ASR 

22300-0 

INDUSTRIAL 
CONTACTORS 

with Plasti-Clad 
Magnet Coil 

Write for 
Bulletin 600 

50% smaller - lighter. 
R -B -M 22204-0 meets AN 
3304-1 specifications. R -B -M 
engineers have developed the 
22300-0 currently used in 
government electronic, air- 
borne and ground equipment 
-as the electrical and mechan- 
ical equivalent of the AN 
3304-1, yet 50% smaller in 
size with t the weight. 

2-8 poles Non -Reversing. 
2-5 poles Reversing. 
25 Amp - 600 AC Max. 

Contacts can be replaced with- 
out removing wiring. To 
change coil, remove magnet 
frame and coil assembly only. 
10 and 15 amp. poles can be 
changed from normally open 
to normally closed by using 
screwdriver only. 

GENERAL 
PURPOSE 
RELAYS 

Write for 
Bulletin 570 

Low cost. Small size. 
Dependable performance. 
Available in many contact 
arrangements. 
Whatever your needs for inex- 
pensive, dependable relays for 
commercial applications-in- 
vestigate R -B -M General Pur- 
pose Relays. 

Other R -B -M products include: motor overload protectors, 
motor starting relays and low voltage DC electrical devices. 

Consult R -B -M On Your Control Problems - Write Department A-5 

R -B -M DIVISION 
ESSEX WIRE CORP. 

Logansport, Indiana 
MANUAL AND MAGNETIC ELECTRIC CONTROLS - FOR AUTOMOTIVE, INDUSTRIAL, COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONIC USE 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

800 

D5 600 

400 

LL 200 

PATH B 

I 

PATH 

k -A \ 

0 20 40 

DISTANCE IN KM FROM MT CADILLAC 

60 

FIG. 3-Diffraction over knife edge 
with path A curves shown for compari- 
son). Horizontal (H) and vertical (V) 
polarization. Frequency is 55 me 

smooth -earth calculated loss. Meas- 
urements show a gain of 73 db, 
which is in close agreement. The 
actual loss over the circuit is ap- 
proximately 134 db. This loss varied 
by less than -+-2 db from a mean 
value, indicating that tropospheric 
propagation effects must have been 
very slight. 

Some engineers have predicted 
that although tv broadcast listeners 
may benefit from the phenomenon, 
it will be principally useful for 
point-to-point communications serv- 
ices.-A. A. McK. 

1931 
(A) 

r 
(B) 

FIG. 1-Pierce oscillator circuit (A) and 
Miller circuit (B) 

Crystal Oscillator 
Circuits 
OSCILLATORS of the Pierce (Fig. 
1A) and Miller (Fig. 1B) types 
operate the crystal as a reactance 
and normally as an inductance. The 
Pierce circuit has the advantage 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
Tubes Cooled 

4X150A, 4X150G 
5588 and 6161 

Altitude 
Up to 50,000' 

Fan Model 
Joy Axivane 

AV-3.5-2.75-12OD 
Size 

31/2" diameter 
Weight 
5 lbs. 

Duty 
60 CFM y 5" WG 

Motor 
27V DC -4.7 Amps. 

Oniy a JOY 4YLVA7E®F24N 
can handle this Electronic Tube 

cooling job at altitudes up to 50,000 feet 

Cooling the above -specified tubes in airborne appli- 
cations is a critical problem because of the extremely 
light air. The difficulty is particularly severe at eleva- 
tions of 40,000 or 50,000 feet. 

An extensive series of tests were recently initiated 
in an attempt to determine an effective cooling proc- 
ess. The tubes and sockets were mounted in pairs in 
a special cabinet designed to equalize the air distribu- 
tion for each tube. The problem was to discover a 
method of heat dissipation that would hold the tem- 
perature of the glass -to -metal seals below the design 
operating level. 

Of all the blowers tested, only this Joy AXIVANE 
fan was able to meet the rigid specifications. The 

tubes were cooled with 25°C air at an elevation of 
50,000 feet, easily surpassing all requirements. 

ce6444e-a,9eer''e«, 

woo iaoaou 

This is just one of an extensive line of AXIVANE 
fans specially designed for economical efficiency in 
cooling electronic equipment. All are built of alumi- 
num and magnesium for light weight, sturdily con- 
structed for maximum resistance to shock and 
vibration, and feature the space -saving compactness 
inherent in vaneaxial design. 

Each fan can be modified to fit individual require- 
ments for cooling all types of electronic equipment 
under any conditions. Let us help solve your problem. 

Joy Manufacturing Company, Oliver Building, Pitts- 
burgh 22, Pa. In Canada: Joy Manufacturing Company 
(Canada) Limited, Galt, Ontario. 

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 

VANE -AXIAL TYPE FANS 
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ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

continuous un -interrupted 

Micro Wave operation 

with "US" MICRO -POWER 

A single relay in your Micro Wave System stops func- 
tioning ... what happens until service is restored? 
That break may be but a matter of seconds .. , but 
think of the amount of equipment you must maintain 
... to minimize such interruptions! 

Now MICRO -POWER ... ELIMINATES all the hazards 
of POWER OUTAGES! MICRO -POWER provides 
CONTINUOUS power for UN -INTERRUPTED micro 
wave operation! 

AND WHAT'S MORE ... Micro -Power does it WITH- 
OUT costly investment in standby electric plants, 
battery banks, rectifiers and motor generator sets. 

IN NEW installations, Micro -Power can save up 
to $300 per mile! INVESTIGATE MICRO -POWER. 
Write "U.S." for complete details ... or ask your 
supplier of Communication equipment ... INSIST 
on U.S. MICRO -POWER in your next micro wave 
installation. 

UNITED STATES 

MOTORS CORPORATION 
553 Nebraska Street 

OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN 

that no tuning is required and fre- 
quency selection is accomplished on 
a plug-in basis. 

In the parallel -resonant circuits 
of Fig. 1, frequency is adjusted by 
a variable capacitor in shunt with 
the crystal. Long-term stability of 
the frequency of oscillation will in- 
crease as C, (the circuit capaci- 
tance) is made large with respect 
to stray circuit and tube capaci- 
tances, but output will decrease be- 
cause of lower operating impedance. 
In general, frequency instability 
not greater than 0.003 percent can 

FIG. 2-Simple series oscillator (A), 
cathode -coupled (B), Bridged -T (C), 
Meacham bridge, transformer coupled 
(D) and Meacham oscillator with R -C. 
feedback (E) 

be expected from this type of cir- 
cuit. 

Series -resonant oscillators of the 
types shown in Fig. 2, with the 
crystal used as a low resistance, are 
most suitable for practical applica - 
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Compare 
Machlett 

High Vacuum 
Rectifier Tubes 

with any 

other make 

ML -102A 
ML -5575%100 
ML -5576;200 

ML -199* 

MACH LET 

M1-5575/100 compared with competitive high 

vacuum rectifiers having conventional design 

features and identical peak ratings. 

Conditions: Bridge -type rectifier circuit. 

Waveform; Square, where 

Anode Dissipation = Forward Volts x Amperes 
Z 

Filament Volts, each tube: 20. 

Anode Amps. 
1.3 

1.2 

1.1 

1.0 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4. 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

Anode Amps. 
1.3 

ML5575/100 
operating at peak rated 
current uses only 1/3 of 

anode dissipation rating. 

Competitive Rectifier 
operating at 65n/, of peak 
anode current uses entire 
anode dissipation rating. 

2000 2400 400 800, 1200 1600 

1.2 

1.1 

1.0 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

Forward Voltage, Voltage Required to Draw Electrons to Anode 

ML -5575/100 operates at 100% of current rating with 300% safety factor 

for anode dissipation. Competitive high vacuum rectifier tube 
operating at 65% of peak anode current is at limit of anode dissipation. 

Machlett High Vacuum Rectifier Tubes give maximum 

rectification efficiency and high working load capacity with no 

increase in anode dissipation requirements, because .. . 

unique Machlett catenary type filament, eliminating need for 

electrostatic shielding, gives .. . 

Highest Operating Efficiency 
Coolest Running Anode 
Highest Working Power Level 
Highest Overload Capacity 
Longest Life 
For particle precipitation, chemical recovery, hold -off diode 

application and general high voltage requirements, a broad 

range of Machlett High Vacuum Rectifier Tubes are available. 

Included among the higher power tubes are: 

75 PKV, 0.75 max anode amps; 750 watts anode dissipation. 

100 PKV, 1.00 max anode amps; 750 watts anode dissipation. 

150 PKV, 2.00 max anode amps; 1000 watts anode dissipation. 

110 PKV, 10.00 max anode amps; 1500 watts anode dissipation. 

*Thoriated Tungsten Filament. 

For complete data write to: 
MACHLETT LABORATORIES, INC. 

Springdale, Connecticut 

üveit 55 yea44 .hvet lade , 
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MAXIMUM STABILITY 
Where constants depend on 
unvarying capacity 

\tti 
For 
Precision 
Circuitry in: 

U.H.F. Components 
Wave Shaping and 

Pulsating Circuits 
RC Circuits 
Countless Other 

Electronic and 
Industrial Uses 

Industrial Condenser Corp. can design, engi- 
neer, or, in most cases, meet your capacitor 
requirements directly from stock. Send now 
for Catalog 1117. Complete with perform- 
ance curves, characteristics and suggested 
applications, this valuable booklet should be 
in your file for instant reference. 

3249 N. CALIFORNIA AVE., 

Outstanding 

Operating Characteristics 

Insulation resist- 
ance at +20° C. 
after three minutes 
charge: 900,000 
megohm micro - 
farads 

Insulation resist- 
ance at +75° C.: 
78,000 megohm 
microfarads 
Insulation resist- 
ance at -75° C.: 
In excess of one 
million megohm 
microfarads 

Change in capaci - 
_¡tance from +25° 

C. to -80° C.: 
+0.76% 
Self time constant 
of 10 mfd. capaci- 
tor: 4800 hours 

Q at 50 kilocycles: 
10,000 

Power Factor at 1 

kc: 0.00025 

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

tion when it is desired to reduce 
frequency instability below 0.002 
percent. 

Frequency can be adjusted above 
or below the resonant frequency of 
the crystal unit by connecting a 
variable capacitor or inductor in 
series. This has the disadvantage 
of operating the crystal as an in- 
ductance or a capacitance, thereby 
increasing impedance of the crystal 
network and decreasing stability. 

The fundamental cathode -coupled 
circuit widely used in vhf and uhf 
communications equipment and 
shown in Fig. 2B is satisfactory up 
to about 50 mc. 

Advantage of the bridge -T oscil- 
lator (Fig. 2C) over other vhf cir- 
cuits is that one side of the crystal 
unit can be grounded, power output 
is high and frequency stability as 
a function of plate voltage is ex- 
cellent. 

The Meacham bridge circuit 
(Fig. 2D and 2E) is enhanced at 
low and medium frequencies. Its 
great stability results from control 
of the level of oscillation in the 
feedback circuit. 

Circuits and information ab- 
stracted here are taken from "Cur- 
rent Status of Quartz Crystal Units 
and Circuitry for Frequency Con- 
trol", by Douglas A. Venn, an in- 
terim report of the Naval Research 
Laboratory. 

Portable Transceiver 
BY H. S. KNAACK 

Project Engineer Steuart -Warner Electric 
Chicago, Ill. 

PORTABLE TRANSCEIVER intended for 
short-range communication in the 
class B Citizens Radio band extend- 
ing from 462 to 468 mc provides 
reliable communication along a true 
line of sight for considerable dist- 
ances. Its ability to work through 
obstructions is limited because of 
low power output and because of 
the character of the frequency at 
which it operates. 

A hand-held instrument combin- 
ing the functions of both receiver 
and transmitter in a single unit, 
it has an external power supply and 
a removable folding dipole antenna. 
Each unit may be operated from a 
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every TV station needs 

LOW COST 

CO ElICIALS 
that focal sponsors can afford 

Here's how the GRAY Telop screens out high production costs 

Install a Gray Teloo as part of your basic TV 

broadcast equipment for commercials . . 

"screen" out high production costs! Use with any 
television film camera, including the new Vidicon 

camera. Projects opaque cards, photographs, 
artwork, 31/4" x 4" transparent glass slides, strip 
material, even small objeots ... pens, watches, 

cigarette lighters, pipes, etc., or small models of 
large products. 

GRAY TELOP I 

A Gray Telop ... at low initial cost ... projects 
these economical materials and small objects 
with all the professional versatility of major 
"network" effects ... without using costly film 

strips or live talent. Sponsors' copy can be pre- 
pared quickly, easily, for a variety of effects 
that is virtually unlimited. Gray's Telop will help 
you to sell more revenue producing commercials 
... Increase Your Profits! 

Seeing is Believing 
Gray Telop projection of commercials must be 

seen to be appreciated ... 
You get dual projection, superposition, lap dis- 
solve, fade-out ... with a single lens system. 

You can project 'cinematic', exciting visual effects 
for greater audience interest ... 
Your Gray Telop will pack punch and profit into 
every minute of your TV commercials ... at a 

price that local sponsors can afford! 

AND Dn EVEo oM 
the GRAY MANUnc., 

Hilliard St.. Manchester. 
FACTURING URING COMPAN1Conn. 

Originators of tir Gray Telephone Pay Station and the 
Gray A ,,dograph and PhonAadograph. 

GRAY TELOP II 

WRITE FOR: 
Visual proof of the profit making potential 
of Gray Telops. Request 'T/ Anyfewn," 
the completely illustrated, detailed descrip- 
tion of Gray Telops. 
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New England 
Framingham, Massachusetts, Framingham 7091 

Metropolitan New York, New Jersey: 
Jersey City, New Jersey, Journal Square 4-3574 

Upstate New York: 
Syracuse, New York, Syracuse 76-8056 

Northern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania: 
Cleveland, Ohio, Atlantic 1-1060 

Indiana, Southern Ohio: 
Logansport, Indiana, Logansport 2555 

MADE TO YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS 
IN ANY SIZE SHAPE QUANTITY 

Precision coil bobbins are fabricated from high dielectric mate- 
rials and quality controlled to the most minute tolerances .. . 

Yet, because they are made on special high production equipment, 
they're available to you for prompt delivery at low unit cost. 

Cores are spirally wound dielectric kraft, fish paper, acetate, 
phenol impregnated or combinations. Flanges are cut to any 
specification for all types of mountings. 

Request illustrated bulletin. Send specifications for samples. 

High Strength Low Cost Paper Tubes 

Accurately fabricated in any size, shape, ID 
or OD. Spirally wound from select dielectric 
materials. Crush resistant, with excellent dimen- 
sional stability. Subject to rigid control and 
inspection for tolerance and uniformity. 

Ask for samples and Arbor List of over 2000 sizes. 

Sales Representatives in: 
Missouri, Southern Illinois, Iowa: 
St. Louis, Missouri, Sterling 2318 

Maryland: 
Baltimore, Maryland, Plaza 2-3211 

Philadelphia, Camden: 
Philadelphia, Po., Chestnut Hill 8-0282 

California: 
Pasadena, California, Sycamore 8-3919 

Canada: 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, Walnut 2715 

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO. 
2041 W. CHARLESTON ST. CHICAGO 47, ILL. 

Plant No. 2: 79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn. 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

battery pack that fits into a carry- 
ing case or by a 110 -volt a -c power 
supply. Six volt d -c and 12 volt d -c 
power packs are also available for 
use with mobile equipment. 

The microphone and earphone 
are positioned in the case by bake - 
lite covers and as these covers are 
screwed on, connections are made 
to pressure type contacts mounted 
on sub -assemblies within the case. 
Microphone contacts are mounted 
on a bakelite board that also holds 
the microphone transformer and 

f) 

6449 

Exploded view of portable transceiver 

the battery -cable contacts. The as- 
sembly is indexed with a pin forced 
directly into the casting, which 
makes it impossible to misalign the 
battery contacts bearing against a 
row of circuit contacts on the 
chassis itself. 

The chassis contains all working 
parts of the circuit with the ex- 
ception of the antenna matching 
coils and the microphone trans- 
former. No circuit adjustments are 
used except in the oscillator section 
and the chassis employs printed cir- 
cuits for speed in assembly, to re- 
duce the room required for the wir- 
ing and to eliminate errors in wir- 
ing. Working contacts are silver 
plated to eliminate the effects of 
corrosion and to provide low 
Tesistance. 

The antenna is a broad -band fold - 
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HS' Dig 
"Balanced Production' 
meets delivery schedules on- 

As you want them - 
When you want them - 

ON THE NOSE! 

PRECISION DRAWN 

CLOSURES AND QUALITY 
METAL STAMPINGS 
FOR ELECTRONICS 

STANDARD CASES 
and COVERS 

SPECIAL SHAPES 
and SIZES 

QUALITY METAL 
STAMPINGS 

PRECISION DRAWN CLOSURES AND QUALITY 

METAL STAMPING! Several hundred standard shapes 

and sizes, with numerous optional features are "in stock" 

at Hudson. Not only is prompt service assured by Hudson 

closure standardization but costs reflect the savings of mass 

production methods. Engineers, designers and purchasing 

men will find it pays to check with Hudson first on any 

closure problem. All parts made from selected metal 

stocks, expertly formed to specifications. STANDARD 

DESIGNS SPEED DELIVERIES AND REDUCE COSTS! 

HUDSON TOOL and 
DIE COMPANY Inc 

118-122 SO. FOURTEENTH STREET, NEWARK 7, NEW JERSEY 

ASK FOR YOUR COPY TODAY! New engineer- -mie elev. n 

designer file catalog includes complete information (i t- 
on economical HUDSON standard and special .4t 

closures. Call or write without obligation - 
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What kind of enclosure do you need? 

Which shielding material is best? 

What is the important difference 
between attenuation and inser- 
tion loss? 

How should attenuation 
be measured? 

Why is interchangeability 
so important? 

HOW YOU CAN EVALUATE 

Shielded Enclosures 
Selecting the proper shielded enclosures today 
is a big job ... and no wonder! The unqualified 
statements and ambiguous terminology of some 
enclosure manufacturers makes intelligent pur- 
chasing extremely difficult. 

To eliminate these difficulties, ACE has pre- 
pared a definitive booklet: Evaluating Shielded 
Enclosures, by Richard B. Schulz, noted authority 
on the suppression of r -f interference, and 
consultant to ACE. Here are free, factual data 
you should be acquainted with ... for only by 
applying a realistic approach to shielded en- 
closure selection can you be sure of getting what 
you pay for. Send for this interesting 

Free Booklet 

you always get your money's worth with ACE 
ACE long ago eliminated guesswork 
as a factor in the design of shielded 
enclosures. Every ACE claim is 
backed by complete guaranteed test 
data, for every design is thoroughly 
analyzed and approved by independ- 
ent engineering laboratories.Whether 

you need a galvanized screen room, a 
copper screen room, or a solid sheet 
RFI enclosure (Lindsay Structure), 
you can depend on top performance 
when you choose ACE ...first and 
still foremost in the design and manufac- 
ture of every type of shielded enclosure. 

Don't be misled! There Is only one ACE. You get ACE quality only 
when you deal with ACE Recognized Representatives. 

A COMPLETE LINE OF ENCLOSURES FOR INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND MILITARY, 
FEATURING HIGHEST ATTENUATION, FULL INTERCHANGEABILITY,* INSIDE BOLTING* 

Exceeding JAN -1-225; 16E4 (ships); MIL -16910; MIL -S-4957 
(Write for RFI Bulletin No. 1, and ACE Bulletins Nos. 3 & 51 (Patents Pending) 

ACE ENGINEERING & MACHINE CO., INC. 

3644 N. Lawrence Street Philadelphia 40, Pennsylvania 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

ing dipole with integral matching 
section approximately a quarter 
wavelength long and is plugged into 
a pair of contacts at the top of the 
unit. It is roughly directional 
with a figure -eight pattern that 
does not have zero nulls. The effect 
of the directivity is not acutely felt 
until the units are approximately 
at their extreme range of useful- 
ness. 

The transceiver has FCC type - 
approval making it possible for the 
owner to transmit without an oper- 
ator's license, although a station 
license is needed. 

The oscillator is a Colpitts type 
using a 6AK4 subminiature tube 
and a miniature 3A4 as the modu- 
lator, with its input connected to 
the microphone circuit. Tuning is 
accomplished by a small variable 
capacitor integral with the oscilla- 
tor plate, or by adjustment of the 
position of the tuning loop. The 
antenna is inductively coupled to 
the tank by means of a single -turn 
hairpin loop on the rear, tube side, 
of the ceramic plate on which the 
tank coil is plated. 

Coupling Compensator 

Thus the physical relation of the 
tank and antenna coils is fixed per- 
manently is such manner that 
changes in coupling cannot be made 
except by deformation of the plate 
itself. This deformation is care- 
fully controlled, becoming part of 
the temperature -compensating me- 
chanism. Other elements of this 
temperature compensation are the 
grid capacitor and tuning capacitor 
insulator materials. With this 
type of frequency control, it is pos- 
sible to design the oscillator to be 
subject to less than 200 kc variation 
at 465 megacycles owing to temper- 
ature effects. 

Humidity effects are reduced to 
a minimum by fusing the ceramic 
plate so that it is impervious to 
moisture short of submersion. 
Humidity effects on frequency are 
reduced to less than 500 kc for 
humidities varying from 30 to 95 
percent. Frequency deviations 
from changes in battery voltages 
are somewhat offset by the temper- 
ature compensation, which is in the 
other direction. When the power 
input is reduced and the tempera - 
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Arthur R. Wiley, National Warehouse Manager of A. G. Spalding ez Bros., Inc.. tells why: 

He's famous for his fast delivery! 

"Imagine the stands filled," says Spalding's Arthur Wiley, 

"the major league teams in their dug -outs, the mounting ex- 

pectation - and no baseballs ! 

"It sounded like an 'emergency.' The balls used in all 

major league games are specially tested for perfection. The 

club was half -way across the country from our Chicopee, 

Mass. plant and a double-header scheduled. 
"But we're used to delivering fast. We solve situations like 

this week -in and week -out by relying on Air Express. 

"So, we just called Air Express on this job. The balls were 

flown west, were delivered and actually in play on the field 

a few hours later. 
"We use Air Express throughout the year to ship all kinds 

of sports equipment throughout the country. 

"Practically all these shipments cost less with Air Express 

than with any other air service." 
It pays to express yourself clearly. Say Air Express ! 

Division of Railway Express Agency. 

,l '&p/'es 
GETS THERE FIRST via. U.S. Scheduled Airlines 

CALL. AIR EXPRESS . . . division of RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY 
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Encapsulated Type 380 

Open Type 380 

AVAILABLE 
FROM STOCK 

`Delay 
Lines 

...STOCK TYPES FOR QUICK DELIVERIES 

...SAMPLES AND "SPECIALS" TO 

EXACT SPECIFICATIONS 

As engineering specialists in both wire winding 
and electronic equipment assemblies, Shallcross 
offers complete facilities for the design and large- 
scale production of delay lines in a variety of open 
and encapsulated styles for both highly critical as 
well as commercial uses. 

Typical applications include use as compensating 
delays for color television, in signal delays for TV 
synchronizing signal generators, and in wideband 
distributed -type amplifiers. 

Now available for prompt delivery is the Shallcross 
open -type 380 described below. This is a typical 
lumped parameter delay line using silvered mica 
capacitors conforming to JAN Style CM -15, Char- 
acteristic E. Many other types can be readily designed 
for specific applications. Quick delivery of proto- 
types! Send your specifications for prompt consider- 
ation by Shallcross engineers. SHALLCROSS MFG. 
CO., 522 Pusey Avenue, Collingdale, Pa. 

SHALLCROSS TYPE 380 DELAY LINE 
SIZE: Open Type: 23/4" x 11/2" x%s" 

Encapsulated Type: 23/4" x 1" x 1" 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

Maximum pulse voltage: ± 100 volts 
Rise time: 0.04 microseconds 
Total delay: 0.3 ± 0.03 microseconds 
Impedance: 500 ohms 
Cut-off frequency: 8.5 megacycles 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

ture of the oscillator decreases the 
two effects tend to cancel. Overall 
drift from temperature, humidity 
and changes in battery voltage over 
the recommended range are less 
than plus or minus 1.2 mc. 

Battery voltage is controlled by 
using a special battery pack that 
contains A, B and C batteries for 
the unit. These cells are designed 
so they run down in a specified man- 
ner, with the A cells going last. 
The existence of reasonable B -bat- 
tery voltage is indicated by a small 
neon lamp under the antenna 
socket that illuminates the base of 
the antenna as long as the B -bat- 
tery voltage is over 90 volts. When 
the lamp no longer lights, or when 
its degree of illumination changes 
as the press -to -talk button is 
pushed, the battery is replaced 
since frequency deviation beyond 
the tolerance authorized by the 
FCC may exist. 

Movement of the tuning knob has 
been deliberately restricted since 
the oscillator does not have any de- 
gree of drift that would require a 
greater movement of the tuning 
knob. 

Switching assembly detail, tuning con- 
trol and tuning loop 

In the receive position, the 
6AK4 is a self -blocking superre- 
generative oscillator and the 3A4 
tube acts as an audio amplifier. 
Sensitivity in this position for a 
readable signal is approximately 12 
microvolts. Variation of the posi- 
tion of the short-circuited loop adja- 
cent to the oscillator tank is used to 
tune the receiver to the desired fre- 
quency. This is accomplished by 
moving the receiver tuning knob. 
Total tuning range of the loop is 
approximately 7 megacycles. As 
noted, actual tuning is provided 
over a lesser range. 

Switching from receive to trans- 
mit involves shorting part of the 
oscillator grid lead, switching the 
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Take advantage of our 

Fast Dependable Delivery. 

CLEVELITE* 
LAMINATED PAPER BASE PHENOLIC TUBING 

Outstanding for many years as the Top Performer, Clevelite is unmatched in its 
ability to meet unusual specifications. 

Built-in Dimensional Stability, High Dielectric Strength, Low Moisture Absorp- 
tion, Great Mechanical Strength, Excellent Machining Qualities and Low Power 
Factor make Clevelite Tubing outstanding. 

Available in diameters, wall thicknesses and lengths as desied, for Collars, 
Bushings, Spacers, Cores and Coil Forms. 

Our new Torkrite internally threaded and embossed tubing affords better control 
of adjustments in coil forms using threaded cores. 

Write for your copy of the latest Clevelite brochure. 

WHY PAY MORE? For Good Quality . . . call CLEVELAND! 
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

CLEVELAND CONTAIN ER4 
6201 BARBERTON AVE. CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 

PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES at Chicago, Detroit, Memphis, Plymouth, Wisc., Ogdensburg, N. Y., Jamesburg, N. J. 

ABRASIVE DIVISION at Cleveland, Ohio 

CANADIAN PLANT: The Cleveland Container, Canada, ltd., Prescott, Ontario 

REPRESENTATIVES 

NEW YORK AREA R. T. MURRAY, 604 CENTRAL AVE., EAST ORANGE, N. J. 

NEW ENGLAND R. S. PETTIGREW 8 CO., 62 LA SALLE RD., WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 

CHICAGO AREA PLASTIC TUBING SALES, 5215 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE., CHICAGO 

WEST COAST IRV. M. COCHRANE CO., 408 S. ALVARADO ST., LOS ANGELES 
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"Impossible" precision jobs are naturals 

fAit* ... FOR THE 

INDUSTRIAL "A/RBRASiVE" UNIT 
THE S.S.WHITE INDUSTRIAL "AIRBRASIVE" UNIT 

is consistently solving many of the 
jobs in the product design and devel- 
opment field that have hitherto been 
considered impossible to do by con- 
ventional means. It has already been 
used successfully to cut germanium- 
to drill and scribe glass and other 
hard, brittle materials-to cut and 
shape fragile crystals - to remove de- 
posited surface coatings-to etch - to 
produce matte finishes and to do light 
deburring inside small I.D. parts. 
A typical job is illustrated above in 
which the S.S.White "Airbrasive" Unit 
was used to cut a 24 pitch thread on 
the inside wall of a 1/2" I.D. glass tube. 
The tube is rotated on a small bench 
lathe and a standard right-angle "Air- 
brasive" nozzle is held in a traveling 
tool holder. A similar operation has 
been performed in a .170" I.D. tube 
with a specially designed "Airbrasive" 
nozzle tip. 
The principle of the "Airbrasive" Unit 
makes these jobs feasible. A cutting 

effect is produced by the kinetic en- 
ergy of a high speed gas -propelled 
stream of microscopic abrasive parti- 
cles. There's no contact of a tool with 
the work, consequently there's no 
heat, no shock, no vibration and the 
accuracy of the cut is unaffected by 
surface irregularities in the work. The 
depth and type of cut can also be ac- 
curately controlled to maintain ex- 
tremely fine tolerances. 
We'll be glad to demonstrate the unit 
to you or perform tests on your parts 
at either our New York or California 
office. 

The "Airbrasive" Unit operates on 110 V, 
60 cycle A.C. current. Any DRY cylinder 
gas can be need as a propellant. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 5307 It contains complete information on 
how and where the S.S. White "Airbrasive" Unit can be used 

THE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 
Dept, EB,10 East 40th St. 

NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

Western District Office Times Building, Long Beach, California 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

input of the 3A4 from the circuit 
of the oscillator to the microphone 
and connecting the modulation 
transformer to the earphone in- 
stead of the plate circuit of the 
oscillator. All this is accomplished 
by four spdt snap -action switches 
that are operated in an almost 
simultaneous pattern by a leaf act- 
uated directly by the transmit but- 
ton. Depressing this button also 
returns the tuning loop to the cor- 
rect position so the oscillator will 
operate on 465 mc. 

Power output of the transmitter 
is approximately 300 milliwatts 
with a maximum power input of 2.6 
watts to the oscillator. Range var- 
ies from very short distances under 
adverse conditions to many miles 
where suitable line of sight exists, 
as from air to ground. 

Range under average conditions 
of terrain and obstructions in open 
country is line of sight plus the dis- 
tance in which the signal can be 
expected to have useful value after 
single or multiple reflections from 
structures or terrain. Range within 
steel structures is surprisingly 
good. Exact tuning is more criti- 
cal near the limit of operating 
range and exact positioning of the 
listener or transmitter may be 
critical in some structures where 
standing -wave patterns exist. 

Starlings Scare Starlings 
MAGNETIC -TAPE RECORDING is the 
latest weapon in the electronics 
arsenal to be leveled against super- 
abundance of feathered friends. 
When the city of State College, Pa. 
was recently troubled by too many 
starlings, members of the depart- 
ment of zoology and entomology de- 
vised an effective antidote. 

A captured bird was held by its 
legs near a microphone. Its startled 
chirp, identified as a distress call, 
was recorded and a continuous, 
hour-long tape fabricated. 

The recording, amplified to a 
level of 120 db, was played an hour 
and a half for three nights from a 
sound truck that toured the city. It 
was estimated that only about 200 
birds remained, the others being 
frightened away. 

Although the recording was dis - 
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Colors available in production 
quantities include: 

Natural ... white ... yellow (two shades) 
... buff ... orange ... pastel red ... 
red ... dark red ... brown ... green 
... blue ... black. 

SPECIFICATIONS: GPG Rod 

Flexural strength 65,000-85,000 psi. 

Compressive strength (radial) . . 950-1,100 psi. 

Arc resistance 120 sec. 

Water absorption 0.10-0.20% 
Resin content 50% 

Specific gravity 1.60 

Standard diameter 1/4" to %' 
Standard lengths 24" to 84" 

Also availab a Chalk -Filled (GPG-C) and Flame -Retard- 
ant (GPF). Inquiries invited for larger diameters, longer 
lengths and special shapes. 

Here's good news 
for your product... 

TAYLOR 
POLYESTER 
GLASS RODS 

An unusual material developed by Taylor-polyester 
glass rods in natural, white, black and ten attractive 
colors-offers unlimited possibilities in many of the 
products you manufacture. For the first time, you can 
have a glass -reinforced plastic that is uniformly colored 
all the way through. Drill it ... cut it ... grind it .. . 

you'll see no fibrous appearance of glass filaments. 

Although this new material weighs only one -fifth as 
much, it possesses flexural and tensile strength equal 
to that of low carbon steel. It's non -corrosive, and 
resists deformation from bending. Picture how you can 
use its color for decoration, identification, or coding 
. . . its high strength -to -weight ratio for structural 
parts . . . its excellent electrical properties in shafts 
for electronic components. 

Taylor specialists will be glad to talk over the ways you 
can put this material to work. They'll be glad to dis- 
cuss, too, the improvements in production and product 
quality that you can realize through the use of Taylor 
Vulcanized Fibre and Taylor Melamine, Phenolic and 
Silicone Laminates. 

TAYLOR FIBRE CO. 
Norristown, Pa.-La Verne, Calif. 

TAYLOR 
Laminated Plastics 

Vulcanized Fibre 
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Auto-Sh if 
tables help get the work done 

o 
with 30 -50% more space efficiency 

i Shit 

o 
Ai,,ahd, 

o 

Am Sh,f, 

o 

Auto -Shift 

o 
Auesh,fl 

o 

o 

This Auto -Shift booklet is yours, 
free. Contains oll the Auto -Shift 
facts, new ranges of sizes, data 

on new models 
-or front and 
rear of row - 

rtallations- Fill 
out and mail this 

coupon now! 

About 250 square feet accommodate two more Auto -Shifts 
than separate boards and desks. Auto -Shift puts a large 
reference surface and drawer directly behind each drafts- 
man for maximum space and operating efficiency-especially 
effective in row installations. 

fentre 
with much less draftsman fatigue 
Auto -Shift has greater flexibility. Note the foot and hand 
releases (circled above) to adjust board height and slope 
instantly. Fully counterbalanced top moves effortlessly. Drafts- 
man can change working position often-fatigue is sharply 
reduced-and the work gets done with Auto -Shift. 

For the whole important Auto -Shift story, mail the 
coupon below today. 

DRAFTING EQUIPMENT DIVISION 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Two Rivers, Wisconsin 

Hamilton Manufacturing Company, Two Rivers 5, Wisconsin 

Please send me the new Auto -Shift booklet (AC.R-97) 

Name 

Firm 

Address 

City State .J 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

tressing to human beings, they 
were spared some discomfort by 
aiming the loudspeakers upwards 
into the trees. The sound affected 
only the starlings and had no effect 
upon common grackles or American 
robins. 

Television recording system designed 
for military operation comprises special 
film camera focused on kinescope. An- 
cillary electronic equipment enclosed 
in relay -rack cabinet is not shown 

Video Recorder Uses 
Shutterless Camera 
AN EXPERIMENTAL VIDEO recording 
system using a free -running, shut- 
terless camera and an electronic 
shutter that provides a variety of 
television line and frame rates has 
been constructed at the Naval Re- 
search Laboratory. 

The electronic shutter, replacing 
the more familiar mechanical shut- 
ter, operates by blanking and un - 
blanking the recording kinescope. 

Used in a 525 -line system with a 

camera having a pull -down time of 
72 degrees or less, 80 percent of 

VIDEO 

SOURCE 

MONITOR 
DISTRIB AMPL 

VIDEO AMPL 

GAMMA CONTROL 

SYNC SEPARATION 

SYNC 

HO 12 

SWEEP 

H DEFL 

ELECTRONIC 

SHUTTER 

CAN ER 

HV INTERLOCK 
PULSE 

SUPER 

BLANKING 

24 CPS 

CAMERA 

VIDEO 

yV 

CRI 

VERT 

SWEEP 

VERTICAL PULSE 

Block diagram shows interconnection 
of special tv recording system devel- 
oped at Naval Research Laboratory 
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TELEPHONE SCIENCE 

GUIDES A PUNCH 
NO ENEMY CAN DODGE 

(Upper left)-Nike's missile climbs to .1cstrov :rn enemy. under guidance of complex electronic controls. 
A radar is shown at right. Nike (pronounced Nv'kee) is manic] after the Greek goddess of Victory. 

BELL TELEPHONE 

LABORATORIES 

Is it possible to guide an anti-aircraft 
missile so that it will track down and 
destroy a rapidly maneuvering target? 
No one knew the answer for sure when 
the U. S. Army put this question to 
Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1945. 

The special skills and techniques de- 
veloped to create the nation's communi- 
cations network uniquely fitted Bell 
scientists to answer this question. They 
recommended a new system, Nike, and 
then worked to bring it into being with 

engineers from Army Ordnance, 'W'est- 

ern Electric Company and Douglas Air- 

craft ('olupany. 

l'he first Nike installation has been 

made, and more will follow. 'Thus, Amer- 
ica's defenses grow stronger through a 

new extension of frontiers in the com- 

munications art. It is a proud achieve- 
ment of the knowledge and skills first 
developed at Bell Telephone Labora- 
tories to make the nation's telephone 
service ever better. 

Improving telephone service for America provides careers for creative men in scientific and technical fields 
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BOGUE 

For precision Hi -Cycle power gener- 
ating equipment to meet one of a myriad 
of special power requirements ranging 
from highest quality laboratory power to 
precision electronic testing, industry re- 
lies on Bogue Precision Power. Bogue as 
the recognized leader in the Hi -Cycle field 
offers these performance characteristics- 

LOW HARMONICS 

CLOSE VOLTAGE REGULATION 

400 CYCLE REGARDLESS OF 
LOAD & INPUT VARIATIONS 

For example, Bogue special 400 cycle 
single shaft, two -bearing synchronous 
motor driven units eliminate belts, gears 
and other special speed changers, yet, 
faithfully deliver 400 cycles-exactly-no 
load to full load regardless of voltage 
variations .... truly the standard of 400 
cycle power . . . . the reason so many 
prominent companies have been depend- 
ing on equipment built by Bogue Electric 
Manufacturing Company ... 

Th 74fed+9, ,25/ 5 77 BOGUE 

5 KW portable regulated 400 
cycle motor -generator set with 

integral control panel. 

Variable frequency 320 to 1000 
cycle M -G set. Bogue magnetic 
amplifier maintains voltage and 
frequency to within one-half of 

1% of any preset value. 

5 KW low harmonic set. 400 
cycle regardless of input volt- 

age, loading or heating. 

400 cycle voltage & frequency 
regulated inverter. Operates 

from 28 volt DC supply. 

56 IOWA AVENUE PATERSON, 3, NEW JERSEY 

Low harmonic 400 cycle AC 
generator and low ripple 
28 volt DC generator, syn- 

chronous motor driven. 

CGoQOCà 
.. 

`. s O r,y 

Dual output 10 KW, 400 
cycle and 200 amp. 28 
volt output, portable unit. 

Í5 
REQUEST 

ILLUSTRATED 

CATALOG 440 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

the televised information can be re- 
corded, with a 24 frame per second 
recording rate. This system, ap- 
plicable to military operations, does 
not include simultaneous sound 
recording. 

Britain Uses Industrial 
Controls 

BY JOHN H. JUPE 
Rogart, Hillside Road 

Chorleywood. Herts 
England 

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY results 
from use of machinery, which is 
often dependent upon development 
of industrial control mechanisms. 
Several of the devices described be- 
low have recently been put to work 
in Great Britain. 

Elongation Gage 

A technique that has been de- 
veloped in Britain for the accurate 
measurement of the elongation 
occurring when steel or other 
ferrous strip is rolled, depends in 
principle on the measurement of 
the wavelength of a magnetic pat- 
tern. This is printed on the strip 
before rolling and is subsequently 
redetermined after rolling. During 
the passage of the metal through 
the mill, the peaks of the pattern 
will become separated, that is, their 
wavelength will increase and there- 
fore the time interval between 
peaks before and after rolling can 
be a measure of the elongation that 
has taken place. 

Level Indicator 

A new type of level indicator that 
can be used for liquids, powders or 
granular solids, incorporates an 
arrangement that makes it inde- 
pendent of all reasonable changes 
of tube characteristics, supply volt- 
age or general loading of the ap- 
paratus. 

The indication of level of the de- 
sired material is given on a meter 
that measures the out -of -balance 
voltage of a capacitance bridge, one 
arm of which is composed of the 
capacitance to ground of a vertically 
mounted probe. 

Constancy of output from the 
oscillator that supplies the bridge 
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Armco grain -oriented 
magnetic materials range 

thickness from these 

my Ye -mil tape -wound 
eemory cores to lamina - 

ions over 100 times as 

hick for giant t-ars- 
fnrmers and generates. 

For Grain -Oriented Magnetic Material, Come To Armco! 

ORTHONIK 

Ultra -thin (1 to 1/8 -mil) Armco 48 
ORTHONIK is highly grain -oriented. Its 
extreme thinness and rectangular hys- 
teresis loop make it especially useful 
in memory cores o8' digital computers 
and reactors in other servo -networks 
requiring a high rate of change of flux 

with respect to time. 

THIN SILICON STEELS 

Armco Thin Oriented Silicon Steels are 
made in thicknesses of 4, 2 and 1 mil. 
Used for frequencies of 400 to 200,000 
cycles per second for radio, television 
and other electric devices. They have 
exceptionally high permeabilities low 
hysteresis losses for such thin material 
and excellent lamination factors. 

STANDARD GAGE ORIENTED 

In 14 -mil thickness, Armco Oriented 
silicon steels are ideal in power and dis- 
tribution transformers and generators. 
These steels, known as Armco ORI- 

ENTED M -8X and M -7X, are supplied in 
coils or cut lengths., usually CARLITE 
Insulated. They are ideal for stacked 
cores so designed that flux passage is 
predominantly in the rolling direction 
of the sheet. 

For wound cores, there are Armco 

ORIENTED M -7W and M -6W, supplied 
only in coils 12 mils thick to wind more 
readily than 14 -mil material, into com- 
pact cores. 

For further information on these 
oriented magnetic materials, just fill 

out the coupon and mail it to us. 

ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION 
3174 Cutis Street, Middletown, Ohio Export: The Arrrco International Corporation 

pÓ 

1 
ARMCO STEEL CORPORATION 
3174 Curtis Street, Middletown, Ohio 

Send me information on Armco ORIENTED magnetic material far: 

These are our requirements 

Name 

Firm 

Street 

City Zone 

State 

J 
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ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

is obtained in a unique way. An 
auxiliary output circuit on the 
oscillator takes off a proportion of 
the output and passes it via a metal 
rectifier to a moving -coil meter 
element. This element has the con- 
ventional pointer replaced by a 
light metal vane. The capacitance 
between this vane and another 
fixed vane is connected into a feed- 
back circuit in the oscillator in such 
sense that if there is any tendency 
for the oscillator output to drift, 
for any reason at all, the change 
will move the vane on the meter 
element in such a direction as to 
secure compensation. 

Photoelectric Leveling Device 

A device has been developed for 
automatically controlling the tilt of 
a platform. The arrangement con- 
sists of a light source and a photo- 
cell, with the bubble of a spirit level 
between them, mounted in such a 
way that movements of the bubble 
cause the illumination on the cell 
to vary. 

Between the cell and the bubble is 
a vane with a narrow slot in it, so 
that the slot covers a portion of the 
width of the bubble and in such a 
way that when the light passes 
through the liquid alone, the 
illumination on the cell is at a maxi- 
mum. When the platform is tilted 
the bubble moves and causes the 
focus of the light rays to move 
away from the slot in the vane and 
so decreases the amount of light 
falling on the photocell. The out- 
put of this cell is compared with 
that from a twin cell that is in the 
direct beam of the light and thus 
a difference signal is obtained. 

This signal provides a correcting 
force to restore the platform to a 
level position. If desired, two level- 
ing units can be placed at right 
angles. 

Accelerometer 

In an accelerometer instrument, 
the moving system used is the same 
as the moving system employed in 
electrical indicating instruments, It 
is adapted as a sensing element by 
deliberately upsetting the balance 
of the system by means of a small 
weight attached to the coil. When 
the instrument is subjected to an 
accelerating force in the right 
direction, the inertia of the moving - 
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IUNGSOI 

TUNG-SoL ELECT - IC ewe. 1111111111 11/ 11111.11 I11 11I11II 
11; 

Our engineering and manufacturing facilities can make our plant 
a vital extension of your plant. We make ncthing but electron 
tubes-no sets-no equipment. We are comp.etely ndependent, 
so we are in a position to keep your plans in strict confidence-to 
work with you with as much loyalty and secrecy as ,f we were in 

your own organization. 

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC. 
Newark 4, N. J. 

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Columbus, Culver City 
(Los Angeles), Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Newark:, Seattle. 

TU NG -SOL MAKES All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers, 
Picture Tubes, Radio, TV and Special Purpose Electron Tubes and Semiconductor Prod acts. 
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AB 
PULSLESCOpE 
by 

MODEL 

S -5-A 

Size 

13" x 16/2"x 14/" 

ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF LCaleenzon PIONEERING... 
The LAB PULSESCOPE, model S -5-A, is a JANized (Gov't Model No. 

OS -26) compact, wide band laboratory oscilloscope for the study of all 
attributes of complex waveforms. The video amplifier response is up to 11 
MC and provides an equivalent pulse rise time of 0.035 microseconds. Its 
0.1 volt p to p/inch sensitivity and 0.55 microsecond fixed delay assure por- 
trayal of the leading edge when the sweep is triggered by the displayed signal. 
An adjustable precision calibration voltage is incorporated. The sweep may 
be operated in either triggered or repetitive modes from 1.2 to 120,000 
microseconds. Optional sweep expansion of 10 to 1 and built-in markers of 
0.2, 1, 10, 100, and 500 microseconds, which are automatically synchronized 
with the sweep, extend time interpretations to a new dimension. Either 
polarity of the internally generated trigger voltage is available for synchro- 
nizing any associated test apparatus. Operation from 50 to 400 cps at 115 
volts widens the field application of the unit. These and countless addi- 
tional features of the LAB PULSESCOPE make it a MUST for every 
electronic laboratory. 

WATERMAN PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
PHILADELPHIA 25, PA. 
CABLE ADDRESS. POKETSCOPE WATERMAN PRODUZTS INCLUDE 

S -4-C SAR PULSESCOPE 
S -5-A LAB PULSESCOPE 
S -6-A BROADBAND PULSE..COPE 
S -11-A INDUSTRIAL 'OCKETSCOPE )i 
S -12-B JANized RAKSCOPI'k) 
S -14-A HIGH GAIN POCKE -SCOPE 
S -14-B WIDE BAND FOCKE -SCOPE 
S -15-A TWIN TUBE POCKEISCOPE 
RAYONIC" Cathode Ray Tubes 
and Other Associated Eaaipment 

WATERMAN PRODUCTS 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

coil system causes the coil to rotate 
in the permanent -magnet field 
system and so generates a small 
direct current. This can be dis- 
played on a suitable galvanometer 
or can be amplified by electronic 
means for transmission to a dis- 
tant point. 

Junior Linear 
Accelerator 
Fights Cancer 

Six -million -volt electron bullets will be 
fired at cancerous laboratory animals 
from a small linear accelerator of which 
the prototype gun is shown in the photo- 
graph above. The gun will be attached 
to a 6 -foot copper tube. Electrons, ac- 
celerated by superhigh -frequency radio 
waves from a klystron tube, will fly 
towards their target at nearly the speed 
of light. Stanford University scientists 
are completing a 1,000,000,000 -volt, 200 - 
foot electron linear accelerator using the 
same principles 

High -Power Visual 
Amplifier for TV 

BY JOHN RUSTON 
Allen B. Dull -out Laboratories, Inc. 

Clifton, N. J. 

EXTENDED POWER RANGE of low - 
band tv transmitters is accom- 
plished with the high -power visual 
amplifier shown in Fig. 1. A single 
type 4W20000A tetrode is used in a 
quasi -grounded cathode circuit and 
is operated at a power gain of 50. 
This enables the high -power ampli - 
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Best insurance against running aground is sonar 
. echo sounding equipment. 

RCA Victor Division of Radio Corporation of America 
uses the phenomenon of magnetostriction to send 
and receive supersonic pulses and so determine the 
distance to a submerged object on the ocean's floor. 

Magnetostriction-the familiar "Joule Effect" of 
your textbook days-is the ability of a ferromag- 
netic metal to change dimensions when magnetized. 
The metal of RCA echo sounding equipment is 
Superior Grade "A" nickel tubing. 

70 pieces of Superior seamless nickel tubing, cold 
drawn to %" O.D. x .020" wall thickness and cut 
to VI of the wave length of the alternating current 
signal, are soldered to a plate. Each length is 
enclosed by a coil. 

Seamless Nickel Anode. 
Flattened one end. 
.500" O.D. x .025" 
Wall e 1.625" long. 

Seamless Nickel Cath- 
ode. Round, flanged 
one end, .070"/.072" 
1.0. a .0025" Wall. 
.295" long. 

Lockseam* Ntickel 
Cathode. Round, 
tabbed, single bead, 
.045" O.D. e .0021" 
Wall. 27 mm long. 

Energizing the coil with alternating current, the 
tube expands and contracts, creating a piston effect 
on plate and diaphragm, sending out a supersonic 
wave. Likewise, reception of the echo wave by 
the diaphragm again causes the nickel tubes to 
pulsate and induce a current in the coil. 

RCA Victor looks to Superior for accuracy and 
uniformity of analysis, precision drawing and cut- 
ting in large quantities. For cathodes, anodes, or 
tubing specialties, and tubing technology-ask 
Superior. Superior Tube Company, 2500 Germantown 
Avenue, Norristown, Pa. 

Diu Cathode .121" 
0.0..312" long. 

5i/OeIVO-P 
SMALL TUBING 

THE BIG NAME IN 
TUBING 

All analyses .010" to 
s/i" O.D. 

Certain analyses in Light 
Walls up to 2'/4" O.D. 

Many types of nickel cathodes-made in Lockseam* from nickel strip, 
disc cathodes, and a wide variety of anodes, grip cups and other tubular 
fabricated parts are available from Superior. For information and Free 
Bulletin, address Superior Tube Company, Electronics Division, 2500 
Germantown Avenue, Norristown, Pa. 

*Manufactured under U.S. Patents. 
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ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

Cabinet mounting of vhf amplifier. An- 
ode bypass capacitor is at left of tube 

fier to be driven by a 500 -watt 
transmitter without an intermedi- 
ate amplifier. Rated peak power 
output is 25 kw. With an antenna 
of reasonable power gain, the amp- 
lifier provides the maximum permis- 
sible erp of 100 kw on channels 2 

through 6. 
The circuit differs from the con- 

ventional grounded -cathode type by 
the inclusion of a small variable in- 
ductor between cathode and ground. 
This provides adjustable degener- 
ation that effectively loads the input 
circuit' to give the desired band- 
width and counteracts the reinser- 
tion of lower sideband voltages re- 
moved by a filter in the driver. No 
sideband and filter external to the 
transmitter is then required. 

The amplifier input circuit is con- 
nected to the double -tuned output 
circuit of the driver with a short 
length of coaxial cable. The com- 
plete coupling system is virtually a 
triple -tuned circuit and is aligned 
by using the conventional procedure 
for such circuits. The amplifier out- 
put is a double -tuned circuit capaci- 
tively coupled to the coaxial output 
transmission line. 

Construction 

The r -f circuit is contained in a 
shielded compartment divided into 
input and output sections by a hori- 
zontal grounded partition. The 
4W20000A tube is mounted with 
the anode downwards. Spring fin- 
gers connect the screen terminal 
ring to a plate forming a bypass 
capacitor with the underside of the 
partition ; the plate and partition 
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3 

zeigeozaTme 
MOBILE RADIO TELEPHONE 

For Engineering Communications 

The "Reporter ", a compact and 
economical equipment designed to fit 
neatly under vehicle dashboards. Also 
available in transportable form or for 
use as a fixed station. 

In civil engineering, control of 
mobile vehicles and personnel is all 
important. The Pye "Reporter", 

by providing an ever-present link to administrative H.Q., is of 
inestimable value in speeding up all remote operations and 
achieving vast economies in plant and manpower. Reason 
enough that it should feature so prominently in over two thirds 
of the V.H.F. schemes in the United Kingdom. 

Telecommunications 

Pye (New Zealand), Ltd., Pye Canada, Ltd., Pye-Electronic Pty. Ltd., Pye Ireland, Ltd., Pye Radio & Television (Pty.) Ltd., 
P.O. Box 2839, Ajax, 65 Park Street, Manor Works, P.O. Box 10648, 
Auckland C.I, 
New Zealand. 

Ontario, 
Canada. 

Abbotsford, Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia. 

Dundrum, 
Dublin, Eire. 

Johannesburg, 
South Africa. 

PYE LIMITE D CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND 
E.4 
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The most 

complete, yet 

easiest to 

operate 

amplifier 

system ever 

developed for 

oscillographic 

recording 

Amplifier 
System 

Model 119 Carrier and Linear 

or Integrating Amplifier System. 

Heiland's model 119 Amplifier System, used in conjunction 

with Heiland Recording Oscillographs, has received wide 

acclaim from engineers for its extreme versatility, accuracy 

and simplicity of operation in the amplification of static 

and dynamic current phenomena. 

This small, compact instru- 

ment, which can be provided 

for either rack, table, or shock 

mounting with available acces- 

sories, is housed in a rugged, 

yet lightweight cast aluminum 

case finished in attractive 

silver-gray gloss enamel. For 
complete specifications write 

or wire for our Bulletin 107. 

Complete information on other Heiland 
products will be supplied on request. 

Power Supply Assembly (Rear View) 

Amplifier Assembly (Rear View) 

Heiland Research Corporation 
,30 
Denvert 

Fifth 
Color 

Ave 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

are separated by sheets of Teflon. 
The anode tuning inductor, consist- 
ing of two pieces of tubing joined 
by a movable shorting bar, is con- 
nected between the anode terminal 
and another plate that forms a by- 
pass capacitor with the underside 
of the screen plate (Fig. 2). 

The output inductor is of similar 
type and is resonated by an air - 
dielectric capacitor on the under- 
side of the partition. Coupling be- 
tween anode and output circuits is 
adjusted by swinging the output in- 
ductor as indicated by the arrows. 

FIG. 1-Circuit of 25 -kw amplifier show 
ing coupling methods used 

The circuits are aligned as a pair of 
slightly overcoupled tuned circuits 
to give a substantially uniform re- 
sponse, adequate bandwidth and 
optimum load impedance for the 
tube. 

In the upper section of the 
shielded compartment, the grid ring 
terminal is connected by spring fin- 
gers to a circular plate supported on 
insulators from a grounded bracket. 
The input tuning inductor con- 
nected between grid and ground 
consists of two parallel strips 
joined by a movable shorting block. 
A d -c isolating capacitor is built 
into the lower strip and bias volt- 
age is applied through an r -f choke. 
The coaxial cable from the driver is 
tapped onto the input inductor as 
shown. Spring fingers connect the 
cathode terminal of the tube to a 
plate supported on insulators above 
the grounded bracket. This plate 
is connected to ground through an 
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leading Hi-Fi producers specify CRUCIBLE PERMANENT MAGNETS 
for maximum energy...minimum size 

oin your 

^ /D 
.lf 

54pae 

Crucible alnico permanent magnets are unsurpassed in their magnetic 
properties. They provide consistently higher energy product ... which 
results in smaller, more powerful magnets. 

That's why not only leading producers of high fidelity sound equip- 
ment, but hundreds of other discriminating manufacturers of instru- 
ments, controls, motors and other magnet -equipped devices, prefer 
Crucible alnico permanent magnets. 

Crucible has been one of the largest producers of this type of 
magnet since the alnico alloys were first developed. And backing up 
this twenty-year magnet experience are 54 years of quality steelmak- 
ing. For highest quality alnico magnets and technical help in their 
application, call Crucible. 

CRUCIBLE 
s 

first name in special purpose steels 

ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS 

CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, GENERAL SALES OFFICES, OLIVER BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA. 
REX HIGH SPEED TOOL REZISTAL STAINLESS ALLOY MAX -EL SPECIAL PURPOSE STEELS 
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S -and K -band components 

how 
small 
can a 

wave 
guide 
get? 

Well, alongside some of the 
stuff we're working with 
now, the radar plumbing we 
used during World War II 
gets to look like air-conditioning 
duct. What's more, some of 
our boys here seem to regard 
anything below S -band as 
practically pure D.C. 
Naturally, we're up to our hips 
as usual in work on military 
equipment. However, we do 
occasionally have some 
extra creative capacity available, 
so if you have a problem 
involving something special in 
wave guide components 
( real small ones, too) and like 
that, maybe we can help. 
Drop us a line. 

L. H. TERPENING COMPANY 
DESIGN RESEARCH PRODUCTION 

Microwave Transmission Lines and Associated Components 
16 West 61st St. New York 23, N. Y. Circle 6-4760 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

adjustable inductor consisting of 
another pair of parallel strips 
joined by a movable shorting block. 

The inductors all have sufficient 
range of adjustment to cover low - 
band tv channels 2 to 6, the short- 
ing bars being preset for the de- 
sired channel. Fine tuning of the 
input, anode and output cricuits is 
obtained by small variable capaci- 
tors operated by control knobs on 
the front of the unit. 

AF 
DRIVE 

180 

VOLTS - 

BIAS 

INPUT TUNING 

INDUCTOR 

+1,200V `GRID - 

SCREEN: SCREEN 

+BNV 

ANODE 

ANODE 

ANODE COOLING WATER 

R -F OUTPUT 

i 

FILAMENT 

VOLTAGE 

FIG. 2-Mounting of tube and tuning 
capacitors in 25 -kw visual amplifier 

The r -f compartment, as shown 
in the photograph, is mounted in a 
cabinet having the same size and 
styling as those used for the driver. 
The lower part of the cabinet con- 
tains voltage -dropping coils, Flow- 
rator for anode cooling water and 
the upper part houses a blower for 
tube -seal cooling. All power sup- 
plies and control circuits for the 
amplifier are contained in a sepa- 
rate cabinet. The only component 
external to the cabinets is the plate - 
supply transformer. 

Measured performance ap- 
proaches the maximum theoretic- 
ally possible with this tube typez, 
it being possible to obtain a peak 
power output somewhat greater 
than 30 kw at a power gain of more 
than 100. Normal operation at 25 
kw peak power and a power gain of 
50 thus provides an adequate safety 
factor. If operation at less than 
the rated output is desired, power 
gain can be reduced by means of the 
adjustable cathode inductor. The 
amplifier is very stable with no 
tendency to self -oscillation even 
when operated at maximum power 
gain of which it is capable. This 
can be attributed to the effective 
shielding between input and output 
circuits made possible by ring -seal 
type of tube construction and the 
self -neutralizing characteristic of 
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Because it car 
withstand high 
manufacturing 
and operating 
temperatures, 
Warrenite Tef',on 
Hook-up and 
Lead Wire is 
used extensively 
in guided missiles, 
ordnance, aircraft, 
marine and 
Signal Corps 
electric and electronic 
equipment and 
installations. 

Send for our new prices and Brochure 

WARRENITE 

TEFLON 
CHECK THESE POINTS , Class H Insulation 

(-100cC to 250 C) ', Good Space Factor ` Impervious to all 

solvents and acids Excellent Flexibility (can be wound 

on its own diameter) Very low water absorption 

WARREN WIRE COMPANY 
Plant and Main Office: POWNAL, VERMONT 

NEW YORK SYRACUSE NEW H/ VEN PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND* DETROIT CHICAGO* ST. LOUIS* ST. PAUL LOS ANGELES* SAN FRANCISCO 

Manufactbrers of Plain Enamel, Ny one!, formvar, Ny form, Bondvar, Silicone and Teflon 
Magnet Wire ...Teflon Hook-up and Lead Wire ... T'nned, Bare and Bunched Copper Wire. 

*Office and Warehouse gDuParit 

In these combinations: Teflon taped, extrud- 
ed, Teflon impregnated glass tape or braid. 

FREE SAMPLES We'll 
be glad to send samples ofnd WarrLeatl 

W¡enite 

Teflon are 
or any oth Warren wires for testing 

in your own plant. Conditions 
re- 

upquir Hook- and 
Warrenite 

Teflon 
Hook - lead Wire also call for Warrenite 

Cable and Warren Teflon Magnet Wire. There's a Warren Wire Engineer 
near you 

troblelp 
you solve 

your 
wire 

ms. No obligation, of course. 
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ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

L__ 

A Revolutionary 

New Relay Development... 
of utmost importance to 

electrical and electronic design engineers 

The Mullenhach Capaswitch uses an entirely new and different 
concept in relay design to transfer the contacts; provides extreme 
sensitivity, low power requirements, high current -carrying 
capacity. 
The revolutionary new Capaswitch is basically an ultra -sensitive 
relay with unusual current carrying capacity. It will perform all 
of the jobs of conventional magnetic -coil relays within the same 
current carrying capacity, plus many jobs that magnetic -coil 
relays cannot do. Ilowever, in design it departs radically from 
conventional relays. Instead of the usual electromagnetic arma- 
ture, a unique electrostrictive capacitive element provides the 
mechanical energy to open and close the contacts. Only 0.5 milli - 
watt -seconds of operating power (150 volts d.c.) is required to 
close the contacts. To keep them closed requires less than 0.1 
milliwatt, or less than one -hundredth the power required to keep 
a conventional magnetic -coil relay closed! This low power re- 
quirement opens up a vast new field of applications, eliminating 
need for much pre -amplifier equipment. 
How the Capaswitch works-Application of an actuating voltage 
creates a bending moment in the electrostrictive capacitive ele- 
ment, closing the contacts. Removal of the actuating voltage and 
discharge of the electrostatic element through external circuits or 
through a resistor, removes the bending moment, opening the 
contacts. 
Time Delay Function-If appropriate resistances are applied in the 
circuit, the Capaswitch will function as a time delay relay to open 
or close the contacts. For longer time delays a larger condenser 
may be paralleled to the capacitive element. 
Pulse Characteristics-Initial closing time of the Capaswitch is 10 
milliseconds. However, it can be actuated by pulses as short as 
10 microseconds or less. The electrostatic element may also be 
used to store low power pulses until sufficient voltage has been 
accumulated to operate the relay. However, present models can- 
not be used for accurate counting. 
High overvoltage Capacitance-Absence of a coil enables the 
Capaswitch to withstand wide voltage variations. As much as 
200% overvoltage may be applied to the electrostatic element 
without damage. Low power requirements virtually eliminate 
heat and resulting dissipation problems, and reduce the number 
of needed components, saving space and weight. 
Available now-Until recently the Capaswitch has been available 
only in limited quantities. Now, however, stepped -up production 
schedules assure increasing supplies. 

THE MODEL A-150 CAPASWITCH 

a single pole, double throw 
relay, rated at 1 amp., 110 
v., A.C. non -inductive load. 
Normal operating voltage 
150 volts D.C. 

OVERALL DIMENSIONS: 

Length: 31/2" 
Width: 1-7/16" including 

solder terminals 
Depth: 11/16" 
Weight: L7 ounces 

Write today for complete 
specifications and prices! 

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO. 
Established in 1927 

2300 East 27th Street Los Angeles 58, California 

the tetrode tube in the vhf banda. 
As a result of the isolation of input 
and output circuits, they can be 
tuned independently with negligible 
interaction thus simplfying their 
alignment for broadband operation. 

REFERENCES 
(1) F. E. Terman, "Radio Engineer's Handbook," p 472, McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., New York, N. Y., 1943. 
(2) J. Ruston, High Gain Amplifiers for High Power TV Transmitters, Convention 

Record of the IRE, Part 4, 1953 National 
Convention. 

(3) W. G. Wagener, 500 -MC Transmit- ting Tetrode Design Considerations, Proc IRE, 36, No. 5, May 1948. 

Photographs Changed 
to Line Drawings 

THE EXPERIMENTAL opticoelectronic 
system shown in Fig. 1 was de- 
veloped by H. M. Joseph of the 
National Bureau of Standards in 
consultation with L. S. G. Kovasz- 
nay of Johns Hopkins University to 
produce outline pictures from half- 
tone photographs. It may find use 
in automatic recognition of patterns 
such as fingerprints or biological 
specimens. 

SCANNING 
CRO 

TRANSPARENCY 

ûo 
FOCUS CONDENSER 

INTENSITY 
GRID 

SWEEP 

SLAVE 
CRO 

VIDEO 
FEEDBACK 

PHOTO- 
TUBE 

MODIFYING 
FEEDBACK 

FIG. 1-Image feedback system pro- 
duces desired type pattern on slave 
oscilloscope 

The system uses patterns in the 
form of photographic transparen- 
cies placed between a cathode-ray 
tube moving -spot scanner and a 
multiplier phototube. Signals re- 
sulting from scanning the picture 
are amplified and fed back to the 
crt intensity control such that a 
picture is produced upon its screen. 

Negative feedback thus obtained 
improves tonal rendition of the pic- 
ture. The same signals are also 
applied to another amplifier and the 
resulting signal is used to control 
a monitor crt tube that reproduces 
the same picture. Modifying cir- 
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Raytheon KTR-100 Microwave was designed with color in 
mind. More than two years ago, Raytheon foresaw microwave 

as an important component in the transmission of color 
television. Through sound design plus pioneering developments 

in subcarrier multiplexing, Raytheon now presents microwave 
equipment which will handle color television of the highest 

quality. Acr now to insure early delivery of Raytheon's advanced 
design KTR-100 microwave for STL, remotes or network 

interconnection. Write for complete information. 
Address Department 6270 E 

SEE THE 
NEW RAYTHEON KTR-100 

BOOTH No. 10 
NARTB CONVENTION 

Specialists in Microwave for Television 

Equipment Sales Division 

ASSA.CHUSE 
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ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

To Wind Coils of 

or other minute 
precision operations) 

At the Hathaway Instrument Company, tiny galvamometer 
coils are wound with wire so fine that it is almost invisible 
to the unaided eye. Ingenious tooling and use of an AO 
Stereoscopic Microscope assure fast, precise workmanship. 

These unique AO Microscopes provide two 
complete optical systems (one for each eye) 
to enhance the perception of depth and to 
provide three-dimensional reality plus an 
exceptionally wide field of view. Unlike 
ordinary microscopes, objects and move- 
ments are not inverted. Instead they appear 
in their natural directions. Because AO 
Stereoscopic Microscopes are unequalled fot 
fabrication, assembly, inspection of minute 
precision parts, they are widely used in 
electronics, metal working, food and many 
other industries. 
Let AO Stereoscopic Microscopes help you 
achieve high precision at low cost. Mail 
coupon below. 

You NEED 

Stereoscopic 
Microscopes 

American Optical 
Ç ) INSTRUMENT DIVISION 

IYrr*U IS, MEW Tell 

American Optical Company 
Dept. E-106 
Instrument Division 
Buffalo 15, New York 
Gentlemen: 

Please send me further information on AO Stereoscopic Microscopes. 
Signed 
Organization 
Address 
City Zone State 

cuits between phototube and moni- 
tor alter the image. 

Any scanning pattern may lw 
used, but the electronic circuits are 
simplest when the scanning velocity 
is the same in two orthogonal direc- 
tions. Triangular waves are applied 
to the horizontal deflection of the 
scanner and a slightly different - 
frequency wave to the vertical de- 
flection. The result is a Lissajous 
figure of rectangular shape that 
changes its proportions with the 
instantaneous phase between the 
two waves. The same waves are ap- 
plied to the monitor for identical 
scanning. 

This system has been employed 
in the enhancement of contours in 
photographs and for production of 
outline pictures from halftone 
photographs as shown in Fig. 2. The 
process of contour enhancement is 
essentially that of increasing the 
abruptness of tone transition at 
contour lines. 

FIG. 2-Video picture (left) produced 
from original photo negative. At right, 
outline resulting from singly differen- 
tiated and rectified video signals that 
were then amplified and clipped at 
constant level 

Sharpening of tone transitions 
for contour enhancement is accom- 
plished by electrically adding the 
negative of the second derivative 
from the original signal. Mathe- 
matical analysis of the process indi- 
cates that a first approximation to 
a correctly focused picture is ob- 
tained when this process is ap- 
plied to an incorrectly focused pic- 
ture. Used in this way, the system 
is a two-dimensional visual ana- 
logue of a high -frequency compen- 
sated audio system. 

When signals from a differenti- 
ating network are rectified, a posi- 
tive pulse is obtained as the light 
spot passes over a region of sharp 
tone gradient. The application of 
such signals to the intensity control 
of the monitor results in pictures 
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Rely on ç a for FRECISION QUALITY DELIVERY... 

SIZE 
1-1;16 OD 

1/2 H 

6-32 MTG. 

TYPES Q max. Freq. 
TYPES MP206 140 14 KC 

MP848 1E5 35 KC MP930 
MP608 170 60 KC MP395 
MP073 265 250 KC 

SIZE 
1-5í16 OC 
23.32 H 

6-32 MTG. 

Q max. Freq. 
160 8 P 
225 25 KC 

TYPE Q max. Freq. 
MP254 210 6 KC 

M P TOROIDS 

SIZE 
2 OD 

1 H 

8-32 MTG. 

MP (Molded Plastic) units are the result cf a long development program. CAC MP toroids have repeat- 
edly passed all tests for MIL -T-27, Grade. 1. Class A without exception. Most compact design -may be 
stacked - mounted by center bu:.hing - absorbs mounting pressures - sturdy silver plated terminals - arrangements available up to 5 terminal connections - stmndard inductance values listed below 
shipped from stock -special inductances and configuration: supplied promptly on request. 

STOCKED VALUE TABLE 
MP206 

IND. PART. No. 

MP838 

Ill IND. PART. No. 

MP930 

IND. PART. No. 

MP395 

IND. PART. No. 

MP254 

IND. PART No. 

S.0 MH MP -2061- 2.0 .MH MP8481- 5.0 MH MP93^)-v - 5.0 MH MP -3951- 20 MH MP -2541- 
6.0 MM MP206-2- 2.4 MM MP -848 2- 6.0 MH MP -93)-' - 6.0 MH MP395-2- 24 MH MP254-2- 
7.2 MH MP206-3- 3.0 MH MP -8483- 7.2 MH MP -93J -l- 7.2 MH MP -395-3- 30 MH MP -254-3- 
8.6 MM MP -206.4- 3.6 MH MP848 4 - 8.6 MH MP939-.1 - 8.6 MH MP -395-4 - 36 MH MP -254-4 - 

10 Mf MP -206-5 - 4.3 MH MP 84g 5- 0 MH MP -93)-5 - 10 MH MP -3955 - 43 MH MP254-5 - 
12 Mh MP -206 6- 5.0 MM MP -848 6- 2 MH MP -933-6 - 12 MH MP395-6 - 50 MH MP254-6 - 
15 Mh MP -2067 - 6.0 MH MP -8487 - 5 MH MP933-' - 1 S MH MP3957 - 60 MH MP -254-7 - 
17.5 MH MP -2068 - 7.2 MH MP -848-8 - J.5 MH MP -930-'>3 - 17.5 MH MP -395-8 - 72 MH MP -254-8 - 
20 MF MP -206-9- 8.6 MH MP8489- 20 MH MP-930- 20 MH MP -3959- 86 MH MP -254-9- 
24 MH MP -20610 - 10 Mel MP -848 10 - ±4 MH MP -930-10 - 24 MH MP -395-10 - 100 MH MP -254-10 - 
30 MH MP -206-11 - 12 MN MP -848-11 - 30 MH MP -930-11 - 30 MH MP -395-11 - 120 MH MP254-11 - 
36 MH MP -206-12 - 15 M11 MP848-12 - 36 MH MP -930-12 - 36 MM MP -395-12 - 150 MH MP -254-12 - 
43 MH MP -206-13 - 17.5 MH MP -848-13 - 43 MH MP -933-13 - 43 MH MP -395-13 - 175 MH MP -254-13 - 
50 MH MP -206-14 - 20 MH MP -848-11 - 30 MH MP -930-14 - 50 MH MP -395-14 - 200 MH MP -254-14 - 
60 MN MP -20615 - 24 MM MP -848-15 - 40 MH MP -933-15 - 60 MH MP -395-15 - 240 MH MP -254-I5 - 
72 MH MP -20616 - 30 MH MP -848-16 - !2 MH MP -93016 - 72 MH MP -395-16 - 300 MH MP -254-16 - 
86 MN MP -206-17 - 36 MH MP -206 17 - 36 MM MP -930-17 - 86 MH MP -395-17 - 360 MH MP -254-17 - 

100 MH MP -206-18 - 43 MH MP -848 18 - 100 MH MP -930-18 - 100 MH MP395-18 - 430 MH MP -254-18 - 
120 MH MP -206.19 - 50 MH MP -848 19 - 1?0 MM r1P-933-19 - 120 MH MP -395-19 - 500 MH MP -254-19 - 
150 MN - MM 60 M MP -848 MP-848 20 - 150 MH .AP -933-20 - 150 MH MP -395-20 - 600 MH MP -254-20 - 
175 MH MP -206-21 - 72 MH MP -848 21 - 175 MH wP-933-21 - 175 MH MP -395-21 - 720 MH MP -254-21 - 
200 MH MP -206-22 - . 86 MH MP -848 22 - 210 MH MP -933-22 - 200 MH MP -395-22 - 860 MH MP -254-22 - 
240 MN MP -206-23 - 100 MH MP -848 23 - 210 MM MP -933-13 - 240 MH MP -395-23 - 1.00 HY MP -254-23 - 
300 MH MP -206-24 -. 120 MH MP -848 24 - 300 MH MiP-933.34 - 300 MH MP.395-24 - 1.20 HY MP -254-24- 
360 MH MP -206-25 - . 150 MH .MP -848 25 - 3é0 MH MP -933-25 - 360 MH MP -395-25 - 1.50 HY MP -254-25- 
430 MN MP206-26 - 175 MH MP -848 26 - 430 MH MP -933-26 - 430 MH MP395-26 - 1.75 HY MP -254-26 - 
500 MN MP -206-27 - 200 MH MP -848 27 - 500 MH MP -933-27 - 500 MH MP395-27 - 2.00 HY MP -254.27 - 
600 MN MP -206-28 - 240 MH MP -848 28 - 600 MH MP -933-28 - 2.40 HY MP -254-28- 
720 MH MP -20629 - 300 MH MP -848 29 - 7?0 MH MP -933-29 - 3.00 HY MP -254-29- 
860 MH MP -206-30 - 360 MH MP -1148 30 - 8,50 MH MP -933-30 - 3.60 HY MP -254-30- 

1.00 HY MP -206.31 - 430 MH MP -848 31 - 1.00 HY MP -930,31 - 4.30 HY MP -254.31 - 
1.20 HY MP -206-32- 500 MH MP -84832- 1.20 MY MP -930-32 - 5.00 MY MP -254-32- 
1.50 HY MP -206.33 - 1.50 HY MP -930-33 - 6.00 HY MP -254-33 -- 
1.75 HY MP206-34- 1.75 MY MP -930-34- 7.20 HY MP -254-34- 
2.00 HY MP -20635- 2.00 HY MP -930-35- 8.60 HY MP -254-35- 
2.40 HY MP -206-36- 2.40 HY MP -930-36- 10.0 HY MP -254-36- 
3.00 HY MP -206.37- 3.00 HY MP -930-37- 12.0 HY MP -254.37- 

3.60 MY MP -930-38 - 15.0 HY MP -25438 - 
4.30 HY MP930-39- 17.5 HY MP -254-39- 
5.00 H Y MP -930-40 - 20.0 HY MP -23440 - 
6.00 HY MP -93041 - 24.0 HY MP254-41 - 
7.20 HY MP -930-42- 30.0 HY MP -254-42 - 
8.6 HY MP -930-43- 36.0 HY MP -254-43- 

10.0 HY MP -930-44 - 
12.0 HY MP930-45- 
15.0 HY MP -930-46 - 
17.5 HY MP -930-47 - 

( 
IN ORDERING . . 1 

Add suffix `A" to above numbers for clear bushing 
Add suffix 'B" to above numbers, for lapped bushings 

111111111111 
Replace 'Mr prefix with 'HS" far meal encased toroids 

v7 
tn 

O 
C 
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GAMEWELL PRECISION 
POTENTIOMETERS 

Top companies that demand quality components 
are constantly turning to Gamewell. 

Take the case of Avien, Inc. who were making a fuel gauge 
for aircraft use ... Gamewell engineers designed a special 
precision potentiometer which has helped Avien maintain 
its high standards. 

Put Gamewell experience and know-how to work on your 
problem ... write today for our free booklet. 

Drop es a note for 
your free copy of 

this booklet. 

THE GAMEWELL COMPANY 
Newton Upper Falls 64, Massachusetts 

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS 

Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Equipment Since 1855 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

that show only the contour lines, 
like line drawings. 

This process may be used for 
automatic production of sketch 
maps from terrain photographs or 
the display of contours on x-ray pic- 
tures or coronagraphs. In picture 
transmission where line drawings 
are acceptable, economies in band- 
width are possible through reduc- 
tion in the information that must 
be transmitted. Also, contrast en- 
hancement may be used in tele- 
vision to reduce the effects of low 
transmission bandwidth. 

The convenience and rapidity 
with which the position of the pic- 
ture on the tube screen can be 
manipulated, as well as the possi- 
bility of scale changes in any 
direction, may permit automatic 
recognition of patterns by auto -cor- 
relation techniques. Among the 
patterns that might be recognized 
or compared in this way are mili- 
tary targets, fingerprints, printed 
or written matter, pathological 
blood cells or various types of 
crystals. 

Magnetic Recording of 
PWM Signals 

BY MAX L. VAN DOREN 
Research Engineer 

Douglas Aircraft Co. 
Santa Monica, Calif. 

A TELEMETERING SYSTEM suitable 
for the flight testing of piloted air- 
craft transmits to ground record- 
ing equipment information from 88 
input devices having d -c outputs in 
the millivolt range. A high-speed 
switch is used to commutate the in- 
put devices to a common amplifying 
system. The information is then 
converted to pulse -width form and 
transmitted to the receiving station 
on a single, frequency -modulated 
r -f carrier. The rate of commuta- 
tion is approximately 16 rps, thus, 
each input device is sampled and 
recorded 16 times per second for 
the duration of the flight. Since 
there are 88 input instruments, 
there are approximately 1,400 dis- 
crete data points recorded each 
second. About eight of the input 
channels are used to carry calibra- 
tion, linearity checks and time -cor- 
relation information leaving 80 
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0 

FREQUENCY CONTROL CRYSTALS 

Go roe th4Loitì 
Color television brings a new set of critical demands 

for precisions frequency control. Accuracy, stability and uniformity of 

crystals used in this application must be as nearly perfect 

as materials, methods, and quality controls can make them. 

Midland meets this demand not only with a crystal of complete 

reliability in this new field, but also with a solid background 

of pioneering in the development of frequency control crystals and circuits 

for this and many other exacting applications. 

Midland is prepared NOW to supply you in quantity with Color 

TV Crystals to meet your exact specifications, and to counsel 

on all matters concerned with this subject. 

r1it4iLvPn vault &u'4taQxd, CoutMfioxaQ, o't A 

NkcK it lia to $e. eacfy ylt, eaitact 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 
3155 Fiberglas Road, Kansas City, Kansas 

WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCER OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
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ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

R 
SUBSIDIARY OF THE WILCOX.GAY CORPORATION/^" 

MFRS. OF THE WORLD FAMOUS REC0RD10 

commercial equivalent of TS-148/UP 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION-The Spectrum Analyzer, a self contained portable unit, 
is a very sensitive microwave receiver whose output is displayed on a 3 inch cathode-ray 
tube. The analyzer employs a resonant cavity type frequency -meter calibrated to read 
directly in megacycles, a frequency -swept (Velocity Modulated) R -F oscillator, a crystal 
mixer and associated plumbing, narrow band I -F amplifiers, and both regulated and 
unregulated power supplies. 

This versatile equipment provides a visual indication of the spectra of R -F oscillators 
within the range of 8470 to 9630 megacycles per second as a function of power versus 
frequency. Other uses are: 

1. As a frequency meter for measuring fre- 
quencies of resonant cavities, echo boxes, 
magnetrons, and local oscillators within the 
range of 8470 to 9630 MC/S. The Analyzer 
is so sensitive that a magnetron signal can 
usually be picked up at some distance from 
the source without the use of connecting 
cables. 

2. As a measuring device for setting the 
frequency of radar and beacon local oscil- 
lators in radar sets. 

MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION-The equipment is built into a sheet aluminum housing. 
The electrical components are built on an aluminum chassis located inside the removable 
dust cover. As many components as possible are mounted on terminal boards to facilitate 
quick and easy servicing. The Analyzer is transported with an Auxiliary and Spare Parts 
Box in a carrying case. The Analyzer is cushioned in a shock mounted carriage. This 
carriage can be removed from the carrying case if it is necessary to provide a shock 
mounting for the Analyzer when it is used outside of the carrying case. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
POWER SUPPLY: 50-1200 CPS; 105-125 volts; 

125 watts. 
TUNING RANGE at least 8470 MC/S to 9630 MC/S. 
FREQUENCY METER RANGE: 8470 MC/S to 9630 

MC/S. 
SWEEP FREQUENCIES continuously variable from 

10 to 30 CPS. 
SPECTRUM AMPLITUDE ATTENUATION variable 

from 3 to 70 db, uncalibrated. 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: -40°C. to 

+ 55°C. 
FREQUENCY SWING OF ANALYZER RF OSCILLATOR: 

40 to 50 MC/S. 
OVERALL I -F BANDWIDTH AT HALF -POWER POINTS: 

50 KC/S. 
R -F SENSITIVITY at least -40 dbm for 1 Inch 

scope deflection. 
MAXIMUM DISPERSION OF SPECTRA: 1.5 MC/S 

per inch. 
POWER OUTPUT: A rox. 1 milliwatt 

3. As a frequency modulated oscillator for 
tuning T/R Boxes and R/T Boxes in trans- 
mitter converters. It can be used to check 
magnetron pulling and AFC circuits. 

4. As a performance tester for local oscil- 
lator tubes. Type 2K25 and 723A/B tubes 
may be tested by inserting them in the 
analyzer R -F oscillator socket and checking 
their output curves on the analyzer scope. 

5. As a means of measuring band -widths 
of resonant cavities. 

1 - 2K25 
1 - 2X2A 
1 - 3BP1A 
1 - 5R4GY 
1 - 647 

TUBE COMPLEMENT 

1 - 6SA7 
3 - 6SJ7 
3-6SN7-GT 
1 - 6Y6 
1 - 884 
4 - 991 

ACCESSORY PARTS SUPPLIED 

1 - FLEXIBLE WAVEGUIDE 18" LENGTH 
1 - CHOKE TO CHOKE ADAPTER 
1 - WAVEGUIDE TO COAX ADAPTER 
1 - DIRECTIONAL COUPLER 
2 - CRYSTALS 1N23A 
4 - PILOT LIGHT BULBS 
6 - FUSES 2A. 250 V 1- ANTENNA HORN 
1 - POWER CABLE 
1 -MIXER INPUT CABLE 
1 - ANTENNA HORN CABLE 

GAROD RADIO CORPORATION 
MAJESTIC PRECISION INSTRUMENTS DIVISION 70 Washington Street, Brooklyn 1, N. Y. 

Cable Address: Dorag, N.Y. 

A Subsidiary of the Wilcox -Gay Corporation - World's Largest Manufacturer of Tape Recorders 

tBf 

FIG. 1-Scope presentation of 88 pwm 
channels (A). Commutation system 
permits viewing selected groups of 
channels (B) 

channels to carry flight test data. 
At the ground station, the signal 

is received and presented in a lines 
raster form on the monitor scope 
as shown in Fig. 1 and is simultane- 
ously recorded on magnetic tape. 
All of the test -data channels may 
be surveyed on the scope or by elec- 
tronic decommutation any one chan- 
nel or group of channels may be 
observed independently. By feed- 
ing the tape output to the automa- 
tic data reduction system, data 
from any given channel or group 
of channels may be reduced to the 
desired form. 

The output of any channel may 
be continuously compared to the 
calibration channels, either visually 
or electrically, to determine applic- 
able scale value. Since the calibra- 
tion information originates at the 
input to the airborne system, any 
transmission errors are automatic- 
ally compensated. 

Basically, the information from 
each input device is commutated in 
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lwey uee4Faet v«eMww 
In the lamp and tube manufacturing business, 

you will find many "house vacuum" systems like 
this ... built around super -dependable Kinney 
High Vacuum Pumps. This particular room, in the 
plant of a leading manufacturer of electronic and 
electrical equipment, contains seven Kinney Model 
DVD 18.14.20 Pumps with a combined vacuum 
potential of 5,000 cubic feet per minute. This is 

the heart of the vacuum exhausting process .. . 

the key to fast pump -down and fast production. 
Whatever your vacuum problem - whether it's 

a laboratory job requiring a 2 CFM pump or a 

full scale production problem like this - there's a 

Kinney Pump to fit your needs. Kinney district 
offices are staffed with competent vacuum engi- 
neers, ready to help you get the right vacuum 
pump for each application. 
SEND COUPON FOR COMPLETE DETAILS. 

KINNEY 
RME NEW YOK 

FG 
BRRDIVISION AKE COMPANY 0 

3564 WASHINGTON STREET IOSTON 30 RUSS. 

Please send Bulletin V51B describing the complete 

line of Kinney Vacuum Pumps. 

riOur vacuum problem involves 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State 

J 
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rui n, n e A l V m 
ItApACCIIIe 00liags 

Fansteel 

sty 

Rating 

r Temperature Rcnge 

a less Space per Mfd. 

longer Shelf Life 

TANTALUM 
CAPACITORS 
Electrically proven in every way, and over a twenty year pe- 
riod, there's really nothing "new" about tantalum capacitors 
except in the significantly increased demand for them, and the 
continually expanding list of their applications. 

Incorporating a porous tantalum anode assembly, tantalum 
capacitors derive their unusual stability from the characteristics 
inherent in tantalum itself-the most stable of all anodic film 
forming metals. It has been observed consistently that no im- 
portant changes of characteristics occur in 
long periods of operation; there is no shelf 
aging. Large capacity in extremely small 
size is also an important advantage. 

The growing demand for Tantalum 
Capacitors is being adequately met by 
Fansteel and other leading manufacturers. 
Write for current technical bulletins. 

NEW... 
Power Factor Slide Rule 

All plastic, 8" circular rile gives 
power factor of capacitors from 
0.06 to 10,000 reId., at o glance. 

-- "Y/ 

Send a dollar bill with your let. 
terhead to cover partial cost of 
rule, postage and handling. No 
C.O.D. s or charges, please. 

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION 
NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. 
Tantalum Capacitors... Dependable Since 1930 32504C 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

sequence forming a chain of 88 
pulses with the 89th and 90th pulses 
omitted for synchronization pur- 
poses. Each pulse varies in width 
as a function of the commutated 
input voltage. The transfer func- 
tion expressing this relation is 

PW. = 44.44E X 103 + 120 µsec 
E = input voltage of channel 

n in volts 
PWn = resultant pulse width of 

pulse n in sec 

The minimum input voltage for 
any channel is zero and the maxi- 
mum 9 mv. This results in mini- 
mum and maximum pulse widths of 
120 and 520 sec respectively. The 
commutation rate is 90 channels in 
60 milliseconds, therefore, the pulse 
spacing is approximately 666 µsec. 
Under maximum pulse width condi- 
tions there will be a minimum space 
between adjacent pulses of 146 
µsec. 

NPUT VOLTAGE 

< II 
RECORD -HEAD CURRENT 

MAGNETIC DENSITY 

V 

A 

PLAYBACK -HEAD OUTPUT 

FIG. 2 --Waveforms in pwm recorder. 
Trailing edge of output pulses coincide 
with leading edge of input pulses 

With this recording rate a one - 
hour flight requires the recording 
of over 5 million data points. Re- 
cording this photographically would 
require 12,000 feet of film and 
would be a costly operation. For 
this reason use of magnetic tape 
recording was investigated. 

With the development of record- 
ing heads employing air gaps of 
0.00025 inch and improved mag- 
netic instrumentation tape, the 
main problem to be solved was the 
design of a suitable integrator. 
Basically, the problem is simple, a 
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PASADENA 

ELECTRONICS - May, 1954 

Save 

Development 
Time... 

REDUCE COSTS 

Evaluation of design without actual construction 

of preliminary models is today an engineering 
necessity. The MILAC Analog Computer makes this 

short-cut possible by rapid solution of mathemati- 

cal -electronic models of new systems or structures. 

Different approaches and solutions may be tried 
out more freely, for the cost of construction and 
test of prototypes for each design change is elimi- 
nated. Development costs and engineering man- 
hours are thus vastly reduced, for the MILAC 
accurately predicts and rules out faulty designs 
before final performance tests. 

To demonstrate the usefulness of the MILAC Computer in engineer- 
ng design and analysis, Wm. Miller Instruments maintains an Analog 
Zomgutir g Service, available for solution of either a single design 

problem or an overall development program. 
De°ailed information about either the MILAC Computer or the 

Analog Computing Service will be sent on request. 

WM MILLER INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
CUSTOM INSTRUMENT DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

325 N. HALSTiEEAD AVENUE PASADENA 8. CALIFORNIA RYAN 1-6317 
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Precision Attenuation 

to 3000 mc! 
TURRET ATTENUATOR featurilag "PULL -TURN -PUSH" action 

SINGLE "IN -THE -LINE" 

ATTENUATOR PADS 

and 

50 ohm COAXIAL 

TERMINATION 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 
dc to 3000 mc. 

CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE: 
50 ohms 

CONNECTORS: 
Type "N" Coaxial female fittings each end 

AVAILABLE ATTENUATION: 
Any value from .1 db to 60 db 

VSWR: 
<1.2, dc to 3000 mc., for all values from 10 

to 60 db 
<1.5,b dc to 3000 mc., for values from .1 to 

ACCURACY: 
±-0.5 db 

POWER RATING: 
One watt sine wave power dissipation 

Send for free bulletin entitled 
"Measurement of RF Attenuation" 

Inquiries invited concerning pads or 
turrets with different connector styles 

STODDART AIRCRAFT RADIO Co., Inc. 
6644-A Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California Hollywood 4-9294 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

near continuous train of rectangu- 
lar pulses is to be recorded on tape 
and reproduced on playback with no 
change in pulse width. When re- 
cording the pulse, it is desirable 
to reduce the magnetic diffusion on 
the tape so that the magnetized 
area will be as small as possible. 
This will provide a sharply defined 
leading and trailing edge for each 
recorded pulse. To accomplish this 
the record head current was made 
the differential of the input voltage 
resulting in a current spike of ap- 
proximately 2 p.sec pulse width. 

+200V 

10-- 
N/+F 

Vle 

5687 
01 

-UT 
OUTPUT 

2.2K 

10K 

0.5 Via 

INPUT 

4706 

8 2 K 

I00K 

05 

5687 

05 

3.3 K 

K. 81,000 

FIG. 3-Integrator circuit sensitive to 
amplitude and rate polarities near zero 

In reproducing this pulse the 
output of the playback head will be 
the differential of the magnetic 
density recorded on the tape. The 
net result of the record and play- 
back operation is that the output on 
playback will approximate the 
second derivative of the recorded 
waveform. In the process of re- 
cording and playback, magnetic - 
tape and tape -head diffusion will 
cause pulse distortion and smooth- 
ing such that the results will appear 
approximately as shown in Fig. 2. 

In Fig. 2, when the output volt- 
age crosses the zero axis at maxi- 
mum negative rate it is coincident 
with the leading edge of the re- 
corded pulse. Conversely, if it 
crosses while a maximum positive 
rate it corresponds to the trailing 
edge of the input pulse. From these 
observations it is determined that 
any integrating device should be 
sensitive to rate polarity and ampli- 
tudes near zero. Such a device is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

The pulse reformer has an input 
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The tape and parts pictured are 
typical of R/M Teflon manufacture 

gives you the plus of 
R/M's unmatched skill, 
experience, facilities 
It is difficult to write about Teflon without appearing to ex- 
aggerate. For in many different ways this almost magic plastic- 
the most important derivative of the new wonder chemical 
fluorocarbon-is making the seemingly impossible possible. 
Parts made of R/M Teflon have already brought many startling 
improvements to the electronics and electrical manufacturing 
fields. And everyone working with it senses that the surface has 
barely been scratched-that hundreds of applications remain to 
be revealed. 

There undoubtedly are ways in which Teflon can be profitably 
put to use in your own plant. So we have this suggestion to make 
to you: consider the properties of Teflon listed below-then 
get in touch with us if you think that any of them might make 
a contribution to your operation. We will fabricate parts to 
your own specifications or supply you with Teflon in the form 
of rods, sheets, tubes or tape. 

Properties 
High resistance to acids and gases even at high temperatures Moisture 
absorption zero Unaffected by weather Excellent heat stability up 
to 500°F. in continuous operation As tape, leaves no carbon residue 
along discharge path High impact resistance Nonadhesive 
Stretches easily Tensile strength 1500-2500 psi 

*Du Pont's trade -mark for its tetrafluoroethylene resin 

RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN, INC. 

ASBESTOS TEXTILE DIVISION 
MANHEIM, PA. 

FACTORIES: Manheim, Pa.; No. Charleston, S. C.; Passaic, N. J.; Neenah, Wis.; Crawfordsville, Ind.; 
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada 

RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN, INC., Asbestos Textile Packings Brake Linings Brake Blocks Clutch 

Facings Fan Belts Radiator Hose Rubber Covered Equipment Industrial Rubber, Engineered 

Plastic, and Sintered Metal Products Abrasive and Diamond Wheels Bowling Balls 
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MINIATURIzIN- 
YOUR EQUIPMENT? 

119,2'teCey SIMPLEST, MOST COMPACT 

AMPERITE 
THERMOSTATIC REL AYS 

MOST ECONOMICAL, HERMETICALLY SEALED 

--_ 

fMPER 

ITI 
DELAY 
RELAY 

1,l, I il 

STANDARD MINIATURE 

Provide delays ranging from 2 to 120 seconds. 
Actuated by a heater, they operate on A.C., D.C., or 
Pulsating Current. 

Hermetically sealed. Not affected by altitude, mois- 
ture, or other climate changes. 
Circuits: SPST only - normally open or normally 
closed. 

Amperite Thermostatic Delay Relays are compen- 
sated for ambient temperature changes from -55° to 
+70°C. Heaters consume approximately 2 W. and may 
be operated continuously. The units are most compact, 
rugged, explosion -proof, long-lived, and - inexpensive! 

TYPES: Standard Radio Octal, and 9 -Pin Miniature. 

PROBLEM? Send for Bulletin No. TR -81 

Amperite Regulators are designed to keep the 
current in a circuit automatically regulated at 
a definite value (for example, 0.5 amp). 
For currents of 60 ma. to 5 amps. Operates on R.C., D.C., 
Pulsating Current. 
Hermetical y sealed, light, compact, and most inexpensive. 

r6} 

/A\ 
AMPERITE 

-1/1 

20 ' 
lo 

VOLTAGE OF 24V 
BATTERY 6 CHARGER 

VARIES APPROX 

50% 

WITH MEEITE 
VOLTAGE VARIES 
ONLY 

2% 
Maximum Wattage Dissipation: T6'/21. -5W. T9 -10W. 

Amperite Regulators are the simplest, most effective method 
for obtaining automatic regulation of current or voltage. Her- 
metically sealed, they are not affected by changes in altitude, 
ambient temperature (-55° to +90°C), or humidity. Rugged; 
no moving parts; changed as easily as a radio tube. 

Write for 4 -page Technical Bulletin No. AB -51 

MPERITE CO. Inc., 561 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St. W., Toronto 2B 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

GRID 0 
V - 

o 

- 13V 

GRID V, 

0 

- 13V -- 
GRID V2 R. 

PLATE CURRENT CUT OFF 
+200 

PLATE+100 
V,BV4B 

SUPPRESSOR -I8 R '- ---- 
V3 -25- 

00 
PLATE 

+2 

V BV4A+100 

0 
SUPPRESSOR -10- 

V2 -25 

OUTPUT 
Vie 

1 L 

VL 

FIG. 4-Pulse sequence in integrato 
circuit. Shaded area indicates plate 
current is cut off by suppressor grid 

phase inverter, V,,,, feeding two 
gated trigger tubes, V., ON and V, 
OFF. Tube V, is a bistable multi - 
vibrator forming the output pulse 
and gate signals for the trigger 
tubes. Tube V18 is a cathode fol- 
lower with an output impedance of 
approximately 300 ohms. 

Operation and Design 

If the integrator is to have no 
greater ambiguity than one micro- 
second, a control -voltage amplitude 
no greater than 3 volts should be 
considered. To do this a 6AS6 
was chosen. The necessity of gat- 
ing the trigger signal is obvious 
when both leading and trailing edge 
signals have positive components. 
One of these should be eliminated 
to avoid ambiguity. The positive 
component of the leading -edge sig- 
nal and the negative component of 
the trailing -edge signal are re- 
moved by gating so that the only 
effective portions remaining are 
the trigger pulses themselves. This 
gating is accomplished in the sup- 
pressor circuit of the trigger tubes. 

With the cathodes of the 6AS6's 
held at +45 volts, the suppressor 
divider is connected such that the 
suppressor voltage is 9/40 of the 
plate to ground voltage minus 45 
volts. With +200 volts at the plate, 
suppressor voltage would be zero. 
In this condition V, could conduct 
when V4B is cut off if its control 
grid were above cutoff. When V4B 

conducts, its plate voltage falls to 
approximately 100 volts. This re- 
sults in a suppressor voltage at V2 

of -25 volts and it cannot conduct. 
The same is true for V4A and V,. 
When V2 conducts it pulls down the 
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MAGNETIC COMPONENTS 
for Standard and Special Applications 

The LFE Transformer 
Division is superbly equipped 
for designing and developing 
numerous types of magnetic 
components, including 
solenoids, coils and trans- 
formers. We can readily 
accommodate your order 
whether for custom-built 
models or for limited or 
large-scale production of 
standard units. 

:.,,:¡;..C: 't'/r1`; ., ; ,'! . 
..1't,.r . ,. .. .. 

I _. 
POWER TRANSFORMERS 

Top quality Class A military type power 
and pulse transformers-made to your electrical 

specifications! Class A types meet Transformer 
and Reactor Specification MIL -T-27. 

Available in standard or special 
MIL cases. 

.ys4f'-Ysn;;aN*,:_e: ^''r.A;rr-.. --. 

r 4...ry z ¡Y'S 42140 t7á'4e4147Leh4r1, `lF 

CLASS A MOLDED 

ENCAPSULATED TRANSFORMERS 

Vacuum molded in a thermosetting resin of the 
polyester type. Totally protected from humidity- 

immersion in water will not impair operation. 
This line includes small toroidal wound units. 

Made in various ratios and inductances for 
computer work and similar applications. 

;.r,. r ..i: 

OPEN -TYPE AIRCRAFT TRANSFORMERS 
380-2400 Cycles 

Lightweight, compact, high temperature open - 
type units. Utilize Class H materials throughout. 

Vacuum -impregnated with silicone resin. Hipersil 
C type cores utilize 4 mil thick lamination material. 

A 

icfr LABORATORY for ELECTRONICS, INC. 
75-3 PITTS STREET BOSTON 14, MASS. 

PRECISION ELECTRONIC EQLIPMENT OSCILLOSCOPES MAGNETOMETERS COMPUTERS SOLID DELAY LINES 

0,1.; 'a'- 7 

+raoy 
'r,:rsX«:'c4wn^.,:on;a_+4, dy`e'"4."-:t+. 

SOLENOIDS and BIFILAR R. F. COILS 

Silicone -treated, vinyl -sleeved or molded. 
Available in a wide range of types and sizes. 

`'. gegely 
For data sheets and detailed information, write: 
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This 
Is 
Waste! 

This is production time that should be used for solder- 

ing - and instead is being used to file soldering tips. 

Plain copper tips need constant filing. 

This 
Is 
Production 

Time is being used for soldering_:' » : 
- not wasted on filing tips. 

Big difference is use of Stanley 
Armor Clad Soldering Tips. Armor 
Clads don't need filing - all produc- 
tion time can be used for soldering. 
More! Whereas ordinary tips are 
usually finished after soldering 3000 
joints, Stanley Armor Clads are only 

getting "warmed up." They last 
from 3 to 10 times longer. 

You'll get better work, too, from 
Stanley's uniform tip length and 
unvarying heat. 41 sizes and shapes - screw or plug type - to fit all 
kinds of electric soldering irons. 

Fast! Dependable! Economical! 
Stanley Plug Type Electric Soldering Iron 
An easy -to -handle lightweight. Has 
new, replaceable heating element - 
cool, comfortable, hardwood handle. 
Six models to choose from. 

Call your industrial supply distribu- 
tor for Stanley Armor Clad Tips and 
Soldering Irons, or write Stanley 
Tools, 108 Elm Street, New Britain, 

THE TOOL BOX 

Conn. Your name and address plus 
"Armor Clads" on a postcard will 
bring you a 36 -page booklet, "Expert 
Soldering" by return mail. We'll 
include a folder showing the com- 
plete line of Stanley Armor Clad Sol- 
dering Tips and Electric Soldering 
Irons. Act now! 

OF THE WORLD 

STAN LEY 7öW 
A Division of The Stanley Works 

HARDWARE ELECTRIC TOOLS STEEL STRAPPING STEEL 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

plate voltage of V45 and locks itself 
out of operation while enabling V, 
to conduct when its control grid 
signal is greater than cutoff. The 
grid bias for the trigger tubes is 
held at approximately -13 volts 
since the 6AS6 under these condi- 
tions cuts off at about -10 volts. 

The results of this design may be 
seen by reference to Fig. 4. The 
entire sequence of operation is in- 
terrupted if there is an added ex- 
traneous pulse or a missing desir- 
able one. For this reason dropouts 
due to magnetic tape imperfections 
are highly undesirable. 

Mobile Receiver 
Speeds Police 
Foot patrolmen in Atlantic City, N. J. 
are scheduled soon to obtain the bene- 
fits of police radio. A four -tube, two - 
cubic -inch receiver shown at left fits 
into the standard peaked cap. The five - 
ounce device uses a short antenna at- 
tached to the hat shield as modeled by 
the sergeant at the right 

PERTINENT PATENTS 
BY NORMAN L. CHALFIN 

Hughes Aircraft Co. 
Culver City, Calif. 

VAPOR DETECTION and video -ampli- 
fier design are included in this 
month's abstracts of devices inter- 
esting to electronics engineers. 

Vapor Detector 

An interesting application of 
electronic vacuum -tube technique to 
detection of the presence of certain 
compounds in vapors is the subject 
of patent 2,652,532 issued to P. D. 
Zemany for an "Electrical Vapor 
Detector". The patent is assigned 
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You can simplify purchasing ... improve design ... speed production 

with improved C -D -F D I LECTO Laminates 
Only C -D -F, the Continental -Diamond Fibre Company, 
makes Dilecto laminated plastic, just as only Cadillac makes 
a Cadillac. Dilecto is 50 different materials with more com- 
binations and variations in desired properties than we can 
tell you here. 

But Dilecto has three important qualities that you should 
think about if you buy, design, or machine laminated plastics. 

DILECTO HAS HIGH MECHANICAL STRENGTH 
Mechanical strength is frequently an important determining 
factor in the selection of an insulating material. Insulating 
parts used in large electrical power equipment are frequently 
bulky. The high mechanical strength of Dilecto helps reduce 
size -dimensions of insulating parts without danger of failure. 
Instruments, meters and small motors frequently require very 
small insulating parts which must withstand comparatively 
large mechanical stresses. Insulation for use in high frequen- 
cy circuits should have a minimum bulk factor for minimum 
dielectric losses. Dilecto fulfills these requirements with a 
combination of high mechanical strength and low loss factor, 
characteristic of the better C -D -F electrical grades. 

So C -D -F selects for your Dilecto insulation grade the 
correct, highest quality base material, paper, cotton, nylon, 
glass. These are used in combination with improved pene- 
trating resins: Improved Phenolic, New Melamine, New Sili- 
cone, New Teflon, all synthetic, well polymerized resins. 

Both the base and the resin are good insulators by them- 
selves. But C -D -F sells them to you in an improved, practical 
form ... Dilecto. Uniform sheets, tight tubes, strong rods, 
close tolerance machined and formed specialties, high bond 
strength metal clads. 

Why does Dilecto combine so well mechanical strength 
with dielectric strength and dimensional stability? Because 
Dilecto is almost homogeneous, a true blend of resin and base. 

DILECTO IS ALMOST HOMOGENEOUS 
A poor laminate absorbs moisture at its edges, loses its 
insulating properties fast. Entrapped moisture and other 
volatiles within the cured structure causes inconsistent di- 
electric strength, with ultimate puncture and breakdown. 

Punch press and bench saw operators know how much time 
and material is saved when the laminated plastic is uniform 
and homogeneous in nature like Dilecto. 

DILECTO IS IMPROVED 
Yes, C -D -F Dilecto is an improved laminated plastic, due to 
high standards and advances in resin and manufacturing 
techniques. It is watched by skilled workers in our modern 
plants, checked against rigid standards . . . C -D -F stand- 
ards ... by our quality control people. It is easy to machine, 
and the C -D -F shops are doing a booming business in 
specialties. 

Table I-Typical Improved Phenolic Laminates 

Commercial 
Resin Filler 

Improved 
properties 

Improve - 
ment 

due to: 
MEC -5 

XXHV-2b 

CRD 

XXXP-26b 

C-92 

CF 

Phenolic 

Phenolic 

Phenolic 

Phenolic 

Xylenolc 

Modified 
phenolic 

Nylon 
fabric 

Paper 

Cotton 
mat 
Paper 

Cotton 
fabric 
Cotton 
fabric 

Insulation re- 
sistance; mois- 
ture resistance 
High dielectric 
strength paral- 
lel to lamina- 
tions 
Better ma- 
chining 
Insulation re- 
sistance; mois- 
ture resistance 

Alkali resist- 
ance 
Postforming 

Filler 

Resin and 
manufac- 
turing 
technique 
Filler 

Resin and 
manufac- 
turing 
technique 
Resin 

Resin 

a All grades are Continental -Diamond Fibre Company. 
n Resins have improved pene rating properties and the manufacturing tech- 

niques use these properties to provide better impregnation of the filler. Since 
Thorough impregnation eliminates entrapped moisture and air, greater mois- 
ture r .ilance and better dielectric properties are attained. Manufacturing 
techniques also provide suitable temperature control during the curing stage to 
assure uniform quality and optimum property values in the finished laminate. 

e Xr I cool is essentially a dimethyi phenol. 

-from Electrical Manufacturing Artielc 'Wider De- i_n Opportunities with the 
NEW Phenolics", Part If. 

The next time you 
think of laminated 
plastics, the name 
to remember is 
C -D -F Dilecto. The 
improved, high 
strength, uniform 
material that makes 
insulation buying 
and using more a 
science, less a puz- 
zle. New grades, 
new applications, 
new savings are just 
part of the Dilecto 
success story. Look up the facts in Sweet's Design File, or 
write for catalog. Send us your blueprint for quotation ... tell 
us your design dream ... C -D -F wants to work with you. 

ecAegei-bebieeire'he, 
CONTINENTAL-DIAMOND FIBRE COMPANY 

NEWARK 16, DELAWARE 
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Announcin 
ÿ 

A NEW PLANT 

1 

A modern building designed specifically 
for relay manufacture is another step 
in the continuing effort to improve 
Struthers -Dunn services and maintain 
maximum production of high quality 
products at favorable prices. 

A NEW LOCATION 
The entire Struthers -Dunn factory and 
headquarter offices have been moved 
to a new location, approximately 15 
miles Southeast of the Philadelphia - 
Camden Area. 

NEW ADDRESS 
LAMB'S ROAD PITMAN, N. J. 

NEW TELEPHONE 
PITMAN 3-7500 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

- FILAMENT 

- CATHODE 

-CONTROL ELECTRODE 

-ANODE 

CATHODE CYLINDER 

FINELY DIVIDED 

SUBSTANCE 

ENTERS HERE 

-A-C 

FIG. 1-Vapor detector tube (left) and 
alternative embodiment (right) 

to General Electric Company. 
Structure of the tube of Zemany's 

invention is shown in Fig. 1. The 
tube is in essence a triode of the 
indirectly heated cathode type. The 
cathode sleeve is hollow and has an 
external input connection for in- 
sertion of a vapor or other finely 
divided substance. 

Contact of the finely divided sub- 
stance with the filament causes ions 
to be formed that are attracted to 
the cathode sleeve surface and vary 
the cathode emission. The result- 
ing variation in plate current will 
be an indication of the presence of 
the finely divided substance and the 
amount thereof. 

The present invention has the 
particular advantage over existing 
vapor detection devices in that the 
ion current is amplified by the 
triode structure. In the other equip- 
ments used additional sensitive 
amplifiers are necessary to provide 
indication of the vapor presence on 
suitably rugged instruments. 

Video Amplifier 

Wide -band amplifiers such as 
those in video circuits require 
tricky arrangements in order that 
negative feedback may be applied to 
them. The reason is that phase 
shifts generally result for fre- 
quencies at one end of the band. 
Those at the other end are differ- 
entially shifted in phase so as to 
make for a positive feedback at, for 
example, the high end rather than 
negative as used at the low end 
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THE ONLY COMPLETE LINE 

of INSTRUMENTATION for 

In Color TV instrumentation, no other 
name means as m ich as Telechrome . . . 

because no organization can match Te]e- 
chrome's 3 years of experience in pro- 
viding color TV generating, testing and 
broadcasting equipment to these and 
other prominent manufacturers, labora- 
tories and broadclsters. 

Complete equipment for generating color bars; creating encoded 
and composite pictures from transparencies; color signal certi. 
fication; transmission, recep-ion, monitoring, and analysis of 
color pictures - literature on these and more thon 100 addi- 
tional instruments for color Iv by TEL'ECHROME we available 
on request 

DELIVERY 60 DAYS 

Chromascope 

(Signal 

Certification) 

Phase Slope 

(Envelope Delay) 

Curve Tracer 

Full facilities - Transmits, receives, monitors, 
analyzes composite color pictures 

4. he Nation's Leading Supplier of Color TV Equipment., 

88 Merrick Road Amityville, N. Y. 

AMityville 4-4446 
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Dual -Trace 
Applications 

WITH THE TEKTRONIX TYPE 535 OSCILLOSCOPE 

AND TYPE 53C DUAL -TRACE PLUG-IN PREAMPLIFIER 

Here is a combination ideally suited to most 

applications involving accurate comparisons of 

two signals. 
The Type 53C Dual -Trace Unit contains two 

identical amplifier channels that can be elec- 

tronically switched either by the oscilloscope 

sweep or at a free -running rate of approxi- 

mately 100 kc. When amplifier switching is 

triggered by the sweep, the two signals to be 

compared appear on alternate sweeps. Because 

the sweeps are identical, and time -delay char- 

acteristics of the two amplifier channels are 

closely controlled, time comparisons accurate 

within 1 mµsec can be made. Two simultaneous 

transients may be viewed by free -running the 

switching. Transients of as little as 1 msec dura- 

tion are well delineated, having about 100 ele- 

ments in each trace. For many purposes, shorter 

transients can be adequately observed. 

The Type 535 Oscilloscope is designed to use 

plug-in preamplifiers. It has an exceptionally 
wide sweep range, high accelerating potential, 

new accurate sweep -delay circuitry, and many 

Please write for complete specifications 

other important features. Four Plug -In Pream- 

plifiers have been developed for use with the 

Type 535, to provide an unusually high degree 

of flexibility in a single oscilloscope. '.1111' 11N111' 
111111111013 1111111111111 

1111111111111111111111111 
1ain111111,Pe1 1®.1 

SINGLE -SWEEP PRESENTATION 
Response of Iwo networks excited by a single pulse shows 
free -running operation of the Dual -Trace Unit in a one- 
shot application. A single 200-µsec/cm sweep is used 
for this display. iiiiiiiii 
1111111111111finkilladi 
1111111111111111111111 
iiiiiiii111111111111 

ALTERNATE -SWEEP PRESENTATION 
Output of an RC network superimposed on the input 
pulse. Both waveforms appear on alternate 0.04 µsec/cm 
sweeps, accurately measuring the risetime deterioration 
caused by passage through the network. 

MAIN OSCILLOSCOPE FEATURES 

600,000,000 to I Sweep Range -0.02 µsec cm to 
12 sec/cm, continuously variable. Calibrated -0.02 
µsec/cm to 5 sec/cm, accurate within 3%. 

10 KV Accelerating Potential-Brighter display at 
low repetition rates. 

Flexible Sweep Delay - 1 µsec to 0.1 sec, jitter - 
free, incremental accuracy within 0.2% of full scale. 

Type 535 Oscilloscope-$1300 plus price of desired 
plug-in units. 

DUAL -TRACE PLUG-IN PREAMPLIFIER 
Type 53C Specifications 

Two Identical Amplifier Channels 
Frequency Response-DC to 8.5 inc. 
Risetime-0.04 µsec. 
Sensitivity -0.05 v/cm to 20 v/cm calibrated, 

continuously variable to 50 v/cm. 
Electronic Switching 

Triggered-actuates alternate sweeps. 
Free -running rate -100 kc, approximately. 

Type 53C Dual -Trace Unit-$275. 

OTHER PLUG-IN PREAMPLIFIERS 
Type 53A Wide -Band DC Unit-$85. 
Type 53B Wide -Band High -Gain Unit-$125. 
Type 53D High -Gain Differential Unit-$145. 

Prices f.o.b. Portland (Beaverton), Oregon. 

Tektronix, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 831A Portland 7, Oregon Cable: TEKTRONIX 

ELECTRONS AT WORK (continued) 

SWEEP 

GENERATOR 

OUTPUT 

TRANSFORMER 

SCANNINO 

LORE 

'FEEDBACK 

RESISTORS 

FIG. 2-Circuit of the broadband video 
amplifier employing feedback 

when the same feedback circuit is 
applied to the video amplifier. 
Oscillation then results at the 
higher frequencies. 

A way around this problem is 
proposed in the invention of E. L. C. 

White of Iver, England who was 
granted U. S. patent 2,652,459. The 
patent is asssigned to Electric and 
Musical Industries Ltd., Hayes, 
England. 

The circuit of White's invention 
is shown in Fig. 2. Sweep fre- 
quencies of a sawtooth character are 
applied to V,, which is cathode - 
coupled to V_. Tube Vs is the out- 
put amplifier. The output trans- 
former has a split secondary that 
feeds a scanning yoke. A resistor 
is placed in each return leg of the 
split secondary. From one of these 
through R, and C, feedback voltage 
is applied to the grid of V2. Capac- 
itor C, is of fairly large value. A 
small capacitor C, feeds some of the 
feedback voltage to the cathode of 
Vn. The cathode of V, is also con- 
nected to the grid of V2 through R2, 

a large resistance. 
Low -frequency components are 

phased properly in the feedback 
resistor R4 for negative feedback 
but owing to transformer character- 
istics high frequency components 
would be of a positive phase. At 
the cathode of V, the low fre- 
quencies are in phase with those at 
the resistor R4 while the high fre- 
quencies are at least partly out of 
phase at the cathode of V, with re- 
spect to resistor R4. 

The small capacitor C_ has a high 
impedance to low frequencies and 
low impedance to high frequencies 
thereby providing an out -of -phase 
high -frequency component to coun- 
teract the phase shift noted above. 

Thus the tendency of such an 
amplifier to oscillation owing to a 

nonuniform phase shift is overcome 
and it will have a very wide band of 
linear operation. 
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How many of these electrical insulation problems do you have? 

1. Looking for an efficient call wrapping for small spaces? 
EMPIRE® varnished bias -cut nylon tape is highly flexible, strong 

and efficient ... makes a thin insulation of unusually high dielectric 

strength with good resistance to oil and water. 

L.. 

3. Looking for a better material for wiring diagrams, controls, 
instruments, dials and nameplates? DECORATIVE LAMICOID® 
resists wear, aging, weathering, olils, corrosive vapors, moisture and 

temperature extremes. Won't warp, check or chip. Good electrical 
properties. Wipes clean with a damp cloth. 

2. Need accurately punched mica stampings for filament, grid 
and plate supports? MICO produces mica stampings to extremely 

fine tolerances. Whenever you need precision -fabricated mica parts 

of the highest quality, call on MICO. 

J 

4. Need a class H segment plate that's easy to work with? 
ISOMICA* Segment Plate - made of built-up continuous mica 

sheet - shows no tendency to split or flake. Small segments of 
heavy thickness may be punched, and larger segments can be 

accurately sawed, milled, punched, etc. 

Whatever electrical insulation material you need - standard or special - 
class A to class H - MICO makes it best. We manufacture it, cut it to size, 
or fabricate it to your specification. Send us your blueprints or problems today. 

*Trade -mark 

MICA i441iGG%L/°i COMPANY 
Schenectady 1, New York 

Offices in Principal Cities 
LAMICOID ® (Laminated Plastic) MICANITE (Built-vp Mica) EMPIRE ® (Varnished Fabrics and Paper) FABRICATED MICA ISOMICA 
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Storage Racks Protect Turret Assemblies 
PLYWOOD boards containing turret 
assemblies are stored conveniently 
in a clothes closet type of rack until 
needed by final assembly in the 
Redwood City, Calif. plant of Am- 
pex Electric Corp. Each board has 
two screw eyes in its upper edge. 
These fit over hooks screwed into 
the under sides of the top horizon- 
tal members of the rack. 

Metal pegs projecting down from 
the bottom edge of each rack fit into 
holes drilled in the work bench at 
each operator's position, to hold the 
rack upright while loading the 
finished turrets on it one by one. 
The turrets slip over long finishing 

nails driven into the rack at an up- 
ward angle. 

The metal pegs are bolted to the 
racks in such a way that they can 
be swung up at right angles when 
not desired. Angle brackets bolted 
to opposite faces of each rack at the 
bottom then serve to hold the rack 
upright on a bench that does not 
have drilled holes for the pegs. 

The storage rack itself has slots 
in the bottom member to accommo- 
date the downward projecting pegs. 
This prevents the racks from 
swinging sideways on their hooks 
and bumping each other. Ordinary 
ore -inch lumber is used. 

Color Tube Alignment 
A POINT -SOURCE arc light and an 
ultraviolet lamp are used in con- 
junction with a low -power micro- 
scope to achieve exact alignment of 
the color picture tube shadow mask 
with the phosphor screen, in a 
pilot -plant technique used in the 
picture -tube development labora- 
tory at Electronics Park, Syracuse, 
N. Y. Each of the 200,000 tiny 
holes in the metal mask must ex- 
actly match its corresponding 

Color mask alignment setup, showing 
crater lamp mounted on cross -feed 
screws under bench. Operator is holding 
portable ultraviolet light source in right 
hand to activate phosphors 
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REMEMBER, MERLIN, 

WAND WAVING IS 

STRICTLY HOCUS-POCUS! 

Pulling a rabbit out of a hat is fine 
for entertainment, we agree. But not even a 

magician can make good on the fantastic 
claims attributed to cheaper solders, the mystery 

alloys with a secret ingredient, that are 
supposed to equal the performance of higher 
tin content solders. Today, as always, Kester 

believes, the quality of the soldered connection 
is what counts ... not an infinitesimal 

saving. That's why Kester Solder has been a 

"star performer" for more than 50 years! 

For your specific solder requirements, 
remember Kester "44" Resin, "Resin -Five" or Plastic 

Rosin -Core Solder ... with exact core size or 
flux -content 'tailored" to every job. 

KE$IE 
SOLDER COMPANY 

4204 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois 

Newark 5, New Jersey Brantford, Canada 
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cluster of three dots (red, blue, 
green) on the screen. 

A concentrated arc light below 
the platform simulates the electron 
beam, to cast a shadow of the aper- 

ture plate on the phosphor screen 
above it. 

An ultraviolet light in the oper- 
ator's right hand excites phosphor 
dots so the aperture plate and phos- 

phor plate can be aligned visually 
over the entire area. Three 
knobs control vertical and horizon- 
tal alignment of the aperture plate 
and phosphor screen. 

Three -Position Turntable Speeds Induction Soldering 
AN INDUCTION HEATER is used in 
place of a soldering iron in many 
instances at the Lenkurt Electric 
Co., San Carlos, Calif. By inter- 
changing work coils, soldering can 
be done quickly and efficiently 
on fabricated cans, hermetic -seal 
terminals and can tops. The induc- 
tion heater is a standard model sup- 
plied by Induction Heating Corp. 
of Brooklyn, N. Y. 

In soldering headers to tops of 
filter cans, the operator first places 
the top in a jig and positions the 
header, then rotates the turntable 
to place the assembly under the 
work coil. Heating time is con- 
trolled by a timer on the machine 
or a foot switch. The operator de- 

termines the correct time initially 
by watching how the heat affects 
the color of the metal. 

When the proper amount of heat 
has been applied, the operator low- 
ers and spins the turntable to bring 
the heated top close to her. She 
then applies solder wire in a fast 
sweeping m o ti on. The solder 
spreads over the desired area. 

Three stages of processing go on 
at the same time. While one top is 
being heated, another is being 
soldered and a third is loaded. 

Applying solder to heated header, while 
second unit is being heated by work coil 
and third unit is cooling 

Standardized Plastic Containers Protect Precision 

Typical use of hinged -cover containers at work bench. Only one subassembly is 
removed at a time from the protective tray, to minimize chances of damage 

Parts 

TRANSPARENT plastic containers 
and trays for electronic components 
and sub -assemblies have reduced 
rejects appreciably in the Teter- 
boro, N. J. plant of the Eclipse -Pio- 
neer Division of Bendix Aviation 
Corp. In addition, standardization 
on 22 different styles of inserts for 
the containers provides flexibility 
at a lower cost per container and 
an overall economy of space. 

Introduction of the new contain- 
ers throughout the plant was 
achieved by setting up a centralized 
control over all phases of material 
handling operations, headed by a 
materials handling administrator. 
His responsibilities include ap- 
proval of container design and 
construction, cleaning and main- 
tenance of equipment and con- 
tainers, the placement, replacement 
and disposal of containers, the 
choice of containers for particular 
parts going through process, and 
the general methods and procedures 
used in the modernized material 
handling operations. 

The tote containers and insert 
trays are produced from a thermo- 
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A.C. BRIDGE 
& ACCESSORIES 

..vo -- .k o coo 

0 

No. 1110A -INCREMENTAL INDUCTANCE BRIDGE 

This bridge has an impedance range of one millihenry to 1000 
henries in five ranges and can be extended to 10,000 henries 
through the use of external resistance. The inductance values 
are read directly from a four did decade and multiplier switch. 

The inductance accuracy is within plus or minus I% through 
the frequency range from 60 to 1000 cycles. For the largest 
multiplier at 1000 cyles, the accuracy of the bridge is de- 
creased to 2%. 

On the 1000 henries range, the D.C. is limited to 20 MA. 
On the 10 henries range the D.C. is limited to 200 MA. On 
all lower ranges, one ampere D.0 can be used. 

No. 1180 - A.C. SUPPLY 

A valuable laboratory instrument with c .n- 
tinuous variable output from .1 vclt to 100 
volts at 60 cycles. 

No. 1170 - D.C. POWE2 SUPPLY 

A stabilized Power supply prmarily intended 
to be used as a D.C. supply for Incremental 
Irductance Bridge Type II OA. Provides 4 

ccntinuously variable current ranges: 5 milli- 
anps, 25 milliamps, 100 m Iliamperes, and 
500 milliamperes. Maximum Output voltage 
270 V.D.C. Noise level - 92 Db. 

No. 1150 -UNIVERSAL BRIDGE 

Offers a variety of five possible bridge circuits. A range of 
capacitance, inductance, impedance, and phase angle measure- 
ment can be made throughout the frequency spectrum from 20 
cycles to 20,000 cycles. By using decade resistors in the variable 
arms the unknown can be measured to four significant figures. 
Operation is simple with terminals and controls arranged for 
convenience and ease of measurements. 

Frequency range 20 cycles to 20,000 cycles. Inductor 
Range: 100 microhenries to 1000 henries. Capacitor Range: 
I micromicrofarad to 1 microfarad. Accuracy: 0.5% @ 1000 
cycles. Condensers smaller than 0.001 mf should be measured 
by the substitution method. 

No. 1210A -NULL DETECTOR 3 VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 

Provides simultaneous measurement of the 
voltage across the unknown and the balance of 
the bridge. Vacuum tibe volt meter Sensitivity 
.I, I, 10, 100 volts. Frequency range 20 - 
20,000 cycles. Null Detector part of instrument 
same as Type 1140A. 

No. 1140-A NULL DETECTOR AMPLIFIER MODEL 

A high gain null indica -or for bridge meas- 
urements, providing visual null indications 
or aural indications when used in conjunction 
with headphones. The unit may also be used 
as a high gain amplifier for general labora- 
tory work. 

RE!"ORMEH CO., INC. 
1722 WEIRFE ELD ST. (RIDGEWOOD) BROOKLYN 27, N.Y. 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC chose AIRECO, INC. 
TO DESIGN, ENGINEER AND INSTALL ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIP- 
MENT IN THEIR NEW FRENCH ROAD PLANT AT UTICA, NEW YORE 

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING EQUIPMENT 
AIRECO, INC. arc les:gners and builders of Environmental 
Testing Equipment and Weapons Ranges for maintaining 
thereto, sub -zero and stratosphere conditions. Information 
gained by these tests further the program and development of 
Aircraft, Guided Missiles, Firing Equipment and Component 
Parts. Each one is individually designed for its specific pur- 
poses and will produce and maintain temperatures from 
-150° F. to +250° F. altitudes from sea level to 140,000 
feet and humidity from 20% to 95%. 

AIRECO, INC. will design, engineer and install "Custom - 
Built" Test Equipment to meet your special requirements. 
All installations are backed by a One Year Service Guarantee. 
You supply the requirements and AIRECO, INC. will do the 
complete installation. 

If your problem is not a catalogue item consult AIRECO, 
INC. All AIRECO, INC. equipment has built-in additional 
capacity to take care r,f euer -changing M.I.L. specifications. 

iNcowt,owwrto > 
2315 Second Ave. Carman Schenectady, New York 

Telephone: Schenectady 3-3673-74 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Examples of molded plastic inserts used 
with containers. Standardized styles 
were carefully selected to accommodate 
future components as well as those now 
in production 

plastic material having high impact 
resistance, such as U. S. Royalite or 
Boltaron. These materials permit 
use of wood dies for molding from 
sheets, thereby reducing the cost 
of producing relatively small quan- 
tities of special trays and inserts. 
Container sizes were standardized 

Hinged container with six -compartment 
insert for large components 

Molded feet on containers and molded 
recesses in covers permit stacking with- 
out risk of slippage 
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new... 
precision 

ConttnetttciiL 
C011412,Ct.04.3 

simplify your connec:or problems 

ACTUAL SIZE 

Power Connectors 
with turret terminals or 
solderless taper pin wiring 

Heavy-duty types for applications requiring 
larger current capacities of #14 and #16 AWG 
wire. Available with 7, 10, 15, 18 or 20 contacts, 
and insulating material in choice of Melamine, 
Plaskon-Alkyd, or Diallyl Phthalate. Turrets on 
the socket and pin contacts permit easy wrap- 
around wiring. No soldering is necessary with 
the taper pin wiring type. 
Submit your design problem to us, or send for 
Engineering Data Sheets on your company let- 
terhead. Write or wire to Department ET -5, 
DeJUR-Amsco Corp., 45-01 Northern Blvd., 
Long Island City 1, New York. 

Electronic 
Sales 

Division e UR 
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE-VOLTS RMS 45-01 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

'WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE PRECISION CONNECTORS 
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Head and feet for an office worker 
who neither errs nor tires 

Properties of Synthane 

r 

In addition to those mentioned in 
the text, Synthane has the follow- 
ing important properties: 

Chemical resistance. Synthane re- 
sists most acids and alkalis in mod- 
erate solutions, and corrosive 
atmospheres. 

Temperature resistance. Synthane 
is thermosetting, will not flow un- 
der elevated temperatures. Grades 
resisting up to 400° F are available. 

High impact strength. Synthane 
stands upwell inapplicationswhere 
it is subject to vibration, pounding 
and shock loads. 

Mechanical strength. Synthane 
exhibits excellent strength under 
tension, compression, and other 
loads. It will not delaminate. 

Availability. Synthane is supplied 
in more than 33 grades of sheets, 
also in rods, tubes and molded - 
laminated or molded -macerated 
Parts. A complete fabricating 
service is available. 

The uncanny ability of tabu- 
lating machines to do complicated 

jobs quickly and accurately is famous. 

One of the materials which helps to 

make this possible is Synthane-a lami- 

nated plastic. 
Synthane serves as the base for the 

brains of the machines-the plug 

boards upon which the control circuits 

are set up. Synthane is excellent for the 

purpose because of its combination of 

high dielectric strength, resistance to 

moisture, dimensional stability and 

ease of machining. Synthane is print- 

able, too-circuit designations are 

Our 25th Year 

SYNTHANE CORPORATION, OAKS, PA. 

readily printed on its surface. 

On tabulating machines, casters that 
are friendly to office -type flooring are 
needed. Casters of molded -macerated 
Synthane fill the bill. Synthane caster 

wheels are strong, do not flatten by 

constant pressure, and do not mar. 

office floors. 

Should you require a versatile ma 
terial-one with many properties in 

combination-Synthane may be your 

answer. Our catalog tells the full story. 

To receive yours, drop us a note on 

your letter -head. Synthane Corpor- 

ation,12 River Road, Oaks, Pa. 

SYNT1tIANIJ 
LAMINATED Si PLASTIC 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

in five different depths -2, 3, 4, 5 
and 6 inches. All are the same 
dimensions -12 inches wide and 16 
inches long. Some containers are 
made without covers, while others 
have transparent plastic hinged 
covers with attached metal locking 
latches. Manufacturer of the con- 
tainers and trays is Product Engi- 
neering Labs. Co., Inc., Newark, 
N. J. 

All 22 styles of inserts fit in any 
container. Some inserts have rec- 
tangular or round recesses for indi- 
vidual subassemblies, while others 
have molded studs on which tubular 
components are supported. 

The trays are self stacking either 
with or without covers. Normally, 

Roller -rack dolly for transporting plastic 
containers. Runners eliminate dust -catch- 
ing drawbacks of conventional shelves. 
Runners can be moved up or down on 
vertical slides by loosening screws to 
accommodate different depths of con- 
tainers used for various sizes of parts 

trays are stacked only while on 
workbenches, and at other times are 
stored on special racks that are 
open on all sides and have runners 
for supporting individual trays. 

Lamps Call Supervisor 
AT THE Lenkurt Electric Co. in San 
Carlos, Calif., a worker doesn't need 
to leave her work position when she 
wants additional materials or re- 
quires advice or assistance from her 
supervisor. Within easy reach of 
each assembler or toroidal -machine 

Signal lamp and stepdown transformer 
are mounted in small metal box at su- 
pervisor's position. At assembly benches 
in rear, lamps and switch are on small 
metal plate fastened to bench 

operator is a switch that turns on a 
small colored light at the top of her 
workbench and at the same time 
turns on a light at the desk of her 
supervisor, who may be as far as 
30 feet away. 

When the supervisor sees her 
desk light go on, she knows her 
assistance is needed somewhere on 
the production line. By looking to 
see which bench light was turned 
on, she can tell immediately where 
to go. 

Colored series -type Christmas 
tree bulbs are used for the lights. 
The entire installation is both sim- 
ple and inexpensive, since voltage 
is under 20 volts and ordinary bell 
wire or hookup wire can be used. 

Neoprene Gasket Cutter 
ACCURATE cutting of extremely thin 
neoprene or rubber washers at high 
production rates was accomplished 
by adding Stoner roll feed to a 
standard four -ton Kenco press made 
by Kenco Mfg. Co., 5211 Telegraph 
Road, Los Angeles 22, Calif. With 
this combination it proved possible 
to produce 24,000 washers per hour 
from material which is 0.019 inch 
in thickness. Although Navy re- 
quirements permitted 13; percent 
rejects, spot checking showed the 
reject rate to be only 0.0133 per- 
cent. 

Three additional units are now 
being completed by Stoner En- 
gineering Co., 1924 Harcourt Ave., 

SYN-11:I ANS 
s 

laminated 
plastics at work 

In heavy equipment A num- 

ber of Synthane parts are used in this king- 
sized power shovel. Electrical strength, 
chemical resistance and mechanical dura- 
bility are all required for this application. 

In light equipment Tiny, but 
highly accurate, Synthane ball retainers 
are used in this sensitive aircraft instrument. 
Durability, light weight and minimum fric- 
tion are all needed on this ¡ob. 

In shock struts The landing gear 
pistons on some of our largest planes are 
made of Synthane. Properties of light 
weight, toughness, durability and shock 
resistance were needed; Synthane sup. 
plied them. 

What's your PROBLEM? 
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE FOLDER 

Our 25th Year 

SYNTHANE CORPORATION 
12 River Road, Oaks, Pa. 

Please send me your free folder describing ad- 
vantages, properties, uses, and kinds of Synthane 
plastics 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City gone -State 

ELECTRONICS-May, 1954 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

810 STRAY ROUNDUP 
for balky r. í. frequency drift 

Pard: you've roped yourself a winner! 

Centralab Temperature Compensating 

HI-KAPS put the strays in their place 

...for keeps! 
Use this size -capacity chart to pick the right 
Centralab TC HI-KAP® tubular capacitors to 
stabilize your circuits. 

CC20 Tube Size 
T.C. Min. Max. CC25 CC30 CC32 CC35 CC45 

P120 4.5 22 60 45 99 199 301 

P030 4.5 22 60 45 99 199 301 

NPO 1 22 60 45 99 199 301 

N030 1 22 60 45 99 199 301 

N080 1 22 60 45 99 199 301 

N150 1.5 22 60 45 99 199 301 

N220 1.7 31 81 60 152 263 399 

N330 2.5 36 94 69 152 304 461 

N470 3.6 44 114 84 185 369 558 

N750 4.2 63 163 120 275 550 795 

N1500 9.5 95 244 120 396 791 1197 

N2200 24.5 133 343 170 558 1113 1685 

N3300 37 204 524 259 852 1699 2572 

N4700 59 323 832 412 1352 2695 4080 

N5250 73 401 1031 510 1675 3340 5055 

Capacities shown are in mmf and (except for CC20 
size) are the maximum va ues obtainable on the re 
spective size tubular. All capacitor bodies are stand 
and construction and price. Lower capacities than 
minimum shown can be obtained by special capacitor 
bodies (at extra cost). Extended range from N1500 
to N5250 available only at Centralab. 

r -- 

D-7 

No one knows 
capacitors like 
Centralab. 
Let us prove it! 
WRITE TODAY 
for bulletin. 
Standard items 
available at 
your local ICRLI 
distributor - 
see Catalog 28. 

A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 
914E E. Keefe Avenue Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Road, Toronto, Ontario 

VARIABLE SWITCHES CERAMIC PRINTED CERAMIC 
RESISTORS CAPACITORS ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS INSULATORS 

Industry's greatest source of standard and special 
electronic components 

Precision gasket -punching machine in 
operation. Air blast from vacuum clean- 
er, acting through pipe at front of press, 
blows finished washers into hopper at 
rear of machine 

Los Angeles for the gasket manu- 
facturer, West American Rubber 
Co., 410 North Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif. The four machines will then 
be placed in a circle, so the scrap 
materials will be ejected into a 
central container. This setup will 
allow one man to operate all four 
presses and produce 96,000 washers 
per hour. 

One of the production problems 
involved getting the material to roll 
in without distortion. The unique 
roll feed accomplished this satis- 
factorily. The cutting die is so de- 
signed that washers within the 
0.005 inch tolerance of the specified 
thickness are blown out of the die 
into the hopper in the rear of the 
press by an air blast. Washers 
which are too thick or too thin stay 
in the die. This automatically pre- 
vents defective washers from get- 
ting into the hopper. 

Air -Operated Guillotine 
Cuts Sleeving for Leads 
FOUR. DIFFERENT lengths of sleeving 
are cut simultaneously at one loca- 
tion on the production line in the 
television receiver plant of E. K. 
Cole Ltd., Southend-on-Sea, Eng- 
land, for use as needed in insulat- 
ing leads of r -f and i -f coils. This 
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___ so easy ics 6u -e 
-an4 fs"ficcs/ 

One simple motion -a fingertip pressure-and an 

Avery Kum-Kleen Label is on to stay! That's why 
pressure -sensitive labeling is different-there's no 

waste motion...no wetting loose labels...no gummy, 
sticky fingers, and no spoiled packages. 
Self-adhesive Avery Labels are on in an instant - 
without moistening...and they won't curl, peel or 

pop off. They're made for every labeling job in 
your plant, office or store... for your product or 
production line. 
Special Avery Label Dispensers-both manual and 
electric -simplify and speed all your labeling and 
marking jobs. They're low in cost-efficient in oper- 
ation, even with unskilled help. They'll fit into any 
size or type of production line-for any application 
speed. Write for more detailed information on Avery 
Pressure -Sensitive Labeling-today! 

AVERY ADHESIVE LABEL CORP., Custom Div. 131 

117 Liberty St., N.Y. 6 1616 S. California Ave., Monrovia, Calif. 
608 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 5 Offices in Other Principal Cities 

AMPLES: 
Avery labeling specialists, 
experiences with the re- 
quirements and problems of 
many industries, are at your 
service to help you develop 
improved, low-cost labeling 
methods. No obligation... 
free samples... write today! 

1 

they're pressure -sensitive! 

SPECIFICALLY SPEAKING... 

color coding 
Instant identification 
of the contents, quality 
or quantity of a package 
or case saves valuable 
time and prevents costly errors. 

That's why hundreds of various 
manufacturers, stores and business 
firms-everything from a bakery in 
San Antonio to a thread mill in 
New England-use Avery Kum-Kleen 
Labels for quick visual coding. 

Four different variables can give 
almost any amount of data needed: 
color, size, shape and printed letter 
or number codes are made to your 
order or specifications. Where can 
you save time and money with 
Avery Color Code Labels? 

There's an Avery Dispenser - 
either manual or electric-espe- 
cially suited for your particular 
labeling job. Both models feed 
individually die -cut labels from 
rolls, one -at -a -time, ready to be 
applied to any clean, smooth 
surface - with production - line 
speed! 
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KEARFOTT 

DEVELOPED 

VERTICAL 

GYROS 

... in production 
KEARFOTT vertical gyros providing 
continuous vertical reference within two 
minutes of arc under bench conditions 
typify the engineering knowhow and pro- 
duction skills available to you in the field 
of precision gyros for airborne control 
applications. 

Designed for particular applications with 
stringent performance requirements, a 
wide variety of vertical gyros now in 
production are being used extensively in 
aircraft and missile control systems de- 
manding the most precise gyro reference 
obtainable. 

KEARFOTT COMPONENTS 

INCLUDE: 

Gyros, Servo Motors, Synchros, 
Servo and Magnetic Amplifiers, Tach- 
ometer Generators, Hermetic Rotary 
Seals, Aircraft Navigational Systems, 
and other high accuracy mechanical, 
electrical and electronic components. 

Technical Data on these and other 
components is available on request. 

Kearfott gyros incorporate many unique 
features permitting operation under ex- 
treme operational or environmental con- 
ditions. A true hermetic seal in dry inert 
gas provides positive environmental pro- 
tection. Synchro pick -offs and rigid 
structural elements assure performance 
during adverse conditions of vibration 
or shock. 

TECHNICAL DATA SHEETS 

Complete technical data in tabular form 
on Kearfott Precision Vertical Gyros are 
available on request. Send for copies for 
your files. Write today. 

SINCE 1917 

KEARFOTT COMPANY, INC., LITTLE FALLS, N.J. 
Sales and Engineering Offices: 1378 Main Avenue, Clifton, N. J. 

Midwest Office: 188 W. Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill. South Central Office: 6115 Denton Drive, Dallas, Texas 
West Coast Office: 253 N. Vinedo Avenue, Pasadena, Calif. 

A GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Input end of sleeving chopper, showing 
two reels in foreground. Other two are 
off to left and right. The four springs 
pull back the levers on the knurled 
wheels after each operation. Five -posi- 
tion pointer. fixed in position, can be 
seen between the springs 

machine arrangement reduces 
waste by eliminating overproduc- 
tion of odd sleeving lengths. There 
are five settings on the machine, 
each giving a different combination 
of four sleeve lengths required for 
lead insulation and identification. 
The four reels that feed the ma- 
chine each contain a different color 
of sleeving. 

Feed and cutoff are achieved with 
a single air cylinder mounted under 
the bench, with its actuating rod 
coming up through the bench. The 
first portion of the cylinder move- 
ment serves to rotate four knurled 

Rear view of sleeving machine. show- 
ing output chute. Drum housing slides 
on two horizontal bars to give choice of 
five different combinations of sleeve 
lengths 
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Whatever the job ... 

FERMACEL 30 HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC TAPE 

PERMACEL 77 MASKING TAPE 

VERMACE ITA PES 
Find out how you can use self -sticking tape . . . write Permacel Tape Corporation, New Brunswick, N. J. 
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EDISON TIME DELAY RELAY'S 

Basic Extras at No Extra Cost 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Standard Types 
Operating Time: 2 to 300 seconds 

Heater: 5 watts continuous excitation 
at 6.3, 26.5 and 117 V. AC/DC 
Contact Rating: 6 Amps Max. 

Vibration & Shock: Vii," overall 
amplitude at 55 cps. 50 g. 

Features 
Hermetically Sealed 
Micanol base is standard on all types 
Over 400 variations to choose from 
Delivery from a stock of many types 
Greatest range of time delays 
available in any thermal relay. 

Greatest Timing Accuracy and 

production Uniformity 

Patented Magnetic factory - 

adjustment 

Calibrating 

Slug ofh provides e timing through 

the glass envelope. All relays are e 

after sealing. 

Maximum 
Contact Pressure 

upon 
ContactOperation 

OPERATING 

POSITION 
NORMAL 

POSITION 

i Preloading 
conta 

close. Contact of 50 grams when 
applies 

overshoot 
that sprin when contacts 

neat sec preventing absorbs 

nk or 
change in cal Dra 

perme 
- 

neat 

M 

Ambient 

Compensation 

PRIMARY 
BIMEA 

----T -- 
BIMETAL 

¿OMPENSAYING etals 
both bim 

Ambient 
alike. 

Contact gattdepen- 
exactly ive position temperatures raint relative 

e den 60°C to + 
from 

a edi4o,.. 
INCORPORATED 

Instrument Division 

54 Lakeside Ave., West Orange, New Jersey 

YOU CAN ALWAYS RELY ON EDISON 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

feed -wheels. The amount of rota- 
tion of each wheel determines the 
length to which its sleeving will be 
cut. This rotation in turn is con- 
trolled by the distance that levers 
attached to the wheels are allowed 
to rotate before hitting a stop. The 
wheels are friction -mounted on the 
drive shaft so they can rotate inde- 
pendently. 

The levers of the feed wheels 
project outward through an aper- 
ture in the drum -shaped housing of 
the machine. The upper edge of 
this aperture is stepped, and the 
housing can be slid horizontally so 
that different steps of the aperture 
line up with the four levers. A 
stationary pointer positioned over a 
scale on the sliding drum identifies 
which one of the five possible com- 
binations of four sleeve lengths is 
being produced. 

After sleeves have been advanced 
the varying correct amounts by the 
feed wheels, the remaining move- 
ment of the cylinder serves to pull 
down a guillotine blade for chop- 
ping the sleeving. Each operation 
of the foot valve repeats the se- 
quence of rotating the knurled feed 
wheels and operating the guillotine. 

Number Wheel Shows 
Picture Tube Sequence 
MAINTAINING desired flow of proper 
bulb sizes is vital to maximum 
utilization of machine capacity at 
General Electric's picture tube 
plant in Electronics Park, Syracuse, 
N. Y. A pointer on a large wood 
pattern wheel indicates at a glance 
the size of tube which should next 
be placed on the conveyor so the 
tube will arrive at the subsequent 

Pattern wheel at conveyor loading posi- 
tion, with air -actuated pawl on shelf at 
left rear of wheel 
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Microwave 

TE&TCØHPO,Vé,VT& 

When you test, 
use the best- 

le/WR TE FOR 
NEW CMMOG 
Addre se rr- 
quests fir :Jo Jr. 

copy .f tt e 
new catalog :0 
Deport neat 
E-5 - o ob.i- 
eaUon. 

PRD offers a complete line of test equipment 
for precise measurements in the Microwave region. 

This equipment, the finest obtainable anywhere, 
includes Frequency Measuring Devices, Signal 

Sources and Receivers, Attenuators and Terminations, 
Impedance Measurement and Transformation 

Devices, Detection and Power Measurement 
Equipment, Bolometers and Accessories. 

QUALJTYWVVVVi¡Vf VfV\/ 
DEPENDABILITYVV/V \s,/ 

ACCURACY Vfi/1/Vl 
TYPE 250-A BROADBAND PROBE - Frequency 

range of 1 to 12.4 Kmc/s; two tuning knobs permit 
precise adjustment for maximum power transfer from 
the probe tip to the crystal or bolometer detector; 
third knob controls depth of probe tip insertion. 

SLOTTED SECTIONS-The mechanical and electrical 
design of PRD slotted sections emphasizes these im- 

portant features: Instrument accuracy assured indef- 
initely by virtue of three bearing carriage suspension 
to minimize wear; waveguide section machined from 
solid aluminum alloy stock, to avoid warpage no 

castings are used. 

TYPE 275 VSW 2 AN PLIFIER - 
Featuring high gain; A_G.0 to maintain 
output constant for slow variation in 

r -f power source; low inps.t noise level 
of 0.03 microvolts; wife VSWR ranges 

of 1:1.3, 1:3, 3:10, 10 30, and 30:100; 
greater accuracy becJse VSWR scale 

on meter is linear. 

RESEARCH 
Ei DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. Inc 

55 JOHNSON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, NEW YORK 
WESTERN SALES OFFICE. 

7411/2 NO. SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. 
MIDWEST SALES OFFICE: 

1 SO. NORTHWEST HWY., PARK RIDGE, ILL. 
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POLYSTYRENE FILM 

CAPACITORS 

The ideal capacitors for use in integrating or memory circuits 
and as coupling capacitors for very high -impedance grid circuits. 
Close control of processing and materials provides these desirable 
characteristics: 

Capacitance tolerance: ±0.2%; 
drift not over 100 parts/million/degree C. 

Insulation resistance: one million 
megohms X mfd. at 60°C. 

Dielectric absorption: not over 0.05% 
maximum recovery voltage after 1/3 sec. discharge. 

Stability: capacitance change not over 
0.5% per year. 

Operating temperature: -55°C to +80°C maximum. 

Because of the unique nature of these capacitors, each appli- 
cation is specially handled. Tell us your physical and electrical 
requirements; we'll quote on the units that suit them best. 

Capacitances available - 0.01 to 10 mfd. 

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN 
CORPORATION 

NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

Details of pawl 

(continued) 

processing stations at the correct 
time. 

Each passing conveyor trolley 
closes an electrical switch, which in 
turn actuates an air cylinder that 
moves a pawl against the teeth cut 
into the circumference of the ply- 
wood wheel. This advances the 
wheel to the next number. Blanks 
between numbers mean that a 
trolley should be left empty. 

Patterns on the wheel may be 
changed at any time to meet pro- 
duction demands. Several different 
bulb sizes may be patterned effec- 
tively. 

Running In Oscillators 
A SOLENOID -OPERATED Clutch actu- 
ated by a limit switch arrangement 
on a feed screw serves to turn the 
dial of a precision signal generator 
back and forth through its entire 
tuning range of 20 revolutions auto- 
matically for running in the bear- 
ings and mechanical linkages. 

In the arrangement used for this 
purpose by Hewlett-Packard Co., 
Palo Alto, Calif., an electric motor 
drives the two metal disks of a disk 

Setup for running in the tuning mechan- 
ism of a five -band oscillator by rotat- 
ing the tuning dial 20 turns in each 
direction alternately. Clutch -reversing 
solenoids are at left 
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the stiffer the "specs" the better È we like it 

Virtually every project in the electronics 
manufacturing field involves operations within the 

scope of the D. E. Makepeace Company. As specialists, 
Makepeace is able to supply electronic assemblies for 

components which meet the most exacting specifications. 

WAVEGUIDE TUBING AND MICROWAVE ASSEMBLIES 

Long experience in the manufacture of precision drawn 
waveguide tubing, enables Makepeace to meet tolerances 
much tighter than specified in MIL -T -85-B. This precision is 
maintained in the production of components such as rotary 
joints, crystal mixers, antenna feeds, and many specialized 
assemblies to meet various requirements. 

We shall be glad to confer with you on the design and 
manufacture of prototypes and production runs. Our excep- 
tional testing fac lities are at your disposal. 

COLLECTOR RINGS AND BRUSHES 

Because Makepeace pioneered in the production of solid 
and laminated precious metal slip rings, a range of sizes 
and special alloys is available to meet almost any require- 
ment for space, weight, electrical noise, torque, or power 
handling capability. 

In addition to the rings and brushes themselves, Make - 

peace has utilized its experience in this field in the design 
and manufacture of complete self contained ring and brush 
assemblies. The design of such a unit often poses unusual 
problems. The Makepeace engineering group having met 
many of these problems, can plan and manufacture a unit 
to meet your specifications. Before such an assembly is 

shipped, it is checked out and completely tested for electri- 
cal noise, voltage breakdown, impedance matching, power 
handling capability, and other test specifications as required. 

PRECISION RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE TUBING 
MICROWAVE COMPONENTS MICROWAVE 

TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLIES ELECTRICAL CONTACT 
MATERIAL FORMED ELECTRICAL CONTACTS 

CROSSBAR WELDED CONTACTS SLIP RING AND 
SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES BRUSH ASSEMBLIES 

PRECIOUS METALS CLAD TO BASE METALS 

SHEET-TUBING-WIRE AND ASSEMBLIES 

SENDZIMIR PRECISION ROLLING 

electronic assemblies and components by 

Makepeace 
D. E. MAKEPEACE COMPANY 
Division of Union Plate and Wire Co. 
Attleboro, Mass. 
Sales Offices: New York Chicago Los Angeles Columbus 
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NO EXTERNAL CHANNELLING EQUIPMENT 

$ 

Verg 113 chFequtrc g 

radio link 

See the FPllon 
our stand at the 
INTERNATIONAL 

TRADE FAIR, 
TORONTO 

May 31st to 
June 12th. 

Six Telephone or Teleprinter Channels, plus Independent Order 
Wire Circuit. Full Supervisory and Control Facilities. 
Alternative Radio Frequency Bands. 

Write for leaflet No. 198/10 available for early delivery 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited 
Registered Office : Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2 

RADIO DIVISION New Southgate London N.I I England /Zee 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

clutch continuously through reduc- 
tion gears. A rubber -tired wheel 
mounted at right angles between 
the disks takes power from one or 
the other by friction. Two solenoids 
with armatures bolted together to 
operate in tandem move the pair of 
metal disks against spring loading 
to achieve reversal. The shaft of 
the rubber -tired wheel drives the 
tuning dial of the oscillator. On 
this shaft is a machined spiral on 
which rides a follower block. Ad- 
justable stops on an adjacent slid- 
ing shaft can be set so that the 
block strikes one of them after any 
desired number of revolutions in 
one direction, to move the shaft and 
actuate a snap -action switch which 
energizes or deenergizes the sole- 
noids to give reversal. The block 
then moves in the other direction 
until it hits the other stop on the 
sliding shaft and causes another 
reversal. 

Leak Detector for 
Magnetrons 
PUMPING -DOWN time during rou- 
tine production inspection of type 
4J57 magnetrons for leaks is ap- 
preciably reduced by an arrange- 
ment for checking four tubes at a 

Placing helium -filled bell jar over mag- 
netron sealed into vacuum line of mass 
spectrometer type of leak detector 

time in the Hicksville, Long Island 
plant of Amperex Electronic Corp. 
The vacuum tubulations of the tubes 
are sealed to the vacuum system 
of a model 24-I01A Leak Detector 
made by Consolidated Engineering 
Corp., Pasadena, Calif. After the 
vacuum has been pulled down suffi - 
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From "The House of Resistors" 
comes... 

PkPfiJAPJ 

CONTRO 
Series 52 

potentiometers 
are available in 1 to 18 

section tandems. Single shaft, 
simultaneously controlled. 

*Prong terminals 
engage with corresponding 

jacks for plug-in circuitry. 

*Overall tolerances 
to plus/minus 0.5% where 

resolution permits. 
Voltage ratio 

accuracy of 0.005. 

* Molded low -toss 
mica -filled phenolic casings. 

Corrosion -resistant 
materials and 

plating throughout. 

te 

Life of over 
1,000,000 cycles. These 

controls exceed applicable 
JAN -R-19 specifications.. 

oPar/1 

CLAROSTAT 

IT'S EASY TO DO BUSINESS 

WITH C1MF:OSTAT... 
:Representatives 

in all principa9 cities. Wire Western Union - we have a direct wire. Telephone (Dover 979) we have added trunk fines to render 
service. Teletype our TWX number s Dover 275U. 

CONTROLS AND RESISTORS 
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC., DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 

In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 
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Give your products 
the advantages of 
military experience 
with... 

"AN" (Air Force -Navy) Connectors 
were pioneered by Cannon and the 
armed services in the interests of stand- 
ardization, efficiency and economy. 
Since the first "AN" specification ap- 
peared in 1939, Cannon Electric has 
continued to work closely with all 
branches of the service, improving and 
expanding the "AN" Series to meet the 
ever-increasing demands placed upon 
them by technical advances in all engi- 
neering fields. Today, there is an "AN" 
Series Connector to meet the needs of 
practically every environmental condi- 
tion. Designed, tooled, and manufac- 
tured in one plant by technicians and 
artisans of long experience. You'll find 
Cannon "AN" Connectors... 

Lightweight / Uniform in Quality / Polar- 
ized for Safety / Positive in Contact / Split 
or Solid Shells / New High -Quality Finish 
/ Threaded Coupling Nut Safety Locked / 
Shock Resisting / Rapid and Easy Discon- 
nect / Maintenance and Inspection Easy / 
Fully Warranted 

Investigate the application of Cannon 
"AN" Connectors to your product. Our 
highly trained field engineers will be 
glad to help you. 

AN3106B PLUG 

AN3102A RECEPTACLE 

AN31088 PLUG 

THE CANNON"AN" 

LINE HAS UNIVERSAL USE 

NEW 
AN3106E PLUG 

AN3108K PLUG 

GS02 RECEPTACLE 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE 148 -PAGE CANNON 

"AN" CONNECTOR BULLETIN...TODAY 

Contains history, application, classifica- 
tion, insert arrangements available, "how 
to select", all technical details of the 
"AN" line. Get yours NOW! 

NON 3 

AN3057A CLAMP 

Refer to Dept. 120 Since 1915 

CANNON ELECTRIC CO., 3209 Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31, Calif. 
Factories in Loa Angeles; New Haven; Toronto, Canada; London, 
England. Representatives and distributors in all principal cities. 

- 

Please Note: The popular 
line of Cannon 
"AN" Connec- 
tor Assemblies 
will be available 
soon from local 
stock at Cannon 
distributors in 
all principal 
trading areas. 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Using helium probe to find exact loca- 
tion of leak in magnetron after bell jar 
indicated that leak was present 

ciently to meet the requirements of 
the mass spectrometer, a bell jar is 
placed over each tube in turn. This 
jar is filled with helium, which is 
lighter than air and hence stays 
inside. Any helium entering the 
tube through minute leaks actuates 
the audio alarm of the leak detector. 
The operator then removes the bell 
jar and moves a helium probe 
around the tube to find the exact 
location of the leak. 

When not in use, the helium 
probe is hung on the hook of an 
economizer valve. The weight of 
the probe on the valve arm cuts off 
the helium supply, thereby prevent- 
ing wastage. 

Tenth -of -Hour Clock 
TIME spent on various work proj- 
ects is recorded hourly in tenths at 
the Lenkurt Electric Co., San Car- 
los, Calif. For example, a produc- 
tion worker who begins a certain 
assignment at 9:37 a.m. and com- 
pletes it at 11:04 a.m. would mark 
on his time card that he begin the 
job at 9.7 and finished it at 11.1. 

Conversion of minutes into 
hourly tenths is facilitated by hav- 
ing wall clock dials throughout the 
company divided into tenths of 
hours. This is done by painting each 
alternate six -minute segment in a 
light gray shade. Each of these seg- 
ments is numbered near the center 
of the clock. Thus at a glance any 
worker can tell in which tenth of 
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Really Reliable 

Audio Trahsistors, 

Stable -surface processed. 

Hermetically sealed. 
Every transistor periodically observed for two weeks on all 

parameters : alpha, Ieof R11, R22, power gain and noise figure. 

Low noise units observed for an hour of operation for 
any noise drift. 
Only transistors stable within error of measurement are accepted. 

Samples of each lot subjected to JAN 193 humidity and 

temperature cycling. 

RESULT? 

Of thousands of RReo transistors in use in the field for about 

a year, over 99% are giving continuing service. 

If you have an 

application where audio 

transistors will fit, 

we'll be glad to discuss 

it without obligation. 

NEW! Photo Transistors as displayed at the 
I.R.E. Show. 

Seletron and Germanium Division 
RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC, 

In Radio and Electronics Since 1922 

SALES DEPT.: 251 WEST 19TH STREET, NEW YORK 11, TEL WATKINS 4-3633 

Factories in Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Career portu nities 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
X-RAY ENGINEER 
PHYSICISTS 

AERODYNAMICISTS 
MATHEMATICIANS 

Ahr Sandia Corporation, a subsidiary of the Western Electric Company, 
offers outstanding opportunities to graduates with Bachelor's or advanced degrees, with or without applicable experience, in the above fields. 

Engineers and scientists at Sandia Laboratory, an atomic weapons installation, work as a team at the basic task of applying to military uses certain of the fundamental processes devel- oped by nuclear physicists. This task requires applied research as well as straightforward development and production engineering. 
The place of an engineer or scientist on the Sandia team is 
determined initially by his training, experience, and tal- 

ents . . . and, in a field where ingenuity and resourcefulness 
are paramount, he is afforded every opportunity for professional 
growth and improvement. 

Sandia engineers and scientists design and develop corn - pies components and systems that must function properly 
under environmental conditions that are much more severe than 
those specified for industrial purposes. They design and 
develop electronic equipment to collect and analyze test data; they build instruments to measure weapons effects. As part of their work, they are engaged in liaison with the best 
production and design agencies in the country, and consult with many of the best minds in all fields of science. 

eSandia Laboratory, operated by Sandia Corporation 
under contract with the Atomic Energy Commission, 

is located in Albuquerque - a modern, mile -high city of 150,000 in the heart of the healthful Southwest. 
Albuquerque offers a unique combination of metropolitan 
facilities plus scenic, historic and recreational attractions; 
and a climate that is sunny, mild, and dry the year 
around. New residents hove little difficulty in obtaining 
adequate housing. 
idy Liberal employee benefits include paid vaca- 

tions, sickness benefits, group life insurance, 
and a contributory retirement plan. Working condi- 
tions are excellent, and salaries are commensurate 
with qualifications. 

Make Application to: 
PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT 

DIVISION C 

SANDIA BASE ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

Method of marking clock to read in 
tenths of hours 

the hour a certain job was begun 
and in which tenth it was finished. 

This system of time recording 
gives a uniformity not possible if 
various other fractions of hours 
are used. The painted clock faces 
enable workers with little or no 
mathematical training to record 
their time accurately. 

Pipe Nipples Hold Pots 
and Wafer Switches 
PIPE nipples of various standard 
sizes are used as jigs for holding 
potentiometers and wafer switches 
during subassembly work in the 
Redwood City, Calif. plant of Am- 
pex Electric Corp, The assembly is 

To load switch in pipe -nipple holding 
jig, operator inserts the assembly and 
gives it a clockwise spin 
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veendk? 
Q4)OtL 

National Conference on 

Airborne Electronics 

DLYTO4 BIL-MORE HOTEL 

DAYTON, OHIO 

NY1 10-11-12 noun 412 

The representatives of the Bendix 
Divisixzs exitibit_ng at the National 
Conierer_ce cn 9irbornu E_ectroniet 
wil_ le haie y _o discLss how the -i 
may apply their know_edge and 
exiler ence t: ycur spec.fic probleme. 

Wee 
4 =i.9T/ÓN 
:O.foRertov 

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION, 

TOWSON, MD. 
The nation's airlines and more 
than 45 of the major railroads 
depend on Bendix* Radio for pre- 
cision electronic equipment. In the 
field of radar, radio communica- 
tions and navigation equipment, 
Bendix Radio enjoys a reputation 
second to none. 

ECLIPSE -PIONEER DIVISION, 

TETERBORO, N. J. 

Famous for over 30 years for the 
quality and design superiority of 
its tremendous variety of aviation 
instruments and accessories, 
Eclipse -Pioneer is today a major 
supplier of precision components 
for the electronic industry. 

RED BANK DIVISION, 

EATONTOWN, N. J. 

Specialists in extensive coverage 
of electronics. Units designed for 
durability to meet exacting re- 
quirements. Special-purpose tubes 
such as Klystron regulators and 

spark gaps are available for non- 

standard applications. 

SCINTILLA DIVISION, 

SIDNEY, N.Y. 

Bendix Scinflex Electrical Con- 
nectors are completely pressurized 
and are for all contact sizes and 

pin arrangements-full ACN 
approval. Bendix Ignition Ana- 
lyzer checks efficiency of both 
ignition units and spark plugs, 
and detects incipient failures. 

PACIFIC DIVISION, 

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 
This division has attained out- 
standing leadership in the field of 
sonar, telemetering, airborne 
radar, hydraulic servomechanisms 
and radio control-a striking ex- 

ample of Bendix talent in com- 
bining advance engineering design 
with modern production facilities. 

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 
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MILWAUKEE 
TRANSFORMERS 
provide performance 
that exceeds the demand 

YOU can get precisely what you want 
to meet the most stringent applications from 
Milwaukee Transformer Company. Every 
Milwaukee unit is made to exceed the re- 
quirements of the demand - be it military or 
commercial-and well over one thousand dif- 
ferent transformers have been designed aid 
built for our clients. Engineering, laboratory 
and production facilities are always ready to 
answer your call - whatever the need. 
Phone, wire or write without obligation. 

Milwaukee Transformer Co. 
5231 N. Hopkins St., Milwaukee 9r Wis. 

Representatives 
John G. Twist Company 
2800 North Milwaukee A 
Chicago 18, Illinois 
Phone: HUmboldt 9-2550 

Robert W. Marshall 
6106 Excelsior Blvd. 
Minneapolis 16, Minnesota 
Phone: MOhawk 9-6444 

Harry Appleton Company 
136 San Fernando Road 
Los Angeles 31, California 
Phone: CApitol 1-2171 

Vincent J. Brown Company 
564 Ellicott Square 
Buffalo, New York 

Legg-Lungreen Associates 
6625 S.E. 76th Avenue 
Portland 6, Oregon 

Yours for the (eking- 
o well -illustrated brcih.-e de- 
scribirg Milwaukee trar:form- 
ers and production fccil ties. 

; - 

Hermeticolly en led mmpe- 
nets that"perfortn ee our bly ; and lastingiy in carbon» and i ground oppiications. . 

: 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES 

Method of Tssing jig 

(continued) 

screwed into the smallest nipple. 
The larger nipple is heavy enough 
to provide rigidity while inserting, 
crimping and soldering the leads of 
small parts, yet can easily be 
rotated or moved around on the 
bench for maximum convenience. 
The nipples also serve as holders 
for storing the subassemblies or for 
passing them down the bench to the 
next working position. When a 
unit is completed, a quick spin un- 
screws the subassembly. 

Cutting and Betiding 
Tube Stem Wires 
THE NINE wires sealed into the 
glass stem of a miniature tube are 
cut to precisely the correct lengths 

Wire -cutting setup, located at output of 
conveyor coming from stem machine. 
Bending machine is on same bench, in 
background 
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NEW HORIZONS IN ENGINEERING 

What has this symbol to do with 
,777,4ae3->zo« .2 

Plenty. You'll recognize this symbol as a conventional thermo- 
dynamic cycle. But there's nothing conventional in the new 
developments in thermodynamics at [-T-E. These revolutionary 
developments may well usher in new horizons in the field of 
power generation. 

Development work in thermodynamics is only one of the many 
projects on which the Special Products Division of I -T -E is engaged. 
Other challenging assignments include development and fabrication 
ofa number of close -tolerance devices for extreme service conditions. 

Whether your problem is new development to performance 
specifications, or fabrication with new and hard -to -work alloys, 
you'll want to know how this unique organization can help you. 

Send for Publication SP -100 today. 

TECHNOLOGY 

ABILITY 

FACILITIES 

RADAR ANTENNA SYSTEMS 
design, development and fabrication 

JET ENGINES 
manufacture of major hot -end components 

THERMODYNAMICS 
design, development and fabrication of 
equipment to operate on advanced theories 

GUIDED MISSILES 
advanced fabricating techniques 

TITANIUM 
proven welding, forging, forming, spinning 
techniques with this hard -to -work metal 

SPINNING 
combining spinning and drawing to an almost 
limitless variety of designs in a wide range 
of metals 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION 
-T- E CIRCUIT BREAKER COMPANY 

601 E. Erie Avenue Philadelphia 34, Pa. 

Progress through Problem Solutions SPI03 
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why we choose 

Wee® 

DYNAMOTORS 
" Precision airborne communication 

equipment must have a dynamotor 

of consistently reliable quality 

. . that's why we specify Winco." 

says Mr. Paul Wulfsberg, 
Ass't. Director Engineering and Research 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

Collins 18S Transmitter/Receiver, extensively 
used for relioble HF communications in major 
air -lines and executive aircraft uses o Winco- 
Engineered Frame 51 Dynamotor. 

WINCO DYNAMOTORS are manufactured on a wide range of rugged 
frames that allow for broad design applications. Winco engineers 
have a decade of experience in successfully designing dynamotors 
to rigid military and commercial specifications. They tackle each 
power conversion and/or supply problem individually, either modi- 
fying a standard Winco machine, or designing a special unit to meet 
your exact requirements. Winco specialists then plan its manufac- 
ture on a production basis to keep costs down and final performance 
quality at its best. 

Winco dynamotors are lightweight, compact and totally enclosed 
and ventilated. Precise static and dynamic balance is assured by 
the most modern machines - each dynamotor is thoroughly tested 
with periodically calibrated precision meters. 

Contact Winco" for reliable. efficient dynamotors and power supplies pro- 
duced in volume at low cost. 

'P OWE R for the Nation's Mobile Communications 

''Addres, your inquiries to - 
WINCHARGER CORPORATION 

Sioux City 2, Iowa 
Subsidiary of ZENITH Radio Corporation 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

in one operation of special f oot- 
actuated shears developed and used 
in the Bloomfield, N. J. tube plant 
of Tung -Sol Electric Inc. The 
stems come down a small fabric 
conveyor from the automatic stem 
machine and drop into a box under 
the right hand of the operator. 

While taking a sheared stem out, 

Miniature stem die bends some or all of 
the nine wires to correct specifications 
in one operation 

she picks up and orients the next 
stem, then inserts it in the shearing 
tool and operates the foot pedal 
which actuates the shearing dies. 
The individual dies for the nine 
wires can be set to cut leads to the 
different heights required for sup- 
porting the tube electrodes. 

Sheared stems are dropped into 
drilled holes in a plywood tray that 
sets into a framework slanted at a 
convenient working angle. A filled 
tray is lifted out and passed along 
the bench to the next position, 
where another air -powered tool 
bends some of the wires to pre- 
cisely the correct specifications for 
a particular type of miniature 
receiving tube. 

Grooving Recorder Heads 
With Abrasive Wire 
STAINLESS steel wire is used as an 
abrasive to form highly accurate 
short -radius grooves in metal blocks 
for magnetic wire recording heads. 
By oxidizing the surface of the 
wire to varying degrees, abrasive 
properties are imparted. When the 
wire is drawn across the metal 
block, a groove is formed having 
the same accurate radius originally 
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Sangamo Type 'urrent Transformers are de- 
signed for indoor ' ` `on metering applications. They 
are wound type with single primary and single second- 
ary, and meet A.S.A. 2.5 KV insulation class test 
requirements --15 KV at 60 cycles and 45 KV full 
wave impulse. Natvar 400 Extruded Vinyl Tape üs 

used "because of high insulation value, resistance to 
heat and ability to form itself to the shape of parts 
being insulated: 

50 

cíie:8' iö angle "` .y 
oti Watthour an 

Demand Meters like the Type J2TS illustrated are 
built and tested for sustained accuracy under varying 
temperatures, ease of calibration and repair, resistance 
to cdrrosive atmosphere, and ample capacity to measure 
heavy loads. Natvar 400 Extruded Vinyl Tubing is 

used for insulation because it meets the requirements 
with plenty to spare. 

oktinante 

Sangamo is one of the most re- 

spected names in the electrical industry. For more than fifty 

years Sangamo meters have measured electricity with great 

accuracy, have required little maintenance, and have been easy 

to test and repair. Meters and associated equipment are made 

in the Sangamo Electric Company plant in Springfield. Illinois. 

They safeguard performance through good design for each 

requirement, individual tests at various stages of manufacture, 

and careful selection of materials. Natvar 400 Extruded Vinyl 

Tubing and Tape are used because of their uniformly good 

electrical and physical properties-particularly the ability to 

resist heat, oil, corrosive atmosphere and abrasion. 

All Natvar flexible 
insulations are uni- 
formly dependable 
no matter where or 

when purchased. 
They are available 
either from your 
wholesalers' stock or 

direct from our own. 

NATVARCORPORATION 
Mal 

FORMERLY THE NATIONAL VARNISHED PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
TELEPHONE CABLE ADDRESS 

RAHWAY 7-8800 NATVAR: RAHWAY, N. J. 

201 RANDOLPH AVENUE WOODBRIDGE, NEW JERSEY 

Natvar Products 

Varnished cambric-cloth and tape 

Varnished canvas and duck 

Varnished silk and special rayon 

Varnished-Silicone coated 
Fiberglas 

Varnished papers-rope and kraft 

Slot cell combinations, Aboglas''' 

Varnished -lacquered tubing and 
sleeving 

Extruded vinyl tubing and tape 

StyroflexTh flexible polystyrene tape 

Extruded identification markers 

Ask for Catalog No. 22 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

G -V 
THEFMAL 

TIME RELAY 
RELAY 

TYPE 3 M-20 
NEATER 28f 
SET FOR 55 

contACTs N.O. 

GY. COti'Rots ,,.,.t,. 

G -V 
THERMAL 

TIME DELAY 
RELAY 

TYPE R0=120 
HEATER 28 V 

SET FOR 1005 

CONTACT$ O. 
G -V CONTRAS tv 

soKst4". ,rMt 

G 
THERMAL 
RELAYS 

Ad«."" s yp!f,Q.' 
9ei t.,tcv' 

Miniature and Octal 
Sizes 

Hermetically Sealed in 
Metal Shell 

Adjustable and Non - 
Adjustable 

Heater Voltages up to 
230 Volts 
Fully Temperature Com- 
pensated 

Suitable for Military 
and Industrial Use 

Unequalled for Rugged- 
ness and Precision 

Greatly expanded production fa- 
cilities assure prompt deliveries. 

Not Only a 

Tie 
Deedit_ 

111 

...with performance 
features never before 
possible 

More and more engi- 
neers are finding other 
uses for these precise 
and rugged units-jobs 
which thermal relays of 
the usual bi -metal de- 
sign often cannot do... 
such as: 

TUBE HEATER VOLTAGE REGULATION 

POWER SUPPLY OVERLOAD PROTEC- 
TION 

OVER- OR UNDER -VOLTAGE ALARM 
OR CUT-OFF 

LOW OR HIGH FREQUENCY CUT-OFF 

Only G -V offers complete 
technical data and helpful 
engineering cooperation on 

THERMAL TIME DELAY RELAYS. 

Write for bulletin and help with your particular problems. 

G-V CONTROLS INC. East Orange, New Jersey 
24 Hollywood Plaza 

U. S. and Foreign Patents Pending 

:re 

provided in the abrasive wire. The 
technique was developed by Fort 
Wayne Metals, Inc., 3211 Mac- 
Arthur Drive, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Dip -Soldering Printed 
Video I -F Amplifier 
A SINGLE immersion in a pool of 
molten solder simultaneously serves 
to mount all parts and make all con- 
nections for a three -tube video i -f 
amplifier designed for use in inter - 
carrier -sound television receivers. 
The amplifier employs etched -cir- 
cuit i -f transformers, coils and 
traps arranged in tandem, as well 
as etched wiring on the main panel. 

In the assembly procedure de- 
veloped for these new printed com- 
ponents in one parts plant, all 
components are pushed into previ- 
ously punched holes in the plastic 
panel, working from the rear of the 
strip. 

Coil components have small rec- 
tangular punched holes for their 
etched terminals and for the 
grounding lugs of the shield can. 
Special sockets are pushed into 
keyed round holes with fingers, so 

Method of inserting etched i -f trans- 
former in etched video amplifier panel. 
Wiring is on other side of panel 
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Permeability plus Stability 
DEPENDABLE EQUIPMENT 

HemaCk 

ertorma°Ce 
able stability 

of º 

Second to None for Power and Sensitivity 

High -Precision Tuner 

QUALITY THROUGHOUT 

mat1ca111 

Aut°gight! 

WHEN LEADING FIRMS 

WITH LONG EXPERIENCE 

MAKE SUPERLATIVE CLAIMS 

SUCH AS THESE... 

THE MOST DEPENDABLE IN 
RADIONIC HISTORY 

RODUCTION 
OF 

QUALITY 

TOP QUANTITY 
P 

.. P. snort accurateTOP magneticITEMS tester 

ULTRA -STABLE 
COILS 

*'A aif&xAX! 
... when America's best known manufacturers 
make such claims as these-for their radio, tele- 
vision, radar and similar equipment-they're bas- 
ing their statements largely upon the cores in their 
equipment. And they know that these cores are 
made of G A & F Carbonyl Iron Powders. 

Heat, cold, humidity, atmospheric influences, stray 
ds and similar conditions-any of these can have 

eal performance of the equipment.adverse 

effect on the core materials and on the 
mnal performance of the equipment. 

An iron core made with G A & F Carbonyl Iron 

Powders has a high degree of stability-and is 

thereby protected against these many influences. 

We urge you to ask your core maker, your coil 
winder, your industrial designer, how G A & F 

Carbonyl Iron Powders can increase the efficiency 
and performance of the equipment or product you 
make, while reducing both the cost and the weight. 

We also invite inquiries for powders whose per- 
formance characteristics are different from those 
exhibited by any of our existing types. 

This 32 -page book offers you the most comprehensive treatment yet given to the 
characteristics and applications of G A & F Carbonyl Iron Powders. 80% of the story 

is told with photomicrographs, diagrams, performance charts and tables. For your 
copy-without obligation-kindly address Department 66 

GA&F,s CARBONYL IRON POWDERS 

ANTARA ANTARA CHEMICALS 
A SALES DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE R. FILM CORPORATION 

435 HUDSON STREET NEW YORK 14, N Y 
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NEW LOW PRICES on CORNING 
Metallized Glass Trimmer Capacitors 

They're the same tough, stable trim- 
mers we've been making for years, 
but with new terminations, new 
mountings, and new low prices. And, 
they're available in standard types 
from .3 to 12 u.u.f., or can be de- 
signed to meet your specific require- 
ments. 

CORNING Metallized Glass Midget 
Trimmer Capacitors are produced by 
permanently bonding metal to tubes 
made of glass with practically zero 

temperature coefficients in the VHF 
range. This means negligible capacity 
shift, even with widely variable am- 
bient temperatures. Produced on 
automatic machinery, they can be 
manufactured in quantity with elec- 
trical characteristics held to very 
close tolerances. 

For complete information on the 
new CORNING Trimmers, including 
the new prices, mail the coupon 
below. 

CORNING Trimmers with 
push -on mount and saddle - 
clip terminal. 

CORNING Trimmers with 
split bushing mount and tab 
terminals. 

CORNING Trimmers with 
push -on mount and solder - 
spot terminals. 

CORNING Trimmers with 
push -on mount and wire 
terminal. 

New Products Division 

C zrúryxeaaareaeare% GPfaao _ 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
DEPT. E-5, CORNING, N. Y. 

Please send me information on CORNING Metallized Glass Trimmer Capacitors 

Name Title--_ 

Company 

City 

L 
Zone State 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUEE (continued) 

Inserting special snap -in socket into 
keyed hole in panel 

Appearance of etched video i -f panel 
after socket and i -f coil have been 
pushed in from other side. Solder will 
bridge gaps between inserted terminals 
and wiring on panel 

that the curled -over socket ter- 
minals abut the ends of etched wir- 
ing on the other side. 

Preformed leads of resistors, 
capacitors and a crystal diode are 
pushed into punched round holes 
0.040 inch in diameter. The small- 
est of these leads is 0.025 inch, and 
experience has shown that solder 
easily bridges the resulting space. 
To keep in position the heavier 
parts having pigtail leads, the ends 
are bent over with pliers on the 
etched wiring side in some cases. 
This must be done carefully so that 
bent -over leads do not short to ad- 
jacent etched wiring. Dip soldering 
completes the assembly work. 
Sometimes this is followed by clean- 
ing, drying and dipping in hot 
beeswax or a similar wax for mois - 
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THE CHOICE FOR 

1 
, 

FederaiQUALITY-CONTROLLED 

COAXIAL CABLES 

FEDERAL'S 
Armored RG Types 
Outstanding for ruggedness, 

efficiency and reliability 

RG -10/U RG -12/U RG -18/U 
RG -20/U RG -35/U RG -74/U 

RG -79/U 

Rß -79/U 

Remember: Federal is the 
manufacturer of "Ameri- 
ca's most complete line of 
solid dielectric cables." 
Tell us your needs! 

... serve on the Seven Seas with the same 
dependability they bring to ALL 

transmission requirements of 
communications and industry! 

- - 
AVIATION 

BROADCASTING 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

YOURS FOR THE 
ASKING: Federal's new 
28 -page buying guide 
contains a world of 
information on Federal 
quality -controlled wires 
and cables, plus 
numerous tables and 
diagrams. For your free 
copy write to the 
department above. 

On ships at sea ... plowing through all kinds of 
weather ... from sub -zero regions to the tropics! 

That's where coaxial cables receive the 
supreme test of dependability ... operating radar, 

direction finders, Loran, RF power and general 
communications ... safeguarding human life 

and valuable cargoes! 
Marine applications are only one of the many 
fields where Federal quality -controlled coaxial 

cables are the choice of designers and engineers 
for trustworthy transmission! 

In aviation, industry, broadcasting, TV, 
test, experimental, pulse or special purpose... 
for HF, VHF or UHF anywhere ... you'll find the 

best in quality and performance in Federal's 
RG types. Write us today about your specific 

requirements, to Dept. D-113. 

r 

RADAR, PULSE, 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

AND SPECIAL TYPES 

Federal Telephone and Radio Company 
A Division of INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 

SELENIUM-INTELIN DEPARTMENT 100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, N. J. 
n de: Federal ElectricP. O. 

Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp.,67 Broad St., N.Y. 

A TELEPHONE AND CORPORATION 
100 ROAD, N. J. 

In Canada: Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q. 
Corp., Broad N. Y. 

e..t+=*3 

INDUSTRIAL 

GET YOUR DC 
from AC with de- 
pendable, long -life 
Federal Selenium 
Rectifier Power Sup- 
plies. 
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PRODUCT ON TECHNIQUES (continued) 
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0 a 
TEL-INSTRUMENT 

offers you this 

TYPE 2200 SYNCHRONIZING 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

at our standard price 

$2100 EACH' 
(half the cost of any other 
unit of comparable quality) 

Safeguard your operation with a 

standby sync generator as well 
as an operating unit for no more 
than the price of any single com- 
petitive equipment. This is the 
high quality, TIC Type 2200 that 
has won acceptance with the 
nation's leading TV broadcasters 
and manufacturers. 

'Less cabinet. F. O. B. plant. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Five output signals of either polarity at 5 volts peak -to -peak 
across 75 ohms: (1) RETMA sync, (2) vertical drive, (3) blanking, 
(4) horizontal drive, and (5) blanking plus bar and dot linearity. 
High stability, unaffected by tube aging: 

Binary dividers employed so that no adjustments are necessary 
or possible for divider chain or RETMA sync. 

All leading and trailing edges of output signals controlled by 
precision delay line. 

Eight steps of vertical blanking instantly available as follows: 
4%, 4.76%, 5.34%, 6.1%, 6.66%, 7.43%, 8.0% and 8.76% 
of vertical period. 

Means provided for compensation of signal delays for cable up 
to a thousand feet. 

Built-in bar and dot generator provides 20 vertical and 15 hori- 
zontal bars less those lost due to blanking in the whole period. 

Signal generator can be locked to 60 cycle line, self-contained 
crystal oscillator, or an external frequency source. Power re- 
quirement approximately 700 watts, 105 to 125 volts, 60 cycles. 
Supplied complete with heavy duty, electronically -regulated 
power supply. 

Deluxe steel cabinet, 83" H x 22" W x 18" D, can be supplied 
at additional cost. 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLE..`. 
ON TIC'S COLOR -TV PACKAGE 

r 

TQ1-JnstrllmQnt Co.lrrc 
728 GARDEN STREET, CARLSTADT, NEW JERSEY 

Appearance of panel after dip soldering 
at 425 r in 60.40 solder. Gaps up to 
0.008 inch can be bridged by the solder 

true protection in humid locations. 
The rigidity and uniformity of 

etched wiring provides a high de- 
gree of uniformity and stability in 
the amplifier, permiting prealign- 
ment before mounting in a televi- 
sion receiver. Stray capacitances 
and their variations are minimized. 
All components are on top of the 
panel, and all adjustments are l ke- 
wise accessible from the top. 

Writing Serial Numbers 
with Vibrating Tool 
IDENTIFYING serial numbers are ap- 
plied to fins of type 4J52 magne- 
trons with a Burgess Vibra -Tool 
just before brazing of the fins in 
the Hicksville, Long Island plant of 

Writing serial numbers on magnetron 
cavity assembly with vibrating tool 
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SCINFLEX ASSURES 

LOW MAINTENANCE BECAUSE 

IT PERMITS SIMPLICITY 

When operating conditions demand an 
electrical connector that will stand up 
under the most rugged requirements, 
always choose Bendix Scinflex Electrical 
Connectors. The insert material, an ex- 
clusive Bendix development, is one of 
our contributions to the electrical con- 
nector industry. The dielectric strength 
remains well above requirements within 
the temperature range of -67°F to 
+275°F. It makes possible a design in- 
creasing resistance to flashover and 
creepage. It withstands maximum con- 
ditions of current and voltage without 
breakdown. But that is only part of the 
story. It's also the reason why they are 
vibration -proof and moisture -proof. So, 
naturally, it pays to specify Bendix 
Scinflex Connectors and get this extra 
protection. Our sales department will 
be glad to furnish complete information 
on request. 

Moisture -Proof Radio Quiet Single Piece Inserts 
Vibration -Proof Light Weight High Insulation Resistance 

High Resistance to Fuels and Oils Fungus Resistant 
Easy Assembly and Disassembly Fewer Parts than 
any other Connector No additional solder required. 

BENDIX 
SCI N FLEX 

ELECTRICAL 

CONNECTORS 

7kndit' 

SCINTILLA DIVISION of we/10ir SIDNEY, NEW YORK 
AVIATION 

Export Sales: Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 11, N. 'prl 
o. 

T. 
FACTORY BRANCH OFFICES: 117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif. Stephenson 
Bldg., 6560 Cass Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan 512 West Ave., Jenkintown, Pa. 
Brouwer Bldg., 176 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin American Build- 
ing, 4 South Main St., Dayton 2, Ohio 8401 Cedar Springs Road, Dallas 19, Texas 
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Only A 

"MULTI -CHANNEL" 
SCOPE 

LETS YOU SEE, MEASURE, AND RECORD 
Simul-Scoplc* SIGNALS LIKE THESE 

Take any two simultaneous events 
... the input and output of a circuit, 
speed and vibration, velocity and 
acceleration. To compare them you 
might rig up two ordinary scopes. 
But from there on in you've got 
double -trouble. You either get a stiff 
neck looking from one scope to the 

THE STIFF -NECK STINT 

other, or you diverge your eyes and 
let 'er rip. 

If you don't happen to be gifted 
with double vision, you might turn 

. 

THE WIDE-EYED WATCH 

to science's substitute-an optical 
system. Now the two traces of light 
are bounced from the c -r tube faces 
to a single viewing screen. If you 
are lucky enough to approach this 
delicate monstrosity without dam- 
aging it by breathing, you still might 
not find those elusive pips you're 
after. Somewhere along the long 

THE OPTICAL OPPRESSION 

light path, your signals got all 
bounced out, maybe right out of 
the picture. 

In case you're also not gifted with 
a high -frequency switching neck, 
you can always fall upon an elec- 
tronic switch. With this built-in gad- 
get, a single tube switches rapidly 
from one phenomenon to another 
for you. And the switching is so fast, 
that two traces appear on the face 

ffitAkiv"" 

of the tube. Although such traces are 
sometimes optimistically called 
"dual -trace", only the limitation of 
your own eyes keeps you from see- 
ing them blink like a neon sign. 
And if the signal you're after should 
be faster than the switch, you've 
missed it. If it's a one-shot measure- 
ment, you've had it! 

THE MISSED -SWITCH METHOD 

These shortcomings become pro- 
portionately worse as the number of 
phenomena you wish to measure in- 
creases. An optical system gets bulk- 
ier losing more light at the same 
time, while an electronic switch 
leaves you less of a chance to catch 
those high speed transients. 

Actually, it's not economical to 
consider either. Both approach or 
even exceed the cost of the only 
practical system-ETC multi -channel 
oscilloscopes. Through the combi- 
nation of 2, 3, 4, 6, or even eight 
electron guns in a single ETC cath- 
ode ray tube, you can see all the 
necessary phenomena on a single 
screen ... just as clearly, just as ac- 
curately, and just as completely as 
the presentation on a single channel 

THE Simul-Scopic SYSTEM 

scope. There is no other solution so 
easy to use, so comprehensive in its 
presentation, and so economically 
practical. Our new catalog, Oscillog- 
raphy ... Key to the Unknown shows 
you many more reasons why ETC 
scopes and tubes are 
best for simultaneous 
display. Write for 
your copy. 

* Simul-Scopic -Two or more simulta- 
neous events which can be observed on a 
cathode ray tube. (Reg. Applied For.) 

doefrogyie hdo eOPpOPgá0GU 
1200 E. MERMAID LANE, PHILADELPHIA, 18, PA. 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Amperex Electronic Corp. The 
hardened steel point of the vibrat- 
ing tool produces identifying num- 
bers that are clearly visible, perma- 
nent and produce no contamination 
of the metal. 

Plug -In Detector Checks 
Dessicant in Packages 
INCORPORATION of a small sensing 
element in packages of electronic 
equipment having type II protec- 
tion (sealed moistureproof packag- 
ing with dessicant) permits nonde- 
structive checking of conditions 
inside the package at any desired 
time intervals during prolonged 
storage. Inspection merely involves 
plugging a portable moisture de- 
tector into jacks provided for this 

Method of using portable indicator to 
check condition of dessicant inside 
sealed package in crate 

purpose in the outer package or 
shipping crate. The new moisture - 
detecting system was developed for 
the Army Corps of Engineers by 
American Instrument Co., Silver 
Spring, Md. 

The sensing unit for a package, 
selling complete for under $4, com- 
prises a sensing element that goes 
inside the paper, a feed -through 
gasket that is sealed into the paper 
wrapping, a simple two -terminal 
plug for the outer crate and asso- 
ciated twin -lead conductors. 

The sensing element is a dual 
winding of precious metal wire on 
a polystyrene cylinder, coated with 
a water -absorbent film that changes 
its electrical resistance instantly 
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TO MARKET.. s TO MARKET 

how to move electronic products. 

Your engineered electronic components and products, 

however dandy or well designed, 

won't get you anywhere at all 

or to be more precise get you any dollars 

unless you devote at least equal selling energy 

toward marketing them. 

Is this a dilemma not easily solved? 

Of course not! 

You display your products where they will be seen 

by the greatest number of potential purchasers. 

And where is this? 

In ELECTRONICS, naturally, 

where over 35,000 key engineers and executives 

go to keep informed of 

new developments, new products 

and new applications of these products. 

330 West 42nd St. A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION New York 36, N. Y. 
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HERÍS WHY 
MAJOR 

COMPUTER 
INSTALLATIONS 

ARE 
POWERED BY 

REGULATED 
RECTIFIERS 

PEC 615 Series. 

Accuracy and reliability are the main reasons! PEC 615 models 
have already passed "on the job" tests-assuring trouble -free power supplies for 
various sections of many of the larger electronic computer installations. In addition, 
it was found that only a small amount of maintenance was needed. Space -saving, 
functional design accounts for much of this economy. 

For complete specifications, write for Bulletin No. 109 today. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
Each power supply is insulated from 

ground so that either polarity may be 
grounded as required. 

Each power supply is equipped with a 
"high -low" protective system. 

All tubes used are operated at conserva- 
tive ratings to provide long -life, with a mini- 
mum of maintenance. 

At the time of starting, the voltage is auto- 
matically applied and slowly raised to the 
operating condition to protect the tubes and 
condensers. 

Fuses are provided in each thyratron tube 
plate lead for maximum protection. 

POWER EQUIPME 
Battery Chargera {r Battery eliminators 
* D.C. Power Supply Units r Regulated 
Exciter* * and other Special Communica- 

tion* Equipment 

PECO el lo#n Buell 
REGULATED RECTIFIERS 

To meet the requirements of closely 
regulated and filtered rectifier type 
power supplies, where the total amount 
of power is too great to be assembled 
into a single cabinet, Power Equipment 
Company is prepared to build equip- 
ments arranged for mounting on racks, 
and designed to generally conform with 
the customer's existing or proposed 
apparatus. For complete specifications, 
write for Bulletin No. 108. 

5740 NEVADA. EAST DETROIT 34, MICHIGAN 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Half -circle punch (left) and small round 
punch for making gasket holes in 
moisture -proofing material 

with microchanges in moisture con- 
tent. The resistance of this ele- 
ment is measured with the portable 
instrument, using alternating cur- 
rent in order to avoid polarization 
of the hygroscopic film and conse- 
quent destruction of the element. 
The a -c power for measuring is 
obtained from a vibrator power 
supply operating from a 3 -volt dry 
battery. 

Installation takes only about 3 
minutes using special tools devel- 
oped for the purpose. One of these 
tools is a half -circle punch which 
cuts the round hole for inserting 
the sensing element gaskets into 
the package. The moistureproof 
packaging material is doubled and 
inserted in the jaws of the punch, 

Sensing element, feed -through gasket 
and terminal plug (in hands) and exam- 
ple of hole required in moistureproof 
wrapping material for installation of 
feed -through gasket 
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OTHER SANBORN 
IMPROVEMENTS 

Extended frequency response. 
Improved regulated power 

supply. 
Individual stylus temperature 

control for EACH channel. 
Improved, single control, paper 

speed selector. Nine speeds - 0.25 to 100 mm/sec. 
Recorder slides out, if desired, 

for better view of recorded 

events, or for notations on 

record (illustrated at right). 
Improved control of input signals 

by use of 1, 2, 5 ratios on 

attenuator. 

SANBORN 150 SERIES 
OSCILLOGRAPHIC RECORDERS 

The BASIC four - 
channel assembly in- 
cludes: Cabinet, Re- 

corder, and, for each 

channel, a BUILT-IN 

unit (A), which com- 
prises a Driver 
Amplifier with frame, 
and a Power Supply 
with control panel. 

(A) 

A NEW 

design concept 

that brings even 

greater versatility 

to industrial 

OSCILL OGRAPHIC 

RECORDING 
(B) 

You have a CHOICE 

of readily interchangeable, 
plug-in Preamplifiers (B) 

for EACH channel, as 

described below. 

The new Sanborn 150 Series 
offers greater operating efficiency 
and convenience, and encompasses 
a variety of uses which include the accurate recording 
of almost every phenomenon whose frequency spectrum lies in the 
range from 0 to 100 cycles per second. 

A wide selection of plug-in preamplifiers, or "front end" 
units, such as (B) above, are completely interchangeable in any or all 

channels of the 150 Series amplifier section, where they simply plug in to 
the driver amplifier and power supply, (A) above, 
which are already in place. 

Available plug-in Preamplifiers include: AC -DC, CARRIER, 
SERVO -MONITOR, DC COUPLING, LOG -AUDIO, and LOW 
LEVEL. Blank plug-in assemblies are also available for users to make 
input circuits for special measurement problems. 

And, there are the popular Sanborn advantages: a high torque 
movement (200,000 dyne ems per cm deflection), 
direct inkless recording in true rectangular 
coordinates, and provision for code 
and time markings. 

A new catalog on Sanborn Oscillographic 
Recording Systems and their components 
will be sent gladly on request. 

195 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS. 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

PHOTOCIRCUITS, INC. SELECTS 

Ant HUBBELL Interlock 
SUB -MINIATURE CONNECTORS 

FOR WIRING PRINTED CIRCUITS! 

Hubbell Interlock sub -mini- 
ature Type "C" Connector. 
Simplicity of design is the 

key to its constant low con- 
tact resistance and ease of 
installation features. 

Made for each other! Hub- 
bell Interlock's sub -minia- 
ture connectors make wir- 
ing of printed circuits fast 
and safe. Note how Inter- 
lock Type "C" Connectors 
pass through set-in eyelets 
from back and lock auto- 
matically on opposite side. 
Eyelets manufactured by 
United Shoe Machinery 
Corp. Eyelet setting ma- 
chines are available. 

2 3 

Hubbell Interlock's latest development, the sub -miniature Type 
"C" Connector, featuring low contact resistance, automatic lock- 
ing - quick disconnect wiring, found immediate application to 
another recent advancement in the electronic field - the "printed" 
circuit. The tiny connectors met every requirement for wiring the 
illustrated rotary switch plate circuit manufactured by Photocir- 
cuits, Inc. of Glen Cove, N.Y. Their automatic locking - quick 
disconnect feature eliminated difficult soldering and made possible 
fast, easy wiring maintenance. The exclusive Hubbell Interlock 
locking mechanism assured a vibration -proof, constant low contact 
resistance. 
For Difficult Wiring Problems Requiring Sub -Miniature Connectors, 
Our Development Laboratory Will Cooperate With Your Engineers 
To Adapt Interlock For Your Specific Applications. 

See Booth #406 at the IRE Show, Kingsbridge Armory, N.Y.C. 

For Further Information, Write Dept. A: 

HARVEY HUBBELL, INC. 
Fee, Interlock Dept., Bridgeport 2, Conn. 

against the plastic limit notch. 
Operation of the tool then cuts a 
half -circle through the folded mate- 
rial to give the required round 
hole. Another punch with a plastic 
limit step is then used to punch the 
two small round holes outside this 
circle, through which the gasket is 
bolted to the moisture barrier 
material. 

The sensing element can be re- 
claimed when the package is finally 
opened for use by the military unit. 
Even without the reusable feature, 
cost of a 2 -percent destructive 
sampling inspection pays for 100 - 
percent inspection with this Hydro- 
tector system, with the result that 
only packages found to be faulty 
are repackaged. 

Coining Cuts Costs of 
Magnetron Anodes 

BY L. J. CAPRAROLA 
Tube Department 

Radio Corporation of America 
Harrison, N. J. 

THE FABRICATION of intricate pre- 
cision copper parts for magnetrons 
has always been a challenge to elec- 
tron -tube manufacturers. When 
such parts are to be produced in 
large quantities, costs may often be 
reduced by the use of a coining 
technique in place of conventional 
machining methods. Although 
coining requires expensive tooling 
and is limited in flexibility and ap- 
plication, it offers such advantages 
as low cost in large quantity, uni- 
formity of product, use of semi- 
skilled operators and good control 
with a minimum of supervision. 

Coining denotes the process of 
metal working by which a metal 

FIG. 1-Small coining die used in pre- 
liminary experiments with this technique 
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LOW DRIVE 
at VHF.... 

or communications operation up to 227 mc. 

deal for single side band, suppressed carrier operation. 

ow interelectrode capacitances provi ie wider bandwidth for new color -TV 
equirements. 

ow inductance screen -grid disc -seal acds strength, enables complete shielding 
f input and output circuits with low losses and reduces necessity for screen 
eutralization. 

roven long life. 
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H.F. CLASS B AMPLIFIER-PUSH-PULL TV SERVICE 
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Complete Technical Data, 
including New 3-Dimen 
slonal Curves Available 
from our Application - 
Engineering Department. 

\\ \\\\\\ 

AMPERE)! 

275.00 
6075/AX-9907 

225.00 

O i,iv L.)A_iA 

R. F. POWER AMPLIFIER, 

CLASS B, LINEAR TV SERVICE 

TYPICAL OPERATION AT 170-220 mc, 
TWO TUBES, PUSH-PULL 

CCS 

D.C. Plate Voltage 4000 volts 
O.C. Grid No. 2 Voltage 800 volts 

D.C. Grid No. 1 Voltage -150 volts 

R.F. Grid No. 1 Voltage, peak to peak 
Synchronization Level 
Pedestal Level 

D.C. Plate Current 
Synchronization Level________ 
Pedestal Level 

D.C. Grid No. 2 Current 
Synchronization Level____.__ 110 Lila 
Pedestal Level 50 ma 

D.C. Grid No. 1 Current 
Synchronization Level_ _.....__ 100 ma 
Pedestal Level 

850 Volts 
700 volts 

2.75 amps 
2.1 amps 

50 ma 

Driving Power at Synchronization Level*_ _300-400 watts 

Power Output 
Synchronization Level 5 kw 
Pedestal Level 2.8 kw 

*Driving power is accounted for largely by circuit losses. 
The indicated driving power is required to take care of 
losses in loading resistors, circuit losses and tube driv- 

OPERATING DATA 
R. F. AMPLIFIER, 

CLASS C -TELEGRAPHY 

TYPICAL OPERATION CCS 

Frequency 110 me 

D.C. Plate Voltage..._.__.....-___.-_.___-_ 5000 volts 

D.C. Grid No. 2 Voltage 800 volts 

D.C. Grid No. 1 Voltage -250 volts 

D.C. Plate Current 1.1 amp 

D.C. Grid No. 2 Current 100 ma 

D.C. Grid No. 1 Current......_....___... - _T_ 70 ma 

Peak R.F. Grid No. 1 Voltage 480 volts 

Driving Power 30 watts 

Power Output 

LOW INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES 

INPUT - -..__._..._._......_.... - - -.23.5 µµf 
OUTPUT 8 4 µµf 

PLATE TO CONTROL GRID (Max) 0 35 µµf 

AIR-COOLED TUBE HEIGHT -63/4" 

ACCESSORIES 

(Amperex Numbers) 
Water 
Jacket 

Grid 
Connector 

Pin 
Connector 

Air Flow 
Chamber 

6076/AX-9907R S-3706 

S-3706 

$-3707 S-11882 

6075/AX-9907 S-3737 S-3707 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC Corp. 230 DUFFY AVE., HICKSVILLE, Long Island, N.'. 

In Canada: Rogers Majestic Electronics Limited 

11.19 Brentcliffe Road, Leaside (Toronto 17) 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Fast, accurate determination of match, 
load impedance, power 10 kc to 3 mc 

Awe 

Model 139 Directional Coupler 
These new Sierra Couplers provide fast, accurate and continuous readings of 
transmission line characteristics over a wide frequency, power and impedance 
range. Designed for operation up to 15 kw, they consist of a wide band, tor- 
roidal ferrite core transformer connected internally to a 10 µµfd coaxial capacitor. 
The instruments are very simple to install, operate in any position, and are usable 
with coaxial or open -wire line, or with a lumped linear passive network. 

Transformers in Model 139 are rated 25 ±2 millihenrys; capacitor is rated 
4.25 kv rms; frequency range is 10 kc to 3 mc. The couplers are moderately 
priced and available for immediate shipment. 

Model 137 (Illustrated) For 51.5 ohm coaxial 
line. Frequency range 30 to 1,500 mc, coupling 
factor 70 to 35 db. Di-ectivity throughout 
range greater than 46 db. Rugged construction; 
Type N fittings. 
Model 138 Similar to Model 137 except offers 
a coupling factor ranging from 59 to 24 db. 

(Sierra also offers Models 137A and 138A, 
identical with above except primary line 
impedance 50.0 ohms.) 

Model 148 Crystal Detector Sensitive read- 
out for VHF -UHF coup_ers. 50 ohms imped- 
ance, built-in low pass fitter. 

Data subject to change without rrctice. 

Nominal coupling factor of Model 139 
is 50 db and directivity is 62 db. How- 
ever, the coupling and directivity are 
easily adjustable over a wide range, 
depending on auxiliary circuitry. 

REQUEST BULLETIN 101 FOR FORMULAS 

AND DETAILED INFORMATION. 

sierra 
Sierra Electronic Corporation 

San Carlos 2, California, U.S.A. 
Sales representatives in major cities 
Manufacturers of Carrier Frequency Voltmeters, 
Wave Analyzers, Line Fault Analyzers, Directional 
Couplers, Wide -Band RF Transformers, Custom 
Radio Transmitters, UHF Detectors. 

2770 

shape having approximately the di- 
mensions desired is cold -worked in 

the confines of a hardened -steel cav- 
ity made to the precise dimensions. 
A small coining die, shown in Fig. 
1, was used to acquire some general 
information and to determine some 
of the limitations of coining. The 
cavity of this die is a circular cylin- 
der having a 1 -inch diameter and a 

height dependent upon the amount 
of copper used. Pressure from the 
ram is applied to the copper in the 
cavity by means of the upper and 
lower punches. All of the parts 
which form the cavity are made of 
tool steel having a Rockwell C hard- 
ness of approximately 60 to 62. The 
soft -steel casing surrounding the 
coining die is principally a safety 
precaution. 

A number of annealed copper cy- 
linders were cold -worked in the 
cavity under different pressures to 
determine the smallest working 
stress for coining. Pressures be- 
tween 60,000 pounds per square 
inch and 100,000 pounds per square 
inch gave satisfactory coining ac- 
tion. At pressures above 100,000 
pounds per square inch, the slug, 
when removed from the cavity 
would be as much as 0.002 inch 
larger than the cavity in diameter. 
Because it is advantageous from the 
standpoint of tool life to operate 
at the lowest possible stress, a value 
of 60,000 pounds per square inch is 
used. 

Experience with this die indi- 
cated that a very light film of castor 
oil prevents metal pickup on the 
tool. If oil is applied in excess, 
however, a void results in the fin- 
ished cylinder. The original punch - 
and -die clearance of 0.0005 inch on 
the diameter produced a large burr 
or flash at the edges of the slug. 
This burr or flash was eliminated 
by two changes. The clearance was 
reduced to 0.0002 inch, and the 

C_O000s-oiAM;, 

Bt0. 02 

a' -oA0 

O 895 0.200" 
±Ó.002i *odor 

1 

2.. 

0txo 9 

GA BLOCK 
INSERTED BETWEEN 
ANODES 

0.4245.00020 

0537"I- 

FFF t675*0.005---- 

DIO 

FIG. 2-Dimensions and tolerances re- 
quired for copper anode blocks of a 
magnetron 
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(It for The 
arraoNi 
INDUSTRY 

Moldite has taken the initiative in establishing 
accepted electrical standards long required by the electronic 

industry. Every coil and set manufacturer, every engineer 
has designed coils to utilize Moldite "standards". 

The reasons are obvious. Moldite Core Standards Offer . 

ECONOMY HIGH QUALITY UNIFORMITY 
AVAILABILITY INTERCHANGEABILITY FLEXIBILITY 

This means a better product backed by years of 
Moldite leadership in engineering and research. No 

one has done more than Moldite to give the industry a 

superlative core or coil form for every electronic application. 

So Design with Moldite Core Standards. 

... Send for our new 

Catalog No. 110 - 
THE MOST COMPLETE 

LINE OF CORES 

IN THE INDUSTRY! 

MOLDITE 

FERRICORES 
MOLDITE 

MOLDED COIL FORMS 
MOLDITE 

MAGNETIC IRON CORES 

FERRITE CORES 
MOLDED COIL FORMS 

(iron and phenolic) 
MAGNETIC IRON CORES 

FILTER CORES 
THREADED CORES 

SLEEVE CORES 
CUP CORES 

Samples promptly submitted upon request 
for design, preproduction, and test purposes 

Robert T. Murray Jerry Golten Co. Arnold Andrews Perimuth-Coleman & Assoc. Jose Luis Ponte 

614 Central Ave. 2750 W. North Ave. 521 Cumberland Ave. 1335 South Flower Cordoba 1472 

East Oronge, N. J. Chicago 22, III. Syracuse, N. Y. Los Angeles, Cal. Buenos Aires 

NATIONAL 

COMPANY 
1410 CHESTNUT AVE., HILLSIDE 5, N. J. 
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Modern PEC* hero plugs profit leaks 
for etched chassis users 

¿NEW Centralab 
PLUG-IN 

Printed Electronic Circuits 
exclusive, fast -soldering 

now available with 
tapered tab leads 

Plug-in PEC's are 100% standardized ... 
for your immediate production use 

30 STANDARD PEC PLATES - PC -156, illustrated, con- 
tains 3 resistors, 4 capacitors. Eliminates 8 parts, 9 
extra soldered points. Simplifies circuit board pattern. 
Cuts down size and cost of circuit board.** 

STANDARDIZED FOR FASTER LOCATING - uniform 
tabs spaced .172" ctr. to ctr., or multiples of .172" 
ctr. to ctr. Uniform leads are .344" long, and .045 - 
.049" wide at base. 

STANDARDIZED FOR AUTOMATIC CENTERING - twin 
taper tabs jam -fit in holes to hold plate away from 
chassis for above and below soldering. No accidental 
drop -outs. 

STANDARDIZED FOR POSITIVE SOLDERING - tab ends 
shaped flat to facilitate accurate soldering. Terminals fit 
1/16" dia. (round) or 1/16" x 1/16" square holes. One 
shot of a solder -gun or dip soldering completes the job. 

Who but Centralab would you expect to introduce "firsts" 
like Plug-in PEC's ... Centralab is the industry's only thoroughly 
experienced PEC engineering and production source. 

Y-3 

**Need 100 or 1,000,000 Plug- 
in PEC's? Centralab has 'em! 
Write for Bulletin EP -40 for 
complete details. 

SWITCHES 

Standard PEC's with wire 
leads are available at your 
local CRL distributor - see 
Catalog 28. 

A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 
914E E. Keefe Avenue Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Road, Toronto, Ontario 

CERAMIC 
CAPACITORS 

PRINTED CEEAMIC 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS INSULATORS 

Industry's greatest source of standard and special 
electronic components 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

rough cylinder was chamfered 
slightly at the points where flash 
normally occurred. The effect of 
the chamfer was to provide room 
for the metal to cold -work suffic- 
iently before it filled the cavity. Ex- 
periments with this coining die 
showed that the diameter of an- 
nealed copper slugs could be con- 
trolled within plus or minus 0.00025 
inch. 

Magnetron Anode Dies 

The magnetron anode blocks 
which were to be made by the coin- 
ing process are shown in Fig. 2. 
Although the part may look rela- 
tively easy to make, the tolerances 
on each individual block for di- 
mensions A and C are half the 
values indicated on the assembly 
drawing. The radius, therefore, 
must be held to a tolerance of plus 
or minus 0.00025 inch and the step 
to a tolerance of plus zero, minus 
0.0005 inch. 

The anode block is, in general, a 
rectangular prism having sharp 
edges and corners. Because it was 
desirable to make fabrication of the 
tools as easy as possible, the die was 
made in four sections. A problem 
with this type of construction is to 
hold each section of the die in its 
proper position when the large 
forces used during coining are ex- 
erted. The construction used is 
shown in Fig. 3. When assembled, 
the four sections of the die provide 
an opening having the same length 
and thickness as the anode block. 

The outer surface of the die 
forms a circular cylinder having a 
two -degree taper. This taper mates 
with an identical taper cut into a 
barrel of Elastuff 44, a strong tough 
material. The die sections are 

FIG. 3-Coining die used for anode 
blocks 
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Now-Du Mont offers the first truly complete line 
of Multiplier Phototubes-from the miniature 
Type K1193, only '/a-insh in diameter, to the five - 
inch Type 6364, the largest Multiplier Phototube 
commercially available. 

All of these tubes are characterized by the same 
superlative performance, the same high cathode - 
sensitivity, low noise, cathode -uniformity, and 
remarkable stability that have won such immediate 
ccceptance for the Du Mont Types 6291 and 6292. 

All are sold under the welll known Du Mont guar- 
antee to meet or surpass all published specifica- 
tions. You are assured that every Du Mont 
Multiplier Phototube will perform the way you 
would expect. 

we -7-7 
The following Du Mont Multiplier Photofubes cre presently avaiable: 

Type Diameter & No. of Dynodes Price 

6364 5 in. 10 $150 
6363 3 in. 10 115 

6292 2 in. 10 55 

6291 11/2 in. 10 55 
6467 11/4 in. 10 55 

K1193 34 In. 10 

K1211 3/ irt ti 25 

'Price on request 
Manufacturers' prices on request 

nUMONt 
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., 760 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, New Jersey, U. 5. A. 
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log 

tanda d and Special 

nstru tions- 

"HIT 500B" 
HIGH TEMP 

120°C WIRE 

NYLON 
JACKETED 

WIRES 

CHESTER 
Adayd-fiiebehte, 

&CADIIS 

It pays to make CHESTER 
quality -engineered wire 
and cables your stand- 
ard for both commercial 
and military requirements. 
Every foot of conductor 
bearing the Chester label 
is laboratory tested 
and service -proven to 
perform as specified. 
Chester extra -strength 
plastic coatings are made 
super -durable for longer life 
and smooth pliability assures 
the easier working 
qualities that speed 
wiring production. 

NEW CHESTER BULLETINS 

Complete data and 
specifications on 
quality conductors 
for .all electronic 
wires and cables will 
be supplied prompt. 
ly. Call or write, 
today) 

411w"- 

- FOR EVERY 

ELECTRICAL 

AND 

ELECTRONIC 

NEED! 

SRO, WL 

Solid 
WIRES Sell, SRN 

aSRO 
SAS 76 Colors or SPIra1 M 

INSTRUMENT 
WIRES 

says - 
For Dependable Wiring, 
Connect It with Chester! 

ER CABLE CORP 
ER, NEW Y O RIJO 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

pressed into the barrel with ap- 
proximately 65 tons of force. The 
two remaining surfaces of the cav- 
ity are formed by an upper and a 
lower punch. The upper punch con- 
tains the less critical contour and 
the lower punch all of the critical 
dimensions. This arrangement, 
which is very favorable, is possible 
because of the design of the parts 
to be made and not because of the 
design of the tools. 

The lower punch was originally 
made to correspond exactly to the 

0000r 
F--APPROX r-- l 

00004 
. Á000Óx APPROX - OUTLINE OF PUNCH 

---OUTLINE OF PART 

FIG. 4-Effect of springback of copper 
Steps in coining an anode block 

dimensions of the part to be coined. 
When sample parts were made and 
removed from the cavity, however, 
they no longer conformed to the 
dimensions of the punch. Figure 4 

shows the outline of the punch used 
and the outline of the resulting 
part. The variations were due to 
the springback of the material. Al- 
though these variations were small, 
they were nevertheless objection- 
able. A new punch was made which 
compensated for the material 
springback. When this punch was 
used, the parts matched the con- 
tour of the original punch within a 
tolerance of plus or minus 0.00025 
inch. 

Fabrication of Anode Blocks 

The raw material used for the 
magnetron anode blocks is standard 
1 -inch by i -inch oxygen -free, high - 
conductivity copper bar stock. The 
bar is fed into a blanking die which 
shears it to approximately the de- 
sired outline. The copper blanks are 
then flattened to a thickness of 
0.197 inch; this flattening opera- 
tion produces an outline larger than 
the original and reduces the thick- 
ness to approximately the finished 
size. 

The flattened parts are then re - 
blanked in the original blanking die 
set. This operation is actually a 
shaving process because little ma - 
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AT LONG LAST 

STABLE CLEVITE Point Contact Transistors 

in Production Quantities 

Immediately Available 

2N32 Low Speed Switch 

2N33 50 Mc. Oscillator 

2N50 Medium Speed Switch 

2N51 High Speed Switch 

2N52 Low Speed Switch or Amplifier 

2N53 Very High Speed Switch 

2A 50 Kc. Amplifier -1 Mc. Oscillator 

2C Special Purpose Medium Speed Switch 

2D 2 Mc. Amplifier -10 Mc. Oscillator 

2E 50 Kc. Amplifier 

2G Ultra High Speed Switch 

2H Special Purpose Audio Amplifier 

THIMBLE SIZE FM TRANSMITTER 

MODULATION 
SIGNAL 

Ideal for miniature remote radio 
control systems. 

Features: 

Controlled production 
Uniform characteristics from unit to unit 
High stability of characteristics within each 
unit 
Factory aging - life and pre -shipment 
testing to insure uniformity of product 
Fast rise time 
Resistant to unfavorable environment 

For more information mail this coupon today 

TRANSISTOR PRODUCTS, INC., 
Snow and Union Streets, Boston 35, Mass., Dept. ES 

D Please have applications engineer call 
Send complete data sheets on point contact transistors 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City and Zone State 

TRANSISTOR PRODUCTS,Ixc. 
TELEPHONE: ALGONQUIN 4-0470 
CABLE ADDRESS: TRANSISTOR 
CODES: UNITED TELEGRAPH -HOUSE 

SNOW AND UNION STREETS, BOSTON 35. MASSACHUSETTS 
A N OPER A TIN G U NIT O T CLEVITE COR PO R ATION 

TRANSISTORS DIODES SEMI -CONDUCTOR MEASURING EQUIPMENT 
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r PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES contmucd 

1-- 

IRO MI MO 1110 KNe 

:p . . . . . 

This compact 
equipment 

is accessible, too, 

because of this 

r 
This Time Signal Generator was built for Air Force ballistics testing by 

Vitro Laboratories, a division of Vitro Corporation of America. It employs Grant 
Industrial Slides. 

We asked Charles K. Raynsford, project group leader, why Grant Slides 
were used here. His answer: 

"Primarily for the convenience of the service technician. Each of those 
eleven sections contains approximately 150 vacuum tubes. Even with the low 
tube failure rate of 2% per 1000 hours, fast serving for preventive maintenance 
becomes quite important! 

"In addition, this compactness would have been impossible without the 
Slides. In a conventional arrangement, the unit would have been twice as large." 

"May we quote you on that?" we asked. 
"Well," he answered, "say `appreciably larger'. That would have increased 

the wiring capacitance, which, in turn, would have required more power to get 
the same band width." 

"All in all, we're proud of this design," he added. 
That makes it even. We're proud of our Slides. 

Grant Industrial Slides 

A product of Grant Pulley and Hardware Corporation 
31.73 Whitestone Parkway, Flushing, New York 

ESN 
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BLANK 
FROM 

á x 
.. 
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BAR 
STOCK 

FLATTEN 
TO 

0.197" 

SHAVE 
AND 

THEN 
ANNEAL 

COIN 
AND 
THEN 
ANNEAL 

COIN 

TURN 
iN 

LATHE 

Steps in coining anode 

terial is removed from the parts. 
During the shaving operation, the 
flattened part is nested in the die set 
so that a minimum amount of ma- 
terial is removed from the critical 
contour. The object of this shaving 
operation is to reduce the curvature 
which occurs on the under side of 
any blanked part and, therefore, to 
minimize the amount of cold -work- 
ing necessary during the coining 

After the shaving operation, the 
parts are annealed at 750 C in 
hydrogen for 20 minutes. The parts 
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BH 

1 

use of Fiberglas 

heat -treated Fiberglas 

sttrue high temperature flexibility 
1 l 

vinyl -coated Fiberglas 

silicone rubber coating 

colors in silicone rubber 

true Class B (130°C.) protection 

BH Non -Fraying Fiberglas Sleevings 
are made by an exclusive Bentley, 
Harris process (U.S. Pat. No. 
2393530). "Fiberglas" is Reg. T.M. 
of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. 

Brushes manufactured by 
Morganite, Inc., Long Island 
City, New York, used for 
automotive generators. Indi- 
cated in red is BH Extra 
Flexible Sleeving insulating 
the pigtail wires. 

SLEEVING 

BH "Ex -Flex" doesn't stiffen with age, won't crack 
or fray. 

BH "Ex -Flex" resists harmful gases encountered 
when motors and generators require special attention 
for direct current equipment. 

BH "Ex -Flex" prevents short circuits caused by shunts 
coming in contact with the opposite polarity. 

BH "Ex -Flex" - Bentley, Harris Extra Flexible 
Fiberglas Sleeving - is one of a large family of tubings 
and sleevings each designed to meet specific require- 
ments for particular applications - electrical insulation 
that has offered quality protection to successful manu- 
facturers for more than a quarter of a century. 

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO. 
1305 Barclay Street Conshohocken, Pennsylvania 

Telephone: Conshohocken 6-0634 

BENTLEY, HARRIS 

SL EVINGS 
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Winchester Slectronic 
LOCKS AUTOMATICALLY on 
engagement of Connector! 

DEPRESS LEVERS TO DISENGAGE. 

.% 

V// 

for ALL Winchester Electronics' 

Series "MRE" Connectors 

Another NEW develop- 
ment of Winchester 
Electronics to strikingly 
demonstrate and further 
the service -ability and de- 
pendability of Winchester 
Electronics' Connector 
designs! 

Write or wire us for further 
information on the Vibra- 
tion Lock and for a cata- 
log of WINCHESTER 
ELECTRONICS CON- 
NECTORS. 

Winchester 
Slectronics 
INCORPOR ATED 

GLENSROOK, CONK., U.S. 

The New 
Vloration Lock FEATURES: 

l) LOCKS AUTOMATICALLY ON 

ENGAGEMENT. Simply depress 
le -ers to disengage. 

2) SIMPLEST DESIGN - POSITIVE 

LOCKING. 

3) AlaOIDS SCREW -TO -LOCK (OR 
UNLOCK) NUISANCE. 

4) QUICK ASSEMBLY TO "MRE" 
CCNNECTORS NOW IN FIELD 

SERVICE. 

5) MAY BE "SAFETY -WIRED." 
6) CCDMIUM PLATED FOR DURA- 

BIITY. 

Winchester Electronics, Inc. Products 
and Designs are Available Only 
from Winchester Electronics, Inc. 

West Cease branch: U 
17» Wilshire blvd., Sant* Medico, Calitornte 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

are then coined, deburred, annealed, 
finish coined and deburred. Because 
of width requirements on the anode 
block, it is necessary to turn the 
less critical side in a lathe. - 

The factory cost of fabricating 
these magnetron anode blocks has 
been reduced by as much as 80 per- 
cent by the use of this coining 
technique. When the cost of the 
tools is considered, the break-even 
point for this process is 378 parts; 
that is, the savings realized in the 
fabrication costs for 378 anode 
blocks is sufficient to cover the cost 
of the tooling. 

The author expresses his ap- 
preciation to Lloyd P. Garner and 
his group of the RCA Tube Depart- 
ment at Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
for recommending the use of Ela - 
stuff as the die -barrel material, the 
general construction of the anode - 
coining tools and use of a chamfer. 

The author also expresses his ap- 
preciation to William J. Bachman 
of the RCA Tube Department at 
Harrison, N. J. for his suggestion 
to investigate the coining tech- 
nique as well as the direct contribu- 
tions that he made. 

Phonograph Spreads 
Photo Resist on 
Copper -Clad Phenolic 
LABORATORY production of etched 
circuitry in experimental quantities 
is expedited by using an ordinary 
78 -rpm phonograph motor and turn- 
table as a whirler. The sheet of 
copper -clad phenolic is sensitized by 
pouring a quantity of photo resist 
solution on the surface, then plac- 
ing the sheet on the turntable and 
starting the motor. A few seconds 

Pouring photo resist solution on copper - 
clad phenolic sheet 
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TUBE CLAMPING SHIELDS 
give lower bulb temperatures 
and increased tube reliability! 

I.E.R.C. tube clamping shields solve electron tube 

heat and vibration problems. Temperature reduc- 

tion is made possible by conducting heat directly 
from bulb to the chassis or heat sink providing 
greater reliability. 

Tested, Proven, Accepted... 

International 

AVAILABLE! 
LE.R.C. shields will meet environmental require- 
ments for present and future industrial and mili- 
tary electronic equipment. 

WRITE TODAY! For complete 
information send inquiries to 
International Electronic Research 
Corporation, 175 West Magnolia 
Boulevard, Burbank, Calif. 

telectronic research corporation 

r 

DC -AC CONVERTER 
These latest of all Carter DC to AC 
Converters are specially engineered 
for professional and commercial ap- 
plications requiring a high capacity 
source of 60 cycle AC from a DC power 
supply. Operates from storage bat- 
teries, or from DC line voltage. Three 
"Custom" models, delivering 300, 
400, or 500 watts 115 or 220 V. AC. 
Wide range of input voltage, 12, 24, 
32, 64, 110 or 230 V. DC. Unequalled 
capacity for operating professional 
recording, sound movie equipment 
and large screen TV receivers. Avail- 
able with or without manual fre- 
quency control feature. 

MAIL COUPON FOR CATALOG 
Carter Rotary Power Supplies are 
made in a wide variety of types and 
capacities for communications, labora- 
tory and industrial applications. Used 
in aircraft, marine, and mobile radio, 
geophysical instruments, ignition, tim- 
ing, etc. MAIL COUPON NOW for 
complete Dynamotor and Converter 
Catalogs, w,th specifications and per- 
formance charts on the complete line. 

EMT MOTOR CO. 
2646 N. Maplewood Ave. 

Chicago 47 

Carter Motor Co. 
2646 N. Maplewood Ave., Chicago 47 
Please send new catalogs containing com- 
plete information on Carter "Custom" Con- I 
verters and ether Rotary Power Supplies. 

Name 

Address 
City State 

1 

I 

I 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

THE CORRECT COMBINATION 

OF SIZE AND POWER RATING 

offered by Jennings Vacuum Capacitors 

The wide choice of size and power ratings for a 
given capacity range is illustrated by these four 
units all having maximum capacities of 1000 mmfd. 
JENNINGS functional designs thus permit you to 
select the smallest vacuum capacitor that will meet 
your voltage and current requirements. 
Please let us suggest the capacitor that will best meet your 

specific circuit conditions. 

UCSXF 10-1000 
mmfd, 7.5, 10, 
12 KV 
60 amps rms 

VACUUM 11/CTAONIC COMAOMINTS 

VMMC 50-1000 mmfd 
10, 15 KV, 125 amps rms 

VMMHC 60- 
1000 mmfd 
35, 40, 45 KV 
125 amps rms 

Literature mailed upon request 

JENNINGS RADIO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 970 McLAUGHLIN AVE. 

P.O. BOX 1278 SAN JOSE 8, CALIFORNIA 

Spinning sheet an turntable to distribute 
solution evenly 

of whirling distributes the solution 
uniformly over the sheet. This pre- 
pares the sheet for exposure con- 
ventionally with the negative made 
from the drawing of the wiring 
layout. The turntable technique is 
used by Electronic Engineering Co. 
of Calif., Los Angeles. 

Impact Tester For 
Tube Envelopes 
ENVELOPES of glass tubes are 
checked for structural strength on 
a sampling basis at Tung -Sol with a 
gravity -type impact tester pat- 
terned after a corresponding instru- 
ment developed by the Naval 
Material Laboratory in the form 
of a pendulum tapper for checking 
microphonism in vacuum tubes. 
The amount of impact can be ac- 
curately controlled by adjusting 
the angle from which the pendulum 
is released. The tube to be tested 
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let WILLIAMS 
help you apply 

ferric oxides 

to the manufacture 

of your 

FERRITES 
You'll be well repaid by getting 
the facts on a special group of 
Pure Ferric Oxides, developed 
by Williams especially for use 
in the manufacture of ferrites. 

Williams Ferric Oxides analyze 
better than 99"ío Fe2O3. They 
contain a minimum of impuri- 
ties. They are available in a 
broad range of particle sizes and 
shapes. Among them, we're cer- 
tain you'll find one that's "just 
right" for your requirements. 
The proper application of Ferric 
Oxides to the manufacture of 
Ferrites is our specialty. 

Tell us your requirements .. . 

we'll gladly send samples for 
test. Chances are good that our 
Ferric Oxide "Know How" can 
save you considerable time and 
money. Address Dept. 25, C. K. 
Williams & Co., Easton, Pa. 

WILLI A MS 
COLORS & PIGMENTS 
C. K. WILLIAMS & CO. 
Easton, Pa. East St. Louis, III. 

Emeryville, Cal. 

II G, We also produce IRN Magnetic Iron I 1 powders for the Electronic Core In- 
dustry, the Magnetic Tape Recording Indus - 

j try and others. Write for complete technical 
Information. - 

...give positive 
control of multiple 

complex circuits! 
The versatility of Ledex Relays makes it possible to produce 
special switching combinations for specific applications. Step- 
ping or selective controls are available depending upon the 
requirements. A wide range of operating voltages can be used 
by selecting the proper Ledex coil wire size. 

HERE'S HOW A LEDEX RELAY OPERATES . 

A LEDEX ROTARY SOLENOID provides the mechanical power to 
drive the gang of rotary, wafer type switches. SELECTIVE CONTROL 
-The commutating switch of the Ledex in combination with the 
control wafer switch makes it possible to select the multiple circuits 
to be connected by a single manually operated switch. RATCHETS 
are used to transmit the oscillating action of the Rotary Solenoid 
to the Relay rotor shaft. CIRCUIT WAFERS are produced in combin- 
ations of 8, 10, 12, 18 and 24 positions. All wafer sections are 
versatile in application. For example the 12 position wafer switch 
may be designed to utilize almost any of the factors of 12 such 
as 1P -12T, 2P -6T, 3P -4T, or 4P -3T. The clips and rotors of the wafer 
switches are of silver alloy. For most applications the switch insulation 
is of wax -impregnated bakelite. Ledex Relays are available with foot, 
flange or panel mountings. 

The Engineering staff of G. H. Leland, Inc., will assist you in de 
veloping solenoid operated Relays best suited to your products! 

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE TODAY! 

G. H. LELAND, INC. 
123 WEBSTER ST., DAYTON 2, OHIO 

`s1 

rj 

W 

VACUUM TUBE 
RETAINERS 

These retainers are used to se- 
cure Vacuum Tubes and to resist 
side motion of Vacuum Tubes 
used in radio equipment which 
is subject to shock and vibra- 
tions. These retainers meet the 
requirement of all JAN specifi- 
cations. The insulated portion is 
made of a melamine base Fibre 
Glass Phenol which provides 300 
volts insulation to ground and 
withstands a temperature of 
350 F. The insulated plate can 
readily be fastened or released 
by hand. 

Available for envelope types T7, T8, MT8, 
T9, T12, ST12, T12ZDI, ST14, S14, ST16, 
T51/2, T61/2, MT -IC, ST19, T14, ST128CT-9. 

Manufacturers of 
Electronic Components 

JAMES IPPOLITO & CO.. INC. 
401 CONCORD AVENUE, BRONX 54, N. Y. 
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OTTER 
PLUG-IN CAPACITORS 

fit YOUR NEEDS... 

easy field replacement 

rugged and dependable 

withstand 100°C temperature 

moisture and humidity proof 

vibration proof 

capacitors and special networks 

Everything you want and need in plug-in capacitors you get with POTTER. 

Here are quality components designed and built for longtime, dependable 
performance ... and when field replacement eventually becomes neces- 

sary, non -technical personnel can make the change easily, instantly, surely. 

A; if your product calls for plug -ins, your call should be for POTTER 

SPECIALISTS IN FIXED 

PAPER CAPACITORS 

SINCE 1925 

$ WRITE FOR CATALOG 21-A. 

THE 

ItCOMPANY 

otter 
1950 SHERIDAN ROAD 

NORTH CHICAGO, ILL. 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Close-up of tube holder, with pendulum 
resting at point of impact 

is held in position on the anvil 
with a spring wire clip. The 
position of this anvil is adjust- 
able on the base of the tester, to 
permit locating the point of impact 
directly under zero of the overhead 
quadrant scale regardless of the 
size and shape of the tube. On this 
quadrant scale is the pendulum -hold- 
ing slide that can be set and locked 
at any desired angular position 
away from the vertical. When 
ready for a test, a button on the 
holding slide is pushed to release 
the pendulum. 

Clam Shell Housing Speeds 
Cooling of Picture Tubes 
A METAL, enclosure that somewhat 
resembles a clam shell has been de- 
veloped by Corning Glass Works to 
protect glass picture tubes from 
drafts while they are being ex - 

Clam shell metal housing for picture 
tube. The two latches lock over studs on 
the lower part when the cover is down 
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How 

can help you 

During the past 20 years Collins Radio Company has pioneered 
many of the outstanding advancements in the radio -communications 
and electronics industry. Collins engineers had to develop 
unique and unusual systems and components to meet the superior 
standards of Collins equipment. These components, plus 
application recommendations, are now available to the 
electronics industry. Collins industrial components can help you. 
Send the coupon below for complete information. 

MECHANICAL FILTERS- 
Compact, permanently tuned band pass filters for 
intermediate frequency amplifier applications. 
Mechanical elements of the filter provide 
characteristics close to the ideal rectangular 
selectivity curve. It is a hermetically sealed 
component requiring no adjustments. Selectivity 
curves for two of the 23 standard Mechanical 
Filters are reproduced here. 

(Fig. 1) Type F455B-31 - (Fig. 2) Type F250Z-2 - 
Center frequency 455 kc; Center frequency, 248.2 kc; 

band -width, 3.1 
frequency, 

plug-in band -width, 3.2 kc; solder 
terminal arrangement. terminal arrangement. 

lo 

x 
= 30 
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EGYENCY KILOCYCLES 

atedia HYSTERESIS MOTORS 

Useful for driving timing devices, fac- 
simile equipment, commutators, or any 
device which must rotate at an absolutely 
constant speed regardless of load or line 
voltage variations. Type 370A-1 Wide 
Band Synchronous Motor is illustrated 

produces synchronous rotation from 
motionless to 30,000 RPM. 

Ctel/ OSCILLATORS 

Long famous for their accuracy and 
stability, Collins Variable Frequency Os- 

cillators are now available. They give 
transmitters, receivers, frequency stan- 
dards or test equipment accurate linear 
dial calibration and superb stability. 
Collins Oscillators are available in a 
number of frequency ranges. 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

11 W. 42nd Street, NIEW YORK 36 

1930 Hi -Line Drive, DALLAS 2 

2700 W. Olive Avenue, BURBANK 

COLLINS RADIO COM°ANY OF CANADA, LTD. 

74 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONTARIO 

agie AUTOTUNES AND 

AUTOPOSITIONERS Collins Auto - 
tunes, the basis for both remotely and 
directly controlling automatic tuning of 
high quality communication equipment, 
are suitable for many industrial applica- 
tions. Collins Autopositioners are used 
where up to 20, or more, pre -determined, 
fixed positions are needed. Available as 
individual units or in complete systems. 

r amip nom am m am arm mom 
Please send me complete information on: 
Mechanical Filters D Autotunes D Oscillators 

Hysteresis Motors 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

COMPANY 

CITY STATE 
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DIEHL 
"HI-AC-CEL" Low Inertia A. C. Servo Motors 

I` 
t 

Priced 
at only 

$30.00 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Diehl Number: 

FPE 25-79-1 

10 Watts 
Maximum Output 

115 Volts 

Main Phase 

1 1 5 Volts 
Control Phase 

2 Poles 

2 Phase 

12.5 oz. -in. 
Locked Torque 

23.0 oz. -in. Torque 
at minus 3000 

R.P.M. 

.125 oz.-in.2 
Moment of Inertia 

1.6 lbs. in Weight 

38,600 Radians per 
Second2 Theoreti- 
cal Acceleration 

This newly designed Diehl "HI-AC-CEL" Servo Motor affords 
high response and is suitable for a broad range of military 
and industrial servo -mechanism applications. 

FEATURES: 

1. Cogging (Slot effect) is Negligible 
2. No Single -Phasing 

3. Speed -Torque curve extends into the negative speed range 
at approximately the same slope. 

Diehl "HI-AC-CEL" Servo Motors are obtainable in ratings from 5 to 
25 watts output with standard 115 volt control phase windings and also 
with high impedance control phase windings. All ratings can be furnished 
with either A.C. or D.C. integrally mounted tachometer generators. 

Our wealth of experience in producing quality motors is at your service 
to help you select the unit best suited to your specific requirements. 
Copy of Technical Manual No. EL -0554 describing Diehl Servo Motors 
and related equipment is yours for the asking. 

Othe Aketlable Components: 
D.C. SERVO SETS RESOLVERS 

MINIATURE PERMANENT MAGNET D.C. MOTORS 

DIEHL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Electrical Division of THE SINGER MANUFACTURING CO. 

Finderne Plant, SOMERVILLE, N. J 

Atlanta Baltimore Boston Chicago Detroit New York Philadelphia Worcester 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

hausted and cooled. This technique 
permits cooling down the tubes 
from their pumping temperature of 
400C much more rapidly than was 
heretofore possible. The time re- 
quired for a safe cooling schedule 
that did not introduce strains in 
the glass had been the bottleneck 

Lowering protected picture tube onto 
exhaust cart with overhead hoist having 
a fork -type lift 

before in television picture tube 
production plants. 

If the metal shells are blackened 
on all surfaces to absorb heat radia- 
tion, a glass tube placed in the clam 
on an exhaust cart can be thrust 
immediately into the heating oven 
and bronght up to adequate ex- 
hausting temperature in about 19 
minutes. The exhausted tubes can 
be pulled out of the oven into an 
open room and safely cooled with- 
out breakage even when giant fans 
are used to force the cooling. 

Use of the metal shells permits 
final closure or tipping out very 
shortly after the tube is brought 
out into room temperature. This is 
desirable because maximum evacu- 
ation occurs when the tube is very 
hot. A second and more important 
advantage lies in being able to take 
the tube and its metal enclosure off 
the valuable exhaust equipment 
about 25 minutes after it has been 
put on, as compared to the 65 to 90 
minutes previously required. Ex - 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Tipping off picture tubes as they emerge 
from exhaust oven. Metal clam shells 
protect tubes from plant drafts that 
might cause strains in glass walls 

haust oven temperature need not be 
regulated as precisely as before, it 
being necessary only to maintain a 

uniform temperature in the whole 
oven rather than a carefully calcu- 
lated heating and cooling cycle. 

The metal clans of individual 
tubes also serve to prevent a chain 
reaction by broken pieces of glass 
hitting neighboring tubes if one 
does break. Operating personnel 
are completely protected against in- 
jury during the most critical phases 
of the operation. 

Finally, the clam shell makes it 
easier to handle the heavier tubes 
mechanically without risking break- 
age, since the shell need not be 
handled as carefully as an unpro- 
tected tube. Hooks or projections 
can easily be placed on the shells 
for engaging a hoist or lifting aid. 

Optical Methods Speed 
Tube Components 
Inspection 

BY W. F. WIEBACH 

Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

ADAPTION of optical inspection tech- 
niques to checking electronic -tube 
components has played an import- 
ant part in helping attain desired 
quality levels at the Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation's new tube 
plant at Bath, N. Y. Contour pro- 
jection has largely replaced conven- 
tional gages and micrometers for 
checking grids, measuring mica 
spacers, and gaging stem assem- 
blies. Parts which fail to meet re- 
quired specifications are thereby 

Career -chance 

of a lifetime 

for 

Senior 
ELECTRONIC 

Engineers 
in Lockheed's expanding Missile Systems Division 

Recently formed from other Lockheed engineering organizations, the Missile Systems 

Division has a few openings for highly -qualified engineers in various phases of electronics. 

The Division's expansion program - along with the type of work involved in its contracts - 
makes these openings outstanding opportunities for achievement. Engineers who qualify 

have probably worked on missile, radar -computer, counter-measure, IFF, AMT( or similar 

projects. 

Lockheed has openings for: 
Senior Electronic Engineers with experience in the development, packaging, and specification of 

small, rugged components including resistors, capacitors and all types of magnetic parts. 

Senior Servomechanisms Engineers with circuit, auto- 

pilot or electro -mechanical experience (aircraft or missile 

experience preferred). 

Senior Electronic Design Engineers with experience in. 

sub -miniature packaging techniques. Previous experience 

with potted plug-in units, etched and printed circuits is 

desirable. 

Senior Electronic Engineers with development and. 

analysis experience in one or more of the following fields: 

A. Guidance systems analysis 

B. Microwave antennas 

C. Radome design 

D. Microwave transmitters 
E. Advanced packaging techniques 

F. Waveguide components 

G. Component specification 
H. IF receivers and FM discriminator circuits 

I. Synchronization and timing circuits 

J. Memory circuits (tubes, magnetic drums, 

delay lines, etc). 

K. High voltage power supply and CRT 

display circuits 

L. Analogue computors 

M. Video pulse, delay, gating, range and 

range rate tracking circuits 

In addition to outstanding career opportunities, the Missile Systems Division offers you excellent 

salaries commensurate with your experience, generous travel and moving allowances, an unusually 

wide range of employee benefits and a chance for you and your family to enjoy life in Southern 

California. 

Coupon below is for your convenience. 

L. R. Osgood Dept. E -M-5 

LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 
7701 Woodley Avenue, Van Nuys, California 

Dear Sir: Please send me Information on the Missile Systems Division. 

name 

field of engineering 

street address 

city and state 
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The "NEW LOOK" in ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

A ERO VOH H -P CERAMIC Power 

and Transmitting CAPACITOR5 
Radically different, H -P ceramic -dielectric capacitors serve heavy-duty 

functions heretofore limited to mica types. Now manufactured and 
distributed by Aerovox under license, being based on ceramic develop- 
ments by French engineers and scientists of the C.S.F. organization. H -P 

capacitors are particularly suitable for broadcasting, radio communica- 
tions, industrial high -frequency equipment and medical appliances. 
Tens of thousands such units are serving daily in Europe and even under 
the climatic extremes of Indo-China. 

In both disc ("double -saucer") and cylindrical ("tubular") ceramic 
dielectric bodies, H -P units are great space- and weight -savers (from 
50% to 90% reduction over corresponding micas.). Competitively 
priced. Provide complete independence from imported mica or other 
strategic materials. 

Other outstanding features: Ease of mounting; ease of wiring in series 
or parallel; very low inductance connections; exceptional immunity to 
humidity, heat, cold, atmospheric pressure; wide range of designs, sizes, 
capacitances, voltages. Radically different! 

Get the FACTS 
Detailed technical data on request. Let our 
engineer -specialists collaborate in adapting 
H -P capacitors to your equipment for that 
"New Look." 

AEROVOX CORPORATION 
Hi -Q 

DIVISION 
OLEAN, N. Y. 

ACME 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 
MONROVIA, CALIF. 

NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 

CINEMA 
ENGINEERING CO. 
BURBANK, CALIF. 

In Corrode: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Newnan , Oet. 

JOBBER ADDRESS: 740 Belirellle Ave., Nov. Redford, Mero, 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

detected prior to investment of 
assembly time. The method has 
also proved applicable in final in- 
spection of finished tubes. 

The magnitude of the inspection 
problem indicated use of statistical 
methods of quality control and 
standard sampling procedures. Us- 
ing these methods, go -no go gaging 
alone was insufficient. Where parts 
failed to fall within tolerance limits, 
measurement was required so de- 
viations might be plotted and ad- 
justments made to production 
machinery. 

Since the plant represented a new 
facility, choice of contour projec- 
tion as the preferred method of 
inspection was unhampered by con- 
siderations of existing gage inven- 
tories. The choice was based on 
the following factors: 

(1) The necessity of holding size 
and spacings to measurements in 
tenths of thousandths. Such toler- 
ances can be readily checked where 
parts are magnified by the optical 
system of a contour projector. 

(2) The necessity of avoiding 
distortion of delicate components 
during inspection, pointing up the 
advantage of using light as a gag- 
ing medium. 

(3) The ease with which inspec- 
tors may be trained to use visual 
methods. 

(4) The speed with which com- 
plex parts may be gaged optically 
on a go -no go basis, and the ease 
with which measurements may be 
made to supplement go -no go read- 
ings. 

(5) The chance afforded produc- 
tion personnel to actually see errors 
in components on the contour pro- 
jector screen, reducing possible 
misunderstandings between the 
inspection and production groups. 

Inspecting Grids 

Inspection of a typical grid in- 
volves checking the length of the 
supporting side rods, the length of 
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Example of wound grid, showing dimen 
sions and profiles requiring inspection 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Checking grids with contour projectors. 
Operator at left is using calibrated en- 

larged glass scale to measure departure 
of grid from tolerance on minor diam- 
eter. Screen charts for other types of 

grids are stored in rack between the two 
projectors 

grid windings themselves and their 
relaticn to the overall length, the 
major and minor diameters and the 
characteristic profile shape. In the 
course of this inspection the oper- 
ator may also pick up any bowing 
of the side rods and irregularities 
in the spacing between the turns, 
called windows. 

Using a simple staging fixture, an 
operator may quickly check length 
of both side rods and windings 
and the major diameter of the grid 
by comparing its enlarged shadow 
with the master chart mounted on 

the contour -projector screen. Ro- 

tating the fixture 90 degrees gives 
a profile image of its shape . With 
the grid held in place magnetically, 
minor diameter can be checked over 
its entire length by flopping the fix- 

ture on its horizontal axis. 
Sample grids are checked each 

hour from each grid lathe in oper- 
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Portion of typical plot of grid -lathe per- 
formance when winding 6CB6 control 
grids. Major diameter was over specifi- 
cations at 1 and immediately corrected. 
At 2, major was over specification and 
minor was under specification 

All "SLUGS" look alike, hut.. . 

11.-C(4" u 1 EELi 
have that unique sealing! 

Heavy ceramic bod;; positively -bonded electrodes; 

ntirna:ely-joined fermirrals-such details are ummon to all 

"slug" ceramic capacitc rs. The asserlbty is then sealed-and that's where 

HI Q "Cartwheels' are di`flretr. 

"Cartwheels" feature a rast casing, c:mpletely and permanents sealed 

it one operation. The exclusive potting crmpSund results in met culous jacketing. 

Especially developed -or Color -TV, Hi -Q Cartwheels" mean ratings up to 30 KV; 

much higher corona-st3rting voltagEs; gently increased die ectrih strength; 

excellert arc -resistant properties; i-súlation resistance greatar thar 

50,000 megohmE; Jower fa_tor it 1.5% max. at 1000 cp-s; greatest 

immunity to humility and hE 3t; o_ -standing service life. 

Late s- liwrature on request. Hi -Q specialists 

Get the FACTS : wiI I giac colla borate on your hie h -voltage 
and other ceramic -capacitor requirements. 

`Reg. trade -ma. k 

H.- 
DIVISIOÑ 

AEROVOX -CORPORA'T/O/V 
OLEAN, N. Y. 

AEROVOX 
ORPORATION 

NEW BEDFORD, MASS 

ACME 
ELECTRONICS INC. 
MONROVIA, CALIF 

CINEMA 
ENGINEERING CO. 
BURBANK, CALIF. 

Iw Cared. AER6Vol( CANADA 1t0, Nw,w1190.Ont. 

MISER A'00e1fS: 140 9eR.ville Ave, Ner e.dle.d, M4.11. 
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Enlargement of CinemaScope film shows bow picture is "compressed". 
This scene is from "Prince Valiant", produced by Twentieth -Century Fox. 

IN CINEMASCOPE TOO... 
Brush magnetic heads play a leading role 

sound trac.cscn fou' strips of magnetic 
coating en the fJmor picked up by the 
Irush Mcael tK-154e Magnetic Head. 

New treatment of both sight and 
sound give CinemaScope exciting 
realism. In addition to the picture 
image, the film carries four strips of 
magnetic coatings-for three separate 
sound tracks and a control channel. 

As the film passes over the Brush 
magnetic head, the magnetic record- 
ings are translated into true direc- 
tional sound. It's a demanding job, 
for perfect synchronism is a must. 
Since the sound is recorded by one 
set of heads at the studio and repro- 
duced by separate heads in the 
theatre, all gaps in each head must 
be in precise alignment. These 
required close tolerances are met by 
Brush's advanced production tech- 
niques and precision workmanship. 

The use of Brush magnetic heads 
for CinemaScope is another example 
of the quality of Brush magnetic 
components. Can they help improve 
your products? For complete infor- 
mation on the full line of magnetic 
heads, write Brush Electronics Com- 
pany, Dept. K-5, 3405 Perkins Ave., 
Cleveland 14, Ohio. 

BRUSH ELECTRONICS 
INDUSTRIAL AND RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 

PIEZO-ELECTRIC MATERIALS ACOUSTUC DEVICES 
MAGNETIC RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

ULTRASONIC EQUIPMENT ELECTRONICS 

COMPANY 
formerly 

The Brush Development Co, 
Brush Electronics Company 

is an operating unit of 
Clevite Corporation. 

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

ation. Formed grids, which are 
stretched on removal from the 
lathe, are checked after stretching; 
those not formed are checked di- 
rectly as they come from the lathe. 
Whenever two sample grids fail to 
meet specifications, sampling is re- 
peated. If the second sample bears 
out the findings of the first, the in- 
spector makes a failure report slip 
which is immediately delivered to 
the foreman concerned. Copies of 
the report slip go to the superin- 
tendent of manufacture and the 
supervisor of quality control. A 
quality control stop may be placed 
on the machine itself. 

Since most grid tolerances are in 
thousandths, departures from toler- 
ance may be measured by using a 
glass rule scaled to the magnifica- 
tion in use on the projector, in this 
case 20X. This scale provides a 
quick reading of sufficient accuracy 
to indicate the amount by which 
grids may exceed tolerance. This 
information is of value to the pro- 
duction department in making re- 
quired adjustments to the grid 
lathes, and also enables the quality - 
control group to keep a running 
record of lathe performance on 
grids with troublesome histories. 

Since the grid -holding fixture ac- 
commodates a number of grids of 
different types, the operator may 
switch from checking one type of 
grid to another merely by changing 
the chart on the screen. Charts are 
stored alongside the contour pro- 
jector and the changeover time is 
not excessive. With comparatively 
little training an operator can 
handle the hourly checks, including 
the measurement and paper work, 
for as many as 15 lathes-each 
winding a different type grid. 

Inspecting Micas 

More critical tolerances are en- 
countered in the inspection of mica 
spacers, which serve for insulating 
and locating component parts in 
electronic tubes. Sequential sam- 
pling methods are employed in 
receiving inspection to hold a 1 per- 
cent average quality level. A typi- 
cal mica may call for checking up- 
wards of 20 pierced holes for size, 
location and shape or concentricity, 
with the diameters held to ±0.0005 
inch and location to ±0.00075 inch. 

The advantages of contour pro - 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Checking locations and diameters of 

holes in mica spacers. Light from verti- 
cal illuminator at top projects shadow 
of mica resting on glass staging table 

jection here, as contrasted with 
mechanical gaging, are both eco- 
nomic and operational. From the 
economic standpoint, a single chart 
for the projector replaces numerous 
mechanical gages, many of which 
would of necessity be complex since 
mica piercings are often non -sym- 
metrical. In operation, the chart 
provides a means of determining, 
literally at a glance, what dimen- 
sions may be in error as the loca- 
tion of an individual hole in the 
mica is shown in relationship to all 
other holes. 

Sequential sampling of micas is 
done on a go -no go basis, usually at 
20 or 31.25 magnifications. Fixtur- 
ing is avoided by using the projec- 
tor's vertical light source and a 
glass staging table. The mica is 
simply positioned on the stage and 
aligned with the master chart. 

The same light source and stage 
are used in the even more critical 
task of measuring dimensions when 
new dies are placed in production. 
In such cases, as a check on the 
dies, first -run micas are magnified 
50 times and all dimensions 
measured using the instrument's 
micrometer attachments. Such di- 
mensions may include linear meas- 
urements, measurements of radii 
and angles. 

Inspecting Tube Stems 

Optical methods are particularly 
helpful where angularity must be 
measured. This is of major import- 
ance in checking the molded stems 
used for different tube types, where 
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compact, 

THE JKO9 
CRYSTAL OVEN 

Only 1.28' dia.x1.70" high 
and weighs only 1.5 oz. 

Minimum temperature gradi- 
ent at crystal. 

Rapid warm up with no 

overshoot. 

Will meet a specification of 
75°+1°C over a temperature 
range of -55° to +70°C. 

Economical and reliable be- 
cause design permits tooling 
for uniform production. 

brings you a 

light, economical 

new oven 

STABILITY 

Thru "Thermaflow" Design* 

Temperature, like water, seeks 
its own level. Instead of trying 
to "dam up" heat within the 
oven, by use of massive heat 
retaining elements, the JKO9 
oven is designed to permit a 
uniform loss and uniform re- 
placement of heat. Heat is 

simply replaced as it is lost 
from the low mass, high con- 
ductivity shell. And within this 
shell the crystal unit remains 
wrapped in a blanket of warm 
air. Because sufficient heat is 

always lost by the shell none 
need be yielded by the crystal. 

JKO9 Heat Exchange Pattern 

Symbol of Service 
THROUGH RESEARCH 

STABILITY 

AVAILABILITY 

The compact, light, inexpensive JKO9 
matches the performance of many 
ovens employing multistage heaters 
and massive heat -retaining elements. 
It houses one or two crystals, plugs into 
an octal tube socket, is available with 
a choice of heater voltage from 6 to 28 
volts. It is another JK step in the 
advancement of miniaturization and 
extreme stability. Write us for complete 
engineering information. 

The James Knights Company Sandwich, Ill. 

AVAILABILITY 

A COMPLETE LINE 

The JKO9 is the newest of the 
many frequency control units 
that comprise the JK line of 
Crystals for the Critical. 

*A James Knights Patent 
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IMPROVED OPERATION Of LITERALLY 

HUNDREDS Of MECHANICAL PRODUCTS 

HAS BEEN EFFECTED WITH ACCU TRU 

FLEXI BLE P!/SN-FV\ICONiROLS 
If you would like more informa 

tion, after reading this brief sum- 
mary of the characteristics and over long or short distances... 
widespread use of this versatile with fixed or movable anchorages 
Remote Control, just ask us to ... for light loads or loads up to 
send you our IDEA FILE with com- 1,000 lbs., and these units are fre- 
plete Application Data. quently and successfully used in 
Tru-Lay Push -Pull Controls pro- conjunction with Electrical, Hy - 
vide POSITIVE REMOTE -ACTION draulic and Air Controls. 

Flexibility makes it possible to snake around obstructions ... simpli- 
fies installation ... reduces the number of working parts ... 

to give you 
this simple and 

effective assembly 

POSITIVE 
REMOTE - 
ACTION 

and 
FLEXIBILITY 

together with Pre- 
cision and Long 
Life, explain why 
TRU-LAY PUSH- 
PULLS serve design- 
ers and users 
equally well in im- 
proving machine operations, 
whether the application is on such 
severe service jobs as Bulldozers, 
Power Shovels and Steel Mill 
Machinery, or on such light duty 
work as Photographic Equipment, 
X -Ray or Business Machines. 
Immunity to Vibration makes 
these TRU-LAY PUSH -PULLS ideal 
as Remote Controls on shakers 
and other vibratory products. 
Complete Protection Against Dirt 
and Moisture is a big factor in the 
use of this unit on machinery in 
Coal Mines, Cement and Steel 
Mills, Oil Fields and in many other 
industries. 
Corrosion -Resistance of the unit, 
plated or with Stainless Steel con- 
struction as required by the use, 
has led to many applications in 
the Marine Field ... salt water or 
fresh. Supplied with a rubber 
cover the unit operates effectively 

... rather than this 
complex (and expen- 

sive) series of linkages 

even when conduit is COMPLETELY 
IMMERSED. 
Lubrication of the inner working 
member is taken care of for life. 
Temperatures as low as -70° F. 
will not hinder the proper opera- 
tion of this unit, and it is thorough- 
ly effective even in the extreme 
high temperatures encountered on 
Jet Engine, Furnace Door and 
Glass Furnace Damper control ap- 
plications. 

It is more than likely that you 
will find ACCO TRU-LAY Flexible 
PUSH-PULL CONTROLS doing a good 
job on some or many of the prod- 
ucts used in your own business .. . 

on your drinking fountains, busi- 
ness machines, factory lift trucks 
(gas or electric) to control tilt and 
lift, or in your power or heating 
plant, perhaps controlling the 
pitch of blades on a big exhaust 
fan. The full list of applications is 
simply tremendous. 

Send for this This IDEA FILE will answer most of the ques- 
IDEA 

tions you may have in mind as to how you 
might make additional applications of this 

FILE versatile and dependable tool. Write for a 
copy, without obligation. 

A C., 
« 
306 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Checking length and angularity of leads 
in tube stems with contour projector, 
using screen chart having two views of 
stem and staging table that rotates and 
moves stem 90 deg for comparison with 
each view in turn 

the length and form of the lead 
wires must be gaged. 

To inspect stems on the contour 
projector, a two -position staging 
fixture is used. The screen chart 
includes two views of the stems, 
opposed by 90 degrees. Working at 
10 magnifications, the operator 
places the stem on the fixture and 
aligns it in the first position. By 
shifting the fixture to the right and 
rotating it to a fixed stop, the stem 
is aligned in the second position. 
The opposing views provide a meas- 
ure of angle and length. The 
shadow image is quickly compared 
with the tolerance lines scribed on 
the screen chart. 

Using this method, an operator 
can inspect as many as 200 stems 
per hour, a number sufficient to pro- 
vide an adequate sample from the 
output of more than 15 forming 
machines. Where stems are mal- 
formed, the setup man can deter- 
mine from the screen image the in- 
formation needed to adjust the 
former for acceptable production. 
Changeover time for inspecting 
various types of stems is short. 

Inspecting Tube Assemblies 

Reliability standards have also 
led to use of a special projector for 
inspection of tube assemblies prior 
to evacuation. This instrument is 
equipped with additional light 
sources supplementing the conven- 
tional surface and shadow sources 
on the standard projector. These 
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES (continued) 

Special multiple -lamp contour projector 
used for inspecting tube assemblies 
prior to evacuation 

Details of multiple -lamp projector, show- 
ing rotatable staging table 

provide a brilliant screen image of 
the part and enable the operator to 
detect any windows, non -uniform- 
ity of spacing between grids and 
cathode and the condition of numer- 
ous welds as the tube is rotated 
on its fixture. Magnification is 
changed by the use of a hand lever. 
Various planes of the tube are 
imaged successively by changing 
focus. Rejection rates on completed 
assemblies, tested functionally, have 
decreased by 5 percent since this 
special projector has been in use. 

Save for this special projector, 
the contour projectors used at the 
Bath plant are all stock models 
made by Eastman Kodak Co., 
Rochester, N. Y. Since many of 
the holding fixtures on which com- 
ponents are staged are universal in 
nature, little gaging cost is en- 
countered. When new tube types 
are put in production, new screen 
charts showing required specifica- 
tions are prepared by the plant's 
own engineering department. 

RADIO INTERFERENCE 
and FIELD INTENSITY * 
measuring equipment 

: . tOddart NM -50A 375mc to 1000mc 

Commercial Equivalent of AN/URM-17 

ULTRA -HIGH FREQUENCY OPERATION ... Frequencies covered include UHF and 
color television assignments and Citizen's Band. Used by TV transmitter engineers for 
plotting antenna patterns, adjusting transmitters and measuring spurious radiation. 

RECEIVING APPLICATIONS ... Excellent for measuring local oscillator radiation, 
interference location, field intensity measurements for fringe reception conditions 
and antenna adjustment and design. 

SLIDE -BACK CIRCUIT... This circuit enables the meter to measure the effect of the 
peak value of an interfering puise, taking into account the shaping due to bandwidth. 

QUASI -PEAK FUNCTION ... An aid in measuring pulse -type interference, the Quasi - 

Peak function is just one of the many features of this specially designed, rugged 
unit, representing the ultimate in UHF radio interference -field intensity equipment. 

ACCURATE CALIBRATION ... Competent engineers "hand calibrate" each NM -50A 
unit. This data is presented in simplified chart form for easy reference. 

SENSITIVITY... Published sensitivity figures are based on the use of the NM -50A 
with a simple dipole antenna or RF probe. However, the sensitivity of this fine instru- 
ment is limited only by the antenna used. The sensitivity of the NM -50A is better than 
ten microvolts across the 50 ohm input. 

Stoddart RI -FI* Meters cover the frequency range 14kc to 1000mc 

VLF 
NM -10A, l4kc to 250kc 
Commercial Equivalent of 
AN/URM-68. Very low frequen- 
cies. 

HF NM -208, 1S0kc to 25mc 
Commercial Equivalent of 
AN/PRM-1A. Self-contained 
batteries. A.C. supply optional. 
Includes standard broadcast 
band, radio range, WWV, and 
communications frequencies. 
Has BFO. 

VHF 
NM -30A, 20mc to 400mc 
Commercial Equivalent of 
AN/URM-47. Frequency range 
includes FM and TV bands. 

STODDART AIRCRAFT RADIO Co., Inc. 
6644-A Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California Hollywood 4-9294 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN 

53 New Products and 55 Manufacturers' Bulletins Are Reviewed 
. .. Control, Testing and Measuring Equipment Described and 
Illustrated . . . Recent Tubes and Components Are Covered 

SIGNAL SPLITTER 
provides jam -free bandwidth 

J. L. A. MCLAUGHLIN CORP., 
La Jolla, Calif., announces produc- 
tion of the type MCL-50/50 series 
signal splitter, a complete variable 
bandwidth single-sideband con- 
verter. It provides the exact realis- 
tic jam -free bandwidth for all long- 
range reception of short-wave 
single-sideband transmissions. The 
unit is a complete variable band- 

width s -s converter and is used with 
general purpose communications re- 
ceivers to provide the ultimate in 

OTHER DEPARTMENTS 

featured in this issue: 

Page 

Electrons At Work 192 

Production Techniques ..248 

Plants and People 354 

New Books 408 

Backtalk 418 

reception of double or single -side - 
band, program, voice or fsk trans- 
missions. It provides exalted car- 
rier reception for full and reduced 
carrier transmissions. Jamming 
attenuation is 60 db, 500 cps outside 
passband. 

GERMANIUM DIODES 
for high temperature use 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP., 
1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, 
Calif., is producing a Red -Dot se- 
ries of germanium diodes for high 
temperature applications. Each 
unit is so well sealed that exposure 
to 95 plus percent relative humidity 
for 500 -hours at temperatures from 

FUNCTION GENERATOR 

0 to 85 C will not appreciably change 
back resistance or cause appearance 
of hysteresis. Type G44 has a 
minimum of 100,000 -ohms resist- 
ance at -30 v and 100 C. Other 
types are available to customer spe- 
cifications. The Red -Dot series is 
designed for either clip -in or solder - 
in application, measuring A in. in 
diameter and in. in length with 116 

in. clip pins. 

is six -channel 
MID-CENTURY INSTRUMATIC CORP., 
611 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 
The MC -600 six -channel function 
generator is designed as a valuable 
tool in analog computer applica- 
tions. It is a self-contained unit 
consisting of 6 c -r tubes for the 
generation of arbitrary functions. 
A camera unit is provided for trans- 
forming the given curves onto 31 
in. X 4; in. slides which are in- 
serted between the face of the tube 
and the photocell. Among the fea- 
tures are its ability to handle f unc- 
tions whose slope does not exceed 
80 deg, a maximum noise output of 
less than 0.1 IT, an amplitude re- 
sponse which is essentially flat to 
30 cps at which frequency the phase 

unit 

shift is less than 2 deg, a transient 
response which for a step input 

gives a rise time of less than 3 milli- 
seconds with an overshoot of less 
than 10 percent. Accuracy in the 
output waveform is 0.5 v or better, 
and total drift is less than 0.25 v 
over an 8 -hour period for a straight 
line input of unity slope. Bandwidth 
may be broadened to 400 cps at the 
expense of increased noise. 

TINY CONNECTOR 
is single -pin type 

DEJUR-AMSCO CORP., 45-01 North- 
ern Blvd., Long Island City, N. Y. 
Miniature precision connector se- 
ries FHL is a tiny round -shaped 
connector that provides easy means 
for passing a single lead through a 
rack and panel arrangement. It may 
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NOW 
AUA/CABLE 

The name SYLVANIA on an Aluminized Picture Tube 
is an endorsement of dependability! It signifies that the 
tube has passed 781 quality -control tests, plus a series 
of final inspections after a 48 -hour hold period. 

Sylvania Aluminized Picture Tubes 
offer all these Advantages 

1. More Usable Light Output resulting from reflec- 
t_on of wanted light from back of screen. 

2. Better Picture Contrast and Increased Contrast 
Range due to elimination of reflected unwanted 
light from inside the tube. 

3. More Uniform Screen Color Tube for Tube be- 
cause of tighter screen color quality limits. 

4. Longer Screen Life due to the protection of alu- 
minum film on back of screen. 

5. Greater Picture Brightness and Sharpness result 
from the elimination of electron "sticking." 

6. Longer Tube Life due to a controlled degree of 
getter action in the aluminum film. 

Lower Aluminized Picture Tube Prices! 

Sylvania aluminized picture tube prices have now been 
reduced to slightly above regular television picture tube 
prices. Now you can offer your sets with 50% brighter 
pictures at practically no additional cost. For detailed 
data sheets drop a line to Dept. 4R1605, Sylvania, 
today! 

17HP4 
21ALP4A 
21AMP4A 
21EP4B* 
21FP4C* 
21 WP4A 
21XP4A 
21YP4A 
21ZP4B 
24CP4A 
24DP4A 
24VP4A 
27EP4 
27LP4 

27RP4 

15 Popular Sylvania Aluminized Tube Types 
AVAILABLE NOW 

Lo Es 

Lo Es 

Mag 
Mag 
Lo Es 

Mag 
Lo Es 

Lo Es 

Mag 
Mag 
Lo Es 

Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 

Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 
Mag 

65° 
85° 
85° 
65° 
65° 
66° 
65° 
65° 
65° 
85° 
85° 
85° 
85° 
85° 
85° 

"Cylindrical Face. All others have Spherical Face Plates 
Lo Es-Low Voltage Electrostatic Mag-Magnetic 

S-Single Ion Trap 

19 3/16" 
20 7/16" 
20 7/16" 
23" 

23" 

22 1/4" 

22 1/4" 

23" 

23 1/32" 

21 1/8" 

21 1/8" 

21 1/8" 

23 1/16" 

24 23/64" 
23 1/16" 

LIJAN IA 
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,1740 Broadway, New York 19, New York 

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd. 

University Tower Bldg., St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q. 
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also be applied as a feed -through 
disconnect. It has high dielectric 
characteristics and features the use 
of one-piece molding available in 
three insulating materials: mineral 
(asbestos) filled Melamine for high 
dielectric and mechanical strength; 
Plaskon reinforced (glass) Alkyd 
type 440A for unusually high im- 

pact strength and arc resistance; 
and Diallyl Phthalate (blue) with 
high dimensional stability plus ex- 
cellent dielectric properties. Pre- 
cision -machined socket and pin con- 
tacts are of spring temper phosphor 
bronze and brass respectively, gold 
plate over silver giving low contact 
resistance and ease of soldering. 

P -M GENERATOR 

SYNCHRO 

for instrument indicating 
DALMOTOR CO., 1329 Clay St., Santa 
Clara, Calif. Rated for continuous 
duty with an output frequency of 
20 cps and a maximum of 3 -percent 
harmonic distortion, type 44A gen- 
erator is recommended for instru- 
ment indicating and other similar 
applications. Voltage is linear with 
speed, and the unit develops 33 v of 
2 -phase a -c at 4,500 rpm. Internal 

winding resistance is 30,000 ohms 
per phase. Weighing a total of 8 oz, 
it is 1a in. in outside diameter by 
2 -is in. long, and has a h -in. shaft 
extending 0.340 in. Special shaft 
arrangements including splines, 
keyways and gears can be supplied. 
The generator is pressure -sealed 
and has permanently -lubricated 
bearings. Electrical leads or ter- 
minations can be supplied in a num- 
ber of different types as may be 
required. 

for airborne mounting 
CLIFTON PRECISION PRODUCTS CO., 
INC., Marple at Broadway, Clifton 
Heights, Pa., has developed type 
SG -17-1-A synchro designed for 
gimbal mounting in airborne gyro- 
scopic instruments. Maxi m u m 
error spread when used as a trans- 
mitter is less than 6 minutes. Maxi- 
mum depth is less than 0.500 in. 
Overall diameter is 1.625 in. Rotor 

TWIN TRIODE 

BENDIX AVIATION CORP., Red 
Division, Eatontown, N. J. 

input to the synchro is 26 y, 400 
cps. Stator output is 11.8 v. Input 
power when loaded with one control 
transformer is 0.973 w and sensi- 
tivity at control transformer output 
is 397 my per deg. The synchro 
reflects to its shaft no measurable 
cogging effects or mechanical load- 
ing. Outline drawings, mount- 
ing information, complete charac- 
teristic basic data and typical error 
curves will be mailed on request to 
the company. 

for aircraft and industry 
6385 twin triode amplifier incorpo- 
rates features that promote long 
life and is designed to replace the 
2C51/5670 and other such tube 
types. Each 6385 is run-in tested 
and aged under vibration with all 
operating voltages applied for 45 
hours to indicate that it will with- 
stand extreme shock and vibration. 
These tubes have a cathode type 
structure with extruded ceramic 
heater insulator and a coil type 
heater instead of a filament struc- 
ture. This construction, along with 
the ruggedized mount structure, 
virtually eliminates heater failures, 

Bank 
The 

shorts and other adverse effects of 
shock and vibration. The tube has 
a 9 -pin miniature button base and 
can operate at altitudes up to 80,000 
ft. 

POWER MEGAPHONE 
is all -electronic device 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT CO., INC., 805 
Middle Neck Road, Great Neck, 
N. Y., has developed a powerful 
single -unit electronic megaphone. 
With an acoustic output of 112 to 
115 db at 5 ft it permits effective 
speech transmission up to 3,000 ft, 
depending on atmospheric and sur - 
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WHAT'S fl[,AJ IN TAPE RECORDING 

, 1rmun,e to temperaturr 

i rn perrious to moisture 

practically ºrnbrea,ka-ble 

a II u 

polyester fil 

The new EP Audiotape provides the extra 
precision that is so important to deperdable 
magnetic data recording and reproduction. It 
is especially produced to meet the most exact- 
ing requirements for uniformity and freedom 
from microscopic imperfections. Availa Dle in 

'/a" to 2" widths, 1,225 to 5,000 feet. Write for 
Bulletin No. 207. 

Here's a professional magnetic sound record- 
ing tape that offers a new high in permanence 
and durability. It can be used and stored un- 

der the most extreme conditions of temperature 
and humidity without any ill effects. For all 
practical purposes, it is virtually unbreakable. 
Now available on 1, 1'/ and 2 mil Mylar*, in 

standard sizes from 600 to 2,500 ft. Write for 

Bulletin No. 201. 

EXTRA PRECISION magnetic recording tape 
for telemetering, electronic computers 
and other specialized applications 

I) ì(71t 11rOet ired tnt 

AUDIO DEVI 
444 Madison Are., New York 22, M. 

Audiotape, now available on green, blue or 
brown plastic base - and Audiotape reels in 

red, yellow, green, blue and clear plastic - 
provide instant identification that can simplify 
your cueing, filing, recording and playback 
problems. Write for Bulletin No. 209. 

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc. 
Dept. A3, 444 Madison Ave., New York, 22, N. Y. 

Export Dept., 13 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. Cables "ARLAB" 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 
A month or so ago we ran this advertisement. We've had a lot of replies- 
a lot of dollar bills and 5 dollar bills. Yet, we've had a certain amount 

of confusion that we'd like to straighten out. 
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In the first place, we don't require that you pay five dollars for the 

privilege of buying a Sigma relay. The manual is designed to make 

available all we know about our products and their application. It is a 

basic user's manual for Sigma relays (not relays in general-we had to 

give one man's money back on that one) . If you do have use for such a 

manual, the price includes one year's subscription to whatever addi- 

tional pages are issued. After the first year, renewal is one dollar. 

For those that don't know how interested they are in our products, we 

have a free four page bulletin highlighting the basic Sigma relay types. 

The next step from this is that, in response to a specific inquiry we will 

send, also free, the specific manual pages that we believe will apply 

to your problem. 

The "Ink" offer stands. You get for one dollar a collection of our 

favorite correspondence which easily outdoes anything in the ads. (We get 

the opportunity to expose you to our ads again.) So far, no one's asked 

for his dollar back. 

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC., 62 PEARL ST., SO. BRAINTREE, BOSTON 85, MASS. 

rounding noise conditions. Out- 
standing feature is the virtual 
elimination of acoustic feedback. 
The present unit is completely self- 
contained with batteries and 3 - 
stage vacuum -tube amplifier in the 
main housing. It is small and light, 
only weighing slightly over 5 lb, 
and being just over a foot long. The 
form -fitting handle incorporates a 
press -to -talk trigger switch. 

A -C VOLTMETER 
features expanded scale 
ARGA DIVISION, BECKMAN INSTRU- 
MENTS, INC., 220 Pasadena Ave., 
South Pasadena, Calif. An ad- 
vanced a -c voltmeter featuring both 
scale expansion and recording over 
the 100 to 500-v range has been an- 
nounced. The instrument covers 
the voltage range in 39 easy -to -read 
10-v steps, full scale. True rms 
readings are obtained with accu- 
racies better than ±0.25 percent of 
input voltage. Frequency response 
is uniform between 50 and 2,000 
cps. The new voltmeter offers built- 
in recorder connections for continu- 
ous recording of line voltage fluctu- 
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INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 

Prove,, for 
performante 
precis'or i',strcments 
and equip -men. including 
SYNC.-IROS; G'ROS, RADAR, 
FIRE CONTROL, TEST TABLES 
and other CRITICAL APPLICATIONS 

OF AMERICA 

One-piece construction* 
assures high accuracy and 
super -dependability to the 

most rigid specifications. 

ecify In: rumeni Corporation of America Slip 
Ring and Commutator Asserrbt es for closer 

tolerances, absolute uniformity aria the ultimata 
in miniaturization. Wherever extreme dimensioncl 

precision, accJrate concentricity and sign 
dielectric qualities, are required, Instrumert 

Corporation of America assemblies CI '2 
specified with confidence. One-piece, 

unitized construction eliminates dimensional 
variat'on due to accurru ated errors, 

prafides jewel-like finish, uniform 
ring hardness and recu_ed we'ghr. 
Engineering "know -low" resultin 

from years of spedalization and 
continuous co iavonation with 

leadirc rranufa_turers 
all over tFe world is ct 

your imr- .gate service. 

TYPICAL 
SPEC FICATIONS 

SIZES :.035" to 24'' Diameter, Cylindrical or Flat 

CROSS -SECTIONS Ring Thickness .CO5" 
to 050" c -r More 

FINISH: 4 Micro -Inches or Better 

BREAKDOWN: 1000 V or More H -act 
Inter-Ciro.it 

RING HARDNESS: 75 to 90 Brined 

SURFACE PROTECTION: Palladium oncl Ri ocium, 
or Gold Prevent Tarnish, Minimizc Wear & Noise 

INSTRUMENT CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
BLACKS3U2G VIRGINIA 

ELECT RO DEPOSITION PROCESS AVAILAELE JNDER EXCLUSIVE tICENSE AGREEMENT WITH ElECTK, TEC COR P. 
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(Potentiometer is shown in actual size) 

ataiezt NEW 
Fairchild Precision Potentiometer - `'. i The 

' FilmPot i 
1 

; TYPE ¡ 
771 i . .r -. 

This metallic film potentiometer offers infinite resolution, 
high temperature operation (225° C.), high wattage dis- 
sipation, and 100 to 200,000 ohms resistance range in a 
case only %" in diameter and Y2" long. The infinite resolu- 
tion of a metallic film resistance element in servo appli- 
cations limits hunting and oscillating. Available with 
servo flange or threaded bushing mounting. Gold-plated 
terminals. Now manufactured to target specifications for 
engineering evaluation; sample orders are accepted in 
standard resistance values only. 

afAefet reason why 
Fairchild can supply ALL your 
precision potentiometer needs 

Fairchild makes a complete line of precision potentiometers to fill all 
your needs-linear and nonlinear potentiometers, singly or in ganged 
combinations ... single -turn and helical ... with servo or threaded bush- 
ing mounts ... and with resistance elements to meet your requirements. 

Fairchild guarantees accuracy of ±1% or better in nonlinear types and 
±0.5% or better in linear types. Highly accurate production methods and 
close mechanical tolerances, plus thorough type -testing and quality con- 
trol, provide high resolution, long life, low torque and low electrical noise 
level in every Fairchild potentiometer. For more information, or for help 
in meeting your potentiometer problems, call on Fairchild Camera and 
Instrument Corp., Potentiometer Division, 225 Park Avenue, Hicksville, 
L. I., N. Y., Department 140-51A. 

97//1R &fï///L D LP 
PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

ations with a 1 -ma d -c recorder, 
greatly simplifying problems of 
voltage regulation or stabilization 
in any a -c system. 

DELAY LINES 
are solid ultrasonic type 

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO., Union Station 
Building, Erie, Pa. Solid ultrasonic 
delay lines provide precise delay in- 
tervals for electronic equipment. 
Type SDL-15 has the equivalent of 
1,000 yards or 3.051 microseconds. 
Type SDL-16 has the equivalent of 
2,000 yards or 6.102 micro -seconds. 
Each unit is in an hermetically 
sealed case. Carrier frequency is 
30 mc. Attenuation is 26 db into 
1,000 ohms; and bandwidth, 8 mc. 

MARKER OSCILLATOR 
tunes 400 to 930 -mc range 

TELONIC INDUSTRIES, 444 South 
Rural St., Indianapolis, Ind., an- 
nounce their new uhf marker oscil- 
lator that tunes the range of from 
400 to 930 mc. The compact unit 
with built-in, regulated power sup- 
ply measures 5 in. X 7 in. X 5 in. 
The black anodized, 4 -in. aluminum 
dial is individually calibrated and is 
carefully engraved to maintain an 
accuracy of ±0.25 percent. A 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

smooth action, 5 to 1 vernier is used 
for easy tuning. The 50 -ohm out- 
put is attenuated by 0, 20 and 40 db. 

TINY ACELEROMETER 
is strain wire type 

GENERAL SCIENTIFIC CORP., Los 
Angeles, Calif., has available a subì 
subminiature accelerometer (strain 
wire type) with a maximum length 
of 1 in. and a weight of 14 grams. 
It offers a range of ±0.5 to 100 g 
and accuracy of 1.0 percent full 
scale. Natural frequency is 30 to 
250 cps, with damping factor of 0.7 
of critical. Used for acceleration 
measurements, flutter analysis, 
vibration investigations, impact 
research and guided missile tele - 
metering, the accelerometer mini- 
mizes space and weight require- 
ments, disturbances and distortion. 

THYRATRON TUBE 
for industrial equipment 
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS, INC., 
Geneva, Ill., has announced a new 
high -current thyratron with brack- 
et base for panel mounting. Type 
NL -760P has a 6.4 -ampere d -c and 
77 -ampere peak rating. It is de- 
signed for motor speed control, 

;ERS SELENIUM RECTIFIER 

2«a&qf 
oM the basic raw materials ... to the final perform - 

nee tests ... Vickers selenium rectifiers are put through 

one of industry's most rigid and comprehensive quality 

control systems to produce consistent quality rectifiers. 

These tests and 

inspections assure more 

consistent performance 

characteristics and stable, 

longer life rectifiers! 

Tests and 
Inspections 

MATERIALS 142 

SELENIUM PURITY . 11 

CELL PROCESSING . 61 

ASSEMBLY 18 

ELECTRICAL 12 

MECHANICAL . . . 11 

more reasons why VICKERS 
makes a better rectifier: 

Automatic electro forming "pre -stresses" 
cells. 
Precision -matched cells prevent overload- 
overheating. 
Hydraulic assembly assures mechanical 
strength and dimension. 
Rectifiers shock and vibration tested to 
Military Specifications. 

Write for Bulletin 3000. Vickers engineering service is available without obligation 

gas - Eie 

73 VICKERS ELECTRIC DIVISION 

Q T 0+ 
/1'15%0 

A UNIT 
IOU ñ R lec. 

OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION 

1801 LOCUST ST. ST. LOUIS 3, MISSOURI 
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Which part jumped production 250% 
... and cut costs 25% at the same time? 

The self -tapping screw at left, used in a fluorescent light fixture, 
cost $12 per thousand. It was replaced by the cold -formed 
Milford screw at right - which costs only $9 per thousand. 
More important, the Milford screw is being set automatically 
in less than one-third the time! 

Net results? Seven assemblies are now completed in the time 
that used to be needed for two! And annual savings in the 
cost of parts run well over five figures! 

COLD FORMING and Good Design turned the trick! 

THE 

t 

Hundreds of manufacturers have 
found that Milford cold -forming 
and technical know-how really 
pay off - BIG ! The cost of small 
parts and the expense of install- 
ing them is one of the few areas 
in which sizable savings can still 
be made - and there are two very 
sound reasons why Milford can 
help you make them. 

First, Milford cold -formed parts 
cost far less because you don't 
pay for metal you don't get - 
and because they can be pro- 
duced far faster. They're made 
from wire stock - without scrap 
or waste - on very high-speed 
equipment. 

Second, Milford engineers, de- 
signers and product researchers 
are expert in re -designing your 
small parts to take full advantage 

of cold -forming economies and 
to permit faster and more effi- 
cient methods of installation. 
The men from Milford can also 
help you increase production 
through the use of modern high- 
speed power tools or special 
automatic rivet -setters, a field in 
which Milford has had broad 
and intensive experience over a 
period of many years. 

Since you risk nothing, and stand 
to gain a great deal, why not put 
Milford to work for you? Let 
Milford show you how to reduce 
costs and save time through the 
use of cold -formed parts. Most 
important, call us in on the new 
products your're planning before 
designs are frozen. You'll be 
taking the high road that can 
lead to very substantial savings 
- in both time and money. 

Write or phone nearest Milford Plant or Sales Representative! 

ILFORD RIVET & MACHINE CO. 

MILFORD 
CONN. 

NORWALK 
CALIF. 

ELYRIA 
OHIO 

AURORA 
ILLINOIS 

HATBORO 
PENNA. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

welding control, and regulated recti- 
fier applications. The tube is gas and 
mercury filled for quick starting 
and constancy of characteristics 
within wide temperature limits. 
Other rating details are : filament 
voltage, 2.5 v; filament current, 21 
amperes; and peak inverse voltage, 
1,250 v. 

TERMINAL BOARDS 
are custom fabricated 
DEJUR-AMSCO CORP., 45-01 North- 
ern Blvd., Long Island City, N. Y., 
can supply a wide variety of custom 
fabricated terminal boards to gov- 
ernment and civilian users. Many 
different terminals and base mate- 
rials make possible a proper design 
for every application. The boards 
can be finished or impregnated, and 
coding is accomplished by silk 
screening. In addition, Continental 
terminal boards can be made with 
any number of contacts and in any 
size or contact arrangement. 

RECEIVER -CONVERTER 
weighs only 22 Ib. 

SERVO CORP. OF AMERICA, 20-20 
Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, 
N. Y. This unit extends the fre- 
quency range of a standard h -f re- 
ceiver into the vhf range of 50 to 
200 mc. It has a self-contained 
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NEW PRODUCTS (c©ntinued) 

power supply which facilitates in- 
stallation. No modification tif the 
receiver is required. The vhf an- 
tenna is connected to the converter 
which is connected to the h -f re- 
ceiver. Power input is 35 w from 
nominal 115 v, 50/60 cycles. Small 
and compact, the unit weighs only 
22 lb. 

POWER SUPPLY 
has industry and lab uses 

SUMMIT ELECTRONICS, INC., 7 In- 
dustrial Place, Summit, N. J. A 

new adjustable a -c regulated power 
supply is designed to operate from 
a 60 -cycle a -c line. The supply is 
particularly suitable for application 
in industrial production and inspec- 
tion operations as well as in labor- 
atory work. Several models are 
available for varying output re- 
quirements, ranging from a mini- 
mum of 0.1 ampere to a maximum 
of 100 amperes. Output voltages 
are readily variable by a simple 
front -panel control, while easily 
read meters make possible rapid 
adjustment to desired voltage and 
current. Intended for rack mount- 
ing, the equipment measures 12.1 X 
19 x in. 

ELECTRONIC TIMER 
is continuously variable 

MT. SOPRIS INSTRUMENT CORP., 1320 

Pearl St., Boulder, Colorado. Per- 
cent-on time from 25 to 75 percent 

© 8 L PATENTS PENDING 

OURLAS 
sub -miniature 

SPOTS 

P4VIDE THE ULTIMATE 
IN CIRCUIT TRIMMING 

Simple screwdrivadjustment... 

The R I M POT is a 5 turn, fully adjustable wire - 
wound potentiomete signed and manufactured 
exclusively by BOURN L ; boratories. Electrical set- 
tings in increments of I ti I % are securely main- 
tained during vibration I G's up to 2,000 cps or 
sustained acceleration of 11 i G's. BOURNS' unique 
self-locking design elimina umbersome locknuts. 
Power rating is IA watt at I I ° F. Standard resis- 
tance values from 250 oh ' o 25,000 ohms are 
available for immediate de ' . Information on 

es 

s 

higher and lower resistances olq request. 
BOURNS TRTMPOTS are accepted ,as standard com- 
ponents by aircraft and missile manufacturers and 
major industrial corporations. 

9 RT-IMPOTS 

TAKE LESS 

SPACE THAN 

A 2e STAMP 

Tiny cross-sectional size-only 1/4" x 5/16"-and 
rectangular shape save valuable panel space. Instru- 
ments are easy to mount individually or in stacked 
assemblies with two standard screws through the 
body eyelets. 

BOURNS also manufactures precision potentiometers 
to measure Linear Motion; Gage, Absolute, and 
Differential Pressure and Acceleration. 

f OURNS LABORATORIES 
6135 MAGNOLIA AVENUE RIVERSIDE,, CALIFORNIA 

Technical Bulletin On Request, Dept. 12 
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Your source for 2K50 

REFLEX KLYSTRON TUBES 
The new Bendix Red Bank 2K50 is the perfect answer for those who 
want a thermally -tuned Reflex Klystron tube for K -band operation. 
The 2K50 has two primary applications-first, as a local oscillator in 
small, compact, lightweight, high definition radar and, second, as an 
oscillator in microwave spectrometers, signal generators and spectrum 
analyzers. 
Because of its thermal feature, the 2K50 may be tuned automatically. 
Thus, it is ideally suited for difficult locations ... in aircraft, for 
example ... where direct or mechanical tuning is not practical. 
Perfection of the complex, ultra -precision 2K50 . one of the most 
difficult electron tubes to manufacture . . . is a tribute to the unique 
talents of our engineers and production men. It demonstrates why you 
can depend on Bendix Red Bank for the answer to any special-purpose 
electron tube problem you may have. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Resonator Voltage 330 volts D.C. 

Reflector Voltage -150 volts D.C. 

Tuner Grid Voltage -50 volts D.C. 

Filament Voltage 6.3 ± 8% volts 
Gun Cathode Current 28 ma. D.C. 

Tuner Cathode Current 10 ma. D.C. 

Heater Voltage (A.C. or D.C) 6.3 volts 
Heater Current .755 amps. 
Thermal Tuning Range.. 23216 to 24751 Mc/Sec. 
Min. Power Output at 23504 Mc/Sec.... 8.5 mW. 
Min. Power Output at 23984 Mc/Sec... 10.0 mW. 
Min. Power Output at 24464 Mc/Sec.... 8.5 mW. 
Min. Electronic Tuning at Mid -Band 55 Mc/Sec. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Dimensions: Maximum seated height 2t/" Base: Small Octal 8 -Pin, B8-21, Low Loss 
Phenolic Wafer Coupling to Wave Guide: Direct, by means of an insulating fitting 
Cooling: Convection Mounting Position: Any Cavity: Silver Plated Steel (integral 

within the bulb) Bulb: Metal Output Window: Low loss glass 

«NB 
Manufacturers of Special - 
Purpose Electron Tubes, 
Inverters, Dynamotors and 
Fractional HP D.C. Motors 

'avgh 
EATONTOWN, N. J. 

West Coast Sales and Service: 117 E. Providencia, Burbank, Calif. 
Export Sales: Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 
Canadian Distributor: Aviation Electric Ltd., P.O. Box 6102, Montreal, P.Q. 

DIVISION OF 
AVIATION 
CÓRFDRAT/aN-_ 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

feature increases the usefulness of 
this electronic timer in such timing 
operations as product life testing, 
energizing solenoids and feeding 
machines. Both cycles -per -minute 
and percent-on time are con- 
tinuously variable. Either may be 
changed without disturbing the 
other and may be adjusted with the 
equipment in operation. Model T-1 
covers a frequency range of from 
10 to 50 cycles per minute and T-2 
is a dual range model with a total 
frequency coverage from 2 to 100 
cycles per minute. Standard ac- 
curacy including line voltage varia- 
tion ±10 percent is within 10 per- 
cent. The timers are operable from 
115 v, 50-60 cycles. 

CRT CHECKER 
tests 5 tubes at once 
RESEARCH ELECTRONICS, Roslyn, Pa. 
Model 404 c -r intermittent checker 
tests up to five tubes at once for 
intermittent shorts and opens of all 
elements of any standard tv picture 
tube. By a unique cycling action it 
forces intermittents to show very 
quickly, announces any failure by 
an alarm bell, and the type of short 
or open is indicated by lamps. The 
unit measures 12 x 12 X 18 in. 

RESISTANCE ANALYZER 
is a high precision unit 
THE KULJIAN CORP., Philadelphia, 
Pa., announces a resistance ana- 
lyzer designed to measure accu- 
rately the voltage coefficient of a 
wide range of resistances. Primar- 
ily a high precision, general pur- 
pose, resistance measuring labor- 
atory instrument, it measures re- 
sistances ranging from 1,000 ohms 
to 111 megohms to within 0.1 per- 
cent. The voltage coefficient of any 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

resistor up to a power rating of 1.5 
w can be determined down as low 
as 0.0002 percent per volt. Volt- 
age across the measured resistance 
is continuously variable in two 
ranges from 0 to 500 v by a self- 
contained regulated power supply. 
Sensitivity of balance is within 0.04 
percent on all ranges. It is de- 
signed for 115-v, 60 -cycle operation. 

CAMERA CHAIN 
for televising film 
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LAB- 
ORATORIES, Nutley, N. J., announces 
a newly developed camera for tele- 
vising film. Using a small photo- 
conductive camera tube, the camera 
chain (FTL-105A) features high 
definition and excellent contrast 
range in addition to low initial and 
operating cost. Consisting of a very 
small camera head weighing only 
7i lb, a control monitor, and a rack - 
mounted power supply, this camera 
may be used in a number of flexible 
operating arrangements, none of 
which requires a shading operator. 
When used with this camera, an 
ingenious optical multiplexer (FTL- 
287A) provides pictures from two 
film projectors, a 2 -in. X 2 -in. slide 
projector, and a 4 -in. x 5 -in. opaque 

If you have to snoop for switch 

space in chasses .. . 

you need Centralab miniatures! 
Smaller than a match book, the Centra - 
lab miniature switch you're looking at is 
only 11/2" in diameter. It's the biggest 
space -saving clue to new switch perform- 
ance in crowded commercial or military 
low -power, high -frequency electronic 
equipment ever offered! 

Miniatures available with either steatite or 
phenolic sections in bolted or staked con- 
struction, and in combination with variable 
resistors and line switches. 
Single and multiple sections - exceptional 
design adaptability. 
Standard or special combinations - up to 
12 positions or up to 6 poles per section. 
Steatite insulation is JAN Grade L-5 for 
low loss characteristics. 
Phenolic insulation-only high grades used. 
NEMA Grade XXXP. Mil grade P3115B. 
Indexing 30° or 60° (standard or minia- 
ture). 90° (standard only). 
Shorting and non -shorting types. 
Now available-new Series 100 Sub -Minia- 
ture for military application only (11/8" dia.). 

Centralab has been solving switch 
problems for nearly 30 years! 

Centralab switches have been called the pro- 
totype of all selector switches in use today. 

Choose from the widest variety available from 
any manufacturer: slide, lever, rotary, power, 
spring -return, tone, etc. Standard items are avail- 
able at your local (CRL) distributor - see 
Catalog 28. 

SWITCHES 

WRITE NOW FOR BULLETINS 
42-156 (Series 20), 42-157 (Se- 
ries 30), EP -SW -1 (Series 100). 

A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 
914E E. Keefe Avenue Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Road, Toronto, Ontario 

CERAMIC 
CAPACITORS 

PRINTED 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 

Industry's greatest source of standard 
electronic components 

CERAMIC 
INSULATORS 

and special 
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ERS a n d sp SAS 
ECI All 

ENGINEERING 
offered splendid 
opportunities in 

Boston Engineering Laboratory! 
Men qualified to handle high level assignments in electronics are offered a challenging 
opportunity in Boston, under ideal working conditions divorced from production. The 
laboratory provides stimulating projects, an atmosphere of scientific progress and 
provides assistance towards your personal advancement or professional recognition. 
You will work with a top level technical staff possessing the finest facilities. Admin- 
istrative positions are open to men qualified to guide the efforts of others. 

MICROWAVE ENGINEERS 

Senior engineers to handle design and 
development projects and provide tech- 
nical direction of other top-level engineers 
working on microwave circuits and micro- 
wave plumbing in the development of 
military airborne electronic equipment. 
Should have 5 years' experience in such 
work and at least a BS degree. 

ELECTROMECHANICAL 
ENGINEERS 

Senior engineers to direct groups of top 
level engineers working on mechanical 
designs of airborne electronic equipment. 
Should be able to estimate operating and 
development expenses to judge and co- 
ordinate staff work. Should have 5 years' 
experience in the field and at least a BS 

degree. 

ELECTRONIC Engineer -in -Charge 
To plan, direct and control the activities 
of engineers engaged in design and 

development of large, complex electronic 
equipment. Must have at least 5 years' 
experience in military electronic equipment 
and be familiar with latest techniques 
used in airborne electronic methods. Must 
have at least a BS degree. 

ENGINEERING SPECIALIST 
(Weight Control) 

Experienced in the mechanical design of 
airborne electronic equipment. Should have 
a BS degree and approximately 5 years' 
experience in aircraft weight control and 
high strength -to -weight ratio structures. 
Should be qualified to direct the work of 
a group of engineers. 

RADAR SYSTEMS AND 
CIRCUIT ENGINEER 

To assume responsibility for electronic 
circuit design for major elements of com- 
plex airborne electronic equipment. Should 
have a BS degree and about 5 years' 
experience. 

Sylvania provides financial support for advanced education as well as 

a liberal insurance, pension and medical program. Investigate a career 
with Sylvania. 

INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT 
Don Bradley, Personnel Manager 

Boston Engineering Laboratory 

SYLVANIA 
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC. 
70 Forsyth Street Boston, Massachusetts KEnmore 6-8900 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

projector-all automatically con- 
trolled and providing for the ulti- 
mate in operating smoothness. 

CONNECTOR 
for printed circuits 
GORN ELECTRIC CO., 857 Main St., 
Stamford, Conn., has available a 
new receptacle connector with 6, 8, 

10, 12, 15, 18 or 22 contacts to re- 
ceive printed circuit cards. The 
body is compression molded Mela- 
mine for high dielectric and me- 
chanical strength. Contacts are of 
spring tempered beryllium copper, 
gold plated over silver for ease of 
soldering and prevention of cor- 
rosion. Design of the contacts pro- 
vides positive mating of the con- 
nector with printed circuit cards of 
from 0.061 in. to 0.071 in. thickness. 
Voltage breakdown at sea level is 
2,500 volts rms, and at 60,000 ft is 
700 volts rms. Minimum creepage 
is T1 in.; minimum air space is 
in.; mechanical spacing is s in. It 
is designed for use with wire size 
No. 16. 

TINY TUBE HOLDER 
features light weight 
ATLAS E -E CORP., Bedford Airport, 
Bedford, Mass. A new lightweight 
subminiature tube holder made of 
cadmium -plated spring steel with 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

silver-plated brass tube shield pro- 
vides space saving, economical and 
convenient methods for firm hold- 
ing in fixed positions in relation to 
a mounting surface. Subminiature 
tubes, held in place by the holders, 
withstand high shock and vibration 
encountered in mobile electronics 
such as guided missiles. Equip- 
ment using this construction tech- 
nique has withstood tests of 10 

to 500 cps from 5 to 20 g for 8 

hours without resonance. The hold- 
ers provide ready removability of 
the tube should replacement of the 
component be needed ; efficient con- 
duction of heat from the component 
to the body on which the holder is 
mounted ; and automatic adaptation 
to thermally caused dimensional 
changes, thus minimizing thermal 
stress between component and 
holder. 

GERMANIUM DIODES 
are hermetically -sealed 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Syracuse, 
N. Y. Three JAN types (1N69, 
1N70 and 1N81) and some com- 
mercial computer types of hermet- 
ically -sealed ceramic germanium 
diodes are now available. As in 
the past, the platinum -ruthenium 
whisker is welded to the german- 
ium pellet. The hermetic seal is 
metal to ceramic. Gas -tight ceramic 
cases with metalized ends permit 
solder seal to nickel pins. The di- 
odes exceed the requirements of 
JAN humidity specifications. 

PRINTING MACHINES 
for wire lead components 

MARKEM MACHINE Co., Keene 41, 
N. H. A printing machine that 

/f4w /2'ne6bn 
MICROWAVE VSWR AMPLIFIER 

Crystal current and 
power monitoring 

Two channel input 

VSWR to 60 db 

Set-up signal sources 

for faster, more 
accurate readings... 
easier operation 
WAVELINE, precision leader in the manu- 

facture of microwave test equipment, now 

offers you the ultimate in advance -design 

VSWR AMPLIFIERS. 

This NEW Standing Wave Amplifier is the 
culmination of extensive research and 

testing ... directed at developing new 
concepts of instrument function and de- 

sign for microwave test equipment. 

Exclusive combinations of features make 
WAVELINE microwave instruments the most 
valuable test equipment available today! 

Technical data on microwave 
instruments covering the range 
1,000 to 40,000 MCS available 
on request. 

A VELINE,,,. 

/v2W MODEL 2000 
Standing Wave Amplifier 

Crystal Current Measurement -- a fea 
ture is incorporated making the meter avail- 
able for monitoring crystal current and power. 

Two Channel Input -provides in one in- 
strument: 
1. By alternate use of two channels a pulsed 
oscillator in combination with a calibrated 
attenuator provides a substitute for a costly 
signal generator. 
2. Monitoring crystal current and measuring 
VSWR. 

3. Both channels measure VSWR. 

4. Monitoring power with bolometer and 
measuring VSWR. 

5. Monitoring power at two points. 

Sensitivity-Full scale deflection; minimum 
0.3 microvolts; maximum 0.3 volts. 

Selectivity-Overall Q of approx. 20. 

Calibration - Calibrated for use with a 

square law detector. 60 db over-all range in 6 
steps. Accuracy -*0.1 db per 10 db. 

Detector -Crystal rectifier or bolometer with 
8.75 Ma. or 4.0 Ma. bolometer bias for standard 
200 ohm bolometer, barretter or 1/100 amp 
instrument fuse. 
Modulation Requirements - For VSWR 

measurement the RF source must be modu- 
lated at 1000 CPS ±20 CPS. Plug in units for 
frequencies 250 to 2500 CPS available. 

Price - $200. F.O.B. Caldwell, N. J. 

Sales Engineers in All Principal Cities 

(C)NTI 

CALOWELL, NEW JERSEY 
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Look here TO YOUR* 
ANSWERS 

ANTENNA PROBLEMS 
Facing new antenna problems? 

Find important new ideas and advanced techniques leading to the 
ultimate answers in Gabriel's new ,=acilities Report. For design ... 
development ... or production, you need this 24 -page well illustrated 
brochure. 

It is, we believe, by far the most complete in the field. A few off the 
projects described -- typical of Gabriel experience that can help 
you - are: 

RADAR - Design and production of search antennas; IFF parasitic 
antennas; conical scan for gunlaying and tracking. 
MISSILES -- Flush -mounted antennas for intelligence transmission; beacon 
antennas for tracking. 

AIRCRAFT Blade, flush mounted, and block antennas for navigational 
radar, Shoran, communications, and homing. 

MICROWAVE RELAY For mobile military communications, railroad, TV 
network, and public utilities. 

*Executives and Engineers at Management level. 

SEND FOR YOUR COPY. Write on your letterhead, please, indicating antenna 
problem involved. Address Consulting Engineering Department. 

GABRIEL ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
Formerly Workshop Associates Division 

THE GABRIEL COMPANY, 300 Endicott Street, Norwood, Mass. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

automatically feeds, prints and 
ejects small cylindrical objects with 
wire leads is available for in -plant 
printing. It prints trade name, 
trade mark, specifications, etc., on 
items such as resistors, capacitors, 
diodes, triodes, transistors and sub- 
miniature electronic tubes or other 
cylindrical objects when a special 
feed adapter is used. The machine 
incorporates a chute feed which 
easily adjusts to handle items up to 
2 in. long by in. o.d. The unit, 
powered by a 1 -hp motor equipped 
with a variable speed drive, is 
mounted on a floor stand and occu- 
pies space 45 in. deep, 15 in. wide 
and 56 in. high. 

POWER CONNECTORS 
with coaxial contacts 
DEJUR-AMSCO CORP., 45-01 North- 
ern Blvd., Long Island City, N. Y. 
A new type of "Easy -Release" con- 
nector designed for use with small 
r -f cables where nonconstant im- 
pedance is required, has been added 
to the Continental connector line. 
This connector uses coaxial contacts 
instead of the standard guide pins 
to minimize electrical discontinuity 
in a coax line. Electrically they are 
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similar to the BNC type connector. 
Polarization is positive with the 
two coaxial contacts serving not 
only as a means for polarization, 
but also as a self -aligning guide pin 
and socket. Plugs and receptacles 
may be used with cables RG -55, 58, 

59 and 71/U. 

SWEEP GENERATOR 
is a high-speed unit 
SPENCER -KENNEDY LABORATORIES, 

INC., 186 Massachusetts Ave., Cam- 
bridge 39, Mass. Model 610 high- 
speed sweep generator was designed 
to supply extremely fast sweeps for 
cathode-ray indicators or other ap- 
plicators or other applications 
requiring a rapidly rising linear 
voltage. It will provide contin- 
uously adjustable sweep speeds of 
from 0.05 to 500 cm per p.sec. The 
unit can be triggered for single or 
repetitive sweeps. It will also pro- 
vide a brightening pulse and gate 
outputs. All controls and connec- 
tors are conveniently grouped on the 
front panel and include sweep -speed 
controls, trigger input, gate output 
and external horizontal -deflection - 
input jacks. All power connections 
are made to the rear of the chassis. 

SERVO MOTOR 
for high acceleration 
RAYTHEON MFG. Co., 148 Cali- 
fornia St Newton 58, Mass.. The 
motor illustrated was designed for 
an application requiring high accel- 
eration. Minimum starting torque 
is 0.6 oz -in. and the measured aver- 
age acceleration is 26,500 radians 
per second. A tachometer generator 
is incorporated in this design for 
applications where tachometric 

versatile 
high precision SLOTTED LINES 

To meet the ever-expanding need for accurate impedance and 

VSWR measurements, Gabriel Laboratories has designed several high - 

precision coaxial slotted lines. For VHF, models are available for 
frequencies ranging down to 50 mc. These lines can be supplied with a 

characteristic impedance of 51.1 or 50 ohms. Unique design of the center 
conductor supports, permits accurate, adjustable centering of the line. 

Residual VSWR is less than 1.02. 
Two probe types are available: (1) RF output for use with 

receiver, and (2) tuned probe with self-contained bolometer or crystal. 
The lines are supplied with precision tapers for measurement in systems 

employing either standard 1/4 -inch flanges or type N connectors. Tapers 

for RTMA 31/4 -inch lines, 15/8 -inch lines and RG17/U cable connectors can 

be supplied. Standard models are 6 -foot allowing for measurements 

down to 100 mc., and 10 -foot for measurements down to 50 mc. Both 

models are efficient, rugged and come equipped with handles for 
ease in handling. 

For precision UHF impedance measurement in systems employing 
RIMA standard transmission lines, a special slotted line is available. 
It connects directly to RIMA standard flanges, 31/4 -inch or 1% -inch. 

Residual VSWR is less than 1.02. Standard lengths are 18 inches and 

25 inches to suit the use of UHF TV measurements. The lines are supplied 
with either RF or tuned bolometer probes. A single adaptor to a type N 

connector simplifies connecting the signal generator. 
For further information write Gabriel Laboratories, 135 Crescent 

Street, Needham Heights, Massachusetts, or phone NEedham 3-0005. 

THE GABRIEL LABORATORIES 
THE GABRIEL COMPANY, 135 Crescent Street, Needham Heights, Mass. 
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JOHNSON "R" CAPACITORS 

RUGGED and RELIABLE 
Catalog 
Number 

Type 
Number 

"M" 
Dimension 

149-1* 20R12 1-7,'32" 

149-2* 35R12 1-7;'32" 

149-3* 50R12 1-7'32" 
149-4* 75R12 1-7/32" 

149-5* 100R12 1-13/32" 

149-6* 140R12 1-19/32" 

149-8 200R12 2" 

149-10 250R12 2-5/16" 
149-11 325R12 2-23,'32" 

Nickel plated brass plates, .0226" 
-full soldered construction. Stand- 
ard air gap, .024"-Steatite in- 
sulation, grade L4 or better. Silver 
plated beryllium copper rotor con- 
tact. Integral mounting feet and 
panel mounting bushing. All models 
of double bearing construction, with 
dual stator terminals and a .250" 
shaft with rear extension. 

Specials can be furnished with .036", 
.050", .071", and .095" spacing, 
and with special plating, panel 
mountings, shaft extensions, or high 
torque bearings. 

*Stock items. All other capacitors made to customers' order. Orders for 
"non -stock" or special capacitors should be of sufficiently large quantity to 
insure economical production runs. 

For complete pricing and descriptive data on these and other types of 
JOHNSON capacitors, write for your copy of General Products Catalog 973. 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 
CAPACITORS, INDUCTORS, SOCKETS, INSULATORS, PLUGS, JACKS, DIALS, AND PILOT LIGHTS 

2314 SECOND AVENUE SOUTHWEST WASECA, MINNESOTA 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

feedback is required. The no-load 
speed is 10,500 rpm, and the motor 
will accelerate to full speed, no load, 
in 0.03 sec. For complete technical 
information, write for bulletin 
DL -Y-14. 

FREQUENCY METER 
for 8,200-12,400 me range 
NARDA-NASSAU RESEARCH & DE- 
VELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, INC., 66 
Main St., Mineola, N. Y., has de- 
veloped a frequency meter for the 
8,200 to 12,400 -mc range for use by 
microwave laboratories in the X - 
band region. It features high Q, 
accuracy of 0.1 percent, ease of tun- 
ing, calibration chart mounted on 
cavity and large reactive dip for 
rapid location of resonance. The 
meter consists of a resonant cavity 
in the TE,,, mode, which is tunable 
by varying the cavity length with a 
noncontacting shorting plunger. 
The cavity is mounted on a short 
length of 1 x ,, in. waveguide, 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

which is terminated in CG -39/1' 
cover flanges. 

RECTIFIER 
is tiny double -bridge type 

RAYTHEON MFG. Co., 148 California 
St., Newton 58, Mass. This unit con- 
tains two full -wave selenium bridge 
rectifiers and associated resistors, 
designed to operate as a phase 
comparator and packaged to with- 
stand high shock and vibration. 
The package is completely sealed. 
Overall dimensions are 1 in. X in. 
X in. Weight is slightly over z oz. 
For complete details write for 
bulletin DL -Y-19. 

DEFLECTION YOKE 
for tv camera tube 
I -T -E CIRCUIT BREAKER CO., 1924 
Hamilton St., Philadelphia 30, Pa. 
Function of the camera deflection 
yoke illustrated is to control the 
electron scanning beam as it moves 
vertically and horizontally. Each 
raster is scanned at the rate of 525 
lines per second, the same as com- 
mercial broadcast tv camera and 
home receivers. The yoke, weighing 
approximately 4 oz, measures 12 in. 
in diameter by 4 in. in length. Hori- 

NEED THESE? 

OR THESE? 

OR THESE? 

Get them all from 

COMAR 
Comar offers you a fast 
convenient source for your 
electronic control 
components. Complete 
engineering, manufacturing 
and sealing facilities all 
coordinated in one plant .. . 
saves you time ...saves you 
money. Components are 
tailor-made to your exact 
specifications, job -tested for top efficiency, precision 
constructed for maximum 
dependability...you get 
custom quality at production 
line low cost. Next time you 
need relays, solenoids, coils, switches, transformers, 
hermetic sealing, 
it will pay you to 
contact Comar. 

ornar ELECTRIC COMPANY 
3349 ADDISON STREET 

CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 

RELAYS SOLENOIDS COILS TRANSFORMERS SWITCHES HERMETIC SEALING 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

If it's for RF or audio filtering, or harmonic attenuation, 
or single side band and telemetering equipment-or any 
number of other uses-chances are that it's not so unusual. 
Not so unusual, that is, that B&W filter engineers haven't 
already run into something similar in their collective 265 
years of experience. And the broad range of experience 
which these engineers possess is matched by the production 
skill of B&W's manufacturing personnel ... with a full 
complement of high -quality, high -capacity test and produc- 
tion equipment at their disposal. 

Whether your problems are in the research, design, de- 
velopment, or production stage ... in electronics, television, 
computing, radio broadcasting, or radio communications... 
you'll find the complete facilities of Barker & Williamson 
ready, willing and able to solve them. 

Write now for complete information on B&W filter 
manufacturing facilities. 

Barker & Williamson is proud to announce 
that it is now operating the new Boesch 
Subminiature Toroidal Coil Winding Ma- 
chine, and invites your inquiries in this new 
field of effort. 

BaW 

BAND- 
PASS 
FILTERS 

TRAPS `I 

LOW-PASS FILTERS 

DISCRIMINATORS 

TOROIDAL COILS 

HIGH-PASS FILTERS 

BAND SUPPRESSION 
FILTERS 

-Barker & Williamson, Inc. 
237 Fairfield Ave., Upper Darby, Pa. 

zontal resistance is 3.59 ohms ; ver- 
tical resistance, 161 ohms. Hori- 
zontal inductance is 0.92 mh; 
vertical inductance, 53.2 mh. 

TINY C -W MAGNETRON 
for 9,800 to 10,000 mc 

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES, INC., 22 
Cummington St., Boston 15, Mass. 
A new c -w magnetron resembling 
physically a standard receiving tube 
and operating from a plate supply 
of 450 to 500 IT and a heater supply 
of 6 v is now available for use at a 
range from 9,800 to 10,000 mc. The 
6444 is fixed -tuned, incorporates the 
new long -life Philips dispenser -type 
cathode and delivers 1 w of c -w 
energy in a standard klystron 
octal socket. The magnet is an in- 
tegral part of the tube package. 
The 6444 is extremely rugged, non- 
microphonic and is exceptionally 
suited for Doppler -type radar and 
other field and laboratory use. 

FLARE MACHINE 
operates automatically 
KAHLE ENGINEERING CO., 1307 Sev- 
enth St., North Bergen, N. J. Model 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

2310 automatic flare machine com- 
bines two production operations in 
one unit to save labor costs and re- 
duce the percentage of breakage. 
It produces flared necks at rates of 
approximately 800 each hour for c -r 
tubes from standard lengths of tub- 
ing. The machine feeds, cuts and 
flares antomatically. Cutting is by 
the hot -chill technique. The ma- 
chine can also be used as a tubing 
cutter by locking out the flaring 
mechanism. 

D -C SCOPES 
are very highly sensitive 

VOLKERS & SCHAFFER MFG. CORP., 

1679 Broadway, Schenectady 6, 
N. Y. The VS -900 series of oscillo - 
graphs sets a new standard for 
sensitivity and stability in d -c 
scopes. They have an exceptionally 
high a -c sensitivity and unusual 
freedom from distortion. Their d -c 
sensitivity is 700 N.v per cm, and a -c 
sensitivity, 10 p.v per cm. Direct cur- 
rent drifts, after a 5 -minute warm- 
up period, seldom exceed 1 mv. Four 
distinctive design features are: 
heavy overall feedback (including 
d -c), d -c heated electronically regu- 
lated filaments, the starved ampli- 
fier circuit, and gas -diode coupling 
in a new circuit. Frequency range 
has an upper limit of 500 kc (3 db 
down) . 

SEALED RELAYS 
for small space 

MAGNECRAFT ELECTRIC Co., 1442 W. 
Van Buren St., Chicago 7, Ill. De- 
veloped to meet application require- 
ments where space is limited, these 

Something BIG'S 

going to happen 

to PROFITS 

OO 

when you design with Centralab ceramics! 

i 

Let industry's most experienced ceramic 
source help you design greater "sell" 
into your line. Then watch BIG things 
happen to profits! Centralab gives you 
all this: 

1. Thousands of ceramic formulas "ready -to - 
go" to solve your particular problem. 

2. Ceramics to meet JAN -I-8 and JAN -I-10 
specifications without exception. 

3. Grade L-5 steatite always supplied. Cen- 
tralab's best! Unequaled for: 

High dielectric strength - 240 volts per 
mil. 
Less loss at high frequency-Loss factor 
at 1 MC - .007. 
High mechanical strength - 18,000 psi 
modulus of rupture. 
Harder than quartz - 7.5 Mohs' scale. 
Impervious to moisture or acids-.005% 
absorption. 

4. Plus hundreds of standard types of CRL 
JAN ceramic standoffs and feed-thru bush- 
ings - immediately available from stock. 

Got a ceramic problem? Then don't wait another 
minute - send your specs to Centralab 

Centralab manufactures from Quality controlled with inspec- 
basic powders to finished product tion after each major operation. 
right in its own modern plants. Standard items are available at 

Completely mechanized facilities your local (CRL) distributor-see 
to mix, mold, stamp, drill and tap. Catalog 28 or JAN Bulletin 42-181. 

SWITCHES CAPACITORS 

A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 
914F E. Keefe Avenue Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Road, Toronto, Ontario 

CERAMIC PRINTED 
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 

CERAMIC 
INSUEATORS 

Industry's greatest source of standard and special 
electronic components 
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 Lapp has pioneered in design 
and production of heavy duty 
wall and deck insulators for ra- 

dio applications. To eliminate 
losses which occur in ordinary 
types of bushings at radio fre- 
quency, Lapp designed units to 
use air as major insulation, 
lengthening the porcelain path 
by forming it into a bowl. Now 
available as "catalog items" are 
a wide variety of types for most 
electrical and mechanical re- 

quirements. Our experience and 
facilities are admirably suited, 
too, to design and production 
for special applications. Write 
for descriptive data and speci- 
fications. Lapp Insulator Co., 

Inc., Radio Specialties Division, 
225 Sumner St., Le Roy, N. Y. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

small d -c relays are hermetically 
sealed in metal containers 1i X 1,,; 
X 1 ta in. high. They are available 
with 14 -pin miniature plug or 
solder terminals. Relay and con 
tainer interlock so weight of the 
relay puts no strain on the solder 
seals. They are furnished for any 
voltage to 115 v d -c, and with con- 
tact combinations up to 4 -pole, 
double throw. Added contact com- 
binations are available in larger 
containers. Resistance range is 
0.12 to 11,000 ohms. Weight is ap- 
proximately 5 oz. 

OUTPUT PENTODE 
for mobile radio use 

DULLARD LTD., Century House, 
Shaftesbury Ave., London, WC2, 
England. The EL -85 a -f and r -f 
output pentode is a noval-based tube 
intended for a -c power line opera- 
tion. Heater rating is 6.3 v, 0.2 
ampere, which is low in view of the 
maximum cathode current rating of 
35 ma. The EL85, which has an 
anode dissipation of 6 w, may be 
used as on a -f output tube or as an 
r -f amplifier up to 120 mc. As a 
class -A audio amplifier it gives an 
output of 2.8 w when operated with 
a h -v supply of 225 v and an anode 
current of 26 ma. As an r -f 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

amplifier it will deliver 2 w at 100 

mc. It should be useful for equip- 
ments requiring moderate power 
output and where low voltage drain 
is important. It is particularly 
suitable for mobile transmitters 
and receivers, where it may be used 
as a driver, modulator or audio 
output tube. 

RESISTORS 
are high -voltage insulated 

BRADFORD COMPONENTS, INC., 33-35 
Bishop St., Bradford, Pa., is manu- 
facturing a high -voltage insulated 
precision wire -wound resistor called 
the Cer-Ohm. Its h -v ceramic insu- 
lation plus conservative power rat- 
ings make this COP type unit ideal 
where cost is a large factor. Cer- 
Ohm units are fabricated with 2 w, 

3 w, 5 w, 7 w, 10 w, 15 w and 20 w 
ratings using Tophet C, Evanohm 
or other recognized good resistance 
wire. They are produced with 
standard 5 percent and 10 percent 
tolerances but are made to close tol- 
erances with special characteristics 
when so specified. 

SHEET -BEAM TUBE 
for synchronous detecting 
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Schenec- 
tady 5, N. Y. The 6AR8 is a minia- 
ture double -plate sheet.beam tube 
which incorporates a pair of bal- 
anced deflectors to direct the elec- 
tron beam to either of the two 
plates and a control grid to vary 
the intensity of the beam. The tube 
is especially suited for service as 
a synchronous detector in color tv 
receivers. In this application, rela- 
tively large, balanced output sig- 
nals of both positive and negative 
polarities are developed which elim- 
inate the need for phase -inversion 
functions in the matrix circuits. 
Other features of the 6AR8 syn- 

Ciut your enclosure costs 

with KARP 

r 
` 

ñ i 
ärSf!%`.,S 1 .4 

.é" 

` F MOST COMPLETE 
~,\ FACILITIES F9F 

E+31 .I FRED SEEET METALFABRICAT o% 

Cut your inventory costs 

Karp will schedule production of your enclo- 

sures to match your assembly requirements, 
thus keeping your inventory to a minimum. 

Cut your tooling costs 

We have an accumulation of over 3000 Karp - 

owned tools and dies, all of which are avail- 

able for your use. 

Cut your extra -handling costs 

Karp gives you a complete package-ready for 

your components. No need to re -ship for 

painting, silk-screening or sub -assembly. 

Cut design and engineering costs 

Karp's Engineering Department, staffed with 

competent sheet metal specialists, can do your 
design and engineering quickly, accurately 
and economically. 

Thousands of our customers, large and 
small, from coast to coast, know that Karp 
enclosures are their most economical buy. 

They find the initial cost low, and the extra 

"hidden" costs eliminated. Prove it to your- 
self: send us samples, sketches or prints and 

a prompt quote will follow. 

KARP METAL PRODUCTS CO. 
Division of H & B American Machine Company 

215 63RD STREET, BROOKLYN 20, N. Y. 

enc oateAe4 4elleci i%e within 

FACILITIES FOR ENGINEERED SHEET METAL FABRICATIONS: in 

aluminum or steel long run or short spot, arc, gas or helium 
welding any type finish. 

Modern plant - 
3 city blocks long 
Thousands of dies available 
Most modern of sheet metal 
fabricating equipment 

U. S. Air Force Certified 
Welding Facilities 
Air-conditioned spray room... 
complete baking facilities 
Complete sub -assembly facilities 
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Du Mont "Multi -Scanners" guarantee 
finest TV film reproduction . . . a 
product of the Television Transmitter 
Division, Allen Q. Du Mont Labora. 
taries. lac. 

These GTC 
Transformers 
are used in 

Du Mont 
"Multi - 

Scanners" 

Du Mont, to maintain leadership in television 
scanner production and development, specifies 
only the finest parts - including GTC trans- 
formers. 

Your products undoubtedly necessitate the use 
of the finest transformers for standard as well as 
unusual applications ... why not specify GTC? 

We invite your inquiries 

GENERAL TRANSFORMER COMPANY 
serving industry since 1928 

18240 Harwood Avenue, Homewood, Illinois 
(Suburb of Chicago) 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

chronous detector circuit include low 
oscillator injection power require- 
ments freedom from the space - 
charge coupled effects which are 
present in dual -control pentodes 
and heptodes, linear output volt- 
ages, insensitiveness to variations 
in oscillator amplitude over a wide 
range, and a high ratio of plate to 
accelerator current. Complete tech- 
nical information is given in six 
catalog pages designated ET -T840. 

NEW SWITCH 
features rugged frame 
SWITCHCRAFT, INC., 1328 N. Hal- 
sted St., Chicago 22, Ill., has an- 
nounced a telephone type switch 
called Telever that features an un- 
usual T -beam, rugged frame con- 
struction. It is available in many 
contact arrangements in 2 and 3 - 
position types. Size is 4i in. long 
overall by approximately 1d2 in. x 
li in. It features a welded cross 
bar palladium contact rated at 3 
amperes, 120 v a -c noninductive 
load. Insulation is natural paper 
base phenolic spacers and tubing 
in stack assembly. The switch is 
designed for applications requiring 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

light weight but sturdy construc- 
tion. 

RESIN BOBBIN 
for resistor sealing 

THOR CERAMICS, INC., 225 Belle- 
ville Ave., Bloomfield, N. J. A new 
type Epoxide resin bobbin has been 
developed especially for use in her- 
metically sealing wire -wound re- 
sistors. The new bobbin, featuring 
outstanding adhesion quality, is 
fabricated from a thermosetting 
resin with excellent physical and 
electrical characteristics - high 
tensile strength, low water absorp- 
tion, a dielectric constant of 3.70 at 
60 cycles, and a low loss factor of 
0.009 at 60 cycles. 

TINY INDUCTORS 
weighing Vz oz 

MICO INSTRUMENT CO., 80 Trow- 
bridge St., Cambridge 38, Mass., 
has available a line of miniature in- 
ductors particularly suited for use 
as inductor elements in tuned cir- 
cuits and filter networks and as 
chokes in receiving, telemetering 
and navigational systems. They 
are also ideal for chokes in the low 
power sections of transmitters 
where a compact, stable and durable 
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MODERN problems 
Demand MODERN 
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LARGE INSTALLATION 

This large computer is used for the rapid solution of aero -dynamic problems, 

It consists of 50 operational amplifiers, 10 servo multiplying channels, 4 resolving 

channels, and a control console with two pre -patch bays, 156 attenuators, two 

voltmeters, and all necessary operational controls. 

SINGLE PACKAGE COMPUTER 

Our Type 16-31R Computer is o single package 

computer capable of solving differential equations with 

many simultaneous elements which are often encountered 

in the simulation of dynamic systems. It contains 20 

operational amplifiers, 4 servo multipliers, thirty-two 

attenuators, all -metal removable problem board, and 

complete control panel. 

PLOTTING EQUIPMENT 

For presentation of problem solutions, 

the Variplotter Plotting Boards provide art 

accurate inked record. Typical uses include 

the automatic plotting of: Anolog Com- 

puter output; guided missile data; engine 

performance characteristics; and control of 

manufacturing processes. With accessory 

equipment the range of applications can 

be greatly extended. 

Write Dept. E 

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES INC 
LONG BRANCH NEW JERSEY 
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HOW MUCH ARE 

JAMMED SWITCHBOARDS 
f 

COSTING YOU EACH YEAR? 

The answer 
will surprise you! 

The answer- they could 
cost you enough to pay for a 
RyCom CFD-B Packaged Carrier 
Telephone System in a year! 
These units immediately add 
four more voice channels to 
each of your present lines ... and 
will quickly pay for themselves 
by slashing your long distance 
telephone costs! 

Here's how the RyCom CFD-B Cuts Costs! 

m tl 

NO EXPENSIVE TEST EQUIPMENT 
NEEDED . Built -ir measuring 
panel provides fast over-all 
system line-ups, a..en by non- 
technical personnel. No more 
testing trips up and down 
the line. 
EQUALIZATION OF NON -CON- 
FORMING LINES .vri-h built-in 
slope control. 
EASIER INSPECTION AND MAIN- 
TENANCE . . . with RyCom 
separate panel cy-istruction. 
EASIER INSTALLATION IN LESS 

TIME ... The CFA -3 is pack- 
aged in a sing e rack for 
space and labor savings. Ship- 
ped complete in cn-e package. 

Immediate Deliveries 
Now Being Made! 
Order now for early de 
livery. RyCom engineers 
will be glad to talk over 
your specific installation 
needs. Write or phone to- 
day for complete details, 
specifications, prices! 

Rely on RyCom 
for Highest Qumity 

at Minimum cost 

RAILWAY 

COMMUN 
r:CTIONS, INC. 

Raytown, Missouri, U .,.4. 
Phone: Fleming 21C 

Export Office: 13 East 4rti St. 
New York 16, N. . 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

inductor is required. Full descrip- 
tion, chief features, specifications 
and ordering data are given in a 
single -page bulletin now available. 

CRO SWEEP 
operates automatically 
AUDIO INSTRUMENT CO., INC., 133 
W. 14th St., New York 11, N. Y., 
announces a device that halves the 
time required to use a cro. Model 54 
automatic oscilloscope sweep locks 
onto a signal of 0.1 to 50 v, in the 
frequency range of 20 to 30,000 cps, 
and automatically generates a saw - 
tooth sweep voltage of constant 
amplitude, perfectly synchronized. 
This saw -tooth voltage may be fed 
to the X-axis amplifier of any 
oscilloscope. Both positive and 
negative sweep polarities are avail- 
able. Input impedance is 1 megohm. 
Sweep frequency is always one-half 
the signal frequency, so that two 
cycles of the signal are displayed 
on the oscilloscope screen. 

UHF -VHF STAND-OFF 
is easily installed 
ARGYLE ELECTRONIC CO., 8 W. 18th 
St., New York 11, N. Y. The new 
universal stand-off eliminates the 
metal ring from around the trans- 
mission line and thus completely 
overcomes the problems of standing 
waves and voltage losses. It per- 
mits the closest approach possible 
to running a transmission line in 
free space. The gromet is of pure 
polyethelene, heavy construction, 
which accommodates all types of 
transmission line without the need 
to thread. The installation time is 
reduced to about one -fifth that of 
the ring type stand-offs. The new 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

standoffs are 
screw and mast 
and triples. 

(continued) 

available in wood 
types, singles, duals 

CURVE TRACER 
determines envelope delay 

TELECHROME, INC., 88 Merrick 
Road, Amityville, L. I., N. Y. 
Model 1603 -AR envelope delay 
curve tracer provides rapid deter- 
mination of the envelope delay and 
amplitude characteristics of any 
network, video amplifier or system. 
It saves time and provides accurate 
performance checks for leading re- 
search laboratories, manufacturers 
and broadcasters. Measurements 
can be made to an accuracy of 0.01 

sec in absolute value, and to even 
greater accuracy in terms of rela- 
tive values. 

ALUMINUM HOODS 
for electrical connectors 
WINCHESTER ELECTRONICS, INC., 
Glenbrook, Conn. New hoods for 
the series M miniature electrical 
connectors offer greater protection, 
sturdier support and strain relief 
for the cable. Hood bodies with 
cable clamps are machined from top 
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1808 to be A 
WHEN the W. L. Maxson Corp. and 
Electronic Associates, Inc., needed 
gear train panels for their computing 
machines, Universal got the nod for ore 
important reason! Notwithstanding miff 
our years of experience and an 
enviable record for producing 
precision work-this job came to 
us primarily because we had the 
equipment* to do the job best! 

Working to tolerances of ±.0005 be- 
tween holes, and tolerances of ±.0002 
on the holes themselves, interior of hobs 
finished to 4 to 6 micro -inches, this preci- 
sion boring operation on 24 ST alumi- 
num sheets, is just one of the many 
jobs of its kind constantly "in 
work" at our plant. 

The Jig Boring Machine 
that handled this job, 
employs on optical mea- 
suring system instead of 
the usual threaded spin- 
dle, this machine attains 
an accuracy undreamed 
of in other machines. 

"Accuracy Is A 
UNIVERSAL Word 

16'/"8%i' 

Our Engineering 
Staff is Available 
to Help You. Send 
specifications or 
blueprint for quota- 
tion. 

versal Manufacturing Compauiy]nc. 
402 HILLSIDE AVENUE HILLSIDE. NEW JERSEY 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

SHOW TEMPERATURE 

AT THE CONTROL 

PANEL 

41/2" Cat. #4511 
33,4" Cat. #1654 

WHITE 212" Cat. #2613 

FACE 

Medium resistance pyrometers (4 ohms per 
millivolt.). Automatic, bimetal cold junction cor- 
rection. Compensated for copper error. With 
adjusting resistor to take thermocouples up to 
external resistance shown in table. When speci- 
fied will be adjusted for mounting in steel 
panel. Accuracy 2%. 

Contact pyrometers have same size and appear- 
ance but include contacts, adjustable to close at 
any place on the scale arc. Ask for Bulletir G-5. 

41" Cat. #4514 
334" Cat. # 1652 

BLACK rZ Cat. #2612 

FACE 

Temperature Range 
Degrees 

0-3000° F 0-1650° C 

0-2500 0-1370 
0-2000 0-1100 
0-1500 0- 800 
0-1000 0- 500 
0- 750 0- 400 
0- 500 0- 260 - 75 to 225 - 60 to 110 
-200 to 100 -130 to 40 

Several intermediate ranges not listed. 
Thermocouples:-(not included). Chromel-alumel (C/A) 14 ga. insulated 5' 
leads $4.00. Iron-constantan (I/C) or copper-constantan (C/C) 20 ga. insu- 
lated 5' leads $2.90. 

WARN OF 
TROUBLE WHEN 
IT STARTS - USE 

SIMPLYTROL 
INDICATING 

PYROMETERS. 

Model 
B 

Model 
C 

PORTABLES 
Any of these pyrometers 
can be supplied in the 
Model B carrying cose or 
in the Model C bench 
stand. Ask for Bulletin G-3. 

21/2 inch 
Size 261 

Int. Ext. Thermo- Cot. 
Res. Res. couple No. Price 

70 10 Pt13%Rh 2618 $19.90 
212 10 C/A 2611 18.40 
172 10 C/A 2616 18.40 
179 10 I/C 2612 18.40 
112 10 vC 2615 19.50 
81 10 I/C 2614 19.50 
52 8 I/C 2613 20.10 
30 5 I/C 2617 23.00 
30 5 C/C 2619 29.00 

33/4 inch 
Size 351 

Cat. 
No. Price 

4Y inch 
Size 451 

Cat. 
ho. Price 

1658 $22.75 4518 $30.25 
1651 21.25 4511 28.75 
1656 21.25 4516 28.75 
1652 21.25 4512 28.75 
1655 21.80 4515 29.90 
1654 22.45 4514 31.05 
1653 23.00 4513 32.20 
1657 26.50 4517 35.65 
1659 32.50 4519 41.65 

ASSEMBLY PRODUCTS, INC., P. 0. BOX 191, CHAGRIN FALLS 4, OHIO 

quality aluminum bar stock, thus 
providing greater strength than is 
possible to obtain when die cast 
methods arc employed. Weight is 
kept to a minimum. Cadmium plat- 
ing with clear iridite finish assures 
maximum resistance against cor- 
rosion. The compact, lightweight 
series M connectors are available 
in arrangements of 4, 5, 7 and 9 

contacts for No. 20 Awg cable 
wires. Molded mineral -filled Mele - 
mine insulator bodies provide high 
dielectric and mechanical strength. 
Mating plugs and receptacles are 
positively polarized and locking 
mechanisms prevent accidental dis- 
connection. 

REMOTE CONTROL 
for unattended stations 
SCHUTTIG AND CO., INC., 9th and 
Kearny St., N. S., Washington 17, 

D. C., has announced a new remote 
control system for unattended com- 
munications stations. Because only 
a single telephone line is required 
to turn a transmitter on and off, 
select operating frequency, carry 
the outgoing voice signal to the 
transmitter and return a receiver 
signal to the control center, the sav- 
ings in toll charges for the average 
installation will soon offset the 
initial cost. Provisions are included 
for operating six separate circuits 
with a single operator's control unit. 
No d -c is used on the line, permit- 
ting use over any ordinary speech 
telephone line or radio link, regard- 
less of the number of repeaters 
used. Plug-in subassemblies pro 
vide fllexibility and easy mainte- 
nance. The equipment is designed 
for airways radio communications 
control, but is adaptable for use 
with any equipment using on -off 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

switching and dial selection for 
control. 

RESISTORS 
sealed in steatite housing 
MEPCO, INC., Morristown, N. J., 
announces a complete line of her- 
metically sealed deposited carbon 
resistors with ratings from 0.25 w 
to 2 w. Unlike the usual varnish - 
coated types, they are completely 
sealed in steatite housing, assuring 
positive protection against mois- 
ture.- Available also are resin- 
coatsd types manufactured to MIL - 
R -10509A, glass enclosed and 
helium filled high stability types, 
and high -frequency rod and disk 
units. 

TR SHUTTER TUBE 
offers waveguide shorting 
BOMAC LABORATORIES, INC., Salem 
Road, Beverly, Mass. The BL -58 
TR shutter tube offers waveguide 
shorting plus t -r tube action. It 
has continuous crystal protection, 
all in one complete package. When 
equipment is not in use, or is in 
standby condition with t -r keep - 
alive voltage off, an automatic, fail- 
safe shutter provides a minimum 
of 40 db insertion loss ahead of the 
crystal. When equipment is in 
operation with voltage applied, the 
shutter action is automatically re- 
moved and the t -r tube functions 
normally. The complete package 

CEC miniature 
"star type" pressure pickups 

give stellar performance 

Combining unusually small size with direct sensing diaphragms that 
permit flush mounting to eliminate turbulence or cavity resonance 
effects, CEC's 4-310 and 4-311 "star type" pressure pickups are un- 
surpassed for gage pressure measurements in the 5 to 5000 psi range. 
The outstanding hysteresis and linearity characteristics of these variable 
resistance instruments make them widely applicable in recording, in- 
dicating and controlling circuits. Wide temperature range permits use 
from -100 to +250° F Their response to acceleration and vibration is 

negligible. Either A -C or D -C excitation may be applied to these pickups. 
Stainless steel construction withstands corrosion in extreme environ- 
ments. The versatility of CEC's miniature "star type" pressure pickups 
makes them ideally suited for such applications as aerodynamic pressure 
surveys and other high frequency liquid or gaseous pressure studies. 
Send for Bulletin CEC -1503P -X2. 

Consolidated Engineering 
CORPORATION 

300 North Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena 15, California 

ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS 
FOR SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY 

Sales and Service through C EC INSTRUMENTS, INC., a subsidiary with offices in: 
Pasadena, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, D. C. 
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the COMPLETELY NEW 

HYCOR 

VARIABLE 

ATTENUATOR 
. a revolueionary design in attenuators! 

PROOF against SHOCK - MOISTURE -TtAPERATURE 
Withstands ambient temperatures of -40'C. to -100°C.; 95% humidity. 

41 Resistive elements are ac u -ate, noninductive, wire -wound and her- 
metically sealed in a special tough plastic compound. 
Greater power dissipation. 
Switch :.urface flat and snootit ... easy to clean, BRUSHES CANNOT 
TRIP, exceptionally long life. 

O. -QUIET . . . extremely low :.Mitch noise level . . . ideal audio mixer 
controls. 

-111-"Lubricated for life" Ibeorirgs. 
Stock types available with "LADDER," "1,r' "H," "L" and potentiometer 
configurations up to 32 steps. 
Send far Bulletin A-2 for specifications oed prices. 

Representatives: 
BEEBE ASSOCIATES 
1155 Waukegan Road, Glenview, Illlinois 
BURLINGAME ASSOCIATES 
103 Lafayette Street, New York City 
HARRISON J. BLIND 
1616 Cord Street, Indianapolis 24, Indiana 
G. M. HOWARD & ASSOCIATES 
734 Bryant Street, San Francisco 7, California 

WO..... Rfflele 
HYCOR SALES COMPANY 

of California 
11423 VANOWEN STREET 
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. r 

ELECTROPLATED 

Preferret' for: 

COrresion Resistente 

Better Solderabiity 

Supp-ession of Crid frlriseio 

Imprrvemert of Electrical 

Chnrareristics 

GOLD, SILVER, RHC'CIUM, 
FLATINJM and other metals, 
applied to many different 
types f wire to- n-eet your 
specific,tions. Urifrrn plat - 

g, silent fically cor trolled. 
Write far latest list of products. 

SINCE 1901 

SIGMUND CON\ MFG. CO., INC.. 
121 So. Columbus Avenue Mount Vernon, N.Y. 

NEW PRODUCTS 

protection affords the user substan- 
tial savings in both size and weight. 

(continued) 

BEAM TRIODE 
is high -voltage regulator 
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, Harrison, 
N. J. The 6BD4 is a low -current 
beam triode of the sharp -cutoff type 
designed specifically for the voltage 
regulation of high -voltage, low -cur- 
rent d -c power supplies, such as the 
power supply with the 15GP22 tri- 
color kinescope. The 6BD4 has a 
maximum d -c plate -voltage rating 
of 20,000 IT, a maximum d -c plate - 
current rating of 1.5 ma, and a 
maximum plate -dissipation rating 
of 20 w. 

D -C POWER SUPPLIES 
are low-cost units 
DRESSEN -BARNES CORP., 250 N. 
Vinedo Ave., Pasadena 8, Calif., an- 
nounces a new line of low-priced d -c 
power supplies for laboratory and 
experimental applications. The units 
come in two types : model 3-150-L, a 
cabinet -mounted unit with an out- 
put voltage range up to 300 ; and a 
series of subchassis mounting type 
packages with d -c voltages ranging 
from 150 to 500. Ripple on all 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

units is below 0.01 v, peak to peak 
at full load. Regulation ranges 
from 0.5 percent to 1 percent from 
no load to full load with 10 percent 
plus or minus line voltage variation. 

GEAR TRAINS 
for electronic computers 

UNIVERSAL MFG. Co., 402 Hillside 
Ave., Hillside, N. J., has available 
jig bored gear trains to tolerances 
of ±0.0005 between holes, and 
±0.0002 on the holes themselves, 
with interiors of holes finished to 
4 to 6 microinches. Material used 
is 24 ST aluminum sheets. The jig 
boring machine used for this opera- 
tion employs an optical measuring 
system instead of the usual 
threaded spindle, and attains an 
accuracy not found in other 
machines. 

WIDE -BAND AMPLIFIER 
features very high gain 

C. J. APPLEGATE & CO., 1816 Grove 
St., Boulder. Colorado. The Uni - 
plug illustrated is a wide -band gen- 

Magnecord 

Magnecord M 80 
professional 
tape recorder 

f 

e ' 

the accepted 
leader in 
tape recording 

New proof of Magnecord's accepted 
leadership, the new M80 is the finest 
production tape recorder ever built. It 
is lighter, more compact, easier to 
operate and maintain than any com- 
parable recorder, yet superior in every 
performance specification. 

ONLY MAGNECORD SUPPLIES A 
COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES 

NEW Microphone Mixer - Three -position high- 
level, low -noise mixer for low impedance 
microphones. Mounts in portable case with 
M80 and amplifier. 

NEW Remote Control - Complete recording and 
playback control from one or many locations. 

NEW Throwover Switch - Continuous recording 
or playback with one amplifier and two 
tape transports. Exclusive with Magnecord. 

NEW Voice -Operated Relay - Starts and stops 
recorder automatically - voice -controlled. 
Sensitivity and "hold time" adjustments. 

NEW Low Level Mixer - For three 50 -ohm mi- 
crophones. Mounts on same standard panel 
as Throwover Switch and Voice -Operated 
Relay. 

Your dealer is listed under "Recorders" in 
the classified telephone directory. 

225 WEST OHIO STREET, Dept. E 5 agr)ecord, ir)c r CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS 
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(EVEN I CAN REPLACE 
RECTIFIERS! 

"wy 
be used like grid caps for easy replace 

PLUG -INS 
THE UNIVERSAL SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

Rectifier failures are infrequent-BUT-here is a 

power rectifier that can be replaced on a moment's 

notice without tools. Bring your equipment up to 

date by installing Sarkes Tarzian Plug -In Rectifiers. 

Our engineers will design these rectifiers for your 

application. Please send us your requests. 

New 72 -page Selenium Rectifier Handbook Avail- 
able. Latest Engineering Information. Send For 
Your Copy. 

RECTIFIER DIVISION 
415 N. College Ave., Dept. E-3, Bloomington, Indiana 

In Canada - 50 St. Clair Ave., N. W., Toronto 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

eral -purpose amplifier featuring 
high gain, low noise, high input 
and low output impedance, high sta- 
bility, 3 feedback loops, uniplug 
convenience, small size and low 
price. The company has available 
a data sheet giving complete tech- 
nical specifications. 

CONTROL PANEL 
for -h -v breakdown testing 
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS, INC., 89 
Commerce Road, Cedar Grove, N. J., 
announce the series CP control 
panel for the control of high -voltage 
power supplies in breakdown test 
equipment. It is available as a 
standard RETMA rack -mounted 
unit or as a self-contained cabinet 
model. A motor -actuated Variac 
uniformly increases voltage at a 
rate of either 500 v or 1,000 v per 
second. An electromagnetic clutch 
is employed as driving mechanism, 
permitting instantaneous disen- 
gagement at any point in the cycle. 
Variac operates from 0 to a maxi- 
mum of 130 v a -c, 60 cps. 

FOCUSING MAGNET 
uses sintered ferrite 
HEPPNER MFG. Co., Round Lake, 
Ill., has available the new economi- 
cal Focomag for accurately focus- 
ing tv tubes up to 27 in. The com- 
pact design requires only one 
ferrite magnet instead of the usual 
two. As the sintered ferrite is ex- 
tremely uniform throughout, the 
magnetic field is more uniform, re- 
sulting in superior focusing. Other 
new features are an extended focus 
range with a very fine adjustment 
to exact focus and a built-in center- 
ing device. There is no harmful 
external field because the entire 
unit is completely shielded. The 
flexible nylon adjusting shaft elim- 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

inates any possibility of breakage. 
A convenient lever accurately posi- 
tions the tv picture. A variety of 
mounting arrangements are avail- 
able to suit any requirement. 

Literature 

Magnetic Separators. Basco Mfg. 
Co., 5 Woodside St. Stamford, 
Conn. Complete information on 
the construction and uses of mag- 
netic separators for fast and easy 
handling of steel sheets and plates 
is included in a new 4 -page cata- 
log. The booklet also describes 
how these units speed up produc- 
tion, reduce damage to machinery 
and eliminate injuries to operators. 
The booklet also contains handy 
magnet performance charts and a 
table of U. S. standard gages for 
sheet and plate steel. 

Ultrasensitive Oscillographs. Vol- 
kers & Schaffer Mfg. Corp., Box 
996, Schenectady, N. Y. An 8 -page 
illustrated brochure covers the VS - 
900 series ultrasensitive oscillo - 
graphs. Outstanding performance 
of the d -c scopes described is made 
possible by the combination of four 
distinctive design features: heavy 
overall feedback (including d -c) ; 

d -c heated electronically regulated 
filaments; the starved amplifier cir- 
cuit; and gas -diode coupling in a 
new circuit. One of the most im- 
portant features of the scopes dis- 
cussed is that enough amplification 
is provided in them to extend their 
sensitivity to the limit of visible 
tube noise. A price list and in- 
formation on scope preamplifiers 
are inserted in the booklet. 

Multiturn Potentiometers. The 
George W. Borg Corp., 120 South 
Main St., Janesville, Wisc. A new 
8 -page folder, covering the 900 
series micropots, deals with the 
new standard of precision multi - 
turn potentiometers. It discusses 
models 901-903 ten turn and models 
931-935 three -turn units. Included 
are cutaway photographs showing 
advantages of construction, dimen- 
sional drawings showing special 

Buy the components which comprise a servo system from 
several manufacturers, and chances are that you are butcher- 
ing. After you waste time, labor, machinery, and material, 
modifying each component to make it usable, you still have 
to be satisfied with the limited system efficiency provided 
by unmatched units. 

Case histories prove that complete assemblies of Transi - 
coil components not only assure improved system perform- 
ance but actually cost less than the total purchase price of 
the individual components acquired from several sources. 

If you are now purchasing components from several 
manufacturers, a serious talk with Transicoil might well 
pay you dividends in lower costs and better results. But 
if your problem requires only an individual component, 
you can be sure of optimum performance from the Transi- 
coil units you specify. 
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The complete MS (Military Standard) line of 
Hermetically -Sealed Power & Filament Transformers 
CHICAGO TRANSFORMER now offers all 
units in the Military Standard (Ms) 
line, as established jointly by the 
three armed forces (Army Signal 
Corps, Navy Bureau of Ships, and 
Air Force) working through ASESA 
(Armed Services Electronic Standards 
Agency) and in cooperation with the 
transformer industry. The complete 
line is housed in CHICAGO'S one-piece 
drawn -steel cases. Outside case di- 
mensions and mounting dimensions 
are within the tolerances of the Mili- 
tary Standard specification. Terminal 
arrangements and markings are also 
in accordance with the same specifi- 
cation. Tests conducted in the CHICAGO 
TRANSFORMER laboratories indicate 
that all units will meet the require- 
ments of Grade 1, MIL -T-27 specifica- 
tions for Class A operation. The Mili- 
tary Standard line should find wide 
usage in military airborne, marine, 
and ground communication equip- 
ment, and particularly for research 
and development applications, pilot 
runs and pre -production models. 

1 c} 

POWER TRANSFORMERS-INPUT REACTOR SYSTEMS (PRIMARY -105/115/125 V.-Frequency 54-66 cycles) 

CATALOG 
NUMBER 

MIL -T-27 
PART NO. 

HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARY 
A -C Volts D -C MA. 

D -C V 
OUTPUT 

RECT. FIL. 
Volts Amps. 

FIL. NO. 2 
Volts Amps. 

WT. 
LBS. 

PMS.70 MS -90026 200-100-0-100-200 70 385 6.3/5 2 6.3 3 4 

PMS-70A MS -90027 325-0-325 70 260 6.3/5 2 6.3 4 5 

PMS-150 MS -90028 325-0-325 150 245 6.3 5 5 3 71/4 

PMS-175 MS -90029 400-0-400 175 318 5 3 6.3 8 10 
PMS-250 MS -90030 450-0-450 250 345 5 3 6.3 8 13 
PMS-350 MS -90031 350-0-350 250 255 71/2 

PMS-550 MS -90032 550-0-550 250 419 11 

PMS-800 MS -90036 800-0-800 250 640 161/2 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS (PRIMARY: -105/115/125 V.-Frequency 54-66 cycles) 

CATALOG 
NUMBER 

MIL -T-27 
PART NO. 

SECONDARY 
Volts Amps 

INSULATION 
VOLTS RMS WT. LBS. 

FMS -23 MS -90016 2.5 3.0 2500 11/2 

FMS -210 MS -90017 2.5 10 2500 21/2 

FMS -53 MS -90018 5.0 3.0 2500 13/4 

FMS -510 MS -90019 5.0 10 2500 4 
FMS -62 MS -90020 6.3 2.0 2500 134 

FMS -65 MS -90021 6.3 5.0 2500 22/4 

FMS -610 MS -90022 6.3 CT 10 2500 5 

FMS -620 MS -90023 6.3 20 2500 8 

FMS -210H MS -90024 2.5 10 10000 42/ 
FMS -510H MS -90025 5.0 10 10000 7 

Free "New Equipment" Catalog 
You'll also want the full details on CHICAGO'S 
New Equipment Line of famous "Sealed -in -Steel" Transformers. 
Write for Free Catalog CT -153 today, or get it from your 
electronic parts distributor. 

c 

ark - 

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORP. 

3501 W. ADDISON ST., CHICAGO 18, ILL. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

lengths available and complete 
technical specifications. Also given 
are ordering information and data 
on standard features and optional 
features. 

Oil -Filled Capacitors. Industrial 
Condenser Corp., 3243 N. Cali- 
fornia Ave., Chicago 18, Iii. A 
4 -page brochure covers a complete 
line of tubular oil -filled capacitors. 
The G and H type capacitors illus- 
trated and described fill a definite 
need where chassis space and ease 
of mounting are prime factors. 
Complete technical data are given. 

Power Connectors. DeJUR-AMS- 
CO Corp., 45-01 Northern Blvd., 
Long Island City, N. Y. A 1 -sheet 
bulletin in color deals with the 
Continental series E -Z 16 preci- 
sion power connectors with coaxial 
contacts. It includes schematic 
drawings, special features and 
suitable cable types that can be 
used. The reverse side of the bul- 
letin gives complete information 
on the series E -Z 16 connectors 
with bayonet locks. 

Printed Circuit Controls. Chicago 
Telephone Supply Corp., Elkhart, 
Ind. Data sheet 168 illustrates 
and completely describes the new 
type YGC-B45 variable resistor 
with unique self-supporting snap - 
in bracket and a complete line of 
other controls for printed circuit 
applications. Electrical and me- 
chanical specifications and 17 dia- 
grams are given. 

Electronic Package Element. Sand- 
ers Associates Inc., Nashua, N. H. 
A pocket-size six -page folder cov- 
ers the Reliacube, a compact elec- 
tronic package element containing 
all components in a complete cir- 
cuit, and featuring repeatibility, 
reliability and reduced cost. In- 
cluded are photographs, circuit 
diagrams, price information and 
an outline of the company's serv- 
ices. 

Capacitor Manual. Astron Corp., 
255 Grant Ave., East Newark, N. J., 
has available a new capacitor man- 
ual, AC -4, containing detailed 
engineering data and specification 
information on a complete line of 
capacitors and filters for radio, tv 
and electronic application. Capac- 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

itors are grouped into three broad 
categories : electrolytic, paper and 
metalized paper, bringing together 
in one volume the Astron Metalite, 
Hy -Met, Meteor, Blue Point and 
Safety Margin, electrolytic and 
paper tubular capacitors. Within 
each category, capacitor types are 
grouped according to operating 
temperature range and the con- 
struction styles and ratings that 
are available as standard. 

Parts Catalog. Clum Mfg. Co., 611 
W. National, Milwaukee 4, Wisc. 
Form 3547 is an 8 -page catalog 
illustrating and describing a line 
of electronic parts. Items covered 
include antennas, tv coils, video 
clears, r -f chokes, lock switches, 
terminal strips and oscillator coils. 
Prices are given. 

Modular Tools for Industry. Sand- 
ers Associates, Inc., Nashua, N. H. 
A small folder illustrates such 
modular tools as the silk screener, 
module dip, resistor stick -down 
gun, rotary drying oven and 
module assembly jig. Basic com- 
ponents and a circuit are shown. 
The folder also gives an approxi- 
mate price for a complete semi - 
mechanized module production 
line in a plant. 

Transistor Reference Guide. Gen- 
eral Electric Co., Syracuse 1, N. Y., 
has available a 16 -page booklet 
containing excerpts from "Prin- 
ciples of Transistor Circuits." In- 
cluded are information on equiva- 
lent circuits, desirable values for 
the parameters of junction tran- 
sistors, a large signal equivalent 
circuit, bias connections, audio 
amplifiers, transformer coupling, 
output stages, oscillators, h -f oper- 
ation, noise in transistors and 
basic measurement circuits. 

Subminiature Ceramic Capacitors. 
Mucon Corp., 9 St. Francis St., 
Newark 5, N. J. A 4 -page folder 
covers a line of tiny capacitors 
that are used extensively in mili- 
tary equipment such as the handie- 
talkie, walkie-talkie and airborne 
equipment, as well as commercial 
equipment such as hearing aids, tv 
tuners, filters and radar. Included 
are general specifications for this 
line of subminiature ceramic ca - 

SILVER-because of its superior 
electrical conductivity, its 

equally superior thermal 
conductivity, its excellent 

resistance to corrosion and its ready 
workability- is used in many different 
forms on a wide variety of applications in 

the electrical and electronic industries. 

As a leading fabricator of silver and its 

alloys, Handy & Harman has developed 
silver in many forms to meet the 
industries' needs. 

The list at the right is typical of the 
silver products readily available 
for your use. In addition, we are 
equipped to produce special silver 
alloys to meet special requirements. 
Our engineering and research 
departments are always ready to 
cooperate in solving your particular 
problems. 
Write us if you want information 
about the uses of silver and its alloys. 

HANDY HARMAN 
W 

O3 P; J yá 

PRECIOUS METALS 
SINCE 1167 

Fine silver 

(wire & strip) 

Silver anodes and 

grain for plating 

Silver contact alloys 

Silver powders 

Silver flakes 

and paints 

Silver brazing alloys 

Special electronic 

solders 

Silver sintered metals 

Solder -flushed 

silver alloys 

Silver chloride and oxide 

Special silver alloys 

to your requirements 

HANDY& HARMAN 
General Offices and New York Plant 
82 Fulton Street New York 38, N. Y. 

OFFICES and PLANTS 

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 
PROVIDENCE. R. I. 
CHICAGO. ILL. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
DETROIT, MICH. 
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 
TORONTO, CANADA 
MONTREAL, CANADA 
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

STAINLESS STEEL FASTENINGS 
BY ANTI -CORROSIVE 

STRONG AND NON-MAGNETIC! 
Plus resistance to corrosion, abrasion and 
high temperatures-longer life! Precision - 
made to the closest of specifications! 

AVAILABILITY! Starting with machine 
screws as small as #0-80, Anti -Corrosive's 
IN STOCK inventory of more than 9,000 
varieties and sizes of stainless steel fasten- 
ings means immediate delivery of your 
requirements. Special orders are delivered 
faster, too, due to streamlined production 
schedules for these important items! 

LOWER COST! Superior production 
capacity and know-how means lower costs, 
helps you stay within production budgets! 
Remember, Anti -Corrosive is America's 
oldest and largest firm dealing exclusively 
in stainless fastenings. 

Write for FREE Product 
List 54I - lists complete 
range of items, sizes and 
analyses available from 
stock or by special order. 

,COR 

rfl ANTI -CORROSIVE 

(r) 

P RO0 

METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC. 

Castleton-on-Hudson, 
New York 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

pacitors, as well as information on 
area, multiple plate units, thick- 
ness, leads, coating, insulation re- 
sistance and the company's engi- 
neering service. Also given are 
maximum capacitance values for 
uhf subminiature ceramic capaci- 
tors. 

Color TV Test Equipment. Philco 
Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. Three 
units of test equipment for color 
television are illustrated and de- 
scribed in a recent single -sheet 
bulletin. Applications specifica- 
tions are given for model 7200 
color convergence generator, 
model 6300 anode current meter 
and model 7100 color bar gener- 
ator. 

Video Line Amplifier. Linear 
Equipment Laboratories, Inc., 
Brightwater Place, Massapequa, 
L. I., N. Y., has available a single - 
page bulletin illustrating and de- 
scribing the model LA -2 video line 
amplifier designed for color tv. 
Included are a listing of specifica- 
tions, tube complement data and 
chief features. 

Environment Resistant Connector. 
Scintilla Division, Bendix Aviation 
Corp., Sidney, N. Y., has published 
a brochure covering the type E en- 
vironment resisting connector. 
Illustrations and specifications are 
given for the AN3100E wall mount- 
ing receptacle, the AN3102E box 
mounting receptacle, the AN3101E 
cable connecting receptacle, the AN - 
3106E straight plug assembly and 
the AN3108E 90 -deg elbow assem- 
bly. The units described are mois- 
ture -proof, vibration proof, cor- 
rosion resistant, pressurized and 
easily serviced. 

Polyethylene. Bakelite Corp., 300 
Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
Information about molding, ex- 
truding, and other ways to use 
Bakelite polyethylene as well as 
properties of resins is presented in 
a new 8 -page folder. Entitled 
"Bakelite Polyethylene", the folder 
also contains photographs show- 
ing principal applications of the 
material for packaging, wire cov- 
ering, housewares, pipe and indus- 
trial products. Three tables list 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

properties of various Bakelite 
polyethylene resins available hi 
commercial and experimenr al 

quantities and also of compound 
that are blended with suitable 
colorants, and antioxidants and 
made available as molding, ex- 
trusion and electrical compounds. 

Precision Electrical Instruments. 
Muirhead & Co., Ltd., Beckenham, 
Kent, England, has published a 
well illustrated catalog over 175 
pages long, dealing with a wide line 
of equipment. Contents include : re- 
sistors and resistance networks; 
capacitors and inductors, a -c 
bridges; oscillators, tuning forks 
and phonic motors; d -c laboratory 
equipment; components; Magslips 
(synchros) and servo components; 
and specialized testing equipment. 

Engineering Services. The Inter- 
national Testing Service, 321 North 
Hamilton St., Saginaw, Mich., has 
issued a 28 -page brochure listing 
services available in research, de- 
velopment, consulting engineering, 
automatic process control, special 
instrumentation, field testing and 
laboratory testing. The organiza- 
tion specializes in providing engin- 
eering and scientific talent to 
handle unusual problems. Instru- 
ments will be custom designed to 
customer specifications. The bro- 
chure contains a partial roster of 
key personnel and other informa- 
tion pertinent to its qualifications. 
Laboratory facilities are illustrated. 

Time Delay Relay. Elastic Stop Nut 
Corp. of America, 1027 Newark 
Ave., Elizabeth, N. J. Model SF 
Agastat hermetically sealed time 
delay is described in bulletin SR5. 
Extremely compact, the unit de- 
scribed measures only 2, x 2.,; X 
3w in., and weighs only 1.2 lb. It 
meets requirements of MIL -R-6106 
and MIL -R -5757B for vibration, 
shock, acceleration, temperature re- 
sistance, and it is unaffected by 
voltage variations. Sealing anaint, 
dust, moisture and effect of altitude 
on accuracy is proven by mass 
snectrometer tests of the equivalent 
of 80,000 ft. Length of time delay 
is externally adjustable over a 
ra n-re from 0.030 to 120 second. 
The 4 -nage bulletin, illustrated in 
color, includes complete mechanical 

The IMPROVED Model 310A 

BALLANTINE 

Sensitive Electronic Voltmeter 

MODEL 310A 

Price $235 

To measure 40 microvolts to 100 volts 
from 10 cycles to 2 megacycles 
with accuracy (>100 uv) 3 % to 1 mc; 5 % above 
Input impedance 2 megohms shunted by 15 mmfd 

below 10 mv; and by B mmfd above 
Usable as null defector sensitive to 10 pv from 5 cps to 4 mc 

Improvements include lower noise level; enhanced frequency 
response; reduced susceptibility to line voltage variations; in- 
corporation of premium tubes throughout amplifier system, etc. 

Featuring Customary BALLANTINE 

SENSITIVITY - ACCURACY - STABILITY 

Write for catalog for more information about this and other 
BALLANTINE voltmeters, calibrators, amplifiers and accessories. 

100 FANNY ROAD, F300NTON, NEW JERSiEY 
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Special Shapes amid Features? ... Tolerances within 
.0005" ... Lt otr experience in supplying prec sion 
small and nedicm sized gears with such featLres 
solve these Frock ction problems for you ... Ask for 
quotation on your job specifications. Circular 
on Request. 

GEARS 
WITH 

SHAPES 

SPUR 

WORM 
SPLINE 
HELICAL 
SPROCKET 

STRAIGHT BEVEL 

GROUND THREADS 

1021 PARMELE STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

NEW 
MULT METER 

KIT 

$2652 

lig_ 
_ 
p 

CONDENSER 
CHECKER KIT 

$1950 

VACUUM TUBE 
VOLTMETER KIT 

$2450 

c,:213,ra,a:a 0 I _._ 

TUBE CHECKER 
KIT 

$2950 

SIGNA L 

GEN. KIT 

. 50 

11 SIGNAL 
TRACER KIT 

$2350 
of. OOP 

SCOPE KIT 

$599 
` 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

NEW 

BUILD YOUR OWN - INCREASE 
KNOWLEDGE - SAVE MONEY - 
BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFAC- 
TURER ... Top quality instruments in 
kit form featuring latest design and cir- 
cuit developments. Completely detailed 
step -by step construction manual-clear 
pictorials - complete schematics. All 
sheet metal work punched, formed and 
finished. Low kit prices include tubes, 
chassis, cabinet and all necessary con- 
structional components. 

Kits for the school-service shop- 
industrial laboratory - hobbyist, etc. 

Write for free catalog 
for further information. 

HEATH COMPANY 
BENTON HARBOR 14, 

MICHIGAN 
GRID DIP 

METER K 

$19. 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

and electrical specifications, wiring 
diagrams and mounting dimen- 
sions. 

Reflection Coefficient Meter. Sierra 
Electronic Corp., San Carlos 2, 

Calif. Bulletin 106 describes opera- 
tion, application and circuitry of 
the new model 136A reflection co- 
efficient meter. The meter discussed 
is a compact, 92 to 1,125 -mc instru- 
ment for rapid, simple measure- 
ment of reflection coefficient, vswr, 
matching loads to lines, or wide - 
range laboratory receiver use. 

Reducing Circuit Loading Errors. 
Keithley Instruments, 3868 Car- 
negie Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio. "A 
Way to Reduce Circuit Loading 
Errors" is the subject of a recent 
edition of the company's Engineer- 
ing Notes. The paper discusses the 
size of errors which can be ex- 
pected when a measuring instru- 
ment, such as a vtvm, affects the 
circuit being tested. Included are 
charts comparing actual output of 
a typical circuit with output as 
indicated by different instruments. 
Also discussed is the Phantom Re- 
peater, a decade amplifier that in- 
creases the working accuracy of 
vtvm's and oscilloscopes in high 
impedance measurements. 

Analog Computer. Mid -Century In- 
strumatic Corp., 611 Broadway, 
New York 12, N. Y. A 24 -page 
folder illustrates and describes the 
MC -400, a small analog computer 
designed to meet the requirements 
of a desk side computer, training 
device, dynamic tester, laboratory 
tool, or a building block which can 
be readily expanded or appended to 
other equipment. Included are a 
listing of components and specifica- 
tions, problems, schematics and 
solutions. 

Frequency -Selective Voltmeters. 
Sierra Electronic Corp., 1050 Brit - 
tan Ave., San Carlos 2, Calif. Tech- 
nical bulletin 107 describes cir- 
cuitry, range, application and op- 
erating techniques for four fre- 
quency -selective voltmeters. It con- 
tains detailed information on model 
101A voltmeter, 20 to 500 kc; model 
103A, 3 to 40 kc; model 104, 5 to 
150 kc and model 108A, 15 to 500 kc. 
The bulletin also contains informa - 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

tion on other carrier -frequency 
measuring equipment, including 
model 121 wave analyzer (15 to 500 
kc) and model 122 line bridging 
transformer. 

Beryllium Copper Tubing. Superior 
Tube Co., 1523 Germantown Ave., 
Norristown, Pa. Properties, appli- 
cations and advantages of seamless 
and Weldrawn beryllium copper 
tubing are presented completely in 
data memorandum No. 7-2. This 
alloy, which can be formed cold in 
the soft annealed or slightly work - 
hardened condition, after heat 
treatment shows high strength and 
hardness, wear resistance and elec- 
trical conductivity. Mechanical and 
physical properties, heat treating 
procedures, welding and brazing 
methods, pickling solutions, corro- 
sion resistance tables, standard pro- 
duction limit tables and tubing 
tolerances are listed. 

Measuring, Indicating and Con- 
trolling Devices. Schaevitz En- 
gineering, P. 0. Box 505, Camden 
1, N. J. An 8 -page, illustrated, 2 - 

color folder shows measuring, in- 
dicating, recording and controlling 
devices for use in many different 
industries. Included in the folder 
are descriptions and illustrations of 
linear and angular accelerometers ; 

linear variable differential trans- 
formers; rotary variable differen- 
tial transformers; rotary accelera- 
tors for acceleration testing and 
one -to -five channel recorder systems 
for recording related information 
on a single recorder chart. Tech- 
nical data accompany product de- 
scriptions and line drawings show 
applications in many instances. 

Coil Catalog. Thordarson-Meiss- 
ner, Mt. Carmel, Ill. Eighty-three 
schematics covering approximately 
300 coils, cross references to com- 
petitors' numbers, 62 new tv coils, 
a new r -f heater supply and com- 
plete listing of its hi-fi compon- 
ents and kits are contained in cata- 
log 54-A. 

Electrical Insulation. Insulation 
Manufacturers Corp., 565 W. Wash- 
ington Blvd., Chicago 6, Ill., has 
published a 32 -page catalog that 
gives complete technical data, de- 
scriptions and information on ap- 
plications, sizes, stocks, and use of 

THREAD PRECISION AND UNIFORMITY 

INSURED WITH CRAMER TIME CONTROL 

The threading accuracy of this 
Steinle Roll Threading Machine is 

directly related to the highly 
dependable Cramer Timers which 
govern the roll slide movements. 
This carefully predetermined slide 
travel must be extremely accurate 
in order to insure thread precision 
and uniformity. 

The Cromer TE Timer, at left, con- 
trols the time of dwell of the roll 
slide in its forward position, while 
the one at right dlictates the exact 
loading interval. A simple adjust- 
ment of either turner permits slow- 
down or speed-up of the action. 
Cramer -controlled threading op- 
erations on the Steinle machine 

2CR74R 

have been speeded to 40 com- 

plete cycles per minute without 
sacrifice of thread accuracy. There 

has never been a report of timer 

failure. 

The Steinle Machine is widely 
used by aircraft manufacturers 
and others who require extremely 
accurate threads. Cramer Timers 

are specified as original equip- 
ment for these machines due to 
their unusually high standards of 
accuracy and dependability. 

If you have a time control prob- 
lem, Cramer can help you. Write 
for complete information or tech- 
nical advice. 

The overall accuracy of the Type TE (in- 
clusive of setting) is within 2%, with 
repeat accuracy within 1/2 of 1%. The 
unit is Underwriters' Laboratories listed 
for use in industrial control equipment. 

A "look inside" will show you why you can always 
depend on Cramer for outstanding performance. Check 

the "inside" facts, today. 

SPECIALISTS IN TIME CONTROL 

R. W. CRAMER CO., INC. 

BOX 3, CENTFRBROOK, CONNECTICUT 
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=. MIFILM 
SUBMINIATURE 

CAPACITORS WITH 
PLASTIC "MYLAR"* 

DIELECTRIC 
Good -All production tech- 
niques make it possible for 
MIFILM capacitors to be 
available in sizes smaller 
than other miniaturized 
brands. All Good -All MIFILM 
miniaturized ,,metal enclosed 
hermetically sealed capaci- 
tors normally operate be- 
tween -65°C and +150°C. 
Insulation Resistance, 10'5 
ohms. Power Factor less than 
.5%. Sizes from .173" dia. 
x 21/32" long (.001 mfd, 
600 VDC) to .750" dia. x 
1-15/16" long (1 mfd, 600 
VDC) slightly larger sizes to 
1000 VDC. We invite sample 
orders for your inspection. 

MIRACLE X 
Paper dielectric, metal enclosed, hermetically 
sealed, MIRACLE X impregnated capacitors. Ca- 
pacity change less than 5% from -50°C to 
+ 125°C. Meets or exceeds size requirements 
of MIL -C-25. Available with all type mounts. 
Sizes from .235" dia. x 11/16" long (.001 mfd, 
600 VDC) to 1" dia. x 2-3/16" long (1 mfd, 
600 VDC). 

*DUPONT'S 
Trademark 

for its 
POLYESTER FILM 

MARBELITE 
"Hard as marble," and 
popularly priced, this 
Good -All development is 

the standard for leading 
Radio and TV manufac- 
turers. Generally smaller 
than RIMA specifications 
MARBELITE capacitors nor- 
mally operate in the -30°C 
to +100°C range. Built 
for any climate, MARBELITE 
capacitors can be further 
miniaturized to meet your 
needs. Standard sizes from 
.001 mfd to 1 mfd in 100 
to 1000 VDC. Write for 
catalog sheets M-503. 

Capacitors are wound on Good -All developed, enclosed, automatic 
winding machines-no finger acid, dirt or dust. Good -All engineers invite 
your inquiries and problems regarding tubular capacitors. The difficult 
and unusual interest us. 

Write for complete catalog covering all Good -All long 24tAti life capacitors. / ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
114 W. FIRST ST. Phone 112-113 OGALLALA, NEBR 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

silicone materials for high tempera- 
ture class H electrical insulation. 
The illustrated catalog covers 
silicone laminated glass cloth 
plastics; silicone bonded mica prod- 
ucts ; silicone rubber and varnish 
treated glass tubings and sleevings; 
silicone rubber and resin coated 
glass cloth and tape; silicone 
treated glass cord; Silastic pastes 
and Silastic R tape and cloth; and 
silicone varnishes, resins, adhesives, 
compounds and grease. 

Plastics. Emerson and Cuming, 
Inc., 869 Washington St., Canton, 
Mass., makes available a series of 
bulletins describing its lines of 
casting resins, plastic foam, and 
other r -f and microwave insulation 
materials. Detailed information on 
the physical and electrical proper- 
ties of each material is given, to- 
gether with recommended pro- 
cedures for their use. Price lists 
and illustrated descriptions of 
typical applications are included. 

Coaxial Transmission Lines and 
Waveguide. Prodelin Inc., 307 
Bergen Ave., Kearny, N. J., an- 
nounces its new catalog entitled 
"Coaxial Transmission Lines and 
Waveguide." The 20 -page 2 -color 
catalog contains pictures, descrip- 
tions and roughing -in dimensions 
of coax lines and waveguide for tv 
and microwave systems. Typical 
tower layouts and bills of material 
based on actual installations illus- 
trate the positioning of components 
and simplify planning and ordering. 

Vacuum Metallurgy. National Re- 
search Corp., 70 Memorial Drive, 
Cambridge 42, Mass., has available 
reprints of recently published 
articles on vacuum metallurgy. 
They are entitled "Development of 
Commercial Vacuum Furnaces for 
Metals and Alloys" and "Some As- 
pects of Vacuum Melted Metals." 
The reprints may be had for the 
asking. 

Speaker Catalog. Utah Radio Prod- 
ucts Co., Inc., 1123 E. Franklin St., 
Huntington, Ind., has announced a 
catalog listing the correct replace- 
ment speaker for most auto radio 
speakers in use today. The new pub- 
lication is indexed by make of auto, 
receiver manufacturer, receiver 
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NEW PROCUCTS (continued) 

model number and speaker part 
number. In each instance the proper 
company replacement is designated. 
Catalog AR100 makes it unneces- 
sary to compare either physical or 
electrical measurements-the cor- 
rect Utah speaker is automatically 
indicated. 

Precision Wire -Wound Resistors. 
International Resistance Co., 401 
N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. 
Catalog data bulletin D-1 gives 
comprehensive data on character- 
istics, applications, construction, 
ranges, ratings, tolerances, termin- 
als, insulation, temperature co- 
efficient and derating. It contains 
four pages with photographs, 
charts and graphs. 

Tape Recording Accessories. Audio 
& Video Products Corp., 730 Fifth 
Ave., New York 19, N. Y., has just 
released its new 6 -page tape re- 
cording accessories catalog. The 
catalog includes specification and 
descriptive material on recom- 
mended accessory items for use 
with magnetic tape recording equip- 
ment. Prices are included. 

Radiation Measuring Equipment. 
The Victoreen Instrument Co., 5806 
Hough Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio, an- 
nounces the availability of a new 
catalog of radiation measuring 
equipment. The 20 -page booklet 
contains descriptive data, illustra- 
tions and technical specifications 
for medical x-ray control, personnel 
dosimeters, health survey and iso- 
tope laboratory instruments and ac- 
cessories. Specify form 3017-A. 

Tiny Single Pin Connector. DeJUR- 
AMSCO Corp., 45-01 Northern 
Blvd., Long Island City, N. Y. 
Bulletin series FHL is a 1 -page 
color treatment of a new subminia- 
ture single -pin connector. It in- 
cludes schematic drawings, features 
and materials available. The reverse 
side of the bulletin gives complete 
information on Continental's series 
C-20 high -voltage single -contact 
cable and panel connectors. 

Choppers. Stevens -Arnold, Inc., 22 
Elkins St-, South Boston, Mass. 
Catalog 370 describes a completely 
redesigned line of 60 -cycle choppers 
for low level operation at noise 

NEW Berkeley 1 MEGACYCLE - 
1 MICROSECOND 

Universal Counter & Timer 
Four extended -range precision instruments at the size 
and price of one! Drives digital printer, IBM card punch 
converter, or digital -to -analog converter! 

Berkeley's new Model 5510 Universal Counter and 
Timer provides the functions of counter, time interval 
meter, events -per -unit -time meter and frequency meter 
in one compact instrument. It will: 

Count at speeds to 1,000,000 counts per second. 

Count events occuring during a selectable, precise time in- 
terval. 

Measure time intervals in increments of 1 microsecond over 
a range of 3 microseconds to 1,000,000 seconds. 

Determine frequencies and frequency ratios, from 0 cps to 
1 megacycle. 

Provide a secondary frequency standard (stability, 1 part 
in 10°). 

Operate directly into (a) the new Berkeley Model 1452 
single -unit printer, (b) Berkeley digital -to -analog converter, 
or (c) Berkeley data processer driving IBM card punches, 
electric typewriters, or teletype systems. 

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS 
Input Sensitivity: 0.2 e. rms (Freq. meas.); 1.0 v. peak to peak 

(other functions) 
Input Impedance: 10 megohms shunted by 35 mmf. 
Time Bases: 1 mc; 100, 10, and 1 kc; 100, 10 and 1 cps. 
Gate Times: .00001, .0001, .001, .01, 0.1, 1.0 and 10 seconds 
Crystal Stability: 1 part in 10° (temp. controlled) 
Display Time: 0.2 to 5 seconds 
Accuracy: ± 1 count, ± crystal stability 
Power Requirements: 117 v. (± 10%), 50.60 cycles, 400 watts 
Dimensions: 203/4" wide x 101/2" high x 15" deep; panel, 83/4" x 19" 
Price: Model 5510, $1,100.00 (f.o.b. factory). 

Available for prompt delivery. Wire or write for technical 
bulletin, application data; please address dept. G-5 

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS INC. 
2200 WRIGHT AVE., RICHMOND, CALIF. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

FOR 

H IG 

FREQUENCY 

APPLICATIONS 

400-2400 CYCLE 

SPECIAL 

TRANSFORMERS 

3008U14 

SPECIFY THE NE 

crifitaiger 
300BUH 

Small, compact, and lightweight-just right 
for use at frequencies from 400 to 2400 
cycles. 

300BUH 500BUH 
Input Voltage 115V 
Output Voltage . 0-115/0-135 
Load Rating, 

Max. 0.4 KVA 
Output Current, 

Max. 3.0 A 
Weight l-5/8 lbs. 4 lbs. 

115V 
0-115/0-135 

1.0 KVA 

7.5 A 

The 300BUH and 500BUH have the Adjust - 
A -Volt pre -adjusted brush assembly which 
maintains almost constant pressure from 
full -brush to no -brush. Write for full details 
on the 300BUH for high frequency applica- 
tion-also ask for the 18 -page catalog cover- 
ing the complete line of Adjust -A -Volt 
Variable Transformers. 

We not only mass-produce transformers 
for hundreds of customers such as Gen- 
eral Electric, Sylvania, Emerson Radio- 
we also have the engineering talent to lick 
specials, hermetically -sealed, toroidtil or 
others. Get our quotation and do business 
with a manufacturer of high quality prod- 
ucts at low cost. 

STANDARD ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CO. 

2239 E. THIRD STREET DAYTON, OHIO, U.S.A. 

levels under 1 mv. Twenty-two 
different models are now available 
to meet every requirement. They 
are offered both in single -pole and 
double -pole for use in computers, 
business machines, recording po- 
tentiometers, servomechanisms, 
regulated power supplies and micro- 
volt meters. 

TV Replacement Catalog. Rogers 
Electronic Corp., 43 Bleecker St., 
New York, N. Y., has available a 
16 -page catalog, reproduced in two 
colors, that gives a complete list of 
every tv set model with its full - 
focus deflection yoke and flyback 
transformer replacement. The 8} 
X 11 in. catalog also includes dia- 
grams and other useful data. 

Standby Electric Plants. D. W. 
Onan & Sons Inc., Minneapolis, 
Minn. A 4 -panel 2 -color folder de- 
scribes the wide selection of special 
emergency electric generating 
plants that meet the rigid code of 
approval of the Pennsylvania In- 
dustrial Board. Both gas and gaso- 
line driven models are illustrated in 
sizes ranging from 1,000 w a -c to 
30,000 w a -c. Specially designed line 
transfer controls which make opera- 
tion of the plants completely auto- 
matic are shown. Several installa- 
tions are pictured in the folder. 

Directional Coupler Design. Air- 
tron, Inc., Linden, N. J. Technical 
bulletin T-2400 is a 6 -page publica- 
tion that provides much of the basic 
theoretical and design information 
needed by the engineer in choosing 
the proper directional coupler for 
use with reflectometers, test equip- 
ment, power splitters, in local 
oscillator coupling and similar 
radar and microwave applications. 
Among the couplers discussed are 
(1) the narrow wall to narrow wall 
(sidewall) coupler, (2) the cross - 
guide coupler, (3) the broad wall 
to narrow wall coupler, and (4) the 
broad wall to broad wall coupler. 
Each is fully described as to con- 
struction, theory of operation, elec- 
trical characteristics and typical ap- 
plications. Other types of available 
couplers for special applications are 
illustrated in a range to fit wave - 
guide sizes from . 6.50 X 3.25 in. 
down to 0.280 in. X 0.140 in. i.d., 
with couplings from 0.5 to 100 db, 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

in a frequency range from 400 to 
40,000 mc. 

Wiring Device Catalog. Slater 
Electric & Mfg. Co., Inc., Woodside, 
N. Y. Wiring device catalog No. 
1-54 features large, clear, actual 
photographs of each product and 
a new style of tabular listings that 
are particularly easy to read and 
identify. The new catalog contains 
approximately 250 devices. Some of 
the new items shown are a complete 
line of 20 -ampere T -rated switches, 
3 -wire crowfoot receptacles, and a 
complete grounding line that fills 
the new NEC code requirements. 

Tiny Toroidal Coils and Coil 
Meters. Burnell & Co., Yonkers 2, 
N. Y., has available a 16 -page cata- 
log introducing a new line of sub- 
miniature toroidal coils and toroidal 
coil meters. It also includes valuable 
and complete information on tor- 
oids, high -quality coils and various 
audio filter networks. The catalog 
gives complete descriptions, at- 
tenuation and Q curves that will 
prove valuable for equipment de- 
sign engineers. Write for catalog 
102-A. 

Snap -Action Switches. Acro Mfg. 
Co., Columbus 16, Ohio, has issued 
a new 36 -page catalog on precision 
snap -action switches that gives de- 
tail specifications, dimensions and 
operating characteristics for two 
lines of switches. The lines de- 
scribed are Acro switches, which 
operate by the rolling spring 
principle, and Mu switches, which 
employ the single, prestressed blade 
principle. A feature designed to 
simplify use is the Quick -Finder in- 
dex. By using this illustrated, com- 
prehensive index engineers can 
quickly locate the proper switch for 
any application by type, size and 
rating. 

Panel Meters. International Instru- 
ments Inc., P.O. Box 2954, New 
Haven 15, Conn. A newly revised 
and reprinted engineering data 
sheet gives complete information on 

db panel meters for com- 
mercial and military applications. 
Weighing less than 3 oz, the instru- 
ments described are constructed to 
meet applicable Government speci- 
fications and are housed in metal 

Neer Lion "Ili -Strength" fastener completely nsseìnbled. Cutanas shows the beveled 
counter sink. Beveling substantially increases the area over which stress is distributed. 

NOW! Shear strength twice 
that of any other fastener! 

New Lion "Eli -Strength" design fills every need for parts 

that must be fastened, taken apart, buttoned tight quickly 

Here's a new and better answer to your 
problem of metal -to -metal fastening 
where high shear stress and vibration 
are factors. 

It's the Lion "Hi -Strength" fastener, 
combining speedy quarter -turn open- 
ing and closing with a shear strength of 
4750 lbs! 

This "Hi -Strength" fastener is re- 
markably strong because shear load is 
distributed evenly over the area of the 
fastened parts. The secret lies in the 
beveled counter sink in the sheet and 
the nut. It's the same high shear prin- 

ciple used for years by the automotive 
industry for wheel lugs. 

In addition to high shear strength, its 
tensile strength is 3000 lbs. Sheet sepa- 
ration is zero up to 4750 lbs. Misalign- 
ment is as much as .125 with high shear 
qualities. Regardless of the number of 
times it's opened or closed, there is no 
wear. It cannot be overtorqued (up to 
3750 lbs.) . It cannot be fastened incor- 
rectly. It is no larger than a standard 
No. 5! 

To test it yourself, write for a free 
mounted working sample. Just drop us 
a line on your company letterhead. 

LION 
AZIMFASTENER, INC. 

500 Main St., Honeoye Falls, N.Y. 
In Canada: A. T. R. Armstrong Co., 50 St. Clair Ave. West, Toronto 
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PHAL 
hooks up with progress . 

in Simulated Flight with 

LANK 
The highly complex electronic systems of the 

LINK B -47B jet flight simulator shown here 

with the basic C-11 B ¡et trainer are classic 

examples of LINK'S progressive approach to 

modern flight training. PHALON hook up 

wires have an important role in these electronic 

systems and in other key wiring operations 

which have made the famous LINK TRAINERS 

synonymous with the latest and the finest in 

simulated flight. 

When the requirement is dependability 
in insulated wires, cables or cord sets, 

look to PHALO 

-PHALO PLASTICS CORPORATION 
CORNER OF COMMERCIAL ST. WORCESTER MASS. 

Insulated Wire and Cables - Cord Set Assemblies 

NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

cases with watertight seals. The 
data sheet lists the accuracy as 
being ±5 percent of full scale volt- 
age; scale length, 1.3 in.; dielectric 
strength, 1,500 v a -c; and the in- 
strument resistance at zero reading, 
4,000 ohms minimum. 

Equipment Brochure. Rollins 
Corp., Lewes, Del., has available a 
6 -page brochure describing its 
facilities engaged in the develop- 
ment, design and production of elec- 
tronic equipment. The brochure 
covers the operation and the type 
of products manufactured by the 
company. Included in the corpora- 
tion's product line are all types of 
transformers, filters, cable har- 
nesses, control units and subas- 
semblies. 

Cord Sets. Cords Limited Division, 
Essex Wire Corp., 121 Dodge Ave., 
DeKalb, Ill. A new 30 -page, two- 
color catalog combines the com- 
pany's comprehensive wire cordage 
types and cord set components 
within the covers of one book. It 
contains 64 photographs of facili- 
ties and some typical production 
cord sets. A special engineering 
section contains 118 separate di- 
mensional engineering drawings. 
There are also simplified tables 
showing maximum ampere and 
voltage ratings for various portable 
cordage and wire gages, with typi- 
cal appliance and industrial cordage 
and cord sets listed. 

Terminal Boards. DeJUR-AMSCO 
Corp., 45-01 Northern Blvd., Long 
Island City, N. Y. A recent single - 
sheet color bulletin deals with 
terminal boards. It gives a sche- 
matic drawing and information 
about available base materials and 
pin arrangements. Also included is 
illustrated information on special - 
design hermetic plugs. 

Instruments and Controls. Electro 
Tech Equipment Co., 308 Canal St., 
New York 13, N. Y. Catalog No. 54 
is a 190 -page comprehensive buyers' 
guide of instruments and controls. 
Every item is presented in a man- 
ner purposely designed to simplify 
the selection of instrument needs in 
terms of economy, utility, manu- 
facture and quality. Table of con- 
tents includes laboratory and port- 
able test instruments; bridges, dee - 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

ades and recording instruments; 
panel and switchboard instruments; 
pyrometers, thermometers and as- 
sociated equipment; service instru- 
ments; transformers, voltage regu- 
lators, rectifiers and controls; 
timers, counters and photoelectric 
controls; heaters, furnaces and ac- 
cessories; switches, relays, solen- 
oids and solenoid valves; and mis- 
cellaneous equipment. 

Sound Products. Radio Corp. of 
America, Camden, N. J. A new 20 - 
page illustrated sound products 
catalog lists the company's latest 
line of sound equipment. The book- 
let is divided into sections dealing 
with such products as microphones, 
amplifiers, speakers, intercom- 
munications equipment, tv Antena- 
plex systems and unit -built cabinets 
and racks. Each section in turn pre- 
sents a list of products designed to 
meet needs from portable systems 
to large sound installations. De- 
scriptions of each model include 
such information as special fea- 
tures, uses, specifications and 
photographs. 

Casting Alloy. The International 
Nickel Co., Inc., 67 Wall St., New 
York 5, N. Y., has issued a new 
technical booklet on the engineering 
properties of "S" Monel, an age- 
hardenable casting alloy that pro- 
vides unusual strength, hardness 
and anti -galling properties at temp- 
eratures up to 1,100 F in addition 
to the general corrosion resistance 
of Monel. 

Potentiometer Noise. Helipot 
Corp., 916 Meridian Ave., South 
Pasadena, Calif. "Electrical Noise 
in Wire -Wound Potentiometers," a 
12 -page illustrated technical paper 
by Irving J. Hogan, examines sev- 
eral aspects of potentiometer noise. 
It describes the kinds of noise 
which can originate in a precision 
potentiometer ; discusses methods 
of observing and measuring noise; 
and sets up a system of units in 
which noise can be expressed. 

High Resistance Measurement. 
Keithley Instruments, 3868 Car- 
negie Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio. Two 
accurate ways to measure high re- 
sistance are discussed in a recent 
issue of Engineering Notes. The 

ir'SVARIAN 
for top performance in 

every KLYSTRON application 
System designers and equipment buyers specify Varian klystrons for optimum 

performance because they know that only Varian klystrons combine extreme 

ruggedness and reliability with excellent frequency stability and ample power. 

Designed and built by the acknowledged leader in klystron development, Varian 

(klystrons offer outstanding performance advantages in these and many other 

applications: 

Microwave relay transmitters 
and receivers 

Telemetering systems 

UHF television transmitters 
Radar receivers-local 
oscillators 

COMPARE THE 

FOR RADARS 
AND BEACONS 

Unmatched high altitude 
performance without pres- 
surization-excellent fre- 
quency stability - low 
noise- rapid warm-up- 
rugged- reliable. 

FOR LABORATORY 
TESTING 

Smooth, single -shaft tun- 
ing over a wide range- 
matched waveguide out- 
put-excellent micropho- 
nic characteristics-linear 
reflector tracking. 

Coherent and pulsed radar 
transmitters 
Guided missile applications 

Microwave test equipment 

Particle accelerators-power 
tubes 

SE FEATURES 

FOR MICROWAVE 
RELAY SYSTEMS 

Ample power to override 
noise-excellent frequen- 
cy stability-economy of 

operation-long life. 

FOR UHF 
TELEVISION 

Integral cavity construc- 
tion for economical opera- 
tion and simple installa- 
tion-wide band -width for 
color TV-high power gain 
-long life. 

VARIAN HAS A PRODUCTION KLYSTRON .. . 

that meets the requirements of these typical applications: 

APPLICATION 

Radar & Beacon 
Local Oscillators 

FREQUENCY RANGE 
(MugacyCles) 

8500 - 10,500 

POWER 
RANGE 

25 - 140 mw 

TUBE TYPE; 

V -270,V -290,V -151,V -153,V-155 

Radar Transmitters 8500 - 11,000 100W-9KW V-23, V-63, V-27, V-82, V-45 

Beacon Transmitters 9100 - 12,200 450 mw- 9 KW V-54, V-63, V-27, V-82, V-45 

Relay Local Oscilla- 
tors & Transmitters 5100 - 7500 30mw-1W X-268, X -26D, X -26E, X -26F 

UHF Television 470 - 890 15 KW VA -6237, 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42 

Laboratory Testing 8200 -12,400 450 mw -8 W X-13, V-21, V-27, V-54, V-58 

FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS 
and technical data on these outstanding Varian klystrons, and for information about special pur- 
pose klystron engineering-write to the VARIAN Application Engineering Department today. 

IN KLYSTRONS, THE MARK OF LEADERSHIP IS 

VARIAN associates 
PALO ALTO 1, CALIFORNIA 
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Everything you need in quality nut drivers! 

t.cram ter. 
3" to 6" Overall Regular in 3/16", 7/32", 

1/4", 9/32", 5/16", 11/32", 3/8", 
7/16" and 1/2". 

st 

Hollow shaft, in 1/4", 5/16", 11/32", 3/8", 
7/16", 1/2", 9/16" and s/8". 

Stubby 31/4" overall in 1/4", 5/16" and 3/8". 

Your supplier Izas 'em! Ask him, or write: 

EXCELITE, INCORPORATED 
(Formerly Park Metalware Co., Inc.) 

Dept. C Orchard Park, N. Y. 

"I said, 
ALL XCELITE 

NUT DRIVERS 
NOW HAVE 

COLOR -CODED 
HANDLES !" 

(color flashes you the size) 

Color Handle Hex Nut 
black 

rvd 
orange 
yellow 
green 
blue 

3/16" 
7/22" and 7/16" 

14" and 1/" 
9/32" and 9/16" %" 
ll 

JOBBERS! Tou have a date at 
Booth 592, Chicago Show, to see 
the top sellers in screwdrivers, nut 
drivers, pliers and other radio -TV 
tools. See you there ! 

SPACE SAVERS FOR 

MODERN 
CIRCUITRY 

MONEY SAVERS 
m OR ECONO 

QR®DUS 
N 

-41 

COMMERCE 
AVENUE 

UNION 
NEW JERSEY 

IN -RES -CO 

TYPE IR 
WIRE WOUND 

RESISTORS 

The practical, low cost solution for 
circuit designers striving for the sub- 
miniature. Type IR units offer preci- 
sion resistance values capable of re. 
taimng stability through long periods 
of continuous or intermittent service 
Type IR resistors are available at 
prices based on mass production 
methods of manufacture. Wound to a 
tolerance of -±1%, they are perma- 
nently accurate. Conservative ratings 
allow ample safety margin in all 
classes of service. Special Bakelite 
forms eliminate shrinking, swelling . 

and temperature effects. IN -RES -CO 
moisture and fungus proof coating of- 
fers absolute protection against cli- 
matic extremes. Specify IR Type re- 
sistors for all applications where pre- 
cision performance and limited space 
are important determining factors. 

WRITE FOR NEW RESISTOR 
HANDBOOK - Contains 

complete doto and recom- 
mended applications 

for resistors for every 
purpose. 

'erredl« 
cedfrrdr 

APPLICATION -DESIGNED RESISTORS FOR ELECTRONICS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

I 
OPTICAL SYSTEMS 

INDUSTRIAL 

PERISCOPES 

DESIGN 

DEVELOPMENT 

MANUFACTURE 

For nearly half a century Koll- 
morgen has designed, developed 
and manufactured precision op- 
tics and optical systems for in- 
dustry and the military. 

We have the engineering "know- 
how", the design personnel and 
the manufacturing capacity to 
help you solve your optical 
problem. 

Ir. 411,1 A 11íe 4; 13 

Plant 347 King Street . Northampton, Moss. 

New York Office 
30 Church Street 

New York 7, N. Y. 
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NEW PRODUCTS (continued) 

first method, involving a v -t electro- 
meter and shunt, permits measure- 
ments to 124,000 megohms full 
scale, at an absolute accuracy of 
within 5 percent. The second 
method employs an electrometer 
and low -leakage capacitor, and 
achieves similarly high sensitivity. 
Both methods permit the measure- 
ment of resistances far beyond the 
reach of bridges, megohmeters and 
wall galvanometers. 

Servo Motors. Ketay Mfg. Corp., 
555 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. 
A recent 4 -page folder covers a 
complete range of sizes and types 
of synchros, servo motors and re- 
solvers. Tabular data give typical 
characteristics of two-phase servo 
motors, synchro control transform- 
ers, synchro receivers, synchro re- 
solvers, induction motors and 
synchro transmitters. 

Controls and Resistors. Clarostat 
Mfg. Co., Inc., Dover, N. H. Catalog 
No. 54 features standard controls 
and resistors for radio and elec- 
tronic equipment, as well as the 
new C -line and other industrial con- 
trols. In a new format and printed 
in two colors, this catalog is dis- 
tinguished by its concise descrip- 
tions, informative pictures, dimen- 
sional drawings, listings, prices and 
standard packings. 

Cathode -Ray Oscillograph. Allen 
B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., 760 
Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, N. J. A 
new 12 -page bulletin describes the 
type 323 wide -band cathode-ray 
oscillograph. The new booklet gives 
complete specifications about the 
instrument and also contains illus- 
trations and circuit diagrams. 

Balancing Machines. Tinius Ol- 
sen Testing Machine Co., 3030 
Easton Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 
The Electodyne, a new principle 
for automatically measuring the 
amount and indicating the angular 
location of unbalance by means of 
electronics, is comprehensively de- 
scribed in bulletin 49. In addition, 
the bulletin describes features of 
the complete line of Electodyne 
dynamic and static balancing ma- 
chines including the horizontal 
and vertical models as well as the 
automatic crankshaft balancer. 

YOU can't afford to be without the 

HATHAWAY S14 -C OSCILLOGRAPH 

the world's most complete and versatile 

LOW COST OSCILLOGRAPH 
for recording electrical quantities, processes, 

flight functions, dynamic pressure, strain, 
vibration, acceleration, temperature... 

for testing relays 
for testing welding equipment 
for biological recording 
for analysis of high-speed engines and com- 

pressors 

GALVANOMETERS are available for current, volt- 
age, power, covering a most extensive range of charac- 
teristics. 

ATTACHMENTS available for almost any recording 
need- 

automatic transient recording 
wave -shape measurements 
wave -shape scanning 
long records to 100 inches per second 
short records to 1,000 inches per second 

PROVE TO YOURSELF THAT THE 514-C IS... 
The Most Versatile 
The Easiest to Maintain 
The Easiest to Operate 
The Finest in Craftsmanship 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 2D -1K AND 

YOUR FREE COPY OF HATHAWAY ENGINEERING NEWS 

4204 

INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
1315 SO. CLARKSON STREET DENVER 10, COLORADO 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE 

Edited by WILLIAM G. ARNOLD 

Industry associations name new officers . . . Manufacturers 
announce further plant expansions ... Engineers and executives 
are promoted... 

Sylvania Begins Operations At New Facilities 

SYLVANIA dedicated its new defense 
laboratory, began production in its 
new tv set plant and laid plans for 
a new tv plant in Canada. 

At the dedication of the new de- 
fense lab were, left to right, Don 
G. Mitchell, chairman of the board 
of Sylvania, Maj. Gen. James D. 
O'Connell, deputy chief signal officer 
and Henry Lehne, director of the 
lab, shown examining a traveling - 
wave tube. 

According to O'Connell, the new 
lab will help defense planners de- 
velop electronic countermeasures. 
The structure will provide 61,000 
sq ft of space and will house 300 to 
400 scientists and engineers doing 
research for the Signal Corps. Cost 
of the building, not including equip- 
ment, was set at $500,000. Key 
scientists and engineers have been 
transferred to the lab from the 

firm's eastern labs. 
Sylvania commenced manufactur- 

ing operations at its new 422,000 
sq ft tv set assembly plant in Ba- 
tavia, N. Y. The first of four 
separate assembly lines began 
producing sets. Present plans call 
for the other three assembly lines 
to start operations consecutively by 
the end of June. When all four lines 
are in operation, the plant's total 
employment will be approximately 
1,500. 

The Batavia plant initially will 
produce only black -and -white re- 
ceivers, but will ultimately manu- 
facture color tv sets as well. The 
radio and tv division is now produc- 
ing very limited quantities of color 
sets at its Buffalo plant. 

In Canada, Sylvania plans to 
construct a new plant in Dunnville, 
Ontario, where tv sets will be manu - 

OTHER DEPARTMENTS 

featured in this issue: 

Page 

Electrons At Work 192 

Production Techniques 248 

New Products 308 

New Books 408 

Backtalk 418 

factured. Production is scheduled 
to begin in the new facility about 
August 1, 1954. Present plans call 

for the employment of 150 to 200 

persons initially and about 350 to 
400 when in full operation in 1955. 

Regis R. Forbes, former divi- 
sional purchasing agent of the 
parent company's radio and tv divi- 
sion, has been appointed manager 
of the plant. With completion of the 
plant, Sylvania in Canada will have 
three manufacturing facilities in 

operation. 

Virgil Graham Named 
RETMA Chief Engineer 
VIRGIL M. GRAHAM has been placed 
in charge of the RETMA engineer- 
ing department. He succeeds Ralph 
R. Batcher, who has resigned after 
nearly four years of service as the 
association's chief engineer. Gra- 
ham will retain the title of associate 
director of the department, which 
he formerly held in an honorary 
capacity, and will continue to per- 
form the duties of that office as 
well as of chief engineer. 

Associated with RETMA's en- 
gineering activities since 1929, Gra- 
ham comes to the association on a 

full-time basis from Sylvania, 
where he has been director of tech- 
nical relations since 1946. 

Beginning his standardization 
work about 1925 while serving on 

a number of standardization com- 
mittees of the Institute of Radio 
Engineers, Graham's major activi- 
ties and contributions were in in- 
dustrial standardization in the 
radio and electronics field. In 1929 

he became editor of the Radio 
Manufacturers Association Stand - 
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MV- 

SIXTY-TWO INDIVIDUAL 
ELECTRONIC RANGE MEASUREMENTS 

RCP 
Electronic "DO -ALL" MODEL 657 

- - CAPACITY METER 

MAN HIGH RANGE OHMMETER 

r R.M.S. V.T. VOLTMETER 
R.MS 

f4 PEAK -TO -PEAK V.T. VOLTMETER 

K1SCQ INDUCTANCE METER 
(By Reference To Charts) 

Never before has there been engineered one instrumen' to 
sell for under $100 that can possibly match the versatility, 
efficiency and speed of measurement built into this latest 
RCP design. Here are combined in one instrument five 
independent instruments essential in service-production- 
development. Outstanding in performance, measuring 'ow 
frequency sinusoidal and both low and high repetition 
rate non -sinusoidal waveform. 

Years Ahead In Design- 
81/2" Easy -To -View Meter provides instant measure- 
ment recognition of the several scales. 
Simplified Controls save time. Illuminated individual 
settings of function and range. 
Carrying Handle serves as irclin- 
able rest-tilts the instrument for 
maximum readability. NET $99$5 

. F r x M r = 

RCP VTVM Model 655 Reads 
Peak -To -Peak Voltages 

Directly 

D.C. Voltage: 
D.C. Voltage: 
A.C. Voltage: 

A.C. Voltage: 
A.C. High Voltage: 

Ohmmeter: 

Capacity meter: 

16 Ranges 0±1.5±3±6±30±150±600±1500±6000 
Zero center 14 ranges±.75±1.5±3±15±75±300±750 
Peak -to -Peak 7 Ranges 0-4.2-8.5-17-85-420- 
1700-4200 
RMS-7 ranges 0-1.5-3-6-30-150-600-1500 
RMS-Range 0-6000 Volts. 
8 ranges 0-1, 000-10, 000-100,000 ohms, 0-1-10 
-100-1,000-10,000 megohms. Center Scale 10. 

6 ranges 1 micro-microfarad to 1,000 microfarads; 1-10 
uuf; .00001-.001 mfd.; .0001-.01 mfd.; 001-0.1 mfd.; 
.1-10 mfd.; 10-1000 mfd. 

Quickly, accurately, the DO -ALL Model 655 
gives a true reading measurement of complex 
and sinusoidal voltages with necessary peak - 
to -peak or RMS value read directly, for the 
analysis of waveforms in video, sync and 
deflection circuits. 

Versatility of measurement, built into each 
Model 655, serves a variety of industrial 
applications in the service of vibrator power 
supplies, AC generators and 
all equipment utilizing any 
type of waveform or DC. $5950 NET 

4 

RCP Midgetscope 
Model 533M 

A 3" scope with high sensitivity 
and wide band response-weighs 
only 9 pounds. Meets the highest 
standards of 
quality, depend- 
ability and 
accuracy. 

$9950 
NET 

See your local parts distributor, or write 

to Dept. E-5 for illustrated catalog. 

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS COMPANY 
EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA 
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ards and Engineering Information. 
In 1931 he assumed the chairman- 

ship of the standards section of the 
RMA engineering committee which 
was the predecessor of the RETMA 
engineering department. 

He was largely responsible for 
the development and adoption of a 
standardized electron tube designa- 
tion system and the formalization 
of the central registration system 
for tube types. 

Graham became assistant direc- 
tor of the RMA enginering depart- 

ment in 1934 and shortly thereafter 
associate director. At that time he 
introduced the standardization sys- 
tem which is still used by RETMA 
and from then until 1946 served as 
chairman of its general standards 
committee. 

In 1936 he helped establish the 
RMA Data Bureau (now the 
RETMA Engineering Office). 

Early in 1947 he was appointed 
to the Joint Electron Tube Engi- 
neering Council (JETEC) of 
RTMA and NEMA. 

Motorola Plans Headquarters Expansion Near Chicago 

A 40 -ACRE tract in Niles, Ill. border- 
ing Chicago is to be purchased by 
Motorola. President Paul V. Galvin 
said that the move was part of a 
long-term policy of decentralization. 
"The use of this particular parcel 
of land is an important factor in 
our overall planning for the prog- 
ressive realignment of various 
operations to achieve greater effici- 
ency and permit further orderly 
growth. Ultimately we expect to 
relocate our engineering labora- 
tories and our administrative 
offices on this site comprising a 
headquarters campus," he said. 

"In the course of the next few 
years it is likely our investment in 
the development of this property, 
including the land, building, utili- 
ties, laboratory and office equipment 
will exceed $5 million. At the mo- 
ment preliminary plans are being 
drawn for an initial engineering 

James B. Fisk 

structure of some 200,000 sq ft. 
"We bave no plans calling for the 

construction of any manufacturing 
facilities on this site. It will serve 
our objectives best to confine the 

use of the Touhy property to labora- 
tories and offices," he stated. 

Initial excavation on the site is 
scheduled for the spring months of 
the current year. 

Ralph Bown 

Bell Labs Promotes 
Fisk And Sown 
JAMES B. FISK, director of research 
in physical sciences at Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, has been 
elected vice-president in charge of 
research. He succeeds Ralph Bown, 
who continues as a vice-president 
with a new assignment in charge of 
the long-range planning of pro- 
grams. He will continue his present 
responsibilities in connection with 
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PRECISION BEARS 

WHAT DAYSTROM HAS TO OFFER YOU ... 

UNDER ONE ROOF Daystrom Instrument can meet Write today for 
every one of your engineering and manufacturing needs- 
in their modern 350,000 sq. ft. plant, where a full our facilities report. 

range of up-to-date equipment is available for manufacturing 
from raw materials to finished assemblies and systems .. . 

for complete electro -mechanical and electronic parts and assembly 
in any quantity ... for internal, external, surface and centerless 
grinding; low to high precision turning; jig boring and milling; 
welding, heat treatment and finishing; precision spur and 
helical gear shaping, bobbing and shaving; straight and spiral beveled 
gearing; test and inspection for entire range of gear production. 

Daystrom's Research and Development Engineers have special 
skills in mathematics, radar circuitry, electronic computor design 
and instrumentations of a similar nature ... Daystrom's 
Production Engineers are specialists in the mechanical, electronic 
and electromechanical fields ... Daystrom's Manufacturing Engineers 
are experts in tool design, processing and tooling-with a 
new, complete toolroom for producing jigs, dies and fixtures. 

DIVISION OF DAYSTROM 

INCORPORATED 

i 

ARCHBALD, PENNA. 

Affiliates: 

American Type Founders, Inc., Elizabeth, N.J.; Daystrom Furniture Div., Olean, N.Y.; Daystrom Electric Corp., Poughkeepsie, N.Y 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE continued) 

The 
GOLD RUSH 

DAYS 
are over! 

Stonized Spiral 
Phenolic Tubes 

This 18 Kt. market we've been having seems to be settling down 
to a good solid 14 Kt. market. 

Simply means that everybody is going to be buying everything 
more carefully ... more critically ... with good reason. 

Stone's custom-made yet mass-produced spiral paper tubes 
and Stonized phenolic impregnated tubes are noted for low cost 
adaptability. Tubes of kraft, fish paper, plastic films, phenolic 
impregnated can be punched, notched, slotted, fabricated and 
imprinted. 

All at much less cost than insulating tubing of any other material. 
We can, however, promise 18 Kt. delivery and service. Phone 

or write soon. 

2ü3 
--+- 

e+ 

IMe 41111b 

0 

PAPER TUBE CO. 
AFFILIATED WITH 

STONIZED PRODUCTS CO. INC. 
900-922 Franklin Street, N.E., Washington 17, D. C. 

the patent department. 
Dr. Fisk, who joined Bell Lab- 

oratories in 1939, was for two years 
director of research of the Atomic 
Energy Commission and simultane- 
ously Gordon McKay professor of 
applied physics at Harvard Univer- 
sity. He is currently a member of 
the general advisory committee of 
the Atomic Energy Commission as 
well as the science advisory commit- 
tee of the Office of Defense Mobili- 
zation. 

During World War II he was 
selected to head the Magnetron de- 
velopment group at Bell. After the 
war, he was placed in charge of 
electronics and solid state research. 
It was work in this area that re- 
sulted in the invention at the Lab- 
oratories of the transistor. In 1949 
when he returned to the Labora- 
tories from the Atomic Energy 
Commission and Harvard, he was 
placed in charge of research in the 
physical sciences. 

Dr. Bown has served for 35 years 
with the Bell System. Before his 
appointment as vice-president in 
charge of research of Bell Labora- 
tories in 1952, he had served as 
director of research since 1946, in 
which post he succeeded M. J. Kelly. 

Awards 

Dr. Bown was awarded the Mor- 
ris Liebmann Memorial Prize by 
the IRE for 1926. He was a divi- 
sion member and consultant of the 
National Defense Research Commit- 
tee, specializing in radar. He also 
served as expert consultant to the 
Secretary of War. In 1949 he re- 
ceived the Institute's Annual Medal 
of Honor. In 1927 he served as 
president of the IRE. He served 
as a captain in the Signal Corps in 
World War I, prior to joining the 
Research and Development Depart- 
ment of the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company. 

He was named assistant director 
of radio research of the Labora- 
tories in 1934, director of radio and 
television research in 1936, and in 
1944 was appointed assistant direc- 
tor of research. 

Thompson Products 
Keeps Expanding 
NEGOTIATIONS for the purchase of 
Dage Electronics Corp. by Thomp- 
son Products have taken place. The 
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RE LEAKAGE 
ON THE 

DRAWING BOARD 
. . WHEN YOU DESIGN METEX ELECTRONIC 

WEATHERSTRIPPING INTO YOUR EQUIPMENT 

YOU GET ITS POSITIVE SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS 

- AT MAXIMUM OVERALL ECONOMY 

Plan now to take full advantage of 
Metex Electronic Weatherstripping's 
unusual effectiveness in shielding all 
types of electronic equipment. Because 
it is made of knitted wire mesh, Metex 
Electronic Weatherstripping is both 
conductive and resilient. It assures 
positive metal -to -metal contact be- 
tween all mating surfaces. And being 
resilient it accommodates itself posi- 
tively to surface inequalities. 
In reality, .Metex Electronic Weather- 
stripping can do more for you than 
just shield RF leakage. It can cut the 
cost of machining mating surfaces to 
close tolerances. It can eliminate the 
need for extra fasteners and many 
other costly means of making joints 
RF tight. 
Applications in which Metex Electronic 
Weatherstripping has already proved 
its effectiveness include pulse modu- 
lator shields, wave -guide choke -flange 
gaskets, local oscillators on TV sets, 
dielectric heaters, etc. 

For detailed 
information on 
METEX 
ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCTS, write 
for FREE copy of 
"Metex Electronic 
Weatherstrips" 
or outline your 
SPECIFIC shielding 
problem - it will 
receive our 
immediate attention. 

METAL 
TEXTILE 
R O 5 E L L E, NEW JERSEY 

ACCURATE 

EASY -TO -READ 

RUGGED 

DEPENDABLE 

Sole 
Selling 
Agents 

COAXIAL 

CRYSTAL 

MIXER 
BROAD BAND 

F XED TUNED 

for YOU .. . 

THE BENEFITS OF 
50 YEARS' 

EXPERIENCE 

1904 HOYT 1954 

ELECTRICAL INDICATING 

INSTRUMENTS 
For your particular require- 
ments, HOYT Panel and Port- 
able Meters provide superior 
service at reasonable cost: 
Voltmeters - Ammeters - Micro - 
ammeters ... Moving -Coil, Re- 
pulsion or Rectifier Types . . 

Suppressed Zero and Differential 
Meters ... all carefully designed 
and accurately made. Write to- 
day for literature and prices on 
the HOYT Meters you need. 

BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY 
42 CARLETON STREET 

CAMBRIDGE 42, MASS., U.S.A. 

Broad 

INPUT VSWR: Better than 2 to 1, without adjust- 
ments, for all frequencies within the nominal 

frequency range. 

LOCAL OSCILLATOR POWER REQUIREMENT: 10 

Milliwatts. Oscillator injector is adjustable to 

accommodate large variations in oscillator 
power. 

LOCAL OSCILLATOR VSWR: Better than 2 to 1 

with any L. O. injector adjustment. 

LOCAL OSCILLATOR REJECTION AT I. F. OUTPUT: 

Bette' than 30 DB. Specify Input Connec or: Type "N" or UG-46/U. 

EMPIRE DEVICES' expert engineering staff is available to give careful attention to your inquiries. 

Band Crystal Mixer Model CM107 

MODEL FREQ. RANGE IN MC 

CM -107A 

CM -107A1 

CM -107A2 

CM -1078 

CM -107C 

CM -107D 

CM -107E 

CM -107F 

225 to 400 

300 to 530 

510 to 760 

750 to 1210 

1120 to 1700 

1700 to 2600 

2600 to 4000 

4000 to 5600 

eá EMPIRE DEVICES PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
3 8- 1 5 BELL BOULEVARD BAYSIDE 61, NEW YORK 

MANUFACTURERS CF 

FIELD INTENSITY METERS DISTORTION ANALYZERS IMPULSE GENERATORS COAXIAL ATTENUATORS CRYSTAL MIXERS 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

ESSENTIAL 
TO EVERY LAB 

MILLIVAC MV -17C 

100 MICROVOLTS to 1 IiV-DC, 
TIME PROGRESSES-SO DO WE 

MILLIVAC INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 997 SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 

Dage assembly plant, near Indian- 
apolis, will continue in its present 
location, operating as a decentral- 
ized unit of Thompson's electronics 
division. 

Founded in 1952, Dage is headed 
by George Fathauer, chairman, and 
James Lahey, president. No changes 
in personnel are contemplated. 

Thompson electronics division, 
founded three and a half years ago 
with headquarters and manufac- 
turing facilities in Cleveland, has 
expanded in several directions. It 
first entered the electronics field 
in 1950 in the development of high - 
frequency electronic components. 

A year later the company ac- 
quired the Antenna Research Labo- 
ratory of Columbus. In September, 
1953 Thompson provided financial 
backing for the formation of the 
Ramo -Wooldridge Corp. of Los 
Angeles, organized to specialize 
basically in new advanced systems 
developments. A month later the 
firm purchased Bell Sound Systems. 

Consolidated Forms 
Computer Subsidiary 
CONSOLIDATED ENGINEERING has 
established the ElectroData Corp. 
as a new wholly -owned subsidiary. 

ElectroData of Pasadena, Calif. 
will continue engineering, manufac- 
turing and sales activities formerly 
conducted by Consolidated's com- 
puter division. 

President of the new corporation 
is Philip S. Fogg. He will continue 
as president and chairman of the 

Philip S. Fogg 

board of the parent company. Other 
officers of Electro Data are: James 
R. Bradburn, executive vice -presi - 
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OPEN TYPES OR SHIELDED 

for Television, Radio, 
Communications Applications 

LOWER 

QUICKER 

RICE 

ELIVERY 

HIGHEST ('':a) UALITY 

i. 
RATIO DETECTOR 

Iron Core Tuned complete 
with Shield Can. 

Coil is carefully impregnated for stability. Built to with- 
stand drastic temperature changes. Mechanically stable. 
It has excellent linearity. Once set-remains in adjust- 
ment-vibration-resistant. Hos room for additional tie -lug 
on terminal base. 

WIDTH CONTROL COIL. 
Mechanically stable winding structure. Iron core tuned. 
Single hole mounting. Machine staked terminals. 

HORIZONTAL LINEARITY CON- 
TROL COIL-Very stable winding structure. 

Instantly adjustable with pullout shaft. Clip mounted. A 
favorite with leading T -V set manufacturers. Sturdy. Vibra- 
tion resistant. Trouble free. 

PICTURE I. F. 
TRANSFORMER 

Bifiler Winding. Iron Core 
Tuned. Excellent electrical 
and mechanical ability. 
Carefully controlled "Q". 
Single hole mounting. 

6. 

N1 
SOUND TAKEOFF 

COIL 
Iron Core Tuned. Machine 
Staked terminals. Excellent 
electrical and mechanical 
stability. Single hole 
mounting. 

ANTENNA COIL Rigidly controlled high 
"Q". Inductance easily adjustable. Machine staked lugs. 
Good electrical and mechanical stability. Easily mounted. 
Small size. 

TO R O I D S A wide variety 
and range of sizes available in pro- 
duction quantities to specifications. 
Sizes: 3/a" and up. 7 
Above units are specified as standard equipment 

by leading manufacturers. 

Your inquiry is invited. Write 

JOHNSON ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

GRAMFR TRANSFORMER 

CORPORATION 

2134 NORTH PUTASNI ROAD CHICAGO 39 ILLINOIS 

"P" SERIES 

No. P3618: Overall: 42v/a" x 22" x 18" 
Panel Space: 363/4" x 19" 

No. P-6618: Overall: 673/a" x 22" x 18" 
Panel Space: 611/4" x 19" 

No. P-8318: Overall: 83Ye" x 22" x 18" 
Panel Space: 77" x 19" 

Par -Metal "P" Series Racks are 
available on special request up 

to 28" deep. 

"G" SERIES 

No. G-2218: Overall: 761/4" x 22" x 18" 

Panel Space: 70" x 19" 

No. G-2219: Overall: 83Ye" x 22" x 18" 

Panel Space: 71" x 19" 

No. G-3024: Overall: 161/e" x 33" x 24" 

Panel Space: 70" x 30" 

"IP" and "G" Series RACKS have 
standard finishes of black rip- 
ple, slate grey ripple (or prime 

coat only). 

Planning an electronic procuct? Consult Par -Metal for 

RACKS CABINETS 
CHASSIS PANELS 

Seeefitewz S-walAt " 

WRITE FOR CATALOG ! 

VVILNUTPIL 
PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
32-62 - 49th ST., LONG ISLAND CITY 3, N. Y 

' Tel.: AStoria 8-8905 
Export Dept.: Rocke International Corp. 

13 East 40 Street, New York 16, N. Y. 

for maximKW nomy 
VACUUM TUBE sOOMBARDER 

OR INDUCTION 
HEATING UNIT 

$1535. 

Simple...Easy to Operate...Economical 
Standardization of Unit Makes This New Low 
Price Possible. 
Maximum economies can be obtained only by use of 
correct frequency and power combinations when apply- 
ing the techniques of induction heating to manufacturing 
processes. 

It is significant that only Scientific Electric in the present 
market, can offer you a selection of frequencies de- 
pending on power required, in wide power range. 
2-31h-5-6-71/2-101 2yz-15.18-25-40.60 KW (oll units 
above 60 KW are considered custom built). This means 
that electronic heating equipment produced by Scientific 
Electric is tailored to your needs ... fitted perfectly to 
the task entrusted to it, enabling you to keep your 
initial investment in equipment to a minimum while 
affording you all the proven advantages of electronic 
heating. 

Write now for complete information or send samples of 
work to be processed. Specify time cycle for your 
particular job. We will quote on proper size unit for 
your requirements. 

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 01 HIGH FREQUENCY AND HIGH VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT SINCE 1921 

105-119 MONROE ST il r GARFIELD, N. J. 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

When Contact Reliability 
is most important... 

...another addition to the many 
types of Phil-trol Relays... 

Rugged dependability plus high 
sensitivity have made this new Phil-trol relay an 
immediate favorite with engineers and designers. Its 
compactness and adaptability to a wide range of 
applications and uses provide new answers to the 
many complex problems confronting electronic and 
control engineers. 

Unusual features of the new 8QA relay include 
immediate response; fast closing and opening; contact 
springs with twin contacts; heavy duty, long -life 
bronze bearings; light weight. 

Like all standard Phil-trol relays, the 8Q.-ß is avail- 
able in a wide range of modifications. Coils may be 
single or double wound, and equipped with copper 
slugs or sleeves for slow release or for slow operation. 

In all probability, there is a standard Phil-trol 
relay, or variation, to meet your specific need. Phil- 
trol engineering experience and design facilities are 
available to help you solve any new application 
problem. 

1--__.- /6 1-- ---2 
1 

3 
fjs 

zoé 

.161 

32 NC TAP 
2-NCx ES 

.2 o END VIEW 
.ISb- 1 .)50 

(Phil-tiroG 
IS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF 

PHILLIPS CONTROL CORP. 

JOLIET, ILLINOIS 
A THOR CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY 
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

SIDE VIEW 

2QA Relay 

PHILLIPS CONTROL CORP., 
Dept. -_E, Joliet, Illinois 
Please send me a free copy of the new 
Phil-Trol Relay and Actuator Catalog. 
Also, please arrange to have a Phil-Trol 
Sales Engineer call on me. 

480 Power Relay 

Name 

Company 

Street 

City Zone State 

James R. Bradburn 

dent; L. P. Robinson, vice-presi- 
dent; Victor J. Pollock, secretary - 
treasurer and Joseph B. Rice, as- 
sistant secretary -treasurer. 

"The high degree of specializa- 
tion required in computer design 
and manufacture and continual and 
anticipated future growth of the 
electronic computing industry are 
factors which contributed to Con- 
solidated's decision to establish its 
computer operations as a separate 
organization," Fogg said. 

James R. Bradburn, executive 
vice-president, served in a variety 
of engineering and administrative 
posts with GE and Eastman Kodak 
before joining Consolidated Engi- 
neering in 1945 as treasurer and 
assistant to the president. He is 
both a registered electrical and 
mechanical engineer in California. 
In 1946, he was named director of 
sales and vice-president in charge 
of commercial engineering at Con- 
solidated and subsequently served 
as vice-president and director of 
engineering. In December 1953, he 
was made vice-president and direc- 
tor of the computer division. 

L. P. Robinson, vice-president, 
was also associated with the firm's 
computer division and directed 
much of the original research and 
engineering work of the company's 
computer group. Pollock serves as 
secretary -treasurer of the parent 
corporation in addition to his new 
financial post. The new firm has 
already received orders for a num- 
ber of its electronic computing in- 
struments and expects to make 
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Miniature and Sub -Miniature 

SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES 

BRUSH BLOCK ASSEMBLIES 

COMMUTATORS 

and other 
Electro -Mechanical Components 

PRECISION MADE 

TO YOUR OWN SPECIFICATIONS 

Precision molded products with exacting tolerances in 

precious and non -precious solid metals of all alloys. All 
types of Thermo -Plastic and Thermo -Setting materials. 

Slip Ring Assemblies fabricated or one-piece precision 
molded to your specifications in Nylon, Kel-F, Mineral filled 
Mellamine, Phenolic, and other materials. Rings and leads 
spot welded or brazed together for positive electrical circuit. 

Our Swiss methods and techniques are geared to 
meet exacting requirements. We invite your inquiries. 

COLLECTRON CORPORATION 
MUrray Hill 2-8473 216 East 45th Street New York 17, N.Y. 

EEODEKADIAL for accurate resistance, 
capacitance, inductance. Readings to four 

significant figures. 

RANGE SELECTOR: 
seven positions 

Universal BINDING POSTS 
con sect to all bridge arms 

CIRCUIT SELECTOR: 
six positions 

FL[CJJIIJW 
O 

- MFflSUflFMFNIS, ICORNCP. 

FormelB N L CIRO - M A U EMENT . 

IMPEDANCE 

BRIDGE 
Zf/c 'e í '4a9e 

Resistance: 1 milliohm to 11 megohms 
Capacitance: 1 mmf to 1 100 mfs. 
Impedance: 1 mh to 1100 henrys 

£xcetla.cat 71ccese uy 

Resistance: -' 0.1 
Capacitance: =0.25% 

Inductance: _` 1.0% 

SHOWN 
MODEL 250-C1 

$340 
9"x 11"x 11" over-all. Con- 
venient operation from bat- 
tery, or from AC power lines 
with E. S.I. accessory amplifier. 

Write to factory for literature and 
analysis of your needs. 

4312 S. E. STARK STREET 
PORTLAND 15, OREGON 

L 

ZK 

¢IIooiúaw> 
FABRIC WALL COVERING 

Are better than rubber 
3 ways ------ 

ENGRAVED Vinylite IS ACID -PROOF 

Acid etching inks, used for permanent 
stamping on metal and all non -porous 
surfaces will eat away at rubber. Vinylite 
resists this action . . . gives longer life 
by far. 

ENGRAVED Vinylite STAMP DIES GIVE 
RAZOR-SHARP IMPRESSIONS EVERY TIME 

Opaque inks will clog shallow rubber 
stamp faces rapidly. Our deep -molded 
engraved VINYLITE stamp faces have 
more than three times the depth of ordi- 
nary rubber stamps. Markings always re- 
main super sharp ... the clearly identifying 
mark that distinguishes and labels your 
product of quality. 

ENGRAVED Vinylite STAMP DIES HAVE 
CUSHION -LIKE RESILIENCE 

Our VINYLITE molding process includes a 

timed curing that imparts to this versatile 
plastic all the elasticity of rubber. Resilient 
VINYLITE STAMP DIES resist abrasive 
action, conform to irregular surfaces .. 
and last much longer! 
Engraved Vinylite Stamp Dies are adapt- 
able to any automatic or hand marking 
device. They can be used to stamp on 
every surface, metal, wood, fabric, paper, 
plastic, etc. 

KRENGEL MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 

Dpt. 1D, 227 Fulton St , New York 7, N.Y. 

Please cheek the following: 

Free Vinylite Sample 
and Price List 

Tel. 
CO 7-5714 

Please have salesman call 
for appointment 

NAME 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY ZONE STATE ....... MIMI 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

DUMONT 
MILCAPS 

GLASS -TO -METAL HERMETICALLY 

SEALED SUBMINIATURE CAPACITORS 
MEETS THE OPERATING 

REQUIREMENTS OF MILITARY 
SPECIFICATIONS MIL -C -25A 

MILCAPS are subminiature paper capacitors hermetically sealed in tinned brass 
tubular cases. Perfect enclosure of the impregnated paper sections is achieved 
by the use of glass -to -metal solder seal terminals. MILCAPS are recommended 
for all applications where size is a primary consideration ... and are available 
in any one of the following impregnants: Stabilized Halowax (85° c): Mineral 
Oil (85°c: or Duroil (125° C). 

Send for Your 
Free Copy Today 

IM MONT -AIRPLANE & MARINE INSTRUMENTS, Inc. 
OFFICE FACTORY 

1I William Street Clearfield 
New York 5. N. Y. Pennsylvania 

deliveries at the rate of one a month 
during the last six months of 1954. 

AT&T Engineer 
Awarded Lamme Medal 
FRANK A. COWAN, assistant direc- 
tor of operations, Long Lines 
Department of AT&T, has been 
awarded the 1953 Lamme Gold 
Medal by AIEE. 

It will be presented at the open- 
ing session of the five-day Summer 
and Pacific General Meeting of the 
Institute at Los Angeles on June 21, 
by Elgin B. Robertson, president of 
AIEE. 

Cowan was cited "For his out- 
standing contributions to long- 
distance communication and the 
development of modulating and 
transmission measuring apparatus 
of original design and application." 
He joined AT&T in 1919 and is the 
holder of 17 patents in the com- 
munications field. 

Sanders Associates 
Names Best 
ETHRIDGE C. BEST, formerly direc- 
tor of the electronics division, Navy 
Bureau of Aeronautics, was ap- 
pointed assistant to Royden C. 
Sanders, Jr., president of Sanders 
Associates. He will be chiefly con- 
cerned with contract and program 
coordination with government 
agencies. 

Best is a Colonel in the U. S. Ma- 
rine Corps Reserve and comes 
directly to the company from nearly 
27 years of service with the Navy 
and Marine Corps. The last 3 years 
of this service was spent as deputy 
director and director of the Bureau 
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FAST ! 

LOW INITIAL 
COST! 

MANY CIRCUIT 
APPLICATIONS! 

KELLOGG 

CROSSBAR SWITCH 
for Automatic 

Control Systems and Computers 

Kellogg Crossbar Switch provides the fast, low-cost means 
of interconnecting or selecting many different circuits com- 
mon to large-scale switching required by automatic control 
systems or computers. Its many applications include, for 
example, connecting any 3 of 60 circuits to any of 75-or 
choosing 1 circuit from as many as 936. It provides circuit 
connections in 50 milliseconds by energizing two specific 
coils. For optimum fidelity of signal and prevention of cor- 
rosion, palladium ccntact points are used. Mounted for 
drawerlike removal from its rack. Get the complete facts 

rite Dept. 26-E, today. 

KELLDIÎ 
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY 

A Division of Internationol Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 

SALES OFFICES: 79 W. Monroe Street, Chicago 3, Illinois 

where LESS 

is MORE 
ile tern atlo11l1j 
instruments 

-.. 

711and 111/2" 
SUB -MINIATURE 
AND MINIATURE 

ELECTRICAL METERS 
FOR AIRCRAFT, GUIDED MISSILES, 
ELECTRONIC and ATOMIC DEVELOPMENTS, 

COMMUNICATIONS and INDUSTRY 
Wherever less weight and smaller size are vital, 
these sub -miniature and miniature meters allow 
more savings. They not only provide accuracy and 
dependability equal to that of larger models, but, 
in addition, the inherently strong construction with 
stands shock and vibration far better than conven- 
tional sized instruments. A D'Arsonval type move- 
ment of excellent design, precision workmanship 
and materials of selected quality permit miniaturi- 
zation while retaining high performance standards. 

Meters, testing devices and allied equipment are 
available for a wide variety of requirements and 
can be adapted for use wherever it is desired to -^,,,j measure quantities electrically. Instruments are engi- 

_ neered for unusual applications by our staff of skill. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ed technicians. Efficient production insures good de- 

livery and low cost on both regular and special jobs. 

If smaller size and lighter weight can help solve 
I your instrument problems, fill in and moil the at 

tached coupon today. 

1 í 

t P. 

--- - 

OW/CHANGE SOLDERING 

IRON ELEMENTS /#,4(J/ff,Vf 
with 

? 
i I1hIE(1\CrJti Applied For 

Readily Removable Terminal; does the trick! 

FRONT NUT ELEMENT 

ALSO NEW! 
BRASS -SHEATHED 

ELEMENTS 
Easier to replace- 

Better Protection 

Write for catalog 
showing 40 industrial 
soldering irons of 
every type and size; 
!here Is no obligation. 

LEAD WIRES 7 

HOLES TERMINAL GUARD 
AT FINGER SLOTS 

a 

TERMINAL "...)i^ 
GUARD 

EARS 'N' 

TERMINAL 

® 8 

Quick -change terminal can be removed in a second or two, 
permitting replacement of element in a fraction of the 
usual time. By simply depressing terminal guard at the 
finger slots, the terminal comes out in a jiffy - no longer 
necessary to fish element lead wires around terminal. 

/ 

HEXACON - Industry's No. 1 Soldering Iron 

HEXACON ELECTRIC COMPANYI 
130 W. CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, NEW JERSEY 

già... 

L 
iti ter>ttationttl 
instruments 

INCORPORATED 

O. BOX 2954, NEW HAVEN 15, CONN. 

LIAISON ENGINEERS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Please send me engineering data sheets 

covering the International line of instru- 
ments. 

NAME 

POSITION 

CO. NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

ZONE STATE 
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TOP PRODUCERS OF 

CRYSTALS 
12 kc -1000 kc 

CORPORATION N 
CHERRY AND NORTH STREETS 

CARLISLE, PENNSYLVANIA 

a subsidiary of Claude Neon, Inc. 

LICENSED UNDER PATENTS OF THE BELL SlriT 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE 

Ethridge C. Best 

(continucd) 

of Aeronautics' electronics division. 
A graduate of the U. S. Naval 

Academy and a Marine Corps pilot, 
he has served as Assistant Naval 
Attache and Assistant Naval At- 
tache For Air at the United States 
Embassy, London. During World 
War II, he served in the Pacific. 

Brown To Head 
NBS Boulder Labs 
FREDERICK W. BROWN has been ap- 
pointed director of the Boulder 
(Colorado) Laboratories of the Na- 
tional Bureau of Standards. Cur- 
rently technical director of the 
Naval Ordnance Test Station, China 
Lake, California, he will assume 
his new responsibilities near the 
end of the current fiscal year. He 
will direct the research, develop- 
ment and standards programs of the 
NBS Central Radio Propagation 
Laboratory and the NBS-AEC 
Cryogenics Engineering Labora- 
tory, both of which are in Boulder. 

Although only a portion of the 
Bureau's radio division is now in 
the Boulder area, the total transfer 
of personnel and equipment from 
Washington to a multimillion -dollar 
research center in Boulder is ex- 
pected to be completed during the 
coming summer. The cryogenic 
laboratory, which conducts a re- 
search program for the Atomic 
Energy Commission and the U. S. 
Air Force, is located on the same 
site as the radio research center; 
it has been staffed and functioning 
since 1952. 

From 1935 to 1938, Dr. Brown 
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SPECIALTY TRANSFORMERS 
HIGH QUALITY DESIGNS FOR MIL -T-27 

Pulse & Filter Networks 
with Ferrite Cores 

AUDIO 

POWER 

CHOKE 

MODULATION 
Facilities also 

available for 

COMMERCIAL UNITS 

AIRDESIGN averaged 30 day 

delivery during 1952 

UNUSUALLY SHORT DELIVERY ON PREPRODUCTION MODELS 

A RELIABLE SOURCE 

SINCE 1941 

AIRDESIGN,'ci 
241 FAIRFIELD AVE., UPPER DARBY, PA. 

Telephone: GRanite 4-8000 

Accurate 
LAB MEASUREMENTS 

Rapid 
do 60, 

INSPECTION TESTING 

Pre-set regulated reverse voltages 
-10, -50, -100, 0-150 volts at 5 ma 
Forward current to 500 ma at 1.0 volt 
Controls interlocked for routine tests 
Reversed or shorted diode indication 
Test fixture allows quick connections 
Provision for accessory diode heater 

w 

MODEL 
DT -100 

IBM TELETRONICS LABORATORY INC. 

WESTBURY, L. I., N. Y. 

MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS AND PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT 

SM 

Standard Navy 
Hand -Held 

MICROPHONE 

EDIN 

ALL 
AIRCRAf 

MOt 
AND 

Style 

#044 

- 

OUT -OF -STOCK 
DELIVERY 

Beginning May, 1954 

Designed to rigid Navy speci- 

fications, this dependable, 
lightweight microphone fea- 
tures long -life, high output, 
and all -position response. 
Incorporates use of long -life 
detent switch. Cord is rein- 
forced by a rubber protector 
for maximum flexure life. 
Available also with coil cord- 
on made-to-order basis. 

HANGER STYLE 035 

Designed for use with Style #044 
Roanwell hand 
held micro- 
phone. Made 
of hardened 
steel, finished 
in cadmium 
plate. Resilient 
heattreated 

spring grip holds microphone 
securely, prevents vibration. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DATA 

ROANWELL CORPORATION 
27 SIXTH AVE., BROOKLYN 17, N. Y. 

\ \\\\ 
,e' 
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A NEW 

SUB -MINIATURE 
PRECISION 

QUARTZ CRYSTAL 

THAT 

USES 

ONLY ern 
iNE 

SPACE 
FORMERLY 

REQUIRED 

The McCoy M-20 "McMite" has a frequency 

range of 5.0 mc. to 110 mc. It's a sub -miniature 

hermetically sealed unit, adaptable to 

multi -channel design for communications and 

frequency control equipment. Can be plugged 

into a sub -miniature tube socket, wired 

into miniature selector switch assembly or 

can be soldered to a printed circuit terminal 

board. Meets Military Specification require- 

ments for fundamental operation above 

5 mc. and overtone operation above 15 mc. 

The "McMite" does not sacrifice stability 

or dependability but meets same charac- 

teristics and performance requirements as 

larger crystal units used by the Military. 

Send for FREE catalog today on the McCoy line 
of high quality, precision made quartz crystals. 

mCCo ELECTRONICS CO. w 
MT. HOLLY SPRING PENNSYLVANIA 

meCoq M-20 "McMitett 

/2 1M 

OR AS DESIRED 

v 

A.018"DIA. 

$I 

- 

The switching assemblies shown 
here (2" diameter and 11/4" diameter) 
are illustrative of the space saving quali- 
ties of our M-20 "McMite" crystals. 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

taught physics at the University of 
Illinois and the University of Kan- 
sas City, and then became a re- 
search associate at the California 
Institute of Technology. In 1940 
he joined the U. S. Bureau of Mines 
Central Experiment Station as a re- 
search physicist in the field of high 
explosives and explosions, and in 
1946 he worked on nuclear reactor 
designs and effects of radiation on 
materials for North American Avia- 
tion. While at North American he 
was also concerned with the analysis 
of guidance systems for long-range 
missiles. He joined the staff of the 
Naval Ordnance Test Station in 
1949, and in 1951 was appointed 
technical director. 

Fischer & Porter 
Acquire Two Firms 
FISCHER AND PORTER have acquired 
the patents and engineering person- 
nel of the Electrical Development 
Company and the Digi-Coder Corp. 
The company is now able to engi- 
neer, produce and install completely 
automatic control systems from the 
sensing element at the machine or 
process to the coded or tabulated 
digital data output. The two newly 
acquired corporations have been in- 
tegrated into the firm as the data 
reduction and automation division. 
Robert K. Stern, formerly presi- 
dent of Electrical Development is 
manager of the new division and 
has retained his entire engineering 
staff. The company expects to de- 
velop other automation equipment 
such as remote data logs, tempera- 
ture and pressure scanners, sequen- 
tial data recorders, remote pressure 
and thermocouple readout systems, 
and voltage -to-digital converters. 

Capehart Announces 
Wright Resignation 
ANTONY WRIGHT resigned as vice- 
president of the commercial prod- 
ucts division of Capehart-Farns- 
worth and has joined CBS -Columbia 
as vice-president of engineering. 

J. F. Conway, Jr., chief engineer 
of the Capehart commercial prod- 
ucts division will continue to be 
responsible for television and radio 
engineering and will direct the ac- 
tivities of the firm's color and 
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PRECISION MACHINING 
OF ALL THE PLASTICS 

including 
POLYSTYRENE COPOLYMER 1422 

BUTYRATE NYLON TEFLON KEL-F 

PLASTIC FABRICATING 
Printloid is equipped for the complete 
production of a wide variety of con- 
sumer and industrial items in any quan- 
tity. We work with any plastic material 
in sheets, rods and tubes. Die -cutting, 
deep drawing, stamping, forming, fin- 
ishing, and assembling in our own plant. 

PRINTED CIRCUITS 
Fully equipped for production of printed cir- 
cuits including photo etching and silk screen. 

Vacuum forming of plastics to your 
specification. 

Ask for brochure illustrating various plastic 
products fabricated to specification by Printloid. 

S -506 -DB 
Socket with 

deep Bracket 

JONES 
PLUGS & 
SOCKETS 

500 SERIES 

gp20flCK 

For 5,000 Volts, 
25 Amperes per 
Contact Alter- 
able by circuit 
Characteristics. 

Socket contacts phosphor bronze, knife -switch 
type, cadmium plated. Plug contacts hard brass, 
cadmium plated. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 contacts. 
Plugs and sockets polarized. Long leakage path 
from terminal, and terminal to ground. Caps and 
brackets, steel parkerized (rust -proofed). Plug 
and socket blocks interchangeable in caps and 
brackets. Terminal connections most accessible. 
Cap insulated with canvas bokelite. 

Write for Jones BULLETIN 20 for full 
details on line. 

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION MI> cIN,N MNur.cnnlNc corroul,,.. 
Hi( fo:.,II I Inl+i 

SuSIDIrv Or UNIriD C4111 r.SSriNIr Cf,r 

t TO ESTABLISHED STANDARDS 
putt FOR MAXIMUM SHIELDING EFFICIENCY 

Lindgren True Double 
Shielded SCREEN ROOMS 

Patent Pending 

Minimum 

IRF 

Interference 

Easy to 
Assemble 

Structurally 
Sturdy 

Standardized 
Sales Engineering Units 

Representatives Throughout 
the United States 

ERIK A. 

A screen room is no place for makeshift construction. 
Where RF interference must be eliminated to a known 
degree, SCREEN ROOMS must be built to scientific 
standards, not "by guess and by golly." That is why 
LINDGREN double -shielded enclosures are increasing 
in use by so many of America's leading industries, 
where testing and operation must be done under con- 
trolled conditions that will not tolerate Leakage or 
uncertainty. 

HIGHEST ATTENUATION GUARANTEED 
BRONZE SCREEN 126-128 DB; 
COPPER SCREEN 142-146 DB; 

LINDGREN screen rooms are economically manufac- 
tured at the factory. They consist of pre -fabricated 
units, easily assembled where you want them 
conveniently portable to any location. More than 30 
standard sizes available. 
Used by leading manufacturers of electrical and elec- 
tronic equipment . . . and more than meets govern- 
ment specifications. 

WRITE for Descriptive Circular, Attenuation Charts, 
Construction Diagrams, Specifications and Prices. 

NC#1 & ASSOCIATES 
Established 1939 

4515-17 N. RAVENSWOOD AVE. CHICAGO 40, ILL. Phone SUnnyside 4-0710 

U H F TELEVISION 
Standard Signal Generator 

SPECIFICATIONS 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 300-1000 megacycles. 
OUTPUT: .1 Microvolt to 1 Volt, across 50 Ohms. 
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 Ohms coaxial. 
MODULATION: Internal 400 cycle, continuous 'y 

variable from 0 to 30%. Provision for ex- 
ternal modulation of 50 to 20,000 cycles. 

LEAKAGE: Negligible. 
SIZE: Overall Dimensions: 113/4 inches high, 19 

inches wide, 11 inches deep. 
WEIGHT: Approximately 40 pounds. 
POWER: 115 volts, 60 cycles, 120 watts. 

Write for complete details 

MEASUREMENTS 

MODEL 84 -TV 
300-1000Mc. 

MANUFACTURERS 
OF 

Square 

Standard 
Signal Generators 

Pulse Generators 
FM Signal Generators 

Ware Generators TV Standard 
Signal Generators 

Vacuum 
Tube Voltmeters 

UHF Radio Noise i Field Strength 
Meters 

Megacycle Mere 

Meters TV 6 FM Test Equipment 

CORPORATION 
BOONTON NEW JERSEY 
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Availeble NOW! YOUR PERSONAL COPY 

THIS INFORMAT, - _ -;CATALOG- 

Write today 
on yottr company letterhead 

THE NEW WESCO AC CATALOG is off the 
press-request your copy now. The cata- 
log gives design information to help you 
order the right solenoid for your appli- 
cation. It gives engineering drawings, 
solenoid performance charts, work and 
temperature curves in easy to follow form. 

Since the WesCo trademark is on AC 
solenoids used everywhere, you can be 
sure the WesCo catalog gives you real 
help on your solenoid problems. A re- 

quest on your company letterhead brings 
your AC catalog promptly. Write today. 

NOTICE: 

If you specify DC 

solenoids for your 

company, you will find 

the WesCo DC solenoid 

catalog helpful. The 

pages are filled with 

easy to read information 

to help you choose the 

right solenoid. Sent 

only to requests on 

company letterhead. 

THE TRADE MARK ON OVER 5,000,000 SOLENOIDS SINCE 1921 

233 W. 116th PLACE, AC DIV. 1 07 LOS ANGELES 61, CALIF. PL. 5-11.38 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

black -and -white television and high- 
fidelity programs. Capehart has a 
research and development staff of 
600 people. 

Production Begins At 
Hoffman In Kansas City 
THE FIRST tv sets were produced in 
March in the new million -dollar 
Kansas City, Mo. factory of Hoff- 
man Radio. 

The plant manager, Leonard L. 
Roberts, said two chassis lines, now 
being installed, would be ready in 
about sixty days to begin full as- 
sembly of sets in the plant. Until 
then the operation will consist of 
final assembly work, using com- 
ponents supplied from company 
plants in Los Angeles. 

With 250 employees at work, Rob- 
erts said he had scheduled produc- 
tion of 150 sets a day, while continu- 
ing to produce on other assembly 
lines 350 table model and clock 
radios each day and 350 hi-fi record 
players. 

At full capacity the 8,500 sq ft 
plant can produce 1,000 television 
sets a day with an employment of 
1,000 men and women. 

The Kansas City plant will supply 
Hoffman distributors in the Mid- 
west, South, Southwest and East. 

McCrae Named Du Mont 
Development Manager 
HAROLD W. MCCRAE, has been 
named manager of the development 
engineering department at Allen B. 
Du Mont Laboratories, communica- 
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Seem Peemel'4 
(ÉPCO) 

IRMSFORtng 

"QUALITY -PLUS" 

For Industrial 
and Electronic 
Equipment 

DESIGNED TO 
COMMERCIAL & MILITARY 
SPECIFICATIONS (MIL -T-27 
and AN -E-19). ALSO 
CLASS A, B,' H, AND 
MINIATURES. 

Sample, Short and 
Long Runs. Let 
us quote on your 
specifications. 
No obligation. 

Delivery as promised! 

2500 ATLANTIC AVE. 
BROOKLYN 7, N. Y. 

for The ELECTRONIC:' 
INDUSTRIES 

vality 

edfir 
MOLYBDENUM 

TUNGSTEN 
TANTALUM 

FORMED PIECES 

Your Sreeiui 
Metals )tolled 
to Thin Sizes d 

Close Tolerances 

YOUR INQUIRIES WILL 

RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION 

H. CROSS CO 
15 BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38, N. Y. 

WOrth 2-2044 and COrtlandt 741470 

NEVER BEFO 
such Magnificence . . . suc Power 

such Performance! 

and NEVER BEFORE 

has the A. W. HAYDON COMPANY 

proudcontribution been so 

I' 

DOUGLAS DC -7, 

the ultimate in 
comfortable and 
safe air travel. 
Swift, luxurious, 
dependable - the 
new DOUGLAS 
DC -7 justly de- 
serves the acco- 
I:ades it is re- 
ceiving. 

of its eontri I of space 
challenge that 

In the never-ending conquest of the vast barriers 
brightest 

and 

time, Douglas goes ever forward meeting every 

men and machines must face. The newest 

and in this great work 
star in the eery fn over the Douglas .. DCand 

ss 

truly a 

uhis 
great 

(racle Pork 
of the mastery of men over 

timing 
machines 

ces play an 
t. 

sixteen A. . Haydon Ume pride in our contribution n ributiontt 
toward 

We at A. W. Haydon take 

bringingo a mass of metal ands machinery 
arts, 

per- 

formance which meets Douglas' high standards. Integrated per- 

formance is born of a multitude of small component 
pits. 

working in perfect mechanical and electrical coordination. The 
of 

A. W. Haydon precision timing instruments are a vital P 

this vast network. 

A. W. Haydon Time Delay Relay is a very important component of the 

Haydon Delay Relay times duration of propfeathering. 
e au propfeathering system. 

A. W. Haydon Repeat Cycle Timer is a vital part of the prop dei 

rassuricalion 
equipment. Motors are used in the cabin p 

eq W. Haydon D.C. Timing 

systems. 

when ilmt/ OSes a problem 
- consu 

(Catalog sent on request) 

Ruggf d Dependable 

Hermetically sealed 
LB case 

Three control windings 

1eA1I;GAYDON 
--*"''COMPANY 

Q$ 5 NORTH ELM STREE 

WIITERBURY 20, CONNECTICU" 

Oeugn and Meeolonore ol Uer,ro.Me,heoi,ol 
liming Deei.e 

MAGNETIC 
AMPLIFIERS 

for 
Improved Circuit Performance, 

Life and Reliability 

Available in three rages 
Eliminates need for refer- 

ence voltage source 

Simplifies wiring 

These outstanding Series RG -60-D Magnetic Amplifiers by ATLAS provide 
extreme ruggedness and unfailing dependability for many voltage control 
applications. By improving the performance and life of circuits in which 
they are used, costly maintenance and repairs can be reduced. Competitive 
in price with other voltage control methods, ATLAS Magnetic Amplifiers 
have all the features you have always desired. 

WRITE fo Dept. AD for Bulletins for complete specifications. 

ATLAS ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 
3 EDGEWOOD ST., ROXBURY, MASS. 
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Wise eyes are on Centralab 

RV -2a -switch type RV -2b -plain type 

JAN -type potentiometers 
No prior contract approval or 
waivers required for military 
orders 
Cut red tape - improve performance 
with Centralabs ! Here's how : 

CRL style RV -2 potentiometers meet 
JAN -R-94 characteristic U requirements 
without exception. 
Two types available - plain and with at- 
tached switches. 
Resistance values from 2500 ohms to 2.5 
megohms. 
Humidity characteristic - available to 
characteristic U only - ±25% drift after 
humidity cycling. 
Available with 3 shaft styles: round, 
screwdriver slotted and flatted. Standard 
diameter .250". 
Special switch for military applications 
supplied with RV -2 potentiometers. SPST, 
117-v, a -c, rated 3 amps. DPST, 117-v, a -c, 
rated 3 amps per section. 
Bushings: length 3/8" with standard thread 
of 3/8-32 NEF class 2A. Custom variations 
to your requirements. 
Test: high dielectric strength permits 
breakdown rating of 1000 volts RMS. 

VARIABLE 
RESISTORS 

Industry's greatest source of standard and special 
electronic components 

It's wise to get 

technical data on all 

the controls you need 

from Centralab. 

WRITE NOW for 
bulletin 42-164. 

Material specifications to meet or 
exceed JAN requirements. 
Centralab developed the first com- 
position variable resistor in 1923. 

Large staff of mechanical, electri- 
cal and chemical engineers to help 
you with "specials." 
Quality control program over 
complete manufacturing process - controls 100% guaranteed. 

A Division of Globe -Union Inc. 

914E E. Keefe Avenue Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Road, Toronto, Ontario 

SWITCHES cwnáiovS 
PRINTED 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
CERAMIC 

INSULATORS 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE 

Harold W. McCrae 

(continued) 

tion products division. 
In his new post he will have direct 

responsibility for the engineering 
development of all of the electronic 
communication products made by 
the division, including transmitters, 
cameras and studio equipment, in- 
dustrial closed-circuit television 
systems and mobile radio transmit- 
ting and receiving systems. McCrae 
first joined the company in 1951, 
and has been the project head in 
charge of its bright -screen radar 
program. 

In 1940, McCrae joined the Na- 
tional Research Council of Canada, 
doing special circuit research. He 
was engaged in top-secret radar de- 
velopment for Canadian and U. S. 
Armed Forces. 

In 1946, he joined the transmis- 
sion and development department 
of the Canadian Broadcasting Cor- 
poration, Montreal, where he 
worked on am, fm & tv projects, 
including the initial planning for 
a Canadian tv system. 

In 1949, he joined Canadian - 
Marconi as chief television en- 
gineer, handling all details of the 
recently awarded contract for tele- 
vision equipment for the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corp. 

Carroll Named Chief 
Engineer of Hallicrafters 
CHARLES T. CARROLL, chief of gov- 
ernment engineering for Halli- 
crafters since 1951, has been named 
director of engineering for the 
firm. 

From 1948 to 1951 he was chief 
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NEED 

CABINETS, 

CHASSIS, 
or 

CUSTOM 

SHEET 

METAL 

PARTS? 

MANY LEADING ELECTRONIC 
MANUFACTURERS STANDARDIZE 

ON 

Engineering, plant capacity, experienced "know how" and metal craftsmanship 

have made Bennett a prime source of supply for many leading electronic and 

electrical equipment manufacturers. Located in a suburb of Buffalo, the 

Bennett plant with complete facilities can deliver what you need when you 

want it. Send blueprints or sample parts today for prices and delivery. 

Representatives 
Inquiries Solicited 

THE BENNETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
ALDEN, NEW YORK 

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
Engineers: Choose an Outstanding Career at Emerson -Electric. 

Challenging Opportunities for: 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS SERVO ENGINEERS 

STRESS ENGINEERS MECHANICAL DESIGNERS 

ELECTRONIC PACKAGING ENGINEERS 

You can select a key position in a com- 
prehensive, long-range program developing 
and manufacturing turrets, radar, fire control 
systems, computers, servo mechanisms, instru- 
ments, guided missiles and rocket launchers. 

Attractive benefits include modern plant 
and facilities, suburban location, promotion - 

from -within policy, group insurance, pension 
plans, paid holidays and vacations. 

Salaries are commensurate with training, 
experience and ability. Transportation and 
moving expenses paid to St. Louis. Please 
send resumé, salary requirements and avail- 
ability to: 

Technical Employment Supervisor, Station 483-B 

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
8100 Florissant St. Louis 21, Missouri 

LEADERS IN THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY SINCE 1890 

YOU CAN'T 
SHARE'EM LOOSE! 

BUT YOU CAN COOL 'EM OFF ... 

With BIRTCHER 

KOOL KEAMPS 
BIRTCHER KOOL KLAMPS will 
help keep your subminiature tubes 
COOL ... and hold them firm and 
secure, regardless of how they are 
shaken, or vibrated. 
KOOL KLAMPS are made of a 
specially developed heat treatable 
alloy 991/2% pure silver of high 
thermal conductivity. 
KOOL KLAMPS under certain 
conditions are able to reduce bulb 
temperatures as much as 40° C. 
KOOL KLAMPS have proved of 
particular value in miniaturized 
electronic equipment. 
Where heat conditions are less critical, 
beryllium copper KOOL KLAMPS are available. 

The BIRTCHER CORPORATION 
4371 Valley Blvd. 

Los Angeles 32, :alifornia 

Dept. E-5-4 

Please send Bulletin which 
describes and illustrates 
Kool Klamps in detail. 

Company 
Attention of 
City State 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

At last! 
Printed Circuit 
Tube Sockets that 

-withstand 

shock and 
made of 
MYCALEX° 410 
glass -bonded mica 

LOSS FACTOR .014 at 1 mc/s 
POWER FACTOR .0015 at 1 mc/s 
HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH 

NO CARBONIZATION 
ZERO COLD FLOW 

IMMUNE TO FUNGUS 

MYCALEX printed circuit tube sockets 
effectively eliminate broken or loose 
connections that ordinarily result from 
tube insertion and removal, shock and 
vibration. An exclusive MYCALEX con- 
tact design permits a positive mechan- 
ical attachment in conjunction with a 
soldered connection. The mechanical 
attachment safeguards against stress. 

at all times, insures the permanence 
of the soldered connection between 
printed circuit and socket contact. 
Troublesome intermittent contacts, 
costly repairs are thus eliminated. 

Application of these sockets to your printed 
circuit can speed production, reduce reiects, 
improve performance. For information call or 
write J. H. DuBois, Vice President -Engineer- 
ing, at Clifton, N. J., address below. 

NOTE: MYCALEX 410 glass -bonded mica is 

an exclusive formulation of and manufactured 
only by the Mycalex 
Corporation of 
America. It meets all 
the requirements for 
Grade L -4B under 
Joint Army -Navy 
Specifications JAN - 
I -10. 

SINCE 1919 

MYCALE)ç 
THE INSULATOR 

MYCALEX TUBE SOCKET CORPORATION 
Under exclusive license of Mycalex Corporatim of Amerca, 

World's largest manufacturer of glass -bonded lira prod acts 

ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO- 
General Offices and Plant: CM Clifton Bh.d., Clif on, N. J. 

television engineer for Trav-Ler 
Radio and from 1945 until 1948 
was an advanced development engi- 
neer for Hallicrafters. 

In 1938 he joined the engineering 
staff of Hazeltine Research. In 
1943 he became associated for two 
years with Hamilton Radio. He 
replaces Harold Adler, former 
director of engineering, who re- 
signed. 

McElroy Appointed 
FCC Engineer 
FCC COMMISSIONER John C. Doer - 
fer announced the appointment of 
James B. McElroy of Ventura, 
Calif., as his engineering assistant. 

From 1937 to 1945, McElroy was 
employed by the government of 
Guatemala as chief engineer of 
government - owned commercial 
radio stations, and from 1945 to 
1949 he privately owned and oper- 
ated a commercial radio station in 
Guatemala. Since 1950, he has been 
employed as an electronic engineer 
by the U. S. Navy. 

Aerovox Officially 
Opens Two Plants 
AERovox Corp. announced the 
formal opening of two new plants 
in California. One will house 
Cinema Engineering in Burbank, 
and the other will house both Acme 
Electronics and the pacific coast 
division of the firm in Monrovia. 

Aerovox purchased Cinema and 

Acme during the past year, and has 
increased the productive ability of 
each by the erection of the new 
plants. 

The Monrovia plant is being 
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PAPER TUBE PRODUCTS TO YOUR 

EXACT SPECIFICATIONS 

NIEMAND BROS. produce many 
types of paper tube products 
to meet the varied needs 
of the electrical and 
mechanical industries. 

Diameters from .093" to 2" and up-wall 
thicknesses of .003"to.060"-printed or 
plain-materials such as high dielectric 
kraft, fish paper, foils, special protec- 
tive coated and laminated papers. 

We also make precision drawn 
paper caps from .141" to 2" in 
diameter, as well as special 
die -cut washers and parts to 
required specifications. 

Our modern, high-speed 
equipment and improved 
riethods of production result 
in economy and rapid delivery. 
Send us your specifications - our 
highly trained staff will be happy 

to serve you. 

N 
B 

NII;NIANl BelDS.INC. Ma+uriGat.+/1eJi1. 4 
PAPER TUBE PRODUCTS 

37-03 THIRTY-FIFTH AVENUE LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y. 

2 OUT OF 3 
Engineers Depend On 

BURGESS 
ßATfERIES 
FOR INDUSTRIAL 

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS 

Independent surveys show 2 out of 3 engi- 
neers prefer BURGESS BATTERIES over other 

industrial dry batteries. There's on important 
reason fer this popularity! BURGESS BATTERIES are 

backed by more years of engineering "know-how 
than any other dry batteries. More and more engi- 
neers are switching to Burgess, exclusively, because 
they knew what to expect from every BURGESS 

BATTERY they buy ... top performance and long 
life. Whatever the application, Burgess is com- 
pletely equipped to meet your exact, dry battery 
requirements. 

Bvrge's provides ils customers with a FREE engi- 
neerhg manual listing the complete line of 

BURGESS BATTERIES and specifications. Also o 
ch-.ck sheet to enter new battery specifications. 
Write to Burgess for the name of your local 
distributor or, if you have a special applica- 

tion, write for the FREE check sheet. 

BURGESS BATTERIES 
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 

BE ON THE 

GROUND FLOOR IN 

Ftodz 
Florida wants and needs electronics 

industries of special types. Florida 
offers what you need. 

Manufacturers of tubes, resistors, 
coils, expensive transformers, light 
weight electrb-mechanical components 
and specialized instruments and equip- 
ment will find Florida an ideal lo- 
cation. 

Manpower of all types and skills 
is plentiful-and more than 1,965 
new residents are moving to Florida 
every week. The labor climate is 
excellent. 

Plant construction, maintenance 
and heating costs are lower in Florida 
because of the mild year-round climate. 

Taxes are favorable, too. Florida 
has no State income tax, no State in- 
heritance tax, no State ad valorem 
tax. 

Florida's importance in Air Force, 
Army and Navy electronics programs 
is widely known and proximity to the 
big Florida operational and experi- 
mental bases could be valuable to 
you. So could its strategic relation- 
ship to Southern and Latin-American 
markets. 

A few electronics research and 
development companies are already 
established in Florida. There's still 
room for more such companies on 
the ground floor. 

For dependable information write: 
Industrial Development Division, State 
of Florida, 3306D Caldwell Building, 
Tallahassee, Florida. 

you`ll calwoys 
do better 
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ever meet 
one of 

our 
Spring Engineers? 

Ir YOU HAVEN'T, perhaps it's 

time you did. Our Spring 
Engineers don't have tor- 

sion springs for eyes or wire 

forms for ears, to be sure, 
but they know just about 

everything there is to know about 

the job. That's hardly surprising 
tough spring problems that have 

Lewis Spring Engineers. 

designing the right spring for 

in view of the thousands of 

been solved at lower cost by 

If a spring is a vital part of your product, get acquainted with one 

of our Spring Engineers. Chances are good that he can show you 

how to realize maximum product performance at minimum cost 

with a Lewis spring that's engineered to the job. Behind his re- 

commendation stand the experience, facilities and reputation of a 

company geared to serve you quickly and well. 

LEWIS SPRING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
2656 W. NORTH AVE. CHICAGO 47, ILL. 

PRECISION 
SPRINGS 

The Finest Light Springs and Wireforms of Every Type and Material 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

equipped to manufacture most types 
of Aerovox capacitors. Cinema En 
gineering, with national distribu 
tion, brings diversification in some 
eight product lines, all within the 
scientific instrument, electronic and 
sound fields. 

The combined areas of the two 
plants is over 70,000 square feet, 
20,000 at Cinema and 51,000 at 
Acme -Aerovox. 

The two plants presently house 
over 400 employees, and it is estim- 
ated that the total will exceed that 
amount many times as production 
is expanded. 

Triple Transmitter 
Building Completed 
THE JOHN POOLE Broadcasting 
Company's new television transmis- 
sion center atop Mt. Wilson in Cali- 
fornia houses three transmitters. 

In addition to Poole's new 12 -kw 
uhf transmitter for KBIC on 
channel 22, the building houses the 
1 -kw uhf transmitter serving 
KTHE over channel 28. The latter 
is the educational station operated 
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SWISS SCREW 
MACHINE 
PRODUCTS 

Precision Work to 

.0003" Tolerances 

Capacity Up to 1" Dia. 

Specializing In Electronic 
Parts and Materials 

Complete Facilities 
from Cam Layout to 

Finished Production by 

SWISS Operators 

We invite your inquiries 

SWISS AUTOMATIC 
Company, Inc. 
41 DIKE STREET 

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

ELmhurst 1-4711 

For consistently high purity... 

rt LINDEtt M.S.C. RARE GASES 
(Mass Spectrometer Controlled) 

Helium Argon 
Neon Krypton 

Xenon 

In radar electronic equipment, nuclear 
radiation counters, cosmic ray cloud 
chambers, and thyratrons, where the 
purest rare gases are demanded, LINDE 
M.S.C. Grade gases meet the specifica- 
tions. They are produced under contin- 
uous mass spectrometer control to assure 
you of gases of known purity and con- 
sistently high quality. LINDE, the world's 
largest producer of gases from the atmos- 
phere, can meet your individual needs of 
volume, mixture, and container. 

For information on the physical, chem- 
ical, and electrical properties of these 
gases, send for the booklet, "LINDE 
Rare Gases." 

LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY 
A Division of 

Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 
30 E. 42nd Street IT) -4a New York 17, N.Y. 

In Canada: 
Dominion Oxygen Company, Division 

of Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto 
The term "Linde" is a registered trade -mark of Union 
Carbide and Carbon Corporation. 

NEY'S SMALL PARTS 

PLAY A BIG PART 

IN PRECISION 

INSTRUMENTS 

NEY PRECIOUS METAL 
ALLOY CONTACTS 

The output of any potentiometer is dependent upon the contacts. Illustrated 

above is a Helipot 10 -turn Potentiometer (Model A) using Ney Precious 

Metal Contacts between the slider and the resistance winding and for the 

slip ring pick -off, assuring the utmost in linearity and electrical transmission. 

The J. M. Ney Company has developed a number of precious Metal Alloys 

and fabricates these into contacts, wipers, brushes, slip rings, commutator 

segments and similar components for use in electrical instruments. Ney 

Precious Metal Alloys have just about ideal physical and electrical properties, 

high resistance to tarnish, and are unaffected by corrosive atmospheres. Con- 

sult the Ney Engineering Department for assistance in selecting the right 

Ney Precious Metal Alloy which will improve the electrical characteristics, 

prolong the life and accuracy of your instrument. 

THE J. M. NEY COMPANY 179 ELM STREET, HARTFORD 1, CONN. 
Specialists in Precious Metal Metallurgy Since 1812 

'Tea Seeepticai 
LEAKAGE SHORTS 

BREAKDOWN 

YFIYPOI" ' 

Write for 
Bulletin 4A 

ONLY ONE instrument necessary to make 
high potential tests for leakage, break- 
down or shorts! 
PORTABLE, with rugged steel case ... 
Operates in any position! 
SAFE to use, with protected test leads, 
shielded high voltage, grounded case! 

SIMPLE-only three easy steps to make a 
complete test! 

JUNIORS 
HIGH POTENTIAL 
TESTING 
INSTRUMENTS 
VISUAL INDICATIONS from neon lights 
give positive test results. Audible test indi- 
cation for leakage also available. 

RANGES 0-1500 to 0.6000 V.A.C. output. 
Other "Hypots" to 50,000 V.A.C. output 
at 5 K.W. 

WRITE for complete data on "HYPOTS" 
for your jobs. 

ASSOCIATED RESEARCH, 
11 

"Precision Instruments Since 1936" 01"r"""-ric o 4a OL a t e d 
3763 WEST BELMONT AVENUE CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS 
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CRYSTALS 
FOR EVERY PURPOSE 

AIRCRAFT 

MOBILE TWO-WAY 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 

TAXI 

RAILROAD 

BROADCAST 

AIR FORCE 

ARMY - SIGNAL 

CORPS 

NAVY 

HOBBY MODELS 

AMATEUR 

TELEVISION 

PIPELINE 

MARINE 

INDUSTRIAL 

Consult our Research and Engineering 
Laboratory. 

IT IS AT YOUR SERVICE 

One of the Oldest Manufacturers of 
Crystals in the United States. 

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 

SCIENTIFIC 

SCIENTIFIC RADIO PRODUCTS, INC. 

215 South 1 1 th St., 
Omaha, Nebr., U.S.A. 

u -c(£411:67 
Want more information? Use post card on last page. 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

by the Allen Hancock Foundation 
of the University of Southern Cali- 
fornia. 

The ground floor is occupied by 
radio station KFWB-FM, which has 
a 10,000 -watt transmitter. 

Adoption of the chalet type de- 
sign was dictated by the desire to 
provide for heavy snow loads some- 
times encountered at the 5,700 -foot 
elevation at which the three-story 
reinforced concrete and masonry 
structure is located. 

Sprague Electric 
Reelects Officers 
ALL DIRECTORS of Sprague Electric 
Co. were reelected, and Robert C. 
Sprague, founder and chairman of 
the board, was elected to the addi- 
tional post of treasurer, succeeding 
George B. Flood. Flood remains as 
a member of the Board of Directors, 
and will make available his long 
experience in the company's affairs 
as a director -consultant. 

Other officers and directors who 
were reelected are : Julian K. 
Sprague, president and director; 
Ernest L. Ward, executive vice- 
president and director; William J. 
Nolan, vice-president, secretary and 
director; Wilbur A. Lazier, vice- 
president and technical director; 
Neal W. Welch, vice-president in 
charge of sales ; Preston Robinson, 
director -consultant; Frank A. Bond, 
director; Gordon W. Phelps, di- 
rector ; Harry C. Robbins, director 
and Robert C. Sprague, Jr., director. 

Burroughs Organizes 
Special Products Division 
THE RESEARCH CENTER of the 
Burroughs Corp. of Philadelphia 
has formed a new special products 
division. 

It will be concerned with appli- 
cations of magnetics and electronics 
in industrial equipment and the de- 
velopment of defense equipment. 
Initial concentration will be in the 
fields of systems engineering, data 
processing systems, weapons control 
and other applications for digital 
techniques in industrial applica- 
tions. 

It will also conduct research and 
development work in telemetering, 
servomechanisms, process control 
and various applications of elec- 

EFFICIENT, 

LOW-COST 

SPROCKET -DRIVE 

employs 

BEAD CHAIN 

Because of its unique characteristics, 
Bead Chain is frequently employed by 
ales -t designers to make a simple, low- 
cost and highly efficient sprocket drive. 
Ideal for many products, it has been 
proved on business machines, television 
tuners, venetian blinds, etc. Slippage is 
absolutely prevented as each bead fits 
into an individual pocket. 

Just check the qualities you want in a 
drive chain against the qualities offered 
by Bead Chain: It will not kink, bind, 
jam or shrink. It is completely flexible, 
strong, light, rustproof and long -wear- 
ing. Because every bead acts as a uni- 
versal joint, changes in direction of 
pull are easily made. 

SOLVES MANY DESIGN PROBLEMS 

BEAD CHAIN - the chain you think of 
first as an electric light pull is truly "the 
Kinkless Chain of a Thousand Uses" - 
serving many industries and solving a 
wide variety of design problems. It may 
pay you well to check your product for 
opportunities to reduce costs and add 
sales appeal with this unique chain. 

Bead Chain is available in many metals 
and finishes, and in five sizes, from: 

Q0ß 0ól000000 
3/34" 18-Ib. test to 

R" 3/8" 185-1b. test 

The BEAD CHAIN Mfg. Co. 
88 Mountain Grove St., Bridgeport 5, Conn. 
Manufacturers of: BEAD CHAIN - the kinkless chain 

of a thousand uses, for fishing tackle, novelty, plumbing, 
electrical, jewelry and industrial products; MULTI -SWAGE - the most economical method of producing small tubular 
metal parts for electronic and mechanical applications. 
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10 mc DECADE Scaler 

niz0.1 Microsecond Resolution 
SPECIFICATIONS Model 412 

INPUT CIRCUIT: 
POLARITY: Positive pulses only. 
AMPLITUDE: Minimum amplitude of 5 

Volts required at low counting rates, 
increasing to 10 volts minimum at 
the maximum counting rate. 
REQUIRED RATE OF RISE: Minimum 
of 10 volts per µsec. 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: Greater than 5000 
ohms. 

RESOLVING TIME: 0.1 µsec. 
MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE UNIFORM RATE: 

lame or 10 counts/second, no 
lower limit on counting rate. 

SCALING FACTOR: Decade Scale of 100 
Neon light interpolation. 

OUTPUT: 
POLARITY: Positive or Negative pulse 

selected by front panel switch. 
PULSE CHARACTERISTICS: Triangular 

pulse of approximately 1 µsec. rise 
time, 4 µsec. width and 50-60 volt 
amplitude. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS: 105-125 volts, 
50-60 cycles, approximately 300 
watts. 

SIZE: 10-1/2" e 19" x 13" deep 

Complete literature on request Dept. LD-4 

ELECTRICAL & PHYSICAL 
INSTRUMENT CORP. 

42-19 27th Street, L.I.C.. 1, N. Y 

BE SAFE WITH 

A-27 
LOW -LOSS LACQUER & CEMENT 

Q -Max is widely accepted as the 
standard for R -F circuit components 
because it is chemically engineered for 
this sole purpose. 

Q -Max provides a clear, practically 
loss -free covering, penetrates deeply, 
seals out moisture, imparts rigidity and 
promotes electrical stability. 

Q -Max is easy to apply, dries quickly 
and adheres to practically all materials. 
It is useful over a wide temperature 
range and serves as a mild flux on 
tinned surfaces. 

Q -Max is an ideal impregnant for 
"high" Q coils. Coil "Q" remains nearly 
constant from wet application to dry 
finish. In 1, 5 and 55 gallon containers. 

amexuxlraTióe 

3titiac4 cedae, 044 
MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY 
(MONMOUTH COUNTY) , CD 
Telep,one: FReehold 8-1880 v r 

SENSITIVE 
RELAYS 

that 
R -E -S -I -S -T 

.1/4 (i) 
SHOCK 

TEMPERATURE 

Engineering 
representatives 

in principal ríaies. 

NO BIGGER 
THAN A 
BOOK OF 
MATCHES 

Here are miniature sensitive relays-single or double -pole 
types-which fullfill the most rigid requirements of space, 
shock, temperature and vibration in both commercial and 
military applications. The Series 100-105-106 relays are 
hermetically sealed and have a long life expectancy. 
Write for Bulletin SR- 

R£LfIYS 

SION -AIL 
ENGINEERING & MFG. CO. 
LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY 

NOW...SOLVE YOUR 
HIGH VOLTAGE PROBLEMS 

with 
BETTER EQUIPMENT 

34 KW 17,000 V.D.C. 

Our years of experience gives 
you MAGNATRAN Heavy Duty 
High Voltage products ... built 

for longer life and rugged performance 

NEW UNITIZED RECTIFIERS 
For high voltage D.C. sources ... lower 
initial cost ... minimum upkeep ... con- 
venient - ready to connect to AC. line 
and D.C. load ... compact - requires 
minimum floor space. 

ä 

Askarel Immersed 
Filter Reactor 

50,000 Volt Test 

WRITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION MEETS STANDARDS OF AIEE-NEMA 

AIR . . . OIL . . . ASKAREL 
Plate Transformers . Filament Transformers . Filter 
Reactors . Modulation Transformers . Distribution 
Transformers . Pulse Transformers . Testing Trans- 
formers . Precipitation Transformers . General Pur- 
pose Transformers . Hi -Voltage Transformers. 

A NAME SYNONYMOUS WITH EXPERIENCE 
MAGNATRAN INCORPORATED 
TRANSFORMERS AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

WALTER G A R L I C K, JR., PRESIDENT 
246 SCHLYLER AVE., KEARNY, NEW JERSEY 
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YäIkßiIISTAMPING GROUND FOR 

THE SURGING ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY 
Remember when not a roof across a whole city held a television aerial? In 
those very early days, Volkert was already designing and building experi- 
mental dies for producing electron gun parts for television picture tubes 
and pioneering in precision stampings for the electronics industry. 

PRODUCING ONE-THIRD OF TOTAL GUN PARTS 

As the leading independent supplier of gun 
parts, Volkert has mass-produced more than one- 
third of the metal stampings that put the picture 
in the tube. And by redesigning several major 
components, Volkert cut production costs as much 
as 75%. This economy helped provide American 
homes with low-cost televiewing. 

IN PRODUCTION FOR COLOR TV 

Volkert is growing with the in- 
dustry it serves. In the field of color 
television, the company has been 

p _ supplying tricolor picture tube parts 
for many months. 

TURNING UP THE VOLUME 
When the electronics industry required volume pro- 

duction of miniature tube sockets, Volkert's creative 
engineering provided it. The company pioneered cost - 

saving methods and today supplies the electronics in- 
dustry with more than two million parts each day. 

GROWING WITH AN INDUSTRY 

To keep pace with the booming electronics 
industry, Volkert has expanded its facilities 
for the third time in the past four years and 
has inaugurated an extensive apprentice 
training program. For reports on the latest 
developments in precision metal stamp- 
ing, write for your copy of our quarterly, 
THE VOLKERT VIEW. 

Ill/kit 
STAMPINGS 

JOHN VOLKERT METAL STAMPINGS, INC. 
222-34 96th Avenue, Queens Village 8, L. I., N. Y. 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

tronic, magnetic and electromechan- 
ical techniques. 

Isaac L. Auerbach has been 
named manager of the new division. 
Before its organization he was 
manager of the research center's 
magnetics department. 

Auerbach, who was a radar offi- 
cer with the U. S. Navy during 
World War II, is a registered pro- 
fessional engineer in Pennsylvania. 

Link To Affiliate 
With General Precision 
LINK AVIATION plans to affiliate 
with General Precision Equipment 
Corp. The operation of Link Avia- 
tion would continue under its pres- 
ent management. The affiliation 
is expected to provide a strengthen- 
ing of the Link Aviation product 
base and to lead to expansion of 
operations. 

Link reports that sales in recent 
years have shown a steady increase 
due to the broadening demand for 
electronic trainers. Its present 
backlog of orders is substantial. 

Bendix-Scintilla Plant 
Nears Completion 
A NEW FACTORY addition at the 
Scintilla division of Bendix, now 
nearing completion, will increase 
plant floor area from 500,000 sq ft 
to 533,000 sq ft. 

The new addition is to be devoted 
to the precision manufacture of 
coils, capacitors, electronic devices 
and ignition components for the 
aircraft, automotive, agriculture, 
marine and petroleum fields. 

Chromatic TV 
Adds Engineers 
IN ANTICIPATION of an upswing in 
color set production schedules by 
manufacturers, Chromatic Televi- 
sion has increased its staff at the 
West Coast Development Labora- 
tories by more than a third. 

Executive personnel changes have 
been necessitated by this expansion. 
Earl Sargent, who has been work- 
ing with Chromatic at Oakland, has 
been made head of manufacturing 
at the Emeryville plant. Louis 
Silverman joins Sargent at Emery - 
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STERLING 
A DEPENDABLE SOURCE 

CHAN JEL 
MOU JT 

HERMETICALLY 
SEALED 

TRANSFORMERS 
MIL -T-27 & COMMERCIAL 

STYPOL 
ENCAPSULATED 

Pulse 

Audio 

Power 

Filter Choke 

Filament 

RF Coils 

Custom Built to 
your Specifications 

297 North 7th St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

DC MO'OR Ot GENERATOR 
This smell permanent magnet, 
ball -bearing unit-As a motor: 
1/125 H.P. at 6000 RPM con- 
tinuous duty. As a generator: 
output 4 watts at 6000 RPM - 
5 volts per 1000 RPM. Dimen- 
sions: T-29/32' x 1.1/2' x 1- 
15/100'. 

SHADED POLE MOTOR - 
for sound recorders, air circu- 
lators, many ether applications. 
4 -pole, 2 or 4 coil construction. 
Will operate from 115 volts, 
60 cycle c.c. 

The RIGHT power supply 
for mobile equipment 
is an EEPCO specialty 

Outstanding experience in producing rotary 
electrical equipment to meet rigid specifications 
is an integral part of every EEPCO product. 

Whether your problem involves an industrial 
or highly developed military unit, EEPCO's 
complete research and engineering facilities are 
at your disposal. Contact EEPCO today for spe- 
cial design assistance that can provide you with 
the best solution. 

DYNAMOTOR OPERATES FROM 12-24-32 VOLTS 
Output of this remarkably compact unit is 500 volts at .100 amperes. 
Dynamically balanced armature has 4 windings. 

ELECTRO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO. 
6 0 9 W. LAKE STREET, CHIC A G O 6, ILLINOIS 

P -M DC MOTORS & GENERATORS CAPACITOR TYPE MOTORS UNIVERSAL MOTORS 

DC MOTORS & GENERATORS SHADED POLE MOTORS (2-4-6 Pole) P -M AC GENERATORS 

VERSATILE SIGNAL 
SOURCE speeds 

electro -acoustical measurements 

Bruel & Kjaer Beat Frequency 
Oscillator, Model BL -1012 

This Beat Frequency Oscillator is de- 
signed to incorporate the many features 
required in a complete and flexible signal 
source such as - continuously tuned fre- 
quency range, metered output, frequency 
modulating circuit, variable compression 
and noiseless oscillator stop switch. 
When coupled with the Bruel & Kjaer 
Level Recorder, the Oscillator automati- 
cally sweeps.through the audio frequency 
range. This permits fast, accurate record- 
ing of frequency response, sound insula- 
tion properties, reverberation times, 
energy decay, etc. The Oscillator has a 
high frequency accuracy; 1%± one cycle 
per second. An incremental tuning ad- 
justment and scale permit very accurate 
frequency setting. An automatic gain 
control circuit is utilized to maintain the 
desired output voltage for constant cur- 
rent, voltage, or sound pressure. 
For complete specifications on this and 
other Bruel & Kjaer instruments, write 
Brush Electronics Company, Dept. K -5B, 
3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio. 

ACOUSTIC AND TEST INSTRUMENTS 
Bruel & Kjaer instrunlent., world famous 
for their precision and workmanship, are dis- 
tributed exclusil ely in the United Stales and 
Canada by Brush Electronics Company. 
BL -1012 Beat Frequency Oscillator - 

BL -1502 Deviation Test Bridge 
BL -1604 Integration Network for Vibration Pickup, 

BL -4304 
BL -4304 Vibration Pickup 
BL -2002 Heterodyne Voltmeter 
BL -2105 Frequency Analyzer 
BL -2109 Audio Frequency Spectrometer 
BL -2304 Level Recorder 
BL -2423 Megohmmeter and D. C. Voltmeter 
BL -3423 Megohmmeter High Tension Accessory 
BL -4002 Standing Wave Apparatus 
BL -4111 Condenser Microphone 
BL -4120 Microphone Calibration Apparatus and 

Accessory 
BL -4708 Automatic Freauencv Response Tracer 

BRUSH ELECTRONICS 
COMPANY 

formerly 
The Brush Development Company. 

Brush Electronics Company 
is an operating unit of 

Clevite Corporation. 

MIRE MI \Ell 
F! ANN 

ELECTRONICS 
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TYPE 324-A VIDEO PHASE METER 

This instrument of laboratory precision makes 
possible the rapid and accurate measurement of 

phase angle THROUGH THE VIDEO RANGE. It 
provides verification of design calculations, a 

criterion for optimum adjustment of delicate 
phase relationships, or a maintenance 

checking tool in the 
wide -band electronic 

system in modern use. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
METER RANGES: 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 

WAVEFORMS ACCEPTED: 

AMPLITUDE RANGE: 

ACCURACY: 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 

Phase angles from 0° to 360° full scale; and 90° quadrants 
full scale; no ambiguity. 
20 Kc. to 4.5 Mc. - Range down to 20 cycles may be supplied 
on special order. 
Sine waves and any complex waves having not more than one 
positive -going zero axis crossing per cycle. Phase angle 
measurement is defined as phase difference between cor- 
responding positive going zero axis crossings of the periodic 
signals being compared. 
2 volts to 300 volts peak. 

± 4° on quadrant scales. Incremental change of 0.25° is 
easily read. 

10 megohms shunted by 14 mmf. 

FULL DETAILS UPON REQUEST 

T[cHNoOGY INSTRUMENT CORP. 

533 MAIN ST., ACTON, MASS., ACton 3-7711 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

ville as chief manufacturing engi- 
neer. 

Edward J. Davenport, formerly 
with National Union Radio Corp. 
for eight years, has joined Chro- 
matic as chief commercial engineer. 
Davenport came to Chromatic after 
a survey of tube possibilities in 
the color tv field. He has some 15 
years of electronics and television 
engineering training. 

Textile Firm Moves 
Into Electronics 
STOCKHOLDERS of the H & B Amer- 
ican Machine Co. and Susquehanna 
Mills approved a merger of H & B 
into Susquehanna to form the H & B 
American Machine Co. 

Victor Nemeroff, president of 
H & B, was elected president of the 
surviving corporation. Arnold H. 
Maremont and David E. Bright 
were elected vice-presidents. The 
merger is subject to the formal ap- 
proval of the creditors of Susque- 
hanna. 

H & B currently conducts opera- 
tions through three divisions in- 
cluding the Karp Metal Products 
division, Brooklyn. 

Color TV Clinics 
Draw Technicians 
MORE THAN 27,000 television serv- 
icemen have attended the first 35 
sessions in RCA's series of tech- 
nical clinics on installation and 
maintenance of color television re- 
ceivers. In New York, 2,775 tech- 
nicians turned out for the meetings, 
in Philadelphia, 1,660, and in New- 
ark, N. J., 1,475. In Buffalo, N. Y., 
635 servicemen attended. 

Similar clinics in a total of 65 
major cities are scheduled in the 
series. More than 80,000 copies of 
RCA's color servicing book have 
been distributed. 

Kay Lab Appoints 
Chief Engineer 
JOHN DAY, recently appointed chief 
television engineer for Kalbfell 
Laboratories of San Diego, now 
assumes responsibility for all de- 
velopment and engineering work on 
the new Kay Lab television camera 
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IF IT'S NEW ... IF IT'S NEWS ... IT'S FROM EEO 

News that is bound to make headlines 

again for Elco Corporation is its new 

hermetically -sealed socket for use 

at high altitudes; and to give complete 

protection against moisture conditions. 

Floating contacts of heat -treated 
beryllium -copper assure complete relief 

of strain from glass of tubes. The Kel-F 

body is retained in an aluminum or brass 

housing, terminating with hermetic -seal on chassis end. A retainer ring lined 

inside with silicon rubber screws on to the housing, forming a complete seal 

around the tube; and also acts as tube retainer. Water absorption: 0. Cohdensation 

inside socket: practically 0. Contact resistance .001 Silicon seal withstands 

temperature up to 525° F. Complete contact float; excellent tube retention under 

pressure. Available in 7- and 9 -pin miniature tube class, with or without shields. 

Drawings and prices are yours upon request. 

For Catalog Sheets, Call GArfield e-6620 or Write ELCO Corp., 190 W. Glenwood, Phila. 40, Pa. 

Negative temperature and 
voltage coefficients 

S.S.WHITE 80X 
3 watts - 100 to 

S. S.White 80X Resistors have been 
developed to meet the exacting 
needs of high voltage equipment, 
such as electrostatic generators, 
X -Ray units, and specialized equip- 
ment used in atomic energy work. 
Their design and construction as- 
sures an unusually fine combination 

Molded Resistors 
100,000 megohms 

of characteristics for this work, chief 
among which are: 

Negative temperature coefficients. 
Negative voltage coefficients. 
Excellent stability, durability and 
mechanical strength. 
Non -deterioration of values due to age. 
Moisture resistant, non -hygroscopic base 
materialspecially processed to insure full 
protection against humidity. 
Space -saving compactness. 

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4906 - It contains full information on 
S.S.White 80X resistors. Copy sent on request. 

THE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 
DENTAL MFG. CO. Dept. R 10 East 40th St. 

NEW YORK 16, N.Y. 

Western District Office Times Building, Long Beach, California 

Dependable Precision 

Wire Forming and 

Stamping Specialists 

Precision Parts to meet your 
Production and Engineering 
needs. From .002" dia. to 
.125" dia. Radio tube parts- 
Stampings-Drawings. Mod- 
ern facilities, high -produc- 
tion equipment. 

Send sketch or print 
for quotation. 

MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. 

24-A Bedford Street 
Newark 3, New Jersey j 
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dependable 
subminiature 
indicator lights 

Light "piped" throughout entire 
periphery of long plastic lens assures 
easy visibility of signal from all sides. 

Smaller, truly submin- 
iature size 

Fully illuminated lens 
is clearly visible from 
any angle 

For either standard or 
edge -lit panels 

Designed to meet crit- 
ical aviation perform- 
ance standards 

Larger illuminated area... 
smaller physical size 
Smaller than most subminiature lamps, 
yet with. uniformly bright wide-angle vis- 
ibility, Hetherington L6000 Series make 
ideal indicator or warning lights for criti- 
cal military as well as many commercial 
applications. Using AN -3140 lamps fitted 
into a heavy plastic lens 2%4" long, these 
rugged lights are 11/30" overall, and mount 
in a t%a_" hole. Details in Bulletin L2. 

"Standard" Hetherington Lights Fill Most "Special" Requirements 

EDGE -LIT PANEL MOUNTING Series L2000 

... for MIL -P-7788 panels. Sturdily 
constructedof nickel -plated brass 
with integral molded -in terminal and 
snug -fitting plastic lens that will not 
vibrate loose. Easy to mount. Write 
for Hetherington Bulletin L1. 

"PUSHTOTEST" INDICATORS Series L3000 

Ideal for many military as well as 
industrial uses. Bulb is lit by pressing 
spring -mounted lens button. Supplied 
with or without silicone boot for 
moisture protection. Send for Heth- 
erington Bulletin L1. 

REGULAR PANEL MOUNTING Series L1000 

Combines exceptionally small size and 
light weight with durable vibration - 
resistant construction. Sealed against 
moisture. Terminal is molded into the 
assembly. Ask for Bulletin L1. 

SWITCHES WITH BUILTIN LIGHTS . , . 

Developed originally by Hetherington 
as hostess call lights, these compact 
little units are now available for a 
broad range of exacting commercial 
or military aircraft services. Write for 
Hetherington Catalog. 

HfTií/fR/N0TON 
SHARON HILL, PA. 

West Coast Division: 8568 W. Washington Blvd., 

Culver City, California 

Indicator lights Switch -indicator light combinations Push-button, 
snap action, and toggle switches "Hi -G" Relays Aircraft and 
Electrical Equipment Assemblies. 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

systems and associated equipment. 
He has been employed by Para- 

mount Pictures as an electronics 
engineer. At the Naval Research 
Laboratory in Washington, he was 
associated with the early work by 
the Navy on radar equipment. He 
also was engaged in the design of 
receivers and test equipment. He 
participated in early work in elec- 
tronics counter-measures for air- 
craft radar. 

Day worked in the field of high - 
frequency propagation at the Naval 
Electronics Laboratory in San 
Diego. He developed standard pro- 
cedures employed in propagation 
instrumentation. 

At Kalbfell Laboratories, Day 
will be directly associated in a 
supervisory capacity with Kay TV, 
the television intercommunications 
systems for industry and commer- 
cial broadcasting. 

General Instrument 
Names Valliere 
B. F. VALLIERE has been named 
vice-president and general manager 
of the F. W. Sickles division of Gen- 
eral Instrument. 

In his new capacity, Valliere will 
have over-all responsibility in the 
Sickles division and its three plants. 
He joined the firm as an executive 
in January, 1946, after serving 
with Sylvania and American Bosch. 

Crucible Steel Acquires 
Interest In Vacuum Metals 
CRUCIBLE STEEL has acquired a 50 
percent interest in Vacuum Metals 
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ULTRA -HIGH 
PRECISION 
POLYSTYRENE 
CAPACITORS 

as low as 0.1% 
tolerance in most values 

CAPACITANCE AVAILABLE -0.05 to 10.0 MFD. 

VOLTAGE AVAILABLE -100 to 400 VDC 

INSULATION RESISTANCE -106 MEG./MFD. 

TEMP. COEFF.-100 P.P.M. per °C (-20° 
to 140°F) 

DIELECTRIC ABSORB.-.015% 

DISSIPATION-.0002 

Special Values to 
Close Tolerances-Our Specialty 

SOUTHERN ELECTRONICS CORP. 
239 W. Orange Grove Avenue, Burbank, Calif. 

kictiemt 
PRECISION TIMING INSTRUMENTS 

ELECTRONICS CO. MAKES 

Our 
TIME DELAY 

GENERATORS: 

Each provides accurate and 
variable time intervals in five 
ranges. They feature low jitter 
(.008%), linear scales, built-in 
calibration indicator, 1,000 - 
division dial, small repetition 
rate effects, blocking oscillator 
output and wide pulse output. 

A-2 - Range: .8 /is to 100,000 µs 
Get complete data: our Bulletin E -A-2 

A-4 - Range: .00001 to 10 secs. 
Get complete data: our Bulletin E -A-4 

Telephone: TExas 0-4362 

ELECTRONICS CO. 3707 S. ROBERTSON BLVD. 
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA 

New components, designs 
and techniques for HIGH 
VOLTAGE and CORONA 
SUPPRESSION 

Here's a brand new technique ... makes 
possible connectors and cables wherein 
insulation is molded right around contact 
and lead ... to give you an integral unit 
that licks the problems of high voltage 
and corona suppression at new low cost, 
by - 

1 Eliminating need of leakage paths 
at wire holes. 

2 Utilizing materials more inert to 
ozone attack than conventional 
materials. 

3 Sealing high voltage potential 
sources from air except at the 
point of contact mating, where 
there is a natural damping of 
corona. 

This new technique just worked out for 
Color TV can give you connectors and 
cables for solving many problems involv- 
ing high voltage and corona suppression. 

NEW SOCKET TECHNIQUE 

A, illustrated 
in this Alden 
220FTSC Col- 
or TV Tube 
Connector, the 
new technique 
permits a 

jacket of high voltage insulation to be 
integrally molded around each high volt- 
age contact and lead, while the low volt- 
ageleads take the resilient "figure 8" clips 
in the regular isolated pockets providing 
air space leakage. 

NEW CABLE TECHNIQUE 

This nest technique makes possible com- 
pletely molded cables having all connec- 
tors and wire insulation sealed into an 
integral unit that licks the problems of 
high voltage and corona suppression. For 
example, the 30,000 -volt anode cable il- 
lustrated has in -line tube cap, high voltage 
disconnect and anode clip all molded 
together as one integrated unit tailored 
for a Color TV set. 

1 

8101FP/M 
High Voltage 
Disconnect for 
20,000 volt 
anode cable. 

8111FP/M 
High Voltage 
Disconnect for 
30,000 volt 
anode cable. 

91ISL 
Molded in -line 
Tube Cap. 

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGE-this new tech- 
nique gives a solidly molded unit that 
eliminates common cable problems of: 
wire fatigue under vibration; insulation 
pullback; strain relief for leads. 

TO GET STARTED 

write for Spec Sheets on Color TV-and 
let us plan these techniques to your spe- 
cial needs in ANY field involving high 
voltages and corona suppression. 

5127 N. Main St., Brockton 64, Mass. 
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RF INTERFERENCE FILTERS 

and SUPPRESSION CAPACITORS 

MICAMOLD RF Interference Filters and Suppression Capac- 
itors are engineered to better the applicable requirements 
and specifications. The units illustrated are but a few of the 
many available designs and ratings for industrial and mili- 
tary applications. 
For MICAMOLD Filter Bulletin 107, and answers to specific 
filter problems, please write to Dept. E-1, on your company 
letterhead. 

30 YEARS OF CAPACITOR EXPERIENCE 

MICAMOLD 

1 RF Interference 
Filter used in 
conjunction with 
screen rooms. 

2 Feed-thru Suppressor 

3 A 10 circuit RF 
Interference 
Filter for 
suppression on 
multiple AC -DC 
power lines. 

4 RF Interference 
Filter for special 
applications in 
aircraft. 

5 Feed-thru Suppressor 
mainly used in 
aircraft 
installations. 

6 RF Interference 
Filter for 
medium power 
electronic 
equipments. 

RADIO CORPORATION 
1087 FLUSHING AVE., BROOKLYN 37, N. Y. 

MICAMOLD manufactures all types of Paper, Electrolytic and Mica Capacitors, 
Radio Frequency Interference Filters, Pulse Networks and Delay Lines. 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

Corp., formerly a wholly -owned 
subsidiary of National Research. 

Arrangements have been com- 
pleted for construction of new 
vacuum melting facilities to be 
located in Syracuse, New York, in 
an expansion program that is ex- 
pected to increase Vacuum Metals' 
capacity by more than 500 percent 
in the next twelve months. 

Vacuum Metals is currently pro- 
ducing vacuum -melted metals and 
alloys in its plant in Cambridge, 
Mass. Present production facilities 
permit production at a rate in ex- 
cess of $1 million annually. 

Directors of Vacuum Metals, 
under the joint ownership, will be: 

(Representing Crucible) Joel 
Hunter, executive vice-president of 
Crucible ; R. S. Poister, vice-presi- 
dent in charge of operations of 
Crucible; W. H. Wiewel, vice-pres- 
ident in charge of sales of Crucible ; 

L. L. Ferrall, assistant vice-presi- 
dent in charge of operations of 
Crucible. 

(Representing National Re- 
search) Richard S. Morse, president 
of National Research, Kenneth G. 
Donald, vice-president and treas- 
urer of National Research, Robert 
A. Stauffer, vice-president and 
director of research of National 
Research and Richard M. Nichols, 
secretary of National Research. 

Officers of Vacuum Metals will 
be : Joel Hunter, chairman of the 
board; Richard S. Morse, president; 
L. L. Ferrall, vice-president; Robert 
A. Stauffer, vice-president; George 
F. Groff, treasurer; Kenneth G. 
Donald, assistant treasurer; Rich- 
ard M. Nichols, clerk and secretary 
and K. R. Vogel, assistant secretary. 

General Manager in charge of 
operations of Vacuum Metals Cor- 
poration is James H. Moore. 

Wendt -Squires Firm 
Formed In Buffalo 
THE COMPANY of Wendt -Squires of 
Buffalo, N. Y. has been organized to 
engage in research, development 
and limited volume production in 
the electronics field. Approximately 
2,000 sq ft of lab space are avail- 
able. Total personnel number seven, 
with additions expected. 

President of the new firm is Karl 
R. Wendt, formerly manager of the 
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TEST YOUR 

MAGNETIC CIRCUITS 

RAWSON FLUXMETER 
TYPE 504 

The only portable fluxmeter available 
which returns rapidly to zero when a single 
button is depressed. Simple and fast in op- 
eration. Convenient and light in weight. 

Not limited to a single type of measure- 
ment. Has universal application for labora- 
tories or production. Measures strength of 
magnets and electromagnets, permeability 
and hysteresis loops for iron and steel, total 
flux lines in circuit, flux lines developed in 
air gap. etc. 

Has a mechanical clamp to protect the 
pivots and jewels when in transit. 

Also in production, the NEW 
ROTATING -COIL GAUSSMETER 

RAWSON ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
III POTTER STREET, CAMBRIDGE -12, MASS. 

"INDUSTRIAL" 
for 

Electronic Components 
Precision engineered electronic compo- 
nents and connecting devices for all your 
needs. 

1 ólolol , 
0 

LAMINATED TUBE SOCKETS 
DUO -DECAL SOCKETS 
ANODE CONNECTORS 
INTERLOCK PLUGS 
TERMINAL STRIPS 
WIRED ASSEMBLIES 
METAL and BAKELITE STAMPINGS 
TERMINAL BOARD ASSEMBLIES 
TUNER STRIPS, SOCKETS and 
BRACKETS for UHF 

Our extensive design and production facil- 
ities are available for developing your spe- 
cial requirements and applications. Repre- 
sentatives in principal cities throughout 
U.S.A. Call or write for samples and In- 
formation. ORegon 7-1881 

INDUSTRIAL HARDWARE Mfg. Co., Inc. 
109 PRINCE STREET NEW YORK 12, N. Y. 

á 
a 

t -ík 
10PRAR MILLS 

SE.. 

YEARS 

f{PEnICM& 

OPHAR 
---WAXES 

----COMPOUNDS 

Zophar Waxes, resins and compounds to impregnate, 

dip, seal, embed, or pot electronic and electrical equip- 

ment or components of all types; radio, television, etc. 

Cold flows from 100°F. to 285°F. 

Special waxes non -cracking at -76°F. 

Compounds meeting Government specifications plain 

or fungus resistant. 

Let us help you with your engineering problems. 

ZOPHAR MILLS, INC. 
112-130 26th Street, 
Brooklyn 32, N. Y. 

RAo10 

LOW 
WE ARE SPECIALLY ORGANIZED 

TO HANDLE DIRECT ORDERS OR 

ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS 

SPOT DELIVERIES FOR U.S. 

BILLED IN DOLLARS- 
SETTLEMENT BY YOUR CHECK 

CABLE OR AIRMAIL TODAY 

capacitance 
& pffenuptian 
TYPE um Kft IMPED.s2 O.D. 
C 1 7.3 150 .36 
C 11 6.3 173 .36 
C 2 6.3 171 .44' 
C 22 5.5 184 .44' 
C 3 5.4 197 .64' 
C 33 4.8 220 .64 
C 4 4.6 229 1.03' 
C 44 4.1 252 1.03' 

E, W 'MX and SM' SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS 

Constant 5031 -63o -70n impedances 

TRANSRADIO LTD.138A Cromwell Rd. London SW7 ENGLAND CABLES TRANSBAD, LONDON 
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the call is foraecWal\. 
deposited carbon resistors 

Whether it is for hearing aids, guided missiles, or other electronic 
ion needs-the uniform quality of Electra carbon coat resistors is 

portant asset. Electra manufactures only one quality and it is the 
that can be humanly and scientifically produced. 

precis- 

an im- 

highest 

Regardless of the carbon coat resistor need -we at 
Electra believe that only the highest grade resistor is 

safest, lowest cost to use. That's why Electra specializes 
in control of quality and exacting uniformity in every 
production detail. 

This means Electra customers actually get more for their money-a more 
reliable component part for their product-a resistor whose rejection rate 
is practically nil. If you manufacture a quality product requiring a depos- 
ited carbon resistor, then-be sure-specify Electra. 

8 SIZES: 1 8 watt to 2 watts and in two types- coated as well 
as hermetically sealed. MANUFACTURED TO SPECIFI- 
CATION MIL -R -10509A. 

/carb= oncoa 
RFOSION IRSlSippiRECISION RESISTORS 

Write for complete specifications 

fhcb----tv Manufacturing Co. 
2537 Madison Avenue 

KANSAS CITY 8, MISSOURI 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

advance development department of 
Sylvania's radio and tv division 
since 1948. William K. Squires is 
vice-president of the company. He 
was formerly with Sylvania as uhf 
tv engineering specialist and super- 
visor in the advance development 
department. 

Chief engineer of the new com- 
pany is LaVerne H. Hardy. Pre- 
viously he was a senior engineer at 
Sylvania and had also worked at 
GE's general engineering and con- 
sulting laboratory. 

GE Shifts Midwest 
Tube Facility 
A CONSOLIDATION of GE's Indiana 
receiving tube manufacturing at 
its Tell City plant will result in 
closing of a feeder operation, the 
G -E tube mount assembly plant at 
Huntingsburg. 

Processing done formerly at 
Huntingburg will be shifted to a 
42,000 sq ft addition completed 
last autumn at the Tell City plant. 

Firth Sterling 
Elects Porterfield 
C. PAUL PORTERFIELD has been 
elected vice-president and general 
manager of The Method X Co., an 
affiliate of Firth Sterling of Pitts- 
burgh. He was previously chief 
engineer of the firm. 

Porterfield has served as elec- 
tronic engineer for the Chesapeake 
& Ohio Railroad, chief engineer for 
Air Transport Maintenance Co. and 
radio engineer in the 7th Naval 
District in Miami. 

Hyman Heads Brach 
TV Antenna Development 
ABRAHAM HYMAN has been ap- 
pointed head of the recently ex- 
panded tv antenna development 
section of Brach Manufacturing 
division of General Bronze Corp. 
He will report to Ira Kamen, vice- 
president in charge of sales and tv 
development. 

In addition to having served as 
a consulting engineer in the tv 
antenna industry, Hyman is a 
former employee of the CAA and 
FTL. 

His first assignment at Brach is 
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MANUFACTURERS OF 

Electronics 
EQU I PMENT 

requiring immediate 
factory space, in units 
of any size, and skilled 
experienced workers 
for branch operations 
are urged to investi- 
gate the specialized 
facilities in 

LAWRENCE 
MASSACHUSETTS 

(Research Center of America) 

write to: 
GREATER LAWRENCE 
CITIZENS COMMITTEE FOR 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
Lawrence, Massachusetts 

Behind the scenes come 

Dano Coils-made to exact 

customer specifications to 

perform an exact electrical 

function .. . 

Molded Coils 

Form Wound 

Paper Section 

Acetate Bobbin 

Bakelite Bobbin 

Cotton Interweave 

Coils for High Temperature 
Application 

Also, Transformers 

Made to Order 

7 
DANO Electric Co. 

MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN. 

AN INSTRUMENT FOR ALL YOUR 
MAGNETIC MEASURING PROBLEMS 

Dyna-Labs9 
D-79 

GAUSSMETER 
This precision built instrument 
measures flux density, determines 
direction of flow. It locates and 
measures stray fields and plots 
variations in strength and checks 
production lots against a standard. 
Simple to operate. No ballistic 
readings ... no jerking or pulling. 
Supplied with protective carrying 
case. 

- Other Features - 

Reads 10 to 30,000 Gauss Flux Fields 

Probe is only .025" thick 
Active area .01 square inches 
Overall size 13" x 6-3/4" x 10-1/2" 
Net weight only 10-1/2 lbs 

Power supply 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycles 

For Literature Write for Brochure E554 

Dyna-Labs INC 

1075 STEWART AVENUE, GARDEN CITY, L. I., N. Y. GARDEN CITY 3-2700 

gd THE 
adil(AN OLD CORNISH CUSTOM) 

with "TEF-COR 
HOOK-UP WIRE 

scores another triumph with this 

tough, super -flexible product 

that has proven itself under fire. 

Heat -resistant to 5000. 
This new super -heat wire, in- 

sulated with "TEFLON," is ideal 

for guided missile, jet and low- 

tension aircraft applications, 
transformer and coil leads. 
Sizes from AWG10 through 28. 

Also supplied with silver coated 

copper shields, and to indi- 
vidual customer requirements. 

Write for further information. 

Cold -resistant to -67° F 

High dielectric properties 
Does not support combustion 
Impervious to known solvents 
Perfect concentricity 

Tough, homogeneous, uniform 

Companion to the famous "NOFt.AME-COR" 

"MADE B Y ENGINEERS F O R ENGINEER 

CORNISH WIRE CO., INC. 
50 Church St., New York 7, N.Y. 
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Ground -testing electronic equipment 
keeps 'em safe in the sky 

Ground Power Supplied 
by Hobart electric generators 

Controlled 

by Regohm 

Voltage Regulators 

REGOHM 

To insure reliable flight performance, 
electronic equipment-radio, radar and 
navigational devices-is tested on the 
ground with power supplied by 
Regohm-controlled generators. 

Engineers of The Hobart Brothers 
Company, Troy, Ohio, use Regohm 
regulators for their alternating current 
ground units. Because this low-cost, 
compact electro -mechanical controller 
is unequalled in accuracy. And under 
severe operating conditions, whether 
on land, sea or air, Regohm has per- 
formed long and unfailingly. 
7 Reasons why Regohm can simplify 
your control problem 
1. Regohm is small in size-It is compact, 
lightweight, position -free. Small size 
does not limit power -handling capacity. 
2. Regohm is a high -gain power amplifier 

Alilliwatt variations in signal energy 
control energy changes millions of 
times greater. 
3. Regohm's isolated signal and control cir- 
cuits end impedance matching problems- 
Signal coils may have ratings from 0.01 
to 350 amperes. Controlled resistors can 
have values from zero to infinity. 
4. Regohm will correct system instability- 
A reliable, sturdy dashpot aids system 
damping. It's easily adjusted over a 
wide range to match dynamic Regohm 
characteristics to present system. 
5. Regohm's effect can be calculated in ad- 
vance-Its response is independent of 
rest of servo system. Acts as integrat- 
ing error -rate proportional controller. 
6. Regohm assures continuous control-In 
"closed loop" systems a high speed 
averaging effect occurs as Regohm's 
armature oscillates over a small ampli- 
tude. This provides continuous, step - 
less control in systems operating at 
power frequencies and below. 
7. Regohm has long life-Its life is meas- 
ured in years. Its plug-in feature sim- 
plifies replacement and maintenance; 
there are no parts to renew or lubri- 
cate. Shelf life is virtually unlimited. 

Our engineering and research facil- 
ities can help you apply Regohm to 
your control system or regulation 
problem. Write for Bulletin 505.00, ana- 
lyzing Regohm's characteristics and 
applications. Address Dept. E, Electric 
Regulator Corp., Norwalk, Conn. 

-CONTROL COMPONENT IN: Servo systems battery 
chargers airborne controls portable and station- 
ary generators marine radar inverters locomo- tive braking systems mobile telephones guided 
missiles signal and alarm systems telephone 
central station equipment - magnetic clutches rail- 
road communication systems magnet amplifiers. 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

the development of a new type 
fringe antenna for vhf and uhf for 
introduction at the May Parts 
Show. 

Bross Leaves MIT 
R. B. BROSS, for the past 7 years 
manager of MIT's electromagnetic 
engineering section of the instru- 
mentation laboratory, resigned 
from the MIT staff in order to de- 
vote full time to consulting. He 
will cover problems associated with 
design, development, production, 
testing and application of special 
electric and electromagnetic com- 
ponents. 

Tel -Instrument Appoints 
Silver TV Manager 
MARTIN SILVER has been named 
manager of the new broadcast 
equipment division of Tel -Instru- 
ment. He was formerly manager 
of the tv division of Federal Tele- 
communications Laboratories. 

During 1953, Silver served as 
manager of WTVU in Scranton, Pa. 
From 1941 until 1953 he was em- 
ployed at Federal. He headed the 
tv development laboratory there 
until his promotion to manager of 
the tv division. 

Electronics Plant 
To Rise In India 
THE PROPOSED construction of the 
Bharat Electronics factory, the first 
enterprise of its kind for the In- 
dian government, was scheduled to 
begin in March. The plant will be 
built on 500 acres of land near 
Bangalore, India. 

At peak production, about 5,000 
people will be employed. 

El Mec Moves To 
New Location 
EL MEC LABORATORIES moved their 
plant and office to Kenilworth, N. J. 
The firm is engaged in the design 
and manufacture of special elec- 
tronic and electromechanical equip- 
ments and devices, including cus- 
tom - designed production - testing 
automatic machinery. 

The new location provides 50 per - 
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FCI 
o>s 

T f i actitors 
('ap 

Operation to 200° C 
Ultra High IR 
High Stability 
Low Power Factor .oº 

Low Soakage .oº% 

Low Temp. Coefficient -50 own%'C 

Available in many different 
types of housings, in ratings from 

.001 MF up, and loo volts up. 

Excellent delivery on stand- 
ard and special types. 

Capacitors made to your specifications 
Write for Catalogue F 

film capacitors, inc. 
3400 PARK AVENUE, N.Y.,N.Y. 

Telephone CYpress 2-5180 

World's 
Smallest Coax... 
MICRODOT® 
Connectors & Cable 

r.. 

New pre -production 
Kit for Design -in 
and experiment 

See that your products 

are design competitive -feature Microdot 

advantages. Order Microdot Kit #553 today 
and save valuable experiment time by 

having the precise parts you need for multi- 

stage tests. Satisfaction is assured. Simply 

clip this advertisement to your letterhead with 

P.O. or check for $60. Mail to address below. 

MICRODOT 
DIVISION OF FE LTS CORP. 
1826 Fremont St., So. Pasadena, Calif. 

Both Connector and Coble in 

this box ore actual size! 

HIGH ACCURACY 
MEASURES FROM O TO 360 DEGREES 

READINGS NOT AFFECTED BY NOISE AND HARMONICS 
PHASE SHIFTS OF THE ORDER OF .01° CAN BE MEASURED 

EMPLOYING SPECIAL CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES 
MEASURES IN -PHASE AND QUADRATURE COMPONENTS 
SEPARATELY 

For further information contact your nearest 
representative or write for brochure 

REPRESENTATIVES 

KITTLESON CO., 7614 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles 46, California 
JKM, INCORPORATED, 13 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 10, Illinois 
BROGER INSTRUMENT SALES CO., INC., 739 Boylston St., Boston 16, Moss. 
F. R. JODON, INC., 2902 Porter St., N.W., Washington 8, D. C. 

G. G. WILLISON CO., 1821 W. Alabama, Houston 6, Texos 
LeeMark Associates, P.O. Box 8467, Kansas City, 14, Missouri 

INDUSTRIAL TEST EQUIPMENT CO. 
55 E. 1 1 th ST. NEW YORK 3 GR. 3-4684 

For Low Power Factor 
Low Dielectric Loss Specify 

STAR STEATITE 
STAR STEATITE has the ideal characteristics for its 

effective use in high frequency electronic applications. It 
reduces the possibility of power loss, deformation and exces- 

sive heating of insulators that prevent proper functioning 
of the assembled product. It is molded into exact shapes 

to close tolerances; resists great mechanical shock and 

extreme conditions of heat and humidity. And STAR has 

the facilities to meet your volume requirements. Why not 

investigate . . . NOW? 

PORCELAIN COMPANY 
49 Muirhead Avenue Trenton 9, N. J. 
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Subject: solder 
As far a- cost is concerned, solder is a relatively 

small item in any manufacturing operation. 

But solder does a big job. You should have 

the best solder you can buy ... Federated solder. 

For printed circuits - Federated CASTOMATIC 

bar solder, the machine -cast solder 

with no dross, with uniform composition 

throughout each bar. 

For joining work - Federated Rosin Core 

(RTS 200) wire solder in all 

commercial gauges and compositions. 

I'hoto courtesy Photocircuits Corp.. Glen Cove. N.Y. - 

Federated Metals Division 

AMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY 
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 5, N. Y. 

In Canada: Federated Metals Canada, Ltd., Toronto and Montreal 

ry 

Aluminum, Magnesium, Babbitts, Brass, Bronze, Anodes, Zinc Dust, 

Die Casting Metals, Lead and Lead Products, Solders, Type Metals 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

cent more effective space for engi- 
neering and development work and 
manufacturing. 

Plating Company 
Doubles Capacity 
AMERICAN ELECTRO PRODUCTS, Wa- 
terbury, Conn., has completed con- 
struction of a wing which more 
than doubles the production capac- 
ity of its former plant. 

According to the company, the 
expansion was made necessary by 
the increase in business which fol- 
lowed the perfection of the firm's 
"Cantavone" processes. 

Norden Labs 
Elects Officials 
NORDEN LABORATORIES' stockholders 
elected eight directors, including 
Carl F. Schaefer, Norden's tech- 
nical director. 

The newly -elected directors, at 
their meeting following the elec- 
tion, reappointed the corporation's 
officers for the coming year. They 
are: Paul W. Adams, president; 
R. M. Adams, Jr. and Dr. L. T. E. 
Thompson, vice-presidents ; M. V. 
Lane, treasurer and W. W. Sis - 
bower, secretary. 

Norden, which designs, develops 
and produces electronic and me- 
chanical precision instrumentation 
and controls, is comprised of three 
divisions and now has 898 em- 
ployees. 

Mossman Completes 
Move To New Plant 
DONALD P. 11IOSSMAN, manufac- 
turers of multiple -circuit lever, 
push and turn switches, are now 
occupying a recently completed 
plant at Brewster, New York. 

Management, engineering and 
sales offices are located at the new 
plant. In addition, the company 
has manufacturing facilities at 
Joliet, Ill. 

Chief engineer at the new plant is 
George C. Hills, Jr. Prior to joining 
the company Hills served as indus- 
trial specialist with the Dept. of 
Defense and had been assistant to 
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Complete Reliability 
from -7O to +150°C. 

High Stability 
DEPOSITED CARBON RESISTORS 

with the New, Improved 'PANCLIMATIC Coating 

This new protective coating permits the use of these resistors under the great- 
est extremes of temperature. In addition, it affords better moisture protection 
for greater stability. It resists abrasion and impact with no tackiness, and it 
is chemically inert to common solvents and plasticizers. Storage stability is 

better than 1%. Operating at 50% nominal rating, and at an ambient tem- 
perature of 100°C, the stability of these 'Panclimatic' Coated resistors is 
better than 1%. 

The same high standards of design, construction, and performance which have 
established Welwyn as a leading name in the field of precision resistors, will 
also identify these newly developed products. 

ROCKBAR CORPORATION 
215 East 37th Street, New York 16, N. Y. For complete data 

and specifications 
write to Dept. GE -7 Manufactured in England and Canada 

i<7weAre 

FLAT -BRAKED 
LACING TAPES 

67".7 

GUDELACE* 
Easy on Hands 

Easy to tie 

Both tapes save time and money- 
and cut down rejects. Neither will 

bite through insulation. Gudelace 
ties easier, tighter and cuts down 

All -Nylon 
GUDE-NYLACE* 

Resists High Temperature 

knot slippage. Gude-Nylace is the 
perfect product where the use of wax 
is not indicated. 

*Potent Applied For 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND A FREE TRIAL SUPPLY TODAY! 

GU DE BROD BROS. SILK CO., INC. 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

225 W. 34th Street, New York 1, N.Y. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 

12 S. 12th Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa. 

KINESCOPE 

RECORDING 
with 

Qr,uaranteed 3esuitsl 
OR YOUR 

MONEY BACK 

pa 

NOW, A DUAL-PURPOSE 

AURA 
"SUPER 1200" CAMERA 

with TeleVision-Transcription 

"TV -T" Shutter... 

000 

...designed for Kinescope Recording...and 
also shoots regular Live Action 16 mm 

Sound -On -Film Talking Pictures with no 

Camera modification! The "Super 1200" 
Camera with "TV -T" Shutter (Pat. Appl'd. 
for 1949) can Kinescope Record a 30 
minute continuous show using 1200 foot 
film magazines. Write today for infor- 
mation and prices. 

JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL 

USE AURICON "TV -T" KINESCOPES FOR: 

r DELAYED RE -BROADCASTING WI * SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS 

-C COMPETITION CHECKS 

is PILOT KINESCOPES 

-K SHOW-CASE FILMS * "HOT KINES" 

CHECKS 

Auricon 16 mm Sound -On -Film Cameras 

are sold with a 30 -day money -back 

guarantee. You must be satisfied! 

711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 , 
Auricon 50 ft. Kinescope "N -T" Demonstration 
Films are available on loan to TV Stations and 

Film Producers. Please request on your letterhead. 

"' "Ñ71ywood 

BERNDT-BACH, INC. 
7373 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calif. 

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND -ON-FILM 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931 
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Ainerac 93 new . . . 
PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

ROCKET TUBE 

CAVITY OSCILLATOR 

The #192A Rocket Tube Cavity Oscillator is a coaxial line 
cavity, employing the Sylvania UHF Planar Triode which pro- 

vides a stable R.F. signal source in both a CW and a pulse 
model. This cavity enjoys a stability possible only with a triode. 

The oscillator can be supplied at frequencies from 1000 to 
4000 MC with a 400 MC/S tuning range. The 192A was de- 
signed with emphasis on minification. It features a single 

control for tuning and utilizes fixed feedback. Cavity can be 
furnished with a regulated supply and frequency calibration 

curves. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
(for a typical pulse operation/ 

Heater volts 6 3 V AC 
Heater current 400 M.A. 

Peak plate volts 1700-2000 
Pulse repetition frequency 1000 

Pulse width 1 u sec. 
Frequency of operation 3600 MC/S 
Peak out power 200 watts 

No selection of tubes required 
Over-all length 8 inches 

Diameter of body 1-5/16 inches 
Root counter for calibration 
Output BNC or type N jack 
Net weight 1 lb. 3 oz. 

N¢NT ENGIIVF 

fn era c __.9,z corpora lei 
Amcrac' 

;AVE SPEC' 
116 TOPSFIELD ROAD 

WENHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 

G. C. Hills, Jr. 

the chief engineer of Celanese 
Corp., plastics division. 

Jahns Named To Head 
Wilcox -Gay Production 
EDWARD JAHNS has been appointed 
vice-president in charge of produc- 
tion at the Recordio plants of Wil- 
cox -Gay. He was formerly chief 
development and research engineer 
for the Majestic Radio & Television 
division for several years before 
becoming chief engineer of the 
Recordio division in June 1953. 
Prior to that, he served as chief 
engineer for several large firms. 

Orville Gans has left his position 
of plant manager to become regional 
representative for all divisions. 

Decker Expands 
Transducer Research 
DECKER AVIATION is expanding re- 
search and development on a new 
transducer element. Toward this 
end, Theodore Kaslow, recently an 
instructor in aircraft instrumenta- 
tion at MIT, has been named di- 
rector of research and development. 

Research and development will 
be performed in 8,000 square feet 
of laboratory space recently ac- 
quired adjacent to the company. 

UK Firm To Open 
Canadian Factory 
VICOM AND COMPANY, a British 
firm which specializes in radio 
and radar for aircraft, plans to 
open a factory in Kingston, Ontario. 

Future plans include an overhaul 
installation base for marine radar 
and direction -finding equipment on 
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COMPLETE JEWEL ASSEMBLIES 
WILL SPEED YOUR PRODUCTION 

N.emem 

You'll be time and money ahead if 
you specify Bird complete jewel assemblies 
for your product. Rejects are eliminated, 
jewel breakage is minimized, and Bird 
jewel assemblies will keep your production 
running smoothly. 

Bird Jewel Assemblies are furnished 
in the right mounting, rigidly inspected 
according to your specifications, ready for 
your assembly operations. Make a test - 
find out how Bird Jewel Assemblies can 
help your production. Send us a print of 
your specifications, and we'll provide 
samples for your own testing. 

Our engineering staff 
is at your service for 
all small bearing problems. 

Over 40 years of serving industry with Quality jewel bearings 

Al.1/.' .'. 
&, Co., Inc.- 

Sapphire and glass jewels Precision glass grinding Ferrite precision products Sapphire stylii 

7 Spruce Street, Waltham 54, Mass. 

SCOPE DOLLY MODEL 1 

Convenient Height and Lightweight Aluminum 
Viewing Angle Construction 

Adjustable to Hold Port- 
able Scopes 

Ball Bearing Swivel Rub- 

Recommended by Labora- 
tories Wherever Used 

$38.50 
ber Tired Casters FOB Louisville, Ky. 

TECHNICAL SERVICE CORP. 
1404 W. Market St. Louisville, 3, Kentucky 

3recision Component Parts 

for Electronics 

FOR TOP 
PERFORMANCE 

.. 

GYROS 
Compact-Durable-Precision Built 

) FREE GYRO / ( 

/ // ///7//tl2/tl ,l' 3III'i 

(1C FREE GYROS 
Scientific engineering design and sim- 
pler construction permits smaller case 
and smaller overall dimensions (only 
2.75" diameter). Precision potenti- 
ometer takeoffs. Extremely simple, 
reliable, rugged caging system. For 
guidance or telemetering. 

VERTICAL GYROS 
Small in size (only 4" x 4" x 4") with 
gravity erection system and precision 
potentiometer takeoffs. D.C. torque 
motors actuated by mercury switches. 
Caging optional using same simple, 
reliable features as in free gyros. 

RATE GYROS 
These small precision rate gyros are 
ideal for stabilization and control of 
autopilots, computers, radar antenna 
systems and fire control systems used 
under severe environmental condi- 
tions. Dry inert gas damping, pressure 
sealed case and patented low hysteresis 
spring system. 

Write for 
further details 

SCIENTIFIC CO. 
1430 Grande Vista Ave., Los Angeles 23, Calif. 

25 Stillman Street, San Francisco 7, California 
1915 1st Avenue South, Seattle 4, Washington 
111 B East Main Street, Arlington, Texas 
Eastern Representative: Aero Engineering Inc. 
Mineola, L.I., N.Y. Indianapolis Baltimore Ottawa 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

James is the complete source for all vibratory products!* 
THE ENGINEER'S STANDARD SINCE 1936 

*Send your engineering problems to us 

JAMES "S" MODEL CHOPPERS 

James hermetically sealed choppers 
are now available in 60, 100 and 
400 CPS models with various oper- 
ating voltages. These assemblies 

are designed for rigid military en- 
vironmental and life specifications. 

Your inquiries are solicited for 
engineering recommendation 

of JAMES CHOPPERS in 

your applications. 

lake vessels, manufacture and serv- 
icing of two-way communication 
equipment for vehicles, and a motor 
overhaul base. 

Brettell Appointed 
By Ampex Loud Speaker 
GEORGE A. BRETTELL has been 
named chief loudspeaker engineer 
for the Ampex Loud Speaker Corp. 
of North Hollywood, Calif. 

Prior to joining the company in 
1953, he was in the sound engi- 
neering department of 20th Cen- 
tury Fox and during World War II 
was with the U. S. Navy Radio and 
Sound Laboratory at San Diego. 

New Resistor 
Firm Formed 
W. M. KOHRING has formed a new 
manufacturing company, Wilrite 
Products, Cleveland, Ohio. It pro- 
duces a new type of high -precision 
metallic film resistor for low and 
high -wattage use to fit require- 
ments of color television and other 
highly sensitive industrial elec- 
tronic equipment. 

Kohring formerly owned Wilkor 
Products, which he sold to Aerovox 
in 1951. 

Computer Research 
Names Engineers 
THE APPLICATIONS department of 
Computer Research Corp., manufac- 
turer of digital electronic com- 
puters, has recently been expanded. 
Arnold D. Hestenes, formerly of 
the Institute for Numerical Anal- 
ysis of the National Bureau of 
Standards, at University of Cali- 
fornia, Los Angeles, heads the de- 
partment. Everett C. Yowell, also 
formerly with the Institute for 
Numerical Analysis, joined the ap- 
plications department as an appli- 
cations specialist. 

Radio Craftsmen 
Promotes Engineers 
RADIO CRAFTSMEN promoted Ed- 
ward S. Miller to vice-president 
and John Narrace to chief engineer. 
Miller has been chief engineer for 
the past six years in charge of 
development of high-fidelity prod - 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

ucts. Narrace, formerly with Wells - 
Gardner, has been recently in 
charge of tv design for the firm. 

Trio Acquires 
Falcon Electronics 
FALCON ELECTRONICS of Quincy, 
Ill. and its line of antennas was 
purchased by Trio Manufacturing 
Co. of Griggsville, Ill. 

Roy Wade, formerly general 
manager of Falcon, has been ap- 
pointed general sales manager for 
Trio. 

The entire Falcon operations will 
be moved to the new Trio plant in 
Griggsville. All Falcon representa- 
tives have been retained and will 
work with Trio representatives. 
Trio recently installed a tube mill 
to process its tubing. 

International Testing 
Adds Electronics Section 
INTERNATIONAL Testing Service of 
Saginaw, Mich. has added a spe- 
cialized electronics section devoted 
to development and research serv- 
ices. Electronics work was pre- 
viously conducted by the in- 
strumentation department. The 
electronics section is also being 
supplemented by a theoretical phys- 
ics section under the direction of 
Robert L. Echols, formerly con- 
sulting physicist for the Applied 
Physics Laboratory of Johns Hop- 
kins University, and head theo- 
retical physicist for the Fairchild 
Aircraft NEPA Atomic Project. 
Experimental services are cur- 
rently under the direction of War- 
ren J. Deshotels, formerly chairman 
of the physics department at Xavier 
University. 

MIT Sets Up Course 
On Automation 
PLANS have been announced for a 
two-week special summer program 
in the Automatic Control of Ma- 
chine Tools, to be held from August 
23 to September 3 in the servo- 
mechanisms laboratory at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology. The program will be under 
the direction of Professor J. Fran- 
cis Reintjes, director of the MIT 
servomechanisms laboratory in the 
department of electrical engineer - 

you could raise your own steak e . . 

But it won't pay unless you're set up for cattle raising. 

It's the same way with coils. You can make them, and perhaps 
you do. But in most cases we at Coto -Coil can make them for you 
faster, better and at less cost. We have nearly 40 years of coil 
design and manufacturing experience. We know the best types of 
materials for each type of coil. We have automatic production 
equipment, the most modern testing devices. 

Find out what this cost -saving combination can do for you. 

Coto -Coil Company, 65 Pavilion Avenue, Providence 5, R. I. 
New York Office: 10 E. 43rd Street, New York 17. 

Y -t 
I s/o 

Coto Coils 
Ou 

IF YOU NEED IT 

Dage can make it! 
LEFT: DAGE Type BNC Con- 
nectors are used in this Avien 

capacitor type two unit fuel 
gage. 

Doge CBSN-552 
Snap -on BNC 
Connector 

Dage Radio Frequency Connectors 
Your special RF Connector requirements 

receive special attention at DAGE ... mas- 
ters of custom design and manufacture. 

DAGE makes all standard connectors, 
including new sub -miniatures, to precise 
military and commercial specifications. 

DAGE invites your request for details, 

Write DAGE today( 

quotations, recommendations, and your or- 
der for standard or special RF Connectors. 

DAGE MAKES RF CONNECTORS FOR- 
Federal Telephone á Radio Corp. 

The Magnavox Company 
Capehart-Farnsworth Company 
Radio Receptor Company, Inc. 

Bendix Aviation Corp. 
Motorola Inc. 

Federal Telecommunication Laboratories 
Boeing Airplane Company 
Lavoie Laboratories, Inc. 
Thompson Products, Inc. 

Western Electric Company 
Stamford Electronics Company 

AND MANY OTHERS 

DAGE ELECTRIC COMPANY. INC. BEECH GROVE. INpIANA 
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INCREMENTAL INDUCTANCE 
quickly -simply - accurately 

The new Type 1002-A Incre- 
mental Inductance Bridge combines 
outstanding features of compactness, 
ease of operation, accuracy, and wide 
range of measurement. A visual bal- 
ance indicator allows measurements 
to be made in a few seconds, even in 
noisy locations. Maximum sensitivity 
at the balance point greatly increases 
the accuracy of balance. Only a single 
balance control is used, with cathode 
ray tube indication. 

Inductance can be measured from one to 200 henries. Direct current 
through the reactor under test is accurately controllable from one to 500 ma, 
depending on the resistance of the coil windings. The effect of a change of 
dc on the inductance value is immediately measurable, by simple re -bal- 
ancing. The inductance is measured at a constant frequency of 120 cps. 

For design and test work on iron -core inductors, filter chokes, trans- 
formers, and plate reactors, this compact and self-contained instrument 
is unsurpassed. 

Write today for 
technical details 
and price infor- 
mation. 

WATERS MANUFACTURING, inc. 
Waltham 54, Massachusetts 

APPLICATION ENfINFEFINF - OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

MINIATURE¿jOT[NTIOMETERS 
that don't NEED incoming check 
Problem: To find a potentiometer that - 

Dissipates 3 watts continuously at 80° 
C, through 50,000 ohms total resistance. 
Occupies no more space than abso- 
lutely necessary. 
Weighs as little as possible. 
Maintains accurate resistance settings, 
over a wide range of temperatures. 
Will not require YOU to do produc- 
tion -control checking for the manu- 
facturer. 

Solution: Waters Series RT -V8 and RTS-7/8 - 
Precision wire -wound construction. 
Three watts continuous, to 80 degrees C. 
Resistances from 10 ohms to 50,000 ohms. 
Diameter 7/8", depth 3/$". 

Weight about 1/2 ounce per section - multiple ganging easily provided. 
Temperature coefficient of resistance 0.00002 parts per degree C. 
Individually checked through a production quality control system that 
guarantees you full performance from EVERY unit in your order. 

WATERS MANUFACTURING, inc. 
Waltham 54, Massachusetts 

APPLICATION ENGINEERING OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Write today for 
technical details 
and price infor- 
mation. 

MFG. INC 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

ing, who will be assisted by other 
members of the laboratory staff. 

Morning sessions of the two-week 
program will be devoted to studies 
of systems and components, includ- 
ing the following topics: principles 
of information processing as ap- 
plied to the use of machine tools; 
numerical control systems and their 
machine tool applications; equip- 
ment design for numerical control 
systems, including data input and 
storage devices, computational 
equipment and servomechanisms 
for machine tool control; design 
considerations for system reli- 
ability; management, operation and 
maintenance of numerically con- 
trolled machine tools. 

In addition, there will be less 
formal afternoon sessions devoted 
to programming techniques, using 
the numerically controlled milling 
machine developed in the Servo- 
mechanisms Laboratory under U. S. 
Air Force sponsorship. Topics in 
these sessions will include the 
mathematics of programming, prac- 
tical procedures and machine aids. 

Overlakes Appoints 
Kindquist Vice -President 
ERIC B. T. KINDQUIST, former wire 
mill superintendent and assistant 
works manager for the Eastwood 
Nealley Corp., has been appointed 
vice-president and general manager 
for the Garfield Wire Division of 
the Overlakes Corp. 

He began his metallurgical ca- 
reer in the research laboratory of 
the International Nickel Co. at 
Bayonne, N. J., later becoming re- 
search engineer for RCA at Harri- 
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RELAYS 
POWER AND SENSITIVE TYPES 

COILS SOLENOIDS 

WOUND 
TO YOUR 

SPECIFICATIONS 

LIGHT 
AND MINIATURE 

TYPES 

Send us your prints 
and specifications for 
prompt quotations. 
Literature available 
on request. 

THE FIVE STAR COMPANY 

WEST MAIN STREET 

PLANTSVILLE, CONN. 

Mark your own symbols, numbers, 
lettering, on your small parts, tools, iden- 
tification and name plates . . . easily, 
simply, quickly ... tracing from a master 
with the GREEN ENGRAVER. 

Widely used in electronic and plas- 
tic fields, in machine tool shops and 
wherever permanent marking is needed. 
The GREEN ENGRAVER engraves equally 
well on metals, plastic, wood, hard rub- 
ber and glass. 

Fact -filled folder on request . . . 

showing how economies in costs, labor 
and time are achieved with the GREEN 
ENGRAV ER. 

Routs ',Models Profiles s.' Engraves 
Etching attachment and other special equip- 

ment for industrial uses are available. 

/1f'C"n, VilZizGBt C/O 
/ C O R P a R . T E 

363 PUTNAM AVE., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

UNDER MIL -E-5212 TESTS for 
extreme temperatures 

humidity -salt spray -vibration 
unie-uoaKci trimmer potentiometers 

Micro -miniature Series AP 1/2 

Two watts continuous at 80° C. 

Resistances from 10 to 20,000 ohms. 
Diameter 1/2 inch, depth 1/2 inch. 
Temperature coefficient 0.00002/degree C. 

Weight 1/4 ounce. 
Sealed well enough to permit potting. 

Series AP 11/8 Series AP1ya 
Four watts continuous at 80° C. 

Resistances from 10 to 100,000 ohms. 
Diameter 11/8 inch, depth 1/2 inch. 

Weight less than 3/4 ounce. 
Temperature coefficient 0.00002/degree C. 

All Aerohm potentiometers 
are individually checked 
through a quality -control sys- 
tem that guarantees you full 
performance from every unit 
in your order. 

Write for full detailr and prirec 

,212 MOODY STREET. WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 

LOOKING FOR A 
GOOD SOURCE 

OF TRANSFORMER 
SUPPLY 3 

In addition to the usual open and 
enclosed types of transformers 
used for standard electronic appli- 
cations, Acme Electric has complete 
manufacturing and processing fa- 
cilities for building special units to 

meet exacting requirements. It's 

good business to depend upon 
Acme Electric as your source of 

supply for specials as well as 
standard transformers. 

ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
315 WATER ST. CUBA, N. Y. 

West Coast Engineering Laboratories: 
1375 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 

In Canada: Acme Electric Corp. Ltd. 
50 Northline Road, Toronto, Ontario 

Aelftg 1.12.Cirte 
TR ANSE ORMERS 

... use this 
check list 

E MINIATURE ELECTRONIC 

DESIGNS 

Li HERMETICALLY SEALED 

GAS -FILLED CASES 

PLASTIC ENCAPSULATED 

VOLTAGE STABILIZERS 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

CUSTOM BUILT DESIGNS 

LJ LARGE SIZE ELECTRONIC 

DESIGNS 

I I 
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introducing the miniature 

EPSYLON MULTITRACK 
TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM 

for special instrumentation 

MULTITRACK MAGNETIC HEADS 

for 2, 3, or 4 tracks on 1/4 in. tape, 
8 tracks on '/º in. tape, and 16 tracks on 

1 in. tape. Designed with a separate 
unit head for each track. Meticulously 

precision engineered. High performance 
from audio through ultrasonic range. 

Special head to grid transformers. 
Unit-type, section - built record/ 

playback miniature amplifiers with plug-in 
correctors for all tapes at all speeds. 
Accurate tape transport mechanisms 

for all tape sizes with tape speeds 
from 1 in./sec. to 60 in./sec. 

further particulars from 

EPSYLON RESEARCH 

AND DEVELOPMENT 

CO. LTD. 

The Barons St. Margarets 

Middlesex England 

Telephone 

Popesgrove 4451-5 

Cables: 

Erd. Twickenham, Middlesex 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

son, N. J. For several years he was 
associated with the Battelle Memo- 
rial Institute at Columbus, Ohio, as 
a research engineer specializing in 
the physical metallurgy of non- 
ferrous metals. 

Thomas & Betts 
Promotes Engineers 
MARTIN D. BERGAN has been ap- 
pointed engineering technical direc- 
tor of the Thomas & Betts Co. He 
was formerly director of research 
and will guide, review and approve 
proposals for new product designs 

prior to their submission to the 
company's development executive 
committee. 

Bergan will explore the electrical 
field for new product ideas and will 
serve as technical consultant to all 
company departments. 

L. M. Curtiss, formerly executive, 
engineer was named assistant chief 
engineer in charge of development. 
Curtiss will supervise product in- 
vestigation, research and develop- 
ment. As head of the company's 
laboratory he will oversee the plan- 
ning of test programs, reporting to 
C. A. Badeau, chief engineer. 

Brown Joins 
Statham Labs 
S. LEROY BROWN, developer of one 
of the first mechanical brains, has 
joined Statham Laboratories, Los 
Angeles scientific instrument manu - 
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PLANTS AND 'EOPLE (continued) 

facturer, as director of research. 
His former post was at the Uni- 
versity of Texas, where he was 
chairman of the physics depart- 
ment. Prior to that, he taught 
physics at the University of Cali- 
fornia, Purdue University and 
Lehigh University. His mechanical 
brain, developed in 1938, was called 
the multiharmonograph. Brown has 
been with the University of Texas 
for 42 years. 

Columbia Establishes 
Plastics Division 
CRYTON Precision Products, a 
new division for manufacturing 
a general line of precision molded 
plastic products, will be formed by 
Columbia Records. 

James Hunter will be vice-presi- 
dent and general manager of the 
new division. He has directed Co - 

James E. Hunter 

lumbia's recent new developments 
in the record manufacturing 
industry. 

Columbia intends through its new 
division to divert some of its facili- 
ties to products other than discs. 
The company recently completed a 
million -dollar plant expansion pro- 
gram which involves installation of 
injection molding equipment. 

Columbia is equipped to manu- 
facture the original precision molds 
by electrodeposition, as well as the 
finished plastic product. 

Precision Potentiometer 
Company Formed 
PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS CORP. 

of Los Angeles, Calif., has been 

JELLIFF 

CUR -,317 MA) 

for 

RESISTANCE WIRE 

miniaturized precision -instrument components 

NEC 

DISC 
BEAD 
WASHER 
ROD TYPES 

the ideal resistance wire for 
fixed and variable resistors of high ohmage - resistance 
boxes and bridges - voltmeter and wattmeter multipliers - and other miniature wire -wound units. 

Where space is at a premium and performance is a 

"must" - these outstanding qualities of Jelliff Alloy 800 

will assure that your products conform to the tightest specs. 

High resistivity, 800 ohms/cmf - Low Temperature Co- 

efficient, ±20 ppm per °C-Non-Magnetic-Highly Stable 
Electrically and Mechanically - Diameters from 0.0009" 
to 0.0056" - Bare, enameled or oxidized, or insulated 
with silk, Nylon or cotton - Solders and Winds easily. 

For Complete Data Address 
Department 17 

COMPONENTS 

semite, 
CIRCUITRY 

arse Sou c ucdide'ced all the 

possibilities of designing for compactness, 
simplicity, and increased sensitivity? 

VECO THERMISTORS, as components 

the solutions to many design and circuitry problems. 

VECO THERMISTORS have an extremely high negative temperature coefficient of 

electrical resistance. Their small size and extreme sensitivity to thermal changes offer 

engineers a circuit element which can be utilized in new designs, and in improving 

old equipment. 

Some Present Uses: Time delay Gas analysis Volume limiting Surge protection 

Vacuum manometry Flow measurement Temperature control Temperature 

measurement Radar power measurement Temperature compensation Oscillator 

stabilization and many others. 

VECO THERMISTOR DATA 
BOOK available 

Manufacturers of: 
ELECTRONIC tv THERMAL 

CONTROL INSTRUMENTS 
TEMPERATURE SENSING DEVICES 
COMBUSTION ANALYZERS 

Tel. UNionville 2-7150 

are supp1yin9 

$5.00 cash or money order will bring you 

the VECO THERMISTOR-VARISTOR pack- 
age, No. 168-7 items and application 
circuitry-over a $15.00 value! 

Victory 
ENGINEERING CORPORATION 

Springfield Rood, Union, N. J. 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

Crystal Holder Sockets u 
33002, 33102, and 33202 

Plus new 33302 for CR7 
In addition to the original 33002, 33102 
and 33202 exclusive Millen "Designed for 
Application" steatite crystal holder sockets, 
there is now also available the new 33302 
for the new CR7 holder. Essential data: 

Typo Pin Dia. Pin Spacing 

33002 125 .750 
33102 095 .500 
33202 125 .500 
33302 050 .500 

JAMES MILLE! 
MFG. CO., INC. 

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY 

MAIDEN 
MASSACHUSETTS 

organized as a majority -owned sub- 
sidiary of Master Mobile Mounts. 
It will manufacture high -precision 
potentiometers and precision wind- 
ings, according to Samuel E. Gold- 
stein, president of the two com- 
panies. 

Other officers of the new firm are 
Walter H. Donaldson, potentiometer 
design engineer, and Karl A. Ko- 
petzky. 

Onondaga Appoints 
Electronics Director 
ONONDAGA POTTERY CO. appointed 
Conan A. Priest as director of the 
electronics division. He formerly 
was manager of the transmitter 
division of GE. 

Struthers -Dunn Moves 
To New Plant 
STRUTHERS-DUNN, relay manufac- 
turer, moved from Philadelphia to 
Pitman, N. J. New office and fac- 
tory buildings comprising more 
than 54,000 square feet of space and 
specifically designed for relay engi- 
neering and production have been 
completed in Pitman. 

WCEMA Begins 
Scholarship Drive 
MEMBERS of WCEMA (West Coast 
Electronic Manufacturer's Associa - 
ion have begun their 1954 scholar- 

ship fund drive. As in past years, 
ll money raised in the drive will go 

toward helping outstanding pros- 
pective electronic engineers com- 

Complete 
Testing 
Equipment 
for 

OMNI and 
LOCALIZER 
RECEIVERS 

A.R.C. Type H-14 Signal Generator 

For a quick and accurate check 
by pilot before take-off, or for main- 
tenance on the bench, this is the 
favored and dependable instrument. 
Checks up to 24 omni courses, omni 
course sensitivity, to -from and flag - 
alarm operation, and left -center - 
right on localizer. For ramp check, 
RF output 1 volt into 52 ohm line; 
for bench checks, 0-10,000 micro- 
volts. 
The H-16 Standard Course 
Checker is a companion 
instrument to the H-14. 
It makes possible a 
precise check on the 
course -accuracy of 
the H-14 or of any 
other omni signal 
generator. Just as 
a frequency meter 
is necessary in con- 
nection with a variable frequency 
signal generator, the H-16 Standard 
Course Checker is required in con- 
nection with a VOR signal generator 
for a precise measurement of phase 
accuracy. 
These instruments sold only direct 
from factory. 

Write for detailed literature 
Dependable Airborne 
Electronic Equipment 
Since 1928 
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cg , 

WIRE WOUND 
RESISTORS 

FIXED TYPE 

5 Watts 

5 to 250 Watts 
to 100,000 Ohms 

ADJUSTABLE TYPE 

5 to 250 Watts 
1 to 100,000 Ohms 

Send for New Catalog 

Sie us at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, May 17-20 

ATLAS RESISTOR CO. DIV. 

PiHILA. ELECTRONICS INC. 
24 East Coulter St., Philo. 44, Pa. 

VI -4-5174 

SPADE 
BOLTS 

O I,umla,l.r 

(O O 

vI,IIIIIWIIII 

Iluuufol.ialm 

00 

Specialists in design- 
ing and manufactur- 
iing All -Purpose Fas- 

teners and Mounting 
Lugs. Tooled to produce 
over 1,000 sizes and 
styles of Spade Bolts 

in any finish, material 
or quantity. 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

o 

WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS 

TOOLS AND DIES 

METAL STAMPINGS 
WIRE SPECIALTIES 
REPLACEMENT TIPS 
for Electric Soldering Irons 

Send samples or specifications for quotations. 
Descriptive bulletin on request. 

WENCO MANUFACTURING CO. 
1133 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 22, III., U.S. A. 

what goes on 

between 

and 

here 

here ,is important to you! 

Standard Bud Product 

Specially Fabricated Product 

IF you want to 

SAVE MONEY 
on 

Sheet Metal Fabrication 
Our large facilities, expert workmanship, 25 years 
of experience and manufacturing "know-how" as- 
sure quality products. Leading firms have found 
that Bud sheet metal fabrication results in sub- 
stantial savings in time and cost. 

Bud makes over 1500 different electronic compo- 
nents and sheet metal products. This enables Bud to meet your needs economically for a single 
part or for a production run specially designed and fabricated. Often a slight change in one 
of our standard models will give you exactly what you want without requiring special tools 
and dies. Write us for the name of your nearest Bud distributor. He carries the complete Bud 
line of products, any one of which may meet your requirements. 
You can save time and money by consulting with Bud on all your requirements. Don't invest 
in expensive machinery . don't tie up valuable floor space. Send us your blueprints for 
estimates . . . there's no obligation. Write for new catalog 59. 

BUD RADIO, INC. 
2118 East 55th Street, Dept. L. Cleveland 3, Ohio 

1 

2 

/ BOESCH- 
1 Automatic Toroidal Coil Winder with Accurate Direct Reading 

Counter 
2 Tape Winding Machines for the Taping of Toroidal 
I Cores & Coils 
3 Semi -Automatic Type Toroidal Coil Winding Machines 

4 Sub -Miniature Toroidal Coil Winding Machines. 
\Model SM -A designed especially for winding of 

sub -miniature size coils. 
WEST COAST MID -WEST 

REPRESENTATIVE REPRESENTATIVE 
Raymond Kimball Albert R. Breen 

35 North Raymond 80 East Jackson 
Avenue Boulevard 

Pasadena, California Chicago 4. Illinois 
EXPORT MANAGER-F. E. Koscherak 

75 Central Park West. New York 23, New York 

WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE 

WINDING MACHINES 

3 

4 

BOESCEF 
MANUFACTURING CO., INC, 

DANBURY, CONN. 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

SiotiticAce H F Pouterae.et 
Vtadei 67 TERMALINE 

DIRECT -READING R -F WATTMETER 
30 mc to 500 mc 

(to 1000 mc if specified) 

50 ohms 

Triple Range 0-25 watts 
0-100 " 

0-500 " 
Type N Input Connector 

(Adaptor for PL -259 supplied) 

Model 67 is a larger type Wattmeter chan the well-known AN-ME- 
I1/U (our Model 611) R -F Wattmeter. 
Specifically designed for fixed station trans- 
mitters to 500 watts output, it may be used 
nicely on low range for mobile gear. Pro- 
vided with an aluminum cased, shock - 
mounted meter, Model 67 is as simple to 
use as a DC voltmeter. Now in general use throughout the industry, TERMALINE Watt- 
meters may be depended upon for fast, 
accurate and repeatable power readings 

bare 
insulated r 

NON -RADIATING 
...Accuracy -5% 

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION 
S'ze-17"x9"x6" 

We ht.- 30 pounds BIRD 
ELECTRONIC CORP. 
1800 EAST 38TH ST., CLEVELAND 14, OHIO 

TERMALINE Coaxial Line Instruments 

NEELY 
ENTERPRISES 

Hollywood San Francisco 
Albuquerque 

EARL LIPSCOMB 
ASSOCIATES 
Dallas Houston 

round 
oval SE«) 

flat 
grooved 

ribbon 

plated 

... wherever 
the element calls 

for PRECISION 

all metals 
all alloys 

N 

Round Wire to 0.00015" 
diameter. Ribbon rolled to 
0.0001" in thickness. Close 
tolerances held on all spe- 
cifications. 

development and production metallurgists 

SECON METALS CORPORATION 
7 Intervale Street, White Plains, New York 
WHite Plains 9-4757 

Write for P imphlet E 
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plete their college educations. Last 
year, WCEMA distributed $6,400 
to students of nine west coast 
schools, as a result of contributions 
from 56 electronic firms. 

The scholarship program was 
first set up in 1952, under the chair- 
manship of E. P. Gertsch of Gertsch 
Products, to help solve the problem 
of attracting more qualified men 
into the electronics field. Only 
about 15 out of every 100 graduates 
of western engineering schools are 
headed for electronics, according to 
WCEMA. 

Precision To Occupy New 
Plant By Mid -Summer 
PRECISION APPARATUS CO., manu- 
facturers of test equipment, plans 
to move from Elmhurst to a new 
plant in Glendale, Long Island, by 
mid -summer of 1954. 

It will provide expanded facili- 
ties for the concern and its wholly - 
owned meter manufacturing sub- 
sidiary. 

Tenney Engineering 
Moves Into New Plant 
TENNY ENGINEERING is carrying on 
full-scale operations in its new en - 
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

vironmental equipment plant in 
Union, N. J. 

The current expansion marks the 
third in recent years. 

The new Union plant is a one- 
story, 30,000 sq ft building. It will 
employ some 300 people and is situ- 
ated on a 7 -acre site to allow for 
future expansion. 

Barkley Joins General 
Mills Research 
JOHN E. BARKLEY, formerly head 
of physical -chemistry research at 
Armour Research Foundation, 
where he directed a number of 
research projects, has been named 
manager of physics and chemistry 
research for the mechanical division 
of General Mills. He will have 
responsibility for applied research 
in physical and chemical analysis 
and measurements applicable to in- 
strumentation for automatic control 
of processes in petroleum, chemical, 
food and other fields. 

A specialist in the study of infra- 
red rays, Dr. Barkley has played an 
important role in the interchange 
of knowledge and ideas between 
British and American scientists. 
Both groups have been experiment- 
ing with the possible military and 
civilian uses of infrared photocells 
and photoconductors. Recently, he 
has been concerned with the possi- 
bilities of extending the spectral 
range of infrared photocells. 

Edison Makes Patent 
Agreement 
THOMAS A. EDISON COMPANY and 
International Electronics Co. have 

g) WITH 
S.3.WHITE REMOTE CONTROL 

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS 

THE PROBLEM 
COMBINING ECONOMY WITH ADAPTABILITY 

A manufacturer wanted to devise a means of controlling 

a telescoping car radio antenna which would allow the 

antenna to be installed in any automobile, regardless of 

make or model. The control set-up not only had to be 

adaptable to different conditions, but it also had to be 

economical. That's why this manufacturer chose 

THE LOW-COST SOLUTION 
AN S.S.WHITE REMOTE CONTROL FLEXIBLE SHAFT 

Using a flexible shaft to connect the adjust- 

ing reel on the antenna to the control knob 

allowed the knob to be mounted wherever 

desired. Since the shaft was made especially 

for control service it provided smooth, easy 

adjustment at all times. 

THE 

Flexible Shaft Facts For You 

Get your copy of the 256 -page S.S.White Flexible 

Shaft Handbook. Address your request direct to us 

on your business letterhead. 

!Ali& INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 
Dept. E, 1 C East 40th St., 

NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

Western District Office Times Building, Long Beach, California 
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;0MEWNEIZE 1 
OUR CoAT 

OF A12144S VYF 
5F1 DULD NAVE 

A G4Y5 

-TO J 
SYMBOLIZE 
ACCURACY 

If there's one thing for 
which we want to be famous 
(and maybe we are), it's pre- 
cision. 

A lot of folks can lick us 
on making, say, kitchen appli- 
ances, because we specialize 
on jobs calling for quality 
and accuracy. 

This kind of quality 
makes money for you in the 
long run by keeping: (1) your 
production lines running 
smoothly; (2) your mainte- 
nance and repair inventory and 
costs down, and (3) your own 
sales up. We call it "profitable 
precision." 

CONRAD 
Sc MOSER 

Workers in Aluminum, 
Brass, Steel & Plastics 

DESIGNING 
ENGINEERING MANUFACTURING 

MECHANISMS MACHINES 
PARTS TOOLS DIES MOLDS 

STAMPINGS CASTINGS 

MACHINING SHEET METAL 

ENCLOSURES & CHASSIS 

io % NAVY SPEC ALUMINUM 
SPOT WELDING AND HELIARC 

WELDING. 

2 Borden Ave. 

Long Island City 1, N.Y. 

4AD & 
e 'f Ñ 

4i r e CA 

b ti,- ì ) I APPLIED 
'oz PRECISION 

'syED 1915. 

i 

PLANTS AND PEOPLE (continued) 

made an agreement under which 
Edison acquires the license to oper- 
ate under all the patent rights of In- 
ternational and has the power to 
grant licenses under this right to 
others. 

Commenting on the agreement, 
Henry G. Riter, III, president of 
Edison, said, "In some magnetic 
fields we expect to follow a policy of 
granting licenses to others under 
these patent rights. In certain other 
fields, especially that of office dicta- 
tion in which Edison is engaged in 
active research of its own, we plan 
to maintain our license as an exclu- 
sive one." 

Avien Names 'Engineer; 
Forms New Firm 
AVIEN of Woodside, N. Y., manu- 
facturers of aircraft fuel manage- 
ment systems, appointed Everett 
M. Patterson as director of engi- 
neering. 

He was associated with Bell Labs 
for twelve years, during which time 
he was active in the development of 
anti-aircraft fire control systems 
and sonar. As director of research 
and engineering of U. S. Time 
Corp., he was responsible for work 
in the navigational and engine in- 
strumentation fields. 

Patterson was more recently 
president of Patterson, Moos & Co., 
engaged in chemical, electronic and 
nuclear research for the military. 

The company also established 
Avien Service Corp. in Los Angeles. 
The new corp., headed by L. A. 
Weiss, president of Avien, will 
handle the firm's sales and engineer- 
ing services in California areas. 

The new firm will be under the 
direction of Anthony G. Brown, 
vice-president. 

How to whip your 

relay problems! 

Just call ADVANCE... 
we're ready and 

willing to make the 
relays you need. 

CONTACTS, 

for example 
Say the word and 
we'll up the sizes ... 
switch from fine 
silver to tungsten, 
palladium, silver - 
cadmium oxide, 
gold contacts, or... 
you name it! 

INSULATION 

Laminated 
phenolic, 

silicone glass, 
ceramic 

steatite, linen - 
base bakelite, 

or...you 
name it! 

ANYTHING 
SPECIAL... 

ADVANCE 
will engineer, 
develop and 
produce the 
custom relays 
you need in 
minimum time. 
Call 
ADVANCE 
for action. 

For 
ELECTRONIC USES 

We build a vast variety 
of sensitive, reliable 

relays...create superior 
new designs quickly. 

You'll find our quality 
control is now the 

tightest in the industry. 

Write-and let 
us solve your 

relay problems 

ADVANCE ELECTRIC 

AND RELAY CO. 
2435-F NORTH NAOMI STREET 

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 
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AIRCRAFT SERVO COMPONENT 

2 
r1zANS 

SONICSJNC BrernRp /t5, 
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Condensed Data 
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Typical Applications 
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further details Short delivery 
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The potentiometer winding and operating parts 

are heremetically sealed in a vacuum. Pressure is 

applied inside the bellows only. Therefore, the Type 

71.5 Baroresistor is not affected by dust, fungi, or 

moisture. 
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A special high force mechanism was developed for 

the Trans-Sonics Baroresistor to avoid the necessity 
for employing micro force potentiometer elements. 
Shock of 30g in any direction will not cause elec- 

trical discontinuity. 

MACHINE CALIBRATION 
Each instrument is calibrated by machine and its 

performance is automatically recorded as a graph 
of resistance versus pressure. Every turn of the 
winding is inspected. All electrical characteristics 
are automatically checked in an eleven stage in- 
spection cycle 
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buying vinyl 
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far fewer when 

you do business with Resin 
Industries for these reasons: 
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specifications. Meticulous 
compounding by skilled 
chemists. Precision work- 
manship. Absolute uniform- 
ity. Rigid quality control. 
Prompt and understanding 
service. That's why Resinite 
is the largest supplier of vinyl 
sleeving to the aircraft indus- 
try. Write for samples and 
prices. 

esinite 
RESIN INDUSTRIES, INC. 
315 Olive St. Box 1589 Santa Barbara, Calif. 

SPECIALISTS IN VINYL SLEEVING AND TUBING FOR THE 
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Resin Industries, Inc. 
Box 1589, Santa Barbara, Calif. 
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NEW BOOKS 

Advances in Electronics 
Volume 5 
EDITED BY L. MARTON. Academic 
Press, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1953, 
398 pages, $9.50. 

THE NEW VOLUME of "Advances in 
Electronics" is among the best to 
date in achieving the original goal, 
that of providing monographs serv- 
ing both as reviews of progress and 
introductions to special topics in the 
field of electronics. Contents are : 

Performance of Detectors for 
Visible and Infrared Radiation, by 
R. Clark Jones, Research Labora- 
tory, Polaroid Corporation, Cam- 
bridge, Mass. 

Beta -Ray Spectrometers, by R. 
W. Hayward, National Bureau of 
Standards, Washington, D. C. 

Solid -State Luminescence, by 
F. E. Williams, General Electric 
Research Laboratory, Schenectady, 
N. Y. 

Thorium Oxide and Electronics, 
by W. E. Danforth, The Bartol Re- 
search Foundation of the Franklin 
Institute, Swarthmore, Pa. 

A Review of Modern Vacuum 
Pumps in Electronics Manufactur- 
ing, by H. C. Weingartner and S. W. 
Kennedy, National Research Corpo- 
ration, Cambridge, Mass. 

On the Steady -State Theory of 
the Magnetron, by R. Q. Twiss, 
Services Electronics Research Lab- 
oratory, Baldock, Herts, England. 

A Review of Recent Work in 
Color Television, by C. J. Hirsch, 
Research Division, Hazeltine Cor- 
poration, Little Neck, N. Y. 

Junction Transistor Applications, 
by J. S. Schaffner, General Electric 
Company Electronics Laboratory, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 

Some of these papers are of in- 
terest mostly to research workers, 
especially the first two, while the 
magnetron paper is somewhat math- 
ematical for most persons inter- 
ested in making, testing, or using 
magnetrons. 

Although solid-state luminesc- 
ence and electron emission from 
thorium oxide are still somewhat 
specialized topics, the articles by 
Williams and Danforth are both 
timely and useful. 

The rapidly expanding activity 

precision resolvers 
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brushless induction 
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servo components, 
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TELEPHONE: TExas 0-5581 VErmont 8-6402 
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NEW BOOKS (continued) 

in color television and growth of 
interest in such fields as electro - 
luminescence, have increased 
greatly the number of people whose 
work will be materially aided by a 
better understanding of solid-state 
luminescence. 

While the sintered thoria cathode 
has not yet succeded in becoming of 
major commercial importance in 
the electronics industry, there are 
many who believe this will eventu- 
ally be a reality. The work done 
during and since the war has served 
to emphasize the practical difficuI- 
ties encountered while, at the same 
time, holding the promise for suc- 
cessful application. Mr. Danforth's 
paper will, therefore, be of special 
interest to many readers whose 
activities are in electron -tube de- 
sign or research. 

The Weingartner and Kennedy 
article gives a description of pump 
operation. It does not go deeply 
into the effects of cold traps on 
pumping speed or ultimate vacuum. 

Transistors -Television 

Of particular interest to readers 
of ELECTRONICS are the last two 
monographs, by Hirsch and 
Schaffner, respectively. They are 
both excellent and deserve special 
mention. 

Mr. Hirsch's contribution, while 
requiring some knowledge of tele- 
vision and optical principles for 
complete understanding, provides a 
fairly comprehensive description of 
the color -television system evolved 
and standardized by the National 
Television System Committee of 
which he was an active member 
until the work was completed and 
the Committee disbanded early this 
year. Readers will recall his article 
in ELECTRONICS on the NTSC sys- 
tem about two years ago. The 
present monograph is 75 pages in 
length and presents the facts as 
they are understood in the first 
year of regularly scheduled color 
telecasting; it is very well done and 
worthy of being placed on the re- 
quired -reading list for engineers 
entering this exciting field. 

In "Junction Transistor Applica- 
tions" Mr. Schaffner develops this 
topic somewhat farther than it was 
carried in "Principles of Transistor 
Circuits" of which he was co- 
authorl.* The general approach is 

Whatever your 
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Our specially designed machines now wind 
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ity. And, because GRC methods are com- 
pletely automatic, costs are surprisingly 
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NEW BOOKS (continued) 

the same, but newer material, such 
as the papers in the Transistor 
Issue of the Proceedings of the 
Institute of Radio Engineers 
(November 1952), has been di- 
gested and incorporated into a uni- 
fied presentation. The author stated 
in his concluding remarks that he 
hopes "that this article will not be- 
come obsolete too fast in view of 
this rapid development"; as of the 
moment, it is by all odds the clear- 
est and most useful review of this 
topic available. 

As usual, all reviews are ap- 
pended with carefully selected bibli- 
ographies and are excellent starting 
points for more intensive study.- 
GEORGE D. O'NEILL, Sylvania Elec- 
tric Products Inc., Bayside, New 
York 

(1) "Principles of Transistor Circuits," 
edited by Richard F .Shea ; John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y. 

Practical Television 
Engineering 
BY SCOTT HELT. Rinehart Books, Inc., 
second edition, 744 pages, 1953, $7.50. 

THIS is a book on the principles of 
television engineering, and its 
scope embraces the entire system. 
Its greatest usefulness would ap- 
pear to be as a textbook for a 
student entering the field, but the 
practicing engineer will find it of 
considerable value as a reference 
book also. For the student, review 
questions are included at the end 
of each chapter. It deals primarly 
with equipment design and treats 
this subject in detail. 

Much information is given on the 
techniques of broadcasting, and to 
this extent its scope overlaps that 
of "Television Broadcasting" by 
Howard Chinn. It seems to this 
reviewer, however, that the two 
books are largely complementary, 
and most engineers will find use for 
both as references. Mr. Helt's book 
contains much of the fundamental 
knowledge considered prerequisite 
to a proper understanding of the 
book by Mr. Chinn. With regard 
to those areas of broadcasting tech- 
nique in which the two books over- 
lap, it is believed that Mr. Chinn 
has given a more comprehensive 
treatment of the subject. 

The present text is a second edi- 
tion of a book originally published 
in 1950. It contains 36 pages more 
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Today's horizons in electronic engineering 
are limited only by the vision of the in- 
dividual himself. To those qualified men 
who desire to stand on the constantly, 
changing frontiers of electronic develop- 
ment, we offer a chance to pioneer and 
grow with a soundly -established, yet young 
and progressive company. 
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TOUGHER! 
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Dropping, knocking against 
metal surfaces and faulty 
line-up are major causes of 
damaged threads. Allen's 
new unthreaded leader point 
substantially reduces the 
causes of screw thread in- 
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NEW BOOKS (continued) 

than the original edition, due 
mainly to the addition of a chapter 
on uhf and color television. The 
treatment given to uhf includes 
much sound material on funda- 
mentals which will continue to be 
useful. On the other hand, the few 
paragraphs on color television 
which have been added to this edi- 
tion are of little value today. They 
merely constitute an acknowledg- 
ment by the author that important 
activity was taking place in this 
field at the time he revised the text. 

Some new material also has been 
added on television transmitters 
and kinescopes of more recent de- 
sign. It is regrettable that the 
opportunity was not taken to up- 
date the book in other important 
areas. To be sure, fundamentals, 
if well presented, do not go out of 
date and there is a great deal of 
sound material in this category 
which is of enduring value. Never- 
theless, this art is progressing at a 
swift pace, and it is a little discon- 
certing to find references in this 
most recent edition to image orthi- 
con tubes of the type 2P23, and 
other types which have long since 
been discontinued. 

This reviewer would quarrel with 
the confusing presentation of cer- 
tain subjects, such as the following 
statement on page 433 concerning 
transmission of the d -c component: 

"The result is that it has been found 
necessary to amplify the video and d -c brightness components of the signal sepa- 
rately. After being separately amplified, 
the d -c component is introduced directly 
into the radio -frequency modulated ampli- 
fier grid bias without having passed 
through any of the coupling capacitors of 
the video amplifier system. It is seen therefore, that the carrier is not only 
amplitude -modulated by the video and sync components of signal, but the trans- mitted picture carrier level is made to vary slowly as changes in average picture brightness take place. It follows that a 
d -c amplifier is required to provide the average d -c brightness component before picture carrier modulation takes place." 

It seems that a textbook of this 
type is hardly the place to crusade 
against the widespread use of in- 
candescent light sources in tele- 
vision studio lighting. The space 
devoted to this might better have 
been given to a complete listing of 
the FCC Technical Standards, for 
example, or to a brief treatment of 
factors affecting propagation of 
vhf and uhf waves and the FCC cri- 
teria for allocation of tv stations. 
Many operating engineers are 
likely to take issue with the recom- 
mendation in the section under 
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NEW BOOKS (continued) 

maintenance procedures which calls 
for checking every tube used in 
video amplifiers at least once a 
week. 

A thorough and useful exposition 
of the cathode-ray oscilloscope is 
given, but there is relatively little 
information on other test equip- 
ment. Most experienced television 
broadcasters will note the lack of 
any treatment on the subject of 
set-up in the video signal. 

Despite the shortcomings noted 
here, and a few others, the book is 
a good one on the whole, particu- 
larly the sections which treat of 
basic fundamentals of engineering 
which do not go out of date.- 
ROBERT E. SHELBY, National Broad- 
casting Co. 

Fields and Waves 
in Modern Radio 
BY SIMON RAMO AND JOHN R. 
WHINNERY, 2nd Edition, John Wiley 
and, Sons, 1953, 576 pages, $8.75. 

THIS BOOK is a somewhat revised 
version of a text which first ap- 
peared ten years ago. Although a 
number of other texts on the 
same general subject have ap- 
peared in the interim, the book 
under review remains one of the 
better treatments of electromag- 
netic theory as applied to high -fre- 
quency problems. The book is in- 
termediate in difficulty between the 
introductory text by Skilling and 
the more advanced texts by Strat- 
ton and by Schelkunoff. 

The book starts off with some in- 
troductory material on wave f unda- 
mentals and then goes into the sub- 
ject of static -field problems. This is 
followed by a chapter on Maxwell's 
equations and one on circuit con- 
cepts. This material, which makes 
up the first 40 -percent of the book, 
constitutes an excellent introduc- 
tion to electromagnetic theory. 
Such vector analysis as the student 
needs is worked into the text as 
the need for it arises in connection 
with problems of physical interest. 

The latter part of the book is con- 
cerned with the development of field 
theory as it pertains to the numer- 
ous problems which are of everyday 
concern to the microwave engineer. 
The topics which are treated include 
skin effect, propagation, guided 
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used as test and monitoring equipment by Government Agencies, transmitter 
manufacturers, FM & TV Stations, Laboratories, Mobile Communication 
Agencies, etc. 

Write for complete literature on: THE MICROMATCH RF ABSORPTION TYPE 

WATTMETERS DUMMY LOAD RESISTORS STATION GUARDIAN FOR TRANS- 

MITTER PROTECTION DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS. 

Distributed outside of U.S.A. 

by RCA International Div., 

N.Y., N.Y., U.S.A. 

ane 0/I2s f/8ctron/cs - INCORPORATED 

BRISTOL, CONN. 
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at the I. R. E Show thousands discovered 
1S t 

the pioneer 

HOW TO SAVE MONEY 

BY SAVING TIME WITH 

PANORAMIC EQUIPMENT 

Direct Frequency Reading, SOMC-950MC 
10MC scannnig width, continuously reducible 
to almost OKC 
Variable resolution 9KC-100KC 
Sweep Rates: lcps, 5cps, 30cps and 25-35 cps, variable 
High inherent stability Low cost 

Panoramic's NEW 
Model SG -11 Sweep Generator / 

for Accurate Inspection of Responses of Sonic 
and Ultrasonic Systems and Devices 

Direct Frequency and Amplitude Reading Screen for Slave 
eopes 

Frequency Range: 40cps-20KC, 400cps-200KC, selectable 
Frequency scales: logarithmic or linear, selectable 
Amplitude scales: linear of 2 decade logarithmic, selectable 
Variable linear sweep range 
Internal frequency markers 
Sean rate lops internal; 60-0.04cps external with Model 
9'N'-1 Triangular Wave Generator 

i 

Panoramic Model 

SPA - 

er 

A Convenient Single 
Package VHF -UHF 

Spectrum Analyzer 
50MC-950MC with 
Two RF Tuning Heads 

The Model SPA -1 Panoramic 
Spectrum Analyzer incorporates a 
superior panoramic indicator, 
power supply and optional tuning 
heads, RF -2 and RF -3, which cov- 
er the ranges between 50MC to 
250MC and 220MC to 950MC, 
respectively. The SPA -1 is excep- 
tionally simple to operate, lending 
itself to production tests as well 
as laboratory usage. 

'Panoramic's NEW 
Model FM -1 FM Monitor 

A Low Cost Portable Package for Rapid Visual 
Measurement of Actual Bandwidth of Mobile 
FM Transmissions 

Instantaneous panoramic presentations of carrier and 
sidebands of voice transmissions 
Helps prevent channel spillover 
Indicates modulation symmetry 
Accurately measures deviation by constant tones 
Has hand limit markers 
Simple to operate 

If you missed the I.R.E. Show-and the PANORAMIC 
demonstration of these new and important instruments at 
work on actual problems-write today for full informa- 
tion. 

Inquiries invited on Panoramic Spectrum Analyzers 
for Special Problems. 

10 South Second Avenue Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
MOunt Vernon 4-3970 

NEW BOOKS (continued) 

waves, waveguides and transmis- 
sion lines, cavities, microwave net- 
works and radiation. Although not 
all of the topics are treated exhaus- 
tively, they are treated in sufficient 
detail to give the reader a thorough 
grounding in basic principles and 
some idea of how the theory may 
be applied in actual engineering 
problems. 

Some new material of interest 
has been added to the chapters on 
waveguides and on radiation. One 
of the more important additions to 
the book has been a chapter on 
microwave networks. The network 
representation of microwave cir- 
cuits has found increasing use, and 
the chapter referred to gives a good 
introduction to this topic. How- 
ever, there is no mention of 
the important work in this field 
which has recently been done by 
Deschamps. 

One very worth -while change in 
the second edition has been the use 
of MKS units throughout the entire 
book. This is in line with the 
present universal use of this system 
in the engineering field. A number 
of new problems have also been 
added to the book. 

All in all, the second edition rep- 
resents a distinct improvement over 
the first edition and, like its pre- 
decessor, it should find wide appli- 
cation not only for classroom use 
but also as a handy reference source 
for the practicing engineer.- 
HENRY JASIK, Consulting Engineer,. 
Mineola, New York 

Applied Electronics 
BY TRUMAN S. GRAY, Associate Pro- 
fessor of Engineering Electronics, 
MIT. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New 
York, N. Y., Second Edition, 1954, 
881 pages, $9.00. 

THIS is a major revision of an im- 
portant text first published in 1943. 
Since that time "electronics has 
come of age" as the author states. 
And since that time a tremendous 
expansion has taken place in the 
concepts on which the whole science 
of electrical engineering is founded. 
For new students, these concepts 
are of vastly greater importance 
than the machines erected upon 
them. At MIT, at least, an overhaul 
of the whole department will result 
in primary emphasis on these 
principles and the facts that all the - 
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Precision HIGH SPEED Rotary 

MULTICONTACT 
SWITCHES 

and 

SAMPLING 
DEVICES 

for 
Military or Industrial 

Low Current Applications 
Check this representative list 

Uied in: 

E COMPUTING DEVICES 

E DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS 

E FM -FM TELEMETERING SYSTEMS 

DATA CORRELATORS 

E. CHOPPER DEVICES 

MULTICHANNEL TEMPERATURE ALARMS 

D PAM TELEMETERING SYSTEMS 

E PWM TELEMETERING SYSTEMS 

E RADAR DISPLAY SYSTEMS 

SYNCHRONOUS DEMODULATORS 
TRANSISTOR ANALYZERS 

1 

Used For: 

AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION 
COMMUTATION AND SUB -COMMUTATION 
FUNCTION GENERATION 
MULTICHANNEL LOW LEVEL 

AMPLIFICATION 
MULTIPLE AMPLIFIER STABILIZATION 
MULTIPLEXING RECORDER CHANNELS 
PARAMETER DISPLAY ON CRO 

MULTISIGNAL COMPARISON 
STRAIN GAUGE SAMPLING 

E SYNCHRONIZED MULTICHANNEL 
SAMPLING 
THERMOCOUPLE SAMPLING 

Related Specialties: 

CODED SHAFT ROTATION 
LOW SPEED PRECISION SWITCHES 
MILTICHANNEL CAPACITATIVE DEVICES 

MULTICHANNEL ELECTRONIC SWITCHES 

MULTICHANNEL MAGNETIC PICKUP 

DEVICES 
PHOTO -ETCHED SWITCHES 

SERVO -POSITIONED SWITCHES 

SPECIAL MOLDED CONTACT PLATES 

SUBMINIATURE PRECISION SWITCHES 

VERY LARGE NUMBER OF CONTACTS 

OR POLES 

E VERY HIGH SPEED SWITCHES 

Send for convenient spec sheet 

GENERAL DEVICES, Inc. 
Box 253, Princeton, New Jersey 

Associated with: 
McLean Engineering Laboratories 

Princeton, N. J. 

Manufacturers of: 
Electronic Cabinet Cooling Fans 

MICROWAVE 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Wheeler Laboratories is an engineering organization offering con- 
sulting and engineering services in the fields of radio and rodar. 

One test equipment developed by the Laboratories contains an 

oscillator sweeping over the 12% X -band at a rate of 12 round trips 
per second. As pictured above, an alternating pair of traces simul- 
taneously display two characteristics of a network-in this case, the 
reflection coefficient and the differential phase angle in transmission; 
these are utilized while adjusting a multiple -tuned filter in a wave - 

guide. 
At present, Wheeler Laboratories includes a staff of twenty engi- 

neers under the personal direction of Harold A. Wheeler, a group of 

designers, and a model shop. Regular additions to the staff are 

continuing in order to keep pace with our expanding program of work. 

Inquiries are welcomed regarding specialized problems in micro- 
wave design; a brief summary of our work is available on request. 

Wheeler Laboratories, Inc. 

122 Cutter Mill Road, Great Neck, N. Y. 

HUnter 2.7876 

Double Barrel Advertising 
Advertising men agree - to do a complete advertising job you need the 

double effect of both Display Advertising and Direct Mail. 

Display Advertising keeps your name before the public and builds prestige, 

Direct Mail supplements your Display Advertising. It pin -points your 
message right to the executive you want to reach-the person who buys or 

influences the purchases. 

More and more companies are constantly increasing their use of Direct 
Mail because it does a job that no other form of advertising will do. 

McGraw-Hill has a special Direct Mail Service that permits the use of 
McGraw-Hill lists for mailings. Our names give complete coverage in all the 
industries served by McGraw-Hill publications - gives your message the 
undivided personal attention of the top-notch executives in the industrial 
firms. They put you in direct touch with the men.who make policy decisions. 

In view of present day difficulties in maintain- 
ing your own mailing lists, our efficient personal- 
ized service is particularly important in securing 
the comprehensive market coverage you need and 

want. 

Ask for more detailed information today. You'll 
be surprised at the low over-all cost and the 
tested effectiveness of these hand-picked selec- 
tions. 

i 

lade 

Mc CRAW -H ILL 
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE i 

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 
330 West' 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. 
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'31AAN.bä- 

c2oe;tadh Fowl 

That's what the Tech 

Sergeant wrote after inspecting 
this Servomechanisms, Inc. electronic 

computer that came out of a wrecked 
fighter in Korea. 
The specs didn't call for operation after 
this kind of treatment - but we're not 

surprised. We build reliability 
and ruggedness into all 

our equipment. 

SERVcue/AISMS 
INC. 

PACKAGED FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS 

Designed and Produced at El Segundo, California and Westbury, New York 

NEW BOOKS (continued) 

machines-generators, transform- 
ers, tubes, waveguides- obey 
fundamentally the same laws. We 
need only remember how new are 
such matters as feedback, the new 
information theory, data collection 
and transmission, or servomechan- 
isms to realize how rapidly this art 
changes and grows. 

The new Applied Electronics is 
part and parcel of the "new look" 
at electrical engineering taking 
place at MIT. The changes in it 
from the earlier edition are vast 
and basic. It is now in the hands of 
Professor Gray who accepts the job 
of organizing, synthesizing and 
correlating the material so that it is 
a unified whole. 

While there are 13 chapters, sev- 
eral appendices and a bibliography 
there are really four parts to the 
book, first a discussion of the 
physical phenomena involved in 
electronic tubes; then an explana- 
tion of the way in which the 
phenomena combine to produce the 
characteristics and possibilities of 
the devices; then the applications 
of tubes to the several branches of 
electrical engineering, and finally, 
a considerable amount of material 
on those new prodigies, the trans- 
istor and other semiconductor de- 
vices. 

A further description of the con- 
tents would only reveal what one 
knows intuitively-this is a com- 
plete course in electronics and a 
very good one. While it is aimed 
for use by students, there is no 
doubt that it will be very valuable 
to anyone who is long out of 
school.-K. H. 

Dislocations In Crystals 
BY W. T. READ, Ja. McGraw -Hilt 
Book Company, Inc., New York, 1953, 
228 pages, $5.00. 

BEFORE 1946, the field of disloca- 
tions in crystals was remote to the 
interests of the electrical engineer. 
However, with the discovery of the 
point -contact transistor, germa- 
nium and other semiconducting 
solids have attained a key position 
in the future of the electronics in- 
dustry. Recent research on ger- 
manium has shown the tremendous 
importance of dislocations as the 
sites for impurities, as scattering 
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Want a 

FRESA 
91E001? 

RAM thrives on tough 
assignments in electro -mechani- 
cal and electronic components- 
both development and manufac- 
turing. 

A Typical Example 
RAM redesigned this Transmit- 
ter Commutator for the Sperry 
Gyro Compass. Over 200 parts 
were eliminated by a special pro- 
cess for molding the segments, 
interconnecting links, terminals 
and mounting bosses into one 
compact, integral unit, now 
readily replaceable in the field. 
Substantial savings in unit costs 
were effected through RAM's 
flexibility in manufacturing and 
pioneering design. 

Perhaps 

we can 

help you, too 

Send for new Brochure K54 for a 

more complete explanation of 
where we may fit into YOUR picture 

RAm ifiETER, INC. 

Founded 1936 

1102 Hilton Road 
Ferndale 

DETROIT 20, MICHIGAN 
Telephone Lincoln 4-7220 

Want more information? Use post card on last page. 
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NEW BOOKS (continued) 

centers for the electrons and 
holes, and as lifetime killers. 

To the novice seeking to get a 
toehold into dislocation theory, Dr. 
Read offers a book which presents 
primarily the better established 
aspects of dislocation theory. There 
are exercises and examples at the 
end of each chapter as aids to those 
using the book for individual 
study. The book would also serve 
well as a text for college seniors or 
graduate students in science or 
engineering. 

Dr. Read's book is concerned 
primarily with the production, 
geometry, and motion of disloca- 
tions, their interactions with each 
other, and their relation to crystal 
growth and to grain boundaries. 
The interaction of dislocations 
with impurities and lattice defects 
are discussed only briefly and the 
reader is referred to Cottrells* for 
details on this important phase of 
dislocation theory. 

Dr. Read is a member of the 
Technical Staff of the Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories and is an ex- 
pert on semiconductor physics as 
well as dislocation theory. His book 
is strongly recommended as a com- 

petent presentation of the role of 
dislocations in crystals.-SUMNER 
MAYBURG, Sylvania. Electric Prod- 
ucts Inc., Bayside, New York. 

( 1) A. H. Cottrell, Dislocations and 
Plastic Flow in Crystals, Oxford, 1953. 

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS 

How To Use Meters. By John F. 
Rider. John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 
New York, N. Y., 1954, 140 pages, 
paper -covered, $2.40. Description of 
meters, their several characteristics 
and uses. Applications are given for 
measurements in tv and radio servic- 
ing, transmitter installation and re- 
pair, laboratory practice and indus- 
trial applications. 

The Mechanism of Economic Systems. 
By Arnold Tustin. Harvard Univers- 
ity Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1954, 
161 pages, $5.00. Application of con- 
trol -systems technique to manipula- 
tion of economic quantities such as 
income and investment. Of interest 
to economists because it suggests new 
tools, it likewise discusses business 
problems in terms with which the 
engineer is familiar. 

Dial Cord Stringing Guide, DC -3 and 
4.. Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., In- 
dianapolis 5, Ind., 96 pages each, 5 , x 
8 1954, $1.00. Continuation of the 
dial stringing series. 
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<6qAPNpLLP' 
BACKTALK 

MEANS HIGH 

PERFORMANCE 

SLIP RINGS 
...AND SUP RING ASSEMBLIES 

BRUSHES - CONTACTS - ASSEMBLIES 

...Use SILVER GRAPHALLOY for appli- 
cations requiring low electrical noise; low 
and constant contact drop; high current 
density and minimum wear. 

EXTENSIVELY USED IN: 

SELSYNS GUN FIRE CONTROLS 

ROTATING THERMOCOUPLE and 
STRAIN GAGE CIRCUITS 

ROTATING JOINTS DYNAMOTORS 

Wide range of grades available for 
standard and special applications 

arte 6'efiezeof4ete 
Od,I,, self -Iabr,otingBush. 

g and Bearings lappl ble 
100" to +300' F.; with a 

\iller'' 
6. steel :ill not =ÿi,ä ï6eftot 
low tem petalneel; oil lree 
Piston Rings, Seal Rings, 
Thrust end Friction Washers, 
Pump Vanes. 

GRAPHITE METALLIZING CORPORATION 

1.i055 NEPPERHAN AVE. Yonkers, New York . Please send date on Grephalloy BRUSHES end CONTACTS. 

Send dota on BUSHINGS. 

NAME A TITLE 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY ZONE STATE J 
Want more information? Use post card on last page. 
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Teacher vs Engineer 
DEAR SIRS: 

I HAVE JUST read the letter in the 
March issue from Lawrence Flem- 
ing concerning engineers in indus- 
try and in teaching. 

Having taught in two large state 
universities, a larger A & M col- 
lege, and worked in the research 
laboratories of two leading con- 
cerns, I cannot agree with the ten- 
tative belief set forth by Mr. 
Fleming to the effect that the 
standards of educational institu- 
tions must be higher because of 
the emigration of engineers from 
schools to industry. 

The faculty standards of schools 
today are related in direct propor- 
tion to annual salaries. No fewer 
than 35 former university and col- 
lege teachers of Electrical Engi- 
neering, Physics, and Mathematics 
are within my range of vision while 
writing this reply. Their present 
annual salaries are from 2 to 4 
times their former teaching annual 
incomes. 

The trend should be obvious. 
A. W. MCMURTREY, JR. 

Senior Aerophysics Engineer 
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. 

Fort Worth, Texas 

(Editor's Note: As Mr. Fleming sug- 
gested, more information and discus- 
sion do indeed seem desirable. Tl.e 
editors would welcome more corres- 
pondence on this subject, especially 
from engineers who have gone into 
teaching.) 

Current -Step Waveform 
Generator 

PRINT -SHOP gremlins were at work 
last month when an extraneous 
drawing was substituted for Fig. 7 
of Dr. Babits' article, "Current -Step 
Waveform Generator" (ELECTRON- 
ICS, p 167, March 1954). The cor- 
rect drawing and its caption appear 
here. For the convenience of read- 
ers a portion of the text is re- 
printed below: 

The details of driver and output 
are shown in Fig. 7. 

The basic voltage -step waveform 
is fed to the grids of a parallel - 
6L6 cathode follower that has its 

ffirvzlzG 

DIGITAL 

COMMUTATORS 
Cedes: Binary, Binary -Grey, 

Binary -Decimal with 
non -ambiguous outputs 

Immediate Delivery from stock 
on standard models having 

following characteristics: 

1,000 counts decimal 
(300° to 360°) 
1024 counts-binary, 
grey (300° to 360°) 
torque -0.5 oz. in 
ball bearings 
inertia -400 gm. cm°- 

micrometer zero adjustment 
automatic alignment-no gears 

CUSTOM COMMUTATORS 

Commutators can be furnished 
to fit specific applications by 

either modification of standard 
models or wholly new designs. 

Some variations now available are: 

non-linear coding 
high -count multi -turn units 
ultra low torque models 
miniature size, geared units 
direct decimal coding 

G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC. 

LABORATORY APPARATUS DIVISION 

PASADENA 1, CALIFORNIA 

Offices: New York: Phone Judson 6-7500 
Los Angeles: Phone Ryan 1-7152 

Want more information? Use post card on last page. 
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ed. WIRE Pr'ghts 
FORMS 

& Meta/ Stampings 
High-speed, quality production with 
custom-made precision. Wire formed 
to any shape for every need. 

WIRE NORMS 
.0015 to .125 diameter 

STRAIGHTENING & CUTTING 
Perfect straight lengths to 12 ft. 

.0015 to .125 diameter 

SMALL METAL STAMPINGS 
.0025 to .035 thickness 
.062 to 3 inches wide. 

Specializing in Production of Parts for 
Electronic, Cathode Ray Tubes & Transistors 

Write for illustrated folder. 

Send Blueprints or Samples for Estimate. 

ART WIRE did STAMPING 
COMPANY 

1 BOYDEN PLACE 
NEWARK, 2, N. J. 

SEALING 
DIPPING 
POTTING 

IMPREGNATING 

INSULATING 
FUNGUS PROOFING 

MOISTU REPROOF ING 
HEAT CONDUCTING 

WAXES 'Brv/ COMPOUNDS 
Developed and produced for manufacturers of electronic components 
and other electrical units. 

Specifications and samples available on request. 
Information relative to your problem or application will enable us 
to make suggestions and recommendations. 

BIWAX CORPORATION 
3445 HOWARD STREET 

SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 

(e 
Price $42 each 

F.O.B. Quincy, Mass. 

AINSLIE 'Scope Dolly 
Practical substantially built attractive appearance 

Completely assembled. Just slip four ball -hearing casters in 
place and it's ready for use. Finished in grey wrinkle -tone 
baked enamel, black enamel handles. Dolly accommodates 
'scopes up to 143/ x 231/2. Ample space for accessories on 
handy lower shelf. Hght. (front) 361/4", light. (rear 281/", 
width 17". With two 3" free -wheeling rubber -tired casters 
and two side -brake rubber -tired casters. Adjustable bracket. 
Shipping weight. 48 lbs; dolly, 38 lhs. 

Ainslie Electronic Products, Inc. 
312 Quincy Ave. Quincy, Mass. 

Designers and Manufacturers of 
Radar Reflectors and Equipment; Precision Fabricators 

Career -chance of a lifetime 
for 

Research 

1954 

Your career can go up 
with Lockheed's expanding 
Missile Systems Division 

Recently formed from other Lockheed 
engineering organizations to prepare for 
the era of automatic flight, the Missile 

Systems Division offers a few Research 

Engineers the career opportunity of a 

lifetime. 

For Research engineers of ability, experi- 

ence and initiative, this is an unparal- 

leled opportunity for advancement and 

achievement. 

The positions now open call for experi- 

ence in airborne weapons systems prob- 

lems such as: weapons design, system 

evaluation, guidance methods, sub -system 

requirements and operational problems. 

In addition to outstanding career oppor- 

tunities, the Lockheed Missile Systems 

Division offers you excellent salaries 
commensurate with your experience, gen- 

erous travel and moving allowances, and 

a better life for you and your family in 

Southern California. 

Coupon below is for your convenience. 

Mr. L. R. Osgood Dept. E-MRE-5 

LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 

7701 Woodley Avenue, Van Nuys, California 

Dear Sir: Please send me information on the 
Missile Systems Division. 

my name 

my field of engineering 

my street address 

my city and state 
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STAI N LESS fasteners 

..STOCK 
All types and sizes of screws 
(slotted, Phillips, socket, hex 
head), bolts, nuts, washers, 
rivets, keys and pins 

ce00 
41 G3 
01c u 
w > 

EPR 

"N -CAPS" 

Your assurance 

of utmost pro- 

tection against 

salt water and 

shock 

EPR "RUNT" 

Hermetically 
sealed submin- 

iature NM -2 .1 

watt ... values 

up to 60K 
± .1% . . a 

1/4" meres 1/4" 

Highly stabil- 
ized matched 
temperature co- 

efficient preci- 
sion wire wound 

resistors 

Over 9000 items in stock means immediate de- 
livery from one source 

New Garden City plant now operating at top 
speed and qualify 

Unsurpassed facilities for quantity fabrication of 
specials 

A staff of seasoned engineers always available 
for consultation 

Pioneers in the manufacture of stainless steel 
fasteners 

WRITE NOW FOR FREE COPY OF 
FASTENER MANUAL P10 

MANUFACTURERS SINCE 19 2 9 

SCREW PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC. 

GARDEN CITY NEW YORK 

E ASRx PRÉ_ 
EPR research does it again! EPR gives you 
the resistor that triumphs over the ravages of 
heat Hi -Temperature resistors withstand 
continuous heat up to 200°C. They are com- 

pletely encased in ceramic with axial lead 
mounting for easy connecting Available with 
glass, silicone or teflon covered wire. 

SURPASSES ALL MIL -R -93A SPECS 

New illustrated catalog containing valu- 
able engineering data. Write for it today 

EASTERN PRECISION 

RESISTOR CORP. L 

Richmond Hill 18, New York 

EPR 

BACKTALK (con tinurd' 

FIG. 7-Driver and output circuits pro 
vide high -voltage pulses and couple 
combined waveform to coil 

own isolated 300 -volt power supply, 
the negative terminal of which is 
400 volts below ground potential. 
The final stage, which provides the 
steady-state current in the current - 
step waveform, consists of two 
811's in parallel, their cathodes 
being 400 volts below ground poten- 
tial. 

The swing of the grid voltage of 
this output stage is from 45 -volts 
negative to 60 -volts positive. The 
plates of the 811's are connected 
through the output coil to ground. 

Transistor Mechanics 
DEAR SIRS: 

THE ACCOUNT of Philco's surface - 
barrier transistor on page 10 of the 
January issue of ELECTRONICS de- 
scribed accurately the fabrication 
techniques and the improvement 
which has been obtained in high - 
frequency performance compared 
with that of commercially available 
junction transistors. 

We would, however, like to point 
out that the following statement 
quoted from your article is incor- 
rect : "The indium deposits formed 
become emitter and collector of a 
junction transistor by virtue of an 
effect which causes the germanium 
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ONE DAY SERVICE 
on 

QUARTZ 

CRYSTALS 
throughout the range of frequencies 
from 1500 kilocycles to 50 mega. 
cycles. Fundamental Crystals - 
1500 KC - 15000 KC. Overtone 
Crystals - 15 MC 50 MC. 

All orders of less than five units 
of any one frequency in the range 
1500 KC - 50 MC - will -be mailed 
within 24 hours from the time re- 
ceived. 

F-605 F-609 F 612 
Pie dia. .050 Pin dia. .085 P' dia. .125 

Na Ingth..238 Pin Ingth..445 Pin log111..620 

Pin spacing u each of above is .486 

WHEN 

ORDERING 

SPECIFY: 

(1) Frequency 

(2) Holder Type 

(3) Circuit Data 

( 2 remf 
load. 

3 reson- 
ance, etc.) 

(4) End Use (Equp 
ment type & 

manufacturer 
development 

etc.) 

Adaptors can be 

supplied for 
pin spacing. spacing. 

For further olor 

4`1ff\Eterf2á`.io 

\ 

Cothran., / / 
Cllt(N711t1117 

All fundamental 
crystals are cali- 
brated into 32 rnmf 
unless otherwise 
specified. All over- 
tone crystals are 
calibrated for series 
resonance, unless 

otherwise specified. 

All units ore cali- 
brated to .0025% 
or better of their 
nominal frequency 
at 25 C. 

nation write wire or call: 

no/ 
TAL Mfg. Co., Inf. 
18 N. Lee 

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 

Phone FO 5-1165 

Want more information? Use post card on last page. 
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BACKTALK (continued) 

near the surface of the deposited 
indium to take on an impurity char- 
acter opposite to that of the 
germanium base." 

We have found evidence that 
there is no diffusion of the metal 
into the germanium. Thus, the 
metal tin forms an excellent surface 
barrier rectifier when deposited 
electrolytically at room temperature 
upon n -type germanium in strong 
contrast to its operation when al- 
lowed to diffuse into the germanium 
at high temperature. 

Again, the mechanism of rectifi- 
cation is different from that of a 
junction. 

In the p -n junction, both the hole 
and electron currents are limited 
by diffusion, whereas in the sur- 
face barrier transistor only the 
minority carrier current is diffus- 
ion limited. The majority carrier 
current is limited by the potential 
barrier at the interface between 
metal and semiconductor. 

W. E. BRADLEY 

Director of Research-Technical 
Philco Corporation 

Philadelphia, 1'rl. 

Staircase Generator 
DEAR SIRS: 

IN MY ARTICLE, "Staircase Gener- 
ator Counts Pulses", published in 
your March 1954 issue, there are 
several errors. 

The values of minimum deviation 
from linearity in Table I on page 
188 are in percent and should read 
from top to bottom: ±0.7 Vn,nv/EB ; 

±0.2 Vmna/EB; ±0.1 Vmws/EB- 

In Table II, page 189, the SM5LS 
relay has a 10,000 -ohm coil. The 
second, fourth, and sixth columns 
refer to both halves of the tube con- 
nected in parallel. 

The equation at the top of the 
second column on page 188 should 
read: 

% Deviation = 
, 

±100 X é Fs + Ca) -Lt'a 
if Rs » g, 

The comment in the next -to -last 
paragraph of the text regarding the 
heater -to -cathode voltage of V, 
applies also to V5. 

NATHAN SOKAL 
Lincoln Laboratory, MIT 

Cambridge, Mass. 

GIANNINI 

TELEMETERING 

COMMUTATORS 
Precision -engineered to sample at 
rates as high as 1800 per second, 
Giannini Commutators are ideal for 
use in such applications as radio 
and wired telemetering-automatic 
programming -sequence switching - synchronization of mechanical 
motion with electrical operation. 
Rhodium -plated printed circuits of 
almost endless variety meet individ- 
ual requirements - and switching 
may be either "make -before -break" 
or "break -before -make". 

GIANNIN 

Telemetering.' 
Commurat 

85561 

Available as either single or double 
pole model -with up to 60 channels 
per pole. Dustproof construction 
and an unusual contact cleaning de- 
vice keep the switch noise -free dur- 
iru an exceptionally long life. 

GIANNINI 
Motor Driven 
Telemetering 
Commutator 

85562 

Incorporates all the features of the 
85561 -and is motor driven at a 
constant speed, governor -controlled; 
at variable speed controlled linear- 
ly with applied voltage; or with 
other special drives. 

(i@dammá'ud 

Further information? Special problem? Please write: 

G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC. 
ElectroMechanical Division 

East Orange New Jersey 
Want more information? Use post card on last page. 
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A' '7', 
REX RHEOSTAT co. 

BALDWIN,L.I., N.Y. 

NEW REX DOUBLE RHEOSTATS 
and RESISTORS UP TO 2000 WATT. 

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG NO. 5 

Shorted Turn Indicator 
Sensltive,rugged,non-shocking 
for unmounted coils; $150. f.o.b. 

HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF. 

ARTRON 
FM MODULATION METER 

Measures maximum modulation deviation 
on mobile -system FM transmitters, all fre- 
quencies, 25 to 200 MC. Price $240.00. 

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. 
BRADENTON, FLORIDA 

G -C INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVES 
A Cement for Every Purpose ... for 

METALS PLASTICS 
WOODS FABRICS 
RUBBER RUBBER TO METAL 
PAPER FIBRE 

Write to Dept. X for complete catalog 

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CD., 911 Taylor Ave., Rockford, Illinois 

FLUXES \4LLESODERING \' 
BRAZING & WELDING 4 - 

L.8. ALLEN CO. INC. 
6751 BRYN MAWR AVE 

jzeL ise, 
BLACK ANODIZING 

Sperialisiny in black anodizing, both 
sulphuric and chromic, on all alloys 

and castings. 

All other colors as well. 

GOVERNMENT CERTIFIED 

r intact us for special service. 

ilk NR Y and MILLER INDUSTRIES, INC. 
E,nifeld Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 

HEnderson 4-4200 

400 

CYCLE 

SUPPLIES 
MODEL 281 

MULTICYCLE 

115V CAPACITY 100 V.A. 
Send for bulletin E6 

Scientific BLISS Instruments 
WI ELMWOOD AVENUE 

1THACA, N Y 

COMING - 
in June, th eAnnual 

ELECTRONICS 

BUYERS GUIDE 

Issue 
It is the only one of its 
kind-containing informa- 
tion that will keep design 
engineers and purchasing 
agents coming back time 
and time again through- 
out the months to come. 

Make sure that your ad- 
vertising appears in the 
GUIDE-appears where it 
will keep selling for you 
month after month. For 
further information contact 
your district representative 
or write to: 

Classified Advertising Division 

ELECTIZIONICS 
330 West 42nd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y. 

I- 

(1#: 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING 

IT 
TAKES 
TWO 

AROUSES INTEREST 

CREATES PREFERENCE 

DIRECT MAIL 

GETS PERSONAL ATTENTION 

TRIGGERS ACTION 

After your prospect has been convinced 
by DISPLAY ADVEITIS:NG., he still must take 
one giant step. He must act. A personal- 
ized mailing piece direct to his desk, in 

conjunction with a display campaign, is 

a powerful action getter. 

McGraw-Hill has a Direct Mail Division 
ready to serve you with over 150 spe- 

cialized lists in the Industrial field. 

To get your copy of our free INDUSTRIAL 

DIRECT MAIL CATALOGUE (1954) containing 
complete, detailed information about 
our services, fill in the coupon below 
and mail it to McGraw-Hill. 

Do it now! The best advertising programs 
are planned well in advance. 

Mc CRAW -HILL 
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE 

Direct Mail Division, 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc. 
330 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. 

Please forward my free copy of the McGraw- 
Hill "Industrial Direct Mail Catalogue." 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City State 
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

ALPHA ENGINEERING LABS 
TROUBLE -SHOOTING SPECIALISTS 

Waveguide tube twisting, bending and forming. 
Broaching. Tooling design, improvements and 

s ethods- 

P. 0. Box 107 
ANDRE TEMPE 

Phone Budd Lake, N. J. 
Hackettstown 340 

ANNIS ELECTRIC RESEARCH 
LABORATORY, INC. 

CONSULTING - RESEARCH - DEVELOPMENT 
AND DESIGN OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT 
Antennas, Wave Propagation, Information Storage, 
Computers, Impedance Matching and Variable 
Speed A -C Motors. 
P. 0. Box 581 1401r/z S. Neil St. 
Champaign, Ill. Tel. 6-1780 

W. J. BROWN 
Registered Prof. Engr. Connecticut, Ohio, England 

ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Consulting - Research - Development 

INTERNATIONAL CLIENTELE 
71 Gurley Road Stamford, Conn. 

Stamford 4-4876 

CODETYPER LABORATORIES 
PRINTED CIRCUITS, EMI1EDMENT CELLS 

AND MINIATURIZATION ENGINEERS 
Dedesign your standard product using coat and labor 
saving Printed Circuita. We perform all engineering 
and supply You with Master Plates for your produc- 
tion. Reasonable, fast service. 

550 Fifth Avenue, New York 19. JU6 4487 

CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC. 
Murray G. Crosby & Staff 

Radio - Electronic 
Research Development & Manufacturing 

Communications, FM & TV 
Robbins Lane, Hicksville, N. Y. 

Hicksville 3-3191 

EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN 
& GRIER, INC. 

Consulting Engineer 
Research Development and Manufacture 
of Electronic and Stroboscopic Equipment 
Specialists in High-speed Photography 

160 Brookline Avenue Boston 15, Mass. 

Eldico of New York, Inc. 
Pioneers of Television Interference Elimination from 
Transmitters, Induction Heaters, Diathermy and etc. 

Donald J. S. Morten & Engineering Staff 

72 E. Second St. 'Mineola. L. I., N. Y. 

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATES, INC. 

"TRANSISTORIZE" YOUR PRODUCT! 
Complete Service in consulting, research, develop- 
ment, and production on Transistor circuitry, prod- 
ucts and instrumentation. 
715 Main Street North Caldwell, N. J. 

Caldwell 6-6729 

ERCO RADIO 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

Radio Communications Equipment 
Engineering - Design - Development - Production 

Pioneers in Frequency Shift Telegraph 

Garden City Long Island New York 

Professional 

Assistance . . 

in solving your most difficult 
problems in the specialized 

field of electronic devices is 

offered by consultants whose 

cards appear on this page. 

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC. 
Products & Mfg. Development 

ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC 
HYDRAULIC - MECHANICAL 

One Continental Hill Glen Cove, N. Y. 

Glen Cove 4-7300 

HIGHLAND ENGINEERING CO. 
W-'illiam R. Spinal & Staff 

DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE 
OF TRANSFORMERS. CHOKES, ETC. 

FOR THE 
EECTRONIC. INDUSTRIAL & ALLIED FIELDS 

Main & Urban, Westbury, L. I., N. Y. 
WE -7-222983 

HOGAN LABORATORIES, INC. 
John V. L. Hogan, Pres. 

Applied Research, Development, Engineering 
Est. 1929. Electronics. Optics, Mechanisms, Fac- 
simile Communication, The Circle Digital Computer, 
Electro -sensitive recording media, Instrumentation. 

155 Perry Street, New York 14. CHelsea 2-7855 

INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENT 
LABORATORY 

Interference Study per Government Specifications 
Shielded Space for Interference Investigation 

Field Surveys for F.C.C. Certification of Induction 
and Dielectric Heating Equipment 

1844 Utica Avenue Brooklyn 34, New York 
Navarre 8-1248 

THE KULJIAN CORPORATION 
Consultants Engineers Constructors 

Electronic Control 
Specialists 

Utility Industrial Chemical 

1200 N. Broad St., Phila 21, Pa. 

Measurements Corporation 
Research & Manufacturing Engineers 

Harry W. Houck Martial A. Honnell 
John M. van Beuren 

Specialists in the Design and 
Development of Electronic Test Instrumenta 

Boonton, New Jersey 

NEW ROCHELLE TOOL CORP. 
FOR CERTIFICATION OF INDUCTION 

AND DIELECTRIC HEATING EQUIPMENT 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH F.C.C. RULINGS 

Mobile Test Unit Available Entire U. S. 

320 Slain St. New Rochelle, New York 
Phone NE 2-5555 

NIAGARA ELECTRON LABORATORIES 

CONSULTATION - DESIGN - CONSTRUCTION 
MFG. THE THERMOCAP RELAY 

Specializing in solution of problems of electronic 
and electro -physical instrumentation for the re- 
search or analytical laboratory. Industrial plant 
problems also invited. 

Andover, New York Cable Address: NIATRONLAB 

MAURICE I. PARISIER & CO. 
Communications Expert 

International Engineering Consulting 
RADIO BROADCASTING & COMMUNICATIONS 

Planning & Installation Supervision 
Communication Equipment for Armed Forces 

1475 Broadway New York 36.N. Y. LOngacre 4-5434 
Offices: Paris - Buenos Aires - Sao Paulo - Bombay 

PICKARD & BURNS, INC. 
Consulting Electronics Engineers 

Analysis and Evaluation 
of Radio Systems 

Research, Development and Production 
of Special Electronic Equipment 

240 Highland Ave. Needham 94, Mass. 

ALBERT PREISMAN 
Consulting Engineer 

Television, Pulse Techniques, Video 
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks, 

Industrial Appliances 
Affiliated with 

MANAGEMENT -TRAINING ASSOCIATES 
3224 -16th St., N. W. Washington 10, D. C. 

JOSEPH RACKER COMPANY 
Radar Consultants & Editors 

Technical Manuals 
Research and Development 

190 Nassau Street New York 38, N. Y. 
Worth 4-1963 

ROGER BARRETT BROSS 
Consulting Engineer 

SPECIAL ELECTRIC MACHINES 
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPONENTS 

Design - Development - Manufacture 
Testing - Application 

25 Curtis Rd 
Box 157, Natick, Mar. 

OI. 3-9235 

THE TECHNICAL 
MATERIAL CORPORATION 

Communications Consultar:', 
Systems Engineering 

General Offices and Laboratory 

700 Fenimore Rd., Mamaroneck, N .Y. 

WHEELER LABORATORIES, INC. 
Radio and Electronics 

Consulting - Research - Development 
R -F Circuits - Lines - Antennas 

Microwave Components - Test Equipment 
Harold A. Wheeler and Engineering Staff 

Great Neck, N. Y. HUnter 2-7876 

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, INC. 
Research - Design - Development 

Electro -Chemical Generators of Energy 

105 Chambers Street Worth 2-5500 

New York 7, N. Y. 
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CLASSIFIED SEARCHLIGHT SECTION ADVERTISING 

EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES . EQUIPMENT-USED or RESALE 

UNDISPLAYED RATE 

51.80 a line, minimum 3 lines. To figure ad- 
vance payment count 5 average words as a line. 

POSITION WANTED undisplayed advertising 
rate is one-half of above rate, payable in 
advance. 
BOX NUMBERS count 1 line additional. 

INFORMATION 

DISCOUNT 10% if full payment is made 
in advance for four consecutive insertions of 
undisplayed ads (not including proposals). 

EQUIPMENT WANTED OR FOR SALE Advertise- 
ments acceptable only in Displayed Style. 

DISPLAYED-RATE PER INCH 
The advertising rate is $16.10 per inch for 

all advertising appearing on other than a con- 
tract basis. Contract rates quoted on request. 

AN ADVERTISING INCH is measured % inch 
vertically on one column, 3 columns -30 inches 
-to a page. ELECT. 

Send NEW ADVERTISEMENTS to N. Y. Office, 330 W. 42 St., N. Y. 36, for the June issue closing May 3rd. The publisher cannot accept advertising in the Search- 
light Section, which lists the names of the manufacturers of resistors, capacitors, tehostats, and potentiometers or other names designed to describe such products 

REPLIES (Hex e.): Address to office nearest you 

NEW YORK: 330 1V. 42nd St. (36) 
CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Ave. (11) 

SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4) 

POSITIONS VACANT 

TECHNICAL WRITER-Interesting and chal- 
lenging work in the exacting field of report- 

ing the progress of engineering and scientific 
projects at a leading university -affiliated re- 
search laboratory. A minimum of 4 years' pro- 
fessional experience is required, with emphasis 
on electronics. Salary on industrial scale. All 
replies confidential. Box P-2304, Electronics. 

RADIO -TELEVISION - Electronics Engineer. 
One of the outstanding vocational schools In 

the country offering courses in Radio -Tele- 
vision -Electronics has an excellent opportunity 
for the right man. If you want freedom in your 
job, salary commensurate with your ability, ex_ 
cellent working conditions, security, bonus and 
above all, a challenge in accomplishing a fas- 
cinating job . .. and, if you have qualifications 
which we require . proven executive ability, 
engineering degree, ambition, ability to work 
with others, supervise personnel, and can write 
technical materials suitable for instructional 
purposes . Write to us. Your inquiry will 
receive prompt and confidential attention. 
P-2369, Electronics . 

MID -WEST MANUFACTURER of electrical in- dicating instruments requires men with ex- perience in design of D'Arsonval, Dynamometer 
and Iron Vane type meters. Engineering degree not essential. Experience will qualify. In reply give full details of education and experience and salary requirements. P-2384. Electronics. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

ELECTRON TUBES. Engineer -Physicist with many years experience in development and design of numerous types of electron tubes (vacuum and gas filled) desires suitable posi- tion. Box PW-2420, Electronics. 

MARRIED MAN, age 27, B.S.E.E., Electronics major, Jan. '53, primary interest in electro- mechanical field. PW-2321, Electronics. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER, ESSE, Supervisory and administrative experience R&D Engr., Buyer, Purchasing Agent, Sales Administration leading electronic mfgrs. Family man. Desire administrative position medium size electronics firm. Prefer Rocky Mt, West Coast or South- west location. PW-2219, Electronics. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 

Patent available-electronically controlled re- lay. New approach to energy control in elec. processes using light, heat, etc. Especially adaptable for photo exposure. BO -2423, Elec- tronics. 

CONTRACT WORK WANTED 

Manufacturers not small lot assembly and har- ness malting specialists. 20 years experience. May we serve you. Write: P.O. Box 262-West Cheshire, Conn. 

MANUFACTURERS 
Aggressive sales organization in Middle Atlantic 
States can provide representation for additional 
electronic or electrical equipment or parts. 

MACLEN CORPORATION 
Manufacturers Representative 

3226 Ninth Street, N.E. Washington 17, D. C. 

DESIGN ENGINEERS 
The Pacific Division, Bendix Aviation Corporation has openings 
for design engineers in development of radar, sonar and teleme- 
tering offering excellent opportunities for growth with the corpora- 
tion and the opportunity to live in Southern California. Positions 
are open at several levels. 

Please Address Inquiries to 

W. C. WALKER 
ENGINEERING EMPLOYMENT MANAGER 

11600 Sherman Way North Hollywood, California 

/// 
FIELD ENGINEERS 

Young EE graduates with experience in mili- 
tary or private industry required for domes- 
tic and overseas positions. $10 per diem plus 
liberal overseas bonus. Opportunity for ad- 
vancement is excellent. 

SERVOMECHANISMS, INC. 
Post and Stewart Avenues 

WESTBURY, LONG ISLAND, N. Y. 

FOR SALE 
(Additional For Sale Ads on pages 434-454) 

411 SPECIAL! r4 
Quantity -100-30" Flyback 

TRANSFORMERS 
Used by DuMont on Model j RA119 

Original Boxes 
Quantity -500 R.C.A. Flyback 

TRANSFORMERS 
No. 75585 

Quantity-100-Three Tube 69 
PHONO AMPLIFIERS $2 
Uses 50L6-3525-12SQ7 Less Tulles 

Quantity Prices on Request 
WANTED! ELECTRONIC TUBES AND PARTS 
PLEASE SEND LIST AND LOWEST PRICES 

% ADAMSON ELECTRONICS CO. 
ó 591 E. TREMONT AV. N. Y. 57, N. Y. 

$495 
EACH 

$219 
EACH 11 

SPECIAL DEAL! 

100TH.... $450 
EA. 

DISCOUNT ON QUANTITY ORDERS 
FS -2404, Electronics 

330 W 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. 

WANTED 

WANTED - BC -221 
Heterodyne Frequency Meters 

, Any quantity, any 
model-we will pur- 
chase for cash, pro- 
vided only that each 
unit is complete with 
original Calibration 
Book, tubes, crystul 
and cabinet. 

Large numbers needed. 
Write, wire or telephone 

Weston Laboratories, Inc. 
HARVARD MASSACHUSETTS 

WILL BUY 
All ARTI3/type T47A $1200.00: ARTI3 type T47 
$150.00; BC348 unmodified $65.00; BC348 modified 
$50.00; APN9 $200.00; ARC3 complete $350.00: 
R77 Receiver $200.00; ARCI Radio $200.00; BC312 
$60.00: BC342 $60.00; ship via Express C.O.D., 
subject to inspection to 

H. FINNEGAN 
49 Washington Ave. Little Ferry, N. J. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

Emblem ... of Engineering Opportunity ... 
and Professional Progress 

DEVELOPMENT DESIGN SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 

Consider RCA's engineering opportunities listed below! 
For professional association in the field of your choice, write: 

John R. Weld, Employment Manager 

Dept. 300E Radio Corporation of America 

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y. 

Air Conditioners Altimeters Ampule Inspection Analog Computers Antenaplex A.tenna Systems Aviation Radio Beverage 

Inspection Broadcast (AM and FM) Calibration Equipment Camera Tubes Cathode Ray Tubes Color and Monochrome TV 

Cameras, Receivers, Stuc io Equipment, Transmitters Communications Equipment Counter Measures Custom Recordings 

Digital Computers Direction Finders Early Warning Electron Microscopes Electronic Components Engineering Services Facsimile 

Apparatus Field Services Gas Tubes High Fidelity Industrial Products Information Displays Inter -Comm Equipment Kinescope 

Tubes Loran Microphones Microwave Microwave Tubes Missile Guidance Mobile Communications Oscillograph Tubes 

Phonograph Records P-ioto Tubes Power Tubes Public Address Systems Radar Radio Receivers Receiving Tubes Rectifier 

Tubes Semi -Conductors Servo -Mechanisms Shoran Sonar Sound Film Projectors Sound Powered Phones Special Apparatus 

Storage Tubes Tape Recorders Teletypewriter Test Equipment Theater Equipment Theater Television Transistors Tube 

Parts "Victrola" Phonographs Terksis 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

Unexce 1 ed Opportune 
7or Pro/euio na! growth 

ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERS & PHYSICISTS 

IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
GUIDED MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS RADAR 

VACUUM TUBES ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION 
TELEVISION MICROWAVES ANTENNAS 

SOLID STATE PHYSICS COMPUTERS 

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO: 
THE EMPLOYMENT DEPT. 

CAPEHART-FARNSWORTH 
CORPORATION 

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA 

99 

PROGRESSIVE ENGINEERS 
LOOK WEST 

Qualified Electronic and Electro -Mechanical engineers find 
happy association with a Western electronics pioneer and 
leader. 

DESIGN Commercial and military projects. Radar, DME, Corn- 
DEVELOPMENT municetions, Noise, Test Equipment including color 
PRODI.CTION T.V.-Many others with real interest & challenge. 

Relocation expenses-excellent working conditions-Central location. Scheduled reviews & 
advances. Fine insurance plan. Move should not disturb urgent military projects. 

Send complete resume with income history 
& requirements to engineering employment mgr. 

I 

I I I f'fl art LABORATORIES, Inc. 
3761 SO. HILL ST. LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF. 

(A Subsidiary of Hoffman Radio Corp.) 

CHIEF ENGINEER 
Important electronics organization in metropolitan New York with 
engineering staff of 100, requires a mature Chief Engineer with 
heavy experience in design and development of radio and radar 
transmitters, receivers and test equipment; servos, telemetering, 
computers, scalers and related equipment. 

Should have adequate academic background and be a strong admini- 
strator, a meticulous analyst; know military specifications, be capable 
of estimating and preparing bids and proposals, evaluating and ne- 
gotiating technical terms and conditions of military contracts, and 
be skilled in engineering load planning and scheduling of prototype 
production. 

Our staff knows of this ad. Submit resume to 

P-2354, Electronics 
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y. 

gendix Aviafion corporafion 

O YORK 2)ivieion .. . 

This NEW division of our 
nationally -famous 
corporation has 
openings for . . . . 

ENGINEERS 
PHYSICISTS 

Top-fFight men in advanced 
fields of electronic research, 
development and product en- 
gineering are needed for chal- 
lenging work under ideal condi- 
tions in our new, modern plant. 

You benefit at Bendix York 
from our location in the heart 
of a beautiful suburban area, 
from high wages, paid vacations 
acid holidays ... and excellent 
opportunities for advancement. 

Openings at all levels. 

Write, Wire or Phone 
Department Y-1 

. 

(' 
) 

, eff 
AVIATION CORPORATION 

YORK DIVISION 
Phone: York 5521 York, Penna. 

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 
Manufacturer of electronic test equipment 
for military and commercial applications 
needs technically qualified representatives. 
Write giving qualifications, lines handled, 
territory covered. 

RW-2178, Electronics 
1111 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 17, Calif. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

For Engineers .. . 

O&44//&&144ahead 

. , . at Goodyear Aircraft Corporation 

BlILD YOUR CAREER and help build tomorrow's world with 

the pioneer and leader in lighter -than -air craft. There's a clear, 

bright future at Goodyear Aircraft for engineers with talent, 

aptitude and ambition. 

FORCEFUL, CREATIVE THINKING is the key to Goodyear's pro- 

gressive research and development programs in missiles, elec- 

trical and electronic systems, servomechanisms, new special 

devices and fiber resin laminates. Design and development engi- 

neering opportunities are many and varied . .. are now avail- 

able to capable and imaginative men and women in the field 

of airships, aircraft and aircraft components. 

POSITIONS ARE OPEN in several fields with salaries based on 

education, ability and experience. 

Physicists Civil engineers 

Mechanical engineers Welding engineers 

Aeronautical engineers Electrical engineers 

Openings also exist for personnel with ability and experience in 

technical editing and writing, art, and motion pictures. 

AKRON, HOME OF GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT, is located in the lake 

region of northeastern Ohio. Cosmopolitan living, year-round 

sports and recreation, cultural and educational advantages 

make this thriving city an ideal spot for a pleasant home. 

1111 THE TIME TO PLAN A CAREER IS - NOW! Write, giving your 

qualifications, or requesting an application form. 

C. G. Jones, Salary Personnel Department 

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

AKRON 15, OHIO 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

IMAGINATION 
Got more than your share? Like to have the freedom to use it, 

with commensurate recognition? Then, you've come to the right ad! 
That is, if you're an electronic or mechanical engineer with prac- 

tical experience in the electronic industry. 
We need engineers with imagination. We're growing and going 
.. you're just in time to go with us. You'll enjoy the job plus the 

advantage of pleasant living conditions in a large, modern city .. . 

without the disadvantage of big city pressure. 
The man to contact is Arthur E. Harrison, Vice -President of Engi- 

neering. The time is now! You'll never regret it! 

wilcox 
Aviation Communications and Navigation 
Fourteenth & Chestnut, 
Kansas City 27, Mo. 

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1 Illlllnllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIn 

ENGINEERS 
EE and ME 

PHYSICISTS 

= DESIGNERS 

For Work in 

Design & Development of: 

1. Airborne navigational in- 
struments 

2. H.F. pulse magnetic re- 
cording systems 

3. R.F., I.F., video and 
EEE microwave circuits 

In the friendly Kollsman organization you'll work with 
intriguing problems concerning the design and develop- 
ment of America's finest aircraft instruments. 

Please submit resumes to: Employment Manager 

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!Illlli'"'== 

KOLLSMAN Instrument Corp. 
80-08 45th Ave., Elmhurst, Long Island, N. Y. 

ffl 
EEE 

31111111111111111111111111111111. 

is offered for intelligent, image - 

native engineers and scientists to 
join the staff of a progressive 
and self-sustaining, university - 
affiliated research and develop- 
ment laboratory. We are desirous 

of expanding our permanent 
staff in such fields as electronic 
instrumentation, missile guidance, 
microwave applications, design 

of special-purpose electronic com- 
puters, and in various other ap- 

plied research fields of electron- 
ics and physics. 

Salary structure and bene- 
fit programs are on a par 

with industry. In addition, 
there are many tangible 
advantages, such as our 

self -sponsored internal re- 

search policy, of interest 
to men with ingenuity and 

initiative. 

CORNELL AERONAUTICAL 

LABORATORY, INC. 
BUFFALO 21, NEW YORK 

SALES ENGINEER 

TRAINEES 
Leading manufacturer of an- 
alog computing equipment 
has available openings for 
qualified trainees. 

EE degree or equivalent 
and/or experience in analog 
devices is desirable. 

Ideal opportunity for young 
men in a growing company. 
Must be willing to travel. 

Interested persons should 
forward resume, and photo- 
graph if available, to 

STANDARD PRODUCTS SALES DEPT. 

Long Branch, 

New Jersey 
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important 

engineering 

opportunities 
WITH 

MAGNAVOX 

Permanent positions to 

Senior and Project Engi- 
neers, with mechanical or 
electrical design experi- 
ence, are offered by Magna- 
vox, creative leaders in the 
electronics industry. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

IN: 

SYSTEMS 

DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

SERVO SYSTEMS 

COMMUNICATION 

NAVIGATIONAL AIDS 

FIRE CONTROL 

MICROWAVE 

ANTENNAE 

SONAR 

RADAR 

Please forward complete resume to: 

MR. FRANK H. GOLDSMITH 

THE 

MAGNAVOX 
COMPANY 

Fort Wayne, Indiana 

SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR 7 

SENIOR ENGINEERS 
Convair in beautiful, sunshiny San Diego in- 

vites you to join an "engineers" engineering 
department. Interesting, challenging, essentioi 
long-range projects in commercial aircraft, mili- 
tary aircraft, missiles, engineering research and 
electronics development. Positions open in these 

specialized fields: 

Electrical Design Servo -mechanisms 
Mechanical Design Aerodynamics 
Structural Design Thermodynamics 
Structures Operation Analysis 
Weights System Analysis 

Generous travel allowances to those accepted. 
For free brochure, write Mr. H. T. Brooks, 
Engineering Dept. 900 

CONVAIR 
IN BEAUTIFUL 

SAN DIEGO 
3302 PACIFIC HIWAY 

SAN DIEGO 12, CALIFORNIA 

4 
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Wh 
ELECTRONICS ENG. 

PHYSICISTS 

1113811111hb. 

MECHANICAL ENG. 

1 

Nere Is Why Bendier Radio Is 
The Place for YOU To Work 

Challenging work in 

The development of: 

Radar (Airborne and Ground) 

Auto Radio and Test Equip. 

Airborne & Mobile Comm. Equip. 

Missile Guidance Systems 

Computer Applications 

Research & Development 
(Incl. Transistors and Printed Circuitry) 

Excellent salaries. 

Semi-annual work reviews with advance- 
ment On merit. 

Modern, air-conditioned plant located in 
beautiful suburban area with ample hous- 
ing, good schools, attractive shopping 
centers, major league sports. 

Numerous employee benefits. 

Call, wire or write Mr. L.H. Noggle, Dept. J 

73endiX Radio 
DIVISION OF BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION 

BALTIMORE -4, MD. Phone VAlley 3-2200 

ENGINEERS 
DESIGNERS 

Investigate opportunities at ERGO 
DRAFTSMEN ENGINEERING 

& RESEARCH 
CORPORATION 

We point to our achievements at ERCO with pride . . . 

to the Ercoupe, our electronic flight simulators, machine tools, 
and armament products, which we have designed 
and built . . . to the plant which offers diversified tools for 
electro -mechanical and mechanical fabrications, enabling 
us to build what we design . . . to the men who work at 
ERCO and who have made this progress possible. 
But we are constantly on the alert for new men 
to add fresh impetus to that progress . . . 

paying top salaries to capable people. 
ERCO is convenient too-whether you drive, ride, or fly. 
Transit and railway lines are handy, parking facilities 
are ample, and ERCO Field is available to those who fly. 

You can choose a home from a number of fine nearby residential 
areas convenient to both shopping centers and plant . . . 

and you can further your education at the many 
nearby universities. 
You will find that although ERCO is the largest privately 
owned design and manufacturing plant in the Washington area, 
it is small enough to recognize and reward 
individual initiative. 

ERGO now needs Electronic Engineers (all levels with some overseas positions 
available), Aerodynamicists, Computer Engineers, Mechanical Design- 
ers, and Machinery Designers. For further information, call WA. 
7-9444-ext. 106. 

ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH CORPORATION 
RIVERDALE MARYLAND 

ENGINEERS .1 
SYSTEMS 

RADAR 
SERVO 

COMPUTER 

BACKGROUND: Responsible positions 
open for top level development 
and project engineers with prac- 
tical and research experience in: 

Advanced Electronic Circuits 
and Systems 

Microwave Radar 
Microwave Receivers 
and Transmitters 

Requirements emphasize od 
ranted analytical and/o, 
management experience on 
highly complex electronic 
and electro -mechanical sys 
tems. 

Kindly send resume and 
salary nequlremeets to 

RECEIVER ENGINEERS 
With Experience in VHF 

and UHF Frequencies 
Career Opportunities 
With Old Established 

Central Connecticut Firm 

Interesting Projects 
Top Salaries 

Suburban Living 

Replies Held in Strict Confidence 
Write or Phone Collect 

Personnel Mgr.-SHerwood 7-2741 

THE 
ALLEN D. CARDWELL MFG. CORP. 

Plainville, Connecticut 

MAN WHO CAN CREATE 

A STRONG ELECTRONICS DEPT. 

Missile manufacturer having large me- 
chanical design staff but small electronics 
group is seeking a man capable of creat- 
ing and heading an expanding electronics 
department. Will be responsible for de- 
sign of electronic systems which are opti- 
mum for a given missile, and the choice, 
coordination, and packaging of compo- 
nent equipment. Salary range $10,000 to 
$15,000 per year. 

Please send resume of background in- 
cluding a snapshot, if available, and de- 
tails of related experience to 

l' -24(N,. Electronics 
5"0 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 
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Career opportunities now 

with RCA in 

44 
AVIATION ELECTRONICS 

FIRE CONTROL 

SYSTEMS, ANALYSIS, DEVELOPMENT 
and DESIGN ENGINEERING 

Radar Analog Comput ers Digital 
Computers Servo -Mechanisms Shock 
and Vibration Circuitry Heat Transfer 

Remote Controls Sub -Miniaturiza- 
tion Automatic Flight Transistoriza- 
tion Design for Automation 

RCA needs electrical and mechanical 
engineers and physicists-with 4 or 
more years' professional experience. 

RCA advantages include tuition -refund 
plan for graduate study ... professional 
recognition for accomplishment ... un- 
excelled facilities ... plus many other 
company -paid benefits. Pleasant subur- 
ban or country living. 
Send education and experience resume to 
Mr. John R. Weld, Employment Manager 
Dept. B -454E, Radio Corporation of America 

Camden 2, New Jersey 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
961, Turks. 

HIGHLY QUALIFIED ENGINEERS 

DESIRED BY 

Digital Computer Laboratory 

at Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology 

to design and develop high-speed elec- 
tronic digital equipment involving 
vacuum -tube and magnetic -core cir- 
cuitry. 

Openings are also available for out- 
standing candidates to work on use 
of high-speed digital computers to con- 
trol large physical systems. This in- 
volves study of control requirements of 
the whole system, reduction of them to 
a simple pattern of control instructions, 
and translation of the pattern into com- 
puter code. Position requires apprecia- 
tion for physical systems, ingenuity, and 
imagination. Training in computer 
principles provided as necessary. 

Persons from other fields wishing ex- 
perience in digital computers for indus- 
trial and military uses are encouraged 
to apply. Positions carry opportunity 
for advancement. Salary appropriate to 
candidate's experience and training. 
Address: 

DIGITAL COMPUTER LABORATORY, MIT 

211 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts 

ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERS: 

Westinghouse 
is a CAREER! 

Long-range expansion programs in two Westing- 
house divisions have created excellent ground -floor 
openings in career positions. 

AIR ARM DIVISION: 

World -leader in the field 
of aviation - electronics. 
Work involves computer, 
autopilot, radar and other 
advanced projects. 

ELECTRONICS DIVISION: 

Currently developing 
highly specialized equip- 
ment such as radar, elec- 
tronic computers and 
guided missile ground 
control devices. 

THESE DIVISIONS HAVE OPENINGS FOR - 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 
PHYSICISTS MATHEMATICIANS FIELD SERVICE 

ENGINEERS ENGINEERING TECHNICAL WRITERS 

OPPORTUNITIES AND ADVANTAGES 
PROFESSIONAL Opportunities for advanced study at company 
RECOGNITION expense, and liberal patent disclosure compen- 

satton. 

WORKING 
ATMOSPHERE 

SALARY 

HOUSING 
CONDITIONS 

Both professional and friendly. Association with 
the leading scientists and engineers in their 
fields. 

Salary compensation individually determined 
according to experience and ability, and pro- 
motions based on individual merit. 

Excellent. Fully described and pictured in 
"Gateway to an Engineering Future," our new 
brochure. 

SEND TODAY FOR BROCHURE AND APPLICATION! 

Address: R. M. Swisher, Jr. 
Employment Supervisor, Dept. MA -2 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
109 West Lombard Street 
Baltimore 1, Maryland 

YOU CAN 8E SURE...IF ITS 

Westinghouse 
BALTIMORE DIVISIONS 
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COLLINS RADIO 
NEEDS SALES ENGINEERS NOW 

broadcast 
communications 

industrial components 
Demand for Collins equipment in 

these fields is going up and experi- 
enced sales engineers are needed 
immediately. Positions are open in 

all five Collins regional offices*. 
Send complete personal resume, 
including your experience in either 
broadcast-communciations or in- 

dustrial components, plus salary 
requirements to the Collins office 
nearest you. If you qualify for any 
of these opportunities, Collins will 
contact you for a personal inter- 
view. Take advantage of this 
chance to get ahead . . . write 
today. 

*COLLINS RADIO COMPANY 
855 35th St. N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

11 W. 42nd Street, New York 36, New York 
2700 W. Olive Avenue, Burbank, California 

1930 Hi -Line Drive, Dallas 2, Texas 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., 74 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONTARIO 

WHITE-RODGERS ELECTRIC CO. 
ARMAMENT 

ENGINEERING 
DIVISION 

NEEDS 

ENGINEERS 
for 

RESEARCH, 
DESIGN, ,%<%, 

DEVELOPMENT 
of 

MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS 
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT FORMATION 

SYSTEMS and ASSOCIATED COMPONENTS 

To formulate dynamics and computer equations, 
and to design and develop experimentally 
electro -mechanical computers and instrument 
servo -mechanisms 

SEND RESUME TO EMPLOYMENT MANAGER 
1201 CASS AVE. ST. LOUIS 6, MO. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
We've been commissioned to find Grad. Electrical 
Engineers with 5 to 10 yrs. exp. in: Digital & Ana- 
log-Systems Planning-Storage Techniques-As- 
sembly Design-Servos-Cricuitory-High Speed In- 
tricate Mechanisms-Logical Design for work on 
comm. & military Computers. Several positions 
open as Supervisors also. 

SALARY FROM $10,000 
EASTERN COAST OF USA 

NO EMPLOYMENT AGENCY FEE 
COMPANY PROVIDES FREE: 
Life, Accident, sickness, hospital -surgical ins; re- 
tirement pl, 2 wk. vac.; 7 holidays; Tuition refund 
pl; merit review pl. for promotions; Incentive pay- 
ments for patents; awarded up to $7,500 for ac- 
cepted ideas: Help in obtaining suitable housing; 
relocation assistance. 
SEND TWO COPIES OF RESUME TO 

Mr. R. P. Waite, Director of Personnel 
SNELLING & SNELLING, Management Consultants 

Suite 701, Mkt. St. Natl. Bank Bldg. 
Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania 

WANTED 
SALES REPRESENTATION 
Leading Eastern Manufacturer of Magnetic 
Amplifiers, Servo Systems, Voltage Regulators, 
Motor -Generator Regulator Sets is seeking 
additional representation by technically quali- 
fied sales organization with experience in 

Servo Mechanisms. Several important U. S. 

and Canadian territories open. Your reply 
stating experience, all lines carried, refer- 
ences, etc. will be held in strict confidence. 

Write: HIV -2476, Electronics 
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y. 

Prompt ANSWERS 

to business problems 

MISCELLANEOUS business problems are 

daily being solved quickly and easily 

by the use of the Searchlight (classified 

advertising) Section of this and other 

McGraw-Hill publications. 

When you want additional employees, 

want to buy or sell used or surplus new 

equipment, want additional products to 

manufacture, seek additional capital, or 

have other business wants-advertise them 

in the Searchlight Section for quick, prof- 
itable results! 

American Machinist 
Aviation Week 
Business Week 
Bus Transportation 
Chemical Eng. 
Chemical Week 
Coal Age 
Construction Methods 

& Equipment 
Elec. Construction & 

Maintenance 
Electrical Meech. 
Electrical World 
Electronics 
Engineering & Mining 

Journal 
Engineering News - 

Record 
E. & M. J. Marken 
Factory Mtg. & 

Maintenance 
Fleet Owner 
Food Engineering 
National Petroleum News 

Nucleonics 
Petroleum Processing 
Power 
Product Engineering 
Textile World 
Welding Engineer 

Classified Advertising Division 

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., 

Inc. 

330 W. 42nd St., 

New York City 36, N. Y. 
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ENGINEERS 
Have you developed a 

"Success Perspective"? 

F A year or two of practical 
experience has given you 

the youthful maturity that de- 

mands more than just a job, 
you may be interested in our 

"career opportunities" in color 
TV, crystal products and elec- 

tronic tubes. 

Submit resume or address re- 

quest for personal interview to 

D. Bellat, Personnel Director. 

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC. 

200 Bloomfield Avenue 

Bloomfield, N. J. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

for design & development work 
WITH A YOUNG PROGRESSIVE COMPANY 

digital techniques 
'I computers 
V radar 

SEND RESUME OF EXPERIENCE AND EDU- 
CATION, WITH SALARY REQUIREMENTS, TO 

ir.nw 11 C m 

180 SOUTH ALVARADO STREET, 
.0 ANGELES 37. CALIFORNI.. 
DUNKIlK 2 7353 

OPPORTUNITIES 
for 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 

with design experience and ability to 
analyze circuits using low -frequency 
amplifiers with feedback. Interesting work 
with liberal salary and employee benefits 
in a successful organization. Send resume 
of qualifications to 

P. O. Box 550 
Ridgefield, Conn. 

EMPLOYMENT EQoUIPMENT . . . 
BUSINESS 

OPPORTUNITIES 
Whatever your need- 

think "SEARCHLIGHT" FIRST 

It's the 
Individualí , 
that f r 

counts 
at 
MELPAR . 

NO ENGINEER becomes just 
a "cog in the wheel" at Mel - 

par. Instead, everybody has his 
own responsibility - is rewarded 
and advanced for a job well done. 
That's why so many young engi- 
neers hold the top jobs here. 
Melpar is growing and new 
top jobs open up regularly. 
Maybe you're just the man 
for one of them. Why not 
find out - now! 

Galen Street, Watertown, Mass. 

JO 00 

Experience desired in one or more of these 
or allied fields: Data Handling Equipment 
(magnetic cores, magnetic recording equipment, 
analogue to digital conversion, shaft digitizers) 

Flight Simulation (servomechanisms, pulse 
circuitry, electronic cabling) High Frequency 
Antennas Audio and Video Circuit Design 

Small Mechanisms Design Mechanical 
Packaging and Electronic Components Heat 
Transfer and Thermodynamics Design of 
reciprocating compressors, hot gas generators 
and diesel engines 

Address: Personnel Director, Dept. E-5 

41111114p%! r crED 
440 Swann Ave., Alexandria, Va. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY 

Stability and opportunity for 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
at the "Laboratory in the Sky" 

One of America's leading centers of long-range 
radio and electronic developments offers outstand- 
ing opportunities for accomplishment, advance- 
ment and stability. Write for booklet describing 
projects, facilities and employee benefits. 

INTERESTING ASSIGNMENTS IN: 
Microwave Links Pulse Networks Radar 

Direction Finders Air Navigation Systems 
Television Transmitters and Studio Equipment 

Antennas Computers Guided Missiles 
Telephone and Wire Transmission Systems 

Microwave and Gas Discharge Tubes Dielectrics 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

federal 
Telecommutticatiou 

Laboratories %Tr 
A Division of International Telephone 

and Telegraph Corporation 

\ iine 

Address 

City 

Federal Telecommunication 
Laboratories 
500 Washington Ave.. Nutley, N. J. 
Please send me a copy of "Your 
future is with FTL." 

Zone Stzte 
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COMPLETE LINE 
OF RECEIVING 

TUBES IN STOCK 

GUARANTEED 
BRAND NEW TUBE SPECIALS ! ! 

STANDARD 
BRANDS 

ONLY 

WRITE FOR 

OUR NEW 
BULLETIN 

Tra IntttIn 
and Special 

Purpose 
tubes 

Tyw 
No. Price 

OAI S .95 
0A3 1.15 
OA4G 1.25 082 1.10 
083 1.19 
OC3 1.10 003 .95 
EL -CIA 5.75 
EL -CID 3.9S 
EL-C1K, 6.95 
1B21A 2.05 
11122 2.50 
1823 9.60 
1824 

West 9.00 
11124A 32.00 
1826 3.73 1827.- 14.95 
11129, 2.75 
1832 3.75 
1833 11.00 
1B36 12.50 
1837 14.78 
1838 32.50 
1640 4.95 1841_ 51.91 
1642 9.50 
1649 50.33 
1898 9.83 
1H20 .88 
1P21 35.00 
1P23 4.10 
1P24 1.27 
1P28.... 10.00 
1P29. 2.39 
1P30 2.85 
1P34.. 1.98 
1S21 7.50 
1Z2 9.75 
2A4G 1.22 2AP1..., 6.75 
2APS, . 6.75 
284 2.10 
2823 2.20 
2C21 .65 
2C26 .39 
2C26A .49 
2C33A 4.95 
2C34 .49 
2C37... 35.80 
2C38... 15.00 
2C39. 12.50 
2C39A 17.50 
2C40 12.00 

Type 
No. Price 

2C42 23.75 
2C43 17.75 
2C44 1.20 
2C46 21.50 
2C51 4.05 
2C53 11.75 
2D21 1.25 
2522 1.55 
2E2 1.10 
2E266 3.79 
2J21 8.75 
2J71Á 5.50 

2.126 24.73 
2J273122.95 

31 27.00 
32. 36.50 

2333 39.50 
2J342337.70 

1327.00 
2J38 17.50 
2J39 36.50 
2340 34.50 
2348 19.50 
2J49 65.04 
2350 39.50 
23851.., 1.25 
2354 67.50 
2356, . . .148.50 
2J61 45.25 
2366 . .165.00 
21(23. . . . 37.50 
21(25. 28.50 
2K26. 78.50 
21(28 29.50 
2829 . 27.50 
21(33A..195.00 
2K39. .135.00 
21(45 .129.50 
21(55...135.00 
3-16 .98 
3AP1 0.95 
3AP4. . . 10.25 
3622/ 

EL -IC, 2.60 
3H23...., 3.50 
31124 5.20 
31124W 7.50 
3826 4.50 
3826 3.75 
31327 4.20 
31328 7.75 
36P1..., 5.75 
3C22 89.50 
3C23 9.65 
3C24 1.85 
3C27 6.95 
3C31/ 
EL -CID. 3.95 

3C37.... .32.50 
3C/5 12.95 

3Ú21- 2.98 

T o y 
Ne. Price 

3DP1 4.85 
3DP1-52. 6.75 
3DP1A 6.75 
3E29 11.75 
3EP1 4.75 
3FP7 2.90 
3FP7A. . 6.95 
3GP3 3.95 
3HP7 3.95 
3JP12 11.50 
3331... 145.00 
4-125* 29.50 
4-250A/ 
5022. . . 35.00 

4API0 4.40 
4822/ 

EL -SB 8.95 
4824 5.75 
4625/ 
EL-6CF..8.95 

4B32 10.50 
4C27.. .. 17.50 
4C35 27.00 
4E27... 21.50 
4J34 87.50 
4J36.. . .150.00 
4J38....120.00 
4142 ...150.00 
4350 . .225.00 
4352.. 275.00 
4X150A 36.00 
4%500/1 118.50 
4-1000* 199.99 
5AP1 5.95 
5AP4 4.75 
EL -056 3.95 
5BP1 5.50 
5BP4 5.50 
5C22 47.75 
5CP1 4.95 
5CP7 9.50 
5021 . 19.50 
5022/ 
4-290A 15.00 
5FP7 1.95 
SHP1 5.50 
5HP4... 5.75 
5324... .325.00 
5129 18.50 
5.11P1 26.50 
SJP2.... 26.50 
5JP4.... 26.50 
5JP13A. 27.50 
SLP1 21.75 
SLPS 19.75 
5M P1... 10.50 
5RP1A 35.00 
5UP1 15.90 
6-86 .85 
C6A 6.75 
6CF 8.95 
C6l 9.95 

TNe.e yp 
Price 

6AN5 3. 0 
GARS.- 3.25 
6C21 27. 0 
6C24 52. 0 

614 6.86 
6N4 2. 0 
7-7-11 1. 9 

7BP7 .., 6. 0 
71IP12 14.95 
7BP14. 14.93 
7CP1 14.95 
9GP7 11.75 
1071 . 8 
l0Y . 9 
120P7 34.50 
120P7 18.50 
1211177_14.7S .14.75 
13-4 .80 
1374.... , .85 
15E 195 
155 

5 -17/ ß 
5557.... 4. 5 

RK -19... 1.55 
21-2 . 5 
RK -21 1. 5 
23D4 1.15 
24G.., 1. 5 
F44 -27A , 8. 5 
HY-31Z , 3.60 
FG32- 
5558., 6. 5 

FG -33 22.54 
RK -34 .49 
35T 4. 5 
35T ION 
Gauge 5. 5 

3STG 4. 5 
REL-35 .45 
T-40 .., 3.75 
RK -47 4. 2 
CE -48 1. 0 
EF-50 .79 
VT-52 . 5 
53A 5. 0 
RK -59 2. 4 
OK -60. , 65.00 
RK -60 2 50 
5K-60 6.62 
QK-61 65.00 
QK-62..,65.00 
RK -63 22. 0 
RK -65 22. 0 
PG -67 14. 0 
HY-67 2.85 
VT -67 . 8 
72 1. 2 
73 1. 2 
RK -75 4. 5 
75T 5- n 
VR -75. 1.15 

TNo. Price 7Ñó, Price 
V5-78 .64 274B..... 2.85 
FG -81A 3.95 WE -281A .8.90 
VR -90 1.19 W E 283 A . 4.25 
91 14.80 WE294... 5.75 
F0-95/ 304TH... 8.75 

5560 25.00 304TL...12.95 
VT -99 WE305A. 4.55 
Br .. . . .19.50 307A..... 4.25 

C100A 2.30 CE309. .. 4.95 
C100E. 2.30 W E310A. 6.25 
100TH 8.95 WE310B. 6.85 
WE -101F. 1.62 312*.. . . . 3.95 
WE -102F. 2.85 WE313C. 4-15 
FG -104/ 31641.... .99 
5561.. .29.95 TR317...18.50 

FG -105 19.50 5L3236..12.99 
VR -105 1.10 327*..... 4.75 
VU -1115 1.60 WE331A. 9.75 
WE -113A.1.32 WE346A. 2.75 
HY-114B. ,75 350*..... 8.00 
WE -117A .95 350B..... 4.95 
F -123A 7.75 NL354A..25.87 
WE -124A 3.00 NL355A..25.87 
F -127A 22.50 W E3568. 5.45 
VT -127A 3.60 368A..... 6.95 
A13-150 12.50 37141. . . . .95 
V5-150 .95 37111.- .95 
F0-166 48.50 383*... . . 3.75 
FG -172 20.00 388A..... 2.95 
FG -179 14.50 393A..... 8.60 
FG -190 12.15 394A . 4.50 
HF -200 16.50 WE399A. 4.70 
1_200B 65.00 4105 185.00 
203* 7.40 WE412A. 3.75 
203B 6.33 WL414..112.45 
204* 47.55 417A.....16.95 
207 85.80 434*.....24 
211 .95 446 1.75 
WE71113.12.50 446* 1.95 
WE2t1E.12.50 4468 2.95 
212E.....42.50 450TH.. 75.46 
WE215A. .24 451 5.75 
217C..... 8.95 471* 2.65 
221*..... 1.95 473 140.25 
222A..,.145.00 502A..... 1.67 
227A/ 503AX... 1.25 
5C27.... 4.60 506AX... 1.25 

WE231D, 2.25 S07AX... 1.47 
RX233A. 4.95 527 17.50 
FG -235A/ 530 22.00 
5552....94.50 531 7.50 

H Y-244. . 1.85 532*.. . . 3.75 
WE -245A.2.35 559 2.20 
WE249B. 6.50 561 3.50 
WE249C. 5.50 573AX/ 
2505.....17.50 6029 2.75 
200TH.. . 22.50 575A . . , 20.58 
250TL...22.50 5798 14.70 WE254A, 

3.77 
5.90 

WE257A. NI -802 602 9.99 
FG -271/ 
5551.. .62 50 

WE274A. 5.50 

TNé.° Pelee 
HY615... .49 
NL615... 7.35 
616 213.75 
N1.617...11.37 
KU623 . 39.50 
NL623 11.37 
624 47.00 
NL625 28.42 
KU627 19.50 
NL627 34.50 
KU629 11.70 
631P1 S.00 
WL632B.26.10 
KU634 .42.50 
NL649/ 

WL651/4. ' 
7.35 

656 94.50 
W L652/ 

5L653%'62.50 

W L656/ ' 
10,b4 

659 02.00 
W L670A 8.70 
W L672 22.00 
672A... 34.30 
KU676 52.25 
677 52.25 
W L681/ 

5550. 44.10 
700* 9.95 
7008 9.95 
700C 9.95 
70013 . , . 9.95 
701A 6.95 
702A 1.75 
7028 2.25 
703A S.95 
704* .95 
705* 2.25 
706AY .4S.00 
706BY .45.00' 
706CY 45.00 
706EY .45.00 
706FY 45.00 
707* 7.95 
7078 14.90 
708A 4.75 
709A 3.85 
710/ 

6011 11.91 
713A 1.35 
715A 6.25 
7158 8.95 
715C . . .19.50 
717* 1.47 
718AY -45.00 . 65.00 
718BY 45.00 
720CY ... 95.00 

KU610.. .11.56 7200Y...95.00 
NL614.. 8.727 21A..... 3.95 

TNo.ype 
Pelee 

722A..... 9.25 723ß 9.90 
724Á/A/B., 
724*..... 3.22 7258..... 2.95 726....1.50 
726A* ....4í1.00 
7260.....65.00 
726(.....15.00 
7306....25.00 
7304....25.00 
5L740...20.10 

..21.40 700..... 1.40 
800 1.75 
802* .45 
802 3.30 
803 4.95 
804 16.50 
809 .50 
806 

341.65 
808 2.65 
809 3.60 

611 13'666 
e1111..... 4 25 812*..... 3 50 
813 
814 

815 
325 

16 1.55 
826 1.25 
828 60 
829 9.95 
829* 11.95 
8298.,, 12.95 
83013 2.95 

832A. ..... 9.95 
836 4 10 
837 1.45 
838 3.75 
841 .49 
842 2.85 
843 

9.00 
849 29.50 
851 5500 
852 19.50 
8578.... 204.78 
558 498.00 
860 4.95 
861 22.50 
864 .35 
865 1.28 
866A 1.48 
866A/Jr/ 
8 682fi Ì74 
86913 _125.40 
5729 3.95 
874 1.35 

919 3.95 
920 3.73 5530 44.10 
924 1.35 5551. .62.50 
925 2.16 5552 94.50 
926 2.61 5553 ...251.70 
927 1.8S 5554 ...170.00 
928 2.57 5555 ...314.00 
931A . .. 5.00 5557..... . 4.90 
5N948/ 5558.. .. 6.75 10.50 5644..., 8.00 5559 19.SS 
954 .39 5560 25.01 
955 .49 5561 24.60 
957 .49 5581 2.00 

582 263 
950*..... .69 5583 2.90 
959...... T.25 5584 2.89 
991...... .t5 5588....117.68 
CK1005.. .69 5592...1204.40 CK1006 3.30 5593 85.72 CK1013/ 5604 S29.20 3517.... 2.25 5610 2.10 
1201 .79 5611.. -115.09 
1203 .45 5621.....13.20 
1290 .90 5622.... 12.23 
1291 .57 5623... .12.25 
1294 .69 5624 12.23 
1299 .57 5526 22.03 
1602 2.25 5627 26.45 1613..... .89 5628 25.46 1614 2.00 5629 20.48 1616..... 1.07 5651., 2.78 1619 .39 5654 2.95 
1620 625 5663..... 1.86 1622 2.25 5670..... 4.10 
1623 3.99 5671 ..1225.00 1624.. 1.90 5674 98.00 1625 .39 5675.....16.95 
1626 .30 5684 14.74 1629 .30 5685 31.27 
1630 .95 5656..... 3.68 1631. .. 1.38 5687 4.80 1632 
1633.... 1.00 5092 8.55 1635 1. 6.0 5693 . . . 6.95 

T ryas y 
No. Price. Ns... Price r cs 

876 1.601636 3.10 
078 1.851642 .65 
580 460.0011644...., .95 
884 1.75 1655..... 1.90 
885 1.75 1656 6.50 
889A.. ..179.00 1665 1.80 889RA..289.10 1904 14.80 
891 ...218.54 
8925...355.76 1960 .70 093A...617.40 2002 4.85 
893AR 2050 1.70 

1127.00 2051 1.10 
895 
8955 

..'931.00 
S516í 

7.70 

1274.00 CK1013 2.25 902P1.... 6.75 5518.. _514.59 
906 3.50 5528/ 
917 3.43 COL.. ..12.50 

6549....362.00 

Type 
No. Pries 

5696..... 1.47 

5718713 " 1]99.33 

5719...., 8.33 
5720 22.54 
5725 4.16 
5726 1.72 
5727 3.43 
5714... 17.63 
5740 73.50 
5741.... 83.30 
5742 14.21 
5743 13.72 

750 
751 3.43 

770.. 975.10 
771....532.14 
779 78.40 
786 76.44 
794 16.43 
796 13.47 
814 3.43 
822....140.14 
426 1271 00 

830. 196.00 
840 10.54 
855 75.46 
876 18.38 
879 1. 
890 25 
893 19.90 
896 
99 1Ì.S3 

934.. 14.7 
936. 1078.0 
939WA..47.0 
974 .215.6 
005.. .. 3.6 
012 4.4 
026 2,8 
044 16.8 

082 S. 
095 1. 

T Ypa 
No. Price 

8011..... .87 
8012 2.60 
8013 2.75 
81113A 4.90 
801441. 70.00 
0016 1.05 
8020 1.25 
8025 6.95 
8025A., 4.75 
9001 1.50 
9002 .95 
9003 1.50 
9114 .45 
9005 1.95 
9006 .35 

189048... 3.79 
189049... 3.79 
199698... 2.6? 

DIODES 

Type 
Ne. Prie 

1N21. ...51.19 
1N21A... 1.f 
1N21B, .. 3.00 1522..,. 1.25 
1N23. ... 1.95 
1523A... 2.75 
114238. . 3.45 
15125..,.. 4.50 
1N26. ... 7.75 
1N21.... 1.79 
1N31.... 7.90 
1534.... .66 
1N34A. .. .90 
1X18.... 1.50 
1N38A... 2.55 

42....18.00 

099 65 1N52 1.05 
301 Ì951N55.... 3.05 

6136... 2.69 11'460.... .55 
6136 3.191N72.... .85 

6159 1.89 
6201 5.39 
U X6653 .65 
7193 .45 
8000 10.15 
80025 50.00 
8003 13.72 

SYN CH ROS 
Size 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 Generators, Motore, Con- 
trol Transformers, Differential Generatore, and 
Differential Motore in stock. 
AY -101D 
AY -12832 
AY -130D 
ICT 
1F 

5CT 
5D 
5DC 

5F M 
5G N 

N15 X 
6DG 

7D7G 

A 
B 

2J1F1 
2JIG1 
231111 
C-44968-6 
C-56701 
C-69405-2 

C -69406-I 
C-78248 
C-78249 
C-78410 
C-78411 
C-78415 
C-79331 
C-78254 
C-78670 

SEND FOR COMPLETE LISTING 

SYNCHRO CAPACITORS IN STOCK 

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS 
MFD VDC Prlee MFD VDC 
2 400 0.55 5 3000 
5-5 400 1.65 1 3000 
1 600 .55 2 3000 
2 600 .69 3 

o 
.2 4000 

2-2 600 R'd 1.65 2 4000 
3 600 .95 1 5000 
4 600 1.65 2 5000 
4 600 R'd 1.65 5 5000 
5 600 1.75 .01-.03 6KV 
6 608 1.85 1 6000 
8 600 R'd 1.85 .1 7000 R'd 
8 611 2.50 .1-.1 7000 
4-4-4 611 2.50 .1 7500 
4 s 3 600 2.60 .5 7500 
10 600 3.28 1-1 7500 
1 1000 .65 .075-.075 0 K V 
2 1000 .90 5-.5 9KV 
2 1000 5d .95 1 10KV 
.5-.5 1000 1.85 .1 12K V 3 t 1000 1.95 .2 158V 

6 1000 2.50 15KV 
10 1000 4.25.25 208V 
1 1200 .85 20KV 
1-1-3 1200 1.e5 1 251(V 
.1 1500 .69 .03 30KV 
1 1500 5 4 1.45 .001 50KV 
.1-.S 2500 .95 .005 50KV 
.25 2180 1.50 .025 50KV 
.3 2010 1.30 .2 508V 

5 2000 R'd 1.65 25 50KV 
1l 2001 1.95 7.5 220VAC 
2 2100 2.75 20 236VAC 
12 2000 8.95 1-3 330VAC 
3 2511 2.75 12.75 330VAC 
1-1 2510 3.85 15 330VAC 
4 2500 6.95 5 440VAC 
30 2510 14.75 

.9 660VAC 
7 660VAC 

32 3501 15.80 8 660VAC 

OILMITES 
MFD V. TYPE 

.02 600 0M-6002 

.05 600 OM -6005 

.1 680 O M-610 
.25 600 0M-625 
.5 600 0M-650 

1.0 600 0M-601 

Price 
52.40 

3.40 
5.85 
2.95 
7.95 
5.75 

12.50 
29.50 

1.65 
9.95 
1.79 
5.95 
2.85 
7.95 

24.50 
6.50 

29.50 
29.50 

8.95 
17.50 
47.50 
19.95 
54.00 
85.00 
27.50 
24.50 
34.50 
37.50 
67.50 
70.00 
1.95 
3.95 
1.95 
4.10 
4.50 
3.10 
3.50 
4.25 
4.50 

Price 
S .45 

.48 

.51 

.55 

.60 

.85 

COAXIAL CONNECTORS 
83-1ÁC 
83-1AP 
83-1F 
83-1H 
83-1HP 
83-1J 
83-1R 
83-1RTY 

S .42 
.30 

1.10 
.12 
.22 

.15 

.65 

83-1SP 
83-15PN 
83 -ST 
83-2AP 
83-22AP 
83-22F 
83-22J 
83-22R 

5 .45 
.50 

1.30 
1.95 
1.40 
2.10 
1.40 

.68 

83-225 P 
83-22T 
83-168 
83-185 
86-765 
83-776 

S ,80 
1.95 

.12 

.12 

.74 

.65 

UG-7/AP 16.30 

UO3b/U 1:25 
UG-35/11 1.25 
U G -186/U 1.05 
U G -19/U 1.60 
UG-206/U 1.60 
UG-21 .75 
UG-21Á/U 1.50 
UG-21B/U 1.00 
UG-21C/U 1.05 

úc-22éu í:.z5 
UG-22C U 1.20 
UG-23/U 1.20 
UG-238/U 1.50 2ti¿ u 1.10 

1.30 
UG-25/U 1.35 
UG-21/u 1.25 
UG-27AÁA///U 2.28 

00-29/U 2.95 
11 

UG-29A/U 1.88 
UG-296 U 1.65 

U0U r33á%U 
2.10 

UG-36/U 12.50 
UG-37/U 17.50 
UG-S76/U 1.85 

UC -58/U 
tU1G-59A%U 
UG-60*/U 
UG-618/U 
UG-83/U 
UG-ºb/u 
UG-º6/u 
UG-88%U 
UG-89/U 
uGa0/u 
UG-98/U 
UG-102/U 
UC -103/U 
UG-386iU 
UG-107B/U 
UG-108/U 
UG-109/U 
CW-123A/U 
UO-146/U 
C W -159/U 
00-166/U 
U G -167/U 
UG-171/u 
UG-173/U 
U0 -175/U 
UG-176/U 
UG-177/u 

S 
.15 

1.90 
1.65 
2.10 
1.75 
1.60 
2.25 
1.40 

.90 
1.10 
1.15 
1.85 

.80 
.68 

1.40 

2:75 
2.60 
2.60 

1.95 

32.88 
3.30 

2.35 
.12 
.12 
.24 

UG-185/U 
UG-191/AP 
M X -195/U 
U G-397/U 
UG-x03/U 
UG203/U 
UG206/U 
UG-224/U 
U0 -226/U 
UG-245/U 
U6r294iU 
U0 -255/U 

0-260/U 
UG-261/U 
U C -262/U 
UG-273%4U1 
UG-275/0 
UC -276/U 
U G-290/U 
00-291/U 
u G-306/U 
UG-34º/U 
M X-367/11 
0G-414/0 
U G -498/U 
ú6=635iú 

5 .95 
.80 
.75 

2.80 
1.95 

.65 
1.40 
1.15 
3.85 
2.25 
2.35 
2.75 
1.95 

.85 
1.10 
1.10 
1.40 
2.30 
5.50 
5.50 
.90 

2.45 
2.65 
.83 

1.95 
1.80 
1.65 
1.00 

Full line el JAN Approved coaxial connectors in stock 
UHF-N-13N-BNC-pulse-Prlees on request. 

COAXIAL CABLE 
TYPO Price Per M Ft. Type Price Per M Ft. 
RG -5/U, 5120.50 RG -22/U 150.00 
13G-6/0 180.00 RG-22A/U 285.00 
50-7/1.1,. 85.00 RG -24/U 675.00 
RG -11/U 100.00 RG -26/U. 400.00 
RG -9/U 250.00 RO -29/U 50.00 
RG-9A/U 330.00 510-34/U 300.00 
RG -10 U......... 240.00 5G -35/U 900.00 
RG -11/0 100.00 5G -548/U 97.00 
RC -12/U 240.00 RO -55/U 100.00 
RG -13/U 216.00 50-57/U 325.00 
113G-14/0 245.00 RG -58/U 60.00 5G-1 /U 650.00 50-588/U 70.00 
RO -18/U 900.00 RG -59/U 55.00 
130-19/U 1250.00 50-63/0 70.00 50-20/U 1450.00 50-77/U. 80.00 50-21/U 240.00 
ADD 25% TO PRICE SHOWN FOR QUANTITIES UNDER 
500 FEET. 

WESTINGHOUSE HYPERSIL 
TRANSFORMER 

PRI -115V. 60 CY. %KVA; SEC. 771-240V 1.56 
AMP, SEC. 172-240V. 1.56A. WT. 30 LBS. - 
NEW ORIG. CONTAINER $14.50 ea. 

LECTRONIC RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
71,5- 1' ARCH ST. PHILA. 6, PA. 

Telephones - MARKET 7- 6771 - 2 - 3 

Pulse Transformers 
IN STOCK -IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

UTAH 0A-18 
X-1241 
9262 

9278 9340 
9280 9341 
9318 9350 

G.E.-K2464; 1(2468' K2469; K2744B; 680627; 
680828; 68092901; 80013; 800152. 

WESTINGHOUSE-132AW2; 139DW2F; 166AW2F; 
176AW2F; 187AW2F. 

RAYTHEON-UX-7350; UX-10066. 
PHILCO-352-7071; 352-7149; 352-7150; 352-7178; 

352-7190; 352-7224. 
W.E.-D-161310; D-163247; D-163325; D-164661. 

GENERATORS 
OUTPUT -15 AMP 28VDC-Pioneer 1235-3A..$15.50 
OUTPUT -60 AMP. 30VDC and 10.4 AMP. 115VAC 

800-1400 cy. 1 PIL-PIONEER 716-3A (NAVY 
NEA-3A) $38.50 

OUTPUT -140 AMP. 28VDC-GE 2CM70B5B IMFD BY AUTOLITE) $38.50 
OUTPUT -200 AMP. 28V DC -GE 2CM80B5 $47.50 ALL ARE 2500-4500 RPM-CCW ROTATION 

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS 
BET IPOT TYPE CI -5K2 3W.-3 TURNS -0.14 

LINEARITY $0.50 
ITELIPOT TYPE CCI -DUAL SeaPION-5n and 

10Kí2 3W. each SECTION -3 TURNS -0.1% 
LINEARITY $11.50 

HELIPOT TYPE DI -10Kí) 15W.-25 TURNS -0.1% 
LINEARITY $19.50 

T.I.C. TYPE RVC2-101(i) 2% 4W-0.5% Linear 
$5.75 

T.I.C. TYPE RVC2 10K1) 2% 4W.-0.5% Linear 
$5.75 

T.I.C. TYPE RV3-10KSI 2% 8W.-1% Linear.$3.60 
T.I.C. TYPE RV3-20K,Ú 4% 12W.-190 Linear.$4.75 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMER 

THORDARSON T 47176-400VA. PRI-95-130VAC 
60 CY. 1 ph. SEC -115V-1% REGULATION 
ENCL. CASE -SUPPLIED WITH EXTERNAL 
CAPACITORS -BRAND NEW EA. $43.50 

SPECIAL VALISE -$33. 50 EA. IN LOTS OF 10. 

MERCURY RELAY 
SPDT 5 Amp mercury wetted, glass sealed contacts; 
Oper. coil -36 VDC. 4500 ohms, pulls in at 8 MA; 
Non -induct. heater Coil -27.5 VDC, 250 ohms, 0.11 A. 
Hermetically Sealed -Octal plug-in base -Useful for 
hi speed keying á computing Operations Mfd. by 
Western Electric. 
EA. $8.75 Lots of 10 $7.75 

Terms 200/c, cash with order, bal. COD unless rated. 
All prices net F. 0. B. warehouse, Phila., Penna., 
subject to change without notice. 
CABLE ADDRESS "LECTRONIC PHILADELPHIA" 

434 Want more information? Use post card on last page. May, 1954 - ELECTRON ICS 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

CAPACITORS 
1 MFD, 25000VDC CAPACITORS 

TYPE 25100 $59.50 ea. 
CAPACITOR; Type P-15642 Vitamin Q, .5 mid., 
4000 vdc. $1.95 
CAPACITOR; Type D-9312 Vitamin Q, 2X.15 
mfd., 8000 VDC $1.95 
CAPACITOR: Type KGS-3150, 15 mid , 330 
VAC $3.49 
CAPACITOR; Type CAT 25F659, .25 MU -F. 
8000 VDC $1.49 

SINE -COSINE GENERATORS 
(Resolvers) 

Diehl Type FIE -43-9 (Single Phase Rotor). Two sta- 
tor windings 90° apart, provides two output sequel to 
the sine and cosine of the angular rotor displacement. 
Input voltage 115 volts, 400 cycle $30.00 ea. 
Diehl Type FPE-43.1 same as FIE -43-9 except it 
supplies maximum stator voltage of 220 volts with 115 
volts applied to rotor $25.00 ea. 

VOLTAGE GENERATORS (RATE) 
ALNICO MIDGET D.C. VOLTAGE GENERATOR 
Type B -35-D $17.50 
ALNICO MIDGET D.C. VOLTAGE GENERATOR 
Type B -44-D $17.50 
A.C. GENERATOR: 67 V., 20 Cya, 2 -Phase, .015 
Amps. Type PM -1, 1200 R.P M $15.00 

FT 237 MOUNTS 
For BC 603, 683 and BC 604, 684. NEW, 
BOXED $22.50 

SYNCHRONOUS 
SELSYNS 

110 volt. 60 eycle, brass 
cased, approx. 4" dia. x 
6" long. Mfg. by Diehl 
and Bendix. 
Quantities Available. 
REPEATERS $20.00 ea. 
TRANSMITTERS $20.00 ea. 

AUTOSYN MOTOR TYPE 1 

115 VAC; 60 cycle; 1 -phase; DR. #4279 Foot mount- 
ed; Mfg. Bendix Aviation Corp $15.00 ea. 

SYNCHROS 
General Electric MOD. 2315M1; 115-57.5 Volta 400 
Cycle $22.50 ea. 
AUTOSYN MTR. KOLLSMAN Type #403; 32 VAC; 
60 cycle; single phase $22.50 
AUTOSYN MTR. BENDIX Type #851; 32 VAC; 60 
cycle; single phase $22.50 
MICROSYN UNIT. Type 1C -006-A $35.00 
IF Special Repeater (115V-400 Cy.) $15.00 ea. 
211E 3 Generator (115-400 cyc.) $10.00 ea. 
5CT Control Transformer: 90-50 Volt; 60 Cy..$45.00 
5F Motor (115/90 Volt -60 eye.) $45.00 
5SDG Differential Generator (90-94 volts - 400 
eye.) $30.00 ea. 
TRANSMITTER, BENDIX C-78248: 115 Volt, 60 
Cycle $25.00 ea. 
Differential -C-78249; 115 V., 60 Cy $5.00 
5N MOTOR (115 Volts/60 Cycle) $22.50 
REPEATER, BENDIX C-78410: 115 Volt, 60 
Cycle $37.50 ea. 
REPEATER. AC synchronous 115 V., 60 cycle, 
C-76863 $15.00 ea. 
REPEATER, DIEHL MFG. No. FIE 22.2; 115 Volt; 
400 Cy., Secondary 90 V $27.50 
5G GENERATOR (115/90) 60 cycles $'45.00 
7G Synchro Generator (115/90 volts; 60 cycle) $75.00 
6G Synchro Generator (115/90 volt; 60 cycle) $60.00 
6DG Synchro Differential Generator (90/90 volt; 60 

215FÌ Selwyn Control Transformer: 105-55 Volts; 
60 Cycle $22.50 
2JD5HAI Selwyn Generator: 115-105 Volts; 60 
cycle $50.00 
2JIFI GENERATOR: 115-57.5 Volt; 400 cycle, 

$12.50 ea. 
2JIHI DIFFERENTIAL GENERATOR: 57.5-57.5 
Volt; 400 cycle 212.50 ea. 
2JIGI CONTROL TRANSFORMER: 57.5-57.5 Volt; 
400 cycle $7.50 ea. 
2J5HI SELSYN GENERATOR: Mfg. G. E , 115-105 
Volts, 80 Cycle $27.50 

PANORAMIC 
ADAPTER 

Model AN/APA-10 

Provides four types of 
nresentation . (a) 
Panoramic (b) Aural (c) 

®7,e 9seillographlc (d) Oscil- 
(8ÿ.1 loscopic. Designed for use kiwi ò sith AN/ARR.-7, AN/ ' It R - 5 , AN/APR-4, 

SCR -587 or other equipmer t with I.F. or 455 kc. 5.2 
me or 30 mu Includes 21 tubes with 3" scope t,ube. 
PRICE $99.50 

v 

Immediate Delivery 

ALL EQUIPMENT FULLY GUARANTEED 
All prices net FOB Pasadena, Calif. 

r 
INVERTERS 

10563 LELAND ELECTRIC 
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase, 115 VA; 
75 PF. Input: 28.5 VDC; 12 amp $59.50 

PIONEER 12117 
OUTPUT: 26 volts; 400 cycles: 6 volt amperes, 1 - 

Phase. INPUT: 24 VDC; 1 amp $25.00 ea. 

ALTERNATOR, CARTER 
Mfg. Carter Motor Co.; OUTPUT: 7 VAC; 9.7 amp.; 
650 cycles, and 295 VDC. 200 amps. INPUT: 24.5 
VDC: 10.5 amps; 6500 rpm $49.50 ea. 

PE 218 LELAND ELECTRIC 
Output: 115 VAC; Single Phase: PF 90; 380/500 
cycle: 1500 VA. INPUT: 25-28 VDC; 92 amps: 8000 
RPM; Exc. Volte, 27.5 
BRAND NEW $39.95 ea. 

PE 109 LELAND ELECTRIC 
Output: 115 VAC, 400 cyc; single phase; 1.53 amp; 
8000 RPM. Input: 13.5 VDC; 29 amp $65.00 

MG 153 HOLTZER-CABOT 
Input: 24 V. DC. 52 amps. Output: 115 volts - 400 
cycles, 3 -phase, 750 VA. and 26 Volt - 400 cycle, 250 
VA. Voltage and frequency regulated $95.00 ea. 

PIONEER 12130-3-B 
Output: 125.5 VAC; 1.5 amps. 400 cycle single phase, 
141 VA. Input: 20-30 VDC, 18-12 amps. Voltage and 
frequency regulated $75.00 

12116-2-A PIONEER 
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc.; single phase; 45 amo. 
Input: 24 VIII'- 5 amp $65.00 

10285 LELAND ELECTRIC 
Output: 115 Volts AC, 750 V.A., 3 phase, 409 cycle, 
.90 PF. and 26 volts, 50 amps, single phase, 400 cycle, 
.40 PF. Input: 27.5 VDC, 60 amps, cent, duty, 6000 
RPM. Voltage and Frequency regulated $95.00 

10486 LELAND ELECTRIC 
Output: 115 VAC; 400 Cycle; 3 -phase; 175 VA; .80 
PF. Input: 27.5 DC; 12.5 amp; Cont. Duty. 

$90.00 ea. 

PIONEER 10042-1-A 
DC INPUT 14 Volts; OUTPUT: 115 Volts; 400 Cycle 
1 -Phase; 50 Watt $75.00 

94-32270-A LELAND ELECTRIC 
Output: 115 Volta; 190 VA; Single Phase; 400 Cycle; 
.90 PF. and 26 Volts; 60 VA; 400 Cycle, .40 PF. 
Input: 27.5 Volts DC 18 amps cont. duty, voltage and 
freq. regulated $95.00 

PIONEER 12147-1 
OUTPUT: 115 VAC 400 cycle; Single phase. INPUT: 
24-30 VDC; 8 amps $79.50 

MG 149F HOLTZER CABOT 
OUTPUT: 28 VAC @ 250 VA; 115V @ 500VA: Sin- 
gle Phase; 400 cycle. INPUT: 24 VDC @ 36 amps. 

69.50 

EICOR CLASS "A" NO. 1-3012/08-7 
OUTPUT: 125 VAC; 400 cycle; single phase; 100 VA. 
INPUT: 24-30 VDC; 11 amps; Duty Inn Voltage and 
Frequency Regulator $99.50 

L 

HAZELTINE PULSE GENERATOR 
MODEL 1017 

7 

Electrical Characteristics: Pulse Freq: initiating and 
sliding pulse-externaL Pulse Width: initiating and 
sliding pulses, 10 microseconds. Pulse Amplitude: ini- 
tiating and sliding pulses, plus 150 volts. Sliding 
Pulse Delay: variable over full trace length. Sweep 
Duration: 50, 200, and 1000 microseconds. TUBES: 
16-6877: 3-6AG7; 3-6L6; 2-675 et; 2-6SN7 gt; 
1-5U4 G; 1-6SK7; 1-6Y6G; 1-991; 1-9002. Power in- 
put: 110-125 volts, 60 cyc. single hase: batteries 
none. Dimensions: 13%" x 20,4" x 23". Weight 85 lbs. 
PRICE $149.50 

ALNICO FIELD MOTORS 
(Approx. size overall . . , 394" 
134" diameter) 
DELCO TYPE #5069600: 27.5 

DELCO #5069230: 27.5 VDC; 145 rpm 
volts DC; 250 RPM $15.00$15.00 

PM Motore Delco Type #5069371: 27.5 volts; D' 
Alnico Field; 10,000 R.P.M.; dimensions 1" x l' x 2" 
long; shaft extension $4" diameter 0.125" $10.00 

PIONEER GYRO FLUX GATE AMPLIFIER 
Type 12076 -I -A, complete with tubes $22.50 

AC CONTROL MOTOR 
A.C. SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR Type BBC 2503: 
Volts 115; Cycles 60; RPM 2; Mfg. HOLTZEIt 
CABOT FliFCT. Approx. size: 2%" x 2%' x 2%". 

$15.00 ea. 

400 CYCLE MOTORS 
EASTERN AIR DEVICES #133 Synchronous Motor 
115 Volt; 400 cycle $17.50 
PIONEER: TYPE CK5 2 Phase; 400 cycles.$25.00 ea. 
EASTERN AIR DEVICES TYPE J49A: 115 V; O.IA: 
7000 r.p.m. Single phase 400 cycle $17.50 ea. 
AI RESEARCH: 115V: 400 CPS; Single phase 6500 
RPM; 1.4 amp; Torque 4.6 in. oz.; HP. .03. 

EASTERN AIR DEVICES TYPE 1816B: 200$10.00 VACea.; 

1 amp; 3 phase: 400 cycles, 6000 RPM $12.50 ea. 
EASTERN AIR DEVICES, TYPE J31B: 115 V. 400 
1200 Cycle. Single Phase . 
AIRESEARCH: AC induction, 280 V; 3 Phase$12.50, 40ea0 

Cycle, 2 H.P. ; 11,000 RPM; 8 amps ea 
AIRESEARCH: AC Induction, 200 V; 3 Phase,$79.50 400, 
Cycle, 12 H.P. 6500 RPM; 1.5 amps .00 
Electric Motor: PNT-1400-A1-1A Serial No.$25 207, 
208 V., 400 Cycles, 3 Phase Kearfott Co.. Inc. 

$17.50 ea. 

SERVO MOTOR 10047-2-A; 2 Phase; 
400 Cycle, with 40-1 Reduction Gear 

$17.50 
SMALL DC MOTORS 

GENERAL ELECTRIC #5BAIOAJI8 . . . 27 VDC; 
RPM 110: 1 oz. FT $12.50 
DELCO #5069625 ... 27 VDC; 120 RPM; Governor 
controlled $22.50 
EMERSON 175: 12 Volt DC; 1/6th HP; 10 amp; 
3000 RPM; Approx. size: 235" x S" $0. 
DELCO #5068750: 27 VDC; 160 RPM; built-in95 re- 

ea, 

duction gears $12.50 ea. 
J. OSTER: series reversible motor 1/50th H.P.; 10,- 
000 RPM; 27% VDC; 2 amps; SPERRY #806069: 
approx. size 1%" x 334" 
General Electric Type 5AB10AJ37: 27 volts$7., DC:00ea. 5 
amps. 8 oz. inches torque; 250 RPM, shunt wound; 4 

leads; reversible $12.50 
General Electric. Mod. 5BA10F333: 12 oz. Inches 
torque. 12 DC 56 RPM. 1.02 amp .00 
General Electric Type 5BAIOAJ52C: 27 volt$s15 DC;ea. 5 

amps. 8 oz. inches torque; 145 RPM; shunt wound 
4 leads; reversible 2.50 
GENERAL ELECTRIC DC MOTOR Mod. 5BA10$1AJ- 
64. 160 r.p.m.; 65 amp; 12 -oz. -in. torque 27V DC. 

.50 
2./4 H.P. MOTOR -Mfg. LEECE-NEVILLE Co; 

$12 
Type 

1454 -MO; 24VDC: 4000 RPM; 100 amp $35.00 

115 VOLT GENERATORS 
Brand new Eclipse generators; 
115 VAC; 9.4 amp; 1000 watts; 
single phase; 800 cycles, 2400- 
4200 rpm. DC output Is 30 volts 
at 25 amp. Unit has spline drive 
shaft and is self-excited.$29.95 

MICROPOSITIONER 
Barber Colman AYLZ 2133.1 Polarized D.C. Relay: 
Double Coil Differential sensitive. Alnico P.M. Polar- 
ized field. 24V contact; .5 amps; 28 V. Used for re- 
mote positioning, synchronizing, control. etc. 

$12.50 ea. 

BLOWER 
Eastern Air Devices, Type 731B: 115 volt: 400-1200 
Cycle; single phase; variable frequency; continuous 
duty; L. & R. #2 blower; approx. 22 ca. ft./min. 

$15.00 

BLOWER: Mfg. John Oster; 
Type C2A-1B; 27 VDC; 63 
amps; 1/100 H.P.; 7000 RPM; 
Series Wound $9.95 ea. 

BLOWER ASSEMBLY 
115 Volt, 400 Cycle, Westinghouse Type FL. 17CFM, 
complete with capacitor. New $12.50 ea. 

TEST EQUIPMENT TS-45/APM 
For measuring relative output power and transmitted 
freq. of radars and adjusting receivers. Components 
of the set are a thermistor-type power meter, coaxial 
line -type freq. meter, a 723A oscillator, attenuator, 
and a choke coupling. Set is designed for continuous 
wave operation, with jack provided for external puls- 
ing. 
Electrical Characteristics: Freq. Range . Airborne 
X Band. Accuracy: Freq. Meter plus or minus 5 mo; 
Power Meter plus or minus 1.5 db. (relative only). 
Signal input: rf power; minus 10 to plus 37 dbm. 
Signal Output: C. W. ay. power 10 mw (plus 10 dbm). 
Attenuator: Calibrated, adjustable 0-30 db loss, 
Power: 110-130 volta. 60-2400 cycles, 55 watts. 
TUBES; 1-723, 1-6V6, 2-6ZY5G, 1-6SL7GT, 1 -VR - 
150 -30. Batteries: None. Mechanical Characteristics: 
10" x 9%" x 8". Weight: 18 lbs. PRICE .$250.00 
TEST SETS ... TS -13 -AP; 3 cm. Signal Generator, 
X -Band $650.00 
TS -35 A/AP; X -Band Signal Generator, pulsed, cali- 
brated power meter, frequency meter, calibrated at- 
tenuator, 110 V., 60-800 cps $395.00 

C&H SALES CO 
2176 East Colorado Street Pasadena 8, California RYan 1-7393 
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INVERTERS 
Onon MG215H. Navy type PU/1S. 
Input 115/230, 60 cy., 1 Ph. Output: 
115. 480 cy., 1 Ph., 1.2Kw and 26V DC 
at 4 amps. New $295.00 
Onan M -G.-0-75. Navy type PU/11 
Input: 115/230, 60 cy., 1 Ph. Output: 
115, 480 cy., 1 Ph., 5.3 amps. and 26 
VDC @ 3.8 Amps. New $225.00 
Leland Elec. Co. PE206A. Input: 28DC 
at 38 Amps. Output, 80V, 800 cy., 1 Ph.. 

IIII 
485V. New $22.50 
PE2I8H. Input: 28DC. Output: 115, 400 
cy., 1 Ph., 1.5KVA. New $32.50 
G.E. 5AS1315511A. Input: 28DC Out- - put: 115, 400 cy., 1 Ph., 1.5 KVA, Regu- a laced. New $09.50 
Elcor. 32VDC to IIOAC, 60 cy., 1 Ph. at 
2.4 Amps. New $39.50 

DYNAMOTORS 
Navy type CAJO-211444. Input: 105 to 
130VDC. Output: either 26VDC at 20 
amps. or 13VDC at 40 amps. Radio fil- 
tered and complete with line switch. 
New $89.50 
Type PE94CM. For SCR -522. Brand 
new in overseas cases. Has wide band 
input and output filters $19.50 

AMPLIDYNES 
5A M21117. Input 27 VDC @ 15 A. 
Output 60 VDC @ 2.5A. 4600 RPM. 
New $34.50 
5AM3INJ9A. Input 27 VDC @ 44 A. 
Output 60 VDC @ 8.8 A., 7500 RPM. 
New $23.50 
5AM3INJI8A. Input 27 VDC @ 44 A. 
Output 60 VDC @ 8.8 A., 8300 RPM. 
New $12.50 

SMALL DC MOTORS 
G.E. 5BA5OLJ2A. Armature 27VDC at 
8.3 Amps. Field 60VDC at 2.3A RPM 
4000. H.P. 0.5. New $27.50 
Dster E-7-5. 27.5DC. 1/20 HP, 3600 RPM 
Shunt Wound. New $9.50 
Dumore Co. type ELBG, 24 VDC, 40-1 
gear ratio. For type B=4 Intervalometer. 
New $3.75 
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RADAR 
ANTENNAS 

TYPE SO -13 
ILLUSTRATED 

Tyne SO -1 (10CM) 
assemidy with reflec- 
tor, waveguide noz- 
zle, drive motor, etc. 
New $279.50 

Type SO -3 (3 CM.) Surface Search type 
with reflector, drive motor, etc., but less 
plumbing. New in original cases.. $99.50 
Type SO -13. (10CM.) Complete assem- 
bly with 24" dish, dipole, drive motor, 
gearing, etc. New $89.50 

RADAR SETS 
MODEL SQ. Portable radar set, 10CM. 
Operates on 90-130 volt. 60 cy., 1 Ph. 
"A" "B", and "PPI" presentation. 
Complete with tech manual and full set 
of operating spare parts. Used but in 
good condition. $749.50 
MODEL ASG-I Radar unit consisting of 
transmitter and converter assembly CP11- 
43ABC, Antenna Assembly CRP-ACZ. 
Mounting Base CPR-IOABE, etc. New in 
original case. $279.50 

SCR -545A RADAR 
Removed from trailer. Includes: Azimuth 
and Elevation Control Units; 214A and 
I54A Indicators; Input and Output Servo 
Amplifiers; Three BC -1035A Scopes: 
Power Panel and RA -65A Power Supply: 
Range Cont. Unit; Range Converter; 
Search Ree. and Cont. Unit; Search 
Trans; Track Roc. and Control Unit; 
Track Trans; Range Unit: Auto. Con- 
troller: no Antenna included. In gm,) 
condition. A terrifie value at $1375.00. 

Only one set available. 

REPAIR PARTS 
For BC 348 

MODELS H, K, L, R, ONLY 

Main Ttuling Capacitor $ 4.50 
1st I -F Transformer Assembly 2.011 
2nd I -If Transformer Assembly 2.00 
3rd I -F Transformer Assembly 2.00 
4111 I -F Transformer Assembly 2.00 
Crystal Filter Assembly 6.50 
C. W. Oscillator Assembly 2.00 
915 kc Crystal mounted 2.75 
Antenna Unit Assembly 12.50 
R. F. Unit Assembly 12.50 
Resistor: Volume Control 2.75 
Knob for Main Tuning Condenser .50 
Band #1 Coils -per set of 6 3.00 
Band #2 Coils -per set of 4 2.00 
Band #3 Coils --per set of 4 2.00 
Band #4 Coils -per set of 4 2.00 
Band #5 Coils -per set of 4 2.00 
Band #6 Coils -Der set of 4 2.00 

G. E. SERVO AMPLIFIERS 
Used in B29 planes for Central Station 
Fire Control Systems B2, B3 and Rd. 
Used to drive Amplidyne 5A1131NJ9A 
and Control Motor 5BA50LJ2A listed is 
1st column. New less tubes $29.50 

9 CONDUCTOR CABLE 
Army spec. CO -215 Weatherproof 9 Cond. 
No. 20 AWG stranded tinned copper, 
plastic ins., color coded, double vinyl 
jackets with tinned copper braid between. 
Dia. 9/16" made by G.E. Available 1000. 
1500, 2000 ft. reels Price 5.15 ft. 

SCR -522 EQUIPMENT 
Complete BC -624C receivers and BC- 
625AM Transmitters including mounting 
racks, plugs, connectors, dynamotor. 
Brand new equipment with instruction 
ma corals. Write for full details. 

BARGAINS 
IN 

TRANSMITTING 
MICA CAPACITORS 

A Ale k 
MFD DCWV 

.00003 2000 

.00003 3000 

.00005 3000 

.00009 3000 

.0001 3000 

.0002 3000 

.00035 2500 

.00036 5000 

.000375 5000 

.0004 2500 

.0004 3000 

.0005 3000 

.00056 5000 
.0006 2500 
.0007 3000 
.00075 2500 
.00075 5000 
.0008 5000 
.001 4500 
.002 500 
.002 3500 
.003 2000 
.003 3000 
.005 1200 
.005 2000 
.006 1200 
.006 2500 
.01 600 
.01 1200 
.015 1500 
02 600 C 

.025 1250 A 
.025 2500 A 
.12 500 A 

Style 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
C 
A 
A 
A 
C 
A 
C 
A 
C 
C 
A 

Price 
.29 
.39 
.39 
.39 
.39 
.39 
.29 

1.79 
1.79 

.29 
.39 
.39 

1.79 
.39 
.39 
.39 

1.79 
1.79 
1.79 

.19 
1.29 

.29 

.39 .9 

.19 

.39 

.19 

.29 
2.49 
.19 

1.10 
1.79 
2.49 

High voltage Transmitting types. 
Thousands In stock. Wide selection of 
sizes, types and ratings. All new and 
made by top manufacturers. Writs 
for complete listings. 

FREQUENCY METER 375 to 725 MCS 

Model TS -127/U is a compact, 
self-contained, battery powered, 
precision (± 1 Mc) frequency 
meter which provides quick, ac- 
curate readings. Requires a -stand- 
ard 1.5V "A" and 45V "B" bat- 
tery. Has 0-5 Min. time switch. 
Contains sturdily constructed HI - 
"Q" resonator with average "Q" -. of 3000 working directly into de - 

1 teetor tube. Uses 957, 1S6 and 
3S4 Tubes. Complete new with 

ra_ lust. book, probe and spare kit 
of tubes. Less $47.50 batteries 

PANADAPTER and 
SCOPE AN/APA-10 

A combined Panoramic 
Adapter and Oscilloscope. 
Has 3 coax input connectors 
for feeding in from receivers 
having I.F. of 455kc., 5.2 
mo or 30mc. Designed also 
to be used as regular os- 
cilloscope for testing other 
equipment. Has both ver- 
tical and horizontal push- 
pull amplifier inputs, etc. 

Complete with 21 tubes including 3" CR scope tube. 
For operation on 115V. 400 Cy. Price $99.50 
For operation on 115V. 60 Cy. Price $145.00 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
AN/APA-10 TECH. MANUAL, 80 pages. Postpaid in 
U.S.A. $1.03 

FLUXMETER 

Used to calibrate field 
strength of magnets from 
500 to 4000 gauss and in- 
dicate polarity. Probe has 
gap of 11/2". Beautifully 
built in hardwood case 
with hinged cover. In- 
structions for operation 
on under side of cover. 
Size 12% X 9 X 6 in. 
Ideal for lab and school 
use. New. An excep- 
tional value 491 SA 

i 
I;a 

400 CY. BLOWERS 
Westinghouse Type FL. 115V, 400 cy.. 
6,700 RI'M. Airflow 17C.F.M. New $3.95 

SYNCHROS 
Ford Inst. Co. Synchro Differential Gen- 
erator. Mod. 3 Type 5SDG. 90/90V. 
400 cy., Ord. Dr. 173020. New $6.50 
Armor. Synchro Differential Generator. 
Type 6DG. New $29.50 
Hobart Mfg. Co. Synchro Differential 
Generator Type XIX 115V, 60 cy. New. 
$4.95. 5F, 5G, SCT also in stock. 

D.C. SELSYN MOTOR 
Step by step type for use with potentiom- 
eter in D.C. Selsyn Control Systems. 
Bendix--Type CAL 14810 (3.IK1 Mod 0). 
70 Volts DC input $4,95 

MOTOR GENERATORS 
2 KVA O'Keefe and Merritt. 115DC to 
120AC, 50 cy., 1 Ph., Export Crated. 
New $125.00 
MOTOR GENERATOR, TYPE CGU-2 
Unit of U. S. Navy TCK-7 Transmitter 
Motor; 2 H.P. 230V, D.C., 10 amps. 
Generator: 1800V. D.C., 0.4 A, 500V. 
D.C., 0.35A, 115V. D.C., 1.5A, 12 V. 
D.C., 2A. 3480 R.P.M. Self excited. 
Brand new including spare armature. 

$95.00 
ALLIS-CHALMERS 230DC to 115AC. 
60 cy., 1 Ph., 1.25 KVA $149.50 

FREQUENCY STANDARD 
Complete self con- 
tained, dual 100/1000 
kc crystal, multivi- 
brator and harmonic 
amplifier. Calibrates 
with WWV and pro- 
vides 1000, 100. and 
10 kc check points 
from 100 to 45,000 kc. 
115V. 60 cycles. New 
with 2395 
instructions. 

Radar Repeater Adapters 
NAVY TYPE CBM-50AFO 

A repeater unit for video signals and 
trigger pulses designed to work in con- 
junction with standard Navy radar 
equipments wherein provision is made for 
operation of remote P.P.I. sets. This 
adapter provides four video and trigger 
Pulse lines for operating one or more 
remote P.P.I. control installations. 115 
Volts, 60 cycles A.C. Dimensions are 
311/2 x 21 x 15 in New $97.50 

HIGH POT TRANSFORMER 
Westinghouse. Pri: 115, 60 cy. Sec: 15,- 
000V C.T., @ .060A, C.T. ungrounded. 
Excellent for high -potting tests. Size 0.3 
1211 x 81/2W a 9%D. Weight 67 lbs. 
Fully enclosed steel case. Prier.. $29.50 

30-10,000 CYCLE 
MODULATION TRANSE. 

For RCA, Type 250-K Broadcast Trans - 
initier (311-7242) P to P Primary Imp. 
15,000 ohms. Secondary Load 5,0'(1 
ohms. Size 111/x91x13". Wt. 143 lbs. 
New $49.50 

60 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS 
G. E. Step -Down. 6KVA. Pri: 230/460. 
Sec: 115/125, 60 cy. Size: 20" x 11" X 
91/2". Weight 225 lbs. Navy grey finish, 
Integral junction box and molmting 
brackets $69.50 
Plate Trans. Raytheon U-5815 Pri: 
440/220, 60 cy. 3 phase. Sec: each phase 
1310V @ 0.67A test 6000V $59.50 
Plate Trans. Pri: 115V., 60 cy., 1 l'h. 
Sec: 1470V. C.T. @ 1.2A tested at 
5500V. RMS. Raytheon. Size 12% X 10 x 
10 in. Shipping wt: 150 lbs. New. 
Price $27.50 

ALTITUDE INDICATOR 
Type ID-14A/APN-1. Brand New in 
original cartons. Special $2.95 

SPECIALS 
ATTENUATOR. Davon Type T-800 Cir- 
cuit: TEE. Imp. 50,000., 0.5 D.B. per 
step. New $2.75 
CATHODE RAY SHIELDS for 3" tube. 

$2.75 
FIRE DETECTOR. Designed for use on 
aircraft, tanks, armored vehicles. Heat- 
ing of outside casing as by fire causes 
inside snap blade switch to close. Good 
Experimenters item 3 for $1.00 
JACK BOX. BC -1366M. Brand New $.65 
JACK PLUG ASSEMBLY. 787Q. New. 

10 for $1.00 
PARABOLOIDS. 171/2" dia. spun mag- 
nesium, d" deep, 11/2 x 1%" opening at 
apex. Per pair $12.50 
SAWTOOTH POTENTIOMETER Con- 
tinuous winding. 2 rotating and 2 take- 
off brushes. KS14138 $2.75 
SOLENOID. 24V DC, 2 lb. pull, a/.t" 
stroke. Nest' $1.45 
SWEEP GENERATOR CAPACITOR. 
5/10 mfd., split stator coax type. Hi - 
speed ball bearings $1 95 

SOUND POWERED 
CHEST SETS 

U. S. Instrument Co. No. 
A-260 Combination head- 
set and chest microphone. 
Brand new, including 20 
ft. of rubber covered cable 
and plug. $17.50 each 

FIELD TELEPHONES. RM29A Com- 
plete with carrying cases and TS -13 
handsets. New in original cartons $17.59 
HEATSET ADAPTER. MC-385CMatches 
hi to lo imp., for 11S-33 or 38 phones. 
New in original cartons 5 65 
TRANSMITTER ELEMENT for TS -13 
handset. New in original cartons..$1.75 
COMMANDO POLE JACKS. A weather- 
proof jack and terminal box. Used with 
EER phones in the field. New $ 95 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
OIL CAPACITORS 

Mfd. Volts 
.001 50 KV 
.01 5 KV 
.02 8 KV 
.02 20 KV 
.025 50 KV 
.025-.025 50 KV 
.1 3 KV 
.1-.1 4.5 KV 
.135 
.2 
.25 
.25 
.25 

1. 
1. 
2. 
2. 

7.5 KV 
50 KV 
15 KV 
20 KV 
50 KV 

7.5 KV 
15 KV 

5.5 KV 
6 KV 

Price 
22.50 

2.50 
4.50 
9.75 

34.50 
34.50 
1.75 
3.50 
6.95 

47.50 
17.50 
19.50 
67.50 
6.95 

47.50 ^ IL 
9.50 SPECIAL -- 

12.50 $6.95 

METER SPECIALS 
G.E. Type DO -50, 3" Sq. Scale read 
0-3 D.C. Basic Mov. 10 MA. F.S.V.=3. 
New Price $2.4 
G.E. Type DO -50, 3" Sq. Scale read 
0-3/0.9 V. D.C. Basic Stov. 10 MA 
F. S. V.=3. New Price 52.45 
G.E. Type DO -50, 3" Sq. Scale read 
0-80 Amps. D.C. and F.S.V.=.050. 
New Price $2.4 
G.E. Type DO -50, 3" Sq. Scale read 
0-100 Amps. D.C. and F.S.V.=.050. 
New Price $2.4 

TERMS: Rated Concerns Net 30, 
FOB Bronxville, New York. All 
Merchandise Guaranteed. Prices 
Subject to Change. 

Ià 

P,7 

El 

PHONE: ELECTRONICRAFT 
BRONXVILLE 2-0044 Cable Address: ElectraFt,N.Y. 

INC. 27 MILBURN ST. 
BRONXVILLE 8, N. Y. 
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MODULATION 
and DRIVER 

TRANSFORMERS 

IIIQ 
Both Units Only 

Modulation $4. trans. 815 Y 7495 7 
class AB2-56 
Watt Driver, 6SN7 to 
Modulator. 

ANT. SPECIALS 

AS -217 APG 15.519.95 
AS -27 ARN-5 9.95 
AN -A 39.50 
CU 43/APT 9.50 

AT-5/ARR-1 95¢ 

DRAKE 
F -15U FILTER 

75 MC Cut- $350 
Off Freq.... 

\\\ 
VACLUM SWITCH 

Magnetic Type 

$1.95 
15)00 V Con- 
tacts 30 Amu 
Operates with 
DC Coll Spdt 

DONUT 
ANTENNA 
$995 

CTZ 
66-AFl 
144 MC 

TO 
156 MC 

CONTRACTOR UNIT 

$950 
BC 608A 
TIMER 

RADIUM 
DIAL 

WILLARD 
BATTERY 

$265 

2 Volt Wet 
20 AH 

BC 604 FM TRANS. 
W / Tubes $69.00 Lesa Dyn. . 

Rajar Trans. 49.00 T-30 / APQ! 

SQUIRREL CAGE 
BLOWERS 
R.E.L. V.D.C. 

12 or 21-40 
Watt Max. 

TYPE FL 
115V-00 Cycle 

6700 R.P.M. 
Westi othouse 

Electric. 

GEAR REDUCTION 
MOTOR 

$575 

24 VDC 8500 RPM 
7 Amps Reel 12-R 
Aircraft Ant. Wind 

GUN CAMERA Permeability 
MOTOR $275 TUNER $495 
7500 RPM Frorr BC -728 
Will Run Series Contains: RF -1st 

or Shunt Det. and OSC. 
28 V.D.C. Cods 2 MC to 

size 242"611/2"6 5 MC If. Freq 
456 KC 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS 

TYPE A From BC 
604 6 Can, ..o 
MMFD:60 MMFD: 

60 MMFD; 
R0 MMFD; 
60 MMF`>: 
60 RIMED; 

TYPE B 
200 MMFD- 
S,ieldea Can 

Va" Shaft 

HI FREQ. 

ANTENNA 
5450 

BK 
22K 
RELAY 

BUTTERFLY 

CONDENSERS 

TYPE A 
106 to 330 MC 
Can Use 955 Type 
Tube 

TYPE C 
300 to 1000 
MC can 
use 368AS 
Tube Silver 
Plated 

Used with SCR -269F - 

Chance Oser. Contains 
28 Va t Stex Relay, 5 Deck, 
6 Positron Switch. 12V D.P.S.T. 

DIRECTIONAL GYRO 

For A-5 
Automatic 

Pilot 

M-1 Directional Gyro. Made 
by Sperry Mfg. Brand New! 

DIRECTION FINDER 

RECEIVER ADF-8 $95.00 

JUNCTION BOX J-41 
WITH CABLES $ 4.50 

LOOP ANT ADF-8 $24.50 

ANT HI-FREQ. ADF-8 $ 4.50 

RHEOSTATS 
49¢ 

q1 Ultra Violet Inst 
Control 25 Watts 

30 Ohms To 
145 ohms 

Aircraft Power 
Unit AN 3155 
30 Ohms 50 
Watts 

TRANSMITTING 
& RECEIVING TUBES 

814 . . 52.69 931A 53.95 
VT127A. 53.95 3C24 . .89 
15E 51.50 872A 52.69 
304TL 56.50 8020.... 51.19 

ER5!!jijO5245 
GRAND RIVER 

Detroit 8, Michigan 

RAD Phone TYler 8-9400 

CHOICE TYPE B 

135 to 485 MC 
Silver Plated 

TYPE D 

300 to 1000 
MC nao clip for 
Xtal De- 
tector 

1 
IGNITION COILS 

PRI. 3 Volts, SEC. 
15,000 Volt. $1.29 

CABLE 
SPECIALS 

CD -501 4 50 
CD -510 2 75 
CG 151A/PPNIA RG 58U 
FOR BEACON TRANS 
AND REC 25' LONG 1.49 
CD -4013 4 75 
COAXIAL RF CABLE FOR 
SCR 270-B 27' LONG 2.95 
CD -604 WITH C-410 
TRANSFORMER.... 69V 

OIL CONDENSERS 

MFD VDC Price 
.01 8000 4.95 
.01 3000 1.15 
1 3600 2.45 
1 5000 4.95 
2000 50 2.95 
2000 15 1.29 
"525 450 12.00 

Photo Flash Condenser 

RCA OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMER 

P.P. 6L6's 
25 Watt 

I .I PRI 5000 Ohms 
I Output. Sec. 31 

500 Ohms 
Sec. 32 600 

ONLY Ohms sidetone 
15 to 15.000 cy. 

Flat Hi Fi special. 

Volt. Regulator 
TYPE 4 

l current 

Vomlts 

coil 
to .115 

Àp.s 
e 
Re60 95 ¢ 

Volts MFD 
Leland 

TERMS: Cash with order or 25% DOWN -BALANCE 
C.O.D. NET 10 DAYS RATED ACCOUNTS ALL PRICES NET F.O.B. DETROIT Merchandise Subiect to Prior Sale 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO. 
MICROWAVE COMPONENTS 

"S Band," 
RG48/U Waveguide 

10 CM ECHO BOX: Tunable from 3200-3333 Mc, For checking out radar transmitters, for spectrum analy- sis, etc. Complete with pickup antenna and coupling devices. $27.50 
10 CM ANTENNA ASSEMBLY: 3000-3300 Mc Para- bolic Dish, 29 inch Diam. Fed from dipole Rotation: 

:560 Deg. Azimuth at speeds of 20 and 10 RPM. Tilt: 20 deg. above and below horizontal. Motor -Driven by 2-28V motors, 4.5 A Total drain. Azimuth info. is fed to selsyn mechanism, and elevation data is ob- tained from Azimuth potentiometer. Net Weight 65 lbs. 
$78.50 POWER SPLITTER for use with type 726 or any 10 CM Shepherd Klystron. Energy is fed from Klystron antenna through dual pick-up system to 2 type "N" connectors $22.50 EACH DIRECTIONAL COUPLER. Broadband type "N" Coupling, 20 db. with std flanges, Navy #CABV47A- AN-2 
$37.50 LHTR, LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY. Parts of RT39 APG 5 & APG 15, Receiver and Trans. Cavities w/assoo. Tr. Cavity and Type N CPLO, To Recvr. Uses 2C40. 2C43. 1B27, Tunable AP% 2400-2700 MCS. Silver Plated $32.50 BEACON LIGHTHOUSE cavity p/o UPN-2 Beacon 10 cm. Mfg. Bernard Rice, each $32.50 MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE Coupler with 721-A Duplexer Cavity, gold plated $45.00 721A TR BOX complete with tube and tuning plung- ers 
$12.50 McNALLY KLYSTRON CAVITIES for 707B or 2K28 

WAVEGUIDE TO %" Rigid Coax "Doorknor" Adapter Choke Flangeilvikl ed poeia 
aASAA-loMPcp 

Dipole with N" Cbles 
HOLMDELL-TO-TYPE "N" Male Adapters, 

$4.50 
E. t D167284 

$2.75 I.F. AMP. STRIP: 30 MC, 30 d.b, gain, 4 MC Band- width, uses 6AC7's-with video detector, A.F.C. less tubes 
$24.00 BEACON ANTENNA. AS31/APN-7 in Lucite Ball. Type "N" feed $22.50 ANTENNA, AT49A/APR: Broadband Conical, 300- 3300 MC Type "N" Feed $12.50 "E" PLANE BENDS, 90 deg. less flanges $7.50 

X Band - 
RG 52/U Waveguide 

3 CM ANTENNA ASSEMBLY: Uses 17" paraboloid dish, operating from 24 vdc motor. Beam pattern: 5 deg. in both Azimuth and elevation. Sector Scan: over 160 deg. at 35 scans per minute Elevation Scan: over 2 deg. Tilt: over 24 deg $85.00 Cross -Guide Directional Coupler, UG-40 output flange. Main Guide is 6" Long. with 90 Deg. "E" Plane 
UG 40 flangesd 

at 
.ne Coupling figure: 

and is 
db Nowith minal. $2 50 

3CM Motor -Driven Echo Box 
Cavity Q is 30,000. Tuning 

range 80 me Motor operates 
from 24 VDC Type, "N" 
INPUT $32.50 

HORN FEED. Mounted at end of 1' run. Designed to be used with dish reflector $15.00 VSWR Measuring Section. Consisting of 6" straight section, with 2 pick-up, Type "N" Output Jacks. Mounted ;¢ Wave apart $8.50 I" 132" waveguide in 5' lengths, fitted with UG 39 flange 
& UG40 choke per length $7.50 Rotating -Joints supplied either with or without deck mounting. With ÚG40 flanges each, $17.50 Bulkhead Feed-thru Assembly $15.00 Pressure Gauge Section 15 lb. gauge and press nipple 

10.00 Pressure Gauge, 0-15 lbs. $$2.50 
Directional Coupler, UG-40/U Take off 20db $17.50 Rotary Joint choke to choke with deck mounting $17.50 90 degree elbows. "E" plane 21" radius $12.50 Microwave Receiver, 3 CM. Sensitivity: 10-13g. Watts. Complete with L.O. and AFC Mixer and Waveguide Input Circuits, 6 I.F. Stages give approximately 120 DV gain at a bandwidth of 1.7 MC. Video Band- width; 2 MC. Uses latest type AFC circuit. Com- plete with all tubes, including 723A/B Local Oscil- lator $175.00 ADAPTER. waveguide to type "N", UG 81/U, p/o TS 

12. TS -13, Etc $14.50 ADAPTER, UG-183/U round cover to special bbl. Flange for TS -45, etc $250 ea. 

11/4" x 5/B" WAVEGUIDE 
VSWR SECTION, 6"L, with 2 -type "N" pickups mounted wave apart $7.50 
GG 986/APQ 13 12" Flex. Sect. 11h" x %" OD 57.50 
X Band Wave GD 11/2" x %" O.D. 1/16" wall alu- 

minum per ft 75¢ 
Slug Tuner Attenuator W.E. guide, gold plated..$6.50 
81 -Directional Coupler. Type "N" Takeoff 25 db. 

coupling $27.95 
BI -Directional Coupler. UG-52. Takeoff 25 db. 

coupling $24.95 
Waveguide-to-Type "N" Adapter. Broadband -622.50 

',IA.... 
237A/B 

I. F. AMPLIFIER STRIPS 
MODEL SO: 30 McCain figure is 120 db. Bandwidth: 

2MC. Uses 6 stages of 6AC7 Plus one video detector. 
Less Tubes $24.50 

Model 15: 30 Mc center frequency. Bandwidth 2.5 Mc. 
gain figure: 65 db. Uses 5 stages of 6AC7's. Has 
D. C. Restorer and Video Detector. A.F.C. Strip 
included. Input impedance: 50 Ohms. Less tubes. 

$27.50 
Model APS-4: Miniature IF strip, using 6AK5's 60 31c 

enter Freq. Gain: 95 db at Bandwidth of 2.7 Mc. 
Lees tubes $45.00 

15 KV CONTACTOR 
(tugged contactor assembly: Coil: 115V 60 cps, 1 

Phase Contacts: SPST NO. 15,000 V., 1.0 amp. 
plus- 2-SPST NO contacts in parallel rated 
100 amp per contact. 
Contactor has 2 aim -H- 
ilary contact assi''s. For 
operating accessory pilot 
equipment Equipped 
with flash ,- bairiv 
Size 19" 
x ra c $37.50 Overall 

VARISTORS 
D-167208 $1.35 

I 

D171812 $1.63 
D-171858 $1.42 D-172155 $1.50 
D-168687 $1.35 D-167176 $1.2:i 

THERMISTORS 
D-164699 Bead Type DCR: 1525-2550 Ohms @ 75 Deg. 

F. Coefllclent: 2% Per. Deg. Fahr. Max. Current 
25 MA AC/DC $2.50 

D-167332 Bead Type, DCR Is 1525-2550 Ohms. Rated 
25 MA at .825.1.175 VDC $1.35 

D-167613 Disk Type DCR: 355 Ohms @ 75 Deg. F P.M. 
2.5%, I Watt $1.35 

D-166228 Disk Type 7120 Ohms @ 60°F. 4220 Ohms 
80°F. 2590 Ohms @ 100°F., 1640 Ohms e 120°F 91.35 

-IN STOCK- 
AIA APS-4 APT -4 S1-1 
APA-9 AN -6 MKIV TAJ 
APA-10 ASD MKX TBK 
APN-3 ASH RC145 TBL 
APN-7 BG RC148 SCR520" 
APN-95 DASt SO -1 SCR521 
APS-2 DBSt SO -8 SCR51 8 
AN -3 APT -2 SG -1 

*COMPONENTS. tLORAN EQUIPMENT 

-TEST SETS- 
TS -10 TS -12 TS -159 
TS -36 TS -56 TS -268 
TS -47 TS -34 TS -270 

3IAGISIET11.01I5 
Freq. Peak Power 

Type Range (MC) Out (KW) 
2121A 3345-9405 50 
2322 3267-3333 265 
2327 2965-2992 275 
2.131 2820-2860 285 
2J32 2780-2820 285 
2J38' 3249-3263 5 
2J39* 3267-3333 8.7 
2.348 9310-9320 50 
2.349 9000-9160 50 
2J56' 9215-9275 50 
21613 3000-3100 35 
2J62t 2914-3010 35 
3331 24-27KMC SO 
4J34 2740-2780 900 
5J23 1044-1056 475 .001 
7008 690-700 40 .002 
7000 710-720 40 .002 
706EY 3038-3069 200 .001 
706CY 2976-3007 200 .001 
725-A 9345-9405 SO .001 
730-A 9345-9405 50 .001 
4338 3550-3600 750 .001 

.-Packaged with magnet. 
t-Tunable:over indicated range 

KLYSTRONS 
$12.50 2K25/723A/B 
19.50 I 417-A (Sperry) 

RatiDuty o 

.002 

.002 

.002 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.002 

.002 

.001 

Price 
$8.75 

7.50 
19.95 
24.50 
28.50 
16.50 
24.50 
24.50 
59.50 

132.50 
34.50 
34.50 
85.00 

125.00 
49.00 
22.50 
39.75 
32.50 
32.50 

Write 
24.50 

169.45 

$27.50 
17.50 

70 WATT MAGNETRONS 
These tubes provide a simple, rugged, inexpensive 
source of C.W. energy. An inexpensive power supply 
is all that's required. 

CHARACTERISTICS: 
Heater: 6.3 V. 3.8 A. Power out: 70 W. Cw 
Anode V. 1250 V. Anode current: 125 ma. 
Pk. Input: 200 Watts Av. input: 100 W 
l.acn tube is packaged with an integral magnet, 
and is tunable over the range shown below. 
TYPE RANGE (MC.) TYPE RANGE (MC.) 

0 K 60 2840-3005 I UK 6) 2975.3170 
QI( 62 3135-3330 Price $85 ea. 

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 
AT49/APR-Broadband Conical. 300-3300 MC. Type 

N Feed $8.95 
AS-31/APN-7: 10 cm Polyrod In Lucite Ball. Type 

N Fitting Coax Feed $22.50 
Relay System Parabolic reflectors approx. range 2000 

to 8000 Mc. Dimensions 41" x 3'. New $100.00 
Dipole for above $12.00 
Cone Antenna. AS 125 APR. 1000-3200 mc. Stub sup- 

ported with type "N" connector $14.50 
ASI4A/AP, 10 CM pick up dipole assy, complete 

w/length of coax and "N" connectors $4.50 
AS46A/APG-4 Yagi Antenna, 5 element array.. $22.50 
30" Parabolic Reflector Spun Aluminum dish... .54.85 
APS-34 Pillbox Antenna, waveguide input: 24.000- 

27,000 MC $22.50 
SCR 584, Dishes Perforated. Metal Construction $185.00 

PULSE NETWORKS 
15A-1-400-50: 15 KV. "A" CKT. 1 microsec, 400 

PPS. 50 ohms imp -$37.50 
G.E. #3E (3-84-810) (8-2.24-405) 50P4T; 3KV "E 

CKT Dual Unit; Unit 1, 3 sections, 0.84 Microsec. 
810 PPS, 50 ohms imp.; Unit 2. 8 Sections, 2.24 
microsec. 405 PPS 50 ohms imp $6.50 

7.5E3 -1-200-67P. 7.5 KV "E" Circuit, 1 microsec. 200 
PI'S. 67 ohms impedance 3 sections $7.50 

7.5E4-16-60, 87P. 7.5 KV "E" Circuit, 4 sections 18 
microsec. 80 PPS, 67 ohms impedance $15.00 

7 -5E3 -3.200.67P, 7.5 KV, "E" Circuit. 3 microsec. 200 
PPS. ohms imp. 3 sections $12.50 

#755: 10KV. 2.2usec., 375 PPS. 50 ohms ImD 527.50 
1754: IOKV. 0.85 uses., 750 PPS. 50 ohms imp 527.50 
K88865 CHARGING CHOKE: 115-150 H @ .02A, 32 

-40H e .08A. 30.700V Corona Test 21KV Test 
$37.50 

G.E. 25E5-1-350-50 P2T. "E" SKT. 1 Micrwsec Pulse 
@ 350 PPS. 50 OHMS Impedance $69.50 

KS9623 CHARGING CHOKE: 18H @ 75 MA. 380 Ohms 
DCR. 9000 Vac test $14.95 

G.E. 6E3-.5-2000 50 PIT: 6 KV., "E" Circuit 0 5 user 
/2000 PPS/50 ohms/2 sections $7 50 

PULSE EQUIPMENT 
MIT. MOD. 3 HARD TUBE PULSER: Output Pulse 

Power 144 KW 112 KV at 12 Amp.) Duty Ratio: 
.001 max. Pulse duration: 5, 1.0, 2.0 microseo. Input 
voltage: 115 v. 400 to 2400 cps. Uses: 1-71B, 4-89-B, 
3-'72's. 1-'73. New Less Cover -4135 

TPS-3 PULSE MODULATOR. Pk. power 50 amp. SI 
KW (1200 KW pk): pulse rate 200 PPS. 1.5 micro - 
sec. pulse line impdance 50 ohms. Circuit serles 
charging version of DC Resonance type. Uses two 
705 -A's as rectifiers, 115 v. 400 cycle input New 
with all tubes $49.50 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 
RAYTHEON WX 4298E: Primary 4KV., 1.0 USEC. 

SEC: 16KV-16 AMP DUTY RATIO: .001 400 
CYCLE FIL. TRANS. "BUILT LN" $42.50 

WECO: KS 9948: Primary 700 ohms: Sec: 50 ohms. 
Plate Voltage: 18 KV. Part of APQ-13 $12.50 

GE #K -2449A TRANS. 
Primary: 9.33 KV. 50 ohms Imp. 
Secondary: 28 KV, 450 ohms. 
Pulse length: 1.0/5 used @ 635/120 
PPS, Pk Power Out: 1.740 KV: 
Rifler: 1.5 amps (sa shown) ..662.50 

GE #K -2748-A. 0.5 usec @ 2000 Pos. Pk. Pwr. out 
is 32 KW impedance 40:100 ohm output. Pri. volts 
2.3 KV Pk. Sec. volts 11.5 KV Pk. Biller rated at 
1.3 Amp. Fitted with magnetron well ........$39.50 

K-2745 Primary: 3.1/2.8 KV, 50 ohms Z. Secondary: 
14/12.6 KV 1025 ohms Z. Pulse Length: 0.25/1.0 
uses @ 800/600 PPS. Ph. Power 200/150 KW. 
Biflar: 1.3 Amp. Ras "built-in" magnetron 
well $42.50 

K -2461-A. Primary: 3.1/2.6 KV ---50 ohms (line) Sec- 
ondary 14/11.5 KV -1000 ohms Z. Pulse Length: 1 

usec @ 600 PPS. Pk. Power Out: 200/130 KW. 
Biller: 1.3 Amp. Fitted with magnetron well 539.75 

UTAH X -151T -I: Dual Transformer, 2 Wdgs. per sec- 
tion 1:1 Ratio per sec 13 MR inductance 30 ohms 
DCR $7.50 

UTAH X -150T -I: Two sections, 3 Wdgs. Der section. 
1:1:1 Ratio. 3 MII, 6 ohms DCR per Wdg $7.50 

68G71I: Ratio: 4:1 Pri: 200V, Sec. 53V, 1.0 usec 
Pulse e 2000 PPS, 0.016 KVA $4.50 

TR1049 Ratio: 2:1 Pri. 220 Mil, 50 Ohms, seo 0.75 
H. DCR 100 Ohms $6.75 

K-904695-501: Ratio 1:1, Pri. Imp, 40 Ohm, Sec Imp. 
40 Ohms. Passes pulse 0.8 uses with 0.05 tutee 
rise x8.95 

Ray UX 7896 -Pulse Output Pr!, 5v sec. 41v $7.50 
Ray UX 8442 -Pulse inversion -40v + 40v $7.50 
PHILCO 352.7250, 352.7251. 352-7287 
RAYTHEON: UX8693, UX5966 $5 ea. 
W.E.: D-166310, D-166638, K59000, KS9948. 
UTAH #9262. with Cracked Beads, but will operate 

at full rated capacity $5.00 
UX 8693 (SCS #229627-54); 3 Wdgs, 32 turns #18 

wire. DCR is: 362/.372/.4 ohms. Total voltage 2500 
vdc. $5.00 

D-166173: Input: 50 ohms Z. Output: 900 ohms 3 
Wdgs. Free. range 10 kc-2mc. P/0 AN/APQ-13 $12.50 

K-2450: Pulse -inversion auto -transformer: primary 13 
kv, 4 uses. Output: 14 kv @ 100 kw peak $34.50 

JAN WAVEGUIDE FLANGES 
UG 39/U $1.10 UG 54/U $1.85 
UG 40/U $L21 UG 52/U $3.40 
UG 40A/U $1.65 UG 52A/U $3.40 

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY. 25% DEPOSIT WITH ORDER. BALANCE C.O.D. RATED CONCERNS SEND P. 0. 

131 Liberty St., New York 7, N. Y. Dept E-5 Chas. Rosen Phone: Dlgby 9-4124 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

:11I i:7.17,11 el :El Al; 
COMB. TRANSFORMERS 115V/50-60 

CPS INPUT 
CT -479 7000V/.018A /14 KV Test 2.5 V/SA, 

17,800 V. Test, e $37.50 
CT -138 520-0-520V/S00 MA, 6.3V/3A, 6.3V/ 

17A, 2 X 5V/3A 14.75 
CT -013 450-0-450V Ca3 200 MA, 10V/1.5A, 2.5V 

3.5A 5V/3A 6.95 
CT -341 1050V/ 10MÁ -625V @ SMA, 28V 

(44.SA 2s2.5V/3A 6.3V @ 3A 9.95 
CT -071 110V .200A 33/.200 SV/10, 

2.5/ 4.95 
CT -403 350VCT .026 A SV/3A1 b 2.75 
CT -931 585VCT .086 A 5V/3A, 6.3V/6A 4.25 
CT -442 525VCT 75 MA 5V/2A, 1CT/2A, 

S0V/200 MA 3.85 
CT -43A 600-0-6011V/.08A,2.5VCT/6A,6.3VCT/ 

1A 6.49 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 115V/50-60 
CPS INPUT 

Item Rating Each 
FT -140 SVCT ® 10A 25KV Test............ $22.50 
FT -157 4V/16A, 2.5V/2.75A. 2.95 
F0'-924 5.25A/21Á 2s7.75V/6.5A 14.95 
FT -824 2z26V/2.511 16V/1A, 7.2V/7A, 6.4V/ 

10A 6.4V/2A 8.95 
FT -463 6.3VCT/IA, 5VCT/3A, SVCT/3A 5.49 
FT -55-2 7.2V/21.SA, 6.5V/6.85A, SV/6A, 5V/ 

3A 8.95 
FT -38A 6.3/2.5A,2x2.5V/7A 2.79 
FT 650 2.5V/10A-3KV TEST LO -CAP 7.50 

PLATE TRANSFORMERS, 115V 
60 CY INPUT 

PT 1759550-0-550VAC (400VDC) @ 150MA 56.30 
PT 157 x660-0-660 VAC (500VDC) or 550-0-550 

VAC (400VDC) at 250 MADC 8.70 
PT 158 1080-0-1080V (1000VDC) at 125MA 

1Plus 500-0-500VAC (400VDC) at 
150MADC Slmult. Ratings 10.80 

PT 159 900-0-900 VAC (750VDC) or 800-0- 
800 VAC (600VDC) at 225 MADC 10.35 

PT 167 400-0-1400 VAC (300MADC) or 
1175-0-1175 VAC (1000VDC) at 
300MADC 25.50 

PT 168 2100-0-2100 VAC (1750VDC) or 1800- 
0-1800 VAC (1500VDC) at 300 
MADC 33.00 

PT 133 3140/1570V, 2.36 KVA $105.00 
PT 801 22 000V/234 MA., 5.35 KVA, 

"Lo -Cap" Donut $135.00 
PT. 521 7500V/.06A, Half -Wave $85.00 
PT 579 3100-0-3100V/2KVA, 15KV.INS. 

C. T. Grounded (case) $135.00 

GE #M-7470689 Input: 115 
V, 60 Cycle, Single Phase 

1 WDG 3700V Tapped at 
710V 

1 WDG 1700V Primary 
Rated .0377KVA 

Lo -Cap Donut 
Construction $24.75 

FILTER CHOKES 
Stock Description Price 
CH -187 Swing. 4-16H, 1S0MA, 210 ohms, 

3KV Test $3.90 
CH -189 Swing, 4-16H, 250MA, 125 ohms, 

3KV Test 6.60 
CH -190 Swing. 3-14H, 300MA, 80 ohms, 

Test 6.90 
CH-CEC117:3KV 9-60H/.05400MA, 10KV Test 14.95 
CH -366 2010/.34 6.95 
CH -322 .35H/350MA-10 Ohms DCR 2.75 
CH -141 Dual 7H/75 MA, 11H/60 MA SKY 

C Test 4.69 
CH -119 8.5H/ 25 MA 2.79 
CH -69-1 Dual 20H/17 MA 2.35 
CH -8-35 2/.5H/380 MA/25 Ohms 1.79 
CH -776 1.28H/130 MA/75 ohms 2.25 
CH -344 1.5H/145MA/1200V Test 2.35 
CH -43A 1OHY/15MA-850 ohms DCR 1.75 
CH -366 20H/300MA 6.95 
CH -999 15HY/15MA-400 ohms DCR 1.95 
CH -445 0.5 HY/200 MA, 32.2 OHMS, 3000 

CH -170 20.5H/380 MA, 25 OHMS 2.79 
CH -533 13.5H, 1.0 AMP DC. 13.5 KV INS 29.95 

DYNAMOTORS 
INPUT 

TYPE VOLTS 
DM 416 14 
DM33A 28 
B D AR 93 28 
23350 27 
B-19 Pack 12 

OUTPUT 
AMPS VOLTS AMPS Price 

6.2 330 .170 56.75 

3.25 
540 

.150 7.50 
1.75 285 .075 3.95 
9.4 275 .110 8.95 

500 .050 
DA -311 28 10 300 .260 6.95 

150 .010 
14.5 S. 

PE 73 CM 28 19 .1000 .350 22.50 
BD 693 14 2.8 220 .08 12.95 
D4021 13.5 12.2 200 

38 08VAC 12.50 
3.2 450 .06 4.49 
2.3 250 .0 6.95 

" Replacement for PE 94. 

SP 175 18 
DM 2ót 2 
j Less Filter 
t Used, Excellent 
PE 94-C, Brand New 6.95 

INVERTERS 
ALTERNATOR: Belt -Driven, Output 80V/ 

600 Watts/1200 CPS $49.50 
pE-218H: Input: 25/28 vdc, 92 amp. Output: 115V. 

350/500 cy 1500 Volt-ampere. NEW $37.50 
PE -286: Input: 28 vdc, 36 amps. Output: 80 v 800 

cv, 500 volt -amps. Dim: 13" a 514 x 1054 
Naw $22.50 

NAVY COR -211095: Input 22-30 VDC/75-60A. 
OUTPUT: 115V/400 CY. 1 KVA/8.7A. RPM: 
4800 with coupling for SP spark gap. Brand 
New Original packing $150.00 

Send M.O. or Check. Shipping Chgs. C.O.D. 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO. 
131 Liberty St. Dept. E-4 New York City 7,N. Y. 

COMPASS 
COMMUNICATIONS CO. 

A Division of COMPASS ELECTRONICS CORP. 

A WELL -INTEGRATED ORGANIZATION WITH FACILITIES AND 
TRAINED PERSONNEL FOR- 

DESIGN, MODIFICATION, PRODUCTION, AND TESTING OF COMMUNICATIONS AND 
RADAR EQUIPMENT 
SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION OF ALL TYPES OF EQUIPMENT AND TUBES 

We Maintain Our Own Fully Equipped Testing Laboratory to Test and 
Guarantee Anything We Sell 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS 

TS-89/AP FREQUENCY METER, Range 340- 
1,000 mes. Uses 0-200 microammeter; Excel- 
lent $75.00 
SN -RADAR -1O cm -Compact, light and port- 
able, ranges of 5 and 20 miles. Uses 6CPI 
acope. Operation is from 115 volts, 60 cycle, 
but we can supply converter for dc operation. 

$850.00 ea 

ANTENNA ASSEMBLY -Reflector is a light- 
weight parabolic cylinder, Ass'y has both man- 
ual and motor drive. Ideal unit for labs, class- 
room demonstration, small craft, etc. 

$99.50 ea 

MOTOR GENERATORS CONVERTERS 

TS-35A/AP-X Band Signal Generator and 
Power Meter. Input -110/1/50-1200 cps. 
Can generate and measure RF power. 

New $575.00 ea 
MAG--IOcm. remarkable link radar, portable, 
operated from 6 volt battery, uses folding an- 
tenna and tripod. A pair at $1750.00 
APS-3-3 cm -Airborne radar for search and 
homing, 5 -in. scope. 10 brand new seta at 

$750.00 ea 
APQ-13-Very late model airborne radar set, 
complete and new. One only at. $2,950.00 
SCR -545 -Complete radar set, less vehicle, an- 
tenna and power plant, pretty fair condition. 
sold as -is at $1,375.00 

INVERTERS DYNAMOTORS 

We Have One of the Largest Stocks of Electrical Conversion Equipment in the East, 
including All Types of Rotating Machinery and a Variety of DC and AC Magnetic 
Starters and Controllers from 100 Watts to 100 Kilowatts 

MOTOR GENERATOR, in 115 vac, out 220-250 
vdc, @ a/2 KVA $65.00 
ESCO ROTARY CONVERTERS -Mounted in 
Steel Drip -Proof Boxes -Type R-1-41. Filtered 
Input 110 volts, 2.6 amps, 3600 rpm. Output 
110/1/60 @ 1.8 amps, 200 watts... .545.00 
ESCO MOTOR GENERATORS -Dual unit (a) 
Input 32 v dc @ 8 amp. Output 110/1/60 @ 
1.5 amps, 165 va 150w, 1800 rpm. (b) Input 
32 volts do @ 16 amps. Output 260 volts, 
1500 cycles @ 4 amps. Rating 1.06 kva. 
3,000 rpm. Filtered. These two units are mtd. 
together on bed plate, complete with control 
panel containing switch & 0-50 v dc meter. 

$32.50 ea. part. 
MOTOR - GENERATOR - ALTERNATOR-Mfgr. 
-Quality Electric Co. Ltd. Input 115/1/60 ac 
@ 22.5 amps, 1800 rpm. Outputs: #1.500/ 
1000 v dc, 0.25/0.3 amp., 0.126/0.3 kw. #2 
150 v dc, 0.667 amp., 0.1 kw. #3. 115 v ac 
0.87 amp., 3000 cycles, 0.1 kva. PF -1. 

$245.00 
ESCO CONVERTER -Input 110 volts dc. out- 
put 110 volts ac @ 1.2 amps. Brand new. 

$45.00 
ALLIS CHALMERS CONVERTER 110 volts dc 
to 110 volts ac @ 1.25 kva output..$165.00 
PINCOR ROTARY CONVERTER - Input 110 
volts dc. Output 220/1/60, 0.300 kva; .90 pf; 
3000 rpm; cont. duty; 40°C. Filtered for 
Radio use $60.00 

CONTINENTAL MOTOR -GENERATOR - 350 
watts. Type CC -21991 -Wt. 148 lbs. Input 
115 volts dc ® 5.7 amps, 0.625 hp. Output 
115 volts ac, 1 ph., 60 cycles @ 8.04 amps, 
1800 rpm, 0.85 pf, 40°C temp. rise, sep, ex- 
cited. Filtered $95.00 
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC GENERATOR - 10 
KVA-AC. Output 115/1/60 @ 108.5 amps; 
.80 pf; 50°C; cont. duty 1800 fpm, sep. ex- 
cited, 125 dc. DC generator Output 126 volta 
dc @ 8 amps. This generator is mounted on bed 
plate with room for motor mounting. It can be 
driven by any mechanically coupled motor, dc 
or ac or other drive $459.00 
MOTOR GENERATOR 800-1D - Input 24-23 
volts dc, Output 115 v, 800 cycles at 10.5 
amps. Small and compact $29.50 
M-209-Hoitzer-Cabot-Filtered. Input 115/ 
1/60. Output 115 volts, 369, 233 cycles; at 
0.4 amps and 24 volts de at 6.5 amps. 8500 
rpm. $125.00 
MG-149-Holtzer-Cabot Inverter .. ..$49.50 
211F1 SELSYN-115-57.5v. 400 cycles $4.45 
5F, 5C-SYNCHRO-115 v, 60 cycles $30.00 
POWER UNIT TYPE 23 - Rotary transformer, 
filtered. Input 24 vdc. Output 6.3 volts at 2 
amps and 200 volts at 30 ma $19.50 
And, of course, PE -73, PE -94, PE -98, DM -25, 
-28, -32, -33, etc. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE and TRANSMITTING TUBES 

THOUSANDS OF SPECIAL NETWORKS AND PULSE 
TRANSFORMERS JUST RECEIVED. SEND YOUR IN- 
QUIRIES TODAY. 

We Have Equipment in Quantity: 
500 Sets SCR 510 and 610 

250 Sets SCR 508-528 
250 Sets SCR 608-628 

50 Sets SCR 808-828 
200 Sets MN -28 

200 

200 

30 

200 

Sets 

Sets 

Sets 

Sets 

Etc. 

SCR -269 

SCR -284 
TCS 

BD -71, 72 Switchboards 

Etc. 

MARINE AND AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT 

WHOLESALE, INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL SALES ONLY 

OUR EXPORT DEPARTMENT AVAILABLE FOR SPECIAL SERVICE TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 

393 GREENWICH STREET 
All phones: BEEKMAN 3-6510 

NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 
Cable Address: COMPRADIO, N. Y. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

COAXIAL CABLE & CONNECTORS: RECORDER, SIGNAL GENERATOR - 
AMPLIFIER, & Voltage REGULATOR 

CD -1071 CORD With PL -259 Plugs each end. Re- 
movable Vinylite Covering over Plugs, 50 ohm coax. 
2 :'t. long. Price: 590 Each - Or Lots of 10 @ 
50; Ea, 
PL -259 -Plug ea. end & 32 -RG -54/U-58 ohm.504 
UG-21/U-Plug ea. end & 32" -RG -11/1175 ohm.500 
UG-22/U-with 4" Coaxial Cable 500 RG8/U (SPECIAL) 51.5 ohm. Same size as RG 
0/1-. Prices: 1 to 100 ft. @ 80 ft. 

-t 

} ' 

per -100 to 500 ft. 
@ 71/20 per ft. -500 to 1000 ft. @ 74 per ft. -1000 Pt. 
Rolls for more) @ 61/20 per ft. 
RG -34/U-71 ohm. 145 ft. length $15.00 

RECORDER, SIGNAL GENERATOR -AMPLIFIER, 
AND VOLTAGE REGULATOR UNIT of BC -968 
TRAINER 

N V E RT E RS" 
5D21 NJ3A-27 VDC input; output 110 Volt 400 cycle, 
1 l'hase 485 VA $39.50 
PE -109D -Input 13.5 VDC 29 A; output 115 V 400 
cycle. 1 Phase 1.53 Amps $59.50 PU-7/AP-Input 28 VDC 160A; output 115 V 21.6 A 
400 cycle 2500 VA $89.50 
PE -118 -Input 28 VDC 100 A; output 115 V 400 
cycle, 1 Phase 1500 VA Used: $14.95 
PE -218 -Input 28 VDC 100 A; output 115 Volt 400 
cycle, 1 Phase 1500 VA Used: $24.95 

NEW: $49.95 
PE -115 or PE -206 -Input 28 VDC 36 A; output 80 Volts 800 cycle 7.2 Amps Like New: $12.95 TYPE 800 -I -D -Input 28 Volts 62 A; output 115 V 

7 Amps. 1 Phase 800 cycle Used: $39.95 
NEW: $75.00 

- Used for assimulated Radar identifica- 
Lion when used with BC -412 Scope. Signal Generator 
generates various AC wave forms. Recorder was used 
to record difference in scope and generator wave forms 
as guided by operator. 110 Volt 60 cycle operation - with Manual. Shipping Weight; 270 $59.50 lbs. Complete Unit NEW: P J 

OR AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE ITEMS: 
SIGNAL GENERATOR -AMPLIFIER: Can be ad - 
.lusted for various wave forms, 110 Volt 60 cycle oper- 
ation. Voltage regulated supply 300 Volt 100 MA. 6.3, 
5 A.; 5 Volt 3 A. Power Supply. 15 Tubes: 1/7A6, 
3/7A8, 3/7FT, 3/7N7, 1/5Y3GT, and Q4/1111150. 
With Tubes and $19.95 Manual 
RECORDER -Complete with 115 V, 60 cycle 1 /125 
HP Gear Head Motor, Veeder Counter, $ 19.95 Pen. etc. and with Manual 
CONSTANT VOLTAGE REGULATOR- 

MOTORS: 24 VDC Reversible 
la \'. 60 cycle, 80 VA, Sole #30726 $14.95 

MOTOR - 3.7 RPM, 40 lb. 
Torque Motor Size: 5-1/2" a 
4-1/32" x 3-5/16". Shaft size: 
21/32" x 5/16". Also operates 
24 VAC, Philco No. 441- - 

1008 95.95 
27.5 VDC - 6000 RPM. 1 5 oz. 
in. Shaft Size: 1-1^ x Vi". °- 

Motor Size: 2-31/" x 1-31/". No. 
5069-267 $6.95 
27 VDC-1-10 HP -3500 RPM. Shaft Size: %" x t/". 
Motor Size: 4" x 3-1". Air Assoc. No. EE -763..$6.95 
80 VDC-1/50 HP -3000 RPM. Shaft Size: %" x'k" Motor Size: 5" x 3". G.E. No. 5 PN38HA10....$8.95 
28.5 VDC-1/35 HP - 2200 RPM, Shaft Size: 1-/" 
a i/a'. Motor size: 4-54' x 5-334". Electrolux No. 
16076 $5.95 2800 RPM Reversible Motor - Size: 5-34" x 3-31/". Shaft Size: 1" a tk". Emerson No. 186-0412 - l'rice $5.95 GEAR HEAD for above motor. Ball Bearing Geared 

BLOWERS: 
115 Volt 60 cycle BLOWER 
(pictured) - approx. 100 CFM 
Dis. 2E" Intake; 2" outlet. 
Quiet running. Motor size: 
231/"x31/2". NEW - Not Gov't. 
surplus. $8.95 Order No. 1C939.... 
DUAL BLOWER - Same as RN -520 above, except 
has, blower assembly In each side of motor. Order 
No. 1C880 $13.95 
COMPACT TYPE - 108 CFM, motor built Inside 
squirrel case, 4-56" Intake: 3-%" x 3" Dis. Complete 
size: 4-1" W. x 9-%" H. x 8-1/2" D. Order No. 
2C067 $14.50 
FLANGE TYPE -140 CFM, 3-31/" Intake: 2-1/2" Dis. 
Complete size: 8-$9" W. x 7-$4" H. x 6-31" D. Order 
No. 1C807 $13.95 
FLANGE TWIN -275 CFM. 4-3/' Intake: 3-.4," a 3" 
Dis. Complete size: 11-3/4" W. x 9-1/2" IL x 8-1/16" 
D. No. 20069 $21.95 

ShafCOMtBII0 to 1 

NATION: 
reduction. 

&riReduction Gear. -$0.00 
21 VAC OPEN FRAME -20 RPM Double Shaft Back 
Gear Motor with Disengage Clutch. Shaft size: 1-/" 
a 0/16" $6.95 
24 VAC OPEN FRAME -3 RPM Back Gear Motor. 
Shaft size: %" x 3/16" Price: $5.95 
24 VDC REVERSIBLE - 5000 RPM with Magnetic 
Brake. Flange Mount Spline Shaft -size: %" x 3/16". Motor: 4" L. a 2-i,4" Dia. GE Motor 

MINIATURE 
' BLOWERS: 

24 VDC: Oblong Outlet 
1" x 1/a" Dual 20 CFM 
$7.95. Single 10 CFM. 
$5.95. 

only #5BA25AJ32A Price: $8.95 
24 VDC AIRWAY MOTOR -Model #Z-350. Approx. 
5000 RPM. Motor size: 2-1" x 1-1/2" Shaft size: M," x E" Price: $4.95 
26 VOLT 60 CYCLE -60 RPM Synchronous Cramer Motor #1147. Shaft size: 1" x 54" $1.95 
110 VDC 1/70 HP. 1550 RPM. Motor size: 4" x 2-4". Shaft size: 1" a 3/16". Redmond #157 $4.95 i VDC 1/20 HP. 4000 RPM. Motor size: 5" x 3". Shaft size:" x 14". Redmond #E-56..Price: $4.95 
12 VDC 1/30 HP. 4500 RPM. Motor size: 3" x 2-E", Shaft size: 1" x 3/16". Delco #5047520 $4.95 
A.C. INDUCTION MOTOR -115 Volts 60 cycles 1.9 RPM -Torque Oz. In. 75; Watts -9; with variable Multiple Disc Coder Wheel and Micro Switch mount- 

Bracket 

SOUND POWERED 
HEAD AND CHEST SET 

NAVY TYPE -No Batteries required. 
Ideal for TV Antenna installations, 
and many other uses. 20 FL Cord. 
Used - Tested Each: $5.95 `( / 
WIRE - COMBAT TYPE: 2 Cond. 
twisted, rubber covered, medium 
weight. W-130 # 1Q per ft. FIELDD s WIRE; 2 Cond. twisted, weatherproof, .fl 
heavy duty. W-110, 525 Ft. Boll $4.75 

ed on Assy. Holtzer Cabot Motor Type RWC 
2505 
GEARED HEAD MOTOR -Heavy Duty, 24 

$14.95 

Amp. 2-14 lb. Torque: 100/200 RPM. Shaft size: 5/10" s 1". Right :lnple Drive $8,95 

TRANSFORMERS -110 V. 60 Cycle Pri. 
5 VOLT CT -25A-10,000 V. Ins. OPEN FRAME - :, - x :'" x 4-t,¢" $7.95 
Sea Two 12 V. 4 A Winding 

FREE SURPLUS CATALOG 
Full cf Real "BUYS"! 

Send for your FREE copy now! 

- gives 12 V. 8 A, or 

24aV24 E A....$LSo Sec. 24 V. 1 n $$55.95 5 
Sec. 24 Volt 6 Amps $3.95 
Sec. 6-24 or 30 Volts, 8 Amps $5.95 

ADDRESS DEPT. E All Prices Are F.O.B., Lima, Ohio 25% Deposit on C.O.D. Orders 

FAIR RADIO SALES 13 I M ó;;; ó 
T. 

AN/APR-4 LABORATORY RECEIVERS 
Complete with all five Tuning Units, covering the range 38 to 
4,000 Mc.; wideband discone and other antennas, wavetraps, 
mobile accessories, 100 page technical manual, etc. Versatile 
accurate, compact - the aristocrat of lab receivers in this range. Write for data sheet and quotations. 

We have a large variety of other hard -to -get equipment, in- 
cluding microwave, aircraft, communications, radar; and labo- 
ratory electronics of all kinds. Keleket alpha scalers and 
chambers, dosimeters and other nucleonics now in stock. 
Quality standards maintained. 

NEW TS-13/AP X -BAND SIGNAL GENERATORS with manual 
$850.00; TS -175/U Frequency Meter 85-1,000 Mc. $625.00; 
T-47A/ART-13 Transmitters $450.00 . . . many more! 

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES 
434 PATTERSON ROAD DAYTON 9, OHIO 

TELEPHONE 

RELAYS s 
1. _ 

.,--- 

Large Stock of 
CLARE, TYPES C D & E 
COOKE, AUTOMATIC -ELECTRIC 

ALL TYPES of COILS and PILE-UPS 
Send l's Your Specs. for ((or (hate 
CLARE TYPE C STANDARD SIZE 

SENSITIVE TELEPHONE RELAYS 
Coil Contacts Will Close at Price 

1) 6500 ohms 1C 4 MA 52.50 ea 
2) 6500 ohms 113-1C 3.5 MA 2.75 ea. 
3) 6500 ohms 2A 4 MA 3.00 ea. 
4) 6500 ohms 2A -1B 4 MA 3.00 ea. 
5) 6500 ohms SA 5 MA 3.25 ea. 
6) 6500 ohms 5A -2D 5 MA 3.50 eai 

CLARE TYPE-GHALF SIZE 
SENSITIVE TELEPHONE RELAYS 

Coil Contacts Will Close at Price 
1) 6500 ohms 2A 5 MA $2.50 ea. 
2)15800 ohms 3A 4 MA 2.50 ea. 
3) 5800 ohms 2B -1C 5 MA 2.50 ea. 
4) 4850 ohms 1C 4 MA 2.50 ea. 
4) 3600 ohms 1C 6 MA 2.00 ea. 
5) 4850 ohms lA 5 MA 2.00 ea. 
6) 3300 ohms (None) ACTUATOR 1.50 ea. 
All above Relays may be used for continuous duty 

operation on 110V. D.C. 
OTHER TYPE C TEL. RELAYS 

1) 1300 ohms 2A -1B 24 or 48V 52.75 ea. 
2) 1300 ohms 1B 24 or 48V 2.25 ea. 

OTHER TYPE G TELEPHONE RELAYS 
1) 1300 ohms 1A -1C 24 or 48V $2.50 ea. 
2) 400 ohms 1A 24V 1.65 ea. 
3) 500 ohms 1111 24V 1.65 ea. 
4) 200 ohms lA 24V 1.50 ea. 

CONTACT SYMBOLS 
A=Norm. Open B=Norm. Closed C=S.P. D. T. 

D=Make Before Break 
CLARE TYPE A Tel. Relay. Co11-110 Volts A.C. 
60 c1/. Contacts-3PDT (3 form C) Price -63.50 ea. 
Signal Wheelock Relays #KS9885 Coll -2,000 ohms 
Contacts -1A, 1B, 1C Oper. at 9 Ma Price --$2.75 ea. 
GM #13017 Relays, 24 volts 150 ohm, Contacts- 
3PDT 10 Amp Price $2.00 ea. 
MINIATURE TEL. RELAY. 300 ohm. 24 volt 
SPDT $1.65 ea. 
FIVE Prong CR -2791 G.E. Plug In Relays. 

11 C-103025 2200 ohms SPDT 4.5 MA...64.00 ea. 
2) C -104B28 700 ohms SPDT 8 MA $3.00 ea. 
Bulletin #700 Allen Bradley Contactors 110V AC 
60 cy. D.I'.S.T. N.O. 25 Amps $7.50 ea. 

ALLIED BJ6D36 MINIATURE RELAYS 
1) 24V. 260 ohms DPDT $1.25 ea. 
2) 24V. 100 ohms DPST NO 1.00 ea. 
Clare SK -51132 (Herrn. Sealed) Plug -In Relays. Coil 
-30 ohms 6 volts Contacts-DPDT. Price $4.00 ea. 
SIGMA TYPE 5F SENSITIVE RELAYS. Has two 
70 ohm coils_ Contact, -SPOT... Price -$3.00 ea. 

Electronic Supply Co. 
105-07 225 St. as Queens Village, N. Y. 
H011is 4-5033 

CARRIER EQUIPMENT 
Western Electric CF -IA 4 -channel carrier telephone 

terminals. 
EE -10I -A 2 -channel 1000/20 cycle carrier ringers. 
CED -B 4 -channel carrier pilot regulated telephone 

terminals complete with four channels 1000/20 
cycle ringing. 

CFD-B 4 -channel pilot regulated telephone repeat- 
ers. 

C -42-A V. F. telegraph in from 2- to 12 -channel 
terminals. 

FMC I or 2 channels carrier telephone terminals, 
automatic regulation, duplex signaling each chan- 

nel. Carrier frequencies above 35 KC. Ideal for 
adding channels above type "C". 

Complete engineering and installation services 
offered. 

RAILWAY COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 
Raytown, Missouri 

Telephone: Fleming 2121 

[-WHOLESALE ONLY 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT 

HYDRAULICS 

RADIO & ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 
13933.9 BRUSH STREET 

Detroit 3, Mich. TO 9,3403 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

We STOCK for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT one of the MOST COMPLETE inventories of SPECIAL- 

PURPOSE, TV, & RADIO TUBES. We offer fully guaranteed, STANDARD BRANDS at the LOWEST 

PRICES, consistent with HIGHEST QUALITY. SPECIAL ATTENTION to EXPORT ORDERS. i 
Type Price 
002 5.08 
OA3,' V R-75 1.04 
0046 1.15 
OB2 .78 
063/VR-90 .78 
0C3/VR-105 .88 
O D3/ V R-150 .79 
024. .55 
1B3GT .90 
1622 1.20 
1623 4.96 
1624 6.75 
1626 1.50 
1627 9.95 
1632/532-A 1 25 
1635... 7.50 
1842 7.00 
16630. 37.50 
1L4 .48 
1L6 1.35 
1N21 -B. 1.88 
1N23 -B 1.90 
1N34 -A. .55 
1N38 A 
1N44/400B. 
1N45/4000... 
1N40 
1N54 

1.25 
1.10 
1.20 

.45 

.75 
1N54 -A. . . .83 
1N69 .75 
1N70 .80 
1P23.. 2.50 
1P28 ... . 7.75 
1P40... 
1R5.. 
155 
1T4 
1U4.. 
1U5 
IV 
1X2 -B 
1Z2 
21322.. 
2C39 -(JAN. 
2C39-A(JAN) 
IC40(RCA) 

.75 

.75 

.70 

.75 

.70 

.80 

.90 
2.75 
2.00 

12.50 
17.50 

9.55 
write 

.98 
2051/396-A 3.75 
2C52 3.75 
2021 1.00 
2E22 1.70 
2E24 2.75 
2E25 3.70 
2E26 3.40 
2E30 2.20 
2J21/2J23A 3.99 
2322 3.50 
2J26 6.99 
2127 9.00 
2331. 18.75 
2J32 19.75 
2133 20.00 
2J34 17.75 
2137 12.00 
2J39.. 8.69 
2J50...... 18.35 51P2.... ... 

2151. .. .. .250.00 SJP7. 
2J54. . 62.95 SR4GY. 
2.154 B.... 95.00 STP4... 
2.155 .. ...... 65.50 5U4 -G 

Type Price 
2161 22.00 
2162 18.50 
21(22 17.50 
21(23 15.50 
21(25 24.50 
21(28 25.00 
21(29 23.00 
2K30j410R 105.00 
25533-A 125.00 
25(34 123.00 
21441 139.50 
21445 92.50 
2X2 .38 
2X2 -A .. Write 
3A5 .90 
3824 4.50 
3825 3.40 
3826 2.75 
3628 
36 

3 
P1 3.5.709 

3BP11 
3C23(GE) 6.75 
3C24/24G 1.00 
3C27 
3C31/C1B 
3045 
3CP1 
3D21A 
3022 

3.25 
2.25 

11.75 
2.50 
6.95 
8.95 

3024.. . . 8.95 
30P1; 313P1-52. 2.25 
3DP1-A 5.25 
3EP1 3.50 
3FP7.... 1.25 
3GP1 2.30 
3HP14 6.60 
J130 85.00 

J31 write 
3S4 .65 
4A1 1.15 
4622 7.50 
4624. 4.50 
4625/EL6CF . 7.95 
4B28/CE-225 3.95 
4632 9.50 
4C27 10.00 
4C35 17.50 
4-65-A 29.00 
4-125-A 30.25 
4-250-A 41.25 
4E27/257B 13.75 
4132 220.00 
4J36 125.00 
4137.. 195.00 
4J63 195.00 
SAW4 1.50 
5BP4 3.00 
5CP1 3.75 
5021 11.00 
SFP7 1.00 
5329 10.00 
5130 23.50 
5333 11.00 
5)P1 10.00 

11.50 
20.00 

1.45 
30.00 

.59 

Type 
5V4 -G 
5X4 -G 
5Y3 -GT 
C6J 
C6L 
60 B4 
6ÁC7 
60E4 
SAGS 
60114GT 
6AH6 
60145 
6065 
6AN4 
6AN5 
6A05 
6065 
6AS6 
6A57G 
6AT6 
6AU4GT 
6AU5GT 
6AUG 
6A VSGT 
6AV6 
6AX4GT 

Price 
.97 
.63 
.48 

7.25 
5.00 

.70 
1.14 
3.39 

.78 

.89 

.93 

.80 

.60 
1.60 
3.65 

.72 

.75 
2.65 
3.75 

.58 
1.00 
1.15 

Price 
.70 
.45 
.50 

127.50 
.75 
.70 
.72 
.70 

SSA7GT. 60.50 
65K7GT 60.50 
6SN7GT 250.00 
6SQ7GT .95 
678 .99 82 .85 
6118 1.05 83 1.11 
6V3 1.30 83-V .98 
6V6GT .67 100-E(Collins). 2.50 
6W4GT .65 100 -TH (JAN) 5.95 
6W6GT .82 FG -104 25.00 
7C25 95.00 FG -105 17.75 
7C30 85.00 F-1280 70.00 
9JP1 12.50 VXR-130 1.50 
12076 .55 117Z3 .75 
12AT7 1.05 117Z6GT 1.00 

.65 12AU7 .84 CV -172 25.00 

1 .10 12 A V 6 .55 HF 200 13.50 

.57 
12AV7 1.00 211 .88 
12AX7 .80 RX215 7.00 

.84 12AY7 1.75 I GL 218 22.50 

Type Price Type 
6CS6/5915 1.10 3SL6GT 
6E4 3.20 35W4.. 
6H6 .52 35Z5GT 
634 4.95 FG 41 
615 .55 5005 
636 .80 5065 
6K6GT .65 SOCS 
654 .63 50L6GT 

.69 01560 

.69 Q1(61 

.79 01(72 

.63 81 

Type Price Type 
387 -AINE). . . . 2.72 713-A 
388-A ( W E, . . . . 1.49 7150 
393-A 5.95 715B 
394-A 2.00 715C 
403-A(WE) 1.50 717-A 
403-B . 3.45 719-A 
404-.A/5847 . write 721-A 
407 AINE 3.50 722-A 
408-A(WE.... 2.50 723A, B 
416-A(WE,-.. write 724-B 
417 A/5842.... write 725A 
417-A 726-A 

KLVSTRON. 11.20 726-C 
418-A(WEi.... 18.00 728AY. BY.CY, 
421-A(WE).... 5.00 DY,EY.& FY513.00 
422-A(WE).... 5.00 801 A .35 
423-A(WE).... 5.80 WL -802 3.30 
GL -434-A 12.00 805 2.95 
GL -446A .99 807 .... 1.55 
450 -TH 77.00 807W/5933..... 4.95 
GL -451 3.00 809 3.50 
464-A 7.00 W L-810 15.95 
GL -471-A 2.20 811 2.90 
W L -481-A 4.30 8110.. ......... 3.25 
CK-501LX 1.25 12 2 95 
WL 502A 1.65 812A 3.65 
WL 531 4.75 WL 813 17.75 
WL 532 3.50 813 9.95 

814 3.30 
816 1.40 
826 .39 
29 6.65 

8298 9.95 
8306 2.75 
WL -833A 49.00 
834 8.00 
837 .95 
838 2.50 
WL -1345 13.50 

860 .00 
851 342.00 

861 13.50 
865 .95 
8660 1.25 
8696 55.00 

I 8A 2.65 
74 .85 

884 1.10 
GL- 559 1.00 I 885 1.50 
GL -562 75.00 WL -891 237.00 
WL -575-A 20.50 892R 225.00 
WL -579-6 14.70 918 2.00 
W L-KU627. . . . 19.80 921 1.85 
WL -629 11.70 922 1.60 
WL -632-13 26.00 927 1.75 
WL -635 11.00 9310 4.95 WL -651 65.00 .24 ZP-653 0 
WL 672 A 
WL-KU676... 
WL 677 
WL -678 
700A. 13, C. D 
701-A 
703-A 
704-A 
706-B 
706-EY. 
707-A 
707-8 
708-A 
709-A 
CK-710.. .. 
7H12. 

Remember! We Ship No Seconds or Rehashed 
"Bargains." You Can Place Your Confidence 
in Our Dependable NEW Tubes. We Ship the 
Best -First Quality RCA, GE, SYLVANIA, 
WESTINGHOUSE, HYTRON and RAYTHEON 
TUBES Insure Repeat Orders From You -Our 
Customers. 

6AX5GT 1.25 12AZ7 
6BA6 
6BCS 
6BE6... 
66G6 -G 
66116 
6BK5 

_70 1264 
74 12606 

12806 
.72 126E6 

1.89 12BH7 
.85 12BY7 
95 12BZ7. 

12SA7GT. 
6BK7-A 1.15 12SK7GT 
6BL7GT 1.20 12S07GT 6BN6. . 1.20 FC, DR -17 6806 GT... . 1.27 19BG6G 
61307-A. 1.23 KY21A 
6BX7GT.. 
6BYS-G 
6B27 1.28 2SW4GT 

.56 2525 
I2.00 25Z6GT 

FG27A 
.75 23D7 

6C4.. 

6C21,JAN .. 

6CB6 
GC 06G 
GC 16. 

AUTHORIZED FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS FOR 

1.25 RX23A 
1.75 25BQ6GT 

25L6GT 

1.80 3545 
3565 

1.10. 35C5. 

.92 I CE225 3.95 

.98 227/ 2270 3.00 
'70 1231-0 2.00 
.75 QK-249 120.00 
.72 253-C 12.50 

1.00 250 -TH (JAN) 19.95 
1.05 271-A 6.00 
1.10 FG 271/555L 55.00 

.69 275 /UWE) 5.50 

.69 11F-100 17.50-300... 17.50 

.85 304-TH(JAN 7.75 

.63 304-TL(JAN) 7.75 
4.00 305-A 4.50 
2.05 306-A 4.95 

13.25 I 310-0 3.75 
9.00 311-A 5.25 
1.35 316-A .OS 
.70 ' 328-A 4.00 
.70 3S0 -A 4.00 
.75 355-A 12.00 
.64 1359-A 3.50 

7.00 369-6 20.50 
1.35 371-B .95 

.72 373 A, W F. 2.00 

.70 374-A.WE;. 2.00 
,2 c -375-A 12.50 

EIMAC, WESTINGHOUSE (WL), CBS-HYTRON (CBS), 

19.5 954 
34.30 955 .45 
52.25 956 .40 
52.25 957 .40 

0 4 
9S8A .65 6.6 

6.60 959 1.50 
4.00 991 .47 

.85 1000T (J A N) 95.00 27.50 
25.00 CK3005 .65 

5.00 01(1027 2.75 
8.50 1201 .55 
2'00 1203A .30 2.90 

05 1612 2.00 
2.00 1613 ..... .75 

Price 
90 

3.00 
4.00 

16.00 
.85 

1.95 
1.95 
1.50 

15.75 
1.75 
7.50 
7.50 

55.00 

Type Price 
1616 .85 
1619 .29 
1620. 4.50 
1622/61.6116 1.95 

1.50 
.20 
.20 
.24 
.60 

1.25 
1.20 
7.65 

44.10 
236.20 
236.20 

7.95 
1.00 
1.00 

5643/SN949 8.50 
7.75 
7.75 
2.30 
1.65 
3.25 
4.25 
4.25 
2.25 

5719/S 6980D 5.10 
5725 1.10 
5726 1.50 

K5. 1.25 
01(9744 1.25 
5749 1.90 
5751... 2.00 
5751. 0.00 
5784(W E) 350.00 
5784 5.00 
503(W E) 350.00 
58003 4.75 
5612 1.50 
5814 1.75 
5819 45.00 
5819 2.75 

6.00 
1.50 
1.40 

395.00 
7.75 
3.50 
5.10 
2.00 
1.50 
1.85 
1.75 

162d 
1625 
1626 
1629 
1960. 
1961 
2050 
5516 
WL -5550 
W L-5552 
W L-5553 
5636 
5639 
5642 

5646 
5651 
5654 
5670 
5676 
5693 
5694 

5040 
5844 
5879 
5948. 
6021 
6080 
6002 
6090 
6095 
6096 
6097 
6098 
6099... 1.90 
6101 1.90 
6136 .. 1.80 
6146.. 4.65 
6201 5.00 

8012 2.20 
8011 

8013 2.1 
0014A write 
80I0 2.50 
9002 
9003 1.45 
9004 .30 
9006 .. ... .25 
AND MANYOTHERS 
i nc'ndlne a 4e61,118, 
Iln of repeieln0 
tubes: 

CETRON and LEWIS 8. KAUFMAN TUBES 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
FULL -WAVE BRIDGE TYPE 

Current 
(Continuous. 

18'14 
Vol 

36(28 
Volts 

54/42 
Volts 

130'101 
Volts 

1 Amp....... 51.35 52.15 53.70 58.50 
2 Amps 2.20 3.60 10.50 
23., Amps 3.10 4.20 6.00 13.00 
4 Amps 4.25 7.95 12.95 25.25 
6 Amps 4.75 9.00 13.50 33.00 

10 Amps 6.75 12.75 20.00 44.95 
12 Amps 8.50 16.25 20.50 49.00 
20 Amps 13.25 25.50 38.00 87.50 
24 Amps 16.25 32.50 45.00 95.00 
30 Amps 20.00 38.05 
36 Amps 25.00 48.50 .... 

TUBE CARTONS 
Two -Colored Carton.. tot), New Safely Partitions 
Super-Gloee Red and Black Carton in the Mont Die. 
,,netive Box Available Today. 
SIZE EACH 
Miniature 16AU6, GALS, etc.) S 01 
GT (65N7, 6W4, etc.) 0125 
LARGE GT.. ...163, 6BQ6GT. etc.: .015 
LARGE G (SU4G, 6BG6G. etc.) 02 

QUANTITY USERS- BUY THESE CARTONS 
BY THE CASE. WRITE FOR QUANTITY DIS- 
COUNTS.-" 

NEW RECTIFIER CHOKES 
4 Amps 07 Hy.....G ohm 57.95 

12 Amps 01 Hy 1 Ohm 14.95 
24 Amos 004 Hy 025 ohm 29.95 

NEW RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS 

PRO: 115 V., CO cycles io. 4 Amps 
SEC: 9, 12. 18. 24. 154 38 12 Ampe 
Vol:n 24 Amps 
Continuous Ratines 30 Amps 

50 Amps 

58.75 
16.75 
35.75 
45.00 
59.75 

Rectifier ó Transformer Combination 
115 Volt 60 cyc Input 

up to 14VDC at 12 amps...... .....119.9E 
up to 28VDC at 4 amps... . 14.9E 
up to 28VDC at 12 amps.. .. 29.9E 
up to 28VDC at 24 amps 63.9E 
up to 28VDC at 50 amps ... ...127.00 

Rectifier 8 Transformer & Variac 

up to 14VDC at 12 amps 30.90 
up to 28VDC at 12 amps ... 45.50 
up to 28VDC at 50 amps .....167.00 

FILTER CAPACITORS 
Cepacity W. Volteen Ea. 
560 MFD 50 V. .85 We Build other Selenium Rectifiers. Transformers 

1000 MFD 15 V. .35 and Chokes to your specifications. 
2000 MFD 50 V. 2.25 
6000 MFD 15 V. 1.50 Buy from the Direct Source for Quick Delivery. 

"Turn Your Excess Tube In- 
ventory into Cash! -or Per- 
haps a "Swap" Can Be Ar- 
ranged to Your Benefit - 
For Quick Action and a Fair 
Deal, Write, Wire, or Call." 

ITerms: F OyB-N Y C-25% Deposit with order -or send full remt- 
Sacco to save C O D charges -Well -Rated Firms (D. & 8.) Net 
10 days -CABLE BARRYLECT. N. Y. i 

ALL MERCHANDISE FULLY GUARANTEED. 

PHONE: REctor 2-2562 

BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. 

136-C LIBERTY ST. N. Y. 6, N. Y. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

WANTED 
ARC -1, 3, ART -13, BC -342, 348, 
APS10, 15, TS -13, 35, 146, 147, 
148, 174, 175, 263 ETC. All SCR, 
BC, AN, TS. ALL TUBES. 

MOBILE RADIO 
SCR -508 

10 Channel FM Receiver and Transmitter. 
Frequency Range 20-27.9mc. Receiver 1s man- 
ually tuned, transmitter is crystal controlled. 
Consists of 2 BC -603 Receivers, BC -604 Trans- 
mitter, FT -237 mount, Box 80 xtals BC -606 
Control, A-62 Phantom Ant., Headsets, mike, 
and antenna. Input 12v DC. SCR -608 also 
avail. POR 

SCR -291A 
1.5-30mc automatic direction finder. This 
equipment used to take bearings on transmit- 
ters within its freq. range. Complete equip- 
ments available comprising the following: 
BC -1147A Rec., PN 31, Power Panel, BC -1159, 
automatic bearing goniometer. RC -223 anten- 
nae system consisting of 5 masts with legs, 
MC -412, MC -413 phase inverters calibrating 
transmitter, cables, 115v 60 cyc gasoline gen- 
erator. Complete equipment overhauled and 
guaranteed FOR 

VE REMOTE PPI INDICATOR 
This is a remote PPI indicator "7 in." screen 
for use with any Radar for remote viewing. 
Contains all indicating circuits and is driven 
by the main Radar. Input 115v 60 cyc. POR 

AN/APN-3 SHORAN EQUIPMENT 
This equipment is used for navigation, sur- 
veying, and automatic blind bombing. Oper-. 
ates in conjunction with AN/CPN-2 ground - 
beacons. Operating frequency of this equip- 
ment is 290mc. The accuracy is plus or minus 
10 feet up to its range of 300 miles. We can supply bombing computers, if desired we can 
supply APN-3 spares. AN-CPN-2 ground -bea- 
cons also available POE 

SCR -536 HAND! TALKIE 
Freq. range 3.7-5.6mc crystal controlled bat- tery operated handitalkie. The range of this equipment is approximately 2 miles. We can 
supply these sets to your specified freq. within 
its range. Completely reconditioned and guar- anteed. Large quantity available POR 

1R A DA LAB ., 
87-17 124th STREET. 

Richmond Hill 18, New York 
Phone Virginia 9-5111-2-J 

AN-GSQ/1A SPEECH SCRAMBLER 
This is a very compact unit designed to be at- tached to either a radio or telephone circuit 
to scramble speech or code. This equipment utilizes coded cards in each terminal equip- ment. Unless the properly numbered card is Inserted on the receiving end the speech can not be unscrambled. This provides an excel- lent privacy system. Complete equipment available consisting of: scrambler, code card set, cables, etc. This equqipment can be used with any field or airborne communications equipment. 
Mfg. Western Electric POR 

AN /TPL-3 
Portable early warning radar system. Oper- ating frequency 600 mc. Uses a 7" P.P.I. and a 5" A scope. Search ranges 20, 60, 120 miles. Transmitter power output 200 Kw. Altitude coverage on aircraft 30,000 ft. Range accu- racy 2 miles. Azimuth accuracy 2. Has com- plete anti jamming facilities. Complete in- stallations available POR 

SCR -522 
Airborne Transceiver, Freq. 100-156 Mc. This unit is crystal controlled 4 channel. Power output approx. 10 watts, Consists of: BC -624 Receiver, BC -625 Transmitter, FT -244 mount, 
BC -602 control box, PE -94 dynamotor, an- tenna, plugs $137.80 

AN/TPQ-2 K -BAND GROUND RADAR 
Very late model set. Used to plot trajec- 
tory of artillery and mortar shells and to 
enable counter battery fire with extreme 
accuracy. This Radar is so accurate and 
sensitive it will pick up movements of per- 
sonnel on the battlefield. It can also be 
used to measure height of cloud cover for 
weather forecasting. Mfg: WESTERN ELEC- 
TRIC. Write 

Prices FOB NYC. Rated firms open 
account. Prices subject to change 
without notice. 
CABLE: Radalab, NY 
TELETYPE: NY -4-4361 

AN/APR-4 
38-4000 mc precision receiver consists of re- 
ceiver and five tuning units to cover the full 
range. Each tuning unit is calibrated directly 
in mc. Input 115v 60 cyc POR 

RF-3A/AP X -BAND FREQUENCY 
SWEPT MANUALLY TUNED 

ECHO BOX 
Frequency range 8500-9600mc. This equip- 
ment consists of an echo box with a motor mounted on one end which provides a fre- 
quency swept response from the echo box 
enabling it to be easily observed on the Radar 
Indicator. Input 28v DC .5 amps. Can be sup- 
plied in 110v 60 cyc AC POR 
AN/ART-13 AUTO -TUNE AIRCRAFT 

TRANSMITTER 
This equipment covers the frequency range of 
2-I8mc. and is automatically tuned 10 chan- 
nel. Power output is 76 watts CW. 60 watts 
phone. This equipment consists of T-47 or 
T47A transmitter, dynamotor power supply, 
control box, racks, antennae loading unit, etc. 

POR 
AN/PPN-1 REBECCA GROUND 

BEACON 
This equipment operates on 215 mc and is used in conjunction with AN/APN-2 or SCR - 
729. Provides a signal enabling the aircraft carrying the APN-2 to home on it. This equip- ment is completely portable and operates from a 12 volt battery. Complete installations avail. POR 
AN/APN-2 and SCR -729 equip. avail. 
BC -348R CAA and Military approved model. 

POR AN/APT-8 300-1200 mc transmitter 30 watts output $169.80 AN/APR-5 1000-3100 mc receiver 
BC -639 100-156 mc POR AN/APS-10 3cm airborne Radar POR 

Many Other Rodar and Communica- 
tion Equipment Available. 
Write us for Quotations. 

Cal Vert Electronics 
... INCORPORATED 

1B5. .45 
1F7G .99 
1 H6G .60 
1LA5___ .64 
1LC5 .64 
1 LG5 .82 

1 LH4 .72 
1P5GT .37 
1 Q5GT . . . . .64 
2A3 .95 
4X2/879. .22 
5Y4G .55 
5Z3 .55 
5Z4.... . .99 
6AK5 .59 
6AL5 .43 
6AS7G 3.45 
6F5 .64 
6F6 .55 
6G6G .65 

6H6 .44 
6J5GT .36 
6J6 .55 
617. .65 
61(7 .48 
6K8G .95 
6L5G .64 
6L6GAY .95 
6L7G .38 
6N7GT .44 
607GT .64 
6SA7GT .36 
6SF5 .59 
6SL7GT .59 
6SN7GT .65 
6T8 .65 

I7A6 22 1 

7C4 .14 
12SG7 .65 
12SK7GT .49 
i 2SL7GT .55 
14C7 .69 
25L6GT .55 
26 .44 
28D7 1.25 
35Z5 .45 
43 .59 
46 .59 
50L6GT .49 
57 .50 
70L7GT .89 

59 Fourth Avenue New York 3, N. Y. 
OR egon 4-3027 

Cable Address "CALVERTRON" 

71A .50 
75 .35 
76 .45 
77 .49 
SPECIAL PURPOSE 

TRANSMITTING 

KC4-3.. 19.00 
AMPERE X 
in original 

wooden crates 
Equiv. to 
Westing. 

WL -616 or 
Machlett- 
ML-1000 

1624 6.76 
1835 4.85 

21(56 
2X2 /879 
3BP1 
3024W 
3E29 
4C27 
4125 
5CP1 
5D21 
7BP7 
15R 

2C34 .95 
2C51 3.95 
2E24 1.75 
2121 1.95 
2121A 2,35 
2122 1.75 
2J26 5.95 
2J62 17.75 
21(55 Write 

Write 
22 

2.75 
9.95 
9.50 
9.95 

99.50 
3.65 

10.50 
3.75 
.33 

23D4.. 
100TH 
101 D 
101L 
VU -1115 
114B 

.44 
6.50 
1.19 
1.19 
1.65 

.25 

FG -172. . 17.50 I 

311A W.E. W.E.... 2.95 
311B W.E 3.75 
316A..... .39 
3718 .65 
373A W.E.. 1.90 
374A W.E. 1,90 
407A W.E 3.25 
408A W.E 1.90 
416A W.E. Write 
421A W.E.. . 2.75 i1I. MICA 'TKasn ! TRANSMITTING 

CAPACITORS 

Tracarrt7lgq )dIllgil 
'Pli' 

- . ' 

VACUUM CONDENSERS 
Standard Brand 
Type VC 50-20 

SOMME -20,000 Volts 

MICA CONDENSERS 
List Price $1.20 

Tremendous Savings 
Type IDOIMFD 

TYPE ' I'7.1ú; 
609 

2 Mid. - 
600 {^ V.D.C.W. 

1 13/16 x 
1 1/16 

r' 

Cap. Type Price 
WORKING 

Cap. Type Price 
8.75 600 V.D.C. 10¢ 99¢ 

;600 VOLTS 

.02 
D.0 

.39 
.03 9ALS .49 

600 

.01 
01 

WORKING VOLTS 
D.C. 

45 .19 
XQBW .19 

Type I POTS 
50 Ohm -2 Watt - } 

VOLUME 
CONTROLS 
11-103 - 

VOLUME 
CONTROLS 

.039 1650 55 ,01 4LS .24 Pot. 3/s" . 500 ohms 1200 WORKING VOLTS .05 H .55 
Long Shaft. 

Individually 
.001 

9D.C. 
.19 

2500 WORKING VOLTS 
D.C. 

1200 

01 
.004 

WORKING VOLTS 
D.C. 

4LS .44 
4 .29 

/4 

Lon Bushin 
g º' 

Price Each 

Boxed 
List Price $1.25 
A Terrific Buy 

10,000 OHMS 
100,000 OHMS 
Audio Taper 

.001 A .29¢ .09 UNUSUAL VALUE 12¢ II 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

REDUCED PRCE$ 
TYPE 600 60 CYCLE TIMING MOTOR 

Manuf. by Synchron for 115 volt 60 cycle 

use. Synchronous output speed is 1 rpm. 

$1.25 ea. 

S-278 $ 95 ea. per 100 

TYPE PBD-39853 SERVO MOTOR AND 

RATE GENERATOR 

Eclipse -Pioncer two 
phase, low inertia, 
induction type de- 
signed for a nominal 
115 volts 400 cycles 

on each phase. The 

rate generator has two windings, one of 

which is excited with 115 volts 400 cycles 

(or 60 cycles) and the other winding 

supplies the rate signal of identical fre- 

quency but with an amplitude propor- 

tional to motor speed. S-414 $29.50 

G -E TYPE 10G23 PHASE 

CHANGING TRANSFORMER 

Converts 115 volt, 
singe phase, 400 

cycle power to three 
phase 115 volts. 
Output is 48 va at 
.33 power factor. 
Designed to operate 
small 3 phase air- 

craft instruments and gyros from a single 

phase power source. S-364 $1.75 

REVERE CAMERA SPLIT FIELD 

SERIES MOTOR 

24-28 volts D -C ideal for many applica- 
tions because of its compactness. Meas- 

ures 2" x 2" x 2" with a 1/4" 9 tooth 

pinion extending ií6". Two leads for ease 

in reversing with frame being a common 

ground. S-315 $4.75 

DIEHL TYPE FD52-2 SHUNT MOTOR 

27.5 volt d -c at 2 amp. developing 3000 

rpm. Used by Sperry (No. 803010) as a 

"follow-up motor". Semi open construction 
with four leads brought out. Base mounted 

with a length of 3-5/16". Shaft is 7/32" 
diam. and extends 3/4". S-363 $4.75 

LELAND TYPE 10563-115 

VA INVERTER 

Consumes 12 amp. at 28 
volts when delivering 115 

va of three phase 400 
cycle power at 115 volts. 
Has a .75 power factor. 
Armature speed is 12,000 

rpm. Both voltage and frequency are ad- 
justable with variable resistors. Because of 
its light weight (only 8.7 lb) this is ideal 
for numerous uses where three phase 

power is required. Size 8-1/4" x 4-5/8" x 

5-1/4". S-159 $59.50 

VW* 

PRODUCTS CO. 
I N C P 

1086 Goffle Rd. Hawthorne, N. J. 

HAwthorne 7-3100 

WORLD'S GREATEST ett xi 
ELECTRONIC BARGAINS 

CHECK AND COMPARE OUR COMPLETE STOCKS 
All Equipment is Overhauled, Tested & Guaranteed Unconditionally! 

NAVIGATION AIDS 

RS ARN-7. $220.00 
SCR -269G.. 125.00 
MN -26C. 25.00 
AN ARN-6. 940.00 
AN APN-4. 125.00 
AN.'APN-9. 629.00 
SCR -718... Write 

AN/APN-1. 75.00 
AN APN-2 Write 
SCR -729.... Write 
AN. ARR-2. 15.00 
AN'ARN-5. 80.00 
RC -103 60.00 

MEDIUM FREQ. EQUIP. 

T-47A/ART-13 Write 
0-I6 or 0-17/ART-13 .... $100.00 
SA-22/ART-13 95.00 
TA -21-24 100.00 
MT -36 27.50 
RTA- I B Write 
BC -348 (write for models) 140.00 
TCS Equipment Write 

VHF EQUIPMENT 

ARC -1 Write ARC -5 75.0 
ARC -3 Write SCR -522-C. 110.00 
ARC -4 36.00 

VHF GROUND UNITS 

BC -640 $650.00 TDQ.. . 1200.0 
PC -639. 220.00 RCK. 275.0 

INVERTERS 
DYNAMOTORS 

MG149F.... $49.50 DY -12 50.00 
MG149H . 120.00 DY -17 150.00 
MG153. . 79.00 DY -9 . . 20.00 
DY -11 45.00 DY-20;'ARN Write 

A COMPLETE STOCK OF TUBES 
042. 5.75 3C33.. . 9.95,TZ40... Write 454H.... Write 725A 4.95 
043' 3C45 . . 12.95' RK60,' 530 15.95 726A.. ...12.00 

VR75 1.05 3E29 11.501 1641... 1.95 531 5.507268 35.00 
OR3 34P1 8.50 RK -72 .95 559 2.00 726C.....45.00 

VR90 1.00 3EP7/ RK -73... .95 KU627 17.50 80111.... .35 
oC3 1R06P1, 3.50 7STL. . . . 8.50 WL651 70.00 803 3.00 

VR10S .8530P1-52.. 3.751BR90 ... 7.00 WL6S2/ 805 2.95 
O^3/ 36P1. . 3.50 100TH .. 7.001 657....45.00 807 1.25 

V +150. .65 3FP7.. 1.95 VT127A. 1.35 KU676...55.00 507W . 7.50 
1623.. F.00 3GP1. 2.75 211/VT4C .90KU677...55.00 508 1.50 
1N24.. 7.50 3HP7. .. 2.95 217C..... 6.00 7006/ 809. 2.50 
11327. .. 11.50 31P1. ..14.50 2206....149.50, C/D.. 16.50 810.. 9.50 
1832' 4C 22. 9.50,250TH...15.95 70311 3.25 gll. .... 2.95 

5'211... 1.95 4C35.. ..18.50 25071 14.95 704A 1.00 g12. ... . 2.95 
IB32... .. 9.95 4E27. ...13.75 813.. ....30.50 
1"21... .. 1.05 4134 89,50 814. ..... 2.95 
1 N21B . . 2.35 4142 . . 175.00 
1N22... 1.25 4150 . Write MFGR'S é16. . .. i.is 
1N23A... 2.50 4-65A. 17.50 QUANTITIES TUBES 826.. .. 1.25 
1,123B ... 2.95 4 125A. 20.00 828. . . 8.95 
1N31... 6.50 5C22.. 40.00 
1N38 1.25 SCP1 .. . 7.00 1629at 

attractive 
616priC09 

829 
9.50 8298 

2C36_. 27.505CP1A .14.00 IP30 C56 VT 127A e3os...., z.so 
2C26 .39 5 =P1. . . 2.95 832 7.00 
2C39 ..12.50 SFP7 1.95 7CPI 3EPI 3I4A 832A..... 9.25 
2C39A. 15.95 5021 11.50 833A.....2).50 2C40 7.00 5329 10.00 836 3.00 2C44.... 1.19 5130.....27.50 
2C51... .. 3.75 5132. .. ..55.00 HK254.. Write 70SA 1.5 837 . 1.25 
ID21... .. 1.25 C56 .. .. 2.50 304TH. .. 6.95 706 45 0 838. . .. 3.75 
2021W... 2.50 ELSE ..Write 304TL.... 6.45 70713 12.5 843 .50 
2f26. ...12.50 5R4GY... 1.25 307A/ 708* 8.95 
212/.. . 9.95 6AL5W... 1.75 RIOS 3.50 710A 1.5 051 55.00 
2131. ...20.00 68L6.....70.00 316A 1.00 713A.. ... 1.2 15 95 

21422 18.95 6BM6....70.00 314A.... Write 715B..... 5.0 
21425. 21.00 6C21 22.50 342A.... Write 71714 .9 
21433A..125.00 614 5.50 350A 3.95 715C.....16.5 
21454.. Write 7CP1 . . 9.95 368A5 5.50 719A 20.0 
21455... .45.00 12AV7... 1.75 371B .69 720CY, 
3624.. .. 4.50 12DP7...15.95 417A 9.50 DY ...150.0 866A.. .. 1.25 
3B25.. . 3.50 12GP7. ..19.95 431A 12.00 869B.. .. -60.00 
3132ì... . 5.95 ISE. 1.70 ll6A 1.25 723A. .. 8.9 87211 2.95 
3C22... 75.00. 3sR 

5.50 450TL....37.50 724B3.75 /8 12.5 
4.9 

1580. 
84 1.25 

3C24.... 1.35 35TG. ...375.00 

854L. Wilt) 860.... 0 
861... ..12.50 
864... .35 

889RA 1°5.00 
891 .. 250.00 
920 3.50 
923 1.25 
933.... Write 
930..... Write 
931A.. 4.50 
954. .30 
955 .45 
956 .45 
957 
958A.. 
959 
C K1005 
C K1006 
1613. 
1616. 
1619 
1624 
1625 
1626. 
1629. 
1630. 
1642 
2050 
2051. 
5643 
5654. 
5670. 
5734. . 

5800.. 
5803.. 
8011.. 
8025 

1.95 
.00 

1.00 
.30 

1.75 
.35 
.30 
.20 
.75 
.55 

.95 
Write 

1.75 
4.25 

16.95 
Write 
Writ. 

4.50 
8025*.... 5.50 
9001... 1.25 
9002... .95 
9003.. 1.25 
9004.... .60 
9005..... 1.50 

ANTENNAS 

AS -27A 
ARNS 

LP -21A 
LP-21LM 

AN -104A, B 4.00 
$35.00 MN -36.. Write 
30.00 AN -100. 7.00 

125.00 

ACCESSORIES 

T -17D MIC. $6.50 
9104 MIC. . 7.50 
9044 M1C. 6.50 
RS -38 MIC. 4.00 
MC -253 MIC 1.00 

MC -354 
HS -33. 
F L-30 
F -21i A RA -9 

1.00 
4.95 

10.00 
20.00 

MARKER BEACON EQUIP. 

BC -357 
BC -341. 
BC -1023 

$10.00 BC -1033.... 20.00 
8.00 BC -1333.... 90.00 

15.00 AN/ARN-8. 65.00 

HI -VOLTAGE 
CONDENSERS 

4mfd 1.5KV $22.50 
IOmfd 1.5KV 4.50 
5mfd 2KV 4.95 
8mfd 2KV 6.50 
12mfd 2KV. 6.75 
2mfd 3KV.. 4.50 
2mfd 4KV.. 6.50 

3mfd 4KV. 6.75 
3mfd 6KV.. 6.95 
4mfd BKV. 32.50 
3mfd 20KV. 49.50 
.045mfd16KV 5.00 
OSmfdl6KV 5.00 

2X.1mfd8KV 1.75 

HANDIE TALKIES 
BC -611 -part of SCR -536. 

Largo quantities -Price on req 

Send 25% deposit with all orders. Minimum order 

V 
$101 Shipped best way unless otherwise specified. 
Write for FREE CATALOG! 

& RADIO & ELECTRONICS 
Dept. E-2033 W. Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif. 

Phone: REpublic 3-1127 

POWERSTAT Type No. 1126 

$33.95 
New, Original 
Boxes -Only 

Input 115V AC, 50/60 cycles. Output 
0-135V AC. Max. amps. output, 15 amps. 
2 KVA. Overall size 8 3/16" x 8 1/16". 
With knob and scale. Send 30% deposit 
with order. 

X -BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR 

TS-45A/APM-3 
Portable test set T5-45 for Q'220 
testing ASK, AIA, AN/APS-3, IIYY 

AN/APS-4, AN/APS-6 and AN/ 
APS-15 radar equip. Range of 9300 to 
9450 megs to measure xmtr freq. and 
power output. Also a CW sig. generator 
in revr. tests and pulsed sig. gen. Overall 
accuracy 1.5 db for Attenuator settings 
below 16db and 2.5 db for settings above 
16db. Attenuator alone accuracy 1db 
(below 16db) and 2db (above 16db). 
Power source 107-127 VAC. 50-1200 CPS 
with no appreciable change in accuracy. 
New 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

THE TS -175 IS 
AVAILABLE NOW 

The justly famous UHF Heterodyne Frequency Meter TS -175/U is now available from WESTON 
LABORATORIES. Of new manufacture, this improved equipment operates over the range of over 
80-1000 meg. cy. with an overall accuracy of better than .001 at fixed room temperature. Supplied 
complete with AT -66/U Antenna, 2 cords, spare tubes, original calibration book and instruction 
book at a net price of $550. ORDER YOUR UNIT TODAY. 

TS -338 AN-APA-10 BC -595 -TU 1-117 1-212 OAW TS-32A,TRC-1 TS-89/AP* ' TS-148/UP* ' TS -218. UP TS -359A U AN -APR -1 BC -1060A 1-122 1-222/A P4 TS-33/AP TS -90* TS -153 TS-220-TSM TS -363i U AN -APR -4 BC -1066A 1-126 1-223/A P4E TS-34/AP TS-92/AP TS -155 TS -226A TS -375 AN-TSM-4 BC -1201A 1-130A 1-225 SG -8/U TS-35/AP TS-96/TPS-1 TS-159-TPK TS -230B TS -377/U AN-UPM-13 BC1203 1-134B 1-233 TAA-16WL TS-36/AP TS-98/AP TS-164/AR TS-232,TPN-2 TS -389/U AS -23 BC1236/A 1-135 1-245 TS-1ARR TS-39,iTSM TS-100/AP TS-170/ARN-5 TS -239B TS -418 AT -67 BC -1255/A 1-137A 1E -21A TS-3AP/AP TS-45/AP 118-3 TS-101/AP TS-173,UR TS-250'APN TS -419 AT -68 BC -1277 1-139A 1E-36 T5-8A/U TS-46/AP TS-102/AP* TS -174/U TS -251 TS -4212U AT -39 BC -1287A 1-140A 1F -12/C TS-10A/APN-1 TS-47/APR TS-108/AP* TS -175/U* TS-257/AWR TS -433/U AT -48 1-48B 1-145 1S-185 TS-11/AP* TS-51/APG-4 TS-110/AP TS-182/UP TS -263 TS -465/U 1-49 1-147 1S-189 TS-12/AP* TS -55 BE -67 :'AP TS-111/CP TS-184/AP TS -268B* TS -480/U BC -221. 1-56 1-153A LAD TS-13,/AP* TS-56,/AP TS-117/GP* TS -189/U TS -270A TS -505 BC -376 1-61B 1-157A LAE-2 TS-14/AP TS -59 TS-118/AP TS -192, CPM-4 TS-281;TRC-7 TS -589/U BC -438 1-83A 1-167 LAF T5-15B/AP TS -60íU TS-125/AP* TS -194/ CPM-4 TS -285, GP TS -615/U BC -439 1-86A 1-168 LM* TS-16/APN TS-61/AP TS -127/U TS-195/CPM-4 TS -293 TS -616,'U BC -638 1-95A 1-177 LU -2 TS -18 TS-62/AP TS-131/AP TS-197jCPM-4 TS -297* TS -617/U BC -639 1-96A 1-178 LU -3 TS -19 TS-63/AP TS -138 TS-198/CPM-4 TS -301/U TS -620/U BC -906D 1-97A 1-186 LZ TS-23/AP TS-65A/FM2-1 TS-142APG TS-203/AP TS-303/AG TSX-4SE BC -918B 1-98A 1-196A ME -6/U TS-24/APM-3 TS -69A TS-143/CPM TS-204/AP TS-311/FSM-1 TSS-4SE BC -923A 1-106A 1-198A OA TS-24/APR-2 TS-76-APM-3 TS-144/TRC-6 TS-205AP TS -323 TVN-8SE BC -936A 1-114 1-203A OAA-2 TS-26/TSN-1* TS -78/U TS -146 TS -207 TS -324/U TUN-8HU BC -949/A 1-115 1-208 OAK TS-27/TSM TS -87 AP , TS-147/AP* TS-210/MPM TS -328 TTX-10RH 

LABORATORIES, INC. 
HARVARD, MASS. 
Tel: HARVARD APR -426 250-AYER 300-TWX 
HARV 193 Cable: WESLAB 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
A large quantity in frequencies ranging from 8000 
KC, in 1 KC increments to 8199 KC in FT 243 
holders made to a tolerance of .01%. Price . EA 

Other frequencies available, in quantity in 5 ji 
same type holders at a price of EA 

2300 K.C. 6475 7800 8385 
2400 6830 7820 8450 
3105 7458.75 7825 8460 
3825 7580 7840 8550 
4280 7625 7850 8600 
4375.834 7650 7860 8625 
5500 7660 7875 8650 
5633.33 7675 7880 8675 
5655.55 7700 7900 8700 
5677.77 7725 7925 8716.7 
5722.22 7728.75 7950 8808.75 
5744.44 7740 7975 8876.25 
5955 7750 8250 8921.25 
6175 7751.25 8260 9135 
6400 7773.75 8300 9750 
6470 7775 8380 16585.55 

Other frequencies available in smaller quantities, write for List CE 151 

If frequencies close to those outlined above are desired; we can grind these 
to a tolerance of .01% at a price of $1.95 each. 

EDLIE ELECTRONICS 
154 GREENWICH ST. 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Tel. Digby 9-3143 

SEARCH RECEIVER 

ARD -2 
Measures RF signals from 80 to 3000 
MCS. and pulse rates from 50 to 8000 
cycles. Designed as direction finder and 
frequency meter for U S Navy Aircraft. 
Includes: 

ANTENNA DETECTOR-CMD-66AFH-Vari- 
able length antennas, diode detector e+ 
and silver plated tuning stub with cali- 
brated scale. 

AMPLIFIER CMD-50ADC - Three stage 
pulse amplifier, trigger circuit, pulse rate 
counter circuit and audio amplifier, vis- 
ual signal indicator, rectifier power sup- 
ply operative on 115 Volts AC 60 to 2400 
cycles current, regulated. 

TEST OSCILLATOR-CMD-60ABG - Cavity 
frequency of 400 cycles with selection 
of four pulse repetition rates. 

ALL CABLES AND FITTINGS, ACCESSOR- 
IES AND SHOCK MOUNTED RACK for 
immediate installation, plus two Tech- 
nical Manuals. 

SPARE PARTS - Steel chest includes spare 
Tubes and components. 

New Price each-$375.00 

Complete Stocks of Radiotelephones, 
Transmitters, Receivers, Communication 

Accessories and spare parts. 

TWX NY -1-223 

COMMUNICATION DEVICES CO. 
2331 Twelfth Ave. New York 27, N. Y. t 

Cable: Communidev 
Tel: ADirondack 4-6174 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

SAVE ON TUBES BRAND NEW TUBES GUARANTEED TUBES 
0A2 $.95 
0A3/VR75 1.00 
OAS 3.50 
062 1.00 
0C3/VR105 .90 
OD3 /VR150 .85 
1822. 1.20 
1623 4.00 
1E324. 6.75 
1626... .. 1.75 
1827. . _ . 11.00 
1632 /534A 1.75 
1635 _. 5.50 
1842. 8.25 
1663A 42.50 
1D21 'SN4 3.75 
1 N£1 B. _ 2.00 
1 N236 2.90 
1N34A .79 
1N35 1.95 
1 N38 1.50 
1N44 1.10 
1N47_ 4.50 
1 N55 2.75 
1N63 ï K63 1.95 
1 N69 .59 
1P28. 7.75 
1P29. . 2.00 
1P36 . 2,75 
1P39 1.20 
1Z4.. 2.75 
VS -2, 7.50 
2AP1 5.50 
2B22 2.25 
2(21 1642. .69 
2C36 25.00 
2C39 12.50 
2C39A. . .13.00 
4C40 7.25 
2C42 10.00 
4C43 13.95 
2C44 .89 
2(46 10.00 
2(51 3.69 
4C52 3.00 
2D21 1.15 
2D41W 2.49 
2E24 3.30 
4E26, 3.25 
2E31 1.40 
2E35 .. 1.40 
4126 . 5.00 
2127 7.50 
2J31 20.00 
4132 17.50 

2133 20.00 
2134 17.50 
2136 . . 89.30 
2142 .105.30 
2J49 . 59.50 
2J51.. 195.30 
2J56 . 89.50 
2161. .24.50 
2162 11.00 
2K22 17.50 

2K25 20.002K43. 

19.95 NOW \ 
2K26 55.00 
21528 45.00 
2K33A . . . 65 00 4134 
2K34 139,50 4J36 
2K39 115.00 4J42 
2K41 125.00 4152 
2K42 199.50 4157 
21545 110.00 4-125A. 
2K48.. . 99.50 4X150A 
2X2A 1.40I 4X500A 

4C47/CV92 9.00 
4C35 17.50 
4.122 99.50 
4126 99.50 
4128 99.50 
4129 99.50 
4130 ...149.50 
4131 . . . 99.50 

5129 . . 

5130 .. . 

.10.00 
19.95 

250TH 14.50 
250TL 12.50 

5J33 i.50 251A 79.50 
5MP1 4.50 274B 2.75 
5NP1 4.95 304TL... . E.95 
5R4GY 1.25 307A, RK75 2.95 
5R4WGY. 1.60 310B 8.95 
C61_; 5528 . 6.50 312A 2.95 

706GY.._ 29.50 
707B. 13.55 
708A 1.95 
713A .95 
715A 3.00 
7158 4.00 
715C 13.00 
717A .90 

NEW LOW PRICES! 

75.00 06J. 
129.50 6AL5W. 
129.00 6BL6 
199.50 6BM6 
299.50 6C21 
.19.00 6F4 
27.50 6J4. 

.,750C 6SU7GTY 
7C22 

SPECIAL! 
Vacuum Capacitors 

50 mmfd. 15,000 v. $7.50 
12 mmfd. 32,000 v. $10.00 
50 mmfd. 32,000 Y. $12.50 

100 mmfd. 20,000 v. $14.00 

3E322 1.95 5AP1 2.9 
3823 4.05 5BP1 3.25 
3824 4.25 5BP4A 4.95 
3B26. 3.50 5BP4 3.25 
3648 5.95 5CP1 A . .:14.50 
3C22 72.50 5C22 27.50 
3(23 6.50 5CP7 9.50 
3C24/24G.. 1.10 5D21 9.50 
3C27 3.75 5FP7 155 
3(33 9.95 5FP14 7.50 
3(45 . . . . - .11.75 5HP1 . . . 3.55 
3E29 9.50 5HP4 3.95 
3FP7 1.95 51P1 17.`0 
3GP1 1.95 5JP2 17.50 
3JP1 12.50 51124 17.50 
3K27 199.50 51P5 17.50 
3K30 199.50 5123 29.50 
4B24 6.95 5J26 120.00 

All Prices F.O.B. Los Angeles, subject to 

change without notice. Minimum order $5.00. 

Orders for $5.00 should be prepaid in full. 

FOR SALE -NEW 

100 KW RF GENERATOR 
RCA Model 100 BM induction heoting 
unit (in original crated condition) com- 
plete including: 
MI -13600-A Generator Tank Unit 
MI -13604-B Switchgear & Control Unit 
MI -13605 Generator Tank Unit 
MI -13648 Rectifier Unit 
MI -13647-B Plate Transformer 
MI -13800 Water Pump 
MI -13802 Water Tank 
MI -13803 Water Cooler 
IB-30138 Instruction Book 

Less tubes. Immediate delivery, 
subject to prior sale. 

THE PERMA PRODUCTS CO. 

5455 Broadway Cleveland 27, Ohio 

X-RAY 
All types for industrial and experimental 
applications. Tubes, cables and compo- 
nents. 

MEDICAL SALVAGE CO., INC. 
217 E. 23rd St. New York 10, N. Y. 

Murray Hill 4-4267 

7.25 316A 
1.60 323B 

60.00 327A 
69.50 328A.. 
24.50 336A 

3.00 337A 
4.50 349A 
2.75 350A 

99.50 368AS 
14DP7 13.00 383A 
12GP7 17.50 393A 
12HP7 13.50 394A 
15E 1.75 417A 
KC4 39.50 434A 
D42 write 446A . . . 1.19 
35TG. 5.95 4466 3.50 
FG57 5559 15.00 450TH 40.00 
RK60/1641. 1.95 450TL 40.00 
RK72 .95 WL456 59.50I 
RK73 .95 464A 4.95 
75T 6.95 CK514AX . 1.40 
75TL. .. .. 7.95 WL530. . . .16.95 
83V 1.10 CK536AX . .95 724B_ 2.00 
FG95 /5560 22.50 GL562 write 725A 4.50 
ML -100. ... write GL605 write 726A 12.00 

1100TH 7.50 WL616. . . .99.50 7266 32.00 
HF120 9.95 GL623 write 730A 20.00 
FG104 29.50 KU627 .. 17.50 802 . . 2.95 
FG105 17.50 

W L-651 39¡50 
803 .. .. 3.75 

F -123A 7.79 804 10.95 
VT -147A.. . 2.75 WL652, 65739.00 805. .. 4.95 
OK159. 149.50 F660 write 1807 _ 1.50 
FG172 22.50 I F661 . write 808 . . 2.75 
HF200 14.50 700 B C, D.16.50 809 2.75 
WL200. write 703A 2.95 . 810 9.50 
207 75.00 705A . . . 1.50 1811 A 3.50 
211 /VT4C.. .80 706AY .. 27.50 814... . . 2.95 
217C 4.95 70683' . . . . 27.50 1813 7.95 
221 A .98 ' 706CY 27.50 815 3.50 
0K249.. . 200.00 '1 706DY 27.50 828 9.95 
250R 8.95 706FY 27.50 829 6.00 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG! 

1.25 719A 19.00 
7.95 720BY 125.00 
4.50 720CY _ 125.00 
3.95 720EY . ..125.00 
write 721 A 2.95 
6.00 722A 1,95 
8.50 723A 7.95 
4.50 723A /6. 12.00 
4.00 
write 
5.95 
3.50 
8.50 
9.95 

865 
866A 
869B 
872A 
874 . . 1.10 
880 300.00 
884 1.40 
889R -A . 175.00 
891 R 125.00 
GL893A. 295.00 
922 1.25 
931A 4.95 

5" DUAL GUN TUBE 
SPECIAL! 

Long persistency face. Valued 
at $200.00. This tube kas been 

rejected for military use. 

Fully guaranteed. Only $11.95 

JSA 1..ES ('O. 

f áli sh ELECTRONICS 

Dept. ED 
7552 Melrose Ave. 
Les Angeles 4$, 

California 

935 
955 
957 

849B 7.50 5611 115.00 
8308. 1.95 5633 8.95 
832A 6.50 5634 8.95 
836 2.95 5637 4.00 
837 . . 1.45 '5639 .. 8.95 
838 . 2.98 5643 . write 
851 35.07 5646 . 8.95 
852. .12.50 5651 2.50 
860 3.50 5654 1.75 
861 14.00 5656 14.95 

150.00 .98 5657 
1.30 5670 3.50 

44.50 5672 1.49 
1.95 5676 1,29 

(X5678.. . 1.00 
5687 3.75 
5693 4.25 
5694 2.60 
5704 2.95 
5704 2.50 
5718 6.00 
5719 8.95 
RK5721 ...210.00 
5750 3.10 
5787 6.00 
CK5787 4.95 
5814 . 1.75 
5844 4.50 
5876 14.95 
55904893 12.50 

8.95 
5905 12.50 
5907 9.00 
5908 9.00 
5916 9.00 
5932 4.95 

5.50 5591 4038 3.50 
.49 5972 4.50 
.49 6005 . . . 2.75 

958A .89 6026 2.25 
959... .. 1.50I6110 8.95 
(K1005. .. .69 6111 9.50 
CK1006.. . 1.95 6121. 9.95 

1616 90,6401 4.50 

1619 . ... .30 8005 4.95 
1625 . . .30 8012. 1.95 
1629 .30 8013 4.95 
1630. .89 8020....... 1,45 
1636 1.25 8025 .. 4.75 
4050 1.30 8025A 5.95 
2051 .80 9001 1.15 
ZB3200. . .100.00 9002 .98 
5516 5.50 9003 
5586 200.00 9004 

1.30 
.49 

, 5933/807W 7.50 9005 1.50 

Thousands of other types in stock. Send us 
your requirements. RECEIVING TUBES? We 
carry a complete line in stock. Standard 
brands only! 

IK IRK-AIRC-1115-421-411/V 

CONNECTORS 
In Stock for Immediate Delivery 

OF AMERICA 

137 Hamilton St., New Haven 11, Conn. Phone: Spruce 7-2513 

New York Phone: LExington 2.6254 

New Sola Const. Volt. Transformers 
Input 95-125VAC, Output 118VAC 60 cycles 
165VA $24.95, 225VA $32.95, 310VA $42.50, 
475VA $47.50, 750VA $68.50, 6.3VAC @2.7 
Amp. $6.95 

LAPIROW BROS. 
1649 Hoffner St. Kirby 1285 Cincinnati, Ohio 

GLASS TUBING 
PYREX - NONEX - URANIUM 

BULB 8 CYLINDERS 
WRITE FOR FREE MONTHLY LIST 

HOUDE SUPPLY COMPANY 
PHONE KEYPORT 7.1286 

M. R. #1 Box 86X Keyport, N..1. 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
Jnll,.mu 

' POWER i 
. "Be Right with" MODELS H -J -G -K -L -N -P -R 

1 FAMOUS MAKE 
Ohm Watt Mod Each Ohm Watt Mod Each Ohm Watt Mod Each _ .1 150 L 5.34 40 225 P 6.99 500 300 N 8.4 2 

1 
5 150 L 5.34 50 50 JH 

1.86 
2.10 585 150 L 5.05 

60 J 2.34 75 25 
_ 2 25 H 1.86 75 75 G 3.15 780 100 K 3.55 

750 25 H 1.86 
2 

800 N 8.42 
100 K 3.79 80 50 J 2.10 10000 25 H 2.10 50 1 2.22 

3 100 K 3.79 100 250 H 11.86 1200 225 P 6.99 
3 225 P 6.99 100 100 K 3.55 1250 50 J 2.22 
5 b0 J 2.10 100 150 L 5.05 1250 150 L 5.34 = 5 100 K 3.79 125 26 H 

H 1.86 

1500 25 H 2.10 

50 1 2.10 175 
i 25 H 1.86 150 50 1 2.10 1500 

1600 
60 
50 

J 2.22 
i 75 G 3 15 175 500 R 12.18 1800 50 J 2 22 

2.22 
7.5 76 G 3.15 200 25 H 1.86 1800 150 L 5.62 i7.5 225 P 6.99 200 100 K 3.55 2000 25 H 2.10 
t 50 J 2.10 200 160 L 5.05 2250 150 L 5.62 

iii? 
500 R 12.18 250 25 H 1.86 2500 50 J 2.22 

10 25 H 1.86 300 60 J 2.10 2500 100 K 3.71 = 1T 25 H 1.86 300 75 G 3.15 2500 150 L 5.62 
12.5 500 R 12.30 300 100 K 3.55 3000 100 K 3.79 
13 100 K 3.55 350 25 H 1.86 

=_ 15 25 H 1.86 350 160 L 5.05 
5000 25 H 2.22 
5000 50 J 

1S 76 G 3.15 378 I60 L 5.05 5000 100 K 4.04 
2.34 

20 23 H 1.86 400 75 G 3.15 7500 50 J 2.34 = TO 50 J 2.10 500 25 H 1.85 7500 100 K 4.30 
25 26 H 1.86 500 75 G 3.15 10K 50 1 2.50 
25 00 N 8.42 500 100 K 3.55 10K 100 K 4.54 = 25 500 R 12.18 500 160 L 5.05 20K I50 L 6.98 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO QUANTITY USERS 

Iñ _ HIGH POWER i . TRANSMITTING MICAS 

G-1 TYPE 

a .00015 
.0001 KV 12.18 .0008 6 KV 

KV 12.18 .001 fi KV 
.00015 KV 12.18 .0015 6 KV 
.0002 KV 12.18 02 3 KV 
00024 KV 12.76 .032 2 KV 

i.00025 KV 12.76 .04 1 KV 
.0004 KV 13.31 .051 1.5 KV 
.0005 KV 1J.00 .08 1.5 KV 
.00075 KV 14.00 .09 1.5 KV I G-2 TYPE 
.0001 10 KV 19.67 .0005 10 KV 19.67 

IZ .00018 10 KV 19.67 .00065 10 KV 19.67 
.0002 10 KV 19.67 .0008 ]0 KV 19.67 
.00027 12 KV 19.67 .001 10 KV 19.67 3 .0001 10 KV 19.67 .01 6 KV 20 75 
.000375 10 KV 19 67 .03 2 KV 21.00 

ä .0004 b KV 19.67 .045 2 KV 21.00 

= G-3 TYPE ii 20 KV 33.27 .0011 20 KV 43.50 
.0001 20 KV 36.30 .0012 20 KV 44.62 - .0001 25 KV 37.80 .00124 15 KV 44.75 

M .00015 20 KV 37.80 .0015 20 KV 45.38 
.00025 20 KV 39.33 .0016 IS KV 42.96 
.0003 20 KV 39.33 .002 12 xV 42.35 
.0001 20 KV 41.15 .0025 12 KV 15.00 
.00045 16 KV 41.15 .004 12 KV 45.38 

20 KV 41.15 .005 5 6 KV 28.50 
I_ .0005 20 KV 41.15 .006 10 KV 45.38 

.0008 20 KV 41.15 .015 a KV 45.38 

.00095 b KV 42.35 .015 7 KV 45.33 
001 16 KV 42.35 .05 3 KV 45.81 

'001 20 KV 42.35 .25 1.6 KV 45.811 

G-4 TYPE 
.00025 30 KV 66.35 .0025 ^5 KV 68.73 
.0003 2b KV 66.35 .005 20 KV 75.68 
.00032 2b KV 66.35 .006 13 KV 75.68 .00032 30 KV 66.35 .0066 15 KV 75.68 
.0005 80 KV 65.35 .0075 12.6 KV 78.00 
.0006 36 KV 67.50 .01 16 KV 91.73 

01.73 I .00062 30 KV 66.35 .01083 12 KV 
.00065 86 KV 67.50 .01163 5 KV 30.60 
.0000 30 KV 

25 KV 
66.35 .03 IlKV 81.73 i .0015.001 95 KV 
68.73 056 
68.7; .05660 

6 KV 83.17 
2 KV 30.75 i G-5 TYPE 

.000155 38 KV 139.20 .000533 30 KV 151.25 . .0004 30 1CV 139.20 I .001 30 KV 163.20 

E Many other sizes and types in stock - All Perfect. 

14.00 
l4.On 
14.67 
15.44 
15.44 
17.55 
18.21 1.25 
19.72 1.25 
20.75 1.5 

2 

2 

MED VOLTS EACH 
.00025 25 KV 9.75 
.0025 1500 1.59 
.004 30 KV 2.25 
.0075 7 KV 2.95 
.0075 10 KV 3.7S 
.02 7500 5.30 
.05 2500 1.65 
.1 2 KV 1.65 
.1 3 KV 3.49 
.1 3500 3 90 
.1 6 KV 7.9.25 
.1 7500 115 
.1 20 KV 39.50 
.25 1500 1.40 
.25 2 KV 1.80 
.25 3 KV 3.49 
.25 3500 3.95 
.25 4 KV 6.50 
.25 5 KV 7.49 
.3 2 KV 1.85 
.S 3500 1.59 
.5 2 KV 1.85 
.5 2500 2.90 

TREMENDOUS VARIETY IN 

RHEOSTATS 
PRODUCTION QUANTITIES 

AVAILABLE 

OTHER STANDARD 
Ohm Watt Ea. Ohm 
1 b0 1.64 185 
1.1 50 1.64 200 
5 25 1.30 200 
7 25 3.30 250 
8 50 1.47 300 
10 50 1.47 350 
10 100 2.97 370 
12 50 1.47 400 
IS 25 1.30 500 
15 100 2.97 500 
16 60 1.47 500 
30 50 1.47 750 
37.5 50 1.47 800 
50 25 1.30 1000 
SO 50 1.47 1200 
60 25 1.30 1500 
75 25 1.30 2000 
75 50 1.47 2500 
75 300 6.30 3000 
100 25 1.30 10K 
100 50 1.47 15K 
125 25 1.30 20K 

BRANDS 
Watt Ea. 

25 1.30 
25 1.30 

50 
1.47 

0 1.47 
50 1.47 
25 1.30 
25 1.30 
25 1.30 
25 1.30 
50 1.47 
150 4.20 
150 4.20 
25 1.30 
25 1.47 
300 6.30 
25 1.47 
50 1.55 
25 1.47 
25 1.47 
50 1.75 
25 1.93 
4 .75 

AVAILABLE IN ALL SHAFT 
SIZES -Knob Type or 1iá" Scrow- 
driver. Specify type shaft required. 

OIL CONDENSERS 
NEW LOW PRICES 

MFD VOLTS EACH MEO VOLTS 
.3 600 .98 2 600 
.5 600 1.19 3 240AC 
1 250AC .70 3 600 
1 330AC .79 4 220AC 
1 S00 .65 4 400 

600 .68 4 600 
220AC .75 4 700 
330AC .80 5 SO 
400AC .87 5 600 
100 .49 6 400 
220AC .69 6 600 
2504C .79 8 600 
330AC .89 10 600 
400 .65 15 600 
500 .69 30 90AC 

EACH 
.7 

1.9 
2.0 
1.8 
1.7 
1.9 
2.2 
1.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.8 
3.3 
3.7 
2.7 
4.7 i 

SPECIAL SALE 

15 MFD 600 VOLTS D.C. 
Famous Make Oil Filled Condenser 

3" wide x 2-1/2" thick x 4-1/2" high 
3-1/2" mounting centers 

Production Quantity 2.79 ea. 
Avallable At Lowest Prices 

HIGH VOLTAGE 
MFD 

is 

1 

2 

2 
2 

l 
4 

8 

10 
10 
12 

STOCK -Send Us Your Sities 

OILS 
VOLTS 

3 KV 
7500 

1 KV 
1 KV 

1500 
1 KV 
2500 

3 KV 
6 KV 

1 KV 
1500 

2 KV 
2500 

4 KV 
800AC 

1 KV 
1500 
440AC 
440AC 

1 KV 
1 KV 

2500 
1 KV 

EACH 
4.25 
8.95 
1.25 
1.59 
1.85 
2.35 
3.49 
4.95 

12.95 
1.98 
2.49 
2.75 
5.49 

10.95 
3.75 
2.50 
3.49 
3.75 
3 90 
3.95 
4.25 

14.95 
4.59 

HEADQUARTERS FOR: A. MOGULL CO. TYPE J-JLBATHTUBS$ NJJC"-JJJPOTSEL 

RACKETS 
17 Warren St., N. Y. 7, N. Y. MICAS: transmit & receive 

Phone: WORTH 4-0865 JONES CONNECTORS & STRIPS 
POWER RESISTORS irlI'I!IAIII !SNI MIIMII111íilldillVIIIIIIi131111,í111iIIIiI1111IIl1111111M- IIIIIBEIMI!11111111 11111IIII1BiIIIII!Il1lll11.111ll8, 

TYPE UX 7350 
Each CoiI-50.T#36E 
Max. DC Res. Ohms 

I & 8= 4.020 
2 & 7=4.5420 
3 & 4=2.3570 
5 & 6=2.1850 

PULSE TRANSFORMER 
Tube base plug in type 

Here are precision made, high quality com- pact pulse transformera wound on hypersil 
cores. They are built in octal bakelite tube bases and can be adapted to many uses. 
They are completely impregnated and sealed. 

SUGGESTED USES 
*-Blocking Oscillator, Multivibrator and 

Scope Circuits. 
*-Wherever Accurate Timing and Trigger-` 

ing are necessary. s 
*-Unexcelled in circuit applications for gen- erating low power and low voltage pulses. *-Can be used in circuits utilizing repetition 

rates from O well pulse to over 1 MC and 
p. widths ranging from .05 Microsecond u 

Price $4.50 each 

TOP v1Ew 

510E VIEW 
Tus( oasi 

A8Ko, 

te° 
811 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass. CO 7-4700 

RCA SURPLUS 

TV CAMERA! 
Only 

$275.00 
Complete with 1848 iconoscope and 8 -stage video 
amplifier and clipper. Perfect for use in movie 
pickup chains, training and experimental work. 
THE PRICE IS A SMALL FRACTION OF ITS 
ORIGINAL CUSP! Write for complete informa- 
tion today. 

MAGNETRON TUBES 
2J-21 .. .. 56 00 718 AY. .. $19.50 
2J -21A........ 5.00 718 BY 19.50 
2J-22 3.50 718 CY. 19.50 
2J-62 14.50 718 ET. 19.50 
2K-55. 42.50 723A B 20.00 
250 TL. 58.0U 750 TL $75.00 

PLATE TRANSFORMER 
AmerTran Spec. 29108; Pri. 115 V.. 10.4 Kva., 60 
cycles, Sec. 17,600 V.. 35 Kv. 
test. For RA -38 Power Supply. 
Like new condition 

CONDENSERS 
.25 mfd. @ 20,000V 1 mfd. (y 10,000V 

$17.50 $19.50 
.25 mfd. er 32,500V. 3 mfd. (q1 7,500V. 24.50 

50.00 111 mfd. (, 3,000V 6.50 
1 mfd. (a 6,000V.. 7.50 1 mfd. (a) 3,000V 3.50 
2 mfd. (n. 20.000V 49.50 

S49.50 

50 mmfd. @ 3,000 V. I 

amp @ 3 MC. New 

TRANSMITTING CAPACITOR 
42.5 m mid. @ 5,000 V. 
Weco No D-96164. Part 
of. Transmitter. BC -315 
BRAND NEW 

MICA CAPACITOR 
$2.95 

$2.95 

?ea E9 ,t<zticeat 

RECEIVERS -TRANSMITTERS 
OSCILLOSCOPE SPECIALS! 

DUMONT '224 3 in. 5149.50 
DUMONT .'208 5 in. 225.00 
DUMONT. .168 5 in. 87.50 
R.C.A. '158 Sin. 87.50 
BROWNING..... 'P4E 5 in. 195.00 

Ask for complete listing 
of our Rodar Equipment 

1 NEW CATALOGUE NO. 113 

LISTS INVENTORY OF AIRCRAFT, 
INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY ELEC- 

TRONICS EQUIPMENT. NOW OFF 

THE PRESS. SEND FOR YOUR COPY 
TODAY! 

eAA.p.hAA/e/e4 

ARROW SALES INC. 
-.mena AOOr¢si: P 0 e00 3978-E. N. HOLLYWOOD. COL IF. 

OH,C,,V/areha06,, 7410 VARNA 05E5I1E. N. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. 

v0plar 51910 STanlry 76005 Cahic 000,e56 0080 //SALES 

TS10 
TS16 
TS34 
TS35A 
TS59 
TS184 
BC191 
BC375 

TUBES 

IN STOCK - 
IE 19A 1-83 
TS251 bC37E-H 
Boonton 788 BC1155 
EE165 APS4 
TG34 APS3 components 
VT158 R132i"TPS10 

RA34 

720BY S19.95 371A... 35e 
808 1.95 3BP1.... 52.39 

all brand NEW 5AP1 2.39 6AK5... 45e 
in original 
cartons 5BP1 2.39 12L8GT. 304 

n 

CRYSTAL SETS 1690 KC to 4440 KC. 
I,, 13In DI' :t4 transmitting crystals and 
100 ea.. Iii' L5 receiving crystals-acmplete with 
carrying case CII-219. 
Government acquisition cost.... $1,000.00 
NEW. Your Cost $59.50 

per set of 200 

304TL's $3.95 
10 for $30.00 

brand new in original cartons 

Write for prices and bulletin. 

RW ELECTRONICS. Dept. EL 
2430 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago 16, III. 

Phone: CAlumet 5-1281 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 
304TL- 5.00 807 -1.00 815 - 2.50 872A-2.00 

11324. . 6.00 
1B47... 8.75 
1842.. 7.75 
4AP1 5.00 
4C33/RX-233A 2.00 
2C40 . 4.75 
2D21 1.00 
2E22 .. _ 1.50 
2J21A 4.75 
2J22 4.75 
2J46.. 6.00 
2J27. 8.00 
2J49.., 25.00 
4J31._ 19.00 
2134.. 19.00 
2J33. 23.00 
2J34... 17.50 
2J36. . 75.00 
2J37.. . 10.00 
4138.. . 8.00 
2140.. 25.00 
4155.. 55.00 
4156.._ 80.00 
2161 23.00 
2J62 17.00 
41-851 4.50 
2K33A 50.00 
41K54.. . 50.00 
4K55.. 50.00 
3AP1 4.00 
3BP1... 3.00 
3B44.. . _ 3.50 
3B44W . . 6.75 

3645 . . . 2.50 
3826. . _ _ . 2.50 
3B28 3.50 
3C23 5.00 
3C44/24G . . . 1.00 
3DP1 2.00 
3EP1 3.00 
3GP1 2.00 
4846... 4.50 
4647 5.00 
4C22 /HF -100 . 7.50 
4C27 /CV -92 . 9,00 
4E27 13.00 
4J34 75.00 
4135. . 100.00 
4144 100.00 
5BP1 2.75 
5BP4 2.75 
5CP1 3.75 
5C30/C56 3.00 
5021 8.50 
5FP7 1.00 
5FP14 6.00 
5JP1 9.00 
5JP4... 9.00 
5J26 75.00 
5130 20.00 
5134 50.00 
5R4GY 1.00 
C6A.... . 6.00 
C6L5548 5.00 
66M6.... 50.00 
6C21 15.00 

Prices do not include transportation 

6G4 3.00 
7BP7 . . . _ . . . 2.75 
9GP7 3.75 
9LP7 3.75 
12GP7 9.50 
FG -17, 5557 4.75 
RK -19 .... . 1.50 
RKY1 1.25 
RK -23 1.50 
HK -54 3.50 
RK -62 1.75 
RK -73 1.00 
C -100D . . 2.00 
F -128A 35.00 
HK -154 4.00 
VT -158 20.00 
FG -190 5.00 
HF -200 12.50 
C-202 10.00 
204A 10.00 
4056 1.00 
F-207 50.00 
217A. . 2.50 
WL -218 20.00 
250R . . . 4.50 
251 A 50.00 
252A 15.00 
253A 5.00 
257A 3.00 
267B 6.00 
271A 5.00 
2746 1.50 
276A.... 5.00 

282A 6.00 
283A 3.00 
286A 5.50 
304TH . . 6.75 
304TL . . 5.00 
305A 3.50 
307A . . 2.00 
310A 3.00 
311A 5.00 
313C.. . 3.00 
316A. 1.00 
3236 5.75 
328A. 3.25 
329A . . 5.50 
348A _ . 6.00 
349A 6.50 
350A 2.50 
354A 10.00 
355A. 10.00 
F -375A 10.00 
393A 5.50 
394A 2.00 
WL -417A 6.50 
GL -434A 10.00 
446A . . 1.00 
446B.. . 2.00 
WL -460 10.00 
464A. 3.50 
WL -468 15.00 
527 12.50 
WL -530 8.00 
WL -531. . 4.50 
559.... 1.00 

631-P1 _ 4.00 
701A 3.00 
702A . 1.25 
7026... .. 2.50 
703A . 2.50 
707A . 4.50 
7076. . . 7.75 
708A.. 2.00 
709A 1.50 
715A.... . 2.50 
715B... 3.50 
715C.. . 16.00 
719A . 10.00 
741A... . 1.50 
743A/B 14.00 
724A.. . 1.00 
7246. . . 1.25 
725A 5.00 
726A. . 8.50 
7266.. . 35.00 
726C . . . . 35.00 
803 2.75 
805.... . 2.50 
807 . . 1.00 
808... 1.50 
811.... 2.00 
815.... 2.50 
822.. 15.00 
846.... 1.00 
828 8.75 
830B 1.75 
834.... 6.00 
834A. . 7.00 

western engineers 
ELK GROVE, CALIFORNIA 

GEORGE WHITING, OWNER 

833A 35.00 
837 . 1.00 
838.... 2.25 
846.... 125.00 
849.... 15.00 
850.... 20.00 
860.... 2.00 
861 . . . 10.00 
866A 1.00 
8696... 50.00 
874A. . 2.00 
878.... 1.00 
884.... 1.00 
885.... 1.35 
891R .190.00 
892R . . .190.00 
902P1 4.25 
913.... 9.00 
923.... 1.00 
931A . . . 3.75 
959 1.35 
CK-1006 1.35 
15007 100.00 
1624... . 1.00 
1904 12.00 
4050... 1.00 
ZB -3200. _ . 85.00 
8002R 35.00 
8012 1.50 
8013... . 2.00 
8020 1.00 
8025.... 2.75 
PD8365 . 50.00 

Fully guaranteed 

RAND RAD/0 STOCKS The 

Most Complete Inventories of 

SPECIAL PURPOSE, TV 
and RADIO TUBES!* 
All Tubes Fully Guaranteed. Standard Brands 

Ty.. ,me Ty. r.H. 
052 
0x3 

.85 
1.05 

7034 
1068 

4.50 
18.60 

092 
0C3 

.85 
N 

7071 
111A 1.26 

003141 
003 

3.66 
90 

723AB 
806 

11.50 
3.20 

060319 
11147 

3.66 
12.00 

801 
411A 

1.55 
3.25 

1112, 
1Pw 

89.5.0 
1.66 

813 
81. 

12.60 
3.76 

Pat 
2021 

5.00 
1.17 

8668 
11/21 

tel 
3.50 

2D2,W 
2131f 

2.60 
6.60 

888 
966 

1.60 

113, 
2J32 

20.00 
22.00 

111001 JANI 
1615 

911.60 
.35 

245, 
2J64s 

250.00 
96.00 

2050 
5560 

1.40 
28.00 

I .36 
Tx2A 1.60 

5632 
5664 

12.15 
1.65 

3P24W 11.75 
3BP1 3.70 

5670 
5687 

__. 3.25 
2.ñ 

3023 
3024 

6.76 
.% 

5692 
5720 

8.M 
23.00 

3DP1 
3GP+ 

2.80 
2.70 

5814 
5831 

+.]s 
....110.00 

4C35 19.25 
4432 .220.00. 

REC. TUBES 
PRIVATE BRAND 

óeVl 3.36 
58114 3.36 

90 DAT OU A RA NTEE 
11330T .69 

511140r 1.20 
6144 3.45 

1028 _. 
5640 

.74 

.49 
7025 99.50 
23D7 .00 

6A NS 
6ÁL5 

1.05 
.55 

113V 

1 

.00 

100TH /JA NI 4.95 
6.005 
6AU6 _ 

.55 

.49 

v x R-130 .95 
250THIJANI 19.96 

6B G60 
606 

1.47 
.% 

304THIJANI 9.96 60006 2.04 

310A 
050111 

3.96 
17.00 

68/1707 ..... 
6960T 

.59 

.51 

01.559 1.15 12171 .l6 

Mail Orders Accepted 
25% Deposit, Balance C.O.D. 

F.O.B. New York City 
Rated (D&B) Firms Open Account 

This is a partial listing. For your complete tube 
requirements please call or write PHIL MILLER 

RAND RADIO CORP. 
84 Cortlandt Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

COrtlandt 7-7368 

1 

ALL MAKES 

ALL OHMAGES 

ALLS TOLERANCES 

1/2 WATT-1AWATT-2 WATT 

rner 

5% 10% 

11/2 

Watt EB 5.75 pC 2.75 pC 

Watt GB 9,75 PC 
4.75 pC 

2 Watt HB 19.75 pC 7.75 pC 

item $2 

Minimum' 
Per 

; per order $10 

Resistors is our business t éw 

LEGRI J COMPANY 
PHONE 

UN 5-4110 

158 West 99 Street, New York 25, N. Y. 

NEW SPRING CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE 
Boonton Q -Meter 170A 30-200 MC Exc. $390.00 
Tube Analyzer Weston 686 Type 9B New 500.00 
Microwave Frequency Meter Lavoie Model 

105 S.M. 375-725 MC Exc. 60.00 
Tuning Forks GR -723A 1000 Cycles New 70.00 
General Radio Hetrodyne Frequency 

Meter 720A 10-3000 MC. Exc. 300.00 
Hickok Crystal Controlled Linearity 

Pattern Generator Model 620 Exc. 99.50 
Hickok Model 534 Dynamic Mutual Con- 

ductance Tester Exc. 120.00 
General Electric ST9A Dual Regulated 

Power Supply New 300.00 
BC -221 or LM Frequency Meter Exc. 99.50 

BC -611 Handle -Talkie Transmitter - 
Receiver 3885-5500 KC Exc. 85.00 

1E -35A Test Set Exc. 125.00 
1-56E Test Set, Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 

Exc. 100.00 
Scott Marine Radio Mo. SLRM with 

speaker. In 4 bands 8-19 me, 3 -Sine. 
1.5-3.5me. 0.5-1.6mc. New $125.00 

General Radio 720 Freq. Meter. Exc. PUR 
BC -639A Receiver with RA42A Rectifier 

Exc. PUR 
TS-14/AP. Signal Generator 3200-3370MC. 

New PUR 
APA-10 Pan Oscilloscope Receiver 115 

V.AC Exc. PURI 
SCR -545 Radar on Trailer Good PUR 
General Radio Vacuum Tube Voltmeter 

Type 1800A. Like New 225.00 
410A V.T.V.M. 1-1000 V.DC. 1 Ohm -500 

Megohm Hewlett Packard New 175.00 
General Radio Type 620A Hetrodyne 

Frequency Meter Panel Mounting, 
33KC-33MC Exc. 425 

TS-13/AP X -Band Signal Generator, 
Watemeter, Wattmeter Exc. PUR" 

LR -1 Direct Reading Frequency Meter 
160-30,000 KC. 115 V.AC. 60 CY. with 

Crystal Calibration Exc. 1000.00 
RP78/APS15A Indicator Assembly Exc. 65.00 

PUR - Price upon request. 

NOTE: One of the largest and most complete 
electronic surplus stocks in the country. We have 
thousands of tubes, capacitors, plugs, accessories, 
transmitters -receivers, test equipment, etc. Send 
us your requirements. 

WANTED 
All types of radio and electronic surplus as well a 

standard test equipment. Please state accurate 
description, condition, and your lowest price. Ex- 
plain modifications, if any. We pay freight charges 

PHOTOCON SALES 
417 N. Foothill Blvd. Sycamore 2-4131 
Pasadena 8, Calif. RYan 1.6751 

CABLE: Photocon, Pasadena 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

No%%^FAY-BILL DISTRIBUTING CO. 
LARGEST SURPLUS TUBE DEALER IN THE COUNTRY 

STANDARD BRANDS -TRANSMITTING & RECEIVING 
Tube Price 
4B150... 2.99 
CEP -220. .94 
184/1294 .69 

OB3/ 
VR -911. .84 

0C3/ 
VR -105 .92 

OD3/ 
VR -1S0 .79 

0Z4 .59 
1622.. 1.19 
1923 . 4.96 
1524 . 6.89 
1526 . 2.99 
1929 . 2.35 
1832/ 

532A 1.32 
1N21. . 1.60 
1823. 1.94 
1N27. 7.99 
1838. 1.05 
1N60. .69 
1N70. 2.40 
1P-28.. 7.91 
1P-29.. 1.95 
1P-30.. 2.79 
2*P1.. 5.49 
2822. 
2C21/16423.99 .79 
2C26 .19 
2C33 2.22 
2C34 .39 
2C36 29.41 
2C39 19.99 
2C394 17.99 
2C40 5.75 
2C43 15.77 
2C44 .96 
2C46 17.49 
2C51.., 3.99 
2021.., 1.09 
2E22 2.29 
2E24 1.69 
2E26 3.29 
2121., 4.55 
2221A 5.15 
2126... 8.90 
2327... 14.60 
2330... 19.99 
2331... 19.99 
2332... 19-99 

Tube Prise Tube Price 
2333..- .29.50 3C33.... 9.75 2334... .29.50. 3C45.. ..11.69 2336.., .77.50 3D23.... 3.99 
2338 .29.50 3DP1.... 3.99 
2339 .19.49, 3E29.... 9.49 
2J 42... .74.50 3 E P1.... 3.99 
2349... .64.50 3FP7.... 1.45 
2150... .48.50 3 G P1.... 2.49 
2361... .24.50 3 H P1.... 1.99 2162... .22.50 3J21....199.50 
21(22.. .17.50' 3330..... 99.00 
21(23., .19.50 3331.....79.00 
21(25....18.99 31(30...189.50 
21(28....24.95 40-11... .99 
213330 69.50 4822.... 7.49 
2K34 129.50 4625/ 
21(41... 109.50, L6CF.. 8.82 

Tube Price, Tube Price' Tu be Price Tube Pric Tube Price Tube Price,Tu be Price 5BP1.... 3.29 FG -57/ 450TH...44.00 724Á/B.. 1.5 884. 1.2913136/1299 .34 6C56.... 1.04 SBP4.... 2.99 5559...14.99 46071....39.50 7254.... 7.7 9 3 .19 354..... .62 6C4 .49 SCP1.... 4.69 HF200... 8.99 471*.... 2.15 726A.... 7.4 902... 5.75 3Q4 .62 SC6 .54 5C21/C6J 6.99 6F300.,.15.°9 527......15.99 726C....39.7 902P1. 7.49 305 ,79,6C8G.... 59 5C22.. ..42.50 RK -34... .39 WL -530. 13.90 730A....20.7 919.., , 2.18 3V4 .66 6P6 3.19 5021. -11.50 RK -39... .89 WL -531.. 4.69 8010.... .2 ,927., 2.18 5113..... .46 6F5 .49 5FP7.... 1.92 RK -59... 1.99 WL -532.. 1.95 803...... 3.0 1931A 4.24 5U4 69 684..... 2.70 SU P1.. .. 4.49ßK-60... 2.49 GL -559.. .99 805 2.8 954., .22 SR4GY.. 1.24 614..... 4.91 SHPO.. .. 6.49 RF( -72... .94 GL -562..72.40 807. l l 955... -34 574 1.19 615 45 SJ P1.... 9.95 RK -73... .92 KU -610. 18.99 808. 1.9 ,956. .34 SV4 .92 616 .72 5JP1A...22.49 .. RX21A.. 7.99 615.. .. .29 809. 3.4 957. .35 5Z4 96.637-M.,, .69 SUPS.... 7.991 VT98....12.95 700/A/B/958... 
329_ -12.15 100TH... 5.99 C/D... 9.95 811. 2.8 1500-T/ 64C7.... .87 6K4Á.... 4.69 5J30.... .29.50 FG -105..16.31 7010 . 4.22 813.... . 9.9 750TH 86.50 6A67.... .76í6K6 .59 5333.....11.95 F123Á... 5.99 CF( 1005 .59 6AF4.... 1.31 61(7 .44 5LP1 ... 6.99 F1284...69.50 1608 .99 6005.... .69 BLS. .54 SNP'204A....24.5Á :'., " 7.99 1.70 64G7.... .96 6L6M 1.39 

SPECIAL 
5J33 $11.95 
2K55 99.50 
F207 89.50 
2K33 69.50 
801A .39 
826 .59 
7193 .14 

21545.. -99.00 4528 
21(55....99.60 CE229. 3.85 2X20.... 1.39 4-1254..24.95 
3AP1.... 4.99 4C27.... 9.99 
3 B P1.... 2.991 4C28 .. 3 2.91 3622.... 2.19 4C35.. ..16.95 3923.... 3.99 4022. ...18.50 3824.... 3.891 4E27/ 

6 325.... 3.49 2578..13.69 3627.... 8.99 4331 .... 99.00 3828.... 4.89 4J32.. ..199.50 3C22....79.95 4334.....79.50 3023.... 6.6514135.... 119.50 
3227.... 329 4336....120.00 
3C28 . 4:75 4137 . 189.00 
3C31/CIB 3.49 SAPO.... 3.49 

6C21.. 
7C22.. 
7C25.. 
7C30.. 
7BP7.. 
7FP7.. 
9LP7 
10Y. 
15E. 
1SR 
18C 
2413- 
35TG 
C5B 
C6J 
FG -32 

F-207....89.50 
211/VT4C .79 
215A.... 2.49 
2170.... 3.39 
217C.... 4.99 
2210.... 1.89 
23113.... 1.29 
242C.... 4.99 
250R.... 8.99 
250TH...18.75 
250TL...10.99 702*..., 1.69 264C.... 3.19 703-31... 2.69 2714.. . . 5.75 704-A . . . .82 

. . .76 276A. . . 7.49 706-B . . .19.90 282B.... 7.39 707A ... 4.99 
2864 . . . 6.49 7078. . . .. 9.95 2870. . . 5.15 708A .. . . 2.89 

16.4 304TL.. . 6.45 709A .. .. 1.92 
89.5 304TH.. 4.99 7130 .. .32 
87.5 305A..... 4.39 714A7.. 10.69 
77.5 307A/ 7154 .... 2.99 RK75. 3.75 715B. . . 3.99 316A.... ,69 715C 15.59 

69 3506.. 4.75 
7170.... .89 

14,99I718AY/B Y 
/0V.. . 26, 50 3716 .39 719A.. ..21.B5 388A.. .86 720AY/CY 

1.6 
3944 .. 2.95I /DY/EY 

4.44 417A/.. 9.49 44.50 
7215.... 1.75 2.9 GL-434A11.49 721B.. .. 5.75 

6.9 446A.... 1.00.722A.. .. 1.49 
6.2 466B.... 2-99 723A/6..13.69 

WE BUY YOUR 
SURPLUS TUBES. 
SEND US YOUR 

LIST FOR 
HIGHEST 

QUOTATION 

2.9 

3.92.99 

1.0I 9 

.1 

FAY -BILL DCO DEPT. TIÉ 
G 

418 Broome St., N. Y. 13, N. Y. 
Telephone CAnal 6-8404 

1611 
1613 1.70 
1616., .69 
1619., .29 
1624., 124 
1625., .29 
1628.. .19 
1629.... .21 
1630.... .69 
1632.... .42 
1639.... .89 

814.. . 3 4 
1642.. 

1. 66 
815.. 4.4 2030.... 1.21 
816.. 3.3 2051... .89 
826., .5 1A3 .69 
828.. . 2.6 147 .64 

832AA . . 7.59 
83 183/GT 

1G6/G7 .59 
833A . ..36.7 1 LC 5... .59 
836... .. 2,99 1LDS... .79 6ÁH6.... .89 61.811.... .92 837. .94 1LN5... 696Á1S.... .99 6L70.... .41 838 2.71 SU ,49 6A 1(5.... .99 6L7M... .86 641. 21 íL6.... 4.09,6AK6.... .89 65C7.... .72 843. ,;9 íH5 .59 6ÁN5.... 3.39 65 F5. ... .69 845 32.99 iNS. ... .69 6A06.. .. .66 65 F7.. .. .79 849... 19.69 185 fis GARS.. .. 2.69 6557.... .78 851. 34.99 154 .62 BASS.... .79 6N7GT.. .46 860. 2.49 155..... .62 6Á57G.. 3.49 627 .76 861 14.99 174 .48 694G.... 1.12 654..... .66 
864 .19 1X24.., .89 6947 ... .89 6547.... .48 
865 ,89 íV2 ,79 6B5..... 1.09 6507.... .59 866A. .. 1.22 203.... .89 698 .59 6587.... .58 8698. ..54.50 202/879 .24 66060 1.62 65157.... .58 872A. .. 2.49 2X24 . 1.61 6686 .89 6517.... .58 874 .96 304..... .64 6886.... 1.19 65217. .81 878... 1.29.387/1291 .35 6616.... -69 6587.... .59 

Tube Price 
65137.... .51 125F5... 
6U4 .89 12507... 
6V6 .92 12587... 
6W4 .6 12537.,. 
6X4 .4 12SK7... 
6X5 .5 12587... 
678 .8 12517... 
7AS .8 1407.... 
707 

.6 ,1486.... 
7136 
767 
7C4 

7F8 

SPECIAL 
10Y $ 29 
1625 29 
1626 24 
1629 24 
2C26 .24 
9-3 19 
VT67/30 29 

787 
7N7... 
707 
7Q7 
774 
704 

.59 

.79 

.69 

.69 

.49 

.49 
12A6.... .53 
12ÁU7... .79 
12477... .80 
124V7... .89 
120X7... .71 
12ÁY7., 1.44 
12BÁ7... .79 

Tube Priee 
.44 

.62 

.46 

.51 

.74 

.66 

.63 

.64 
.6 1488.... .66 
.6 1487.... .76 
.6 1487.... .69 
.2 í14W7.... .69 
.8 '2516.... .69 
.6 2526.... .56 
.7 12807.... 1.49 
.81135L6.... .76 

3525.... .51 
3574.... .49 
5045.... .72 
SOBS.... .69 
SOCS.... .79 
50L6.... .79 
77. .59 
78. .59 
81 
83-V 

.89 

.99 

.59 
117Z3 .69 
5516 7.55 
S559 21.70 
5560 24.49 
5633 10.95 
5634 11.45 

5670..... 3.59 
5694..... 3.25 
5718..... 5.99 
5751..... 2.89 
5814..... 1.79 
5964..... 2.19 
7193..... .14 
800213-.74.50 

80134... 3.99 
8020..... .94 
8025..... 3.45 
9001..... 1.08 

125C7 .71 9003.. ... 1.21 
12507. . . .54 9004 .... .24 
12587... .56 9006..... .24 

NE1S/993 .39 

All boxed and fully guaranteed. Special quantity discount -10% on 100 or more 
of same type. Minimum order $5.00. Thousands of other types in stock ... Send 
us your requirements. F.O.B. New York. 25% deposit with order or if paid in 
advance save C.O.D. charges. Rated firms net 10 days. Prices subject to change 
without notice. 

RESISTORS 
V2 watt 10% 

1 watt 10% 
2 watt 10% 

$15.50 p Mille 
24.50 p Mille 
47.50 p Mille 

for 5% resistors add 100% 

ALL VALUES 
FROM STOCK 

American make 
Fully Guaranteed 

Immediate deliveries on all types and values 

G. GRINN, 4650 Livingston Ave., Riverdale 71, N. Y. 

WESTON METERS 
30 Milliamp DC, # 301 $ 7.50 50 Milliamp DC, 2 301 7.50 800 Volt DC, A 301, 1,000 0/V 11.50 1.5 KV DC, 2 301, w. molt 11.50 2.0 KV DC, 5 301, w. molt 12.50 3.0 KV DC, 22 301, w. mull 13.50 8 Volt AC, 5 476 6.00 
250 Volt AC, 2 476 9.50 30 Amp AC, .7 476 7.50 3 Amp RF, a 425 9.50 7.5 Amp RF, a 425 10.50 15 Am RF, 
50 Milliamp D 

425 
C, a 506 35.50 15 Amp DC, 5 506 5.50 15-0-15 Amp DC, A 506 5.50 5 Amp RF, 507 7.95 

5 Amp DC, 
5 

731 8.50 200 Milliamp DC, A 731 8.50 30 Volt AC, A 734 ..... 8.50 Elapsed Time Meter, a 739, 9,999.9: 210- 250 volts, 60 eyme 15.50 Frequency Meter, 2 637 type 34, 350-450 Cycles, 115 Volt, electrodynamometer 
type 27.50 "VU" Meter, 2 862 type 30, scale A, 12 Volt lamps, (used -excellent condition) 27.50 Power Level Meter, a 695 type 11, (used -excellent condition) 27.50 

All material is brand new -unused -except where 
specifically noted otherwise. All material is fully 
guaranteed. Prices net FOB Paramus, N. J. 

AVIONIC ASSOCIATES 
124 Birchwood Road, Paramus, New Jersey 

Gilbert 5-1524 

CLOSEOUT SPECIALS! 
MINIMUM QUANTITIES 100 EACH TYPE 

2C34 15¢ 
3CP1/S1 65¢ 
3B7/1291, 28¢ 
RK34 18¢ 
34 19¢ 
39/44 8¢ 
45Spec.(VT52) 15¢ 

HY615 10e 
E1148 19e 
7193 181 
8011(VT90) 25e 
9004 25e 
Tungar Bulbs $1.50 
6 amps no minimum 

All Tubes New and Guaranteed Perfect. 
Write For Our Very Low 

Quotations On Other Types. 
Escriban En Espanol 

Ecrivez-Nous En Francais 
Schreiben Sie Uns Auf Deutsch 

MARITIME 
INTERNATIONAL CO. 

11 STATE ST., N. Y. 4, N. Y. 
Cable Address: FOXCROFT 
Telephone Dlgby 4-3192 

FOR SALE 
HEADSETS, H8 -30/U 
REMOTE CONTROL UNITS, RM -29 
ANTENNA EQUIPMENT, RC -173 
DYNAMOTORS, DY -12 
DYNAMOTORS, DM -32A 
DYNAMOTORS, DM -36 
DYNAMOTORS. PE -86 

VICTOR -BERNARD INDUSTRIES, INC. 
1511 N. 26th St., Phila. 21, Pa. 

Transmitters: BC -610-E, ART -13, TCS-(2 
Receivers : BC -312, BC -342, BC -348, AR -68 
Portable Transmitter-Rec.: SCR -694-C 
Teletypewriters : Model 15 (TG -7-B) 
ALLTRONICS, Box 19, BOSTON, 1, MASS. 

Telephone: Richmond 2-0048, 2-0916 

TELEPHONE AND 
COMMUNICATION 

WIRE 
W110B 2 -Conductor #18 ga. ea. Cond. 

3 copper and 4 steel rugged rubber and 
fabric weather-proof insulated. 1 mile 
reels, 160 lbs. unused, excellent condi- 
tion $16.00. )/z mile reels, 80 lbs. $9.00. 

W-130 2 -conductor #22 ga. new, plastic 
insul. 2 mile reels (10,560 ft.) wt. 90 
lbs. $34.50. 3500 ft. Payout Reels 
$16.00. 

Brand new armored Burial Wire, 17 Twin 
Armored Telex Cable on approx. 1600 ft. factory packed reels -Per M $22.50. 

Brand New 
EE -8 FIELD PHONES 
FULL LINE EE -8 PARTS 

i 
TERMS: Rated Firms Send M.O. Net 30. Non - Rated Send Cheek with pNer P'.O. B. Sact'o. Calif. 

LORIS SALES 
907 - 2nd Street Sacramento, California 

Dept. EL5 
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SUC.CH LIGHT SECTION 
taMilatlefflle.anal 

Brings you What you Need and Want at 

Hallo LOWEST PRICES! 
TRANSMITTERS & RECEIVERS 

RADAR EQUIPMENT 
APS-4 complete Radar Set 
SN complete 
T25/TPS-2 
R65/APN-9 , . ........ 
4NPPN-1 (Eureka) .. . ........ 
AN/PPN-2 iEurelsa. 

5550.00 
400.00 

75.00 
650.00 

50.00 
75.00 

TS45/APM 
X BAND 
SIGNAL 

GENERATOR 
$250.00 

Priced low for small 
labs schools and 
service shops. While 
they last! 

Western Electric 
HANDSET 

$395 

Standard type as used 
on telephones. Con- 
tains F-1 units as xrntr 
Complete with cord. 
Xlret cond. FB for mo- 
bile and hanse tele- 
phone systems. 

POWER SUPPLIES INVERTERS 
MG -149F Rotary converter , Certif $49.50 
RA -34 Hi voltage for BC -191. etc 149.50 
RA -62 Hi-vItage for SCR- 22 125.00 

HI -VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES 
119V. Secy. in. 1250-1500V. at 350 ma out. Hoy. duly 
pot... transformers. Oil condensers relay controlled. 

., 100 -lbs. A steal at $22.50 
and lab use. Shp. wt Orig, made for navy radar. FB for smtr 

CHOKES 
13H 250MA, new 53.95 
20H 300MA, 5I(V Ins 4.95 

7H 420MA. 90 ohms 5.95 
50H 580MA, 17.5KV. 
Now Shp. wt. 3001b 585.00 

TRANSFORMERS 
HI -VOLTAGE DONUT TYPE FILAMENT 
TRANSFORMER. Primary 110V, 60-cY. Sec- 
ondary 5V (4 10 amps. 20KVins. With mounted 
"'civet for 872 rectifier tube. Famed donut 
,Yee. Practically extinct. Fe ter labs. mmtrs. $12.95 
Shp. wt. 15 -lbs. New 
AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR. Thor- 
darson. Primary 95. 135, 190, 270 V.SecondarY 
115 V. 60 ce. 9 350 VA ...... . 524.95 
CLASS B DRIVER. Primary 500/125. secondary 
6800/1700 Amertan ....... . ......... . .. $7.50 

ARC -3 ccrnplete. certified .. $580.00 
BC 640 S. BC -639. RA -42 750.00 
AN/TRT 1 Mine Trans 100.90 
ART 13 . 

350.09 
BC -797 ground stas 750.10 
SCR -284 100.00 
BC -1333 Marker Rcvrs. Certif 75.00 
BC -733D CAATC 35.00 
BC -348 145.00 
ARQ-8 Search -Jam Equip. Rcyr-Xentr con 
trot box (less tubes & blower) 535.00 
ASB 7 Xmtrs-with tubes. FB for 420 MC and 
TV relay work 7.95 
ANDREW TYPE 876 DRY AIR PUMP for $9.95 
use with coax transmission line,. New 

RCA Surplus TV CAMERA 

$295 
With 1848 icono- 
scope and 6 -stage 
video amplifier 
and clipper. For 
use in movie 
pickup chains and 
training and ex- 
perimental work. 
UNBEATABLE BARGAIN. 
information!, ...... 

Wrote for cornolete 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
TS -11 545.00 
TS -13 695.00 
TS 34 300.00 
TS-47/APR 225.00 
TS -50/U 14.95 
TS -89 32.50 

TS -101 7.50 
TS -126. 75.00 
TS -131 14.95 

TS 184 45.00 
TS -268 37.50 
1E-19 5200.00 
I-222 89.50 
I -139A 12.50 
I -183A Freq. Meter 22.50 
I -185A Oscillator 24.50 
BC -221 Meter 89.50 
BC -1287A (S band) 125.00 
LM . 85.00 

SOUND POWERED HEAD & CHEST SET. Navy 
type, ne batteries required. Ideal for TV an- 
tenna installations etc. 20 cord. New 525 
Value 
VARIABLE CONDENSER. Broadcast type. 
Cardwell PK 544, Q01, split stater, 50-540 
MMF per section. .250 spacing. Dimn- $49.50 siens 24 ti' x 8',c7(..' 

MORE 
CASH 

for lenient. Get 
what you want without red tape. 
Writ today for Immediate reply) 

KLYSTRONS 
2K22 Raytheon JAN $12.50 

2K23 Western Electric 6.50 

Guaranteed Perfect 

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS 
6219 3rd St. N.W. Washington, D. C. 

CERAMIC BELOW FACTORY 

CONDENSERS 
Standard Brand, 

All Styles, Types and 
T.C. Large Quantities 

in Stock, Immediate Delivery. 

CAP ELECTRONICS INC. 
102 WARREN ST., N. Y. 7, N. Y. 

RECTOR 2-8078 

200,000 Parasitic Chokes 
FOR SALE 

2.5 Microhenri Value 
Make offer for lot. 

NATIONAL SURPLUS SALES CO. 
723 East 18th, K. C., Mo. 

FREE Thousands more items in stock. 
All shipments F.O.B. Warehouse 

CATALOG and subject to prior sale! 

LOOK! FABULOUS LOW 
PRICES - EVEN FOR 

RADIO SHACK 

0C3 VR -105 .79 
OD3/VR-150 .69 

.78 
1A5GT .62 
11322 1.11 
1824 7.95 
1827 9.95 
1632/532A 1.75 
1N21 .69 
1N22 .95 
1N27 .95 
1P23 1.95 
1R4 .39 
1T4 .49 
2A3 .75 
2AP1 7.50 
2B22 1.50 
2C33 2.75 
2C40 9.95 
2E22 1.50 
2J21 4.95 
2321A 5.95 
2J22 6.50 
2J27 8.95 
2J34 19.95 
2150 49.50 
2J55 65.00 
2X2 .39 
2X2A 1.10 
3A4 .59 
387:1291 .62 
3C23 8.50 
3C24 1.95 
3DP1 2.50 
3D6 1299 .39 
3EP1 3.50 
3FP7 1.69 
3GP1 2.50 
3JP12 4.50 
4622/EL5B 3.50 
4B25/EL6CF 3.50 
EL/C5B .... 3.50 
EL C6A .... 3.50 
4J36 95.00 
4J37 95.00 
5BP1 4.69 
5021 11.50 
5FP7 1.65 
5JP2 12.50 

71A .45 
OK -72 50.00 
RK.72 CRP72 .85 
FG -90 2.50 
100TH 7.50 
VR -105 .79 
112A .39 
211 /VT4C .79 
227A 3.50 
2748 1.95 
EL -302.5 1.00 
304TH 9.95 
GL -316A 1.69 
350A 2.95 
371A 1.95 
388A 1.95 
394A . 2.50 
WL -417A ..12.50 
GL -434A _12.50 
GL -446A .. 1.50 
464A 3.95 
CK-501X .59 
532A 1.95 
GL -605 35.00 
WL -653B 45.00 
7P-653 35.00 
705A 1.50 
706AB 12.50 
706A Y . . 16.50 
707A 6.50 
721A 1.50 
723AB 14.95 

500-4000 Gauss -Brand new in lab. 
hardwood cases. Special at only 

Check These Money -Saving 

METER BARGAINS 
PORTABLE KILOWATT HOUR METER h I i 

3 -INCH BLACK DIALFACE 0-750 MA 54.5 
500-0-500 MICRO , 

6.50 
WESTON FREQ. METER. Nli..1.1 >ill 3511 1,3 1,11 

let, 11111, 1.25 ). 1)..111.., Oil 1,,,111 ,r., 1,1111111111111 
524.9 

PANEL METERS. 3" no,...) V) 0-2.5 ',fill- $4.9 

RCA TUBE HANDBOOK 
TYPE HB -3 IN 3 VOLUMES 

the books are registered so 
that supplements are re- 
cel ved regularly from RCA. 

ENGINEERING DEPT. 

TUBES! TUBES! TUBES! 
DuMONT 3GP1 Cathode Ray Tube. Brand new. 
Boxed with schematic and parts list 81.79 
701A Kilowatt Screen -Grid Transmitting Tube. 
Just right for that new final AM or SSB. New 54.95 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMER for 701A, 0V at 7 ). 
anses 53.95 

Hundreds of other Tube Values -Check us. 

WILLARD 6-V. BATTERIES. 51.29 or 4 for 51 
1' BULLSEYE & DIAL -LITE SOCKETS. 
Candleabra type (removed from new eau's) 39c ea. 
220 V. CANDLEABRA BULBS to fit ,(o e 19c each or 

7 for 51 

MICRO SWITCHES, brand new . 4 for $1 

SCOPE TRANSFORMERS. Prim. 110V. 60 cycl. 
Sec. 3500 V. 25 MA. 10 KV ins. Shp. wt. 15 lbs 51.95 

FLUX METERS 
$21.50 

1000's MORE ITEMS IN STOCK. 
Write for information -or 

VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOWROOMS 

Marjo Sales Co. 
Dept. ED 

4109 BURBANK BLVD.-BURBANK, CALIF. 
P. 0. Box 1187 MAGNOLIA PARK STA. 
Cable: HARJO Phone: Victoria 9-2411 

Industrial, Receiving, 
Special -Purpose 

u 
B 
E 

PRICES 
DROP 
DROP 

New 1954 elec.' 

FREE! tor:Ziecrp:ialisair011; 
Better than ever! 

6AG7 .79 
6AJ5 .95 
6AJ6 .49 
6B6G .55 
6C6 .55 
6C8G .55 
6H6 .49 
6K7 .45 
6SC7 75 
6SH7GT .59 
6SH7 .59 
7C4/1203A 39 
7E5/1201 .69 
7E6 .45 
10Y 79 
12A6 .69 
12C8 .59 
12J5GT .40 
12SF7 .40 
12SJ7GT .40 
14H7 .49 
1417 .49 
15R .55 
CE22 .69 
RK -25 2.10 
23D4 .45 
FG -27A 4.90 
30SP .39 
45SP .35 
53A 1.00 
QK-59 50.00 
9K-60 50.00 
9K-61 50.00 

RADIO SHACK 
CORPORATION 

167 Washington St., Boston 8, Mass. 

724A 1.25 
7248 1.50 
725A 5.50 
726A 9.95 
801 .75 
803 3.10 
805 2.50 
807 1.35 
810 9.95 
811 2.10 
813 8.95 
814 2.25 
815 3.00 
816 1.10 
826 .90 
8308 1.95 
832 6.95 
832A 7.95 
838 2.50 
866A 1.00 
872A 1.95 
884 1.00 
902P1 4.50 
954 .29 
CK-1089 .45 
957 .29 
1616 .75 
1619 .49 
1624 1.00 
1625 .35 
1629 .55 
1655/65C7 .75 
1846 50.00 
2051 .79 
8005 4.25 
9001 .95 
9002 .85 
9003 .99 
9004 .39 
9006 .34 

MAY 
SPECIAL 

FG -27 

$4.90 
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T I. ERS ,, 

TIMER RELAY 
Synchronous motor operates relay for intermittent 
operation of any electrical device. Relay closes once 
or twice per hour foe periods selected on adjustable 
dial calibrated in minutes. More frequent intervals 
may be obtained by substituting a simple timing 
disc. Contacts rated at 15 amps. Master switch 
and fuse receptacle. Housed in attractive die cast 
and stamped metal case with hinged door. 

TIME DELAY RELAY 
When coil in energized, 20 ampere contacts ore 
immediately closed. The delay action is accom- 
plished by a Telechron motor with o mechanism 
calibrated in 15 second steps, adjustable from 15 
seconds to 5 minutes. Timer contacts are S.P.D.T. 
and rated at 12 amps. INSTANTANEOUS RE- 
CYCLING. 115 VAC coil operation. Dust tight 
Bakelite case. 

Substantial quantities in stock for immediate de- 
livery at considerably less than market prices. 
Huge stocks of relays of practically every type 
maintained for your convenience. Phone your needs 
. . . 24 hour delivery! 

TELEPHONE 
SEeley 8-4146 

WRITE FOR NEW 
1954 RELAY SALES 
CATALOG C-5 
JUST OUT! 

4721 W. MADISON ST. 
DEPT. 4, CHICAGO 44, ILL. 

REVERSIBLE GEARED -MOTOR 
Delco -PM -Permanent Magnet _llnico Field Motor 

4 507 1895 1/4" SHAFT or 11/16 GEAR... $17.50 
#5069600 $18.50 

Clamps to hold motor: $1.50 ea. 

GRAIN OF CORN LAMPS 
28 VOLTS 

#328 #321 

10 for $3.00 100 for $25.00 

#318 3V 

Amber 
or Clear 

10 for $1.80 

100 for $15.00 

LM32 10 for $4.50 
Bausch & Lomb 10 for $6.50 
EXTENSION SOCKET ON CORD 
& TRANSFORMER FOR LM 32 $3.50 

#326 
21/2 Volts 

10 for $3.00 

Ford Spark Coil by Delco -Remy yr" $2.75 

MARKTIME 
5 HOUR SWITCH 

.t 10 amp. timing device. 
Pointer moves back to zero 
after time elapses. Ideal for 
shutting off radios and TV 
sets when you go to bed. Lim- 
ited supply at this 
special PRICE $4.90 

Also available in 15 min., 30 min., 1 hr. at $5.90 

Genuine 
TELECHRON 

Motors 
2 RPM $2.90 
3 RPM 3.90 
4 RPM 2.90 
3.6 RPM 3.15 
1 RPM 3.95 
60 RPM 4, 30 
3 RP. Hr. 2.85 
1 R.P. 2 HP 2.80 
1 H.P. 12 Hr 3.25 

Laboratory Special 1 of Each Above $25.00 

HAYDON SYNCHRONOUS 
TIMING MOTOR 

110v. 60 cycle 30 RPM... $2.60 
110v. 60 cycle 1 RPM.... $2.85 
230V (1 RPM 1.00 

60C )2 RPM 1.00 

EST. 
1923 

ALL PRICES F.O.B. N. Y. 

BLAN EST. 
1923 

64M Dey St. New York 7, N. Y. 

FOR SALE 
Five New And Two Slightly 
Used 50 Kilovolt, 100 MA. G.E. 
Power Supplies. For Details 
Write 

FS -2241, Electronics 
520 N. Michigan Ave, Chicago 11. Ill. 

QUARTZ 
CRYSTALS! 

Available NOW! 
In frequencies from 100 to 10,000 Kc. 

MOUNTED IN FOLLOWING TYPES HOLDERS 
Bendis MX -9E CR -SB U FT -249 
Bliley AR4-W CR -5U FT -500 
Bliley AR7-W CR -6B U G.E. 103 
B liley FT -164 CR -6U G.E. G-43 
B liley FT -171-B CR -8U J.K. Type F 
Bliley I IC -7 DC -8 Motorola FMT 
B liley 11C-72 
Bliley MO -2 
Bliley SR -5 
B SD-180-G 
Collins 1-C 
Collins 1-D 
Collins 1-G-1 
Collins TCS 
C R -1A 

DC -9 Piezo AA9G 
DC -10 Piezo CR -4B U I 
DC -11-A Premier FT -164 
DC -15 Premier PL -217 
DC -26 RCA AVA 10J 
Franklin DC -35 RCA MI -8412A 
FT -171 RCA MI -84128 
FT -241-A RCMA R-1 
FT -243 

Send for 
COMPLETE CRYSTALS DATA & PRICES! 

COMPLETE SETS 
of Crystals Available for the Following 

Types of Units 
ARC -1 BC -620 SCR -211 SCR -536 
ARC -3 BC -659 SCR -274N SCR -608 
ARC -5 BC -669 SCR -300 SCR -609 
ART -13 BC -684 SCR -508 SCR -610 
BC -452 BC -745 SCR -509 SCR -619 
BC -604 BC -1000 SCR -510 TRC-1 
BC -610 LM SCR -522 TRC-2 

AND MANY OTHERS. INQUIRIES INVITED. 
WRITE TODAY! 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Measurements Corp. 78B Test Set with original 
Calibration Chart. BC -1066A Radio Receiver. 
High Frequency Field Intensity Meter 

Calibrator 620-A TS -35 AP 
EE -65G TS -35-D 
I -96A Sig. Gen. TS-102A/AP 
IE-19A TS-428(XM-2)PCM 
LM Frequency Meter TS -481 U 
TS-7/ASQ W.E. 17B 
T5-14/AP W.E. 19C(SPC) 
Greatly Reduced Prices! Write for Data! 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
APG-17 LOW ALTITUDE ALTIMETER. Complete 

with all components. NEW. In Original box. 
BC -800. With BC -1145 Control Box. New. 
ARC -5 0.73/URT Oscillator 
APQ-13 Junction Box SCR.274-N Components 
BC -1333 Marker Beacon TPS-3 Indicator 

MN -26L Radio Compass Receiver 

Discounts for Quantity Purchases! 
WE INVITE INQUIRIES FROM FOREIGN 
BUYERS, AIRLINES, MILITARY AND EXPORT 
PURCHASERS, MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS, 

WHOLESALERS AND VOLUME DEALERS. 

U. S. CRYSTALS INC. 
805 S. Union Ave. Los Angeles 17, Calif. 

4 PDT 
MIDGET RELAY 

26.5 ode 4250....52.95 
18 odo 7011 1.65 
26.5 ode ß805a 8.75 
6 ode 1851 dpdt 1.50 
12 odo 12012 dedt 1.35 
5.3 vda 150 spat NO 10,9. bridge cant $1.50 
RELAY 3 PDT 24 vdo 250 ohm Clare K 2.50 
MOTOR 400-1800 eye 115v EAD 331C 4.95 
ERIE 557 silver trimmers 3-12 NPO, 8-50 N750 
TS2A 1.5-7 NPO, 4-30 N500,. 7-45 N500, etc. 
Thousands of other items. Write for Bulletin 

EMPIRE ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
400 Avenue L, Brooklyn 30, N. Y. Cloverdale 2-4000 

ECCO HAS IT ! 
LORANS-APN-4 B TYPE -New or Reconditioned complete 

with all components -including shock mounts, plugs, cables. 
power supplies, all pretested and operating. 

LORANS-R65/APN-9 Like new -complete pretested and oper- 
ating. 

SPARE PARTS and/or components available for above units - 
also for TCP-2 (ET -8012) 75 Watt phone mfg by RMCA. 

MARINE RADIOPHONES- RADAR - MOTORS -GENER- 
ATORS -some test equipment -knife switches -inverters for 
Marine and Special purpose. 

WRITE OR WIRE YOUR REQUIREMENTS 
ALL INQUIRIES ANSWERED PROMPTLY 

ELECTRO CRAFT COMPANY 
5 Milton Avenue Dorchester 24, Massachusetts 

Telephones - TAlbot 5-3410 and TAlbot 5-3451 

450 Want more information? Use post card on last page. May, 1954 - ELECTRONICS 
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EWYORK'S% RADIO TUBE =';EXCHANGE 
TYPE PRICE 
042 51.00 
0A3 1.10 
082 .99 
083 1.10 

003 .89 
LIB 2.95 
1821 1.50 
1622 1.50 
1823 6.95 
11524 12.00 
1826 1.75 
1827 12.50 
1832 2.95 
1838 35.06 
1850 23.00 
I BSI... _ 7.50 
1B56 35.00 
1 B60 35.00 
IN21 1.25 
IN21A 1.75 
1N21B 2.75 
1N21C 19.50 
I N22 1.00 
í!V23 1.95 
1N23A 2.75 
1N23B 2.75 
1N23C 7.50 
1N25 4.50 

6.75 
3.50 
.79 

2.25 
1.25 
1.75 
.15 

9.00 
12.00 
14.50 

.60 
7.50 
2.25 

12.00 
9.00 

15.00 
15.00 

1 N26 
17,127 
1N34A. 
1N43 
284 
2B22 
2C34 
2C40 
2C42 
2C43 
2C44 
2C46 
2E22 
2J21A 
2J 22 
2126 
2127. 

TYPE PRICE 
2331 24.00 
2132 29.00 
2333 32.00 
2334 36.00 
2136 
2338 90.00 8.95 
2J 39 8.95 
2.140 29.00 
2J42 135.00 
2349 60.00 
2J50 55.00 

TYPE PRICE 
3C24 1.50 
3C31 2.95 
3DPl 7.50 
3DP1A 10.00 
3DP1A-52 10.00 
3EP1 5.00 
3E29 15.50 
3FP7 5.00 
3HP7 5.00 
4.021 2.75 
3GP1 5.00 

TYPE PRICE 
SIN 3.95 
50P2A 12.00 
5004 3.95 
SCP1 7.50 
5CP7 . 6.95 
5CP7A.... 14.00 
5D21 18.00 
SFP7 1.95 
5JP1 27.50 
5J P2 19.50 
5J P4 27.50 

TYPE PRICE 
203A 7.50 
211 .95 
217C 12.00 
242C 10.00 
244A 9.50 
249C 4.25 
250TH 19.95 
250TL 12.00 
2748 2.75 
304TH 10.00 
304TL 10.00 

TYPE PRICE 
464A 7.50 
471A 1.25 
527 18.00 
WL 530 . . . 23.00 
WL531 22.50 
WL532 1.75 
WL533 15.00 
HK654. .. 35.00 
700A/ D . . 10.00 
701A 4.50 
703A 3.95 

TYPE PRICE 
802 3.95 
803 .. 5.95 
805 4.95 
807 1.50 
808 1.95 
809. 2.95 
810. 10.50 
811A 3.75 
812A 3.95 
813 .. 13.75 
814 .. 3.75 

TERRIFIC SLASHES in PRICE 
up to 70% from PREVIOUS LOW PRICES 

2J55 150.00 41326 5.40 CdA 11.00 307A 3.50 704A 1.95 815 6.25 

2356 110.00 4C27 22.50 C6J 7.50 310A 4.50 705.0 21.75 816 1.45 
2161 35.00 4C28 35.00 70P7 5.00 310B 4.95 706ÁY/FY. 5.00 829 11.00 
2362 35.00 4E27 16.00 70P4 9.00 311A 6.50 707.0 9.75 829A 12.00 
28.22 15.00 4325 150.00 1:ÁP4 50.00 312A 3.50 7076 15.00 8298 15.00 
2K23 15.00 4126 150.00 11DP7.... 24.00 323A 15.00 714AY. . 18.00 830B 2.00 
2K25 27.50 4127 150.00 LM15 225.00 327A 3.75 715A 4.50 032A 9.95 
2K26 68.00 4J28 150.00 1:E 1.75 328A 6.75 715B 9.00 833A 45.00 
2K28 35.00 4K29 150.00 II .75 350A 10.00 71SC 22.50 834 7.50 
2K29 35.00 5130 150.00 NE16 .59 3508...... 5.95 717A 1.50 836 3.95 
28.33k. . 95.00 4J31 150.00 2(-4 .75 352A 3.00 718AY/EY. 30.00 837 2.75 
28.39 140.00 4132 150.00 KY21 A.... 8.25 11K354C... 15.00 719A 22.50 838 5.95 
28.41 135.00 4333 150.00 RX21 8.00 357A 15.00 720AY/GY150.00 849 35.00 
2%45 80.00 4334 100.00 118.24G.... 1.50 368AS 4.95 721A 3.50 860 3.50 
2K50 275.00 4135 150.00 21T 2.95 371E 1.50 722A 3.50 861 25.00 
2K54 125.00 4.136 150.00 47 Special.. .35 385A 4.50 723A/ß.... 18.00 866A 1.50 
2K55 125.00 4137 150.00 BK39 2.75 388A 1.80 724A 1.95 869B 67.50 
28.56 72.00 4J38 150.00 1F50. . .. 1.75 393A 7.50 7246 2.25 869BX. ... 50.00 
3AP1A. .. 10.00 4139 150.00 VT52 .35 394A 3.95 725A 9.00 872A 3.50 
3B P1 7.20 4.140 150.00 HK54 4.50 MX408U.. .50 7264 18.00 878 1.50 
3824 4.50 4.141 150.00 118.72..... 1.00 417A 15.00 7266 45.00 879....... .50 
3B25 5.50 4142 190.00 RK73..... 1.00 434A 15.00 726C 45.00 880 250.00 
3B26 5.00 4151 190 00 F.395 19.95 446A 1.95 728ÁY/GY 15.00 884 1.50 
3B28 8.00 4J52 225.00 1(0TH.... 7.95 446B 3.95 730A 22.50 885 1.50 
EL3C 5.50 4153 225.00 F-3105 . 20.00 450T1.. . 45 00 750TL 120.00 914A 75.00 
3C22 99.00 658 250.00 122A 1.75 450TH .... 52.50 801A .90 931A 5.00 

TYPE PRICE 
954 .35 
955 .50 
956 .75 
957 .25 
958A .60 
959 2.25 
E114A .25 

150ÓT 135.00 
11%1554 75.00 
1603 5.00 
1612 1.50 
1613 1.25 
1616 1.25 
1619 .45 
1622 1.50 
1624 1.75 
1625 .35 
1626 .25 

1151 
1 

000T 150.ÓÓ 
2050 1.80 
2051 1.00 
V,rioue 5000 and 
6000 eerie of new 

production 
8012 2.00 
80I2Á 2.50 
8613 3.00 
8013A 3.50 
8019 1.75 
8020 1.80 
8025 3.75 
PD8365 96.00 
9001 1.25 
9002 .90 
9003 1.25 
9004 .35 
9005 2.75 
9006 .25 

Thouewnds 
of other 

tubes 

NEW TS -147 C/UP TEST SET 

Hard -to -get 
X -Band SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Now Available 

Test Set TS 147 C/UP is a portable Microwave Signal Gen- 
erator designed for testing and adjusting beacon equipment 
and radar systems which operate within the frequency range 
of 8500 MC to 9600 MC. 

NEW 
MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT 

TS148/UP 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

Field type X Band Spectrum Analyzer, Band 8430-9580 
Megacycles. 

Will Check Frequency and Operation of various X Band 
equipment such as Radar Magnetrons, Klystrons, TR Boxes. 
It will also measure pulse width, c -w spectrum width and 
Q or resonant cavities. Will also check frequency of signal 
generators in the X band. Can also be used as frequency 
modulated Signal Generator etc. Available new complete 
with all accessories, in carrying case. 

Other test equipment, used checked out, surplus 
TSK1/SE K Band Spectrum Analyzer 
TS3A/AP Frequency and power meter S Band 
RF4A/AP Phantom Target S Band 
TS12/AP VSWR Test Set for X Band 
T513/AP X Bond Signal Generator 
TS14/AP Signal Generator 
TS33/AP X Band Power and Frequency Meter 
TS34/AP Western Electric Synchroscope 
T35/AP X Band Signal Generator 
TS36/AP X Band Power Meter 
1-96A Signal Generator 
TS45 X Band Signal Generator 

TS47/APR 40-400 MC Signal Generator 
TS69/AP Frequency Meter 400-1000MC 
TS1CO Scope 
TS102A/AP Range Calibrator 
TS108 Power Load 
TS110/AP S Band Echo Box 
TS125/AP S Band Power Meter 
TS126/AP Synchroscope 
TS147 X Band Signal Generator 
TS270 S Band Echo Box 
TS174/AP Signal Generator 
TS175/AP Signal Generator 

TS226 Power Meter 
TS239A-TS239C Synchroscope 
TF890/1 X Band Spectrum Analyzer 
834 General Rodio Frequency Meter 

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 
APA10 Oscilloscope and panoramic receiver 
APA38 Panoramic Receiver 
APS 3 and APS 4 Radar 
APR4 Receiver and Tuning Units 
APR5A Microwave Receiver 
APT2-APT5 Radar Jamming Transmitter 

MINIMUM ORDER 
25 Dollars YOU CAN REACH US ON TWX NY1-3235 

Large quantities of quartz crystals mounted 
and unmounted. 

Crystal Holders: FT243, FT171B others. 
Quartz Crystal Comparators. 
North American Philips Fluoroscopes Type 80. 
Large quantity of Polystyrene beaded coaxial 

Cable. 

SPECIAL 
Wide Band S Band Signal Generator 
2700/3400MC using 2K41 or PD 8365 
Klystron, Internal Cavity Attenuator, 
Precision individually calibrated Fre- 
quency measuring Cavity. CW or Pulse 
Modulated, externally or internally. 

Cables: 
TELSERUP 

41 

,..,,,L11-1 I ICS, INC. 
135 LIBERTY STREET 
NEW YORK 6, N. Y. 

Phone WOrth 4.8262 
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Biggest & Best in 

Surplus Communications 

JUST RECEIVED 

LARGE QUANTITY: SCR - 
300 (BC -1000) Walkie-Tal- 
kies; SCR -536 (BC -611) 
Handy - Talkies. SPARE 
PARTS for both eqpts. All 
units reconditioned to LIKE 
NEW, thoroughly tested. 

BIGGEST & BEST STOCK 
IN: TCS Transmitters & Re- 
ceivers with 12, 24, 110 DC 
or 110 AC Power Supplies. 
BEACHMASTER & OTHER 
BATTLE ANNOUNCING 
PA SYSTEMS. 

SCR -284; BC -224; BC -312; 
342 & 348. SCR -510, SCR - 
511, SCR -610. 

VHF EQUIPMENT: 
SCR -522, BC -797, SCR -624, 
TDQ, RCK, & VHR-401A 
RECEIVERS. 

FINEST STOCK OF X'MT- 
TRS & RADIOTELEPHONES 
FOR FIXED STATION IN- 
STALLATION, 50 WATTS 
TO 10 KW. 

Write for Prices & Literature. 

EXPORTERS, GOVERNMENT 
AGENCIES, INDUSTRIALS! 

We have a large stock of Transmitters, 
Receivers, Walkie-Talkies, VHF Equip- 
ment, Ship & Shore Communications, FM 
Broadcast Stations, Radar, Accessories, 
etc. Write and tell us of your require- 
ments. Descriptive literature and prices 
available upon request. 

ALL MATERIAL SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE! 

CABLE ADDRESS: TELEMARINE, N. Y. 

- TELEMARINE - 
COMMUNICATIONS CO. 
3040 W. 21st Street, Brooklyn 24, N.Y. 

Phone: ES 2-4300 

CENCO 

VACUUM PUMPS 

$39.5° 
This is a CENCO-PRESSOVAC n4 single 
stage with single phase 115 volt GO cycle ', 
H.P. motor. 

50 STILL AVAILABLE. SEE FULL DESCRIP- 
TION MARCH ICLWTRONICS. THE FOI. - 

LOWING ITEMS ARE NEW SURPLUS. 
I WESTON MODEL 5 D.C. VOLTMETER 3, 

7.5, 15, 30, 75, 150, 300, 10 M.A. F.S. Cali i,. 
by Weston march 54, 1-10 of 1% accuracy. 
List $885.00 our price $595.00 

EASTERLINE-ANGUS I M.A. D.C. RECORD- 
ERS. 1 style #79 R clockwound $195.00 
1 style #79 F 110 V. 60 C, $195.00 

I, BROWN ELECTRONIK RECORDER -$model 
155 x 10 P -%-Y54 110 V. 60 cy. 0-1000 deg. 
C. uses C.A. couples $350.00 

I WHEELCO INDICATOR CONTROLLER 
model 225 LB --895, 0-1000 deg. C. C.A. 
Couples 110 V. 60 cv $125.00 

I WHEELCO CAPACILOG INDICATOR RE- 
CORDER CONTROLLER -model 7002-9125, 
0-600 deg. C, I.C. couples 110-220 V. 50 cy. 
will operate equally well on 60 cy. Complete 
with 2 thermo couples & accessories $I95.00 

I SAME AS ABOVE 0-1600 deg. C $195.00 
I LEEDS & NORTHRUP MICROMAX RE- 

CORDER CONTROLLER single point 0-3000 
deg. F., Plat, 10%r. Rood, Couples 110 V. CO 
cy. $325.00 

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD 
Instrument & Accessories 

336 CANAL STREET, NEW YORK 13, N. Y. 

WOrth 4-8216 (7) 

Ilomoom00%owoffliooaomägoje 
Your Best Source for Tubes 

ALL ARE STANDARD BRANDS 
0A2 
OB2 
O 83 
0C3 
003 
1824 
1629 

.85 

.85 

.85 

.85 
.85 

6.75 
2.40 

F123A 6.95 
F127A 17.50 
204A 37.50 
211,rvT4C .75 
FG235A 75.00 
W.E. 282A 9.75 
W.E.283A 3.25 

EIMAC 

304TL $6.95 

872A 
902 
918' 
9211 
923' 
931A 
954 

2.75 
6.95 
2.25 
1.75 
1.75 
3.95 

.35 

JAN IND. BOXED 

6AK5.. 15c 

1P23 2.50 W.E. 285A 4.25 955 
1P32 3.95 W.E.290Ah3.25 957 

.35 

1P36 3.95 W.E.292A 3.25 CK1005 .4 
1P40 1.50 W.E.293A 3.25 CK1006 1.4 
2C40 7.75 W.E. 303A 3.75 2050) 1.4 
2C42 7.50 307A1 3.75 2051 1.00 
2C43 14.50 CE309 4.75 5654 1.75 
2C46 7.50 W.E.310* 4.25 5691 6.75 
2C51 3.95 394A 2.50 5693 5.2 
2C52 3.50 446A 1.00 9001 .8 
7021 .95 WL460 12.00 9002 .80 
2J54 47.50 702A 1.50 Scope Tubes 
2J62 32.50 703A 2.95 2AP1 6.9 
21422 19.50 7068 18.50 3AP1' 4.9 
21423 11.25 715C 15.00 3AP1A 8.9 
21428 25.00 717A .65 3BP1 3,5 
2K3311 99.50 801A .35 3DP1 2.7 
21454 99.00 807 1.45 3GP1 2.7 
21455 99.00 811A 2.95 3J P1 9.75 
C3J 3.75 813 9.25 5BP1A 9.0 
C6J 8.75 814 2.50 SHP1 4.2 
6C21 18.00 815 4.50 5HP4 4.2 
10Y .45 832A 7.50 7BP7 4.25 
28D7 1.45 845 6.75 9GP7 4.25 
R 1460/1841 1.95 860 2.95 

ORIG FACTORY 
BOX JAN 

3A5 ... 10¢ 

NEW RAYTHEON- 
TUNGSOL 

5654 $1.15 

WE BUY YOUR SURPLUS TUBES 
SEND LIST WITH DETAILS 

Partial Listing. Query us for other Types. 
F.O.B. N.Y.C. Rated (D&B) Firms Open Account. 

Attractive Discounts To Quantity Buyers. 

ALLIED 
BA rcloy 
7-5839 

ELECTRONIC SALES 

SPECIALISTS IN 

ELECTPONIC TUBES 
74 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N. Y. 

WAVEGUIDE RG52/U 12' min. 
80¢ per ft. 

"X" BEND 90 DEGREE. T: or ll plane. e: I. 
radius. UG39cvr to UG4U chk. Silcw 
plated. $10.50 

B TWIST 90 DEGREE. Uti39 to Cdl". 
A Silver plated. $7.50 

CRYSTAL MOUNT. Hold any IN2:I 

N 
type xtal. 1" x 1/2" guide std coax out- 
put, U(140 fig input. $15.00 

D DIRECTIONAL COUPLER. Uni die. 
20db, type "N" output, UG39flg. to 
i'G40chk. JAN type CG-176/AP $18.50 
FLEX. SECT. ADx 6". ÚG39 rigs. $10.00 

TR-ATR SECTION. Duplexer assy w/UG-39 to 
ÚG40 run, iris cDlg. crag. to 1624 type TR tube. 
ATR cavity 724 type comDl. w/tuning slugs, 00.50 
ROTARY JOINT. U040 choke to choke w/mount- 
ìng, plate for easy installation. 30 deg. rotary 
coupling for lab or high speed scanner. $12.00 

rr5rr 

B 

A 
N 
D 

F-28/APN-I9 FILTER CAVITY. 2700 
2900mc. Max. 1.5 -db loss at ctr. freq. 
over band, 3db at 15 me band enris. 
Meets full JAN spec. Guaranteed. $25.00 
CRYSTAL MOUNT. Type N fittings, 
tuneable silver plated $10.50 
LIGHTHOUSE CAVITY. For 2C40 tube. 
Tuneable 2700-2900mcs w/suitable grid 
cell. Can be freq. modulated. $22.50 
STANDARD OR REFERENCE CAVITY. 
2650-3050me. Invar tuning center con 
riuctor of 54 wave-lgth. 50 ohm coal 
"N" input Output cone. Ime/sec. sta - 

billty. Loaded Q betwn 650 and 30c0 
w/xmsn loss .5 to 5 db adjustable. Unloaded '1 
apx 6000. Concentric xmso type resonator. Tuning 
mech. lock. $18.50 
FEEDBACK DIPOLE %" coax. for parabola. 
113/4 o.a. $14.50 
ECHO BOX. TS-207/UP, 2700-2900mc. micro adi. 
$64.50 

"K" 
B 

A 
N 
D 

SIGNAL GENERATOR incl. klystron rit, 
calibrated att, thermistor bridge. direct 
reading wavemeter, all RG66/U wave - 

guide. Excellent. No power supply. $305. 
MAGIC TEE, precision milled...845.00 
DIRECTIONAL COUPLER bi -dir. VG - 

116/U flanges $45.00 
KLYSTRON OUTPUT COUPLING for 
2K50. RG66/U guide $12.50 
H BEND 90 deg. CG346/U. 
E BEND 90 deg. CG345/U. Cplg. UG-117 
to 11G-116. RG66 guide. $25.00 each. 

ADAPTERS 11" lg 
UG116 to UG116, UG117 to UG117 ea $10.00 

RADIO -RESEARCH 
INSTRUMENT CO. 

550 - 5 Ave., N. Y. 36, N. Y. Tel: JU 6-469/ 

WHY SEARCH? 

AARON HAS IT! 
Call Gene Marasco, Sr. 

WA. 1-9188 

AARON ELECTRONIC SALES 
6025 Mt. Elliott 

Detroit 11, Michigan 

NEW SURPLUS TUBES, FOR SALE 

5,000-15R 
4,000-722A/CE302A/ W.E. 287A 

2,500 RK34 
180 3CP1-S1/1808P1 

GEORGE BELLING ELECTRONICS 
217 -12TH ST., OAKLAND, CALIF. 

An Investment! 
Productive advertising is an INVEST- 
MENT rather than an EXPENDI- 
TURE. "Searchlight" advertisers al- 
most invariably report prompt and 
satisfactory results. 
BE CONVINCED - send us your 
advertisement. TODAY. 

Address Classified 
Advertising Division 

ELECTRONICS 
330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. 

452 Want more information? Use post cord on last page. May, 1954 - ELECTRONICS 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

INDEX TO THE 

SEARCHLIGHT ADVERTISERS 

MAY, 1954 
This index is published as a convenience 
to the readers. Care is taken to make 
it accurate but ELECTRONICS assumes 
no responsibility for errors or omissions. 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
(Classified Advertising) 

H. E. Hilty, Mgr. 

EMPLOY M ENT 424-433 
EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISERS IN- 

DEX 460 
EQUIPMENT 424, 434-454 

EQUIPMENT ADVERTISERS INDEX 
Aaron Electronics Sales 452 
Adamson Electronics 424 
Allied Electronic Sales 452 
Alltronics Electronic Equipment 448 
Arrow Sales Inc 446 
Avionic Associates 448 

Barry Electronics Corp 441 
Belling Electronics, George 452 
Blan 450 

Calvert Electronics Inc 442 
Cap Electronics 449 
C & H Sales Co 435 
Chase Electronic Supply Co 440 
Communications Devices Co 444 
Communications Equipment Co 418 439 
Compass Communications Co 439 
Connector Corp. of America 445 
Cramer Electronics 446 

Edlie Electronics Inc 444 
Electronicraft Inc 436 
Electrocraft Co 450 
Empire Electronics Co 450 
Engineering Associates 440 

Fair Radio Sales 440 
Fay -Bill Distributing Co 448 
Finnegan, H 424 

Grinn, G 448 

Harjo Sales Co 449 
Hersel Radio Co 437 
Houde Supply Co 445 

JSH Sales Co 445 

Lapirow Bros 445 
Lectronic Research Laboratories 434 
Legri S Company 447 
Liberty Electronics 451 
Loris Sales 448 

Maritime International Co 444 
Maritime Switchboard Co 452 
Medical Salvage Co 445 
Mogul] Co., Inc 446 

National Surplus Sales Co 449 

Perma Products Co 445 
Photocon Sales 447 

Radalab 442 
Radio Development & Sales Co 446 
Radio & Electronic Surplus 440 
Radio Research Instrument Co 452 
Radio Shack Corp 449 
Railway Communications Inc 440 
Relay Sales 450 
R. W. Electronics 446 

Seniler Industries Inc 447 
Servo -Tek Products Co., Inc 443 

"TAB" 454 
Telemarine Communications Co 452 

Universal Electronics 449 
Universal General Corp 453 
U. S. Crystals Inc 450 

V. & H. Radio & Electronics 443 
Victor -Bernard Industries 448 

Western Engineers 447 
Weston Laboratories Inc 424, 444 

324 CANAL ST., N.Y.C., 13, N.Y. WAlker 5-9642 

(Jníversci sen¢rçtl co .. 

HIGH -CURRENT SUPPLY KIT 
XFMR-CHOKE-METER 
-RECTIFIER COMBO 

6-12V 20 A 

Priced Individually at 38.10 

Transformer, Choke, Rectifier, 

Meter & 6 Capacitors 

SPECIAL! While 
They Last! 

10 sets for 275.00 
29.95 

TRANSFORMER. 24V C. T. 0.35 KVA; Open Frame, #T160 14.95 

CHOKE, Filter, 20 Amp, DC, 15 mh at 60 cyc., Open Frame, #T161 12.95 

RECTIFIER, 18-0-18-V, Radio Receptor, Full -Wave C. T., 20 Amp., #X101 6.95 

METER, 20 Amp., DC, 23/4 Sq, Electro -Mechanical Inst., #M301 1.25 

CAPACITOR, 200 Mf, 100WVDC, W. E. Vertical Insulated Can Type, #C70 
6 for 2.00 

HEAVY DUTY 115V AC MICRO, MU & 
SOLENOID CONTACTORS ACRO SWITCHES 

ALLEN BRADLEY BUL- 700 20 Amp, 600 VAC 

Stock No. 

kR366 
MR367 

*R368 
#R369 
fR370 
#R371 
#R372 
WR373 

uR374 

Contacts* 
7A 
4A 
5A 
3A 
2A 

4A, 1B 
IA, 1B 
6A, 1B 
2A, 1B 

ALLEN BRADLEY BUL. 815 50 Amp. 

Each 
10.50 
9.00 
9.50 
8.50 
8.00 
9.50 
8.00 

10.50 
8.50 

>R392 4A 

OTHER MAKES 

Ward -Leonard N83, 4PST; 50 Amp; 
*R393 

C -H N619; 4PST; 50 Amp.; Holding 
Contacts ,rR462 

GECR5181-1A6; 4PST; 30 Amp. Hold- 
ing Contacts -463 

Contacts 
4PST 
3PDT* 
DPST* 
2BT 
SPST 
SPDT°' 
DPDT* 
DPDT* 
DPDT 

Mfg. & No. 
C -H 888 3K3 
C -H 874 3K7 
C -H C9A 
CH C6B 
CH 878 1K3 
CH B9A 
C -H 
Carling 
Carling 

12.50 

15.00 

15.00 

9.00 

TYPE 
WZ 7RTC 
WZRS9 
WZ7RQT 
WZ7RQIT 
WZ3RW2 
WZ7RSTI 
WZRQ41 
WP 51 

WP 37 
YZ R31 
YZ 3RLTCZ 
BRL 
BZRQ 41 
BZR5 
1SM1 
V3-1 
PS 1300 

2MD3 
2MC3 
XC 7ZL 
CR 1070C103C3 
CR1070C103D3 
CR1070C130B3 
CR 1070D107B3 

TOGGLE SWITCHES 

Descr. Amps Each 
3 Hole Mfg. 15A 1.75 
3 Hole Mfg. 15A 1.75 
Aircraft 35A 241/ 1.29 
Momentary 20A 125V .89 
Aircraft 175A 2.50 
Aircraft 35A 24V .29 
Aircraft 35A 24V 1.29 
Toggle 15A 1.09 
Toggle 15A .97 

KOVAR GLASS TO METAL SEALS 
HIGH -VOLTAGE FEED THRU 

Many types and sizes. Send us your blueprint or 
sample for our quote. Our prices are a fraction of 
original factory costs. 
SAMPLE KIT 500 postpaid 
96 Seals (8 ea. 12 types) in USA 
LAB KIT 1 500 postpaid 
300 Seals (20 types) in USA 

Contacts Actuator Each 
1B Pin .50 
1B Small Plunger .50 

.69 

.69 

.69 
.50 
.89 
.50 
.50 
.69 
.79 
.89 
.79 
.69 
.69 
.79 

IB Plunger 
IB Threaded Plunger 
IB Plunger 
IB Small Plunger 
1B Plunger 
1B Threaded Button 
1B Threaded Button 
IA Pin 
IA Leaf 
IC Leaf 
IC Plunger 
IC Pin 
1C Pin 
IC Wire 
IC Leaf & Roller 

(Magnet) 
IA Pin 
1B Pin 
1B Leaf 

1A,IB Pusher 
1B Pusher 
IA Pusher 
IA Enclosed 

Contacts Mfg. & No. 
DPST Carling 
DPDT* Carling 
DPDT Carling 
SPST C -H BSA 
SPST A. H & H 
1A, 1132** A. H & H 
1A, 113** A.H&Fi 
1B** T&M Co. 
1A** 
*Center ON 

.97 
.79 
.50 
.69 
.69 
.69 
.69 
.97 

Desce. Amps Each 
Toggle 15A .89 
Toggle IA .69 
Momentary 3A .69 
Aircraft 35A 24V .29 
Toggle 3A .29 
Toggle 3A .29 
Molded Toggle 6A .35 
Push 3A .25 
Push 6A .35 

**A -Normally open B -Normally closed 

MU -METAL LAMINATIONS 
Es, Fs, Is, Ls. Ten Sizes. 

Quantities Available. 
Sample Kit, 6 lbs., Sufficient Quantity of 
Each Size for One Unit -Postpaid in U.S.A. 

$19.75 

TERMS: -All prices F.O.B. Our Plant. Rated Firms Net 10 Days: All Others Remittance with Order. 
Orders Under $10 Remittance With Order. Plus Approximate Shipping Charges (overage will be returned.) 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

T H E RM I STO RS -V A R I STO R S 
Therm's!er W.E. D1ß8351 52.95 0. 3 for 58 
Varistor W.E. 17A.. .. $1.95 0. 3 for 55 
Vorlster W.E. 88C $2.49 0. 3 for 56.60 Vrlator W.E. 40A 51 50 8. 3 for 54 
Varistor W.E. 41A........... $1.50 8. 3 for 54 Varistor W.E. DO7944... ..... 52.49 0, 3 /or 57 Verist.- W.E. 0103004 95 0. 3 for 52.00 
Varistor W.E. 0178220....51 79 8, 3 for $4.50 

Write Per Details 

MICROWAVE 
FLANGES and 
WAVE GUIDE 

UG39 te UG411 "X" Band Adapter Flange to 
Choke. Sperry Dora., ..........05 0. 6 for e4 
UG40A/U Choke Broad Bandf1.25 0,6 for 56.00 UGSI/U Choke.. ... .... 95 0. 6 fer 55.00 
U G52A/U Choketo PlaioFlsase51.80 E ,6f or $10,00 
UG52A/U Round 21,f' 013..51.50 N. 6 fer 58.00 FLEXIBLE WAVE GUIDE Calos/U (42') (E105003) Terminate» 7(052/U 
Stook // W O F-3 . . 515 0. 3 for 939 

C0ook61UV (12') (E137ß58) Terminate. 7(052/U 
1 $4.00 0. 3 for $10.00 CG166/U (24') Terminates U052/U 

stook l WGF-2 09 0. 3 for 523 Technl (214') Rigid to Flea X -Band, 
E -Pico. 1%4.4 00. Guide. 923345 to Rigid W.O. 
Eoding in ÚG40. Rowed Threaded Keyed Choke 
Pt fD 84124 W.E. A Z5305 P3Boo. 
Stook f WOF/R-1 53.00; 3 for $0.00 Teehnl (3'77 W.G. (X -Band) to U039 Plain 
01 Stook O W G F-4 $2.501 3 00- $6.00 
X -Band Rigid Wave Guide per ft ....... .,$1.55 

TRANSFORMER SPECIAL!! 
6.3 Volt 33/4 Amp. 

CONTINUOUS DTY 
1151/AC Input 

SIZE 2 5/1610/2L/11í' W 
HVY DTY CHANNEL MTG 
8 INCH WIRE LEADS RAI, 
MFGRS, JOBBERS, DLRS 
ORDER THIS 51.99 VALUE 
Special $1.00; 12 for $10; 50 for $36 

FILAMENT TRANS. 
115 Volt 80CY Input 

2.SV/2A 0 790 2 for 51.49; 10 for 6.49 
2.5VCT 10A SIIVINS 3.59 
2.SVCT/10A 12.5 KYINB.......$0.50; 3 for 514. 
SI/CT/13A 6 KVINS UTC 8-59...... 3.95 
7.SVCT/12A CSD lb EVIN3..10.95; 2 for 17.50 
24V/1.25A CSD 0 51.98 Two for 3.49 
42.5V/2A Sel. Rent. Xfmr......52.95; 2 for $5.50 
64V/lA Humid .................$3.49; 2 for $5. 
FRI/220/440V Sec 3e2.5V/5A. 2.5V/15A 0.95 
2X12V/2A or 24V/2A .......$4.00; 3 for $11.00 

NEW RELAY LIST 
Tremendous Bargain Prices 

R1ST1 Stevens Arnold Resonant Relay 

, 

4189 Frog 
Wee r240eo Elects Mercuryor Rol r 

D-171584, Plug-in SPOT Transfer Coot OBVDf/4500. Ohm/OMADC....17.75; 3 for 021 R3WE2 Western Elect D-103781 SPBT/10VOC/ 
2600, Ohm/4MÁ Plug-in Sig /207587-17 P/0 SCR 
045A, Mercury Hi-epd $16.95; 3 for 548. R4KU1 SPBT/MINI/II5VAC 4A CTS $1.39 
115141J2 SPDT/MIND/11á/ÁC(/4A CTS 51.69 R6KU3 Kurmtn OPINO & INC/4MADC/700. 
Ohm/SA CTS 54.49; 3 for 512. 
R7CL3 Clare 8K6010 VAC SLD/DPDT//8-28 
V DC/3A CTS Ootol Boo $2.95; 3 10, 1.50 
R8R61 SPNO/MINI/IIOYAC/SA CTS. .51.89 
R9AC1 Allied -1X SP9T/MINI/4MADC/3000, Ohm/3A CTS...... 51.25; 3 fer 2.98 R30á018' Duni S POT/116 V AC/t.3OACTS. $2.00 
RSIAC2 Allied -H3 DPDT/116/DC/5A CTS $1.39 
R12AC3 Allied-BJ DPDT//BVDC/5A1.49 
R13LE1 Leach-DPDT/2BVDC/SALTSTS. .. 
R14AU1 DPDT it SPNO/12VDC/IOA CTS .$2.25 
R15GE1 G.E. GR2792B I37A3/BPBT/28VDC/á0A 
CTS 51.90. 2for 3.50 
R16GE2 G.E. K307í08/SPDT/2000. bhm/BMA/ 
OA CTS Plug-in ...... $2.95; 2 0e, 95. 
R17GM1 GMM//SPBT/2476C//20Á CTS $1 49 
R19LE2 Leoah/DPBT/I1á/7(C/{0Á CTS. -51.49 
R19SD2 B'MA....3AXX100/looser & forbad. 
115/ÁC/10MÁ........ $4.95;20er 99. 
R20CH3 C'Hemmer-Bß/7-24VD2.98; 12004 mp 

R2IG Al DPST/BVDC/IOACT8.51.95; 2 for 93. 
R22AD1 Advance-40018/DPDT & PNO/116 
VDC/RF-Cerami, Insulation $4.50; 2 for 58. 
R23AB1 A'Bredley-810/Mecnetie Overload. Ad - 

[able 18.1-16.2.12-9-0.8 Amp. e00V/Mag..83.98 
R24EC1 Eclipse 615-M2/8P8T/12 VDC Hoy my 
Solenoid..... ..............92.98; 2 for $5.00 
Sedum Rectifier -8-W IISVAC/40MÁ..... .790 

WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICE 

SOCKET ASSEMBLIES 
)('Jewel Bayonet Boeket 

2e 
EA. L Dimmer (Bhutto-) 33 Regular 97c 

Leas Than (3)0Ea i Le Lots Magel Pilot i.h. Jewel 
High Pol... Fioi»h. fo. $5.00 "TAB" Price..... Ilseink 0 10 for 5.00 

Neon PanelC Lite ...ice in Red. 
Amber & Clear SPr 79t; 12/56 

NEW RHEOSTAT LIST 
Priced Below Manufacturer 

15 ohm 25W w/knob. , .......51 10; 10 for $7.00 
60 ohm 50W w/knob......... 1 98: 10 for 14.00 
100 ohm 50 W...... ..... 1 50; 10 for 9.00 
126 ohm 25W Model H 110; 10 for 7.00 
226 ohm 50 W 1.98; 10 for 15.00 
250 ohm 25 W 1.10: 10 for 6.00 
300 ohm 225 W Model P 2.98; S for 10.00 
000 ohm 26 W Model H 1.10; 10 for 7.50 
800 ohm 50 W Model J 1.98; 10 for 15.00 
1200 ohm 225 W Model P 2.98; 2 for 5.00 
2500 ohm 25 W 1.10; 10 for 7.00 
5000 ohm 25 W Model H 1.25; 10 for 9.00 
860, 500. 6000 ohm Slotted Shaft 

20 Watt.. . ... 79c: 3 for 2.00 

DC POWER -SUPPLY 
Variable DC Power Supply. 
Full Wave Rectification 
0000M FD Condenser Filter. 
Ready to Operate Input 
115V 80cy Output 5.3V or 

Model 2DCF (2 amp) 
12.01/ 2 AmD. 

520.98 Model 4DCF (4 amp) . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 520.98 
CRYSTAL DIODES 

1N21 Lots of 50... .... @ 30p ea. 
t0 fer 53.98 

KE MTRON-W.E.SYLVA NIA r 
114 13B 92.10; 5 for 09.50 1N:1A 01.55; 5 for 17.00 15 10 52.10; 5 fer 59.50 1541 58.95; 2 for $16.00 0 1542 ............. $16.95; 2 for 928.00 
1N34 Each 64e 
1N34A Each 88e 1N39 Each 54.49 

METER SALE 
5-1 MADC Wetohs 30 8, 
RA35 16.493 M. 2/511 
1 MADC Miniature I (144'..2 /or 97 0-500MADC/214'; And Triplett MODEL 221T 4.99 
0-120 MA RF 354' ROUND 

WESTON 301 11.98 
0-600 MADC/314' Rad $4.49; 2 for $5 30oeter. 50 Div 9 0-3ale. 

Hi -Toraue 3(4 And 
Mier.. Ammeter 

nHiickok Sealed 
94.49; 2 fr fó.00 

WATCH! THIS SECTION 
For Tremendous Bargain Prices 

HI-MEG HI-VOLT RESISTORS 
70 MEG "MVP" 10W 1014V.. 79 10 for 5.00 

2 MEG ('MVG" 4W 5KV 8910 for 7.50 
2 MEG 5W 101V 9910 for 8.50 
2.5 MEG MVA" 20W 25KV..1 5010 for 12.00 
2.5 MEG "MVT" SW 7.5KV.. 8910 for 7.00 
7 MEG "MVP" 10W 10KV....1 3510 for 12.00 
10 MEG "MVP" 10W 10KV...1 6910 for 15.00 
12 MEG 10W 1014V....... ...1 6910 for 15.00 
20 MEG "MVO" 35W 5011V ..2 2510 for 20.00 
50 MEG "MVE" 25W 40KV... 2 7510 for 25.00 
100 MEG "MVP" 10W 10KV.. 2 2510 for 20.00 

TRANSFORMERS 
A11115 V 60 C. Input TV 13 CR 

VOLTSnto 20 8V 
o 20. tube. Hi . 

kt.) ALL tubes. PL & Fil wndge 
800 VDC 275Ma Full -Wave; 8.4V/ 
10.3A, 5.4V/8A. 2.6V/3A Hypereii 
Core. 011 Impreg. 

54. 8 0 2 fer 00,50:6 for $22 2500/ 20 ti ,Z 0.3 V/.0 A. 2.5 V/ 
1.75 A 4 BC412 Scope Repplmn4 ...........$7.98 
1600VC /SMo. 0.3VCT/3A, 67.95; 2/IOA, 2.0 VCT/0A ................ 07.95; 2for 511.00 1000/CT/45MÁ 79áVCT/SOMA. 380VCT/56M4 
3XOV/3A, 0.3VCT/IA .5VCT/.3A CSD...//.00 
9 100MÁ 5V/2.54. 5V/6A, 43V/1Al0V/1.5V//1. 

áA WESTERN ELECT..,54.98 3 fer $It 900V/35MA.2X2.5//3AXCLENTI8OSV DBLER TWO 2X2 FIL W DGEIV/34, . .,52.25 830VCT/148MÁ 6V/9A, 0.ßV/ .A, ß.3V/eA DOUBLER Hal! Shell....... 51.98; 2 for $9.00 778VCT/200MÁ- áV/3Á.4.8/C7 6A THORDASON.. 54.98 200,1916 for $24 770//2.5MA 2.5V/3A, HVINB BMSLD Includes FILTER PARTS 4/scope $3.69; 2 for 96.00 700VCT/120MÁ 2X8.8//84, 8.3V/14.Price Price $3.98; Two for $7.25 700VCT/70MA, SVCT/3A, 8.3VCT/2.áA.- 53.95 660VCT/200Me. SV/S.$A, 8.3V/44. 78V/IA 
$4.39; 3 fe, 512 600VCT/5OMA. 8V/3A, 0V/1.64, 5V/IA HALF SHELL $2.19.2 for $4.50; 10 for 520.00 500VCT/60MA 0.3V/44 HMSLD.........92.90 í20/C7/90MÁ., 5.3V/1.94A W/INPUTS 4 12. 24. 115V DCA 115 & 230 VAC 0.........31.49 

FILTER CHOKES 
12By/80ma/8KYIns 2 2; 1OHy/75mo 125 10Hy/12$maa//UTC/Cad/ 

H sld/1 KV 1 98 55Hy/l3áma/Ced/H'Sld 2.89 30Hy/300ma or 1511y/400ms/ 
17 Vin. Kenyon 13.$0 /I Amp/17KVina/Raytheoa.........35 

00 Dual 2 Hy/300ma USN 9ác; 2 Ier 1.49 e Hy !75mo 200 Ohm $1.49; 2for 2.49 10 Hy 100 ma Freed 

6 49 

UBES 
OA3/V R75 1.04 
OB2 1.37 
OB3/ V R90 . .96 
0C3/VR105, .92 
ODVR350. .92 
183/3016 .80 
1822 1.82 
1823 8.87 
1B24 8.98 
1826 2.24 
1827 11.98 
1832/532A 2.48 
1635 

14.87 
11338 29.45 
1841 49.95 
1842 17.48 
1846 1.95 
1B63 45.00 
114 .48 
116 1.35 
1105 .98 
1LN5 .78 
IPS .78 
1U4 .52 
lus 
1V2 .70 
1X24 ,9e 
2C36 27.00 
2C39A 26.98 

2C43.., 
2C44.... 
2C51..;. 
2D21... 
2E43... 
2132.... 
2J33 

2137 

54/40 130/100 
Volts Volts 
$3.70 $8.50 

6.00 10.50 
12.95 25.25 
13.50 33.00 

10 Amp 6.75 12.75 20.00 44.95 
12 Amp 0.50 16.25 25.58 49.00 
20 Amp 13.25 26.50 39.00 87.50 
24 Amp 16.25 32.50 45.00 95.00 
2000 V. PK INVERSE SELENIUM Rectifier 
1800VDC 1.55MA/)9 Wave Pigtail Type M' Dia 
2' Loth. for SCOPES, TV. Photofe h Sena. 
for Higher Voltages.. $2.00; 2 for 55; 12 for 125 
Rectifier & Transformer Combination 

115 Volt 60 cyc Input 
Up to 14VDC at 12 amp. 019.98 
up to 28VDC at 4 amps.. 14.98 
u p to 28VDC at 12 amps 29.98 
up to 28VDC at 24 amps.. 63.98 
u p to 28VDC at 50 amas.. 127.00 

Rectifier & Transformer & Variac 
up to 14VDC et 12 amps 30.98 
up to 28VDC at 12 amps 45.50 
up to 28VDC at 50 amps.. 167.00 

C TAB fast dellyery SPECIALS 
HIGH CURRENT PWR SUPPLIES 

Variable 0-28VDC. Com- 
pletely Built. Ready to Go. 
Full Wave Selenium Recti- 
fier. Transformer. Vanna, 
Volt: Amp Meter.. Switch, 
Terminals A Fuse. In 
Henry Duty Steel Cabinet 
Input 115V or 230V f10cy 

Industrials Write on Your Letterhead 
for Power Rectifier Catalog 
SELENIUM 

RECTIFIERS 
We epeeislise in Recti- 
fiers and Power 00)41,s 
to your pecifieot;ons. 
Immediate delivery. 
Current 18/136/28 
Cont. Volts Volts 

1 Amp 51.35 52.10 
2 Amp 2.20 3.60 
4 Amp 4.25 7.95 
6 Amp 4.75 9.00 

Stock 
Number 
T20V4A 
T28V12A 
T28V24A 
T28VS0A 

Conti With 
Rating 

0-28VDC at 4 Amp 
0-28VDC at 12 Amp 
0-28VDC at 24 Amp 
0-28VDC at 50 Amp 

RECTIFIER XFMRS 
PRIMARY 115V 60 eye 
SECONDARY 0-9-12-18-24-36V 

CONT. 4 amp. ...98.75 
CURRENT 12 amp ....16.75 

24 amp.... 35.75 
30-32-34-38V/48Á...........59.50 
18 Volt 2 amp 1.98 

RECTIFIER CHOKES 
4 Amp .07 Hy .6 Ohm 57.95 

12 Amp .01 Hy .1 Ohm 14.95 
24 Amp .004 Ho .025 Ohm 29.95 

BATTERY CHARGER RECTIFIER 
13-0-13 Volte (CT) 100 Amp (Fan Cooled) 
Replace Your Old inefficient Sulphide Rect. 
with the NewSeleniuniTypee. SPECIAL ..111.98 

"TAB" TESTED & GUARANTEED 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE TUBE LISTING 
6517 .S8 
65K7GT. .56 65L]GT.. . 

.64 
65N7GT .68 
6SQ7GT .62 
65R7 .62 
6SS7 
6T8 .96 
6U4 .74 
6U8 99 
6V6 1.39 
6V6GT .59 
6W4GT .52 
6X4 
6X5GT .54 
6Y6G ,88 
7Aß .68 
7C7 .76 

7F8 1 82 
24 

7H7 
7N7 92 
7V7 1.06 

111.1 
0 .68 

BD21 298.00 
12ALS .S4 
12AT6 .54 
12AT7 .89 
12AU6 .72 
12AU7 .69 
12ÁV6 .52 
12AV7 .98 
12AW6 1.10 
12AX7 .98 
12AY7 1.69 
128A6 .59 
126A7 .94 
12BD6 .59 
126E6 .59 
12BFS 85 
128H7 1.29 

2J38 69,98 125A7GT... .60 
12áC7 1.00 2J39... ... .. 6.98 6 125FSGT. .. .S4 '41.... .. .14R.9R 125F7GT. .. .84 2J4 d... ... .. 24.25 12507 .80 2J49 .. 84,00 125H7 .63 2350.... .. .. 99.98 12SJ7GT. . .54 

2J51........238.98 

2J56 149.00 6BF5....... .98 12SL7GT... 62 2162 49.45 6866G 1.58 125N7GT... .68 2K22... .. .. 23.48 6856 .63 12SQ7GT... .54 2N23....... 11A9 66J6 .69 12SR7 .66 2K25....... 28.49 6BK7 1.50 FG17 390 2K25/723A8 23.811 6BL7GT. ... 1.19 24G/3C24. 1.32 2K28 27.48 66N7....... 2.69 25806GT... .98 2K33 219,4s 68Q6GT.... 1.20 261607.... .67 
21639 134.9e 6B07 1.65 25Z5 .78 2K41 126,00 6C4 .52 25Z6GT.... .58 2K42 145,00 6C21. . ... .. 24.50 FG -27A. . . . 8.24 
21445 129A0 6CB6 .59 35ZSGT .... .54 
21448 99,48 6C060 1.6913ST........ 4.88 
2P23 298,00 604........ 2.70 3516 .67 2X2 .42 6D6 .84 35Y4 .68 
3B22....... 2,48 6F4........ 6.20 4553 .88 3823/RK22.. 4.95 6F6 .79 45.. .. .. .. .. 1.98 
3624 4.70 C61,/SC21... 9.89 50A5....... .76 1829 3.79 634 6.64 SOCS .54 
3B70 7.90 6J5 .54 SOL6GT.... .62 3C22....... 85.00 6J6 .58 RK61/XFG1 2.65 
3C23 8.67 6K6GT .54,I F067 14.68 3C31/C1B... 3,45 6K7 .58 HY69 4.98 
3C33 9.51 6148 1.08, 71A .74 
3C45....... 9.98 616 1.48178 .78 306/1299... .69 616G . 1.03 80.......... .58 
3021A 8.15 6L6GA .... 1.03 R1.......... 1.38 3022.. 13.97, 6160AY ... 1.98 83.......... 1.12 3023 4.90, 65A7GT.... .66183V 1.22 
3E29 14.49,6SC7 .90 84/6Z4 .62 
4C35 21.49 65E5 .78' 100TH 9.88 
41221 18.99 CSF7 .73 FG104.. .. .. 24.58 
4E27 22.49 65C7 .64 F0105 19.48 
{J22...... ..129.516SH7. ...... .61 VXR130 4.50 

4.98 
17.48 
1.15 
3.88 
1.19 
1.49 
27.00 
29.49 
27.00 
24.90 
12.70 

99.51 
495312 199.99 ELSBHD. 

. 15.99 
5C21/C6J 9.99 
5C22 39.95 
5021 14.98 
5129 11.92 5R4GY 1:20 

5T4 
5R4GYW 1.75 

1.48 
SU4G .55 
SV4G .95 
5Z3 .99 
5Z4 1.49 
6A3 .90 
6A7 .95 
6ABGT .90 

6407 1.14 
6AH6 1.21 
6AJ5 1.40 
SAKS .87 
6AKSW 2.79 
6AK6 .92 
GALS .48 
6AL7GT 98 
6AN5 3.27 
GAGS .52 
6AOSW 2.78 
6A06 .81 
6AQ7GT 1.29 
SAR6 3.27 
SASS .79 
6AS6 2.22 
6AS7G 3.48 
6AT6 .54 
6AUSGT 1.10 
6AÚ6 .S6 
6AVSGT .98 
6ÁV6 .49 
6B4G 1.10 
6B0G .60 
6BÁ .54 
6BÁ7 1.09 
SBC5 .63 
6SC7 1.23 
61306 .03 
613E6 .54 

$43.00 
89.00 

129.50 
239.50 

CV140. .. ... 7.98 927/CE25. .. 1.7 
FG166 48.49 CK1005 .6 
FG172 29.00 1613 .8 
211/VT4C... .86 1614 1.99 
RX215 7.90 1625 .39 
R X233 A . . . . 3.49 1032.........69 
2SOTH 18.97 1633........ .A8 
2SOTL 17.75 1636 3.08 
304TH 12.49 iclz .62 
304TL 12.49 1644........ .92 
371B .88 2050 1.18 

33J/14234A 
88A 1.48 2050W 2.49 

GL434A.... 12.69 5618 3.50 
446A....... 1.05 5635 11.57 
4668 3.48 5837........ 6.53 
150TH 49.97 5640........ 11.57 
450TL .. 52.00 5641 7.52 
460/HF200.. 15.95 5643.. 11.57 
CKS02AX... 1.49 5664 11.57 
CK503AX... 1.49 5646 11.57 
CK505AX... 1.79 5651 2.24 
CK512AX... 1.45 5654 1.72 
CKS31DX... 1.89 5656 12.08 
531.. .. .. ... 5.72 RK5657 298.48 
CKS32DX... 1.89 5663 1.06 
WL532A.... 3.68 5670 3.44 
CK536AX... .99 CK5672 1.20 
CKS38DX... .98 CK5678 1.28 
CK539DX... 2.19 5687 3.74 
CKS4IDX... 1.99 5691 7.54 
CK543DX... .99 5692 8.51 
CK544DX... .99 5693 6.24 
CK546DX... 1.99 5694 3.65 
CKS71AX/ CK5702 2.90 

5886 2.69 CK5703 1.29 
CK573AX/ 5713 120.00 

6029 3.49 WL5736....130.00 
W L652. . . 65.00 5749 1.72 WM/11_667562 

L676 34.98 5751 2.88 
703A 4.72 5769,.......29a,00 

705A 1.08 S812........ 2.99 
707A 7.90 5814 2.08 
707B 14.88 5830 148.00 
715A /.96 5810 7.98 
7156 7.94 5844 2.96 
715C 17.98 5861 2.70 
717* .88 8012 2.50 
719A . 24A8 8013........ 3.92 
721* 3.92 
722A/287 1.94 Xtel Diodes 723A/B 16.98 

7240724A 1N21A 51.S5 
72SA 9.95 15210 2.10 
726A 

1.1...4:01 

1522 1.22 
726B....... 44.88 1N23 1.35 
726C 64.88 1523A 1.89 
tOlA .42 15236 2.10 
003 3.40 1N25 4.98 
805 ;.22 1N26 8.75 
807......... 1.54 1N27 1.55 
808 2.62 1N34 .64 
809......... 3. bb 1.1 NN .80 810......... 10.88 1N35 1.65 
1111 3.00 IN38A 1.29 
012 2.70 1N61 6.95 813......... 11.48 IN4x 16.95 ell... .. .. .. 4.96 1545. . .. 1.45 
815 5.98 IN46 .69 
829 7.94 1N47 4.00 
8296 12.48 ,47 
832 7.72 1551 .45 832A....... 9.92 .. 
833A 39.45 1125544..A...... 1..00 
836 5.95 1NS8A 1.15 
837.. . . . . . . 1.42 1560 . . . . . .60 
849 29.45 1N63/0063... 2.49 
860 4.40 1554 . . .. .. . .69 
565 

66A 1.50 OTHER TYPES 
872A 3.29 IN STOCK 
917 2.59 WRITE 
925 2.14 

OIL CONDENSER 
SPECIAL 

60010VDC $1 a75 
ea. 

LOTS OF 3 

Case DI monslons, Not Including 
insulators, 414 H-3KW-1 )j D 
t, Quantities Less Than S, Ea $1.98 

1M FD/ 600 
1M FD/1000V 
2MFD/600V 
4M FD/3000V 
4M FD/á000V 
SMFD/600 V 
16MFD/600VAC/1800V DC...95.95; 2for 510.00 
IOMFD/600V(2.5-2.5-SMFD)0II 1.98, 12 for 518 

VARIABLE 

tr 55_ 1 VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 

SUPERIOR-GR-STACO 
0-135V.41/3A...........$11.205 
Ca0-135V/7.SA... 20.70 

41. 

, Uneased/0-13áV/7.54 16.20 

Cased/8-13áV/SSA 98 

%'' / Casad 0-270V/3Á 23.40 
U n email/F27ß V/3 A 18,00 

C.441/0-27C.441/0-270V/9A/270V/9A 41.98 
33R50Á/0-135 45A/LN ... .. .. .. .... .. 100.0$ 

300013U/0-135V/30A 
050B/0-135V/31A/LN 115.00 

30000 0-B55//30Á Undated 49.00 
3000B/8 -135//30A Cased .. .. .. .. .. .. 55,00 
30206 U/0 -270//1ßA U 49.00 
30248/0-270V/18A Cased 55.00 
Stone LRL-5 

.5 
/1í0V//SA 

an Write for 

í1.b 
00 Sta/Catalo000 BVQutty Price. 

INFRARED SNOOPERSCOPE 
SEE IN DARK TUBE 

Image -Converter Tube Hi -Sensi- 
tivity simplified design 2' dis 
Willemite orge --Reeolntioa 1111 

to 350 Iln/ln. Complete data & 
tube 00. 57.98; 2 for $13.98 

Snoopersteye Pwr Supply 
1800VDC/35MA. tieing Doubler 
Crkt. Traneformer, Reetifiere. Soekete, Resistor.. 
Capacitors and Diagram 115V/65ey Oper. ..96.98 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
Heinmenn Meen Rkrs. Amps; .220, 3. 7, 9. 

12. 20, 30. 36. 40. 83. 180 51.9800,.12 /or 520. 
S. D & CH Toggle Sig Brim. Ames: 5. 

10. 15, 20. 26 Me 10 for $8.98 
Klixo0 Thermo Pooh Button Brkrs Amps; 

5. 10. 16. 10. 26. 30 090 10 for 57.98 

TYPE -J 
POTENTIOMETERS 

10 om.....550; 12 for 58.00 
200 ohm.... 850; 12 fer 58.00 
1000 0km.. .ß5r1 12 for 58.00 
2000 ohm...85c; 12 for $8.00 
3500 ohm. -85c; 12 for 58.00 
5000 ohm. -850; 12 fer 58.00 
25K ohm... 85c; 12 for $8.00 
50K ohm. -1150; 12 fer 58.00 
100K ohm. .850; 12 for 98.00 
1 meg. Type JJJ (Triple) 
1054' eh.ft 52.98; 10 for $25.00 

OIL CONDENSERS 
NEW WAREHOUSE LIST 

.00025M FD/2SKV 54.00; 2 for 37.00 

.0016MFD/1516V 37.00; 2for 912.00 
2X.1MFD/2000/ 51.39;2 for 52.00 
.SMFD/600/ 25c; 6 for 51.00 
.SMFD 1S00V 85c; 6 for $2.00 
1M FD/900 V 33o; 4 for $1.00 

394; 3 for 91.00 
390; 3 for 51.00 
59e; 5 for 92.00 

37.98; 2 for 914.00 
519.90; 2 fer 535.00 

TUBE SOCKETS 
CINCH-NATCO-JOHNSON-AMPH 
EQUIV TO JOHNSON AS INDICATED 

4122-244 (888A) 30c; 4 for 51.00 
#123-205 (888A) See; 2 /or 1.49 
4122-247 (829B) 050, 3 fer 1.00 
#123-211 (872A) 1 301 4 for 4.80 
9122-237 (618) 560; 3 fer 1.00 
9122-234 (6021-715) 1.25; 4 fer 3.98 

.501 4 for 5.00 
#124-213 (304TL) 1 30; 2 for 2.49 
#124-214 (1500TH) 1 65; 2 fer 3.00 
9122-227 (1825) SOt. 4 for 1.00 
#122-225 (807) 355; 41. 1.20 
#49-ß811L (MadmU 59e; 2 for 1.00 
b prose (Acorn) 3áe; 4 for 1.00 
4 prong (6C22-8008) 1.20; 4 for 4.00 
Gata1 low-loea mica) flag stg 10 fer 1.00 
petal mica) ring rot. 12 for 1.00 
Octal steatite) ring mto 12 for 2.00 
Costal (bakelite) ring) mt8.. .. .. .. IS fer 1.00 
Octal (bakolite) saddle mi. 15 0e, 1.00 
Octal (mica) meddle mie 12 for 1.00 
Decal (oteatite) saddle roto.. 12 for 2.00 
Lokt01 (rteatite) riot mtl 10 for 2.00 
Loktal (mioo) @addle rot` 12 for 1.00 
7 pin min (mice) bue 0hld 280112 for 2.00 
7 pin min ( ) bottom rots 120; 10 for 1.00 
7 pin min (Mkt/rubber .hook st820cl 12 fer 2.00 
7 pin min wager. 9e; 15 fer 1.00 
9 pm mio (mita) bottom mis 20e; 12 fer 2.00 
9 pin min (blkt) bottom ses 

119, 
le; 7 for0 1.00 

9 Din min (101W 
qty prit. and ether type, 

1.00 

PRECISION 
RESISTORS 

FOUR MILLION IN STOCK 
All 1% Accuracy Gtd 

ORDER ANY VALUE WE HAVE IT; 
REGULARLY SOLD FOR 000 AND UP 

10 OF 
"TABrONE 

SPEÁLÚ E.. 
EACH; 2ái EA. 

100 OF ONE VALUE $20.00 
10 ASSORTED VALUES (U-SELECT)....93.00 
INDICATE SECOND CHOICE, NO MFGRS 
CHOICE. WE SHIP TYPES IN STOCK 
NOTE. I MEG & UP ADD 25e EA RESISTOR 

"TAB" BUYS 
RF -PI-Choke 20MH/200MA 61or 32.00 
RF -PI-Choke 20MH/500M A 12 for 17.00 
5' Dynamic Soaker d: Trani -Pent 3000 Ohm 
Field.. ............. ... 31.19; 6 fer $5.00 
Hello 60.000/Ohm I0/Tore/0.5% ...57.98 
Hollpot 30.000/Ohm 10/Turn 0.0% 97.98 
MI 20.000/Ohm 10/Turn/0.19$ ......97.98 

TYPE "G" MICA CONDENSERS 
HIGH CURRENT TRANSMITTING 

KILO- FREQ. LIST "TAB" 
MFD VOLTS CURR. PRICE PRICE 

.00035 20 3134. 518.00 

.0004 20 /.5A/.3MC 135. 18.00 

.0005 20 6A/.3MC 135. 18.00 

.0012 20 - 144/1MC 142. 30.00 

.0025 25 224/3MC 325. 39.00 

.01 10 274/1 MC 151. 39.00 
09 1.5 404/1MC 70. 9.00 

InduttriMica 
Cond pur Catalogue 

for Write n Yur 
ute 

Money Back Guarantee 
(Cost st Mdse. Only) 
$5 Min. Order FOB 
N. Y. C. Add Shoe 
charges or 25% Dep. 
Prepaid Mdse. USA 
only. Prices Subject to 
Change Without Notice. 

4122-101(4-55A) 

7Á-1Á7'S 

" 
ff THAT'S 

TA B A 

BUY BUY 

Dept. ® 1 1 1 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y., U. S. A. 
PH. RECTOR 2-6245 
CABLE: "TABPARTS" 
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(INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 

Ace Engineering & Machine Co., Inc 
Acheson -Colloids Company 
Acme Electric Corp 
Advance Electrio & Relay Co 
Aerohm Corp. 
Aeronautical Communications Equipment, 

Inc. 
Aerovox Corporation 302, 
Ainslie Electronic Products Inc 

208 
123 
399 
406 
399 

78 
303 
419 

Bomar Laboratories, Inc 
Boonton Radio Corp 
Borg Corporation, George 
Bourns Laboratories 
Bridgeport Brass Co 
British National Radio Show 
Brush Electronics Co 304, 
Bud Radio, Inc 
Burgess Battery Co 

53 
198 
122 
317 
104 
218 
381 
403 
375 Aircraft -Marine Products, Inc 63 Burlington Instrument Co 409 Aircraft Radio Corp 402 Burnell & Co 21 Airdesign, Inc. 367 Burton -Rogers Co. 59 Aireco, Inc. 252 Bussmann Mfg. Co 49 Airpax Products Co 43 

Alden Products Co 385 
Allen-Bradley Co. 36 
Allen Co., Inc., L. B 422 
Allen Manufacturing Co 412 
Allied Control Co 71, 73 
Allmetal Screw Products Co., Inc 420 
Amerar, Inc. 394 
American Airlines, Inc 126 
Automotive & Aircraft Div., American 

Chain & Cable 306 
American Electronics Mfg., Inc 408 
American Lava Corporation 77 
American Optical Co 230 
American Phenolic Corp 108 Cambridge Thermionic Corp 38 
American Television & Radio Co......... 407 Cannon Electric Co 266 
American Time Products, Inc 52 Carboioy, Dept. of General Electric Co. .. 116, 
Amperex Electronic Corp 285 117 

Amperite Co., Inc 240 Carter Motor Co 295 
Ampex Corporation 
Antara Chemicals, Div. of General Dye- 

stuff Corp. 

81 

275 

Centralab, Div. of Globe -Union Inc. .256, 
319, 327, 

Chassis-Trak Corp. 

288, 
372 
457 

Anti -Corrosive Metal Products Co., Inc.. 342 Chester Cable Corp 290 
Armco Steel Corp 217 Chicago Standard Transformer Corp 340 
Arnold Engineering Co 11 Cinch Mfg. Corp 189 
Art Wire & Stamping Co 419 Ciarostat Mfg. Co., Inc 265 
Assembly Products, Inc 334 Cleveland Container Co 211 
Associated Research Inc 377 Clifford Mfg. Co 47. 
Atlantic Transformer Corp 457 Cohn Mfg. Co., Inc 336 
Atlas Engineering Co., Inc 371 Collectron Corp. 363 
Atlas Resistor Co., Div. Phila. Electronics Collins Radio Co 299 

Inc. 403 Columbian Carbon Co 407 
Audio Devices, Inc 311 Comer Electric Co 325 
Automatic Mfg. Corporation 107 Communication Accessories Co 231 
Avery Adhesive Label Corp 257 Communication Products Co., Inc 379 
Avlen-Knickerbocker, Inc., Aviation En- Conrad & Moser 406 gineering Div. 99 Consolidated Engineering Corp 335 

Consolidated Vacuum Corp 199 
Continental -Diamond Fibre Co 243 
Control Engineering Corp 87 
Copal., Inc. 395 
Cornell-Dubflier Electric Corp 111 
Corning Glass Works 276 
Cornish Wire Co., Inc 389 
Coto -Coll Co. 397 
Cramer Co., Inc., R. W 345 
Cross Co., H 371 
Crucible Steel Co., of America 225 

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc 343 
Barker & Williamson, Inc 326 
Barrett Div., Allied Chemical and Dye 

Corp. 100, 101 
Barry Corp. 15 
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co 82 
Bead Chain Mfg. Co 378 
Beaver Gear Works, Inc 344 
Bell Telephone Laboratories 215 
Bendix Radio Corp Divisions 269 
Bendix Aviation Corporation 

Red Bank Div 318 Dage Electric Co., Inc 397 
Scintilla Div. 279 Dalmo Victor 109 

Bennett Mfg. Co 373 Dano Electric Co 389 
Bentley, Harris Mfg. Co 293 Daven Company 3rd Cover 
Berkeley Div., Beckman Instruments, 

Inc. 
Berndt -Bach. Ine. 

347 
393 

Daystrom Instrument, Div. of Daystrom 
Inc. 

DeJur-Amsco Corporation 
357 
253 

Bird & Co., Inc., R. H 395 Dewey and Almy Chemical Co 27 
Bird Electronic Corp 404 Dialight Corporation 413 
Birtcher Corporation 373 Diehl Mfg. Co 300 
Biwax Corp. 419 Driver -Harris Co. 92 
Boesch Mfg. Co., Inc 403 Dumont Airplane & Marine Instruments, 
Bogue Electric Mtg. Co 216 Inc. 364 

5161( Multimeter Kit $12.90 
Wired $14.90 
1000 ohmsivolt 

425K 5" Scope 
Kit $44.95 

Wired $79.95 

<70K 7- PeiM14Pe11 Scope 

KIT $79.95. WIRED $129.50. 

YOU BUILD 

lE/CO¿ 

KITS 
IN ONE 

EVENING - 

but they 

last a lifetime 
and you 

save 50% 
38 Kits and 42 Instruments - 
the Industry's most complete 

line of MATCHED 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

1/4 - million RICO In- 
struments are now in use 

the world over! That's the 
proof of EICO's leader- 
ship in Value. 

For latest precision engi- 
neering, finest compo- 
nents, smart professional 
appearance, lifetime per- 
formance and rock -bot- 
tom economy - see and 
compare the EICO 
line at your Jobber 
before you buy any 
higher -priced equip- 
ment! You'll agree with 
over 100,000 others that 
only EICO Kits and In- 

struments give you the in- 

dustry's greatest values 
at lowest cost. 
Prins 5% higher on West Coort. 

4:'.1954 

2211( VTVM Kit $25.9$ 
Wired $59.95 

'65K Multime,cr Kit $24.95 
Wired $29.95 

20,000 ohms/.on 

77 
nie d Square Wave Audio Gem. 

Kit $21.95. Wired $49.93. 

340K Sweep Gen. 
Kit 1$4,96. Wired $49.95 

1050K (tottery Elim. It $29.95. Wired $3E.95 

6251f tobe 'tester 
!Tit 53,.95 

W"n:d $49.95 

Write NOW for F811 Safest Catalog E-5 

Laboratory Preckien et lowest cost 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., Inc. 
84 Withers Street, B7oouiiyn 11, N. Y. 

ELECTRONICS-May, 1954 

Want more information? Use pont card en last page. 
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Announcing 

PRECISION D -C VOLTMETER 
Model 124 

The Model 124 Precision D -C Voltmeter produces 
an accurately adjustable reference voltage for 
comparison with the voltage to be measured. A 
null indicating meter is used to indicate equality 
of the two voltages. Voltages between 0 and 510 
Volts can be measured. A very stable regulated 
power supply circuit is used as the internal voltage 
source. It can be standardized against a built-in 
standard cell by a switch and control on the front 
panel. The switch also controls the sensitivity of 
the null indicator when measurements are made. 
Two sensitivity ranges are provided and are se- 
lected by a switch on the front panel. 

On special order, the terminals of the reference 
voltage may be connected to a suitable receptacle 
on the front panel bypassing the null indicator. 
Also available for relay rack mounting. 

Voltmeters for other voltage ranges supplied on 
special order. 

Specifications: 
VOLTAGE RANGE: O to 510 Volts in steps of 10 
volts or 0 to 500 Volts in steps of 100 Volts, verb 
step is subdivided by a vernier dial reading 10 
Millivolts or 100 Millivolts, resp.. per division. 
ACCURACY: When properly standardized. volt- 
age indications are accurate within 0.1% in the 
"10 Volt" position of the range switch. Small 
voltage differences can be measured with an ac- 
curacy of better than 0.1% or 5 Millivolts. which- 
ever is greater. 

WRITE 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: Infinite, after null bal- 
ance Is obtained. 

DIMENSIONS: 9%" wide by 12" high by 8" deep, 

excluding carrying handle and rubber feet. Front 
panel: 8% wide by 11" high. 

FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE 

FURST ELECTRONICS 
3322 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago 25, Illino!s 

improve your products 

With QUALITY COMPONENTS 
edhard -wound 

COILS 
of Tungsten 

und Mo ybdenum 

/ . 

(1 

"precision" 

LEADS 
f TUNGSTEN 

MOLYBDEN 1M 

NICKEL 

NII KEL-CLA) COPPER 

ani ALLOYS 

SEND US YOUR BLUEPRINTS or 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR QUOTATIONS! rfa-- -t--m to --mom' 

Electronic Parts Manufacturing 
I 508 25th St., Union City, N. J. 

9ualitt 
MACHINED 

TUBE 
Send me copy of your brochure. "' COMPONENTS 
Name to customers' 

,y 1 Address u PPM pecifi:ations 

ELECTRONIC PARTS MANUFACTURING CO., Inc. 
508 25th St., Union City, N. J. 

Dumont Laboratories, Inc., Allen B...33, 289 
DuPont tie Nemours & Co., (Inc.) E. I. 

Film Dept. 86 
Polychemicals Dept. 48A, 48B 

Dyna-Labs., Inc 389 

Eastern Air Devices, Inc 26 
Eastern Precision Resistor ("orp 420 
Edison, Inc., Thomas A 260 
Eitel-McCnllough, Inc. 59 
Elco Corporation 483 
Electra Mfg. Co 388 
Electric Regulator Corp 390 
Electrical Industries, Div. of amperes 

Electronic Corp. 119 
Electrical & Physical Instrument Corp 379 
Electro -Measurements Inc. 363 
Electro Motive Mfg. Co., Inc 58 
Electro Engineering Products Co 381 
Electronic Associates, Inc 331 
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. (RICO) 455 
Electronic Parts Mfg. Co.. Inc 456 
Electronic Tube Corporation 280 
Electrons, Inc. 222 
Emerson Electric Mfg. ('u 373 
Empire Devices Products Corp 359 
Epco Products, Inc. 371 
Epsylon Research & Development Co , 

Ltd. 400 
Erie Resistor Corp 91 

F -R Machine Works, Inc 83 
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp 314 
Fansteel Metallurgical Corp 236 
Federal Telephone & Radio Co 277 
Federated Metals, Div. of American 

Smelting & Relining Co 392 
Film Capacitors, Inc. 391 
Filtron Co., Inc 51 
Five Star Co The 399 
Ford Instrument Co 56 
Freed Transformer Co.. Inc 251 
Furst Electronics 156 

G -V Controls, Inc 274 
Gabriel Laboratories, Div. of Gabriel Co 323 
Gabriel Electronics, Div. of Gabriel Co 322 
Gamewell Co. 232 
Garod Radio Corp 234 
General Cement Mfg. Co 422 
General Ceramic Corp 39 
General Devices, Inc. 415 
General Electric Co. 

Apparatus Dept. 60, 61, 91, 95 
Electronics Dept. 67 

General Radio Co 17 
General Transformer Co 330 
Giannini & Co., Inc.. G. M 418, 421 
Good -all Electric Mfg. Co 346 
Goodmans Industries, Ltd 106 
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Gramer Transformer Corp 361 

Grant Pulley & Hardware Corp 292 
Graphite Metallizing Corp 418 
Gray Research & Development, Inc 205 
Greater Lawrence Citizens Committee 389 
Green Instrument Co., Inc 399 
Giles Reproducer Corp 410 
Gudebrod Bros. Silk Co., Inc 39a 

Guideline Associates 497 

Hamilton Mfg. Co 214 
Hamilton Watch Co., Allied Products 

Div. 96B, 96C 
ilammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc 23 
Handy & Harmon 341 
Hardwick Hindle, Inc 97 
Harvey Hubbell, Inc 284 
Hathaway Instrument Co '153 
Hay don Co.. A. W ' 71 
Heath Co. '144 

Heiland Research Corp 224 
Heldor Mfg. Corp 93 
Helipot Corp., Div. of Beckman Instru- 

ments, Inc. 195 
Henry & Miller Industries, Inc 422 
Hetherington, Inc. 384 
Hewlett-Packard Co. 28, 29, 44, .15 

Hexacon Electric Company 
Hi -Q Div. of Aerovoz Corp 302, 
Hudson Tool & Die Co., Inc 
Hughes Aircraft Co 
Hughes Research & Development Labora- 

tories - 

Hycor Sales Company of Calif 

DC MEASUREMENTS 

MICROVOLTS TO 1 0 VOLTS 
A precision converter that changes 
the input DC into an amplified, pro- 
portional, sinusoidal, AC voltage. 

Hundreds in use in leading govern 
ment and industrial laboratories. 

365 DC MILLIVOLTMETER 
303 
207 TYPE 200-A SERIAL 

89 
CO INDUSTRIAL CONTROL COMPANY 

88 WYANCANCH, L. 1., N.Y. 
336 

I -T -E Circuit Breaker Co. Special Prod- 
ucts Div. 

Indiana Steel Products Co 112 
Industrial Condenser Corp 204 
Industrial Control Co 457 
Industrial Development Div. State of 

Florida 375 
Industrial Hardware Mfg. Co., Inc 387 
Industrial Test Equipment Co 391 
Instrument Corp. of America 313 
Instrument Resistors Co 352 
International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc 421 
International Electronic Research Corp 295 
International Instruments, Inc 365 
International Nickel Co., Inc 118 
International Rectifier Corp 35 
International Resistance Co 30, 31 

Ippolito & Co., Inc., James 297 
Islip Transformer & Metal Co., Inc 84 

James Vibrapowr Co 396 
Jelllff Mfg. Co., C. 0 401 
Jennings Radio Mfg. Corp 296 
Johnson Co., E. F 324 
Jones Div., Howard B., Cinch Mfg. Co 369 

YOUR VTVM 

Gain Stability: 2°o 

No Zero Drift 

Max. Gain: 
1000 (volts RMS/volt DC) 

Rejects external 
60 CPS pickup 

2 Megohm Input Resistance 

5 Decade Ranges 

Makes any AC Vacuum Tube Voltmeter 
direct reading in DC microvolts and 
millivolts. With the cathode ray oscil- 
lograph yields an extremely sensitive 
DC null detector. 

PHONE: MIDLAND 3-7548 

at vz 

your 
service 

ultra thin 

-only 1/32' 

actual thickness 

chassis 

tilts back 

for servicing 
ease 

AT YOUR 

ELECTRONIC 

PARTS JOBBER 

Supports 175 lbs. 

Extends to 227/8" 

Fits all standard chassis 
and racks 

Chassis instantly 
removable 

Permanently lubricated 

All hardware included 

Meets JAN salt -spray 
requirements 

CHASSIS-TRAK CORP. 
6250 E. lona Road 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS INTERSTAGE MAGNETRON 

Write for detailed information 

BLOCKING OSCILLATOR 
We have facilities for complete electrical and 
environmental testing to 20,000 volts. Design 
facilities also available. 

50 KW MAGNETRON TRANSFORMERS 
(Now in production) 

INPUT - 1250 V, 28 ohms; OUTPUT - 
7500 V, 1100 ohms; PULSE WIDTH - 0.85 
to 2.4 Microseconds; DUTY CYCLE - .002. 

5% Max. Droop; .1 Microsecond Rise Time; 
0.7 Amp. Bifilar Filament. 

All units completely tested to these 
specifications. 

ATLANTIC TRANSFORMER CORP. 
30 Hynes Avenue, Groton, Connecticut 
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for VHF, UHF and 
microwave requirements 

Fluorocarbon Plastics- 
Finest Insulating Materials 
Known to the Electronics 
and Electrical Industries. 

DuPont TEFLON and Kellogg 
KEL-F have demonstrated qual- 
ities superior to any other 
insulating materials. These 
fluorocarbon materials are 
used exclusively in Chemelec 
Components. They offer higher 
surface resistivity; lower loss 
factor; higher dielectric con- 
stant; wider service tempera- 
ture range; zero water absorp- 
tion; won't carbonize under 
arcing or DC plate; are chemi- 
cally inert and non -gassing; 
non-flammable; tough, resilient 
to withstand installation, and 
shock and vibration in service. 

Quality Controlled Production 
and Precision Manufacturing 
Assure Maximum Advantages 
from Chemelec Components 

The fluorocarbon plastics used 

in Chemelec Components pro- 
vide maximum dimensional 
stability. Precision molding 
and machining techniques as- 
sure accuracy well within re- 
quired tolerances. 

COMPLETE LINE 

Chemelec Components, TEFLON 
and KEL-F insulating materials 
and molded and machined parts 
offer a complete service to 
the Electronics and Electrical 
Industries. 

SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES 

In addition to molding and 
machining parts to customers' 
specifications, United States 
Gasket Company also produces 
special assemblies such as air- 
craft electric -motor connectors, 
relay contact plates, high -volt- 
age DC. filters, special terminal 
boards, anode shields, etc. 

FLUOROCARBON PRODUCTS INC. DIVISION 
CAMDEN 1, NEW JERSEY 

Most complete stock of Quality -Controlled Fluorocarbon 
Materials for the Electrical and Electronics Industries. 

Jones Electronics Co., Inc., M. 418 
Joy Manufacturing Co eel 

Kahle Engineering Co 13 
Karp Metal Products Co., Div. of II & B 

American Machine Co 4'9 
422 

Kay Electric Co 32 
Kearfott Co., Inc 258 
Keller Tool Co 75 
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co 465 
Kepco Laboratories 90 
Hester Solder Co 249 
Ketay Mfg. Corp 112A, 112E 
Kinney Mfg. Div. New York Air Brake Co.. 235 
Knights Co., James 305 
Kollmorgen Optical Corp 352 
Kollsman Instrument Carp 80 
Krengel Mfg. Co., Inc 363 

Kartron 

Laboratory for Electronics, Inc 241 
Lambda Electronics Corp 64 
Lampkin Laboratories, Inc 422 
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc 328 
Leach Relay Co 198 
Leland, Inc., G. H 297 
Lewis Spring & Mfg. Co 376 
Librascope, Inc. 125 
Linde Air Products Co., Div. of Union Car- 

bide & Carbon Corp. 377 
Lindgren & Associates. Erik A 369 
Lion Fastener, Inc. 449 
Lockheed Missile Systems Div 301, 419 

Machlett Laboratories. Inc. 203 
Magnecord, Inc. 337 
Magnetics, Inc. 96D 
Magnatran, Inc. 379 
Makepeace Co., D. E 263 
Mallory and Co., Inc., P. R 128, 191, 412 
Marconi Instruments, Ltd 34 
Martin Company, Glenn L 127 
MB Manufacturing Co., Inc 54 
McCoy Electronics Co 368 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc 411 
Measurements Corporation 369 
Metal Textile Corporation 359 
Metals & Controls Corp., General Plate 

Div. 42 
Mica Insulator Co 247 
Micamold Radio Corp 386 
Micro Switch, A Div. of Minneapolis - 

Honeywell Regulator Co 76 
Microdot Div. of Felts Corp 391 
Midland Mfg. Co., Inc 233 
Milford Rivet & Machine Co 316 
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James 402 
Miller Instruments Inc., William 237 
Millivae Instrument Corp 360 
Milwaukee Transformer Co 270 
Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co., In- 

dustrial Div. 70 
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co 66 
Moloney Electric Co 103 
Muirhead & Co. Ltd 3 
Mullenbach Electrical Mfg. Co 228 
Mycalex Corp. of America 474 

National Moldite Co 287 
Natvar Corp. 273 
New London Instrument Co 40 
Ney Company, J. M 377 
Niemand Brothers, Inc 375 
Nopco Chemical Co 62 
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Obmite Manufacturing Co 32A, 32B 
Opad-Green' Co. 110 

Pacific Scieatilie Co 395 

Panoramic Radio Products, Inc 414 
Par -Metal Products Corp 361 
Permacel Tape Corporation 259 
Phalo Plastics Corp 350 
Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp. Inca 

Mfg. Div. 68, 69 
Phillips Control Corp 362 
Pix Manufacturing Co., Inc 383 
Polarad Electronics Corporation 121 
Polytechnic Research and Development 

Co., Inc. 261 
Potter Company, The 298 
Power Equipment Co 282 
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc 460 
Precision Paper Tube Co 206 
Premier Instrument Corp 409 
Printloid, Inc. 369 
Pye, Ltd. 223 
Pyroferrie Co., Lc 96 

R -B -M, Div. of lesser Wire Corp 200 
Radio City Products Co., Inc 455 
Radio Corporation of America 4th Cover 
Radio Materials Corp 46 
Radio Receptor Co., Inc 267 
Railway Communications, Inc 332 
Railway Express Agency, Air Express 

Div. 209 
Ram Meter, Inc. 417 
Rawson Electrical Instrument Co.... 387 
Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc. 239 
Raytheon Mfg. Company 19, 229 
Reeves -Roffman Corporation 366 
Resin Industries, Inc 408 
Rex Rheostat Co 422 
Richardson Company 50 
Roanwell Corporation 367 
Rockbar Corporation 393 
Rome Cable Corp 115 
Rutherford Electronic.. Co 385 

Sanborn Company 283 
Sandia Corporation 268 
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Rectifier Div 338 
Scientific Electric Div. of "S" Corrugated 

Quenched Gap Co 361 
Scientific Instruments 422 
Scientific Radio Products, Inc 378 
Scintilla Div., Bendix Aviation Corp 279 
Secon Metals Corp 404 
Servomechanisms, Inc. 416 
Shallcross Mfg. Co 79, 210 
Sigma Instruments, Inc 312 
Sierra Electronic Corp 286 
Signal Engineering Mfg. Co 379 
Sorensen & Co., Inc 2 

Southern Electronics Co 385 
Sprague Electric Co 9, 197 
Stackpole Carbon Co 55 
Standard Electric Time Company 48 
Standard Electrical Products Co 348 
Standard Piero Co 295 
Standard Telephones & ('ables, Ltd 264 
Stanley Tools Div. of Stanley Works 242 
Star Porcelain Co 391 
Statham Development Corp 417 
Stavid Engineering, Inc 411 
Sterling Transformer Corp 381 
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co. Inc 238, 307 
Stone Paper Tube Co 358 

MINIATURE TUBE SOCKETS- 
TEFLON OR KEL-F 

Seven or nine -pin miniatures. 
Saddle or can types. Catalog 
Nos. SO -427 and SO -439. 

STAND-OFF INSULATORS 

Miniature, TEFLON Insulated, 
Screw, Stud, rivet or compres- 
sion mounted. Catalog No. 
TE -400. 

FEED -THROUGH INSULATORS 

Threaded Metal Body Type: 
TEFLON insulated miniature. 
Catalog No. CF -406. 

Gasket Type: Moisture and oil - 
proof. Silicone rubber "O" 
Ring sealed. TEFLON insulated. 
Catalog No. CF -414. 

Hermetic Seal Type: Fused 
Teflon -metal surface permits 
soldering to deck. Hermetic 
solder seal is capable of 
holding a vacuum for sustained 
periods. Catalog No. CF -400. 

CHEMELEC TRIMMERS 
Tubular miniature for low in- 
ductance and straight-line, 

components, parts, 
assemblies, materials 

noise -free adjustment. High 
temperature polystyrene or 
TEFLON insulated. Catalog Nos. 
TR -535 and TR -535X. 

CAPACITOR SEALS 

TEFLON Multi -Bond construc- 
tion with fused fluorocarbon - 
metal surface for hermetic 
solder seal. Catalog No. CA -439. 

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES 

The United States Gasket Co. 
has developed original tech- 
niques for molding TEFLON 
around metallic structures, the 
applying of metal inserts in 
TEFLON, and has developed 
feed -through, stand-off, mount- 
ing and contact hardware to 
the extent that TEFLON can 
now replace any conventional 
insulating material. Send draw- 
ings for estimates of cost. 

CEMENTABLE TEFLON 

TEFLON with specially pre- 
pared surface which permits 
cementing with standard com- 
mercial adhesives. Catalog No. 
MI -443. 

FABRICATORS OF du Pont TEFLON, Kellogg KEL-F 
AND OTHER PLASTICS 

TEFLON and KEL-F Sheets, rods, tape, tubing, 
bars, cylinders, molded and machined parts. 
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THE NEW 

PRECISION 
MODEL 

GIVES YOU WHAT YOU WANTED 
IN A 

HIGH SENSITIVITY 
MULTI -RANGE TEST SET 

20,000 OHMS PER VOLT D.C. 
5,000 OHMS PER VOLT A.C. 

The 11201 gives you .. . 

MORE RANGES 

AN EXTRA -LOW RESISTANCE RANGE 

AN EXTRA -LOW VOLTAGE RANGE 

AN EXTENDED LOW CURRENT RANGE 

I A LARGER METER SCALE FACE 

I SIMPLE, POSITIVE RANGE SELECTION 

J POSITIVE CONTACT JACKS and PLUGS 

Compare These Wide Spread Ranges 
and Special Features: 

* 8 DC VOLTAGE RANGES: 20,000 ohms per volt. * 8 AC VOLTAGE RANGES: 5,000 ohms per volt. 
0.1.2-3.12-60.300.600.1200-6000 volts. 

*8 AC OUTPUT RANGES: same as AC volt ranges. 
Built -In 600 volt blocking capacitor. 

* 7 DC CURRENT RANGES: 
0-60.300 Microamperes. 0.1.2.12-120.600 Ma. 
0-12 Amperes. 

* 5 RESISTANCE RANGES: self-contained. 
0-200.2000.200,000 ohms. 0.2.20 megohms. 

*8 DECIBEL RANGES: -20 DB to +77DB. 
0 DB = 1 Mìlliwatt, 600 ohms. 

* EXTRA LARGE 51/4" RUGGED 'PACE' METER: 
40 microamperes sensitivity, 2% accuracy. 

*1% MULTIPLIERS and SHUNTS: 
Wire -wound and deposited film types. 

* TWO JACKS SERVE ALL STANDARD RANGES: 
Separately identified and isolated jacks 
provide for extra high ranges. 

* "TRANSIT" SAFETY POSITION on range selector 
protects meter during transport and storage. 

* CUSTOM -MOLDED PHENOLIC CASE and PANEL: 
Compact, laboratory.styled Instrument. 

MODEL 120... complete with Internal ohmmeter 
batteries, banana -plug test leads and detailed 
operating manual. Overall case dimensions, 
Safi x 7 x 31/e"_..:....._..._._.........._......Net Price $39.95 

PRECISION APPARATUS CO., INC. 
92.27 Horace Harding Blvd., Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y. 

Export: 458 Broadway, New York 13, U. S. A. 

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St.,W.,Toronto, 28 

Struthers -Dunn, Inc. 244 
Stupakoff Ceramic & Mfg. Co 37 
Superior Electric Co 65 
Superior Tube Co 221 
Swiss Automatic Company, Inc 377 
Sylvania Electrical Products Inc...7, 309, 320 
Synthane Corporation 254, 255 

Taylor Fibre C'o 213 
Technical Service Corp 395 
Technology Instrument Corp 105. 382 
Tektronix, Inc. 246 
Tel -Instrument Co., Inc 278 
Telechrome, Inc. 245 
Pelechron Dept. of General Electric Co 37 
Teletronies Laboratory, Inc 367 
Terpening Company, L. H :;26 
Texas Instruments, Inc 41 
Titeflex, Inc. 113 
Tobe Deutschmann Corp 262 
Transicoil Corp. 339 
Transistor Products, Inc 291 
Transradlo, Ltd. 387 
Trans -Monies. Inc. 407 
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co 96A 
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc 219 

Uchtite Company 74 
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., Linde Air 

Products Div. 377 
United States Gasket Co 458, 459 
U. S. Motors Corp 202 
United Transformer Co 2nd Cover 
Universal Manufacturing Co., Inc....333, 410 
Universal Microwave Corp 411 

Variait Associates 351 
Veeder-Root, Inc. 72 
Vickers Electric Div., Vickers Inc 315 
Victoreen Instrument Co 114 
Victory Engineering Corp 401 
Volkert Metal Stampings, lnc., John 380 

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc 85 
Ward Leonard Electric Co 64A, 6413 
Warren Wire Co 227 
Waterman Products Co., Inc 220 
Waters Mfg., Inc 398 
Waveline, Inc. 321 
Wenco Manufacturing Co 403 
West Coast Electrical Mfg. Corp 370 
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp 102 
Westinghouse Electric Corp 25, 98 

Wheeler Laboratories, Inc. 415 
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S 212, 383, 405 
Williams & Co., C. K 297 
Wincharger Corp. 272 
Winchester Electronics, Inc. 29-1 

\,'elite, lne. 352 

Zophar Mills, Inc. 387 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 423 

I 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
(Classified Advertising) 

H. E. Hilty, Mgr. 

EQUIPMENT ADVERTISERS INDEX 453 
EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISERS 

Bendix Aviation Corp., Pacific Div 424 
Bendix Aviation Corp., York Div 426 
Bendix Aviation Div. of Bendix Aviation 

Corp. 430 
Capehart Farnsworth Corp 426 
Cardwell Manufacturing Corp., Allen D , 

The 430 
Collins Radio Co 432 
Convair 429 
Cornell Aeronautics Laboratory Inc 428 
Electronic Engineering Co. of California 433 
Electronic Associates Inc 428 
Engineering & Research Corp 430 
Federal Telecommunication Labs 433 
Goodyear Aircralt Corp 427 
Hoffman Laboratories Inc 426 
Kollsman Instrument Corp 428 
Maelen Corporation 424 
Magnavox Company 429 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 431 
Maxson Corp., W. L 430 
Melpar, Inc. 433 
Radio Corp. of America 425, 431 
Servomechanisms, Inc. 424 
Snelling & Snelling 43.2 
Tung -Sol Electric Inc 433 
Walker, W. C 424 
Westinghouse Electric Corp 431 
White Rodgers Electric Co 432 
Wilcox Electric Co., Inc 428 

This index is published as a convenience to the 
readers. Every care is taken to make it accurate, but 
ELECTRONICS assumes no responsibility for errors or 
omissions. 
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N,ly 

offlorni 

1)OES 

ONE NOIE 

SIAN 

Because DQ IF 
makes the most 
complete, the most' 
:accurate line of` 

ATTENUATOR 
in the world! 

aiTEMva'I4N IN 

64z0-/ 
4 //Ewoide, 

gel -e4 550-e7 4 
In addition to Doyen being the leader in audio 
attenuators, they have achieved equal promi- 
nence in the production of RF units. A partial 
listing of some types is given below. 

DAVEN Radio Frequency Attenuators, by combining 
proper units in series, are available with losses up 
to 120 DB in two DB Steps or 100 DB in one DB 
Steps. They have a zero insertion loss and a frequency 
range from DC to 225 MC. 

Standard impedances are 50 and 73 ohms, with 
special impedances available on request. Resistor ac- 

curacy is within ± 2% at DC. An unbalanced circuit 
is used which provides constant input and output 
impedance. The units are supplied with either 
UG-58/U* or UG-185/U** receptacles. 

TYPE LOSS 
TOTAL 

DB 

STANDARD 
IMPEDANCES 

RFA* & RFB 540** 1, 2, 3, 4 DB 10 50/5012 and 73/7352 

RFA & RFB 541 10, 20, 20, 20 DB 70 50/5052 and 73/7312 

RFA & RFB 542 2, 4, 6, 8 DB 20 5C/5012 and 73/7312 

RFA & RFB 543 20, 20, 20, 20 DB 80 50/5012 and 73/7312 

RFA & RFB 550 1, 2, 3, 4, 10 DB 20 50/5012 and 73/7312 

RFA & RFB 551 10, 10, 20, 20, 20 DB 80 50/5051 and 73/7312 

RFA & RFB 552 2, 4, 6, 8, 20 DB 40 50/50í2 and 73/7312 

GREATLY EXPANDED PRODUCTION FACILITIES ENABLE DAVEN TO 

MAKE DELIVERY FROM STOCK ON A LARGE NUMBER OF STANDARD 

ATTENUATOR TYPES. 

These units are now being used in equip- 
ment manufactured for the Army, Navy 
and Air Force. 

for Catalog Data. 

191 CENTRAL AVENUE 

NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY 
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How RCS Makes 
BEST BECAUSE... 

Gold-plated Grid No. I -mini- 
mizes grid emission 

BEST BECAUSE... 
Special mica insulator process- 
ing-minimizes picture "lit- 
ters"soused by churçirgeFe. is 
and leckages 

BEST B ` USE... 
Higher quality, le id-16m.s b "lb 
insures better pcsic.nan:e at 
higher tube v sltage, 

Specially :processed glass bt.lb 
minimizes electrolysis, im- 
proves tube life 

BEST BECAUSE... 
Canonized Grid No. 2 runs 
coo er, redu_es skay emission 

i. C ERON 
TUBE 

RCA Receiving Tubes 

YOUR BEST BIT 

You get more for your money when you buy 
RCA receiving tubes because RCA makes 
extra effort to keep pace with new require- 
ments for tube applications. For instance, the 
1B3 -GT and 6BQ6-GT illustrate how RCA 
makes improvements in tube type designs ... makes RCA receiving tubes best for top 
performance in your TV -receiver designs. 

The RCA -1B3 -GT rectifier has been im- 
proved to handle the higher voltages required 
by "big -picture" TV sets. Tube safety fac- 
tors have been increased. 

The RCA-6BQ6-GT horizontal output tube 
is another improved tube. Its improvements 
minimize grid emission, stray emission, and 
TV picture "jitters." 

The improvements built into RCA receiv- 
ing tubes give you: (1) Superior tube per- 
formance, (2) fewer factory -line rejects and 
"in -warranty" failures, . (3) substantially 
greater tube value. 

For circuit application help, call your 
nearest RCA Field Office: 

(EAST) Humboldt 5-3900 
415 S. 5th St., Harrison, N. J. 

(MIDWEST) Whitehall 4-2900 
589 E. Illinois St., Chicago 11, Ill. 

(WEST) Madison 9-3671 
420 S. San Pedro St., Los Angeles 13, Cal. 

FOR COLOR -TV, SPECIFY RCA TUBES 

RCA PIONEERED AND DEVELOPED COMPATIBLE COLOR TELEVISION 

/AK 04rio RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA \fil = ELECTRON TUBES HARRISON, N.J. 
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